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GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS

GENERAL APPENDIX TO THE BOOK OF
RULES AND REGULATIONS AND TO THE

WORKING TIME-TABLE.

DEFINITIONS.

In this Book, in Appendices I. to VI, Inclusive, of the Book of
Rules and Regulations and in any amending or supplementary
Instructions that may be issued, unless there Be something in the
subject or context repugnant to such construclion:-

(a) "Board" shall mean The Victorian Railways Board.

(b) Words importing the singular number shall be deemed
to include the plural number, and words importing the
plural number shall be deemed to include the singular
number.

(c) The terms "he," "his" and "him" shall be deemed to
refer to either a male or female.

(d) "Employe" shall mean anv person whomsoever
employed bv the Board whether employed in a
permanent office or as a supernumerary.

(e) "Stationmaster" shall mean the person in charge for
the time being ofthe station, pier, goods shed, siding, or
other place.

(0 "Engineman (Driver)" shall mean the person for the
time being in charge of a steam diesol or electric
locomotive or the electrical operation of an electric
train or the operation of any type of self propelled
vehicle classified as a train.

(g) "Trainmen" shall include Engineman, Assistant
Engineman, Electric Locomotive Assistant, Guard,
Conductor, Vanman and Station Assistant.

(h) "Train-examiner" shall mean an employe appointed to
examine all classes of vehicles on a train, except
Locomotives, or the electrical gear ofElectric Trains.

(i) "Signalman" shall mean an cmpioje in charge of the
working of signals or ofan interlocking apparatus.

(j) "Signal-box" shall mean the place where signal levers
are fixed.

(k) "Locomotive" shall mean locomotive (with or without
a tender), and, as far as it may apply, shall Include
motor carriage, i.e., any railway vehicle equipped with
electric motors for the purpose ofworkinga train.

(I) "Rail Motor" shall mean any carriage (with or without
a vehicle attached) driven by an internal combustion
engine for the purpose of conveying passengers or
freight on any Running Line.

(m) "Train" includes "Rail Motor," "Motor Carriage"
and "Light Locomotive." i.e.. a Locomotive without a
vehicle attached.

(n) "Goods Train" shall include all trains except passenger
trains.

(0) "Ballast Train" shall mean any train employed by the
Way and Works Branch in delivering or collecting
ballast or other material; and any Water train.

(p) "Break-down Van Train" shall mean any train by
which the break-down van. steam crane, or overhead
repair train is proceeding to, or reluming from, the
scene ofany accident.

(q) "Level Crossing" shall mean an intersection of the
railway line with any public carriage roadway.



GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS. after being neatly fastened together, placed where they will readily
accessible for reference. A cover may be obtained by application to
Head OlTiee.

WORKING TIME-TABLE

(Clause (b), Reeulallon 8.)

1. (a) The Working Time-table is issued in sections, a
separate section being issued in respect of each of the following
districis:-

(I) Northern and Midland.

(II) Western and South Western.

(ill) North Eastern.

(iv) Eastern.

(v) Metropolitan (including Healesville. Stony Point and
Momingion lines).

(b) An Addenda to the Working Time-tables is also issued.

(c) A separate section (Directory of Stations) contains an
Index to Stations, etc.

2. Every employe supplied with a copy of the Working
Time-table Book, or section of the Book, must make himself
thoroughly acquainted with the instructions contained therein and
the particulars of the trains, with which he may be concerned, and
ascertain what changes there may he in the Instructions and in the
running oftheirains.

3. Subject to the Rules and Regulations and to such other
instructions as may be in force, employes must do their utmost to
regulate the working of the trains, in accordance with the
Time-tables.

WEEKLY NOTICE INSTRIKTTIONS.

1. The ■"Weekly Notice" is circulated every Tuesday, each
issue being numberctl in progressive order, commencing each year
with No. I on the first week ofJanuary. The instructions contained
in each copy are numbered consecutively. Every person whose
duty requires it must be supplied with a copy of the "Weekly
Notice." and in every case where an employe does not receive a
complete copy, the Instructions or information appcnaining to the
duties of sucn employe must be communicated to him by his
immediate superior officer. Every person whose duty requires him
to have a copy will be held responsible for obtaining one, and if it
should not be received at the usual time, the Head of the Branch
must be immediately advised, through the Supervising Ofllcer.in
the case of the Opwraiions Branch, the Chief Operations Manager
must be notified. Absence of such advice will be held as proof of
receipt; it Is not necessary to acknowledge receipt of the "Weekly
Notice."

2.Every Engineman and every Guard and Conductor must
obtain a copy of the "Weekly Notice" in accordance with these
instructions, but this will not relieve the responsible Officer of
responsibility for issuing the necessary written order to all
employes under his supervision concerning matters contained in
the Notice.

Every employe upon resuming duty at his "Home" station
after leave or other absence must at once peruse the Weekly Notice
and any circulars issued during his absence and make himself
conversant with any instructions contained therein appertaining to
his duties.

He must also promptly make any necessary alterations or
additions to the General Appendix and other Books of Insiruaions
in his possession.

J.Unlcss insirueilons are issued to the contrary, the
Staiionmasler or Officcr-in-charge must see that every employe in
the Operations Branch at his Station either receives a copy of the
"Weekly Notice" as soon as possible after issue or that a copy is
kept in an office or other convenient place to which ail engaged in
the working of the traffic have ready access. He must also see that a
copy is supplied as soon as possible after receipt to every station
under his control.

4. Where an Order Book is kept a copy of the "Weekly
Notice" must be exhibited in such book; a copy must also be kept
in the Circular Book at Depots for the information of all
concerned.

5. Staiionmastcrs and other responsible officials must see that
"Weekly Notices" arc preserved. The covers provided for this
purpose must be used successively for each year's issue, and at the
close of the year all copies must be removed from the cover, and.

RULES AND REGULATIONS TO
OBSERVED.

(Regulation 10).

BE STRICTLY

1. It is of the utmost importance that the rules, regulations,
and special instructions should be properly and fully enforced.
Every regulation or instruction is based upon an established
principle of safe working, and is laid down as the means for
avoiding a repetition of some known accident, and if an employe
wilfully ignores any such instruction or permits it to be ignored, fie
courts a recurrence of the conditions that the instruction was
designed to prevent. Each employe Is personally answerable for his
own conduct, and the excuse oflered in some cases that it was not
the practice to strictly comply with some phase of a rule,
regulation, or instruction wifl not be accepted. However
unimportant a rule, regulation or instruction may appear to be,
every employe should clearly bear in mind that if it cannot or
ought not to fee enforced, it should not exist; and if in the judgment
of anyone whose duly it is to give effect to a rule, regulation or
instruction such rule, regulation or instruction cannot or ought not
to be enforced, he should at once bring the circumstances under
the notice of those in authority.

2. Safety of the IJnc.-The serious attention of all concerned
is called to the great importiinceof looking well to the safety of the
Line. Every employe is reminded that his responsibility does not
end with protecting the regular traffic against ordinary
obstructions, but that constant vigilance is required to find out any
unusual or unforc.sccn defect in the Line, and to guard promptly
and efficiently against any danger that may arise therefrom.

Every Foreman. Ganger, Repairer or other employe in
elTecling the necessary repairs to the Line, must, as far as is
reasonably practicable, arrange to avoid delaying the regular trains
and be prepared at all times for extra trains.

Enginemen should not be satisfied with the proper observance
of the fi xed signals.but they should in addition give their unceasing
attention to the stale of tfee Line, and to the possibility of hand
signals being exhibited, and requiring to be acted upon, at any
time.

Attention is also directed to the instructions in regard to
description, disarrangement, faults and repairs of overhead
slructuresor electrical equipment. (See pages 14-17),

When an unusual concentration of water has been reported in
the vicinity of a line or water has been over the rails, passage of
trains must not be permitted until the alTccted portion or portions
have been inspected and certified fit for traftic by the Ganger or
competent Omcer of the Way and Works Branch.

Where water Is over the rails, trains may proceed at a
maximum speed of 5 km per hour (3 m.p.h,), providing the height
of the water above the ra ils is not more than 77 mm (3 inches) and,
subject to the track so affected being certified fi t for traffic by the
Ganger or competent OfTiccr of the Way and Works Branch.

3. Infringement of Rule or ResuIatlon.-(a) In the event ofany
serious infringement ofa rule, regulation or other instruction-sucfe
as an irregularity in the working of signals, signalling instruments,
or train .stalT-in the working of trains or in shunting operations, the
employe whose duty it is to report the occurrence must as soon as
practicable, communicate the circumstances to the employe or
employes deemed to be answerable forthe irregularity. If trainmen
are considered to bo at fault, and the train has proceeded,
particulars of the inlVingcmcnt must be at once communicated to
the Stationmaster next in advance, and it shall be his duty to stop
the train and personally inform the man or men concerned; the
employes notified, as above, of an irregularity as well as the
employe observing the occurrence, must promptly report the
circumstances. (See Regulation 10 and instructions pages 6-8).

(b) It is necessary that the District Officers and the Head
Office should be promptly made aware of any train having been
stopped owing to an exceptional cause between stations. In the
event of the sioyagc being due to any circumstances affecting the
safety of the traftic, the Engineman must stop at the fi rst station in
advance and verbally report the particulars to the Stationmaster.
The Stationmaster or Officer-in-Charge receiving the intimation
must, after obtaining full details from the Guard and Engineman
and taking the necessary steps for the safety of traffic, at once
telegraph the particulars as laid down under "Reporting of
Accidents or Irregularities" on pages 6-8; full reports must,
however, be subsequently furnished by the Stationmaster or
Officcr-in-Chargc and the train crew in the usual way. For
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insiructions regarding trains stalling or dividing between stations
see page 134. See also sub-clause (I), clause I, under Train Control
System, page 85.

(c) If the Engineman be of the opinion that he may have
difficulty in starting the train if stopt^d at the first station to
inform the Stationmaster or OfTicer-in-Charge. he may. provided
the circumstances do not affect the safely oftrafTic and the Line be
clear, proceed to the second station in advance and report the
circumstances to the Stationmaster at that station.

AMENDMENT OF REGULATIONS.

The following Regulations have been amended as indicated
hereunder since the revision of the Book of Rules and Regulations.
1966.

Every employe possessing or receiving a Book of Rules and
Regulations must ensure that the Regulations arc amended in his
book.

Regulation 30 as amentled-

30. (a) No employe under 21 years of age shall be engaged in
any of the following posilions:-
Inspeetor. Engineman. Guard. Foreman or Ganger,

(b) No employe under 20 years of age shall be engaged in
any ofthe following positions:-
Signal Adjuster or Train Examiner.

(c) No employe under 19 years of age shall be engaged in
any ofthe following positions:-
Flagman, Fog Signalman or Pilotman.

(d) No employe under 18 years of age shall be engaged in
the position ofSignalman

(Regiilalion 5H. clause (b) (i) as amenileit).

(i) Stop signat-^y the arm being horizontal or by the
exhibition ofa red or of a purple light.

Regulation 131 (a/ as amenikd

131. (a) Before vehicles arc moved in or shunted into a Siding
used for loading or unloading traffic or for repairing vehicles; or
before vehicles are moved in or shunted into any Freight Depot.
Goods Shed, or other building where vehicles are standing.
Guards. Shunters, or others concemed must take care to warn any
employes or other persons who may be engaged in. about, or
between the vehicles when such vehicles are likeTy to be moved by
such shunting operations. They must direct any persons who may
be loading or unloading not to remain in. or near to. vehicles
which are likely to be moved by shunting operations, and must
satisfy themselves that no loading apparatus, carl or other road
vehicle is foul ofany ofthe Lines on which shunting operations arc
about to be performed.

The provisions of this Regulation shall have no application at
localities where a derail, locking and/or wanting device is installed
and is operative and in respect of which special instructions apply

Regulations 239. 240. 241 have been amended as shown
hereunder.

Protection of train

239. (a) Except where instructions arc issued to the contrary,
when a train is stopped by an accident, failure, obstruction, or
other exceptional cause (unless it has arrived at or passed the
Home Signal) the Guard, ifthere be only one. or the Rear Guard, if
there is more than one, must immediately go back at least 1800
metres, unless he arrives at a Signal-box within that distance,
plainly exhibiting his Hand Danger Signal, to stop any following
train, and. in addition to his Hand Signals, he must take
ITetonators. which must be placed up>on the Line on which the
stoppage has happened as follows, viz;-

I  Detonator at 600 metres from his train.

I  Detonatorai 1200 metres from his train,

and

3 Detonators. 10 metres apart, not less than 1800 metres
from his train

and must also continue to exhibit his Hand Danger Signal to
stop any coming train.

(b) If the Guard arrives at the Signal-box within or at about
1800 metres from his train, he must place three Detonators on the
Line opposite the Box. and must also instruct the Signalman to
keep his Signals at the Stop position to protect the Line, which is
obstructed. He must then return to his train or take such other
steps as may be necessary to deal with the obstruction.

(c) The Detonators must not be taken up until intimation has
been received that the obstruction has been removed, and when
the "Is Line Clear?" Signal for the next train which has to pass
through the section has been accepted by the Signal-box in
advance, the train must be stopped, and the Engineman must be
advLscd of the circumstances.

(d) Should the distance of not less than 1800 metres fall
within a tunnel, or close to the mouth ofa Tunnel nearest to the
obstruction, or in any other position where, owing to the formation
of the Line, or to some other circumstance, the Engineman of an
approaching train would be unable to obtain a good and distant
view ofthe Hand Danger Signal, then, unless there be a Signal-box
between the obstruetion and the tunnel, the Signal must be
exhibited and Detonators must be placed on the Line, at the end of
the Tunnel farthest from the obstruction, oral such a distance over
and above the prescribed distance of not less than 18(X) metres as
may be necessary to ensure the Engineman obtaining a good and
distant view ofsuch Signal.

(c) Before the Guard in going back enters a Tunnel he must
place three Detonators on the Line, ten metres apart, at the end of
the Tunnel nearest to the obstruction.

(1) In order as quickly as possible to secure the safety of the
Line as well as to obtain assistance and to regulate the working of
the tralTic, if the Signal-box in the rear of the obstruction be the
nearer, the Guard, after placing Detonators, as directed above,
must go to such Signal-box and advise the Signalman of the
obstruction, but if the Signal-box in advance of the obstruction, be
the nearer or can be more quickly arrived at. the Guard in charge
must arrange for the under Guard (if more than one Guard) or
Assistant Engineman, or other competent employee to
immediately go to the Signal-box in advance, and advise the
Signalman of the cause of the obstruction, (Sec clause Ih).
Regulation 243).

Should the Guard, when going back for assistance, arrive at an
intermediate Station, it will not be necessary for him to go to the
Signal-box in the rear if arrangements can be made al the
intermediate Station for assistance to be sent from the Signal-box
in the rear, but, unless the obstruction can be protected by means
of Fixed Signals at the intermediate Station, the Guard must place
three Detonators on the Line, at the prescribed distance of not less
than 1800 metres and exhibit a Red Hand Signal to stop any
approaching train.

(g) If the locomotive is able to run forward, it must be
detached, and the Engineman must proceed to the Signal-box in
advance for the purpose of carrying out the provisions of clause (0.
having, if required, first obtained from the Rear Guard an order to
return on the wrong Line, as provided for in Regulation 243.

In the case of a Passenger train the leading carriages, if fit to
run, must be taken on with the pas.sengers to the next Station and
the Assistant Engineman must ride on the last vehicle of the
portion of the train taken forward; the Guard must remain in
charge of the obstruction. The same course must be pursued in the
case of the leading carriages of an Electric train being fit to run
forward, and a competent person, if one is available, must ride in
the last vehicle.

M'hen assistance is obtainedfrom the rear

(h) If the Guard obtained assistance from the tear, he must
ride with the Engineman ofihe assisting train, and point out to him
the position of the disabled train. The assisting train must run at
reduced speed, and great caution must be observed by all
concerned.

Guard not to return to his train until recalled by Pngineman

(i) If the locomotive or train obtained trom the rear has to
return on the wrong Line, the Guard must, before starting with the
assisting locomotive or train. First obtain from the Signalman the
prescribed "Wrong Line Order" in accordance with Regulation

When stoppage occurs to a light locomotive

(j) Except as above stated, the Guard must not return to his
train until recalled by the Engineman giving four long whistles,
and, when recalled, he must leave the three most distant
Detonators, and return to his train, taking up the other Detonators
on his way. Should he be recalled before reaching the prescribed
distance, fie must then place on the rails three Detonators, ten
metres apart, and rctum to his train, taking up the other
Detonators on his way.

(k) Should the stoppage or failure occur to a locomotive not
attached to a train, the Assistant Engineman must immediately go
back and act in a way prescribed for the Guard.

If however, the Signal-box in advance of the obstruction be the
nearer, the Assistant Engineman may be sent to such Signal-box;
but the Engineman. before sending the Assistant Engineman
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forward, musi secure his locomotive and proceed to protect it in
the rear as per clause (a) hereof. The Engineman must continue to
protect his locomotive in the rear until the arrival of Relief or the
Assistant Engineman has relumed from the Signal-box in advance:
the Assistant Engineman on his return must protect the
obstruction in the rear and the Engineman must then rejoin his
locomotive.

More lliao one Line obsirucieJ.

(I) Where there are two or more Lines, and an accident causes
more than one to be fouled, the necessary steps must be taken to
protect all the Lines obstructed.

Prouriion of trains on Single Lines.

(m) It will not be necessary to carry out the provisions of this
Regulation for the protection of trains on Single Lines when the
Engineman is in possession of the Electric Staff, or Train Staff, but
the Rules with regard to ihe working of the Single Line must be
complied with; where there are two or more Lines, and an accident
causes more than one to be fouled, the necessary steps must,
however, be taken, as quickly as possible, to protect all the Lines
obstructed.

(n) In any case of train failure likely to cause serious delay,
assistance must be obtained as soon as practicable, as laid down in
the Rules and Regulations: where assistance can be readily
obtained, time must not be lost by enbrts of the crew to rectify the
failure and thus risk a serious interruption ofthe train service.

ii'hen both Lines ohsinicieil.

240. (a) Should an accident to a train foul, or be dangerously
near to, any Line used by trains running in the opposite direction
in addition to Ihe Guard going back to protect the train in
accordance with Regulation 239, the Engineman of the disabled
train, if it be hauled by a locomotive, must immediately detach his
locomotive, if it beabfe to run forward, and proceed with it not less
than 1800 metres from the scene of the accident, unless a
Signal-box at which there is a Signalman on duty is within that
distance, ami in that case not farther than such Signal-box and
there leave his Assistant Engineman with Detonators to act as laid
down in Regulation 239 to protect the opposite Line; the
Engineman must then go Toward with his locomotive to the nearest
Signal-box and inform the Signalman of the obstruction, in order
that any train running on the opposite Line may be stopped, until
ihc obstruction has been removed. In the course of the journey
from the break-down, the Engineman must keep a sharp look-out
for, and stop, any train that may be approaching on the opposite
Line, by sounding his whistle, or the Brake-whistle, where
provided, exhibiting the necessary Hand Signals, and, in addition
showing Red Head Signals at night.

Locoinoiive disabled.

(b) Should the loeomotive be disabled, or should there be any
delay in detaching it, the Assistant Engineman must at once go
forward exhibiting a Red Hand Signal and place the Detonators on
the opposite Line, and also perform the duties ofthe Engineman as
prescribed above.

Engineman of Electric train to protect opposite Line.

Should an accident to an Electric train cause it to foul or be
dangerously near to any Line used by trains running in the
opposite direction, in addition to the Guard going back to protect
the obstruCTion in accordance with Regulation -239, the
Engineman must at once take steps to protect the opposite Line as
laid ilown for the Engineman or Assistant Engineman in clauses (a)
and (b) ofthis Regulation.

.iccident to locoinotiee. or train without Guard and both Lines
oh.siriicied.

(c) Should an accident happen to a locomotive, or a train
without a Guard, causing the obstruction of both Lines, the
Engineman must, if the accident be such as to prevent the
locomotive or train from moving, immediately send his Assistant
Engineman forward to stop trains travelling on the opposite Line,
and, after placing a Red Flag or Red Light on the front of his
locomotive, must himself go back or send some other competent
person, so that the obstruction may be protected in both
directions.

The Engineman must provide for the protection of both Lines
as quickly as possible.

Both Lines ob.\tructed and Engineman not aware of accident.

241 (a) Should an accident to a train accompanied by only
one Guard cause the obstruction ofboth Lines, and the Engineman
run forward without being aware of the aceident, the Guard must,
if he can obtain the services of a competent person, send him
forward to protect the opposite Line to that on which the train was
running, and himsclfgo back as directed in Regulation 239.

(b) In the event of no competent person being at hand, the
Guard must first go forward as quickly as possible, exhibiting his
Hand Danger Signal, and place Detonators upon the opposite Line
to that on which his train was running, as under, viz:-

1 Detonator at 600 metres from the obstruction,

I  Detonator at 1200 metres from the obstruction, and

3 Detonators, 10 metres apart, not less than 1800 metres
from the obstruction-

and then return and protect the rear of his train as prescribed in
Regulation 239.

The Guard, when proceeding as above, must keep a sharp
look-out for. and slop any train that may be approaching, by
placing Detonators on the Line and exhibiting his Red Hand
Signal.

Guard need not go prescribed distance if he arrives at a
Signal-box.
hi Should the Guard in going forward arrive at a Signal-box
where there is a Signalman on duly, he need not go the prescribed
distance. Iiui must place three Detonators on the opposite Line at
the Bo.v. inform the Signalman ofthe circum.stance.s. instruct him
to c.vhibil the nece.s.'sary Signals at the slop position to protect the
oh.siruiiioii, and then return and protect the rear of his train as
pre.scrihed in Regidation 239.

Red light to be placed onfront vehicle.
Id) After .tun.tei or in foggy weather the Guard, before returning to
protect his train in the rear must place a Red Light on thefront of
the foremost vehicle: he must, however, use his best exertions to
provide for the protection of both Lines with as little delay as
possible.

I Regidation 274, clause tdj as amended)

(d) Where the necessity for trains to travel at reduced speed
continues for a lengthened period, the Chief Civil Engineer may
dispense with the placing of detonators on rails and also Ihc
exhibition of the hand caution signal; in substitution thereof
Special Permanent Way Warning and Caution Signals (as per
diagrams illustrated in the General Appendix) must bo fixed not
less than 800 and 100 metres respectively, from the place to be
protected, in such a position as to be clearly seen by Engincmen.

AMENDMENTS OF RULES CONTAINED IN APPENDIX
1 n OF THE BOOK OF RULES AND REGULATIONS.

Employes in po.s.ve.^sion of a Book of Rules and Regulations
mu.si insert a reference to the following alterations in ink in the
margin opposite the Rule referred to.

In any case of train failure likely to cause serious delay,
assistance must be obtained as soon as practicable, as laid down in
the Rules and Regulations: where assistance can be readily
obtained, time must not be lost by efibrts of the crew to rectify the
failure and thus risk a serious interruption ofthe train service,

H Vit'" both Lines obstructed.

(a) Should an accident to a train foul, or be dangerously near
to, any Line used by trains running in the opposite direction in
addition to the Guard going back to protect the train in accordance
with Regulation 239, the Engineman of the disabled train, if it be
hauled by a locomotive, must immediately detach his locomotive,
if it be able to run forward, and proceed with it not less than 1800
metres from the scene oftheaccideni, unless a Signal-box at which
there is a Signalman on duly is within that distance, and in that
case not farther than such Signal-box and there leave his Assistant
Engineman with Detonators to act as laid down in Regulation 239
to protect the opposite Line; the Engineman must then go Toward
with his locomotive'to the nearest Signal-box and inform the
Signalman of the obstruction, in order that any train running on
the opposite Line may be slopped, until the obsiruetion has been
removed. In the course of the journey from the break-down, the
Engineman must keep a sharp look-out for, and stop, any train
that may be approaching on the opposite Line, by souitdmg his
whistle, or the Brake-whistle, where provided, exhibiting the
necessary Hand Signals, and, in addition showing Red Head
Signals atnight.

Locomotive disabled.

(b) Should the locomotive be disabled, or should there be any
delay in detaching it, the Assistant Engineman must at once go
forward exhibiting a Red Hand Signal and place the Detonators on
the opposite Line, and also perform the duties of the Engineman as
prcscnbed above.

Engineman of Electric train to protect opposite Line.

Should an accident to an Electric train cause it to foul or be
dangerously near to any Line used by trains running in the
opposite direction, in addition to the Guard going back to protect
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the obstruCTion in accordance with Regulation 239, the
Engineman must at once take steps to protect the opposite Line as
laid down for the Engineman or Assistant Engineman in clauses (a)
and (b) ofthis Regulation.

Accident w locomotive, or train without Guard and both Lines
obstructed.

(c) Should an accident happen to a locomotive, or a train
without a Guard, causing the obstruction of both Lines, the
Engineman must, if the accident be such as to prevent the
locomotive or train from moving, immediately send his Assistant
Engineman forward to stop trains travelling on the opposite Line,
and, after placing a Red Flag or Red Light on the front of his
locomotive, must himself go back or send some other competent
person, so that the obstruction may be protected in both
directions.

The Engineman must provide for the protection of both Lines
as quickly as possible.

Both Lines obstructed and Engineman not aware of accident.

241 (a) Should an accident to a train accompanied by only
one Guard cause the obstruction ofboth Lines, and the Engineman
run forward without being aware of the accident, the Guard must,
if he can obtain the services of a competent person, send him
forward to protect the opposite Line to that on which the train was
running, and himselfgo back as directed in Regulation 239.

(b) In the event of no competent person being at hand, the
Guanj must first go forward as quickly as possible, exhibiting his
Hand Danger Signal, and place Detonators upon the opposite Line
to that on which his train was running, as under, viz:-

I  Detonator at 600 metres from the obstruction,

1 Detonatorat 1200 metres from the obstruction, and

3 Detonators, 10 metres apart, not less than 1800 metres
from the obstruction-

and then return and protect the rear of his train as
prescribed in Regulation 239.

The Guard, when proceeding as above, must keep a sharp
look-out for, and stop any train that may be approaching, by
placing Detonators on the Line and exhibiting his Red Hand
Signal.

Guard need not go prescribed distance if he arrives at a
Signal-box.

(c) Should the Guard in goingforward arrive at a Signal-box
where there is a Signalman on duty, he need not go the prescribed
distance, but must place three Detonators on the opposite Line at
the Box, inform the Signalman ofthe circumstances, instruct him
to exhibit the necessary Signals at the stop position to protect the
obstruction, and then return and protect the rear of his train as
prescribed in Regulation 239.

Red light to be placed onfront vehicle.

(d) After sunset or in foggy weather the Guard, before
returning to protect his train in the rear must place a Red Light on
the front of the foremost vehicle: he must, however, use his best
e.xertions to provide for the protection of both Lines with as little
delay as possible..

(Regulation 274, clause (dj as amended)

(d) Where the necessity for trains to travel at reduced speed
continues for a lengthened period, the Chief Civil Engineer may
dispense with the placing of detonators on rails and also the
exhibition of the hand caution signal; in substitution thereof
Special Permanent Way Warning and Caution Signals (as per
diagrams illustrated in the General Appendix) must be fixed not
less than 8(X) and 100 metres respectively, from the place to be
protected, in such a position as to be clearly seen by En^nemen.

AMENDMENTS OF RULES CONTAINED IN APPENDIX
111 OFTHE BOOK OF RULES AND REGULATIONS.

Employes in possession of a Book of Rules and Regulations
must insert a reference to the following alterations in ink in the
rruirgin opposite the Rule referred to.

Rule 2 as Amended. Englncmen and Assistant
EnginenieD.-The Engineman, when bringing his locomotive on to
a train, must have the air compressor working and the handle of
the automatic brake valve in the running position, so as to
maintain the maximum main reservoir pressure without
overcharging the brake pipe, auxiliary reservoirs or auxiliary
chamber ofthe locomotive.

When the coupling up is completed the Engineman must
charge the brake pipe to the required pressure of 500 kPa. (70D)

When the train is ready to depart, the Guard must make a
continuity test of the air brake, vide Rule 17 and then exhibit the
hand signal to the Engineman to start. On receipt ofthe Guard's
hand signal, the Engineman must make a service brake application
by making a brake pipe reduction of not less than 150 kPa (20O)
and then release the brakes in the prcseribcd manner.

Rule 10 as amcndcd.-IO. Should an Engineman find that his
train is being retarded owing to the brake on any vehicle not being
released, he must bring his train to a stand under the protection of
fixed signals, if practicable, and have the brake properly released,
or if necessary cut out, and green cards atiachetl to the vehicle in
accordance with Instruction No. 75 ofthe Wcstinghouse Air Brake
Book of Instructions.

Rule 15, clause (b) as amended.-15 (b) Where there is no
Train Examiner, the Engineman will be held responsible for seeing
that the air brake on his train is in good working order. When it is
necessaiy to cut out the air brake on any vehicle, the Engineman
must do so. and at the same time attach green cards, stating
thereon the nature ofthe defect.

He must also inform the Train Examiner at the next

examining station of the action taken. The Train Examiner must
then take the necessaiy steps to have the defect attended to. Should
the Engineman be relieved before the train arrives at an examining
station, he must inform the relief Engineman, who. in turn must
advise the Train Examiner.

If the Engineman leaves duty before reaching an examining
station he must forward the particulars by the most expeditious
means available to the nearest Train Examiner.

Rule 17, clause (b) as amcnded.-17 (b) Before leaving a
terminus, and immediately before giving the Engineman a signal to
start; after adding to, or detaching from, a train; or disconnecting
on the journey; or locomotives are changed, or another loeomoiive
is aiuched. the Guard must test the continuity ofthe brake pipe.

With the brake pipe charged to a pressure of425 kPa (60D)or
more, the Guard must fully open the brake pipe cock in the
brakevanforaperiodofnot less than 15 seconds.

After closing the cock the Guard must carefully observe the
brake pipe pressure gauge and see that the brake pipe pressure is
restored.

If the air brake is not in use on the whole train, or if the
brakevan is not the last vehicle, the test must be made by opening
the brake pipe cock at the rear of the last vehicle connected, and
observing the brake apply and release on the vehicle.

REPORTING OF ACCIDENTS OR
IRREGULARITIES.
(Regulation 134.)

NOTE.-The Spencer Street Teleprinter OJftce is open for
business only beinven the hours of 6.30 a.m. and 9.30 p.m.
Mondays to Saturdays, and also betwen 5.35 p.m. and 9.30 p.m.
Sundays.

Any reports necessary during the period the Teleprinter OJftce
is dosed, are to be transmitted to the Train Controller. Spencer
Street, who will arrangefor the necessary advice being given to all
concerned.

1. In cases of accidents, irregularities etc.. such as those
enumerated hereunder.the Slationmaster or person in charge must
telegraph preliminary information without delay to the H^ds of
Branches and others concerned, using the code word "Branch".

Train Accidents or irregularities.

(a) Any collision on a Running Line between trains, or
between a train and a light locomotive, or between two
or more light locomotives, or between a train and any
vehicle or buffer stops.

(b) Any passenger train becoming derailed.

(c) Any case ofa goods train or any part ofa goods trainer
a light locomotive leaving the rails on a Running Line.

(d) Any serious infringement of a rule, regulation or
instruction applicable to train signalling or to the
observance offixcd signals.

(e) Any failure or breakdown of any part of the overhead
electrical equipment.

(0 Any accident not provided for in this enumeration that
causes (I) serious delay to a passenger train or (2)
serious disarrangement ofthe train service.
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Sec also sub-clause (f) clause I, under Train Control
System, page 8S.

Various accidents

(g) Any accident to any person whomsoever whether to a
passenger, an employe, or trespasser, or any other
person when attended with (I) loss of life, or (2) with
injuries that arc likely to prove fatal.

(h) Any train stalling or becoming divided.

(i> The failure of an electric train, a locomotive attached
to a passenger train or a rail motor.

(j) Any case ofderailment not already specified.

(k) A locomotive, train or vehicle running over any horse,
beast or other obstruction, or through the gates at a
level crossing, or a derailment ofany tram car at a level
crossing, or any damage caused to the gates, boom
barriers, or flashing light signals of a level crossing by a
tram car or other road vehicle.

{!) All fires are to be reported by telegram, using the code
word "WoxQ," with the exception that small fires in
sleepers which did not interfere with the running of
trains are to be reported through the usual channels,
but not by telegram.

(m) Any damage to rolling stock, gates or buildings.

(n) The fracture of a tail in. or any unauthorised
obstruction on, or interference with, the permanent
way ofany running line.

(0) The failure ofa bridge, viaduct or culvert.

(p) The failure ofa tunnel or any part of it.

(q) The failure of the roof of any important part of a
station.

(r) Any serious slip in any cutting or ofany embankment.

(s) The failureofa retaining wall.

(1) The flooding of a portion of the permanent way or
' ^ works.

(u) Theburstingofaboiler.

(v) The failure of an axle, wheel or tyre.

(w) The fracture ofany part ofa locomotive, rail motor, or
vehicle not included in the above which causes or is
likely to cause an accident to a train.

(x) The failure of a crane, fork lift truck, conveyor, hoist,
or any contrivance used for the raising, lowering or
transporting loads which involves damage to any load
bearing part or failure ofbrake, steering, limit device or
other control device so as to affect the safe working of
the appliance.

(y) The failure ofa lift (goods or passenger),

(z) In the case of fatal accidents and those involving
personal injury (not including industrial accidents
involving injuries of a lesser nature to employes) the
Solicitor for Railways is to hold an Inquiry and furnish
a report to the General Manager direct at the earliest
possible moment.

2. Use of Code Word "Branch".-(a) The message must be
addressed to "Branch"Spencer Street, and to other Depot Stations
concerned.

(b) When a telegram addressed to "Branch" is received at
Spencer Street the Teleprinter Supervisor must note whether each
depot station to be advised has also received the telegram and if
not. arrangements must be made for it to be repeated to the depot
station or stations concerned.

(c) When a telegram addressed "Branch" is received at
SpenccrStrcet during the time that the Head Office is open, a copy
of such telegram must be sent as under-

Thc Chairman, Railways Board,
General Manager,
Deputy General Manager.

Assistant General Managers

(Finance and Administration and Operations)
Secretary's Branch-
The Secretary.
The Welfare Officer and the

ChiefAmbu lance Ofticer (if the accident be attended with loss of
life or personal injury).

Operations Branch

Chief Operations Manager

Assistant Chief Operations Manageis

(Suburban, Country and Personnel)

Superintendent ofSafcworking

Superintendent ofMotive Staff

Manager for the District

Manager Suburban Train Operations

Manager Mctrol

Chief Train Controller

Superintendent of Melbourne Yard

Superintendent South Dynon Locomotive Depot

Elearic Running Superintendent - When the accident
is within the electrified area.

Way and Works Branch-

ChiefCivil Engineer.

Assistant ChiefCivil Engineer

Engineer ofMaintenance.

Metropolitan District Engineer.

Road Foreman and Works Foreman concerned.

Rolllag Stock Branch-

Chief Mechanical Engineer.

AssistantChiefMechanical Engineer.

Manager Jclimont Maintenance Depot.

Brake Inspector.

Transportation Branch

ChiefTransportation Manager.

Manager. Passenger Services.

Assistant ChiefTransportalion Manager(Stations).

Electrical Engineering Branch

Assistant Chief Electrical Engineer (Signal and
Communications.

Signal and Communi<»tions Supervisor,

Flinders Street or North Melbourne as may be
necessary.

Trading and Catering servlces-
When the circumstances require the

The Manager
services of
the Trading and Catering Services
Staff.

(d) Ifthe telegram reporting a serious accident or irregularity
be received at Spencer Street when the Head Office is closed, the
Teleprinter Supervisor must confer with the Trajn Controller for
the purpose ofdeciding which Officers should be advised.

(e) The Teleprinter Supervisor at Spencer Street must arrange
so that every message received addressed "Branch" shall be
delivered to the ̂ ard and Officers concerned with the utmost
possible despatch.

3. General Directions in Reurd to Reporting Accidents.-(a) In
the event ofan accident attended with lossoflife to any employe or
to any other person, or in the event ofany person dying on any part
of the line, or in any freight depot, goods shed, warehouse,
workshop, on any pier, wharf, or in any part of the premises or
property belonging to the department, except any house on
departmental land used for residential purposes, the circumstances
must, in addition to being reported in the ordinary course, be
promptly reported to the local police. If the accident or the death
occurred on the line between stations, the Ganger in whose length
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it occurred will be responsible for seeing that information is
conveyed to the local police, but if at any station, or in any goods
shed, warehouse, or workshop, or on any pier, wharf, etc.. the
perron in charge of such place for the time being must see thai the
police are duly advised. The number, rank and name of the Police
Officerand his Station must be recorded.

(b) All reports and inquiries concerning inquests shall be
handled by the Chief Loss Assessor who will arrange with the
Branches concerned for the attendance ofwitnesses.

(c) If any person be killed or injured in the vicinity of a
station, and a train is involved, the Stalionmaster or person in
charge must (whether the care or management of the train is
concerned or not) verbally report the circumstances to the
trainmen at the time. It is imponant that this be done, so that
should the trainmen be required subsequently to give evidence
they will have some knowledge of the accident.

(d) In the case ofany accident not attended with a fatal result
to any person (other than an employe on duty) at a Station
(especially when alighting from or entering a train) or in any
Freight Depot, Goods Shed or Warehouse, or on any Pier or Whai^
belonging to the Department, the following particulars must be
furnished on Form M, 74:-

(>)

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

(V)

(vl)

(vii)

(viii)

(*)

(xi)

Fulj name, address, and (if possible) occupation and
businessofinjured person;

Was the person trespassing?

Date and lime ofoccurrence;

Situation ofoccurrencc, etc.;

Nature of injury sustained;

How caused, mention train (if caused by train); and
give names of Engincman and Guard;

Was the occurrence due to the action or negligence of
the injured person?

Ifso, in what manner?

Names and addresses of two or more independent
witnesses;

Whether removed to hospital;

If not removed to hospital, name of doctor in
attendance; medical opinion in cither case to be
obtained. See Instruction "Injuries to or illness of
Passenger," Pages 10-11.

(xii) Was "First Aid" rcndercd?lf50, by whom?

(e) The particulars required in accordance with the foregoing
sections (i to xii inclusive), together with the written statement of
every employe concerned, must be sent without delay to the
Manager for the district, or other responsible Supervising Officer
concerned. A copy of the Form M. 74 must also be forwarded to
the ChiefLoss Assessor,

(0 In any case of non-fatal accident to any employe whilst on
duty, a complete report regarding the injury must be furnished on

'u Forms (G 3 and G 215) which must be sent direct tothe Head Office. Reports of witnesses must be obtained and
forwarded promptly, and, in this regard, application is to be made
direct to any employe in any other Branch who may have
witnessed the accident. Any employe witnessing an accident must
promptly furnish a report without waiting to be asked for one. In
the case of the Transportation Branch the G 3 Form must be
addressed to the Chief Transportation Manager, but all subsequent
reports must be addressed to the ChiefTransportation Manager.

Full particulars must be furnished m the reports; in the ease of
an injured hand or leg (for example) it must be staled whether it is
the right or left limb thai IsatTeeled.

The Department grants an annual sub.sidy to the Victorian
Civil Ambulance Service, When and ambulance is required for the
conveyance of an injured employe the Victorian Civil Ambulance
Service must, ifavailahle, bo first called upon to undertake the
work, and only in the event ofthe service not being available the
services ol'a private anibulanee be requisitioned.

(g) In regard to all serious accidents, a detailed statement must,
subsequent to the telegraphing ofthe preliminary report, be sent to
the responsible Supervising Officer, and a copy to the Head ofthe

Branch, if practicable, by the fir^l train after the accident, but
certainly within 24 hours, The Stalionmaster or other responsible
Traffic employe conccmed must similarly see. if the accident
involve personal injury to any person other than an employe, that
a copy ofsuch statement is sent to the ChiefLoss Assessor.

(h) Other accidents, unless they are of a serious nature or are
attended by circumstances of an important character (in which
case they must be reported by telegraph) must, if practicable, be
reported to the responsible Supervising Officer by the first train
after the accident: a copy of the report being sent the Head of the
Branch by the same train.

(i) Particulars of every accident and reports from ail
concerned should be in the Head Office at the latest within 48
hours after the accident. Care must be taken to make reports as
full, complete and definite as possible.

(j) If the Station Officer be on duty when a serious accident
happens, he must by the most expeditious means advise the
Stalionmaster and Operations Depot Manager, and the
Stationmasier and Operations Depot Manager must at once come
on duly and satisfy himself that the proper reports and advices
have been sent to all concerned.

(k) In all eases of serious accident a competent person must, if
it be at all reasonably practicable, remain in attendance at the
nearest station to forward and receive messages without delay as
long as may be necessary. Sec also clause 3, page 13.

(I) For the Melbourne Yard and the Melbourne Freight
Depot, the Superintendent of Melbourne Yard and the Melbourne
Freight Superintendent must report to the Chief Operations
Manager and Chief Freight Manager respectively.

(m) In a case where a person is fatally injured, the Police
should be informed that wnitcn statements from Railway staff
concerned will be supplied by the ChiefLoss Assessor.

(n) Where a perron is not fatally injured (and in all cases of
motor car accidents) and the Police request statements from
Railway Staffconccmed. they should be informed that application
should be made to the ChiefLoss Assessor, 15th Floor, 470 Collins
Street, Melbourne. 3000.

(o) When an aceidcm is reported to the Police, the Railway
employe making the report must ask the Police Officer for his
name, number and location and that information must be included
in the report submitted by the employe concerned.

(p) In the case of all accidents and if the information is sought,
the employe concerned must supply his name. Departmental
number and station or depot at which employed without hesitation
to the injured persons and/orother party concerned.

When an accident occurs involving trains, the Staff will be
required to give the Police Olliccrs attending the accident, the
following information.

Train/Vehicle Accidents

(aa) Full name and address, grade, departmental number.

(bb) DateofBirth.

(cc) Length ofservice, including driving service.

(dd) Direction oftravel oftrain.

(ec) Direction oftravel of Road Vehicle

(ff) Name and address ofany known witness.
(gg) Waming devices opcraiing/noi operative at a Railway

Crossing.

Traln/Pcdesirlan Accidents

(b) (aa) Full name, address, grade and dcpartmenlal number.
(bb) Dale ofBinh

(cc) Length ofservice, including driving service.
(dd) direction of travel of train.

(ee) Whcihcrthepedesirian:-

(i) was walking, running or otherwise moving across the
railway traces: or

(ii) was lying, standing or otherwise stationary on the
railway tracks, or

(iii) fell from the train.
(ff) Name address ofany known witness.

In the case of an employe driving a departmental road motor
vehicle, he must supply his name, private address, railway depot
and number of his vehicle to the other motorist or owner of the
property damaged in accordance with the State Road Motor Act
and Traffic Regulations.
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ACCIDKNI lO IHAIN BY WHICH EXPLOSIVES OR
DANGEROUS GOODS ARE CONVEVKD.
1. in the event of an accident to a train by which Evplosives or
Dangerous Goods are conveyed, it is must important that
precautions be taken to prevent an explosion or outbreak of fire.

2. Before beginning to clear away any wreckage In which a vehicle
containing Explosives is involved, all unbroken packages should, if
practicable, be removed to a place of safety, and as much of the
contents as possible ofany broken package or packages gathered up
by hand and likew ise removed. This work must be carried out by as
few men as possible, under careful supervision and all persons not
engaged in the work must be kept ai a safe distance,

3. It should be borne in mind that some Explosives are readily
fired by a blow, and all explosives by the spark produced when two
pieces of metal or a piece of metal and a stone come violently
together: therefore, if there be reason to believe, when clearing
away wreckage, thai there is any Explosive amongst it, care must
be taken to avoid the possibility of produeing sparks.
The utmost care must be taken to prevent any naked light being
brought near to a travelling gas or oil lank wagon in the event of it
being derailed or in collision, thus avoiding the risk of explosion in
the event of leakage. A kerosene hand lamp is a naked light.

4. The particular attention of all concerned is called to this matter,
as it Is specially necessary that the UTMOST CARE be taken
when dealing with Explosives or Dangerous goods under these
conditions.

5. Every such case must be reported by telegram to the Chief
Operations Manager, and unless delay is considered dangerous,
nothing should be done until his reply with definite instructions is
received.

PROCEDURE TO BE EOI.l.OWED IN THE EVENI OF A
TRAIN ACCIDENT INVOLVING PERSONAL INJURY.

Instructions upon the following subjects which appear on the
pages indicated must be observed, as far as they apply, in
conjunction with the instructions in this Sect ion:-

Subjcct. Pages.
Reporting of Accidents or Irregularities 6-8
Accident to train by which explosives or
dangerous goods are conveyed 9

Depots where Emergency Vans arc located; and
Working of Break-down Van to the scene of
any accident . , 11-12

Supervision and protection of re-raiiing,
repairing, or other operations at scene of
accident . . . . 12-13

ReponCenlrcalsceneofaccidcm . . 13
Promptitude in dealing with accidcntsand
other emergencies . . . . 17-18

Provision ofFirsl Aid Equipment . . 18-22
Electric Shock . . . . . . 18
Derailmcnis . . . . . . 22-24
Outbreaks ofFi re. Fire Appliances,
and precautions for prevention of
fire 26-30

1, Protection of Obstruction.-When a train is stopped by the
accident, the Regulations Regarding protection of the obstruction
must immediately be complied with.

2, At Scene of Accident when not at a station, (a) The accident
must be reported, by the quickest means available, to the person in
charge of the nearest man-in-chargc station and Operations Depot
Manager. If possible, a rough approximation of the number who
have been injured musl be given;

(b) Injured persons must be attended to as quickly as po.ssible.
All First Aid material carried on the train or otherwise available
must be placed at the disposal of any doctor or person qualified in
"First Aid" who is present;

(c) All reasonable steps must be taken as soon as practicable
to ascertain and record the names of the injured persons, and the
nature of their injuries;

(d) Offer to send messages free of charge by telephone,
telegraph or other means on behalf of injured persons, and have
any such messages conveyed as soon as practicable to the nearest
station for transmission.

(e) Injured persons must be removed from the scene as soon as
the means to do this are available. Any instructions given by a
doctor in this regard should bo particularly observed. Tne place to
which the injured are to be removed, and the method of removai.

e.g., by ambulance or to a railway station, must be determined in
the light of surrounding circumstances, based mainly on medical
advice;

(f) Responsibility for ail arrangements provided
for under this heading must be assumed-

(i) by the senior officer of the Operations Branch who is
present; or

(ii) if an Operations Branch Oificer is not present, by the
senior officer of the Transportation or Way and Works
Branch who is present; or

(iii) if no such oificer is present, by the senior qualified
employe of the Operations Branch

(g) A Report Centre for the receipt and despatch of all
messages must be established as soon as praciicabic. In accordance
with lite instructions in Clause 3. page 13.

3. At Man-io-Cbarge Station or Operations Depot nearest to
Accident.-The person in charge must act as followst-

(a) When the accident is in the suburban electrified area or an
adjacent locality where medical and other assistance is most readily
obtainable from the suburban area:-

(1) Call doctors on the basis of at least one for every five
injured persons.
This must be done by ringing the Train Controller,
Spencer Street. If Telephone not available use the best
other means practicable.
Give the message to the Train Controller precisely in
the following lerms:-
EXAMPLE-" railway station speaking. There
has been a train accident on the line between

and (or at ) and
(quote number) doctors are required. Will you please
call them to the scene."

(ii) Furnish the Train Controller with full particulats of
occurrence and request him to arrange for the
attendance ofambulance and police, if required.

(iii) Advise the Train Controiler, Spencer Street, as soon as
practicable of the hospitals or station to which injured
persons are being taken.

(b) When the accident Is at a country location where medical
and other assistance is not readily obtainable from the suburban
area:-

(i) Call doctore on the basis of at least one for every five
injured persons. If a public telephone is close at hand,
do this by ringing the public Exchange and informing
the operator of the accident and the number of doctors
requir^. Give the message to the Exchange Operator
precisely in the terms of the example in section (i) of
sub-clause (a), and in addition, give any particulars
which will more exactly describe the locality:

if a public telephone is not available, send
messengers (enlisting the services of private persons if
required] to call doctors to the scene and. if necessary,
also ask adjacent stations to cat! them from their
locality;

(ii) Ifneeded, obtain ambulances (or other vehicles suitable
for the transport of injured persons) and police, by the
quickest means available;

(iii) Inform the Train Controller of the accident as quickly
as possible. Advise him of the progress made in
obtaining doctors, ambulances and police.

(iv) As soon as practicable, send advice to the hospitals to
which injured persons are being taken.

(c) Send messages free of charge by telephone, telegraph or
other means, on behalfofthe injured persons.

(d) Ascertain the names and addresses, and, if practicable, the
extent ofthe injuries of all injured persons.

(e) As soon as possible, telegraph preliminary Information,
using the code word "Branch".

4. When Accident is at or Close to a Station.-Thc person in
chaige must act in accordance with the foregoing provisions, so far
as they are applicable.
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S. At any Station to which any Injured Passengers may be
taken:-

In addition to observing the provisions of Clause 9 of these
instructions, the Stalionmaster or Operations Depot Manager
must, ifnecessary-

(a) Arrange for injured persons to be conveyed at the
earliest opportunity, by ambulance or other suitable
means, to a hospital or, ifthey so prefer, to their homes;
(within the electrified area the arrangements for the
supply of the ambulance will be made by the Train
Controller, vide Clause 6 (b)).

(b) Arrange for the attendance of sufficient police to
maintain order.

6. Duties ofTraio Controller, Spencer Street:-

(a) The first consideration is to ensure that there are
sufficient doctors, ambulances, and first aid
equipment-see paragraphs (b) and (c).

(b) When the accident Is In the suburban electrified area or
80 adjacent locality where medical and other assistance
Is most readily obtainable from the suburban area, he
mnstt-

<i) Advise Police Headquarters (D.24) full particulars of
the accident and, if necessary, request that
arrangements be made to call doctors and for
ambulances to attend and the hospitals concerned to be
advised;

(ii) Arrange for emergency First Aid Cabinets to be
despatched from specified stations (see clause 7) and for
First Aid employes to proceed to the scene.

(c) In all cases, he must:-

(i) Assure himself that arrangements have been made to
obtain sufficient doctors, ambulances (or other vehicles
suitable for the transport of injured persons) and first
aid equipment; and

(ii) Notify Police Headquaters (D.24).

(d) Irrespective of the locality ofthe accident, he must:-

(i) Advise by telephone-
The General Manager,
ChiefRailways Medical Officer,
ChiefAmbulance Officer, and
ChiefLoss Assessor

(ii) After conferring with the Teleprinter Ofilce, adopt the
most expeditious means ofadvising-

Supervising officers directly concemed with the
resumption oftraffic;

7. Emei^ency First Aid Cablnets-

(a) An Emergency First Aid Cabinet is provided at each of the
following stations-

Spencer Street Camberwell
Flinders Street Ringwood
Elstemwick Clifton Hill
Caulfield Essendon
Mordialloc Footscray

These cabinets are for use only in the case of a serious train
accident involving personal injury and are in charge of the
OfTicer-in-Charge who must arrange for their despatch to the scene
of an accident in accordance with tne following instructions.

(b) The Train Controller, Spencer Street, on advice of a
serious train accident involving personal injury (see clause 3, page
9. and clause 6, page 10), must arrange with the Officer-in-Charge
at the nearest station (or stations if necessary ) at which an
Emeigency First Aid Cabinet is provided to immediately despatch
an employe with the cabinet by road vehicle to the scene of the
accident. A taxi cab may be hired for the purpose. On arrival at the
scene of the accident the contents of the cabinet must be placed at
the disposal of any doctor or person qualified in First Aid who is
present.

(c) Each cabinet contains equipment suitable for use at the
scene ofa serious train accident involving personal injury, and is
securely locked. The key of the cabinet is contained in a glass
fronted box in the front of the cabinet and when required at the
scene of an accident the key must be obtained by breaking the

glass. After use, the Ofilcer-in-Charge at the scene of the accident
must arrange for the cabinet (or cabinets) to be forwarded to the
Chief Ambulance Officer, Spencer Street, who will be responsible
for bringing the equipment in the cabinet up to standard
requirements and for the cabinet to be returned to its proper
station.

8. Duties of District Train Controller.-This Officer must:-

(i) Assure himself that arrangements have been made to
obtain sufficient doctors, ambulances (or other vehicles
suitable for the transport of injured persons) and first
aid equipment;

(ii) Notify the Train Controller, Spencer Street, and the
District supervising Officers concemed with the
resumption oftraffic;

9. At Station or Depot from which Break-down Van Train is to be
Despatched:-

The Stationmaster or person in charge, if so directed by the
Train Controller, must take steps to obtain additional doctors, first
aid equipment and "First Aid" employes and arrange for them to
be taken to the scene of the accident on the break-down van train,
or when time can be saved thereby, by other suitable transport.

10. The best arrangements practicable must be made for the
care and comfort of injured persons at any station where they may
be received, including the provision of such medical aid and
comforts as may be required. Care must be taken to prevent them
from being su&jected to unnecessary inquiries, or from being
otherwise unnecessarily disturbed.

No necessary expense shall be spared in providing for the care
and comfort of injured persons.

The best arrangements practicable must also be made for the
convenience of passengers who may be detained by the accident.

11. Any additional staff required at the scene of the accident
or elsewhere must be promptly obtained.

Every employe, whether on or off duty at the time, must make
his services available ifcalled upon to do so, and must comply with
the directions of the person in charge.

12. The names, addresses and telephone numbers of doctors
and other persons or services who or which may be required in the
event of emergency must be recorded on the card (A.08 for
suburban stations A.07 for country stations) supplied for the
purpose. The card must be posted in a prominent position near the
telephone at every attended station, and the Stationmaster orEerson in charge will be personally responsible for seeing that it is
cpt up to date. When renewal of the card becomes necessary,

application should be made to the Chief Ambulance Officer,
SpencerStreet.

It should be specially noted that existence of these lists does
not vary the instruction in Clause 3 to have the doctors called by
the Public Exchange where practicable.

INJURIES TO, OR ILLNESS OF, PASSENGERS.

1. (a) In any case of sudden illness or where any person may
sustain an injury by his or her own act, such as by alighting from or
attempting to join a train in motion, or being struck by a missile
thrown at a train, or from any cause not in any way arising from
the fault of the department, and the services of a Doctor arc
required, the Stationmaster or person in charge must be particular
in such case to previously inform the Doctor called in that his
services are called fbr on behalf of the injured passenger, and that
he must look to the passenger, and not to the Railway Department
for his fee.

Any injured person who enquires about medical etc., expenses
should be informed that the Board is not liable. Ifan ambulance is
called, the Attendant must be informed to look to the injured
person for his fee.

(b) (i) In case of injury or sudden illness necessitating the
removal ofa passenger from a train, the Stationmaster
at the station at which the passenger is removed should
ascertain the names, addresses and telephone numbers
ofthe relatives of the person so removed, and telegraph
particulars to the Stationmaster nearest the relatives'
address and the latter must inform the relative or
relatives accordingly.

10
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(ii) Unless authorised to do so by the Chief Loss Assessor
and except when it is necessary to infonn relatives of an
injured iwrson. a member of the staff must not call at
the residence ofa person injured on railway premises.

2. When any ill or injured person r^uires to be conveyed in
the Guard's Brakevan as a passenger, it is necessary that such
person should in every instance be accompanied by an attendant.

3. Invalid Chairs.-An invalid chair is kept in the Cloak
Room at Spencer Street Station, one in the First Aid Room, South
End of4 5 Platform Spencer Street and one in the Cloak Room at
Flinders Street Station. The chairs are only to be used for the
conveyance of invalids to or from trains, and must not be taken
away from the precincts of the station buildings; no chaise is to be
made for their use.

PREVENTION OF ACCIDENTS TO EMPLOYES.

1. Employes must exercise care in the performance of their
duties to prevent accidents or injury to themselves or others and
spare no opportunity of warning those who neglect to take proper

Before using tools or appliances of any kind employes should
make sure that they are in a safe position to perform the service
required.

2. In the Book of Rules and Regulations, care has been taken
to frame regulations in such a way as to ensure that needless risks
shall be avoided, and in this book detailed instructions relating to
the working of the Line have been prepared with this object
specially in view. Much can be done to reduce the risk of accident
by the exercise of proper care, and a strict observance of the
Regulations and other Instructions.

3. Attention is particularly directed to

Regulation 24. Clause (b>-As to exercising proper care in
getting between vehicles for the purpose of coupling or
uncoupling them; warning employes not to expose
themselves to danger by riding on the steps or footboards of
moving trains; (c) precautions to be taken by employes
before going under vehicles or into other positions of
danger, and (d) risk of shock, incurred by contact with
electrical conductors, dangling wires, or any electrical
apparatus.

Regulations 25 and 26-As to trespassing and walking on the
Line.

Regulations 95, clause <j), and 103, clause (k)-As to hand
signalmen and fog signalmen standing in a position of
safety when giving hand signals to Enginemen and Guards.

Regulations 131 and 132-As to the precautions to be taken
before vehicles are moved or shunted into repair sidings,
freight depot, goods shed tracks, etc.

Regulations 283, 296, 297 and 298, which deal with the
precautions to be observed by Repairers, Overhead
Linemen, and others engaged upon the permanent-way.

Regulations 127, 177, 224, 245, and 252 (c) also relate
specially to the safety ofemployes.

See also pages 105-109 of this Book for instructions as to the
protection of Carriage Cleaners. Train Examiners, and other
employes, whilst engaged in the performance of their duties, and
page ife for directions to be observed in cases ofelectric shock.

4. Guards, Shunters, and other employes whose duties bring
them in close contact with trains or vehicles in motion, should not
wear a mackintosh or overcoat which is too long, or has a cape
which covers the arms, as such an article of apparel restricts the
free use of limbs. A short top-coat, without a cape, is more
suitable.

5. Accidents have occurred through Shunters getting their
feet caught between the rails, and men engaged in running trains or
shunting arc recommended to wear a bmt or shoe of such a
description that in the event of it becoming caught, the foot can be
withdrawn. It is not advisable to wear boots with small heels.

6. Shunters must not tic anything to hold on by to the hand
rail of a locomotive. Enginemen must see that this Instruction is
strictly oteerved.

7. (a) Employes are warned to keep clear of the draw hooks
when coupling up, especially If the vehicles to be coupled have
short buffer guides, They must also exercise special care in getting

between two vehicles when either or both are fitted with an
automatic coupler, and must never stand in line with the
Automatic coupler.

(b) To remove the risk attending a stiff or defective coupling,
employes notitK them should at once draw the attention of the
Siationmasier. Train Examiner, or other responsible official to the
particular coupling, so that the Rolling Slock Branch may be
promptly advised to have such coupling adjusted or replaced.

(c) When passing between vehicles standing apart. Shunters,
Assistant Enginemen. and others roust adopt the practice of
stooping below the level of the buffer. Neglect of this precaution
may at any moment result fatally.

(d) Whenever a vestibule vehicle has to be coupled to another
vestibule vehicle or to a vehicle of the ordinary stock, the Shunter
or other employe concemed, in order to avoid risk of accident,
must not attempt to gel between the two vehicles until they have
been brought together and are at rest.

(c) When vans or other vehicles having footboards or steps are
attacned, employes must take particular care to avoid being struck
by the footboard or step ofvehicles so equipped.

8. When riding on vehicles during shunting operations,
Shunters should place themselves in such a position on the vehicle
that they will not be struck by signal discs or any fixtures located
close to the Line.

No employe must ride on the side footplates of any
locomotive (whether it be in steam or otherwise), whilst it is being
taken into or out of any carriage shed, Freight Depot, goods shed,
locomotive shed, or workshop, or when it is approaching or
passing any coal stage, grain slack, or other obstruction that is
situated in close proximity to the Line, and against which any
employe, ifso riding, would be liable to come into contact.

See Images 235-236 for special instructions respecting the
precautions to be taken by employes accompanying a train to or
from Jolimont Maintenance Depot.

9. (a) Station Assistants and other employes who attend to
trains, and have to cross the rails from one platform to another,
must be careful to sec that they do not expose themselves to any
danger from approaching trains.

Where parallel lines exist great care must be exercised not to cross
immediately behind a train without first seeing that it is safe to do

Personal accidents to employes can be avoided by their being
always mindful of the dangers incidental to railway work;
empfoyes should guard against their touching any electrical
conductor and against undue interference with other electrical
apparatus. Before passing between vehicles or through any
compartment ofa passengcrcarriage, orbypassing direct on to the
Line afier leaving an office, room, or signal box, employes should
adopt a practice of standing clear and looking each way before
stepping on to a track.

(b) Station employes, shunters, fogmen, repairers, and other
employes at work on a Running Line are warned of the special care
necessary, particularly in the vicinity ofstations or junctions where
threc-position signals arc in use, and that they must not rely on
their reading the signals as an indication of the Line on which an
approaching train may run.

Unlike ordinary two-position signals, the lop arm or the
second arm ofthrec-position signals may apply to the left or rî t,
and the second arm may apply to two or more Lines. In the case of
light signals, as signals arms are not provided, the signal indication
is visible from the front of the signal only (as in the case of the
engineman of an approaching tram); a person in the rear of the
signal is, therefore, unable to see what signal is displayed.
Employes must keep a sharp lookout for trains, irrespective ofthe
signals displayed, and when a train is seen to be approachii^ must,
in reasonable time, move clear of all Lines to a position of safety,
and remain in such position till the train has cleared a sufficient
distance to enable tnem to see whether one is approaching on
another Line.

DEPOTS WHERE EMERGENCY VANS, ARE LOCATED;
AND WORKING OF THE BREAK-DOWN VANS TO THE

SCENE OF ANY ACCIDENT.

1. (a) Break-down vans, equipped with tools and appliances
for the expedillous removal of damaged RoillRg Stock, etc., are
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located at the undermentioned stations. Every break-down van Is
also provided with a first aid chest, a number of stretchers and
other ambulance equipment.

Road motor emergency vans arc located at Flinders Street
(Batman Avenue) South Etynon Loco Depot. Ararat, Ballarat.
Bendigo, Geelong, Wodonga and Seymour.

(b) In order that the employes who form the break-down gang
can be summoned at the shortest possible notice, a list showing
their names and addresses must be kept exhibited in a conspicuous
position in the Locomotive Depot Foreman's oflicc, and a copy in
the office ofthe Stalionmasterand Operations Depot Manager.

2. (a) The Train Controller on receiving advice of a
derailment, must promptly inform the appropriate Rolling Slock
Branch Officer, and the latter will decide the type of re-railing
equipment required.The Rolling Slock Officer must make the
required arrangements and advise the Train Controller
accordingly.

(b) The Train Controller must arrange for all stations
concerned to be notified ofihe arrangements made.

3. Providing Meals for Break-down Crews Attending Accidents
efc.-

The facilities available from the Trading and Catering
Services are indicated hereunder-

(a) Metropolitan-Bulk supplies are obtainable from the
Dining Carriage Depot, Dudley Street, West
Melbourne.

In the event ofthe Dining Carriage Depot being closed,
the Manager, Trading and Catering Services must be
communicated with and requested to make the
necessary arrangements for the provision ofsupplies.

(b) Country-Light refreshments only are available at the
Refreshment Rooms at Ararat, Ballarat. Bendigo.
Colac, Geelong, Seymour and Warragul, however, if
hot meals are required, arrangements may be made for
the local purchase ofthe necessary supplies.

4. Way and Works Branch Meal Carriage-

(i) A meal carriage, designated "I WK" is available for
providing meals to Way and Works Branch employes
engaged in emergency repairs at the scene of a serious
derailment. The carriage is fully automatically
coupled, is suitable for hauling on passenger, goods or
break-down trains and is wired for electric lighting with
a plug-in point for S.E.C. 230 Volt mains. Two 340
litre water storage tanks arc located underneath the
carriage and one 4SS litre tank in the ceiling.

(ii) The meal carriage, plainly marked "Way and Works"
is subled on No, i Bank Siding iracK, Melbourne
Passenger Yard, and is under the nominal control of
the Metropolitan District Engineer,

(iii) When required, District Engineers will ask the Train
Controller to arrange despatch of the carriage by the
first available train. At the same time, the District
Engineer will ask the Train Controller to advise the
Metropolitan District Engineer to arrange for
provisions for a hot meal forsixty(60) men.

(iv) The Train Controller will then advise the Metropolitan
District Engineer or, in his absence, the Mctropoliun
Roadmasler, that the carriage is r^uircd, provision for
a hot meal for sixty (60) men and its destination.

(v) On receipt of advice from the Train Controller, the
Metropqiitan District Engineer must advise the
Officer-in-Charge, Dining Carriage Depot that the
carriage, provisioned for a hot meal for sixty (60) men
is required.

(vi) The Metropolitan District Engineer will then arrange
for the Shift Gang. Spencer Street, to obtain and load
the provisions or make such other arrangements for
this purpose as he deems fit at the time. The
Metropolitan District Engineer must also arrange to
call the cooking staff. Distria Engineers concerned will
provide relief, cooking staffas required.

(vii) If the carriage is to be despatched by passenger train at
short notice and time does not {Krmit or its being

provisioned, the Train Controller will so advise the
Metropolitan District Engineer giving the destination
of the carriage. The latter must then inform the
Manager, Trading and Catering Services of the
circumstances and request that provisions for a hot
meal for sixty (60) men be made available at its
destination.

(viii) Ifmore meals are required due to the extent or duration
of the work, the District Engineer will so advise the
nearest Refreshment Room Manager or make other
suitable arrangements for the supply of the necessary
provisions.

(ix) Ifa light meal be required prior to the arrival atorafler
the departure from the site ofwork ofthe meal carriage,
the District Engineer will make the necessary
arrangements with the nearest Refreshment Room
Managerorother source ofsupply.

(x) The District Engineer must arrange with the Manager
for the District regarding local movements of the
carriage and for its return to No. I Bank Siding track by
the first available passenger train when no longer
required.

(xi) The Train Controller must advise the Metropolitan
District Engineerwhen the carriage is returned to No. I
Bank Siding track and the latter must arrange for any-
surplus supplies to be returned to the Dining Carriage
Depot, the cleaning of the carriage and for requisition
for replacement ofany consumed emergency stock,

(xii) Staff. Two Cooks and one assistant are to travel with
the carriage but three Cooks and two assistants are to
be selected and trained in each district thus providing a
reserve ifdifficulty be experienced in calling the regular
staff. Trained cooking staff are to be located at each
District Engineers' headquarters depot, viz.. Flinders
Street, Geelong, Ballarat, Bendigo, Seymour, Ararat,
and at Warragul and Korumburra.

(xiii) The Metropolitan District Engineer will provide the
cooking staff for all occasions and locations until it is
necessary to provide reliefwhen such relief staff will be
provided by the District Engineer concerned.

(xiv) Ifthe carriage is despatched by passenger train and time
has not permitted of the Metropolitan District
Engineer providing the cooking staff, he shall so advise
the District Engineer concerned who must arrange for
cooking staff to be called out to meet the train at a
suitable location.

(xv) The names and addresses of the Cooks and assistants
are to be kept in the offices of the respective
Slationmaster. District Engineer and Road Foreman.

SUPERVISION AND PROTECriON OF RE-RAILING.
REPAIRING. OR OTHER OPERATIONS AT SCENE OF

ACCIDENT.

1, (a) On arrival at the scene of the accident, the respective
offitwrs and employes are to confer with the Officer-in-Charge of
Operations so that proper co-operation may be obtained. The
question as to who shall be the Officer-in-Charge of Operations
and for what time, is set out in clause 4,5, and 6 hereunder.

(b) These officers and/or employes, after consultation with
the Officer-in-Charge of Operations, must personally supervise
and instruct the employes under their control regarding each
movement.

2. (a) The Operations Branch Officer-in-Charge will supervise
traffic proteaion at the scene of operations as well as make the
necessary arrangements for working the traffic. After deciding with
the Of11cer-in-^arge of Operations the method of working the
traffic, no variation must be made until the Officer-in-Charge of
Operations has been consulted, in order that no misunderstanding
may arise.

(b) The Gyrations Branch Officer-in-Charge must instruct a
responsible oflicer of his Branch to remain at the scene of
operations so that he can arrange any movement required by the
Officer-ln-Charge of Operations without unnecessary delay.
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3. (a) Report Centre at Scene of Accidenl.-Ancr the respective
Branch oflicers have conferred at the scene of the accident, a
responsible officer of the Operations Branch, or in his absence, a
responsible officer of another Branch, must be appointed to take
charge of the Report Centre. All messages received at. and
despatched from the scene, dealing with the progress of operations,
must pass through this officer and he must keep himself and the
Train Controller fully informed of progress of operations so that
neither traffic on the section nor clearance operations will be
unduly delayed.

(b) This instruction does not prohibit telephone
communication between two employes of the one Branch
conferring with each other relative to the operations, but the
speaker, at the scene of the accident, should convey to the
0(ficcr-in-Charge of the Report Centre the nature of his
conversation.

(c)The gist ofall messages as exchanged must he logged by the
Officer-in-Cnarge of the Report Centre. An employe should also
be appointed to act as messenger as directed by the
Olficer-in-Charge ofthe Report Centre.

(d) If a telephone be not available at the scene of the accident
or within a reasonable distance thereof, arrangements must be
made with the Signal and Communications Engineer for one to be
installed: if possible, a connection to the Selector Telephone Line
should alsobc provided-

(e) The Olficer-in-Charge of the Report Centre must assist in
arranging for the provision of meais, when necessary, for the staff
engaged at the scene ofthe accident.

4. Accidents Involving Derailments, Etc., Where the Overhead
Equipment Is not Damaged or Dlsarranged-

(a) In any such case, the Senior Rolling Stock Officer will
lake charge of operations, in the event of a derailment,
or any accident in which the equipment or Rolling
Stock of the Tramway Board is involved, the Railway
Department's Officer or employe in charge must, on
arrival at the locality, ascertain ifany representatives of
the Tramway Board are present, and. il^ so. confer with
the Board's official or employe in charge as to the
procedure to be adopted in handling the situation; all
present will then co-operate in the work. Similaraciion
will be taken by the Board's official or employe in
charge on arrival.

(b) Where the use of a crane is necessary, the authority of
the Overhead Engineer, or his deputy, must be
obtained before the crane is operated in the electrified
zone.

(c) Where there is a risk of fouling the overhead
equipment, work must not be commenced until the
Overhead Engineer, or his deputy, has indicated that
the overhead electrical equipment has been made safe
in accordance with the High Voltage Rules and that the
work may proceed.

(d) In the case of a derailment to electric slock (electric
locomotives included) equipped with pantographs,
before any work in connection with rc-railing is
commcnc^, all pantographs of the derailed vehicles
must be lowered and such vehicles cut out electrically
from other vehicles by removing the jumpers, etc. The
jumpers and pantographs, respectively, must not be
replaced or raised until an Equipment Examiner has
examined the vehicles which were derailed, and has
ascertained and certified that they arc in good order.

(e) If the electrical Stock can however fie re-railed by the
Electric Train power available. It will not be necessary
under these circumstances to lower the Pantographs
and remove the jumpers, etc. After such slock has been
retailed the Pantographs on the whole of the train must
be lowered, and must not be raised until an Equipment
Examiner has examined the vehicles which were
derailed, and has ascertained and certified that they are
in good order.

5. Accidents involving the Disarrangement ur Damage of the
Overhead Equipment Only.-ln any such case the Overhead
Engineer or his deputy will take charge of operations and
representatives of other Branches on the scene of the accident must
consult that officer and co-operate with him in all movements.

6. Accidents Involving Derailments, Etc., where the Overhead
Equipment Is also Disarranged or Damaged.-fa) In any such case.

the Overhead Engineer, or his deputy, will take charge of
operations until such time as the overhead equipment is sale.for
the work of re-railing, etc., to proceed, when he will so inform the
Senior Rolling Stock Officer, who will then take charge of
operations.

(b) In all cases of derailment, accident, etc., in an electrified
area, the Rolling Stock Officer, or employe in charge, must, as
soon as he arrives at the scene of derailment, accident, etc.,
ascertain whether the Overhead Engineer, or his deputy, is present
at the scene, and if he is not present ascertain whether he has been
notified of the mishap and, if necessary, take steps to see that he is
notified at once.

7. (a) When, following an accident of the type referred to in
clause 4, 5 or 6 hereof, the work of repairing and, if necessary,
re-railing, etc., has been completed, the olTicers or
employes-in-charge of the respective Branches must report to the
GRicer-in-Giarge of operations, who shall then inform the
Overhead representative on site that steps may be taken to restore
power supply.

(b) The Overhead reprcsemaiives shall then request the Power
Operation Engineer to restore power.

(c) When power has been restored the Power Operation
Engineer shall inform the Ofllcer-in-Charge ofOperations.

(d) The Officer-in-Chargc shall then advise the Operations
Branch Officer-in-Chargc concerning the safety or otherwise ofthe
line, the Rolling Slock and all othergear.

(e) The Operations Branch Officer-in-Chaige after being thus
notified shall take the necessary steps for the resumption oftraffic.

8. When, in consequence of accident or overhead defect, any
portion of tfic electrical equipment has been made DEAD, power
must not be again switched "ON" without the authority of the
PowerOperation Engineer.

9. Protection of Operations at Scene of Acddent.-Whcn a
Break-down Gang with a Crane is at work on a Running Line or in
a Siding at the scene of any accident, and the jib of the Crane or
any ofthe operations are in any way likely to obstruct the opposite
or adjoining Running Line, the Foreman, or other person in charge
oftheGang, must, before obstructing the Running Line, obtain the
permission of the Stationmaster or Operations official in charge,
who, before giving such permission, must make the necessary
arrangements to protect the obstruction by means ofFixed Signals,
or in accordance with Regulation 271 where Fixed Signals are not
provided- When necessary the obstruction must be protected in
DOth directions.

STAFF OF THE ROLLING STOCK BRANCH REQUIRED
TO ATTEND ACCIDENTS TO, OR DERAILMENTS OF,
LOCOMOTIVES OR OTHER ROLLING STOCK IN THE
METROPOLITAN AND COUNTRY ELECTRIFIED AREA.

1. Accidents or derailments in the metropolitan and country
electrified areas shall be attended by staft" from the operating
centres specified hcreunder-

Locacion ofaccideni T ype ofRol1ini Stock To be attended by

involved in aaideni stafffrom

MetTDpolitan c^ecirined
area

Subiirtan electric camasc
stock

Jolimont WoriLshops

Metropolitan and
country eleclritied areas

Steam loeomotivec South Dynon Loco.
Depot

Carriage, van and wagon
stock other than suburban
e lectric carriage stock

Rail motors and rail motor
trailers

As directed by the
Superintendent of
Motive Suit,

Dinel-eleciric locomotives

E. or L. class electric
locomotives

2. in the event of any accident, disablement or derailment
affecting suburban electric trains, the Officer-in-Cbarge of
Equipment Examiners, Jolimont, must be notified, and be must
attend and supervise operations.

In the case of L. class electric locomotives the
officer-in-charge of South Dynon Loco. Depot, must be advised
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and he will lake whatever action the Superintendent of Motive
Staff directs In cases where the pamc^raph is involved in damage
the ofllcer-iii-charge of South Dynon Loco. Depot, or his deputy
shall attend to secure the pantograph.

The Manager, Jolimont Maintenance Depot, or the
Superintendent South Dynon Locomotive Depot, shall arrange to
supply staffas required.

3. If a steam crane be required, the ofTicer-in-charge of
operations must decide the type, baring In mind tbe class of rolling
stock Involved.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF OVERHEAD ELECTRICAL
EQUIPMENT AND INSTRUCTIONS DEALING WITH

SAFETY. OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE

1. (a) Stationmasters and other responsible Officers,
Foremen and Gangers must direct the attention of employes under
their supervision to these Instructions and, within electrlfled areas,
see that every such employe has a proper knowledge of the
precautions necessary for safety.

(b) All overhead equipment must be considered as being alive
and no employe shall approach or touch the conductors without
the permission of the Overhead Engineer.

(c) For treatment ofelectric shock, see page 18.

2. Power for the electric trains is supplied at 1500 volts from
a series of trackside substations to the overhead wiring system, a
typical arrangement of which is shown on page 17. This system
consists ofcatenary wire which is supported on insulatore attached
to the overhead supporting structures and a contact wire which is
suspended from the catenary wire at a suitable height above the
rails by means ofdroppers spaced at regular intervals.

Where information regarding contact wire height is required
the Overhead Engineer must beconsulted. The contact wire is also
located horizontally by means of steady arms from the Overhead
structures.

Each overhead supporting structure is given a distinguishing
number.

3. Sectioning of the Overhead Wirlng-A typical section
diagram ofthe overhead wiring is shown on page 17.

The catenary and contact wires are erected in comparatively
short lengths but by overlapping the ends of each length a
continuous contact wire is provided for the train pantograph. In
general, the overlapping wires are joined together by means of
jumper cables as shown at structure 255. (See diagram page 17.)
However, so that the overhead wiring may be divided electrically
into a series of sections, sub-scctions, etc., the overlapping wires at
some locations are joined together by means ofa switch.

At substations and tie stations the overlapping wires are
joined together by means of circuit breakers. Each section,
sub-section, etc., is assigned a distinguishing number. For
example, section 304 over the "up" track between Newmarket
Substation and Esscndon Substation is divided in sub-sections
304/1 and 304/2. These sub-sections are connected together by
means ofa switch 304/1 2 which is shown and located on structure
292. (See diagram page 17). At each end of the section a circuit
breaker and its associated isolator control (he power supply to the
section.

4. Section Swj(ches-(a) The name "section switch" is used in
these instructions to describe any air break switch controlling any
partofan electric traction section i.e. sub-section, etc.

(b) Section switches arc normally attached to Overhead
structures and are operated through a linkage from a Switch
handle. Some switches are mounted on (he wall of buildings and
some are operated by a special "operating stick."

(c) All section switches are either "two position switches" or
"three position switches" with each position clearly marked near
the switch handle.

(d) Two position switches are used to join or divide
sub-sections or to isolate and earth branch sections. In one position
the switch is CLOSED or IN and the sub-sections or the branch
section are joined or continuous. In the other position the switch is
OPEN or OUT or EARTHED and the sub-sections are divided or
the branch section is isolated and earthed.

(e) Three position switches are used in similar applications
but have an intermediate position. Depending on the requirement
these switches may be CLOSED-OPEN-EARTHED, or
IN-OUT-EARTHED.

(0 Switches are normally locked in the various positions with
an "S8P" padlock. The exception is with switches of the Safety
lock or Token Box type where the switch is held in the IN position
by a small catch under the switch handle.

(g) In all cases operation of the handle should be firm and
direct and a visual check should be carried out to confinn correct
operation.

5. Sectioning Insiructions.-(a) Each Stationmaster, Station
Officer. Signalman and Employe concerned shall make himself
conversant with the 1500 volt overhead equipment and the
switching arrangements In his locality.

Special instructions are Issued by the Chief Electrical
Engineer in the form of Section Diagrams (a typical diagram is
shown on page 17), Switching Schedules and Card Instructions
(where applicable) to each locality concerned showing:

(i) the overhead wiring and the manner in which it Is
divided electrically into sections, sub-sections, etc.

(ii) the distinguishing numbers of the locations of the
circuit breakers, switches and isolators which control
the power supply to the sections, sub-sections, etc.

(iii) The distinguishing numbers which are assigned to the
sections, sub-sections, etc., and to the circuit breakers,
switches and isolators.

(iv) The employe responsible for the operation of the
switches and isolators at the particular location.

(b) At railway stations and signal-boxes from which switching
has to be done, the keys for the switches must be kept in a place of
security known to all concerned. Ifthe Stationmaster be the person
appointed to operate the switches, then the Signalman (ifthere be a
signal-box at the station), must also be competent to operate the
switches and have ready access to the keys. If the signalman be the
employe appointed to operate the switches, the Stationmaster and
Station Officer must (if the signal-box be at the station), be
competent to operate the switches and have access to the keys.
This will not apply to the Stationmaster at Spencer Street or
Flinders Street. At these places the Assistants to the
Superintendent of Melbourne Yard, the Yard Supervisors, the
Yard Foremen and the Leading Shunter must be competent to
operate the section switches and nave access to the keys.

Section switch padlocks, other than for token switches, are of
a common design for each type of switch and there are multiple
keys for all these locks. One of these multiple keys is supplied to
each ofthe several employes who are responsible for the operation
of the section switches, and each such person must not allow it to
pass out of his possession except when handed to a member of the
Overhead Engineer's stalT, or to some other especially authorised
employe.

(c) Every adult olficer or employe promoted or
transferred-permanently or in a relieving capacity-to a position
involving signalling duties, or where he will be in charge for the
whole or part of a shift at a station in the electrified area, and where
overhead equipment switches arc installed, must prove, in the
manner detailed hcrcundcr. that he is conversant with the General
Description of the Overhead Electrical Equipment and Instructions
Dealing with Safety, Operation and Maintenance.

He must be examined and certified as proficient by a
Safeworking Inspector in his knowledge of ihc General
Description of the Electrical Equipment and Instructions dealing
with the Safety. Operation and Mainicnancc.

In addition to the above, he must, before taking charge at any
locality-

(i) Make himself familiar with the local Section Diagram,
the Switching Schedule and the positions where they
and the keys are kept.

(ii) Be instructed in the working and functions of all the
switches which may have to he operated by him and he
must have signeJ. along with his Instructor, the
necessary (M 187) form.

The instruction in local conditions may be given by a
Safeworking Inspector or by any Stationmaster, Station Officer,
Signalman, or other employe who is qualified to work the switches.

A special report form (M. 187), will be Issued with every staff
transfer notice where instruction in the operation of the Section
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Switches is ncccssar),' and. alkr being signed, in the space provided,
by both the person giving the instruction and the transferee, it must
be rorwardod-per the Manager for the District-to the Chief
Operations Manager without delay. Where the employe is sent in a
relieving capacity, the M. IS7 form will be issued by the officer
supplying the relief.

(d) When a .section of the overhead wiring has been isolated
and earthed, the Stalionmaster, other responsible officers. Yard
Foremen. Signalmen, Shunters and others concerned who have
been notified that the Section has been isolated and earthed must
take the necessary precautions to prevent any electric locomotive
or train, with a pantograph raised, from entering the isolated and
earthed section. Sec clauses 3 and 6(a).

(e)(i) A section switch or isolator in normal and in
emergency train running conditions, shall be operated
only with the permission of or by the direction of the
Power Operation Engineer who will notify the Train
Controller of what limitations such switching will
impose upon traffic.

(ii) In the case of c.streme emergency an employe may
open a section switch without the permission of the
Power Operation Engineer but he must immediately
thereafter inform the Power Operations Engineer of his
action and the reason. See clause 8, page 16.

(f) At stations and signal-boxes, where section switches are
provided, it is the duty ol the Stationmaster. or other appointed
employe of the Operations or Transportation Branches to operate,
or allow a gualified employe to ofterate on his behalf, and under
his direction, such switches as may be required by the Power
Operation Engineer to regulate irafllc, in the event of any
disarrangement or fault on the overhead equipment. When an
employe receives a request to operate certain switches from the
Power Operation Engineer, he shall, as soon as his duties and
safety precautions permit, comply with such request. When this
course is nece.ssary. the Power Operation Engineer shall give
definite instructions, specifying the distinguishing numbers for the
switches that are required to be operated, and at the same time the
Power Operation Engineer shall clearly state whether traffic may
or may not be conducted on the track or tracks to which such
switch or switches apply. Should the switching proposed affect
traffic, the Train Comroiler and others concerned shall also be
notified by the Power Operation Engineer. See sub-clause (i)
hereof.

(g) All messages transmitted in connection with the operation
of section switches must be registered and limed in the telephone
message book immediately sucn messages are sent and/or received,
When repeating the mestage back to the sender-see clause 3, page
48, the Stationmaster or Signalman must read from his entry in the
telephone message book and when the repeated message is
accepted as correct the Stationmaster or Signalman must make the
added entry. "Reiseaicd back and accepted as correct." and the
time should be recorded under the particulars in the telephone
message book.

(h) When a switch is operated from its normal OPEN or
CLOSED position, particulars must be entered in the telephone
message book, ll'thc circumstances should require that the switch
be kept, for a period, in the reverse position, the Signalman must
enter the particulars from the telephone message book into the
train register book, and if the Signalman he relieved from duty
before the switch is restored to its normal position, he must direct
the attention of the man relieving him to the particulars in the
telephone mcs.sagc book and the latter, after checking these
particulars with those shown in the train register book must
countersign the entry in the train register book before taking
charge ofthe box.

In all cases, the running lines, local tracks or sidings affected
by the reversing of the switch or switches must be included in the
train roister book entry which must, in every case. l>e initialled by-
each Signalman on duty.

(i) Except for the isolating and earthing of sidings which is
authorised for ordinary repair work, carriage cleaning, etc.. the
Train Controller must promptly notify the Operations Branch
officers concerned of the operation of any switches which may-
affect the running ofelectric trains.

6. Maintenance and Repair of Ovcrhcad.-(a) If any overhead
work requires a section to be taken out ofcommission the employe
in charge of such work shall inform the Signalman-in-Charge of
the Box that controls the section affected by the switching.

The Signalman-in-Charge must enter such particulars in his
Register Book and he and the employe in charge of the

overhead work must initial such entry, the Signalman must then
lake the necessary steps to prevent any train with raised
pantograph from entering the section.

If any overhead maintenance or repair work should
necessitate the taking out of commission any sub-section,
branch-section, sub-branch section, branch sub-section or
sub-branch-sub-scciion. the employe-in-Charee of such work
shall, before commencing the operations, definitely inform the
Signalman-in-charge of the box that controls the entrance oftrains
to the part section affected by the necessary switching and specify
the distinguishing numbers, thus I4/16''3 (fourteen over sixteen
over three), or 14/16/3/1 (fourteen over sixteen over three over
one), or some other numbering as the case may be. The
Signalman-in-charge must enter such particulars in his (rain
register book and nc and the cmp!oyc-in-charge of the overhead
work must initial such entry; the Signalman must then take the
necessary slops to prevent any train with raised pantograph from
entering or fouling the sub-section, branch-section, sub-branch
section, branch sub-section, or sub-branch-sub-seciion affected by
the work.

When the work is completed, the Signalman, after receiving
an assurance from the overhead cmploye-in-charge that the work
has been completed, and that the section is again available for
electric traction, must enter such particulars in the Train register
book and under this entry the Signalman and the Overhead
employe-in-charge must again sign their names and record the
time ofcniry.

(b) If the switch operated is of the token type the Overhead
employe in charge of the work must take possession ofthe keys and
retain them until the work is completed. On completion, the keys
must be relumed immediately.

7. Faults and Irregularities to be Promptly Reported.-(a) The
following are specified as some of the faults or irregularities likely
to occur in the overhead equipment:

(i) Wires hanging loose, that is, wires which are broken or
appear to be out of position.

* (ii) Any article hanging on the overhead conductors.

(iii) Steady arm attachments disconnected from the wire or
disconnected from the structure and hanging oh the
wire.

(iv) Excessive llashingorsparkingai any particular point.

(v) Bridge fittings orguards displaced.

(vi) Water flowing on to the overhead conductors from
verandahs, bridges, etc.

(vii) Broken insulators or brackets carrying them.

(viii) Loose parts in section insulators.

(ix) Displaced or broken structures.

(x) Bird nests which are liable to contain loose ends of
wire.

• Unauthorised employes must not attempt to remove
foreign bodies, such as rope, string, etc.. from overhead
w-ircs-scc sub-clause (d) hereof.

In addition to the foregoing, disarrangement to the overhead
might be caused by land sfidcs in cuttings or embankments, the
failure of tunnels, bridges or culverts and reports on accidents of
this nature should include detailsofdamageor possible damage to
the overhead equipment. See also sub-clause (d) page 131, re
security oftarpauiins on high loads.

(b) Any employe w-ho observes any damage or irregularity
connected with the overhead equipment must, ifthe circumstances
require it. take immediate steps to stop any train which may t>e
approaching, and as quickly as possible report the occurrence, or
ensure its being reported, to the nearest Stationmaster, Signalman,
or to the Power Operation Engineer, stating the exact locality, the
distinguishing number of the nearest overhead stniaure. and
whether the UP or DOWN line, or both, arc alfeclcd. The employe
observing and reporting the irregularity must state the time the
trouble was observed and give its nature and consequences, as far
as can be ascertained. He must also give his name and place of
employment and before dcitarting satisfy himself that his
inlbrmalion and the significance ihereofis understood.

(c) If an Engincman should observe, or have reason to believe
that any portion of the overhead equipment has become
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disarranged and that it has fallen on, or is hanging near to. the
Running Line, he must stop and keep his locomotive or train clear
of the displaced structures or wires until he has ascertained that the
train can proceed with safety. If there be reason to believe that an
adjoining line is obstructed or unsafe, steps must also be taken to
stop any train from approaching on that line. Care must be taken
to avoid coming in contact, eleciiically. with the disarranged wires,
and arrangements must be made, as quickly as possible, to have the
current switched off.

(d) Any obstruction in the overhead shall be removed only by
an authorised employe ofthe Overhead stalT.

(e) The Stationmasier, Signalman, or other responsible officer
receiving the report of any fault or irregularity in the overhead
equipment must at once report the particulars to the Power
Operation Engineer or to the Train Controller who will repeat the
message to the PowcrOpcration Engineer.

(f) Any employe who becomes aware that power is not
available on the overhead or who has reason to suspect that such is
the case, but who has no knowledge as to the cause, shall
immediately report, or arrange for the nearest Staiionmaster or
Signalman to report, such loss of power to the Train Controller,
who shall immediately inform the Power Operation Engineer,

fg) The duly of notifying the public of the duration of the
trafiie interruption and alternative means of transport devolves
upon the Operations llranch and all communications in this
connection from Staiion sialTs should be directed to the Train
Controller.

8. (a) When it is necessary to operate a switch to isolate any
overhead section, ofa running line, the Staiionmaster. Signalman,
or other employe responsible for the operation of the switch must
at once take the necessary steps to prevent any locomotive or
electric train with a pantograph raised from entering the isolated
section. If a fixed signal protecting the isolated section is not
provided the following precautions must be adopted:-

(b) A hand-signalman must be appointed who must go back
along the line exhibiting a hand danger signal to stop any
approaching train, and fix detonators on the line as follows:-

I detonator at 600 metres if possible from the overlapping
wiring afTcclcd; and
I detonator at 1200 metres
overlapping wiring afTcctcd; and
3 detonators at 1800 metres
overlapping wiring affected; and

then return and exhibit a danger signal to slop any approaching
train at least 100 metres from the overlapping wiring of the
isolated section.

if possible from the

if possible from the

In the event of a diesci or steam locomotive-hauled or rail
motor train approaching the hand signalman must not allow such
train to proceed unless he is authorised to do so by the person in
charge of the sectioning arrangements, who. before giving
permission must satisfy himself that the train can proceed with
safely.

(c) Where there is a home signal (or an automatic signal, and
such signal can be kept at the stop position), to stop the train at the
point specified, i.e.. about 100 metres clear of the first structure of
the overlapping wiring affected, a hand signalman need not be
appointed, but in such cases the home signal must be kept at the
stop position, or. in the case of an automatic signal, steps must be
taken to prevent any train from passing the signal until all is right

(d) Signalmen must make use of sleeves to secure levers
controlling entrance to any section that has been isolated.

9. (a) Warning boards are fixed in conspicuous positions at all
wired Public Loading Sidings to direct attention to the danger of
touching the overhead equipment

(b) No work shall be performed on or in vicinity of the
overhead equipment without the approval of the Overhead
Engineerorhis representative.

(c) During loading and unloading of vehicles in sidings,
employes of the Operations or Transportation Branches who have
been approved by a Safcworking Inspector arc authorised to isolate
and earth by means ofthe isolator. 15130 volt sidings.

Such isolating and earthing shall be performed only with the
permission ofthe Power Operation Engineer,

NOTE:-
Such isolaiing and i'arihinf; of 1500 veil sidings shall be
regarded as precautionary only and shall NOT permit

any person conducting or unapproved object to approach
to within 305 mm. (1') of the Overhead conductors which
shall at all times be regarded as alive.

(d) Before any work is performed in the vicinity of the high
voltage apparatus, it shall be the responsibility of the supwrvisorof
the working party to obtain the approval of the Oilicer-in-Charge
ofthe apparatus or his representative.

Before giving such approval the Officer-in-Chargc of the
apparatus shall arrange for adequate safely precautions to be taken
having regard tot-

la) the nature ofthe work to be pjcrformed.

(b)the location ofadjacent live high voltage apparatus.

(c) whether or not the employe is accustomed to work in the
vicinity of high voltage apparatus.

(d) Where doubt exists as to the OITiccr-in-Charae of the
apparatus, inquiries should be directed to the Power Ijperation
Engineer.

(e) Unless specially authorised, no person must go on to the
roof of any carriage or on a high loao of a goods train in the
electrified area.

(0 Employes carrying out work of any kind on any of the
structures, mcfudlng signal structures, signal-boxes, station roofs
or ovcrline bridges, must exercise due care to avoid touching the
overhead conductors with any part of their bodies, clothing, or
with any article they may be cariVing, Under no circumstances are
metal tapics or metal reinforced tapes to be used in pxisilions where
they are likely to fall on or be blown across the overhead
conductors. Attention is also called to the danger of throwing or
allowing paint, water, or any liquid, or materials such as ropie.
wire. etc.. with which they arc in contact, to fall on the overiiead
conductors.

<g) Cables arc connected to each substation, liestaiion,
tramway crossing switch box and from the Yard Masters bridge to
the bonded running rails or impedance bonds. These cables carry
return current from 1500 volt circuits.

Danger exists ifthe cables are broken or if the running rails on
both sides of the junction of the cables and the running rails are
broken.

10. Terminal Stop .Marks for Electric Tralns.-(a) Where the
Overhead Equipment terminates at locations other than those at
which buffer-stops are provided, stop boards of the standard lypje
shown on the herein are erected 15 metres inside the Terminal
Clamp or other point where the pantograph would leave the
contact wire.

(b) During shunting operations, either on main lines or in
sidings where buffer slops arc not provided Engincmen, Guards,
and Shunters, when shunting electric trains, must exercise care
that the leading pantograph docs not overrun the Overhead Wire
Terminating Clamp, or the Overhead Wiring, and thus allow the
pantograph to become fully extended; in the event ofa train being
set back with pantograph in that position, serious damage will
result to overhead equipment and pantograph.

(c) Except where instructions are issued to the contrary, the
Englneman of an electric train shunting towards an overhead
terminal on a main line or siding must in all cases drive from the
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from cab; he must have the train well undercontrol, and bring it to
a stand at least 3 metres from the stop board.

(d) In the event ofa pantograph on a motor carriage or electric
locomotive overrunning the wire, the pantograph must be
immediately lowered, and the Engineman must at once rnake a
thorough examination to see ifit is in proper order and condition.

A multiple unit electric train must be set back by using the
other pantographs; a single unit electric train or an electric
locomotive must be hauled back by another train or locornotiye, if
necessafv. If the pantograph which had over-run the wire is in
good orJer, it may then be raised.

INSTRUCTIONS IN CONNECTION WITH THE HIGH
VOLTAGE TRANSMISSION LINE FOR AUTOMATIC
SIGNALLING BETWEEN NEWPORT AND NORTH

GEELONG.

1. (a) Single phase electrical energy is supplied at 6,600 volts
from Newport substation and is connected to the transmission line
between Newport and North Geelongby a circuit breaker.

The transmission line is divided into sections by means of
section switches.

(b) The transmission line the location ofsection switches and
their distinguishing numbers are shown on a diagram which is
provided at each station.

2. (a) Each section switch is located on a transmission pole
and is operated by means of a handle which is connected to the
switch by a rod.

Each switch is locked in the "open" or "closed" position as
appropriate by means ofa padlock.

After operating the switch as directed, the Stationmaster or
Person-in-Charge of the station shall advise the Power Operation
Engineer as soon as possible.

(b) It will be the duty of the Stationmaster or
PeTson-in-Chaige of the station to operate section switches when
directed by the Power Operation Engineer.

The Power Operation Engineer will specify the distinguishing
number ofthe switch and whether it is to be "opened" or "closed".

3. Employes of the Wav and Works Branch who have been
appropriately trained are autfiorised to perform switching isolating
and eanhingofthe transmission line and to issue Access Permits.

However, no employe shall perform any operations or issue
an Access Permit without the permission of the Power Operation
Engineer.

Employes must advise the Power Operation Engineer of any
operations which have been performed as soon as possible.

4. Clause 9, of the Instructions regarding "Overhead
Equipment" on page 16 will also apply to this High Voltage
Transmission Line.

5. In the event of any employe observing any damage or
irregularity or other condition which he considers may afteei the
working of this equipment, such as broken wires, insulators, or
poles, or any foreign matter on the wires or poles, such as the
building ofbirds' nests, etc., he must as quickly as possible report
the circumstances to the nearest Stationmaster or Signalman. The
stationmaster or Signalman receiving the report of any such fault
or irregularity must at once report the particulars to the Power
Operation Engineer and to the Signal Supiervisor. Geelong.

PROMPTITUDE IN DEALING WITH ACCIDENTS AND
OTHER EMERGENCIES.

1. The attention of every Stationmaster and Operations
Depot Manager is specially directed to the importance of being at
all times prepared to deal with various emergencies incidental to
Railway worx. especially those which are most likely to arise at his
own Station, or on the section of Line for the working of which he
is directly responsible. He is reminded that not only is it necessary
that he snould himself give such attention to the whole subject as
well as give him confidence in dealing with emergencies when they
arise, but he should also lake steps to satisfy himself that any
member of his staff, who is in charge of the Station during his
absence has an intelligent appreciation of the duties which, in
certain eventualities, would devolve upon him, particularly as to
the course of action which should properly be taken in the
following circumstances;-

(a) Procedure to be followed in the event ofa train accident
involving personal injury, or in a case ofelectric shock. (See pages
9-11 andlS-22).

(b) Working the Traffic ofa Double Line over a Single Line of
rails. (See Regulations 250 and 262 inclusive, and clause 6 hcreoO-

(c) Relieving a disabled train or locomotive from the front by
locomotive of break-down train running on the wrong line, (See
Regulation 243).

(d) Working or relieving a disabled electric train .(See clause
(g). Regulation 247, and supplementary Instructions, pages
l40-142oflhlsBook>.

(c) Drawing or pushing a locomotive, train, or portion of a
train on the wrong line back to the next sigrial-box or station in the
rear. (See Regulation 244).

(f) Working a Single Line by Pilotman, owing to failure of the
electric staffapparatus. (See Rule 27, Appendix V., Book of Rules
and Regulations, and Instructions respecting "Proceed Orders,"
pages 221 to 225 ofthis book,

(g) Working a Single Line by Pilotman on one side of an
obstruction, and by Staff on the other, (Sec Rules 18 and 32.
Appendix (II) and Rule I6A, Appendix (V) Book of Rules and
Regulations).

(h) The precautions and steps to be taken in the case of a
disarrangement on overheadclectrical equipment, or when for any-
other reason it may be necessary to have power switched oft". (See
Regulations 24, clause (d); 113; 214 (c); 279; and Instructions on
pages 14-l7ofthisBook).

(i) Detraining passengers at an obstruction. (See clause (0 of
Regulation 247), No specific instructions are, or can be, laid down
for guidance in cases of this kind, beyond the general principles for
working by Pilotman on the single Line in each direction back to
the nearest cross-over, afier transferring passengers from train to
train as provided for in Regulations 250 to 262, and in the Rules
and instructions for working Single Lines.

(j) Attention is also directed to the instructions respecting
outbreaks of fire, fire appliances, and precautions for prevention of
fire, and the necessity for employes at stations being instructed in
the use of appliances, and their respective duties in case of an
outbreak of fire. (See pages 26-30).

2, (a) Each Stationmaster, with Operations Depot Manager,
and other members of the staff who may be required to act, must
work out on the principles laid down in the Rules, Regulations,
and other instructions referred to. details of the action to be taken
should any of these emergencies occur at, or near, his station. He
should thorou^ly rehearse In his own mind, and with his staff, the
exact course to be followed in the various forms in which an
accident or casualty may be likely to present itself, so that, if need
sliould arise, they will be quite familiar with the deialis of the
exceptional arrangements to be made, and can act with thai
promplitud&and adherence to establish Rules and Regulations and
Instniclions which it is so necessary should be obsened, bearing in
mind, however, that it is preferable to set about the adoption of the
special working with such deliberation as will ensure the best
arrangements being made, rather than to err from want of
sufficient presence of mind. The lists containing the names of
Doctors and other information, prescribed by the Ambulance
Instructions must be posted in a prominent position in the
Stationmaster's and Operations Depot Manager's office. The
necessary forms for emergency working, and the Piloiman's badge,
must be kept together in a conspicuous place in the office or
signal-box, and it is the Stationmaster's or Manager's duly to
satisfy himself from time to time that they are in order and ready
for immediate use.

(b) As exceptional circumstances may at any time arise
necessitating the prompt adoption of measures for which it is
impossible to lay down specific rules beforehand, the staff
generally are expected to prepare themselves, as far as possible, for
dealing with unforseen emergencies, and especially to maintain a
thorough understanding with the Stations on each side of them, so
that they may be in as good a position as possible for acting
together to the best advantage, A break-down may occur at any
time and without warning, and it is those members of the staff
whose minds arc most exercised on the subject who can best act to
advantage when a break-down docs occur,

3. Where tools that are locally available, cither at the station,
or on the locomotive, or in the brakevan, can be used with
advantage, proper use should be made of them; care must,
however, be taken to avoid contact with ovcrliead electrical
conductors (see page 14, and clause 9, page 16). It may not be
always necessary to await the arrival of the breakdown van before
taking action.
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4. In no case should the running tracks be made use of for
trafEc purposes, after a vehicle has been off the Line, until the
Road-master. Road Foreman, Ganger, or other responsible olEcial
of the Way and Works Branch has certified that the Line is fit for
use: nor should a vehicle which has been off the rails be allowed to
run in a train until it has been examined and certified as fit to do
so. The imerlocking connections and hand points should also be
carefully examined m order to see ifthey have been interfered with
in any way through the accident.

5, (a) Each Stationmaster and Operations Depot Manager
must make themselves acquainted with the facilities for working
the iralTic ofa Double Line over a Single Line, not only at his own
station, but at other stations on each side.

(b) It must be borne in mind that Single Line working may
become necessary, owing to a failure of, or during repairs to. the
overhead electrical equipment on one Line. The mode of
procedure therefore in regard to communicating with the Power
Operation Engineer, the section switches which would require to
be operated and the cross-overs to be used, should be rehearsed
from lime to time, particularly in the event of any change m the
staff, in order that eveiy member will be familiar with the
distinguishing numbers of'the overhead sections, and the locality
ofthe section switches.

Attention is directed to the description of, and instructions
respecting disarrangement, repairs and faults, on overhead
equipment, and particularly to the precautions necessary to
prevent any eiccinc locomotive or train with a pantograph raised
from entering the isolated and earthed section.

6, Should an accident happen of a character to cause a total
stoppage of tralTic by the usual route for any considerable time,
prompt arrangements should be made for diverting the trains by
any route that may be practicable, care being taken is such cases
that all nccdl^ul precautions are adopted, and clear advices sent to
all persons concerned.

7. If the Stationmaster or Operations Depot Manager be not
on duly at a station nearest to the scene of any serious accident, or
at a station where a serious accident has happened, or at a station
from where the break-down van will be sent, he must as promptly
as possible, be advised of the circumstances by the person in
charge. The Slalionmastcrand Operations Depot Manager must at
once come on duty, ascertain what has already been done, rake
whatever other action is necessary; to comply with these
instructions, and, in the event ofthe Line being obstructed, or the
running oftrains disoreanised, arrange for the working of irafllc, or
so much of it as possible, to be restored, if such has not already
been done.

(ii) Afterthe firstquick4breaths.,,

One Operalor-

15 chest compressions one per second, then two breaths, 15
chest compressions; continue cycle until heart resumes healing.

Two Operators-

One breath to 5 compressions.

TREATMENT OF ELECTRIC SHOCK

Electric shock usually does not kill at once, but may stun the
victim, stop his breathing and affect his heart. Delay in rescue and
resuscitation may be fata!.. - EVERY SECOND COUNTS

RESCUE

Immediately switch off the electricity where practicable, and
then pull or push the patient clear. If the electricity cannot be
switched off immediately, remember that the patient is electrified
until released and take precautions against receiving a shock
yourself. The patient must be pulled or pushed away from the
conductor using any type of DRY insulating material, suim as
wood, rope, clothing, rubber or plastic. DO NOT USE METAL
OR ANYTHING MOIST, In some cases it may be easier to
remove the conductor from the patient- Where practicable lake
carc that the patient docs not sustain injury by falling.

RESUSCITATION

After rescue, if the patient is not breathing and his heart is not
beating, commence aitificial respiration and heart masMge
immediately and CONTINUE WITHOUT INTERRUPTION
FOR HOURS IF NECESSARY. When assistance is available,
send for a doctor and an ambulance,

EXPIRED AHl RESUSCITATION AND EXTERNAL HEART
MASSAGE,

Proccdurc:-

(i) Start exactly as for mouth to mouth (no padding under
shoulders.)

(ii) After the first quick 4 breaths,,.

A patient who is not breathing may NOT require heart
massage, but in ALL cases where the heart is not beating BOTH
artificial respiration and heart massage will be required.

CARE ON RECOVERY

Keep the casualty warm according to weather conditions.

Place the casualty in the COMA position.

Keep a continuous check on the breathing, recommence
artificial respiration ifbreathing fails.

Prevent inhalation ofsaliva, mucus or vomilus.

Arrange transport to hospital.

PROVISION OF nRST AID EQUIPMENT

l.(a)(i) The van ofevery ordinary country passenger train, rail
motor, Diesel, and special passenger tram (suburban
electric trains excepted) shall, unless otherwise
arranged by the Ambulance Office, be equipped with a
first aid chest.

(ii) The van of every goods train with a carriage attached,
must be providecl with a first aid box.

In each instance, a stretcher rtumbered the same as the chest
or box must be provided.

Road motors utilised for the conveyance of pasMiigers must,
carry a first aid box, and every ballast and plant train in regular
running must carry a first aid box and stretcher.

(b) Every break-down van is provided with a first aid chest, a
number of stretchers, and other first aid equipment.

(c) First aid equipment must be provided at every place where
an extra gang of men belonging to the Way and Works Branch is
employed.

(d) Every road motor provided for the carriage of workmen
must be equipped with a first aid box.

2, Responslbllily for Seeing that Equipment is Provided-

(a) The responsibility for seeing that the vans of the trains
referred to in clause 2 are provided with first aid equipment is as
under-

(i) Ordinary Country Passenger, Rail Motor. Diesel.
Sunday trains, and Goods train with a carnage
atlachedi-ihe Stationmaster at the station from which
any such train siarts,

(ii) Special Trains:-The Stationmaster at the depot which
provides any such train.

If it is impracticable for the Stationmaster himself to
attend to the duly, he must appoint a member of his
staff 10 attend to it so that any neglect can be definitely
located.

(iii) Ballast trains in regular running, and places where
extra gangs of men belonging to the Way and Works
Branch are employed-the Road Foreman, Ganger, or
other person in cnarec, who must requisition on the
Chief Ambulance Officer for the equipment, and see
that it is duly returned when no longer required.

(iv) The Guard will be held responsible for promptly
reporting any instance in which his van is not provided
with proper first aid equipment.

(b) When the equipment for a special train is not available
locally arrangements must be made to obtain it from the
Ambulance Oftice, Spencer Street Station. When the service is
completed for which the equipment was supplied, it must be
returned lo the ChiefAmbulance Ofiicer duly waybilled.
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ARTIFICIAL RESPIRATION

Mouth (0 Mouth Method

I. Turn the head to one side and clear away any blockage. Care
must be taken not to push anything Further into the throat.

2. Tilt the casualty's head right back. This opens up
the air passage. Air can now enter the lungs.

3.Seal nose by pinching. Breathe firmly into the casualty's mouth. 4. Turn your head away, take another deep breath while listening

SKkTH'rnRST 4 BREATHS FAST-THEN 15 BREATHS A MINUTe':""'"'
MOUTH TO NOSE METHOD

To be used when mouth and jaw arc in any way damaged and cannot be opened.

EXTERNAL H EA RT MASSAG E
Absence of pulse and enlarged pupils, indicate that the heart is not beating.

A. Feel for pulse between Adam's apple and neck muscle. B. Lift eye lid and look for enlarged pupil.

rs

LOCATION FOR HANOS

1^® i-u®' depress lower half of breast bone sharply and firmly 35 mm-50 mm (I 1/2"2 ) (for an adult) using heels of hands, keeping arms straight (much less depression for a child)
Release and continue at rate of60 timesa minute.
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(c) Chests and sireichere for the purpose of equipping special
passenger trains are allotted to the following Stations:-

Ararat

Bacchus Marsh
Baimsdale
Ballarat
Bcnalla

Bcndigo
Camperdown
Castlcmaine
Dcniliquin
Dimboola
Donald
Echuca

Flinders Street

Geelong
Hamilton
Horsham
Korong Vale
Korumburra

Leongatha
Mildura

Murtoa
Portland
Serviceion

Seymour
Shepparton
Spencer Street
Stawell
Swan Hill
Traralgon
Wangaratta
Warragul
Warmambool
Wodonga
Woodend

They are to be used for equipping the brakevan ofany special
country passenger train that starts from any of the places
mentioned. Ordinary station chests and boxes or stretchers shoujd
not be used for equipping the vans of special trains. First aid
equipment must always be placed in the Guard's end of the van,
and the Guard must see that it is not blocked in by parcels, etc.
The chest or box must be placed under the Guard's desk.

(d) The first aid equipment on special passenger trains which
return empty must not be taken into Melbourne or Flinders Street
Yards, or Yards at any Country centre, but must be removed at the
terminus of the passenger special on the Down journey and
waybilled to its Home station.

Stationmastcrs and OfTicers-in-Charge must see that the first
aid equipment is removed from vans ofoft trains at night, and also
before trains are shunted into yards during day time. (Ordinary
Suburban electric trains excepted).

3. Rrst Aid Chests and Boxes.-(a) Every first aid chest and
box contains a printed list of its contents, and the employe
responsible therefore must enter in a notebook provided in such
chest or box, (a) the date, (b) the hour, (c) the name grade and
branch of the person being attended, (d) nature of injury, (e)
materials used; each entry must be initialled by the employe
attending to the injured peison.

It is essential that the contents of first aid boxes and chests
should be kept clean and contain the full equipment shown on the
contents card.

(b) Every chest and box set apart for use on a train is secured
with a metal seal and the Guard of any train on which there is an
unsealed first aid box or chest will be held responsible for any
article that may be missing unless it can be shown that it has been
legitimately used. The Guard must examine the seal when he takes
charge ofhis van.

(c) In every instance In which the metal seal ofa train chest or
box is broken, the responsible employe shall immediately
requisition on the Ambulance Office for an emergency chest or
box, and when this is received the chest or box with the broken wal
must be temporarily secured (see sub-clause (d)), and waybilled to
the Chief Ambulance Officer. When the service is completed for
which the emergency equipment was supplied, it must be returned
to the ChiefAmbulance Officer, duly wayoilled.

(d) Apart from the first aid equipment allotted certain stations
for equipping ordinary and special trains departing therefrom, first
aid boxes for local depot, station, or office use, bearing
distinguishing numbers instead of the station name, are provided.
When not in use these boxes must be scaled with a red paper seal, a
supply of which shall be kept by the Siationmaster or
OITicer-in-Charge.

After the wire seal has been broken on a first aid box, the
method of re-sealing the box by means of the red paper seal will be
as set out in the following paragraph.

The box must be re-sealed by placing a piece of cord or string
through the eyes used for sealing and tied, leaving two ends about
100 mm (4") long. The ends of the siring or cord are to be then
rolled together and secured by the red paper seal provided. Each
time a red seal Is attached it must be initialled by the
Officer-in-Charge.

Each box contains a list showing the maxirnum and minimum
contents and when any item is below the prescribed minimum, the
Of^cer-in-Charge must requisition on the Chief Ambulance
OfEccr, fiar a replacement, staling the type and number of the
depleted box. Another box will then be forwarded by the Chief
Ambulance Officer and will be retained as the local first aid box till
it in its turn requires replenishment.

Before a box is despatched for replenishment it must be
secured by placing a strong cord through the eyes used for sealing,
and the tie ends sealed with a parcels label, which must bear the
initials ofthe despatching officer. This method ofscaling must also
be observed with regard to train chests or boxes.

The Siationmaster or Officer-in-Charge must see that first aid
boxes arc kept clean, and free from dust, and wiped over with a
damp cloth frequently. Boxes must be so placed that they are
always available, and not stowed away under benches.

(e) First Aid packets have been allotted to District Engineeis
for track motors.

The officer or employe to whom a motor is allotted shall be
responsible for the safe custody and good condition of the first aid
packet box and its contents.

When the packet requires replacing, requisition should be
made for a new supply and on receipt of the new packet, the used
packet and its contents are to be forwarded to the District Engineer
for despatch to the Chief Ambulance Officer.

If a motor is sent to a workshop for repairs, the first aid packet
shall be withheld and then placed in service on the substitute
motor.

District Engineers shall notify the Chief Ambulance Officer
when a motor is withdrawn from any location, and promptly
arrange for the return of the first aid packet to the Chief
Ambulance Officer.

4. Ambulance Stretchere.-fa) In addition to the van of every
passenger and every ballast train being provided with a stretcher, a
stretcher is provided at every station where there is a man in
charge, at the more important Rail Agent stations, and also in the
van ofevery suburban train, including suburban special trains.

Stretchers are also provided in every break-down van. Guards
must promptly report every instance in which their vans are not
provided with stretchers.

(b) Care must be taken to avoid damage to stretchers. In every
instance in which a stretcher is damaged, the Stalionmasier or
person in charge ofthe station or depot concerned must requisition
on the Chief Ambulance Officer for an emergency stretcher, and
on receipt thereof, forward the damaged stretcher to the Chief
Ambulance Officer for replacement or repair, and notify him of
such action. If the stretcher at a Rail Agent station be damaged, the
Rail Agent must inform the supervising Siationmaster.

(c) Every Siationmaster or person in charge of a station or
depot at which a stretcher is provided, must sec that the canvas of
such stretcher is cleaned whenever necessary, and also that the
stretchers in the vans of trains, and in break-down vans located at
such station or depot are similarly cleaned. At the Metropolitan
stations, and at Ballarat and Bendigo, the cleaning will be attended
to by the Carriage Cleaners in the Rolling Slock Branch. At all
other places, it must be attended to by the Transportation Branch
employes. The canvas of stretchers must be cleaned in the
following manner-

The canvas must first be well brushed, and then washed over
with an antiseptic solution by means of a scrubbing or other hard
brush.

(d) Every stretcher in a Guard's brakevan or in a break-down
van must be slung from the roofby means of the hooks and straps
provided for the purpose. Where telescopic-handled or folding
stretchers arc provided at a station, they must be kept in a vertical
position on the stretcher-brackets provided for that purpoM and.
where space will allow, in a convenient place m the
Slationmasler's office, so that they will be always available, and
under daily observation.

(e) The Siationmaster or person in charge of any station or
depot to which any injured person has been removed by means ofa
stretcher belonging to another station or depot, or to the brake-van
of a train, will be held responsible for the prompt return of such
stretcher If It be unduly delayed, the Siationmaster at its home
station must report the delay to the Chief Ambulance Officer. For
the purpose of identification, every stretcher is stencilled
indicating the station or depot or train to which it belongs.

(f) All suburban stations are equipped with rugs, and certain
stations with corpse covers. These articles, when not in use, must
be kept neatly wrapped up in brown paper to which is to be affixed
the special gummed label indicating the contents of the parcel.

When any rug or cover has been used in connection with the
conveyance of an injured person or corpse, as the case may be, it
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must be wrapped up and promptly returned to the forwarding
station.

5. When any first aid box, chest, or stretcher is forwarded
from one station to another, or to the Ambulance Depot, a
properly addressed label must be tied to the handle, and a parcels
ticket affixed to the label. Labels or tickets must not be pasted on
the equipment.

TREATMENT OF BURNS

Gently wash with COLD clean water or immerse in COLD
clean water. ADD ice if available, if water is not avaiiabic use
MONACRIN solution (in all first aid boxes), Continue treatment
until pain is reduced, then apply a sterile or clean dressing and
bandage firmly.

If the burn is deep-seek medical aid without delay.

DO NOT APPLY-lotions, ointment or oily dressings.

DERAILMENTS.

For general insirucuons respecting the practice to be.followed
in reporting damaged or derailed vehicles, see clause I. page 134.

Should the derailed vehicle he a vehicle containing e.vplosives
flammable liquids or gases the utmost care must be taken to
prevent any naked light being brought near, thus avoiding the risk
of explosion in the event of leakage. A kerosene hand lamp is a
naked light.

I. In order to ensure that definite information will be on
record in all cases ofderailment, the senior available Officers ofthe
Operations, Rolling stock and Way and Works Branches must at
once priMteed to the place where the derailment occurred, and
together lake action in accordance with the instructions set out
hereunder. They must also carefully note any other particulars
which they consider might have some bearing on the cause or
causes ofthe derailment.

(a) Note all marks on and damage to rails, points and sleepers,
especially where:-

(i) the wheel or wheels first mounted the rails; and

(ii) where the wheel or wheels first left the rails.

For the purposes of this instruction, it should be understood
that the point of derailment is not necessarily the point where
wheels leave the rails, but the point where tfiey mount, lift or
otherwise begin to take an irregular course.

(b) Take the gauge and level of the track at the point of
derailment and at 2 metre intervals for a distance of at least 9
metres back and forward from the point ofderailment and as much
further back as may be considered necessary. If necessary in order
to determine the stability of the track, gauge and level must be
taken with locomotive or vehicles stationary on that part of the
track where the derailment occurred.

(c) Take particular note of the wheel or wheels which first left
the rails, and carefully examine the vehicle generally for any
defect.

(d) Note the condition of the buffers on the derailed vehicles
and on the vehicles to which they were attached; determine the
height of the buffer centres and carefully look for and note any
marks that would indicate bufier-iocking.

(c) Note the condition of all couplings and draw hooks and,
before removing any vehicle from those which have been derailed,
examine the couplings for marks which may indicate the cause of
derailment.

(f) Prepare a rough sketch indicating the positions of the
wheels of the derailed vehicles and the positions of the vehicles in
front and at the rear ofthem.

(g) Examine and ascertain the mass of the contents of derailed
vehicles and carefully note the general distribution and stowing of
the loads.

(h) Make a special search and enquiries, and if anything be
discovered which might have been an obstruction on the line, or if
any damaged material be found, whether belonging to the
permanent way or to the derailed vehicles or locomotive, it should
as far as possible, be collected, marked for identification (after its

actual position has been noted) and stowed in a safe place for
subsequent inspection by the authorised officers (sec also
sub-clause (b) of clause 4, page l3S).ln addition to taking action
and noting particulars as set out in sub-clauses (a) to (h) above, the
apparent cause of the derailment must, if possible, be ascertained
before any operations are commenced which might tend to
obliterate marks and other indications thus rendering it difficult
afterwards to ascertain the cause.

2. Each senior Officer attending at the place of derailment
must promptly furnish to his superior officer a full report setting
out the particulars and including the rough sketch mentioned in
Sub-clau.se(f>ofclause I.

3. When a derailment occurs in an interlocked yard, the
interlocking connections should be carefully examined and tested
in order to see if they have been interfered with in any way through
the accident. Hand ̂ints should be also inspected and tested.

4. In the case of any derailment in a station yard the
Stationmaster or other person in charge must also note and furnish
the particulars specified above. In addition to reporting the
derailment ofor damage to any vehicle to his superior officer in the
ordinary course, every derailment must be reported to the Road
Foreman, and (where necessary) the Signal Adjuster must be
called; the occurrence must be also reported by telegraph, the Code
Address, "Branch," being tiscd. See pages 6-16.

The repoiis should stale the precise cause ofthe occurrence, if
known.

5. After the derailment of any vehicle it must not again be
used until a Train Examiner or other qualified Rolling Stock-
enmlcye has thoroughly examined the vehicle and certified that it
is fit to travel, but ifa Train Examiner or other qualified Rolling
Stock employe is not available then the Engineman must carefully
examine the vehicle, gauge the wheels and axles, examine for any
evidence of wheels shifting on the axle, see all springs arc properly
sealed, examine the "W" guards, axle boxes, brake gear, draw gear,
and, if fitted with one piece axle boxes, see that the brasses and
pads are in proper position.

After thoroughly satisfying himself that the vehicle is in a safe
condition to travel, the Engineman must attach Ga-cn Cards to the
vehicle and may lake it on to the first station where a Train
Examiner is available, but he must examine it at every station at
which the train may stop, to see that the vehicle is travelling safely,
and if relieved before reaching a Train Examining station he must
inform his relief or change-over Engineman of the necessity of
examining the vehicle. On arrival at the examining station the
vehicle must be thoroughly examined by a Train Examiner or
other qualified Rolling Stock Employe.

The Engineman must verbally report the irregularity to the
Train Examiner located at the most convenient station, or must
sec that information concerning the derailment is forwarded to this
Train Examiner.

if the vehicle will not pass through an Examining Station, it
must, on reaching a station where arrangements can be made for it
to be discharged, be red-carded by the Engineman. The contents
must then be discharged and the vehicle thoroughly examined by a
train Examiner before it is again allowed into traffic.

The derailment must be reported by the Guard to the
Stationmaster or other responsible Officcr-m-(2hargc at the first
manned station.

The employes concemed must immediately submit full
reports in writing regarding the derailment to their superior
officers.

6. In the event of the derailment ofor accident to oil tanks or
Other vehicles containing flammable liquids or gases, it must be
assumed that leakage oflhe liquid has occurred which may cause a
fire ifa light or llame is taken into or near such vchiclc.Thc vehicle
concemed must be isolated from the rest oflhe train, other vehicles
and goods likely to be damaged by fire to be removed to a safe
distance. Locomotives must not as far as practicable be allowed
close to the vehicle. Kerosene hand lamps must not be brought
within the vicinity and the lighting of matches and smoking is
strictly prohibited. The public must not be allowed in the vicinity.
Reraifing must not be commenced until an authori.sed employe of
the Rolling Stock Branch is present to take charge ofoperations.

In such cases, where doubt may exist regarding the safety of
action contemplated, full particulars should be communicated to
the Chief Operations Manager and unless delay is considered
dangerous, nothing should be done until his reply with definite
instructions is received.

7. Re-railing Carriages fitted with Air Conditioning
Appmtus.-The re-railing of any air conditioned carriage by
pullingorpropellingon to the rails is strictly prohibited.
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8. In no case should the running tracks be made use offer
iraffic purposes, after a vehicle has been olT the Line, until the
Road-master. Road Foreman. Ganger, or other responsible ofllcial
of the Way and Works Branch has certified in writing that the line
is fit for use; this certificate to be forwarded in the usual course
with the other reports.

INQUIRY BOARDS REGARDING ACCIDENTS.

1. In the case ofaccidents ofthe following nature:-

(a) accidents attended with loss of life or personal injury;

(b) any collision where one of the trains is a passenger
train;

(c) any passenger train or any part of a passenger train
leaves the rails;

(d) any accident of a kind likely to cause loss of life or
personal injury;

a Board of inquiry shall operate only on the direction
of the General Manager who shall nominate the
members thereof. Any Board so appointed shall tender
its report direct to the General Manager at the earliest
possible moment.

2. In the case of other accidents, the matter is to be
investigated by the relevant district officer of the Branch (or
Branches) concerned, who shall lender his report to the Head of
His Branch promptly.

3. Fires in carriages and on railway premises are not to be the
subject of Boards of Inquiry unless specifically directed by the
General Manager, but shall be investigated by the Solicitor for
Railways (assisted where he considers necessary by a
Representative of the Electrical and/or Rolling Stock Branch) and
his report shall be submitted promptly to the General Manager
through the Secretary for Railways.

4. (a) Boards of Inquiry when appointed shall make personal
examination of the scene, obtain evidence of relevant employes
and others and thoroughly investigate the matter in question so as
to be able to furnish a true and proper report with
recommendations in the appropriate case to avoid a recurrence of
an accident ofthe kind in question.

(b) Defective equipment, appliances, structures or track
causing or contributing to an accident should be specifically
described, with nature and cause of defect, and if the defect be in
the manufacture, the name of the manufacturer and identifying
data should be given. In the case of personal responsibility, it
should be fixed by name, grade or title in a plain statement of the
facts.

(c) If a Board is of the opinion that an expert Olficer's
assistance is advisable or necessary, the Officer shall attend the
Board and assist when requested.

(d) A witness who has worked night shift should not be called
on to give prolonged evidence, or sit out an inquiry, after coming
off duly. In minor cases however, when his evidence can be taken
quickly, he may be requested to attend, and permitted to leave as
soon thereafter as possible.

(c) Photographs, sketches and diagrams of vehicles, track, etc.
should be properly marked for identification and forwarded with
the Board's report.

(f) The evidence findings and recommendations of a Board
shall be in writing, signed by all members of the Board and
forwarded on form G.27 to the General Manager.

Joint Branch Investigations

5. In order to ensure that adequate investigation of lesser
incidents (i.e. other than matters for which a Board of Inquiry is
ordered by the General Manager) a Joint Branch Investigation may
be held when authorised by the Chief Operations Manager or on
the request ofthe Head ofanothcr Branch.

6. A Joint Branch investigation shall not be convened where
a Board of Inquiry has been ordered.

7. The Joint Branch Investigation shall be comprised of three
members representing the Branches more likely to be concerned.

8. When more than three Branches are involved,
representatives of the other Branches shall act in an advisory
capacity.

9. The Joint Branch Investigation will only be convened in
such cases as safeworking irregularities, colfisions in yards,
derailments, when doubt may exist as to responsibility and it is
considered that proper investigation by representatives of the
relevant Branches should be made and statements obtained from
all concerned, and the relevant Branches agree that a Joint Branch
Investigation is warranted.

10. The purpose of investigation is, after obtaining all
available evidence and its careful consideration, to fix
responsibility and make any recommendations for prevention of
recurrence.

11. Findings and recommendations properly summarised and
signed by all members of the Joint Branch Investigation together
with statcmcnt-s and any other relevant material, shall be
forwarded as correspondence to the ChiefOperations Manager.

CONVEYANCE BY RAIL OF ANY PERSON SUFFERING
FRO.M ANY INFECTIOUS OR CONTAGIOUS DISEASE, OR
THE CORPSE OF ANY PERSON, AND THE

DISINFECTING OF CARRIAGES. ETC.

1. Infectious or Contagious Diseases.-Acute Polior^elitis
(Infantile Paralysis), Cerebro-Spinal Meningitis (Spotted Fever),
Cholera, Diphtheria (Diphtheritic Croup). Leprosy, Measles,
Mumps. Plague, Scarlet Fever (Scarlatina), Small Pox, Typhoid.
Typhus, Whooping Cough, Yellow Fever.

2. Unless expressly authorised to do so by the Railways
Board, a person who is suffering from an infectious or contagious
disease or disorder shall not be brought upon, or enter or remain,
or be in or upon any vehicle or premises of the Board, or travel or
attempt to travel on any railway.

In any special case where a person suffering from any of the
diseases s^cificd in clause I or any other infectious or contagious
disease has been conveyed by rail, the compartment of the vehicle
occupied by such person must, without delay, be thoroughly
ventilated for an hour after use and seat cushions and scat backs
sponged with soap and water. If bedding or detachable head rests
or seat covers have been used they must be laundered without
delay.

All contxmcd must be particular to see that no other
eassenger is allowed to travel in any compartment or van vacated
y any such person, until the foregoing action has been taken.

3. (a) In ail cases a compartment, sleeping berth cabin, or a
special van, must be used. A "Reserved" notice must be exhibited.

(b) See Passenger Fare Book for charges.

4. (a) When any compartment or vehicle which has been so
occupied is vacated at a roadside station, the Stationmaster must
wire the number and class ofcarriage or van to the terminal station
of the earriage, giving the number or relative position of
compartment from Up end ofcarriage. In order that a mistake may
not be made, a notice should be posted on the window of the
compartment or van, thus: "CLOSED TO THE PUBLIC", and
the doors must be locked.

The Guard and Conductor must be notified of any action
taken in this regard, and suitably instructed.

(b) Any carriage or van which has been used for the
conveyance ofa person sulTering from any infectious or contagious
disease must, on arrival at its terminal station, be at once taken out
ofrunning for disinfection treatment.

5. When a patient is being sent to a hospital, the
Stationmaster at the station where the journey is commenced
must, unlcsss other satisfactory arrangements have been made,
insist upon a telegram being despatched to the hospital by the
friends ofthe patient, stating the nature ofthe disease, and asking
for an ambulance to be in attendance at the destination station.

6. Corpses must not be accepted for conveyance by rail unless
it is certified on the consignment note, or other evidence required
by the Board is produced, to the effect that the corpse is encased in
a lead or galvanised iron casket, securely soldered and enclosed in
an outershcll ofwood.

7. (a) Except as shown in clause (b) hereof, no corpse should
be conveyed in the brake-van of any train. When a hearse van
cannot be obtained, and an open wagon is used, a second cover
must be placed over the wagon in which the corpse is carried. A
covered vehicle may be used at the option of the consignor. Before
arrangements are made for forwarding a corpse, the stationmaster
must ascertain whether it can be conveyed to the destination
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staiion without delay, more particularly when a transfer is
necessary; i.e., from the Eastern Lines to the Western Lines, or
vice-versa.

(b) Brake-van Nos. 11, 12, 13 and 14 "C.E." are each fitted
with two cofTin chambers for the carriage ofcorpses.

(i) These vans are to be so turned that on Down trains from
Melbourne the vestibuled end will adjoin the carriages.

(ii) When accepting an order for a corpse, the
Staiionmastcr at Spencer Street, or other consigning
Station, must determine whether or not the coffin
chamber will be used, and if the destination involves a
transfer, advise the junction station in good lime, and
in definite terms, so that a vehicle can be obtained for
the continuation of the journey. The usual train load
wire must include particulars of corpse consignments,
indicating whether loaded in special van or coffin
chamber, and the number of the chamber; the wire
must be sent to junction and destination stations, and
similar particulars endorsed on waybill

(iii) The discs provided on each side of the coffin chambers
must always be correctly placed, to indit^ate whether
each chamber is loaded or not; guards, when taking
over a train to which this van is attached, must satisfy
themselves as to whether the chambers are loaded, and
for what station.

When a corpse is loaded, the destination must be
chalked on the blank portion ofthe disc, which must be
cleaned immediately the corpse is unloaded.

8. When an extra brake-van is set apart for the carriage of a
coipse it must be disinfected by sprinkling the floor with carbolic
disinfectant, either just prior to or at the time the colfin is loaded.
To enable this to be done the following stations will be supplied
with a suitable disinfecting powdcr-Spenccr Street, Castlcmaine,
Bendigo, Echuca, Korong Vale, Maryborough, Mildura, Ballaral,
Ararat, Murtoa, Horsham, Geelong, Warmambool, Hamilton,
Seymour, Benalla, Wangaratta, Wodonga, Shcpparton, Flinders
Street, Warragul, Traraigon, Baimsdaleand Korumburra.

In any case where a corpse is loaded at stations not specified in
the above list, the disinfectant must be sprinkled on the floor of the
van by the station supplying the vehicle, if that station be one of
those enumerated above; if not, the loading station must advise the
stationmasicr at the nearest disinfecting station through which the
loaded vehicle will pass, and the latter must arrange for the van to
be disinfected there, as above.

9. The floor of brake-van or other vehicles used for the
conveyance of corj^ must be thoroughly scrubbed before being
again used for ordinary iralfic. This work is to be done at the
station where the van or wagon is detached, and by the Rolling
Stock Branch if the carriage cleaning work is performed by that
Branch, otherwise by the Transportation Branch.

TRESPASSING ON THE RAILWAY AND OTHER
OFFENCES AGAINST THE BY-LAWS.

1. When reporting to the Head of a Branch any case of
trespass upon the Line, the following particulars must be givem-

(a) Full Christian Name or Names, and Surname of
Offender.

(b) Address.

(c) Occupation.

(d) Hasaddressbeenverified.

(e) Dale and place ofoffence.

(f) Are trespass notices exhibited at spot/

(g) Were any trains due at the time/ Ifso. name them, and,
if not, explain in what way the trespasser exposed
himselfor herselfto danger.

(h) Give particulars of refusal to quit, ifany.

(i) Particulars of any previous irregularities by persons
trespassingat same spot.

(j) If offenders are young, state age, as offenders under 17
years of age are to be summoned to appear before the
Children's Court.

(k) General observations on the facts of the case.

2, When an offence, other than trespassing, is committ^
against against By-laws, particulars must be furnished in
accordance with sub-clauses (a), (b). (e), (d). (e), (j). and (k)ofclause
I. When an olTence is observed by one employe only, he must, if
possible, immediately call another employe as witness. Signatures
to all reports should be as plain as possible, so that they can be
easily read. In cases where passengers alight from trains whilst in
motion, or when any other breach of the by-laws or Regulations
occurs, and the person offending declines to give his or her name
and address, an employe must be deputed to accompany such
person and endeavour to obtain the required information or call
on the first police officer met with to obtain it from the offender, at
the same time explaining for what purpose the information is
required. Any passenger acting as above must be informed of the
course that will be pursued.

Passengers must not be subjected to annoyance and
discomfort through persons under the influence of liquor being
permitted to pass through the barriers and travel by trains. The
staff are enjoined to exercise the utmost vigilance, with a view to
preventing such persons entering railway premises.

Whenever the conduct of any persons warrants his being
compelled by a Station Assistant or other employe to proceed to
the Slalionmaster's office lo obtain such person's address, full
particulars in connection with (he incident must be reported to the
Head Office.

3, The prevention of trespassing upon or other improper use
of the Railway by the public is a matter to which the employes of
each Branch must give attention, and children particularly, should
be kept from turntables and other equipment. Any person
trespassing on any part ofthe line or premises not ordinarily open
to the public must be warned, and directed to withdraw. Should
children be in the habit of trespassing upon the railway premises
after having been warned, the circumstances must be reported to
the Chief Loss Assessor.

(Under the provisions of the Dairy Produce Act, Dairy Produce
Inspectors are authorised to enter station premises and to inspect
cans of cream in transit: any Inspector helonying lo the
Depan'meni of Agricvliure. who produces evidence of his
appointment and authority under the Dairy Produce Act, must be
allowed to inspect cream on railway premises).

4, Obstruction on Lines, Stone Throwing, cic.-ln any case
where an obstruction has been placed upon the Line, or where any
other offence such as stone throwing, requiring police investigation
has been committed, the local police officers must be immediately
informed ofthe circumstances.

LUGGAGE, GOODS, OR OTHER ARTICLES FOUND ON
THE LINE.

(Regulation 295).

1. Luggage, goods, or other articles found on the line by any
repairer, or by any other person, must immediately be taken lo the
nearest station, and a report made containing the hcst information
that can be obtained respecting the trains from which they may
have fallen, the place where they were discovered, whether on the
Up or Down side of the line and the lime. If found by a ganger or
repairer, a special report must also be made to the Road Foreman.

2. The Stationmasicr must promptly report the
circumstances by telegram to the Chief Transportation Manager
and to the Chief Loss Assessor, giving full particulars, so that if
possible, the vehicles from which they fell may be traced and the
cause ascertained.

3. Any articles, material or goods of any kind whatsoever
(including such as pieces ofold limber, coal, briquettes, etc.) which
may be found on any pact ofthe railway premises, are the property
ofine Board and must be regarded as such.

DEPARTMENTAL RESIDENCES. ETC.

I. (a) No new building shall be erected upon departmental
land, nor shall any existing building on such land be altered or
added to withoutihc written authority ofthe ChiefCivil Engineer.

(b) The Ganger (who is the agent ofthe ChiefEstate Officer in
respect of Departmental residences) must be supplied by an
outgoing occupier with the keys of any departmental resilience
vacated.

(c) Before taking possession, an incoming occupier of a
departmental residence must examine the house and report to the
Ganger any instance in which it is not in a reasonably clean
condition.
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(d) Every departmental residence must be inspected annually
by the Works Foreman for the section, and in addition by the
District Officer under whose supervision the occupant is
employed.

(e)Unlessspecially authorised, a privately owned shed erected
on Railway land must not be used for residential purposes; Officers
in charge and Gangers must promptly report every case in which
an office or shed is so used; the reports must be sent to the Chief
Estate Officer, 470 Collins Street.

2. Live Slock, Stniclurcs, and Trees at Departmental
Residcnccs.-(a) The outbuildings of departmental residences must
not be used for housing or sheltering any domestic live stock. Any
stable, shed, or run for the accommodation ofsuch live stock must
be provided by the occupier at his own expense, and erected in
accordance with local Municipal Regulations, but shall not be
erected within 20 metres of a departmental residence, nor within 2
metres ofany departmental outbuilding or fence-

lb) Written permission must, however, be first obtained for
the occupancy, for private purposes, of any part of the Railway
property or premises.

(c) Pigs must not be kept at any departmental residence
connected with station premises, and domestic stock must not be
depastured within the Railway fences without permission.

(d) No tree or shrub, that may grow to a height exceeding 2
metres, shall be planted within 12 metres of a departmental
residence.

3. Fowl Tick on Departmental Premises.-(a) Employes who
occupy departmental residences, and keep poultry on the
premises, must keep such poultry in confinement, and the
fowl-houses and yards scrupulously clean. In the event of the
premises becoming infected with fowl tick, the occupier is
responsible for payment ofthe cost oferadication.

(b) The occupier ofa dcpanmenial residence on entering into
occupation should at once ascertain whether fowls have been kept
on the premises, and without delay examine the fowl-houses,
yards, fencing, and adjacent buildings and trees. If there be any
trace of tick on th^remises. a report must at once be forwarded to
the Supervising Ofiiccr, stating what buildings, fencing, or trees are
infected.

4. Outbreaks of DIseascs.-The occupant of a departmental
residence in which an outbreak of any infectious disease occurs
must report such outbreak to the Stalionmaster or Ganger, who
must report the matter to his superior Officer. Occupants of
departmental residences must keep clean every drain, silt-pit, and
spouting connected therewith. In any Instance in which a silt-pit is
close to a dwelling, the silt must not be thrown over the ground
surface but must be removed to a place where no nuisance will be
caused.

5. Damage to Departmental Property.-Ail damage to station
buildings, hoardings, fences, departmental residence, etc.. by
storm, flood, or other means, must be immediately reported by the
Stalionmaster or Officer-in-Chargc to the Chief Transportation
Manager, District Engineer, and Works Foreman.

6. Prevention of Firc.-Scc clause 18, page 29.

FIREWOOD, SAWN TIMBER, COAL. FODDER, AND
OTHER STACKS.

The following standard clearances, etc., must be observed in
respect of firewood, sawn limber, charcoal, coal, briquettes,
fodder, and otherstacks;-

1. 8 metres must be the minimum distance of firewood, sawn
timber, charcoal, coal, and other similar slacks, and IS metres the
minimum distance of ftxidcr stacks from any Freight Depot,
Goods Shed, building, timber platform, or from any steam boiler
or furnace, etc.. where fire is used.

Consignors and lessees must be warned to take proper
precautions to avoid any risk of fire, especially at places where an
engine is employed.

Stacks are not to be built nearer than 2 metres from any
boundary fence or where they would obstruct the view of a level
crossing.

2. Unless otherwise authorised, on broad gauge lines a space
ofat least 1.45 metres (4'9") and on Narrow puge lines a space of
not less than 1.67 metres (5'6") where the line is straight, or 2.13
metres (7") where the Line is on a curve, must be reserved between
any stack or sawbcnch and the nearest rail. The clearances laid
down in this clause, both for broad and narrow gauge lines, must
be maintained in station yards in respect of goods or material of
any description that would, if placed closer to the nearest rail than

the distances mentioned, interfere with the proper performance of
the duties of the employes engaged in shunting. Hay and straw
must not be stacked in the open on railway premises.

3. Debris must not be allowed to accumulate on leased land,
but must be cleaned up by the lessee. In the case of firewood, sawn
timber, charcoal, briquettes and coal, the cleaning up must be
done once a week,, and, in the case of fodder sta«s, every day
where a large business is done, and as often as may be necessary
where the business done is small.

The lessee of a firewood cutting site or sawmill site upon
railway land shall, at least once in each week, have all chips,
sawdust and other rubbi^ that may accumulate on the site,
removed from the railway premises.

In the event ofa lessee failing to comply with this requirement
when the site is at a No-one-in-Charge or Rail Agent
(Woman-in-Charge) station, the Ganger in charge of the length
shall request the lessee to observe at once this condition of nis
occupation and shall report the facts to the Supervising
Stalionmaster, who shall report the matter promptly to the Chief
Estate Officer,

4. When a site leased from the Board is vacated at a
No-one-in-Charge or Rail Agent (Woman-in-Charae) station, the
Ganger in charge of the length shall be responsible lor advising the
Supervising Stalionmaster of the relinquishment of the site and
whetheror not it has been left in a clean and orderly conditionj^nd
the Supervising Stalionmaster shall advise the Chief Estate Officer
ofthe required paniculais.

5. At a No-one-in-Charge or Rail Agent Woman-in-Charge)
station, the Ganger in charge ofthe length shall be responsible for
reporting all breaches ofthe conditions ofleases and licences to the
Supervising Stalionmaster, who shall report the matter promptly
to nis Manager for the Disiria.

6. (a) Except where otherwise provided, the maximum load
allowed to be stacked on Goods and Freight Platforms, other than
eanh-filled Platforms, must not exceed 2.75 tonnes per square
metre. This load is represented by the heights shown below for the
respective commodities:-

Potatoes , 4 metres Wool . . 4 metres
Timber . 3 metres Wheat . . 4 metres

Iron . . . 0.5 metres Oats . . 5 metres

Lime . . , 4 metres Barley 5 metres

Bricks .  I metre Bran , . 6 metres

Chaff , 6 metres Cement 1.5 metres

Wire Netting . 3 metres Manure (artificial) 1.5 metres

(b) Firewood.-Tiie height of firewood stacks placed conilgous
to the railway line must be limited to 3 metres, so as to prevent
damage to the floor ofwagons when firewood is being loaded.

Firewood awaiting despatch or delivery must not be slacked
on a timber-decked pralform if other space can be found for it.
Charcoal must not be stacked on wooden platforms. The stacking
ofdepartmenial firewood on a freight platform on a siding frontage
is prohibited.

7. Stor^e ofTelcgraph Poles.-Subjea to the approval ofthe
Manager for the District, permission may be granted to the Postal
and Telecommunications Department to store, temporarily,
telegraph poles at any station (other than those where the
Commonwealth already leases or proposes to lease a site for the
storage of poles) open for freight traffic outside a distance of] 6 km
from Melbourne.

TIMBER PLATFORMS

Unless specially authorised the driving ofa road vehicle on to
a timber decked platform is prohibited.

ENGINES AND BOILERS IN USE ON RAILWAY LAND.

1. Each steam engine used on a site leased from the Board
must be equipped with an efficient spark arrester and be free of
faults and mechanical defects which would tend to cause the
outbreak of fire. If a water supply be laid on to the site, provision
must be made for the Lessee for a sufficient length of hose, with
couplings, adjacent to the plant for use in case offire. Where water
Is not laid on. a sufficient supply of water must be held in a
receptacle, and an effective water spray pump of the knapsack
pattern In proper working order and with the Container fully
charged with water, must always be available for use. With steam
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boilcR at the end ofeach day's work, the Lessee must clean out the
fire-box and extinguish all fires: the fire-box doors and dampers
must be maintained in good working condition.

2. If any internal combustion engine or an electric motor is
used on a site leased from the Board a chemical fire extinguisher
must be provided and kept in good order by the Lessee and ready
for use.

3. Employes concerned must, however, see that the
minimum distances and the clearances laid down on page 25 are
maintained, and that the rules, regulations, and other instructions
of this department are observed.

WATER LEAKAGES AND SEWERAGE OBSTRUCTIONS.

To avoid delay, every case of water leakage or sewerage
obstruction should be reported direct as under-

Country Districts.-To the Works Foreman for the Section.

Metropolitan Distticts.-To the Foreman PlumberTelephone
No. I280or2280 Railway Exchange.

After office hours, notification of defects should be made to
the Water Burst Attendant. A recorded message on Auto 1280 will
advise how the Water Burst Attendant rostered for duty may be
contacted.

OUTBREAKS OF FIRE, FIRE APPLIANCES AND
PRECAUTIONS FOR PREVENTION OF FIRE,

1, (a)Thc nearest fire brigade, where one is available, must be
immediately summoned in the event of any fire occurring on the
Departmental carriages, lines or premises.

When notifying the nearest fire brigade, full particulars must
be given of the extent of the fire, its exact location and whether or
not it has been extinguished. In some instances it mav be necessary
to send an employe to the gate or entrance to direct tne fire brigade
on its arrival.

(b) Notices indicating the position of the nearest fire alarm
must be posted at stations, signal boxes, workshops, store-houses,
sub-stations, depots, etc., so that, should a fire occur, no lime will
be lost in summoning the Brigade. The Officer-in-Charge will be
responsible for seeing that this is done.

(c) Within the Metropolitan area, the fire brigade may be
summoned by using Auto 1637.

(d) Where it is necessary to lay hoses across railway line to
quell an outbreak offire, whenever practicable to do so, the hose is
to be laid under the rails.

If this is not possible then the ChiefTrain Controller, Spencer
Street, Manager for the District, as the case mav be, is to be
requested for a direction as to whether an approacning train may
be delayedornot.

(e) Fire fighting equipment is provided throughout the
department to protect lives and property. It is the responsibility of
evc^ member of the staff to ensure that any interference to this
equipment is promptly reported.

2. An electrical discharge or an arcing due to a break in an
electric circuit is not to be considered as a fire, but in the event of it
causing an outbreak of fire in the woodwork of carriages, stations,
or premises. "Fire" must be considered to have broken out, and
the fire brigade must, in that case, be summoned.

Water must on no account be applied to an electric wire or
conductor until aficr the electric power is cut off. Stationmaslers
and Signalmen, immediately upon becoming aware ofan eleclricai
fire, or of any fire adjacent to Live conductors, must, when
requested, arrange to have the powercut off.

Signal irunkint
of fire therein, the 5
off the power.

carries electrical conductors, and, in the case
lignal Fitters must be promptly advised to cut

When using fire appliances in connection with fires other than
electrical, the staff must exercise every care to prevent the water,
hose nozzles, or any portion ofthe fire appliances from fouling the
overhead electrical equipment.

Under no circumstances is any portable electric appliance,
such as blanket, toaster, jug, kettle, iron etc., to be Icfl unattended,
Slugged into a socket and switched on. To prevent fire they arc to
e switched olT and the plug removed from the socket when not

required for immediate use.

In all cases of electrical Fires, and when it appears that the
Overhead Electrical Equipment Is likely to be damaged by a fire on
or adjacent to railway premises, the Power Operation Engineer
must be promptly advised.

3. Officers-in-Chargc at all locations must make themselves
acquainted with the position of the various gas-cocks and water
valves, so that the gas can be readily turned off and the water
turned on in case of necessity. The position of fire fighting
equipment such as the location or fire hydrants, hoses,
extinguishers, fire alarms, sprinkler systems etc., is to be brought to
the attention ofall employes under their charge.

Officers-in-Chargc must sec that men usually sent to act in
their absence are properly instructed in these mailers.

4. (a) Every precaution must be taken to avoid damage to
departmental property by fire. Officera-in-Charge are to ensure
that no fire is lit in the open air adjacent to any building, rolled
tarpaulins or other flammable matenals.

(b) Special instructions will be issued from time to lime
relative to fires during a "Fire Danger Period" and on days of
"Total Fire Ban".

(c) Every incinerator supplied for the burning of papers and
other debris must be covered with a metal lid when a fire is burning
therein.

(d) In the case of leased property or private sidings,
officers-in-charge are to bring to the attention of the management,
the danger of lighting fires adjacent to railway wagons or rolled
tarpaulins.

(e) Officers-in-charge are to ensure that stalT under their
control do not smoke where "Smoking is Prohibited" such as in
freight depots, goods sheds, fuel stores, lamp rooms, etc.

Further, during the "Fire Danger Period" declared by the
Country Rre Authority or the "Prohibited Period" declared by the
Forests Commission of Victoria, usually between November and
April, no employe shall in the open air throw down or drop any
iight^ tobacco, cigarette, cigar, or match or any other burning
material orihing.

(f) Petrol and other flammable liquids are not to be used for
the lighting of fires in stations, signal boxes, depattmenial
residences etc.

These liquids are to be stored in properly constructed fuel
stores, and in the case of departmental residences kept well away
from the house and in a place where they cannot be readily
obtained by children.

5. When any damage has been caused by fire, the Heads of
Branches concerned must be at once advised.

6. Fire Applianccs-At every station (except where there arc
Rolling Stock depots. Way and Works Branch depots and
Employes' hostels), the control of fire appliances is vested in (he
Stationmaster, who is responsible for seeing-

(a) That the current instructions are thoroughly understood by
all concerned;

(b) That every employe under him, and other Branch
employes where so arranged, are drilled in the use of the
appliances, and instructed m their specific duties in case of an
outbreak of fire.

(c) That every employe has a knowledge of the position of
fire-plugs, stop valves etc.

(d)That the appliances are kept in a state ofefficiency. Except
in the case ofagrcernem between the Branches that the Operations
Branch employe is responsible for the care and maintenance of all
fire equipment at the location, the Rolling Stock Branch, Way and
Works Branch, Workshops Branch and Trading and Catering
Branch employe appointed will be responsible for the control and
care offire appliances at the respective depots and hostels.

(e) At stations provided with fire fighting equipment, other
than those stations at which the supervision of such equipment,
drill, inspections, etc., are carried out by an officer of the
Metropolitan Fire Brigade or the Country Fire Authority and at
which an employe has been instructed by such ofilcer, the
Stationmaster is to arrange for an employe to be trained by the
Department's Inspector of Fire Appliances.

(f) At the end of each calendar year the Station Manager for
the area must certify (a) that the fire fighting equipment is properly
cared for and (b) tnai the employes have been instnicied in the
proper care and use ofthe fire fighting equipment.
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7. (a) All fire appliances must be inspected daily, and any
defect promptly reported. Fire Hydrants, stand pipes, and hose
must be examined at least once a month, and all appliances, after
being used, replaced in the receptacles provided for their
accommt^ation. The hose must be thoroughly dried and carefully
flaked and coiled. Extinguishers must be examined and recharged
before being replaced,

When visiting stations, depots, etc.. it is the duly of Managers
for the District. Dcpol Foremen. District Engineers. Works
foremen, Road Foremen, Signal and Communications Supervisors
and Stores Inspectors to inspect fire appliances at locations under
their supervision to sec that they are properly maintained. In the
case of workshops, chalets, hostels, etc,. Managers shall supervise
the maintenance of the equipment,

(b) A supply of forms (M,I76) must be kept at each station,
workshop, depot, etc., at which fire fighting appliances (other than
fire bucKcts) are provided. The Officers-in-Charge at these
locations must fill in, initial the record and retain a copy for record
purposes. In January and July of each year, the Ofiicer-in-Chargc
must forward the original copy of the record to the Head of the
Branch for inspection and reference. The record is then to be
forwarded to the ChiefCivil Engineer,

(c) The Slationmasier must see that every Departmental fire
hydrant, fire plug, and stop valve in the station yard is kept clear of
ashes or other material, so that, if necessary, it will be available for
immediate use. The position of each in the station yard is plainly
indicated by a notice in red or a white background on the nearest
suitable object, as follows:-

Firc Hydrant,-By the letters ■■p.H."
Fire Plugs,-By the letters "F,?,"
Stop Valves.-By the letters "S.V,"

Under no circumstances are material or goods to be stored or
placed so that hose boxes or extinguishers are hidden from view,

8. The inspection and testing of the fi re equipment, including
the chaiging and testing of the hand chemical fi re extinguishers,
except those which form pan of the equipment of brakevans. will
be attended to in the Metropolitan Fire District that is the area
bordered by;-
Galvin Upfield Heathmonl
Deer Park Epping Weslall
St. Albans Montmorency Mordialloc
Broadmeadows Mooroolbark

by special service fi remen ofthc Metropolitan Fire Brigade,
These fi remen will sign the Attendance Book at the various

locations visited, and it is the responsibility of Ofilccis-in-Charge
to bring under notice any irregularity in the service,

9. Testing and Repairing of Fire Hoses.

(a) The testing and repairing of all fire hoses provided at"
stations, workshops, depots, goods yards, etc., within the
"Metropolitan Fire District" as specified in clause 8 is earned out
by the Metropolitan Fire Brigade,

(b) (i) In the Country Area of Victoria, which includes all
lines beyond the stations listed in clause 8, the testing
and repairing of all fi re hoses is carried out by the
Country Fire Authority ofVictoria, This testing will be
carried out at a number of fire stations within tnc State
and instructions will be issued for each location. It is
necessary for the hose to be tested to be replaced by a
substitute hose.

The Ofiicer-in-charge concerned must, on receipt of
substitute hoses, appoint an employe to detach the
branches and leather washers from the location hoses
and retain them.

The hoses to be tested must be forwarded in the basket
provided to the Chief Officer, "Country Fire
Authority" at the location listed in the instructions,
and a label showing the Branch and place to which it
belongs must be attached to each hose. On receipt of
hose addressed as above, the Stalicnmaster must notify
the Country Fire Authority officer that such hoses are
available for collection,

(ii) Immediately after withdrawing the hoses for despatch
to the testing station, the substitute hoses must be
replaced in the hose boxes and carefully flaked and
coiled on the pegs.

(iii) On return of the hoses, after being tested and repaired,
the branches and the washers must be aftlxed and the
hoses carefully flaked and coiled on the pegs in the hose

boxes. The substitute hoses must then be placed in the
baskets and waybilled in accordance with (he
instructions.

(iv) When any attachments to fi re hoses are found defective
or missing, such as a branch, water director, portable
hydrant, etc., the Plant Engineer, Laurens Street, is to
be requested by memorandum for a replacement, and
a^ defective attachments are to be forwarded to that
officer for repairs,

(v) Except at Flinders Street station buildings.Spenccr
Street, Head Office and other such locations as may
from time be authorised, fire boses must be uncoupled
from the millcocks and hung on the bollards or pegs in
the hose boxes,

(vi) All departmental hose baskets must be waybilled
"Free" on both the forward and return journeys, the
number on each hose must be entered on the waybill,

(vii) Condemned fire hose is to be handed over to the Plant
Engineer, Laurens Street, to determine its suitability
for other purposes.

Notification of the receipt and despatch of both station
and substitute hoses stating (he number of hose lengths
and the numbers on those hoses, must be forwarded
immediately to the ChiefTransportation Manager.

10. (a) Hand Chemical Fire Extinguishers-Ceneral.-The
types of fire extinguisher provided for fire prevention on
departmental premises and rollit^ slock are as follows;-

(i) For ordinary fires:-(wood, paper, etc.)

SODA ACID painted red and has a red identification
sign bearing words; "Do not use on electrical, paint or
oiTfires."

(ii) Forpetrol, oil, paint fi res;-

FOAM painted blue and has blue identification sign
bearing words;-

"Do not use on electrical fires"

(iii) For electrical and all fires:-

CARBON DIOXIDE painted red with black band.

DRY CHEMICAL painted red with white band,

B.D.F, painted yellow.

T.E.B, brass finish.

All have yellow identification signs bearing words "For
use on all fi res".

(b) The maintenance, testing, and re-chaiging of hand
chemical fi re extinguishers other than those which form part of the
equipment of a brakevan, those in refreshment rooms, those
attended to by the Special Service Firemen of the Metropolitan
Fire Brigade referred to in clause 8 and those at places where such
work shall be carried out by employes in charge of fire fighting
appliances, shall be carried out in the case ofbuilding, etc., by the
Works Foreman and in the case of gang sheds oy the Road
Foreman concerned,.

(c) Soda acid and foam extinguishers must be recharged
annually, although there may not be any outward Indication that
the charge is defective,

(d) Where additional fi re extinguishers are provided, they
must be charged as soon as installed,

(c) At the time the extinguisher is recharged a nip mark miist
be made with special nippers provided for the purpose in the
appropriate square which indicates the month and year on the
metal tag aitacned to the extinguisher. Such nip mark thus denotes
the month in which the extinguisher was recharged.

Additional fi re extinguishers when eharaed in accordance
with sub-clauses (d) must be provided with a Ug and the
appropriate square nip marked.

(f) Supervising officers must satisfy themselves that employes
allotted the duties of the care and maintenance of fi re extinguishers
ihoroughlv understand what is required of them. If necessary and
the Engineer of Machinery and Water Supply is communicated
with, arrangcraenis will be made for the Inspector of Fire
Applances to visit the location to instruct employes in the
maintenance, etc., of these appliances.
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(g) Wiihin the Mctroi»)itan Fire District as specified in
clause 8. employes will be drilled at.regular intervals by the Special
Service Fjreman of the Metropolitan Fire Brigade.

11. Hanil Chemical Fire Extinguishers-RefreshmeDt
Roonu.-The maintenance, testing and recharging of hand
chemical fire extinguishers in Country Refreshment Rooms will be
carried out by the Transportation Branch employe selected to
control the (ire appliances at the station.

Periodical inspections must be carried out by such selected
employe or by the Stationmaster who must satisfy himself that the
whole of the Trading and Catering Services staff thoroughly
understand how to discharge the fire extinguishers.

12. Hand Chemical Fire F.xtinnilshers-Brakevans.-Ka) The
van of every train is equipped with a Tire extinguisher, which must
be regarded as a part of the equipment of that van. The
responsibility for seeing that the extinguishers are duly examined,
and the practice in regard to their examination, are as under.-

(i) Country passenger trains starting from Metropolitan
stations. The fire extinguisher must be examined by a
Rolling Stock employe and recharged, if necessary.
Any missing or defective components must be
replaced.

(ii) Passenger trains starting from a county station.-The
llrc extinguisher must be examined by the
Stationmaster, or an employe appointed by him and
recharged, if necessary. Any missing or defective
components must be replaced.

(iii) Electric Passenger Trains.-The periodical inspection
and recharging of (ire extinguishers on electric
passenger trains will be done by a Special Service
Fireman of the Metropolitan Fire Brigade, who will be
responsible for seeing that they are maintained in the
proper condition: he must hand over any extinguishers
found dcfcciivc to the Manager, Jolimont Maintenance
Depot, who will arrange for their replacement.

A copy of any reports furnished by the Fireman to the
Metropolitan Fire Brigade must be handed to the
Manager, Jolimont Maintenance Depot at the time.
The Guard (or other appointed employe of the
Operations Branch) when assisting in the preparation
and testing of an electric train for service, or whilst in
ehaigeofa train in running, will be held responsible for
seeing that the fire extinguishers in the vans on such
train are in the boxes provided, the glass front of the
box is intact and the locks have not been interfered
with. If a fire extinguisher is missing or the box has
been interfered with the circumstances must be
immediately brought under the notice of the
Stationmaster or other responsible person, who must,
as soon as possible, draw the attention of the
Equipment Examiner to the matter. The Engineman
must also be advised ofthe defect.

The Enmneman. when preparing a train for service, or
during tne time he is engaged in the running of a train,
will also be held responsible for seeing that the fire
extinguishers in the vans on such train are in the boxes
provided, the glass front of the box is intact and the
locks have not been interfered with. If a fire
extinguisher is missing or the box has been interfered
with, the circumstances must be reported at once to the
Equipment Examiner, who must provide a
replacement extinguisher and repair the box, before the
departure ofthe train.

When reporting off duty, each Engineman must report
on his_ Trouble Card any case in which a fire
extinguisher has been used is missing or the box has
been interfered with and the Manager. Jolimont
Maintenance Depot will be responsible Ibr seeing thai
the extinguisher is replaced and any repairs necessary
are carried out.

(iv) Goods Trains, Melbourne Yard.-The fire extinguisher
must be examined by the Guard before the departure of
the train. If any defect be found it must be brought
under the notice of the Yard Foreman, who must
arrange to have it attended to before the departure of
the train. Yard Foremen, as they go about the yard, are
enjoined to examine the exiingutshers in the vans for
the purpose of ascertaining whether thay are in go<^
order.

(v) Goods Trains. Country Depots.-The Yard Foreman or
Shunter in charge must examine the extinguishers in
the vans daily, and promptly bring under notice any
defect; this will not, however, relieve the Guard of his
responsibility for examining the extinguisher when
taking charge ofhis train.

(b) (i) In addition to the extinguishers being examined, as
provided in the foregoing. Guards should, from lime to
time, examine them and satisfy themselves that they
are in good order. With a country train, if the
extinguisher be found defective on tfie journey, the
guard must bring the defect under the notice of the
Stationmaster or other responsible employe, and steps
taken to have it recharged or replaced. If time does not
permit of this being done, the Stationmaster at the
station in advance, at which it can be recharged must
be advised so that the necessary action maybe taken.

(ii) In addition to examining fire extinguishers in the vans
of trains, the Guard or other person appointed for this
duty must also examine the notice respecting the
directions for using the fire extinguisher, and see tnai it
is in proper condition. Should the notice be obliterated
or dilapidated, the matter must be immediately
reported.

(Iii) The Guard must report every instance in which the fire
extinguisher of the brakevan has been used.

(c) Spare charges for extinguishers are kept on hand in the.
Melbourne District, and at all stations where trains terminate. The
employes concerned (Operations, Transportation or Rolling Slock
Branch) will be held responsible for keeping the stock up to the
allotment. In every case in which an Extinguisher is recharged, the
circumstances must be reported to the ChiefMechanical Engineer.

(d) When a Guard furnishes a report regarding a defective
extinguisher or an extinguisher that requires to be recharged, he
must do so on the form provided for the purpose.

A space provided on Guard's Load Sheets in which to show
the state of the fire extinguisher, and show the necessary
particulars on their sheets.

Stations receiving load sheets from Guards must check such
particulars, and, when necessary, recharge the Fire Extinguisher.

13. Hand Chemical Fire Extlnguishers.-Locomotives-The
periodical inspection and recharging of fire extinguishers on
locomotives will be carried out by an employe appointed by the
Superintendent, South Dynon Locomotive Depot.

The Engineman, when preparing a locomotive for service, or
during the lime he is engaged in the running ofa train, will be held
responsible for seeing thai the fire extinguisher is in position. If a
fire extinguisher is missing, or has been tampered with, the
Officer-in-Chargc must be notified, who must, if possible, supply
another extinguisher before the departure of the train. The
necessary entry must be made in the locomotive log book by the
Engineman.

When reporting offduly, the Engineman must report any case
in which a fire extinguisher has been used or is defective, and the
Sujpcriniendent will be responsible for seeing that the missing or
defective fire extinguisher is replaced or repaired.

14. Hand Fire Extinguishers.-Rail Motor Trains-The
periodical inspection and recharging of lire extinguishers on rail
motors located within the Metropolitan area will be carried out by
an employe appointed by the Foreman, Train Lighting Depot,
who will be responsible for seeing that they are maintained in
proper condition.

As similar inspections are not possible on rail motors outside
the Metropolitan area, it will be necessary for the Guards and
Enginemen of these vehicles to exercise special care in order to see
that only fire extinguishers which are in good order, and available
for instant use, are carried.

The Guard when taking charge of a rail motor train, and
during the time he is in charge ofthe train, will be held responsible
for seeing that the fire extinguishers which are provided in the rail
rnolor, are in their proper positions. Ifany defect be observed, the
circumstances must be immediately brought under the notice of
the Sutionmasier or other responsible person. The attention ofthe
Engineman must also be drawn to the defect.

An Engineman, when preparing a rail motor for a trip, and
during the time he is engaged in the running ofa rail motor, will be
held responsible also for seeing that the fire extinguishers provided
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on the train are in their proper positions. If a fire extinguisher is
missing, or ifany defect is observed the Engincman must report the
circumstances to his immediate superior ofllcer, who should, if
possible, replace the defective fire extinguisher before the
departure of the train.

When reporting ofT duty an Engincman of a rail motor must
report to his immediate superior ofTieer any case in which a fire
extinguisher has been used, or is defective.

15. Hand Chemical Fire Extinguishers-Passenger Carriages,
Dining and Buffet Carriages.

(a) The periodical inspection of fire extinguishers will be
carried out by an employe appointed by the Foreman, Train
Lighting Depot, who will be responsible for seeing that they are
maintained in proper condition.

Conductors, Dining and Buffet Carriage Supervisors when
reporting off duty must report to their immediate superior officer
any case in which a fire extinguisher has t>ecn used or appears
deteaive.

(b) Fire extinguishers which become dirty owing to priming,
must be cleaned when the cleaning ofthe van is being attended to.

(c) A monthly check ofall fire extinguishers must be made by
the officers or employe responsible for such check at all yards,
depots, or stations at which trains arc ordinarily located, and a
return showing the result of such check (on Form R.S. 288B) must
be forwarded each month to the ChiefMechanical Engineer.

(d) (i) In connection with the monthly examination of fire
extinguishers (soda acid type) placed in brake vans, the
extinguisher must be recharged when there is an
indication that the charge has become defective.

(ii) At the time the extinguisher is recharged a nip mark
must be made with the special nippers provided for the
purpose in the appropriate square which indicates the
month of the year on the meu! tag attached to the
extinguisher. Such nip mark thus denotes the month in
which the extinguisher was charged.

(iii) If twelve months has elapsed since an extinguisher was
last recharged, it shall be again recharged and although
there may not be any outward indication that the
charge is defective.

(iv) In order to test extinguishers, each extinguisher should
be discharged and a complete recharge inserted every
fourth year.

16. Hand Chemical Extinguishers-Road Motor
Vehicies.-Tlie periodical inspection and recharging of the fire
extinguishers of road motor vehicles located within the
Metropolitan area, will be carried out fay the Officer-in-Charge,
Motor Garage. As similar inspeaions are not possible on road
transport vehicles which are located outside the Mctroploiian area,
it will be necessary for the Drivers of these vehicles to see that only
fire extinguishers, which are in good order and available for instant
use, arc carried. Road motor drivers, during the time they are
engaged on a vehicle, will be held responsible for seeing that the
fire extinguisher is in position. If the fire extinguisher is missing, or
If any defect is observed,-the motor driver must report the
circumstances to his immediate superior olTicer, who must replace
the extinguisher as a matter of urgency.

When reporting off duty, the Road Motor Driver must report
any case in wnich a fire extinguisher has been used, or is defective.

17. Hand Chemical Extii^uJshers-Mcchanical Plant-The
periodical inspection and maintenance of the fire extinguishers
provided on mobile cranes, fork lifl trucks and Way and Works
plant will be carried out by the Plant Engineer. North Melbourne.
The Operators or Driveis during the time they are engaged on the
plant will be held responsible for seeing that the fire extinguisher is
in position.

If a fire extinguisher is missing, appears defective or is
discharged, the Operator of Driver must report ther circumstances
to his immediate superior officer, who must replace the
extinguisher as a matter ofurgency.

18 (a) Departmental Buiidings.-Steps must be taken by
officers and employes concerned to see that fires are properly
extinguished when finishing duty. The banking up offires in ofiices
at stations and in signal-boxes and allowing them to remain alight
during the night, after all the staff has gone of duty, so as to be
available next morning, involves a serious fire risk and is not
permitted.

(b) The removal of fire from one fireplace to another at g
station or departmental residence, and the use of a screen in front
of the fireplace to increase the draw of the fire are strictly
forbidden.

(c) Fires in departmental houses and other departmental
premises must not be lefl unattended.

(d) Employes occupying departmental residences must, before
leaving the house unoccupied, see that the fire is out and all lamps,
candles, etc., extinguished and all electrical appliances switched
off. All doors and windows must be securely locked.

Kerosene lamps, heaters, lighted candles and radiators must
not be placed near curtains, drapings and other fiammabic
material, and care must be exercised in carrying lights about. Floor
polishing mops must not be hung on the sides of walls constructed
ofcombustible material.

Flammable liquids must not be stored in a departmental
residence or wash-house, but in an outbuilding as far away from
the residence as possible.

Under no circumstances is flammable material, such as waste
paper to be stored in wash-houses, nor must clothes be left hanging
on the walls.

Electric irons must be provided with stands to keep them from
contact with flammable tables or benches. Electrical appliances
must not be attached to light fittings, and flexible metallic tubing
must not be used fbr connections to gas stoves, heaters or similar
appliances.

The use of kerosene, petrol or liquid brooders in wash-houses
or departmental residences is prohibited.

(e) Every Works Foreman, Road Foreman, Sutionmaster, and
every other employe responsible for the supervision of
departmental property, and every employe residing in a
departmental residence, must inspect the chimneys at regular
periods and see that they arc kept in a clean state and free from any
excessive accumulation of soot. The Works Foreman for the
section must be promptly advised if any chimneys require
sweeping.

Every officer whose duty it is to inspect a departmental
residenw and outbuildings thereto, when making such inspections,
must give close oversight to the fire risk, particularly as far as
wash-houses are concerned.

(0 All stoves in departmental houses must be thoroughly
cleaned at least once a week; appliances for cleaning purposes are
supplied with each stove, and when they are worn out, application
must be made to have them replaced.

(g) Action must be taken to prevent embers dropping from
stoves or coppers, and fuel must not be placed in a position near a
stove orcopper.

A fire must not be allowed in a stove or fireplace if the
chimney thereof be defective; the defect must be immediately
reported to the Works Foreman.

To prevent the spread of fire, household refuse must not be
burnt in the fire boxes of stoves and wash coppers installed in
departmental residences, but is to be destroyed by the use of an
incinerator or deposited in a garbage can.

19. Smoking Is Strictly Prohibited In all Places where Danger
of Fire Exists.-Allhough smoking is not prohibited in Rest
Houses, employes smoking therein are directed to exercise due
care to obviate all risk of causing fire. They must be careful to see
that tobacco ash, cigarette butts, and matches, are properly
extinguished.

The placing of matches, tobacco ash or cigarette butts in waste
paper receptacles is strictly prohibited.

20. Flammable liquid is not to be used inside a departmental
residence, hostel, camp or workman's sleeping carriage, for
cleaning or other domestic purposes.

The use of petrol for this purpose in the open air is dangerous as
under favourable conditions, petrol vapour has been known to
ignite from a naked light, situated up to 15 metres away and flash
back (0 the petrol container.

21. Stationmasiers and the staff concerned must see that
kerosene lamps, where used in offices, si^al-boxes, or other
structures, are carefully and properly extinguished when the
station or signal-box is closed, or when it is left without attendance
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for more than 30 minutes. In the case ofwaiting-rooms, if they are
occupied by passengers, the lamps may be left burning during the
temi>oiary absence ofthe employe in charge.

22. (a) To prevent fires in lamp rooms, care must be taken to
see that matches, before being thrown away, are extinguished; that
the space under the cleaning bench is kept quite free from kerosene
saturated waste, kerosene cases, or other flammable material; and
that any lighted lamps which may be left in the lamp room during
the temporary absence of employes are properly disposed of and
adjusted. A bucket or kerosene tin containing dry sand or friable
earth, to be used for extinguishing burning kerosene, must be kept
in a handy position.

(b) Wooden cases must not be placed on the iron benches in
lamp rooms for the purpose ofstanding oil drums thereon.

(c) Lamp rooms must be kept locked, and the key. when not in
actual use, must be held in safe custody by the oflicer in chaise.

23. Every precaution must be taken to avoid an outbreak of
fire on any jsortion of the railway premises or in any railway
building. A lire must not lighted for any purpose whatever in
the open air adjacent to station buildings. If it be necessary to have
a lire, it must be lighted in a fireplace ifone be available, or if not. a
fire pot must be placed in the safest position that can be found
away from all buildings and any flammable material. In every case
the employe who lights the fire will be responsible for preventing it
from spreading, and it must not be left unattended.

Every drum incinerator supplied for the burning ofpapers and
other debris must be covered with a metal lid when a fire is burning
therein. The incinerator must be located in a position remote from
buildings and other llammable material.

All Public Notices received referring to danger from fire must
be exhibited in a conspicuous position on departmental poster
space.

THE PROVISIONS OF THE COUNTRY FIRE
AUTHORITY ACT IN REGARD TO THE "FIRE DANGER
PERIOD" AND "TOTAL FIRE BAN" MUST BE STRICTLY
COMPLIED WITH.

24. Conveyance of Lime, (a) When covering any consignment
oflimecare must betaken to see:-

(i) That two thoroughly waterproof tarpaulins arc used as
a covering, and are so arranged and secured that every
portion ofthe contents of the wagon is protected;

(ii) That a sufficient number of tie ropes in good order are
affixed to each tarpaulin.

(iii) That the ridge gear, is properly fixed in position.

(b) When the ridge is formed and the tarpaulins are in position
the ridge lashing and all the tie ropes must be taut and no sag in the
tarpaulins.

(c) Guards and station siafi"must, as far as practicable, observe
the tie ropes on wagons of lime and tighten such ropes when
necessary. If while a wagon of lime (slacked or otherwise) is on
hand, heavy rain appears, the wagon should be placed under cover,
if practicable, or isolated, and should be examined occasionally in
order to detect and deal with any indications of fire. The most
effective method of dealing with bagged lime that has fired in a
wagon is to remove the tarpaulins, pufl the burning bags away and
empty them; the loosened lime will smother the fire,

25. Conveyance of Hay-Hay, lucemp and similar materials
are liable to catch fire due to spontaneous combustion, if they arc
moist when stacked either for storage or loading, or if they become
moist while they are stacked or loaded, particularly if they are
freshly cut.

Ifduring transit it is noticed that there is sign of fire in such a
load, attempt should be made to obtain the assistance of the fire
brigade before tarpaulins are removed, as admission of air may
cause the smouldering fire to burst into flames. If brigade
assistance cannot be obtained, extreme care must be taken while
removing tarpaulins.

The signs of fire which might be observed are smoke, smell of
burning or signs of heating of portion of the body of the wagon.
The wagon in which the fire is burning is to be isolated.

26. (a) (i) Undergrowth or anything which might promote the
possibility offire must not be allowed to accumulate in
the vicinity of departmental residences, other
departmental buildings, or platforms. Special care
must be taken in the storage and disposal of flammable

articles. Every effort must be made to keep the under
portions of pfatforms and sheds in railway yards clear
of ail debris and in the event of any debris
accumulating, the Road Foreman must be notified.

(ii) Bagged goods which have fallen from wagons must not
be Slowed to remain in the vicinity of signal trunking,
but must be placed in a safe position clear of such

owed to remain in the vicinity of signal trunking

trunking until arrangements can be made for their
removal.

(iii) Old bagging, cotton waste, paper and other flammable
material must not be allowed to lodge under signal
trunking or accumulale in its vicinity. In the event of
any flammable debris accumulating adjacent to signal
trunking. the Road Foreman must be promptly notified
and requested to arrange for its removal.

(iv) Accumulations of loose straw, hay. etc.. near wooden
platforms in station yards constitute a fire risk, and it
shall be the responsibility of Slationmasiers to notify
Road Foremen of such accumulations so that early
action for removal may be taken.

(b) Accumulation of rubbish and debris on leased property is
not to be burned but must be removed from the premises by the
lessee.

(c) A motor vehicle belonging to an employe must only be on
departmental premises in a designated area. Motor cycles must not
be parked beneath wooden platforms nor in any position where
they could cause fire.

See Section 59 of By-law 351 and the instructions on page 155
in regard to motor vehicles belonging to the public.

27. Live Cinders Discharged from Locomollves.-Owing to the
large number of sleepers destroyed on running lines and in sidings
by live cinders discharged from Locomotives on the permanent
way. when fires are being cleaned out. cnginemen are instructed to
as far as possible discontinue the practice, and in cases where it
cannot be avoided, water must be thrown on the live cinders in
order to thoroughly extinguish them. Live ashes must not be
allowed to accumulate in ash pits, but must in all cases be damped
with water before they are left.

28. Air Conditioned Carriages,-A rotary type battery
isolating switch as illustrated hercundcr is fitted adjacent to one of
the batteries located beneath each Victorian Broad Gauge and
Victorian and Australian National Railways Joint Stock Air
Conditioned Carriage to provide a means of completely
disconnecting all electrical circuits from the battery in the event of
fire.

Isotaiing Switiii iit RuiiiungPosilion
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All Guards, Train Conductors and operating staff are to make
themselves familiar with this switch.

In the event of a fire occurring In a Broad Gauge Air
Conditioned carriage, the Conductor or Guard or other
responsible employe concerned must lake the following aaion in
regard to the operation of the Battery Isolating Switch:-

(i) (a) If the train is in motion take immediate action to stop
it.

(b) If the train is stationary take action to prevent it from
being moved.

(ii) Isolate the carriage balteiy by turning the Battery
Isolating Switch to the "OFF" position.

29. Outbreaks of Fire in Carriages, Vans Wagons, and
Brakevan elc.-

(a) All outbreaks of fire in railway premises rolling stock,
howeversmall, must be brought undernolice by telegram.

(b) On learning of the fire having taken place, the District
Officers must promptly advise the Solictor for Railways in order to
comply with the instructionsd contained in clause 3, page 23.

Representatives of the Chief Electrical Engineer in regard to
electrical installations and the Engineer of Machinery and Water
Supply in regard to fire protection shall be nominated when
necessary.

DUTIES WHICH MUST NOT BE ALLOTTED TO
EMPLOYES UNDER THE AGE OF 21 (Regulation 30)

1. (a) In addition to the provisions of Regulation 30. which
prescribe that no employe under 21 years ofage shall be engaged in
the position of Inspector, Engineman (3-6) Guard, Foreman or
Ganger-no employe under 21 years of age shall be engaged in any
ofthe following dulies:-

•Working ofPoints

Blasting (see page 147).

* In addition to employes who have reached the age of 18
years and are employed as Signalmen, any employe who has
reached the age of 19 years may be allotted shunting duties
provided the Stationmaster or Officer-in-Charge Is satisfied that he
IS competent; but, except as shown in the following paragraph,
employes under 19 years of age must not, under any
circumstances, perform shunting duties.

A qualified locomotive Engineman may be employed to assist
the Guard in traffic work as provided for on page 96 and to assist
the Engineman as required in the movements ofthe locomotive in
locomotive yards or premises.

For the position of Gatekeeper, Assistant Gatekeeper, Rail
Agent and Assistant Rail Agent the age minima set out hereunder
shall apply:-

Onde

Ap Minima

For

For RellerPurpoaea

At Home Station Elsewhere
Api>ointnieRt

Male Female Male Female

Galektcper 21 IS IS IS IS

AUI.
Giletecpcr. . 16 16 16 IS IS

AlHomc

Sution
Riit A|enl . . 21 16 16 16 IS

Aui. lUil
Atcnl . . 16 16 16 16 IS

Al Home

Suuoo

(iii) All Gales where Fixed Signals are Workpd.-By a
Safeworking inspector in all the duties ofa Gatekeeper, and in the
working and funaions of the fixed signals, worked for the
protection ofthe Gales.

2. When, owing to emergency or otherwise, it becomes
necessary to utilise a Shed assistant. Laborer, or any employe other
than a shunter to perform shunting duties, Stalionmasicrs should,
as far as practicable, select a man who has had previous experience
in shunting; but in any case the Stationmaster will be held
responsible for satisfying himself that every employe, befon: being
placed in charge of shunting operations, or to assist In such
operations (except in the capacity of a learner), has a sulTicient
knowledge of the regulations and instructions necessary for the
proper carryinR out of the duties and also a knowledge of the
appliances used, and the position and application of fixed signals
in the station area over which it is necessary to conduct such
shunting operations.

3. (a) Employes are prohibited from working any block or
electric train staff instrument, unless certified as competent by the
Safeworking inspector.

(b) Employes are also prohibited from working any
interlocking frame unless certified as competent by the
Safeworking Inspector,

(c) Any employe who desires to learn the working of any kind
of Signalling instrtimeni, or any interlocking frame, shall apply
through his superior officer to the Manager for the District or
Superintendent of Melbourne Yard and such application must be
referred to the Safeworking Inspector for his recommendation.

(See Instructions "Employes Authorised to Visit
Signal-boxes" page 50).

4. No person under 18 years of shall operate a power
crane or give signals to the operator with the exception of:-

(a) Overhead travelling type gantry cranes operated by
pendant cord or push button controls with a maximum safe
working load of not more than 5 tonnes.

(b) Pendant controlled hoists supported on monorails or in a
fixed position.

(c) Conveyors, Garage hoists. Stacking machines or Platen
hoists.

5. No person under 18 years ofage shall be employed to work
ortake charge ofalifi.

TRAINING OF EMPLOYES.

Responsible officers are expected to see that Junior and other
employes under their control are afforded opportunities of
acquiring such experience in practical railway working as will
increase their usefulness to the department, and enable Ihcm to
qualify for higher positions in the service. Supervising officers will,
however, be held responsible for seeing that such employes are
competent to perform the duties entrusted to them. Sec preceding
instructions respecting Regulation 30.

(b) The above age minima are subject to Gatekeepers and
Assistant Gatekeepers being examined, and certified to as
competent In theirdutiesas foTlows:-

Gaies where no Fixed Signals are iVorked.-([} Way and
Works Branch Gaies-by an examining Officer of the Way and
Works Branch, (ii) Transportation Branch Galcs-by a Safeworking
Inspector or Stationmaster,

PERIODICAL EXAMINATION OF EMPLOYES IN THE

RULES. REGULATIONS. AND OTHER INSTRUCTIONS.

Every employe concerned will be examined periodically by a
duly appointed Examining Officer regarding his acquaintance with
the Rules, Regulations, and other Instructions. Employes must be
prepared for re-examination at anytime.

The examination, which is an oral one, will be mainly on the
following subjccls:-

1. OPERATIONS BRANCH

(a) An Instruction Class for Locomotive Enginemen (3-6)
in :-

The safeworking oftrains under all conditions.

Fixed, Hand and Detonating Signals.

Signalling in foggy weather.

The special whistle code.

The mechanism and working of the locomotive, the
Weslinghouse air brake and passenger communication
gear.
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(b) Trainee Enginemen to En^nemen (2) kHI be examined
in accordance with instructions contained in the Book of
Instructions.

The safeworkingoftrains under all conditions,

Fixed, hand and detonating signals.

Signalling in foggy weather,

The special whistle code.

The mechanism of working of the locomotive and the
Wesiinghouse air brake.

(c) Enginemen of Electric Suburban trains will be
examined in

The safeworking oftrains undcrali conditions.

Fixed, hand and detonating signals.

Signalling in foggy weather.

The special whistle code.

The mechanism and working of electric trains and the
Wesiinghouse air brake.

Directions to be observed in the cases of electric shock
and electrical fires.

(d) An Instruction Class for Rail Motor Enginemen ini-

The safeworking oftrains under all conditions.

Fixed, hand and detonating signals.

Signalling in foggy weather.

The special whistle code.

The mechanism and working ofrail motor trains.

The Wesiinghouse airbrake where provided.

Direction to be observed in cases of electric shock and
electrical (ires.

(e) Guards and Acting Guards on their ac<)uainiance
with:-

Thc safe working oftrains under all conditions.

Fixed, hand and detonating signals,

Signalling in foggy weather.

The special whistle code.

The conveyance of Explosives and inflammable
liquids.

The Wesiinghouse air brake and inter-communication
by means of such brake.

In the Electrified Area, directions to be observed in
cases ofclectric shock and elearical fires.

The "First Aid" section of ambulance Instructions.

NOTE.-Guards of elcciric trains must possess a general
knowledge ofthe sectioning., etc.. ofthe overhead equipment, and
Guards and Shunters, whose duties require it. mti.st he qualified to
perform the dutie.s of Electric Train Engineman in ca.se of an
emergency.

(0 Signalmen, and other employes who act as Signalmen, on
theiracquainlancc with:-

The safe working of trains under all the conditions
which apply to the particular system or systems oftrain
signalling; and overhead sectioning arrangements that
are in force at their respeaive Signal-boxes.

Fixed, hand and detonating signals,

Signalling in foggy weather.

The special whistle code.

In the Electrified Area, directions to be observed in
cases ofclectric shock and electrical fires,

(g) At any station where explosives or dangerous goods are
dealt with, every employe in the Operations Branch at such station
is liable to be examined at any time as to his acquaintance with the
rules and Instructions relating to the handling and conveyance of
explosives and dangerous goods.

2. Transportation Branch-

fa) Slationmastcrs and persons in charge of stations, on
theiracquainlancc wiih:-

The safe working of trains under the conditions which
apply to the particular system or systems of train
signalling: and overhead sectioning arrangements that
are in force at their respective stations.

Fixed, hand and detonating signals.

Signalling In foggy weather.

In the electrilicd area, directions to be observed in cases
ofelectric shock and electrical tires.

The "First Aid" section of Ambulance Instructions.

3. Way and Works Branch-

Foremen. Gangers, and other employes who are required to
deal with out-door sal^ty arrangements, on their acquaintance
with:-

Flxed, hand, detonating and special permanent way
signals.

Signalling in foggy weather.

The protection of the line, trains, trollies, etc., and
safety of men on the tracks.

Overhead wires; track circuits; tie station negative
return leads; safety of workmen and others in
proximity of live wires; electrical rail bonds, and
precautions against interruptions of trailic; reporting of
overhead failures and protection of employes engaged
in overhead repairs.

In the electrified area, directions to be observed incases
ofclectric shock and electrical fires.

4. Electrical Engineering Branch.-

All employes who work on or close to live electrical
equipment-in methods of resuscitation.

Authorised Operators High Voltage Rules.

Overhead Inspectors, Overhead Sub-Inspectors, Linemen
(high tension) and Linemen's Assistants (high tenslon)-in methods
of working and "Instructions for Guidance ofOverhead Engineer's
StaffWorking On or In the Vicinity of Electrical Apparatus".

Overhead Painlcrs-in methods of working and "Instructions
for the Guidance ofOverhead Engineer's Painting Staff Working in
the Vicinity ofOverhead Electrical Equipment".

Electrical Mechanics, Electric Mechanic's Assistants. Cable
Jointers, Cable Jointer's Mates. Linemen (low tension) and
Linesman's Assistants (low tension)-in "Instructions for the
Guidance of Employes Working On or In the Vicinity of Low
Voltage Electrical Equipment",

5. General-

la) Every employe in the Way and Works and Electrical
Engineering Branches required to perform the duties of Flagman
or Lookout man. also the Foreman, Ganger. Leading-hand, or
other official under whose direction such employe is to work, must
beexamined-bv an officer appointed by the Head ofthe Branch-in
Regulations 2i\ and 296, and the supplementary instructions
contained on page .18, also excepting Electrical Engineering
Branch employes .sub-clau5c(b> of clause 8. page ilO, of this book.
Each such employe must be certified to as competent prior to
being permitted to carry out the duties memloned.

(b) When arrangements arc made for the examination of an
employe in any system, it will be necessary for the employe when
reporting himself'for the re-examination to have in his possession
the original certificate issued him.

Should the original examination concerning the system in
question have been recorded by an endorsement on a certificate
issued for some other system, the employe must produce that
certificaie.

When directing an employe to report for re-examination in
any system, officers-in-charge arc enjoined to remind the employe
of this instruction; but this will not relieve the employe of
responsibility in the matter.

Any employe already qualified in the working of any
signalling system, but who has not had practical experience in the
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working of ihe Signalling System concerned during the preceding
six (6) months, must be re-examined by the Safcworking Inspector
before being allowed to again operate such signalling system.

(c) Firs! AuJ E.xaniinuiioiis.-Al country centres, where classes
are held, employes must attend such cla.sses, and in the
metropolitan area, they must attend at the centre advertised.
Employes must attend at least eight classes in a scries to be eligible
for examination.
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UNIFORM TIME, ETC.

UNIFORM TIME TO BE KEFF AT ALL STATIONS, AND
BY GUARDS AND ENCINEMEN.

(Reeulalinn 44.)

1. (a) Melbourne lime muse be observed at all stations, and
clocks and watches must be regulated accordingly.

(b) At stations where there arc Rel'rcshment Rooms, the
Stationmasier must daily compare the time kept by clocks in the
Refreshment Rooms with that shown by the station clock, and any
adjustment necessary must be made at once.

The clocks at out-lying Signal-boxes must be set by the clocks
of the nearest adjoining station, and Signalmen are responsible for
comparing their clocks with that at the station and adjoining
signal-boxes.

(c) Enginemen, Guards, and Acting Guards in charge of trains,
and in some cases Leading Shunters, arc supplied with watches,
which they must always carry wiih them when on duty. Every
Engincman and Guard must adjust his watch as may be necessary,
to ensure that the correct time is kept.

2, Defective clocks must be reported to the Workshop
Foreman, Electrical Testing Division, Spencer Street.

3, Train Control Centres

(a)

Country Each Train Controller on commencing duty (early,
day, ahemocn and night shifl) must ascertain from
Telecom the correct time and adjust the clocks as
required, and record the time this was elTected in the
Train Controller's Log Book.

(b)

Ccntrol A Senior Train Controller nominated by the Chief
Train Controller must ascertain from Telecom the
correct time at about 6.30 a.m. and .3.30 p.m. each day,
Mondays to Saturdays and at 7.30 a.m. on Sundays,
and then check clocks in all Centrol rooms and make
adjustment where necessary,

4. (a) All matters relating to the mechanism of clocks and
watches will be dealt with by the Chief Electrical Engineer.

(b) Clocks and watches requiring repairs must be sent to the
Workshops Foreman. Electrical Testing Division, Spencer Street,
who should also be advised of the character of the defect, ifsuch be
known. Advice of despatch must be, also, forwarded to the Chief
Electrical Engineer,

(c) If from any cause a departmental watch becomes
unreliable, the employe in possession of it must at once report the
circumstances to his superior ofTiccr. When a departmental watch
is forwarded for repair a memorandum must be sent stating the
reason for forwarding, also the full name and title of the employe
to whom the watch was issued, and where stationed.

(d) The mechanism of departmental clocks and watches must
not be interfered with by unauthorised persons.
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StGNALS.

COLOUR OFSEMAPHORE ARMS.

The from of the semaphore arms, olhcr than distant signals, is
piiinied red with a white "bar".

The front of distant signal arms is painted yellow with a black
fishtail "bar".

EXCl-.PTtON.-In cases where it is fituiul necessary to place
the tlisiaiu siynal worked from a siyiial-hox in advance on the
same post, and applicable to the same line as the home, starting, or
advanced starring signal, worked by the box in the rear, the distant
signal arm will he painted red similar to the semaphore signal
above it and will have a white Jishiad bar.

E.xcept when otherwise arranged the back of all semaphore
arms is painted white with a black bar.

POSITION AND VIEW OF FIXED SIGNAI.S.

1. Every OfTicer. Inspector. Stailonmaster. Engineman.
Guard. Signalman, or Shunter should bring under the notice of his
superior olTicer any case in which he considers it reasonably
practicable to improve the fiosition of any lixed signal, or any case
where the view of a signal is defective owing to oack-ground, or
where it is interfered with by station buildings, trees, telegraph
poles, etc. If the lights of a signal be atrectcd by other lights the
matter should be also promptly brought under notice.

2. Any case of defective signals or signal lights, or any case in
which it is considered that the focus of any signal light might be
improved, must be promptly reported.

PASSING OF AUTOMATIC SIGNALS AT THE STOP
POSITION.

(Regulation 74.)

When an automatic signal is lixed at or near a level crossing,
the position of the gates may, or may not, alTect the working of the
signal; when, therefore, in accordance with Regulation 74 an
Engincman passes an automatic signal at the stop position and
finds the level crossing gates across the line, he must not assume
the position of the gates to have been the cause of the signal being
held at the stop position.

Whatever may appear to be the cause of an automatic signal
being held at the stop position, an Engincman must not in any way
relax his vigilance, and even though the cause of the signal being
held at stop may be apparent, no employe has any authority to
waive or modify any phase of the regulation. Full responsibility
rests on the Engineman, who afier passing an automatic signal at
the stop position must, without exception, exercise the utmost
caution throughout the whole of the section governed by the
signal.

LOCATIONS WHERE A TWO-POSITION SIGNAL

CONTROLS THE ENTRANCE OF IRAINS TO AN

AUTOMATICSIGNAI.LING SECITON.

Where a two-position signal controls the entrance of trains to
an automatic signalling section ahead, the proceed position on
such two-position signal indicates that the section is clear to the
first attiomaiic signal.

In the event of a failure of the two-position signal, and it
becomes necessary for a train or locomotive to pass tne signal at
"slop," and no-caiiing on signal is provided, the Signalman must,
in addition to complying with Regulation 95. instruct the
Engincman to proceed cautiously in order to stop short of any
obstruction there may be upon the line between the signal box and
the next fixed signal ahead.

WAY RELAYING

OPER.ATIONS-
OR REPAIRINGPERMANENT

(Regulation 274).

I. (a) When a reduaion of speed is necessary in connection
with any relaying or repairing operation to the permanent way, or
for any other cause, the Ganger, or other employe In charge of the
operation, in addition to complying with Regulation 274 (clauses
(a) and (b) must, except as shown in clauses 2 and 4 hereof, also
arrange for the permanent way signal, a.s described in sub-clause
(b) hereof, to be fixed on the fefi-hand side of the line, at least 2
metres from the nearest rail, at the point where normal speed can

be resumed, which is not less than 800 metres ahead ofthe portioTi
ofthe track aficcied.

(b) The permanent way signal referred to above consists of a
disc 380 millimetres (15") m diameter painted green on one side
and while on the other; the green side is to face the train required
to resume normal speed.

2. In the event of no permanent way signal being available,
the Ganger, or other employe in charge of the work, must arrange
for a competent employe to exhibit a green hand signal held
steadily in the hand at the point specified above for the permanent
way signal. The Flagman must be properly instructed in his duties,
and, on a double line, must exhibit a signal in such a manner that it
will not conflict with any hand signal being exhibited for a train
approaching in the opposite direction.

3, Train crews will understand that (after receiving a green
hand signal waved slowly from side to side indicating a reduction
of speed as laid down in Regulation 274), the permanent way
signal, or the exhibition of a green hand signal held steadily In the
hand, will indicate that normal speed may be resumed.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE USE OF SPECIAL
PERMANENT WAV WARNING AND CAUTION SIGNALS.

(Regulation 274),

1. (a) The following instructions for the use of special
permanent way warning and caution signals must be observed
during repairs to bridges or culverts, or relaying of the permanent
way, or other works alTecting the safety of any Running Line,
which render it necessary for trains to travel at a reduced rule of
speed for a lengthened period.

(b) The signals consist of four reflectorised signs, fixed on
posts. Lights arc not provided.

2. (a) The warning signal consists of a yellow sign fishtailed at
each end. The letter "W" is shown thereon in red colour. The back
ofthe signal is white,

(b) The caution signal consists ofa yellow disc, with the letter
"C" shown thereon in red colour. The back of the signal is white.
Below the disc is a square sign with black numerals which indicate
the maximum permissible rate of speed in kilometres per hour.
The back ofthe sign is while.

(c) The N.S. signal is a yellow sign with the letters "NS"
shown thereon In black colour. The back ofthe signal is white.

The N.S, signal is used within the Metropolitan Electrified
Area and Is applicable only to suburban electric trains, parcel
coaches, light locomotives, locomotives with brakevan only
attached and rail motors.

(d) The "N" Signal is a white sign with the letter "N" shown
thereon in black colour, The back ofthe sign is white.

3. The special permanent way warning and caution signals
must be placed in the respeaive positions shown in the diagrams
on page 39. The "N.S." signals are to be used only within the
Metropolitan Electrified Area.

4. Enginemcn must keep a good lookout when travelling in
the locality in which special permanent way warning and caution
signals arc exhibited and when approaching such signals must have
their trains under perfect control and not pass over any portion of
the line protected by the caution signal at greater speed than that
laid down in the Weekly or other Notice and shown in reflectorised
figures on such signal.

Enginemcn must not increase the speed until their
locomotives have passed the "N" Signal in advance of the point of
repair, or renewal, except that within the Metropolitan Electrified
Area, in the case of suburban electric trains, parcels coaches, light
locomotives, locomotives with brakevan only attached and rail
motors only, Enginemcn may, when the front of the train has
reached the "NS" signal in advance of the point of repair or
renewal, and subject to the regulaiions, resume normal speed.

5. Before the warning and caution signals are brought into
use, at least four clear days' notice must be given to the staff in the
Weekly or other Notice. Such Notice should indicate the location
of the signals and the places to which they refer. The Road
Foreman must arrange for a competent employe to be appointed,
whose duty It will be to see that the signals arc in their proper
position, and that raficctorised surfaces ofthe signs are clean and in
good condition.

6. When due to fog or other cause a good and distant view of
the special permanent way warning and caution signals cannot be
obtained by Enginemcn, arrangements must be made as early as
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practicable for the operations to be protected by hand signalmen in
accordance with the regulations.

SIGNALLING IN CONNECTION WITH REPAIRS TO
OVERHEAD EQUIPMENT.

1. During the time any repairs on the overhead equipment
are being carried out, the precautions laid down in Regulation 296
must be observed by the employes concerned, and the Foreman or
other person in charge of the work must carry out the provisions
prescribed in the regulation for their safety.

2. Before a trolley conveying material is placed upon the line,
or before any gear which would cause an obstruction to a train. Is
used on or in the vicinity of the line, the Foreman or other person
in charge of the work must see that the provisions of of Regulation
271 arc strictly observed.

3. Testing Cleaning and Adjusting Equipment at Intersection
of Railway and Tramway Equipment.-^a) When it is necessary to
isolate the overhead electrical equipment to enable the above work
to be performed at electric tramway crossings described in pages
73-75, special discs are to be used for tram tralTic. The discs must
be placed on the Disc Signal standards and are to be removed on
completion of the works by a retireseniative of the Overhead
Engineer,

The discs are lettered "V.R. Power GIT."
POINT INDICATORS.

(Regulation 69. Clause (d)).

1. There are two types of point indicators, viz.;-The
"Coloured" type, and the "Special" type for plunger locked hand
points.

2. Coloured Type.-fa) Where this type of point indicator is
provided, it is connected to, and works with, the points to which it
applies. Except where the indicator is attached to catch points or
derail blocks; it has a face of two colours-red and green by day.
with corresponding coloured lights by night (see diagram "A" and
"B").

(b) When approaching the points, the green side of the
indicator is the one in the direaion for which the points are set.
and Enginemen must see that the green indicator is exhibited on
the properside for the line required before passing over the points.

(c) When the indicator works in conjunction with catch points
or with a derail block set in the derail position, it shows a lace of
one colour only, viz., red by day, and two red lights by night, and a
train or locomotive must not pass an indicator showing in this
position.

(d) When the derail is removed or the catch points are set in
position for any movement over them, the indicator shows a green
face by day and two green lights by night.3. Type in Use at
Plunger Locked Points.-Where this type of point indicator is
provided, it consists of a disc, which is connected to and operates
in conjunction with the plunger. The aspect of the disc when the
plunger is "IN" is a "Green enamelled face" for facing movements,
and a "white enamelled face" for trailing movements. When the
plunger is withdrawn, the disc is turned off.

STATIONS AND SIDINGS WHERE nXED SIGNALS ARE
NOT PROVIDED.

1. When approaching stations or sidings where fixed signals
are not provided, trainmen must keep a good look-out for any
hand signals that may be exhibited.

For lists of stations where fixed signals are provided, see Book
ofSignals.

2. In the case oftrains booked to call when required, a red flag
or a red light must be exhibited to intimate to the Engineman that
the train is required to stop.

3. (a) On Double Lines, worked under the Block Telegraph
System, no train is allowed to perform shunting work at any
station not equipped with fixed signals when the block instruments

are out of order, unless a competent man accompanies it to
perform the shunting whilst the Guard protects his train.

(b) Unless specially authorised by the Chief Operations
Manager, no train must be allowed to perform shunting work
during foggy weatheral any station not equipped with fixed signals
except on a Single Line when the Engineman is in possession of the
T rain Staff(Ordinary ofElectric).

See page 71 for list of places at which trains are not permitted
to shunt between sunset and sunrise.

4. At stations on double lines, and, when a train is travelling
on a Train Staff Ticket, or Ticket portion of a composite Electric
Staff, at Stations on single lines, the Guard must take steps to
protect his train, in accordance with the rules and regulations,
should it, from whatever cause, remain stationary for an unusual
length oftimc. For instructions in respect of'Use of Master Keys",
see pages 159-160. See also section (iii), page 158, and sub-clause
(e), page 206 re Intermediate Block Posts.

5. Flag Statlons.-Al Hag stations a red flag for use by day,
and, where necessary, a lamp showing a red light when lighted, for
use by night, are provided. A notice board intimates to intending
passengers that they will require to exhibit the red flag by day, and
to light the lamp bv night, to stop a train, and the Engineman must
accept such signafs. Before the train leaves, the Guard, if it be
daylight, must replace the flag in its fixture, or, if it be night time,
must turn off the red light. The Guard of the last stopping
passenger train must extinguish the platform lamp or lamps. See
pages 66-67 for instruaions regarding the working of
No-one-in-Charge Stations.

6. When trains which run during the hours between sunset
and sunrise are booked to stop, or are required to work at any
station at which fixed signals are not provided and also at any
station where fixed signals are provided but are not in use (see
Regulation 91). A white light must, except where instructions are
issued to the contrary, be exhibited in a prominent position on the
platform for the puiyMse of indicating the location of such station
to the Engineman.
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WORKING OF POINTS AND SIGNALS ETC.

SUPERVISION OF SIGNALMEN.

1. (a) The Stationmaster musl visii. not less than once a day,
signal boxes situated within 1 kilometre of his station, unless he is
specially exempted from this duty, and he must initial the train
register book on each occasion, insetting the time and date.

(b> Stationmasters and OfTicers when visiting signal-boxes in
accordance with the regulations must carclully inspect the train
a-gislerbook, and ifany omission, discrepancy or irregular entry is
observed, the Book must be marked and a report of the
circumstances forwarded to the Manager for the District, The
Manager will arrange for the matter to be investigated, either
specially, or with the usual checking ofbooks, as the circumstances
of the case may require,

2, The Safeworking Inspector musl see that the Signalmen at
each signal-box in his district maintain their knowledge of the
regulations, the block telegraph, overhead Sectioning
arrangements, and such other rules and instructions as may be in
force: that they and the Block Recorders arc competent to perform
their duties, and thai they arc supplied with the necessary articles
for the proper working of the signal-box.

The OfTicers must visit the men at each box occasionally, at
night as well as by day, and sign the train register book on each
visit.

3. At any signal-box where more than one Signalman is on
duty at the same time, the Senior Signalman is regarded as the man
in charge, and he will be held responsible for bringing under notice
any matter that requires special aiicntion, and for exercising as far
as IS reasonably practicable, a proper supcrx'ision over the working
of the signal-box,He musl promptly report any case in which an
Assistant Signalman or Block Recorder commits any irr^ularity,
or falls to properly attend to his duty. The Assistant Signalman
must bring any infringement of the rules, regulations, or other
current instructions under the notice ofthe Senior Signalman, and,
in the event of any accident or defect, act under his instructions. If
more than one Senior Signalman be on duty at the same time, the
one who would be on duly in the ordinary course of working will
be regarded as the Signalman in charge.

4, (a) Every Signalman before leaving duty must satisfy
himself that the man relieving him thoroughly understands the
state of affairs, particularly as to whether the sections on each side
are clear or occupied, and which sections of the overhead, if any,
have been made dead. He musl not leave his box until the whole of
the operations which he may have in hand at the time are
completed, and at ever)' signal-box on the suburban lines where
the double line block system ofsignalling is in operation, until any
train for which the "Train Departure" signal may have been
received, has arrived. See also Regulations 90 and 260.

(b) The instructions in force regarding the hours of duly must
be strictly adhered to. Every Signafman must sign on duty in the
"Remarks" column of the train register book opposite the first
entry made by him, and enter the lime of his leaving duty
immediately under his last entry, and place his signature thereto.
Where the entries arc made by a Block Recorder, the signatures
must be placed opposite the first and last entries respectively for
which the Signalman is responsible,

(c) Ifa Signalman is not relieved at the proper time, he must at
once communicate with the Stationmaster or other Officer, who is
responsible for each man under his supervision being relieved,

(d) Should anv emergency arise necessitating a Signalman
being kept on duty longer than the time specified, the Manager for
the District and the Safeworking Inspector must be at once
advised, so that relief may be arranged,

(e) In the event of a Signalman being unable to take duty, he
must at once give intimation to his immediate Superior Ofilccr.
who must advise the Manager for the District, as the case may be,
and the Safeworking Inspector, so that arrangements may be
promptly made to provide a substitute.

ORDER BOOKS AND NOTICFS FOR SIGNAL-BOXES.

1, Eveo' Signal-box must be provided with foolscap size
Order Book, In which all special orders relating to the box are to be
entered, both for the information of the Signalmen working the
Box, and for any other Signalmen who may be subsequently
transferred thereto. The Signalmen must keep this book written up
to dale, and the pages numbered consecutively. The Stationmaster
orOITleer-in-Chai^e must sec that this is done.

2. Where there is more than one Signalman on duty at the
same time the Senior Signalman will be responsible for keeping the
Book up to date, and for satisfying himself that (he Assistant
Signalmen are familiar with and understand the Instructions
contained therein,

3. Every Signal-box must be supplied with a copy of the
Weekly Notice, and all orders and circulars affecting the duties of
the Signalmen or the working ofthe box.

ATTENDANCE OF SIGNALLING STAFF

(Suburban Area)

1. A Notice showing the rostcrcd starting time of the early
shlR signalmen at the next signal box on each side must be kept
exhibited in each signal box in the suburban area.

2. In order that prompt alternative arrangements may be
made for the working ofthe signal box, in the event ofan early shift
signalman not reporting for duty at the appointed lime, the
following procedure must be adopted:-

(i) When a signalman reports for duly on early shift, he
must immediately after the rostcrcd time of starting of
the signalman concerned, communicate with the
signalman at the next box on each side.

If ihdre is no response to the telephone call the
signalman must at once inform the Tram Controller.

(ii) At locations where a signalman is on night shift, he
must be on the alert to check that the early shift
signalman at an adjoining signal box is duly in
attendance.

In the event of no acknowledgement of the telephone
call being received from the next Signal box, the night
shift signalman must inform the Train Controller,

A note of the circumstances, together with the lime, must, be
inserted across the figure columns ofthe train regsisterbook,

SIGNALMEN TO REPORT IRREGULARITIES.

Any infringement or disregard of any rule or regulation, or
instruction, or any occurrence coming under the notice of a
Signalman affecting the safe and proper working ofthe traffic must
be immediately reported by him to his superior ofTicer, in
accordance witfi Regulation 10. In addition, the Train Controller
concerned must be promptly advised. Sec also clause 3, page 3,

Any such irregularity must also be noted in the train register
book.

OPENING AND CLOSING OFSIGNAL-BOXES.

1. Where Three Position Signals arc in Operation
(Regulation 55).-At some places where the points ofthe crossovers
or sidings are only occasionally used, the signal-box may be
opened or closed as required In accordance with the following
insiructlons:-

(a| When the signal-box is closed the points are set and
secured for the running line, and the interlocked levers governing
the fixed signals and (where provided) a closing lever are in the
pulled-over position: the signals then work automatically and an
illuminated letter (A)-signifying automatic-is displayed on the
signal post when the signal Is at the stop position.

(b) When it is necessary to open the signal-box to perform
shunting operations, or when owing to accident or obstruction it is
necessary to stop an approaching train, the interlocked levers must
be put to the normal position. If however, a train has entered a
section approaching the signal-box, the signal levers which in all
cases are governed by approach-locking cannot be put fully back to
normal to release the point levers until the train has passed clear,
but the signal levers may be put hack far enough to place the
signals to the slop position and to switch out the distinguishing
letter (A). If necessary, the levers may then be put fully to normal
by using the emergency release of the approach-locking as
pa-scribed on pages 47-48.

(c) An illuminated diagram is exhibited in the signal-box to
indicate whether any ofthe sections controlled from the signal-box
arc occupied by a train, and before attempting to alter the position
of any of the inierlocked levers the Signalman or other authorised
employe must by reference to the diagram satisfy himselfas to the
position ofany train that may be approaching. When the sections
arc clear the levers of the signals may then be put to the normal
position. This operation places the signals to the stop position.
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swicches oui the distinguishing Idler (A), and the signals then
display the indications of home signals and must be worked and
observed as prescribed in Regulation 60.

(d) At some signal-boxes a switch is provided for the purpose
of switching the illuminated diagram in or out when opening and
closing the box.

(e) Where a closing lever is provided it must be the last lever to
be pulled over when closing the box. and this operation of the
closing lever will switch-in the illuminated letter (A) on each
si^al-post; the closing lever must be the first lever to be put back
when opening the box. and this operation of the lever will switch
out the illuminated leiter(A).

(f) To open the Signal-box the authorised employe must first
examine the diagram, and providing ail the sections represented
thereon are clear, all levers must be placed to the normal position;
ihw operation will permit of the levers which govcm the points
being worked as required for shunting operations under the
protection of the home signals. During the time the signal-box is
open, the signals must be worked in accordance with Regulation
81.

(g) Closing the SIgnai-box.-When the shunting operations
have Deen completed, or the train has been shunted to the siding
and the running lines arc again clear, the Signalman must set the
points for trains to pass on the running lines, and lake the control
olT the fixed signals, when (provided the sections are clear) the
proceed signals will then be exhibited and the signals will again
work automatically.

Where a closing lever is provided care must be taken to see
that it is fully pulled over in the frame when closing the box.
otherwise the illuminated letter (A) at the signal will not be
switched in.

(h) The levers must be worked in the order shown in the
instructions exhibited in the signal-box. The Signalman must see
that everything is in proper order, and that all instructions
exhibited in the Signal-box arc fully observed.

2. (a) Instructions to be observed when the Signal-box is
closed, and the Signals have failed, and the Illuminated Letter
"A"-signifying "Automatic'-will not appear.-An apparatus
containing a sign is provided at each signal-box, situated in the
three-position automatic area, which is closed during certain
perioos.

The sign is either an illuminated one, displayed by reversal of
the closing lever, or a notice board placed in position by the
Signalman. Where the notice board is provided, the Signalman
must be particularly careful to obscure the board when the
signal-box is opened and placed it in position when the signal-box
is closed. When the signal-box is closed, the sign will snow the
words "SIGNAL-BOX CLOSED".

(b) In the event ofa train arriving at a home signal on which an
illuminated letter "A" may be displayed and the signal is at "stop"
and the letter "A" fails to appear, the following procedure must be
adopted;

(i) The Engineman must sound the whistle and if a hand
signal IS not exhibited from the signal-box in
accordance with regulation 75, and, if unable to
communicate with the Signalman by telephone, he
must call the Guard to the front of the train and inform
him of the circumstances. The Guard must
immediately proceed to the station and communicate
with the Olticer-in-Charge and the latter must proceed
to the signal-box and ascertain if the sign is showing
signal-box closed or whether the Signalman is in
attendance. If the box is closed, and no employe who
has been ccnified as competent to work the signal-box.
is on duly, the OlHeer-in-Charge must then issue
caution orders for trains to pass the defective signal in
accordance with Regulation 95.

Before issuing the caution order, however, he must see
that all points are securely set in the proper position for
the line over which the train is required to run.

TheOflicer-in-Charge must, as soon as possible, advise
the Electrical Fillets ofthe failure.

(ii) At a station which is unattended, the Guard must at
once proceed to the signal box and ascertain if the sign
is showing signal box closed or whether the signalman
is in attendance. If the signal box is closed, the Guard
must examine the points and satisfy himselfthat they
are in the proper position for the line over which the

train is to run. He must then inform the Engineman
accordingly and instruct him that the train may pass
the signal at the stop position.

On arriving at the firel manned station, the Engineman
must inform the Officer-in-Chargc or Signalman ofthe
circumstances and the latter must at once advise the
Train Controller and the Electrical Fitter.

The Train Controller must make the necessary
arrangements for the prompt attendance of a
Signalman or other competent employe.

(ill) In the ease ofa light locomotive the Engineman must
arrange for the Assistant Engineman to carry out the
duties laid down for the Guards, except that at
unattended stations the Engineman will be responsible
for the examination of the points,

(iv) Where there is a level crossing equipped with boom
barriers or flashing light signals immediately ahead ofa
home signal which is required to be passed at the .stop
position in the circumsiantes set out herein, the boom
barriers or flashing lights will operate when the leading
wheels of the train have ptisscd a short distance in
advance of the signal. The Engineman must observe
that the boom barriers are lowered or, in the case of
Hashing light signals, the Hashing lights are operating
before moving the train over the crossing.

(v) Enginemen when passing home signals under the
conditions specified in these instructions, must act as
laid down in Regulation 74.

(vi) The Safcworking Inspectors must arrange for the
employes at the stations concerned to be thoroughly
instructed in the duties they are required to perform.

3. Where Block Telegraph Is In force (Rule 26, Appendix
IV.Ha) If shortly before the lime of leaving duty, the Is Line
Clear? signal is received, and the acceptance of such signal would
necessitate the box being kept open later than the authorised time
for switching out, this signal need not be acknowledged, but
provided the Train Arrival signal has been received for the train for
which the Is l.ine Clear? signal was last accepted, and all sections
are clear, in accordance with the rules, the prescribed signal
(3.4.3.) may be given and acknowledged.

(b) If when the lime for leaving duty arrives, the section in
advance is occupied and the Is Line Clear? signal is received from
the signal-box in the rear, such signal need not be acknowledged
until the Train Waiting signal is received tor the train; but if the
Train Arrival signal is received from the signal-box in advance
before the Train Walling signal is received, the Closing of
Signal-box signal may be sent, and the box may be then switched
out; if, however, before the Train Arrival signal is received from
the box in advance the Train Wailing signal is received from the
box in the rear, the Is Line Clear? signal must, provided the line is
clear, in accordance with the rules, be accepted.

(c) On receipt of the Closing of Signal-box signal 3,4,3. the
Signalman in the rear must repeat the Is Line Clear? signal,
preceded by the Call Attention signal.

(d) If, owing to any circumstance, the signal-box should be
open as a block post, when ordinarily it would be closed, the
Signalman on duty there must notify the Signalman on duly at the
box on each side; and the Signalman on each side must, unless the
fact of the intermediate box being open has been specified in a
special time-table or circular, slop each train proceeding in the
direction of the signal-box and inform the Engineman of the
circumstances.

The above sub-clause idi does not in any iiwf relieve
Trainmen of iheir responsibiliiv for ilic proper ubservance of
signals.

(e) At signal-boxes where key switches aa- provided, the
Signalman should, before attempting to turn the key that switches
the block instruments "In" or "Out", first prcM in the switch key
to the full extent, when it may them be turned freely. Force should
not be used to turn the key, otherwise both the switch and the key
will be damaged.

FAILURE OF SIGNALS AT SWi TCHED-GUT SIGNAL-BOX
WHERE THE DOUBLE LINE BLOCK SYSTEM IS IN

OPERATION,

I. (a) In the event ol a train arriving at a home, starting or
advanced starting signal at a swilehed-oul station or signal-box in a
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section where (he Double Line Block system is in operation and
such signal is at the stop position the rollowing procedure must be
adopted;-The Engineman after challenging the signal, or using the
telephone if one be provided at the signal post, and obtaining no
response must give 4 long whistles to call the Guard to the front.
The Guard must immediately go to the Engineman who will inform
him of the circumstances and the Guard must immediately proceed
to the signal-box and ascertain ifthe Signalman is in attendance.

(b) If the Signalman is not in attendance, the Guard must so
inform the Engineman and. In the case of a home signal which
protects points, provided both the Engineman and Guard satisfy
themselves that ail pointsareseeurely set in the proper position for
the line over which the train is required to run, the train may pass
the signal and proceed on its journey. In the ease of a home signal
which docs not protect points or if tne defective signal is a starling
or advanced starting signal the Guard, after ascertaining that the
Signalman is not in attendance, must so inform the Engineman
and the train may pass the signal and proceed on its journey.

(c) The Engineman of a light locomotive must arrange for the
Assistant Engineman to carry out the duties laid down herein for
the Guard.

(d) Aflcr passing a signal in the circumstances specified above,
the Engineman must proceed cautiously until the train arrives at
the next fixed signal.

(e) On arriving at the first manned station, the Engineman
must Inform the OIncer-in-Chargcofthe circumstances.

NOTE:-The hours during which Double Line Block Posts are
switched in arc published in ihe IVorking Time-tables.

FAILURE OF HOME SIGNAL AT AN INTERMEDIATE
STATION IN A DOUBLE LINE BLOCK SECTION.

1. (a) In the event of a train arriving at a home signal at an
intermediate station in a double line block section and the signal is
at the stop position and a hand signalman is not in attendance (he
Engineman must call the Guard to the front ofthe train.

The Guard, after satisfying himself that the platform track is
clear, must instruct the Engineman to pass the signal at "stop".
When the train arrives at the station. Guard must inspect the signal
lever and if it is not in the reverse position, he must operate it to
place the home signal to "proceed".

If, due to some defect, the signal cannot be placed to
"proceed" the Guard must report the matter to the
employc-in-eharge of the station, or if the station is unattended, to
the Staiionmaslcral the next manned station.

fb) Prompt advice of the defective signal must be given to the
Train Controller and the Supiervlsing Stationmaster or other
ofTicial. The Supervising Stationmaster must immediately arrange
for a competent hand signalman to be placed at Ihe signal, to act
under his instructions and in accordance with Regulation 95.

UNDER PORTION OF SIGNAL-BOXES.

I. The under portion of any signal-box must not be used as a
storehouse for kerosene, firewood, rubbish, etc., but must be kept
clear, in order that nothing may interfere with the working of the
locking gear and signal wires, and also that Signal Adjusters may
have easy access to the machinery, and be able to repairany defects
without difllculty.

2. To prevent unauthorised persons entering the lower
portion of any signal-box. the door must be kept locked,
and.unless otherwise ordered, the key is to be retained by the
Signalman, who must not hand it over to any person other than an
authorised employe, and the latter must sign an entry in the train
register book, slating the time and reason for its use. When the key
is relumed Ihe Signalman must insert and sign an entry in the
Train Register Book slating ihe time; this entry must be made in
the presence oflhe employe returning the key.

3. (a) Where any automatic or power signalling apparatus is
in use the under portion of signal-boxes must be reserved
exclusively for the apparatus, and the door (or doors) leading to
this apartment, which will be fitted with a special lock, must be
kept locked except when required to be opened for the purpose of
inspection or for repairs, etc., to the signalling apparatus. Where
these locks are filled, the sialT under the Signal and
Communications Engineer who will be supplied with keys, will be

responsible for keeping in order this portion of the box and for the
removal of any litter or mbbish and securing the door after the
completion ofany necessary work or inspection.

(b) A special key for use In case offireorother such emergency
will be left under seal in the signal-box. The Signalman on duty
will be responsible forihc the custody ofthis emergency key whicfi
he must not hand over to any person except the Supervising
Ofticers or other authorised employes for the purpose specified in
sub-clause (a). Every person using the emergency key must sign an
entry to that cITecl in the train register book staling the time and
reason for its use. The emergency key must be replaced in its
receptacle and sealed by the authorised employe immediately after
using it, and the seals must be inspected and breakages registered
and reponcd by the Signalman in the same way as the seals of
electric appliances.

4. Any employe finding the door Improperly open must
immediately close it, and this as well as any unauthorised use of the
under portion of the Signal-box must be reported by tiie employe
observing It to his supervising oHicer.

FAILURE OF SIGNAL LIGHTS,

If the light ofa home or distant signal becomes extinguished at
night, or during foggy weather when a fog signalman is not at the
post, steps must at once be taken to prevent any train or
locomotive leaving a block post or signal-box in the rear until the
signal has been re-lighted, or the Engineman has been informed of
the circumstances, and instructed in respect of the description and
location of the signal the light ofwhich has become extinguished.

Steps must immediately be taken to have the signal re-lighted,
and. until this is done, a hand signal must be exhibited at the signal
post whenever a train is approaching.

In the event of a train being stopped at a two-position
semaphore signal due to there being no light in the signal, at any
station which is not open as a block post orasastafTstationorat a
stall station where the staff exchange box is to be used, except at
such stations where a Signalman is required to operate level
crossing gates or at level crossings where the signals are controlled
by a Gatekeeper, the Engineman must call the Guard to the front
by giving 4 long whistles.

The Guard must immediately go forward and observe the
position of the semaphore signal arm. If the arm is at the proc^
position, the Guard must instruct the Engineman to pass the signal
and the train may proceed on its journey.

On arrival al the first manned station, the Guard must inform
the Officer-in-Charge ofthe circumstances.

In the case of a light locomotive, or a rail motor without a
Guard, the Engineman after satisfying himself that the signal arm
is at the proceed position may pass the signal.

SIGNALS OBEYING LEVERS, REPEATERS, AND
ADJUSTMENT OF WIRES

(Regulation 78).

1. Where a back lighi is provided on a fixed signal a white
light is exhibited towards the signal-box when the signal arm is at
the stop position, and when the signal is not at (he stop position the
back light is obscured. Signalmen must carefully test the working
ofall signals at least once on each shift, and record the factoftheir
having done so on the figure line (not in the "Remarks Column")
in the train register bMk by (he entry, "Signals tested and
adjusted." or "Signals lesled." as the case may be, and record the
time.

2. Should an cicctric signal repeater app^r to be out oforder,
the first duty of the Signalman is to test the adjustment ofthe signal
wire, as it may happen that the fault is with the adjustment o'the
wire or the signal itself, and not with the electrical apparatus. Ifthe
signal wire be properlv adjusted, and the signal is woiking well,
and Ihe repealer is still out of order, the Electrical Fitter must be
promptly advised.

3. (i) Signalmen must pay strict attention to the adjustment
ofthc wires working the signals, more especially where
point detectors are provided, as any neglect in this
direction interferes with the working of the detectors
and causes Ihcm to lock the points.

(ii) Interlocked points equipped with mechanical detectors
should be reversed and each signal tested, and where a
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signal applies lo more than one route the signal must be
tested in each direction. It is not enough to merely test
the working of the signals without reversing the points,
as although the signal may go to the stop position, the
detector gear attached to the wire may not be clear of
the detector-bar attached to the points; in addition to
testing the wire by operation of the signal the points
must be operated also. This does not apply] in the case
of electric detectors. (See Diagrams of Point Detcctore,
page 46).

(iii) The most frequent cause of the breaking of signal wires
arises from want of proper adjustment when the
temperature becomes low. A signal may be working
properly in the daytime, but at night, should the
temperature become much lower, a great strain is put
upon the wire if it is not let out. and the arm or disc
may not go fully to the proper position when the lever
is put back in the frame. Every Signalman must,
therefore, see that the wires are adjusted whenever
necessary owing to a sudden change oftemperature.

(iv) The signals should be adjusted daily, when it
commences to be dusk, so as to ensure proper working
during the night.

4. At any place where signals are automatically controlled by
track circuit, each Signalman must, as soon as practicable after
coming on duly, examine the fixed signals which are electrically
controlled, and satisfy himself that they work well and show
properly. He must watch the signal so as to ascertain that it obeys
the leverandgoesfully to thestoporthc proceed position, and also
that it goes fully to the stop position when operated by the train;
and test the signal lever immediately af)er the signal has been
operated by the train, and before the train has passed off the
controlling track section.
SIGNALLING AND INTERLOCKING APPAR.VTUS OUT
OF ORDER, AND BLOCK. OR ELECTRIC STAFF
INSTRUMENT FAILURE.

1. The maintenance of all signalling and interlocking
equipment (including automatic train stops), and of the block, and
electric staff instruments is controlled by the Signal and
Communications Engineer, Electrical Engineering Branch
Whenever any damage accident, or failure occurs, the
Stationmaster or Signalman must report the matter as unden-

(a) If the points or signals or any iMrtion of the interlocking
gear be out of order, to the Electrical Fitter or Signal Adjuster, as
the case may require.

(b) In any failure of the block, or electric staff instruments, or
any portion ofthe electrical equipment, to the Electrical Fitter.

(c) In any case of serious damage or accident, the Signal and
Communication Engineer must be also advised, and where
necessary, the Signal Supervisor, as well as the Safeworking
Inspector.

2. (a) If during a failure the Electrical Fitter has arrived at one
end of the section, and it is necessary for him to proceed to the
other end to remedy the defect the OITicer-in-Charge shall take
steps to expedite his transport by the most expeditious means to
the other end ofthe section.

(b) If the Electrical Fitter when advised of a failure is at his
depot or other station short of the section wherein the failure
exists, and no train is due to travel in the direction of the failure
which is likely to involve serious delay to iraffic, the
OfTicer-in-Charge shall immediately arrange for suitable transport
for the Fitter.

3. Hours of Duty.-Signal and Communications Supervisors
and Electrical Fitters in the Metropolitan Area are in attendance as
shown at the places and times hereunder-

Flinders-slreet-5ignfl/ and Communicaiions Supervisor's
Office-

NOTE-ElearkalFilters on duty continuously
Mondays to
Fridays . . 7.0 a.m. to 10.0 p.m.

Super\'isurs Saturdays . . 7.0 a.m. to 10.0 p.m.
Sundays . . 9.15 a.m. to 11.15 p.m.

South Yarra-
Efecrricfl/Fitfer-MondaystoFridays . . 8.0a.m. to4.30 p.m.

Caulfield-

Electrical Filter-Mondays to Fridays . . 6.30 a.m. to 6.30
p.m.

Bumley-
£/e«ricij/FiVfer-Mondays to Fridays . . 8.0 a.m. to4.30 p.m

Camberwell-
Electrical Fitter-Mondays to Fridays

Rin^ood-
Electrical Fitter-Mondays to Fridays

NOTE-Signai Failures-

.  7.0 a.m. to 6.30 p.m.

.  7.0 a.m. to 6.30 p.m.

Failures of signalling apparatus on the above sections must be
reported direct to the Signal Supervisor's Office immediately they
occur.

North Melboume-S'igrtd/ and Communications Supenisor's
OJT'ce-

NOTE-Electrica!Fitters on duty continuously.

Mondays to
Fr

Sundays
. . 7.0 a.m. to 10.0 p.m.
.  . 9.15 a.m. to 11.15 p.m.

SpencerStreet No. 2-
f/ccm'cj/Fmcr-MondaystoFridays . . 7.0 a.m. to 6.30 p.m.

Franklin Streel-
ElectricalFiiter-MondaysioFndays . . 7.0a.m. to6.30p.m.

West Tower-
Ekctrical FV/fer-From 11.30 p.m.Sundays to 2.30 p.m.

Saturdays.
Newmarkel-

Electrical Fi'ffer-Mondays to Fridays . . 7.0 a.m. to 6.30 p.m.
South Kcnsintpon-
f/cc/Wfa/Fmrr-MondaystoFridays . . 7.0 a.m. to 6.30 p.m.

North Melbourne Junctioir-
Electrical Fitter-Mondays lo Fridays 7.0 a.m. to 6.30 p.m.

Newport-
Elcctrical Filter-Mondays \oFndays .. 7.0 a.m. to 4,30 p.m.

SpencerStreet No. I-
ElectricalFiiter-MondaysioFridays . . 8.0a.m.to4.0p.m.

Footscray-
F/ectrira/FiV/er-MondaysloFridays . . 7.0 a.m. to 6.30 p.m.

Alblon-

ElectricalFiiter-MondaysloFndays . . 7.0a.m.to4.30p.m.
Clifton Hill-

ElectricalFiiier-MondaystoFridays .. 7.0a.m.to6.30p.m.

NO TE-Signal Failures-

Failures of signalling apparatus on the above sections must be
reported direct to the Signal Supersisor's Office immediately they
occur.

NOTE-The Signal and Communication Foreman, Flinders
Street or North Melbourne, or in his absence, the Electrical Filler,
will arrange for the attendance of Interlocking Fitters and Signal
Adjusters a.v required.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF. AND INSTRUCTIONS IN
REGARD TO, THE OPERATION OF SIGNAL SECTIONING
SWITCHES ON THE POWER SUPPLY DISTRIBUTION

SYSTEM WITHIN THE METROPOLITAN AREA.

1. Single phase electrical energy is supplied at 2,200 volts
from sub-stations to the signal power supply distribution system,
and this system is divided into sections by sectioning switches
located at signal-boxes and various points between stations.

2. Signal sectioning switches will be operated only on direct
instructions from the Power Operation Engineer, When the
Signalman receives a request from the Power Operation Engineer
10 operate any sectioning switch, he must insert the particulars of
such request in the telephone book, and when repealing the
message back to the sender, the Signalman must read from his
entry in the telephone book. When the repeated message is
accepted as correct the Signalman must make an emry-'Repeated
back and accepted as correct", and the time, under the particulars
In the telephone book.

3. Ifa sectioning switch, which has been opened, is to be kept
for a period in the open position, the Signalman must enter the
particulars from the telephone book into the train register or other
book provided for emc^ency entries, and if he is relieved from
duty before such switch is restored to its normal position, he must
direct the attention of the man relieving him to the particulars in
the telephone book, and the latter, after checking these particulars
with those shown in the train register or emergency book, must
countersign the entries in the train register or emergency book
before taking charge of the signal-box. If the signal-box is to be
closed while the signal sectioning switch is open, the Signalman
must acquaint the Power Operation Engineer, under whose
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direction the switch was opened, of his intention to leave the
signal-box.

4. The key of the under portion of the signal-box, or of the
case in which the switches are fitted, is kept in a glass or paper
fronted box in the signal-box or the Stationmastcr's oflicc. and
when the Signalman is required to operate a switch, the key must
be obtained by breaking the glass or paper. On completion of the
switching operation, the door must be closed and locked, the key
returned to the box, and arrangements made for replacing the glass
or paper. In the meantime, any unauthorised person must not be
allowed aceess to the key.

5. Each signal section switch is designated by a distinguishing
number which will be definitely specified by the Power Operation
Engineer, when requesting the operation ofthe switch.

6. Signal sectioning switches are operated by a lever filled at
the right-hand side of the switch box. as shown on the diagrams,
one of which is provided in the Signal-box or station office near the
telephone, and another above the switches at each switching
location.

7. Due care must be exercised when opening or closing a
switch. To open the switch, the handle "H" must be given a sharp
downward pull from position "A" to position "B". as shown on
the diagram. To close the switch the handle must be moved
upwards from position "B" to "A"'.

[.OCUliOR Location No. of Distinguishing Numbers
Number Switches ofSw'itches

BrigJilon Beach B476 (4) 1B473.2B47$,3B476.4B476.
(NOTE.-I B476 is normaiiy open)

Camtierwcll (Under portion L288 (4) 1U88.3U88.3U88.4U88

ofSisnai-lioil
Haulhom LI72 13) 1LI72.2LI72.3L172

Bumlcy LI2I 14) ILi2l,2LI3I.3U2l.4LI3l

Spencer Slrcel No. 2 ESS (4) IE56.2E56.3E56.4E56

Kranilin-slrecl Ego <S) IE80.2E80.3E80.4E80.SE80

(N*OTE.-3E80 is normally open)
Norlh Melbourne W 116 (4) IWII6.2Wil6.3WI I6,4WI 16

Soiilh Kennnstori ,. W 161 (4) IW16I.2WI6I.3WI6I.4WI6I

Ynrmvillc W298 (4) IW298.2W298.3W298.4W298

Kcn^ingron E163 (3) !E163.2EI63,3EIS3

Ilex lit]] (in relay House] L482 (4) iL482.2L482.3L482.4L4s2

Vicioria Pk.lin relay House] SI31 (4) 1SI3I.2SI3I.3SI31.4SI31

Wesl ]*c>otscray [Outside M279 (41 1M279.2M279,3M279,4M:79
Sigajl-bos]

Sunshine M4S4 (4) 1 M454. 3M4S4, 4M454, 5M454

NORTH CEELONG "A" SIGNAL BOX
Instructiuns for the Operation of Signal Switches 2G2314,

4G2292. SG2292 S.P.O. at North Geelong

1. These Signal Switches are normally remote control
operated by the Signalman at the North Geelong "A" Signal Box
from the special locked switchboard provided in the Signal Box.

The switchboard contains a rotary control switch for Signal
Switches 2G23I4. 4G2292, 5G2292 and S.P.O. and indicator
lights to show the condition of the Signal Switch. A green light
indicates the Switch is "open". A red light indicates the Switch is
"closed". Also provided are indicating lights to show the supply (at
location G23I4) and G2292 Signal Bus conditions. A green fight
indicates the "dead" conditions. A red light indicates the "alive"
condition.

2. The Signal Switches are to be operated only on direct
instructions from the Power Operation Engineer. Melbourne,
Telephone (03) 6544-2822. extension 146, RIy Autos. 6-146,
1297.

If any of the Signal Switches opens automatically, if the
supply alive and/or bus G2292 alive indications change, or if
signal power is lost the Signalman must immediately advise the
Power Operation Engineer and await instructions for operating the
Switches as requested. When the Signalman receives a request
from the Power Operation Engineer to operate any Switch, he
must insert the particulars ofsuch request in the Telephone Book,
and when repeating the message back to the sender, the Signalman
must read from his entry in the Telephone Book, When the
repeated message Is accepted as correct the Signalman must make
an entry "Repeated back and accepted as correct", and the time,
under the particulars in the Telephone Book,

If the Signalman Is relieved from duty when any of the
Switches is not in its normal condition, as determined from the
Signal Power, Distribution diagram, he must direct the attention of

the person relieving him to the particulan in the Telephone Book,
and the latter, after checking those particulars must countersign
the entries before taking chaige of the Signal Box.

3. The key to the switchboard is kept in a paper fronted box
provided in the Signal Box. When the Signalman is required to
operate a Switch, the key must be obtained by breaking the paper.
On completion of the switching operation, the switchboard door
must be closed and locked, the key returned to the box. and
arrangements made for replacing the paper. In the meantime, any
unauthorised person must not be allowed access to the key.

4. To open the Signal Switch, the control switch must be
turned to the "Trip" position (if this is successful the indicating
lights will turn from red to green). To close the Signal Switch the
control switch must be turned to the "Close" position (if this is
successful the indicating lights will turn from green to red).

It should be noted that the indication of the S.P.O. wil
several seconds to change.

take

5. The Power Operation Engineer may request the Signal
Switches to be operated manually.

At location G23I4, Switch 2G23I4 can be operated by the
lever fitted at the right hand side oflhe Switch Box.

To open the Switch, the lever must be given a sharp
downward puIL To close the Switch, the lever must be moved
upwards. Indication of the position of the Switch is given on the
from oflhe Switch Box.

At location G2292. Signal Switches 4G2292 and 5G2292 are
not provided with the lever. They are operated and indicated by
the Control switches and indicating lights on the panel opposite
the Signal Switches in a similar manner to those in the Signal Box.

The S.P.O. is also operated and indicated by a Control Switch
and indicating lights on the same panel in a similar manncr.The
abbreviation S.P.O. refers to the power Operated Switch at
location G.2293.

RELEASE OF POINT LEVER CONTROLLING MOTOR
OPERATED POINTS OR A LEVER ELECTRICALLY

LOCKED BV A TRACK SECTION.

When it is necessary for a Signalman to request an Electrical
Filter to release a point lever controlling motor operated points or
any lever electrically locked by a track section the following
instructions must be observed;-

1. In so far as they are applicable the principles of Regulation
93 must be carried out.

2. (a) Before requesting the Electrical Fitter to give a release
the Signalman must assure himself that the lever to be released is
not held by mechanical locking, that all levers controlling signals
leading into the area affected are in the normal "stop" position and
are sleeved; and unless the release is required on account of a
controlling track section being occupied, sec that no train or
vehicle is on a track section controlling the lever to be released.
The Signalman must then inform the Electrical Filter as to the
train movement he desires to perform. In the event oflhe release
being required on account of a train occupying a track section
controlling the lever, the Signalman, after satisfying himself that
the train is at a stand and is clear of the intended movement, must
before itquesiing the Electrical Filter to give the release, sec that
the Engincman and Guard of the train occupying the track section
clearly understand what movements arc about to be performed.

(b) Before any lever is released, the Signalman must enter
across the figure lines of the train register book the words "Points
released and Locking disarranged on No lever, all signal levers
alTccicd sleeved in the normal position" with time and date. The
Signalman and Electrical Fitter must both sign the enl^. The
Electrical Fitter will be held equally responsible with the
Signalman for seeing thai all levers controlling signals alTecled are
sleeved in the normal position before the release is given,

3. Before giving a release the Electrical Fitter must examine
the position of all levers having any mechanical or electrical
connection with the lever to be released, and, except as provided
for in sub-clause (a) of clause 2, assure himself that no train or
vehicle is on a track section controlling such lever.

4. (a) Before permitting any train to pass in either the facing
or trailing direction over the points which have been released, the
Signalman must obtain permission from the Electrica] Fitter who
released the levfer, and the Electrical Fitter must before granting
such permission sec that the points are secured in the proper
position for the movement.
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(b) When ihe Electrical Fitter has assured himseir that the
released points have obeyed the operation of the lever and are
again in order for ordinary working, he must so inform the
Signalman, and the latter must enter in the train register or
emergency book the words "Locking In Order On No
.Lever," with time and date. The Signalman and Electrical Fitter
must both sign the eniry.

poiNTDtrrEcroRS.

1. At some places where the levers working the points and
signals arc Interlocked, and at stations on single lines where the
points arc fitted with plunger locking, point detectors arc provided
for the purpose of ensuring that the facing points are properly set.
If the point rodding break, or any of the connections between the
facing points and the lever which works them become
disconnected, the points may be set in an improper position, and
the detector will then prevent the working of the signal which
applies to such points. In any such case the Signalman must
examine the points and satisfy himself that they are in proper
position before allowing any train or locomotive to pass over them.
If the points be defective, arrangements must be made for the safe
working of traffic in accordance with Regulation 95 until such
time as they arc again in proper working order.

2. The signal wires heiwccn the lever and the detector and
between the detector and the signal, must be kept in proper
adjustment by means of the screws provided for the purpose, so
that when the signal is In the danger position, the Stop "A" on the
wheel will be hard up against the Slop "B" on the casting.

If the detectors are not set in these positions, the blades "C"
may be fouled by the snibs "D" in which ease It will not be possible
to move the points.

Special attention must be paid to the adjustment when
changes oftemperature occur.

DEFECriVE

ELECTION

Rniary Detector

MECHANICALLY OPERATED SIGNALS
AND POINTS

1. In any case where it is found that a signal or points wiil not
respond to the lever In the ordinary Interlocking Frame, or where
it is found that in reversing a facing point the route cannot be
properly set. steps must at once be taken to endeavour to trace the
cause ofthe defect.

If a point lever in an interlocking frame be moved in a slow,
hesitating manner, the points may not properly close, even though
the catch is firmly down in the notch. Signalmen must, therefore,
be careful when pulling over or reversing a point lever to do so bv
one prompt movement, so that the points will properly obey the
lever.

2. It will generally be found In connection with defective
facing points that the defect is caused through the detector lock not
clearing properly; this may be due to the wire of the home signal
requiring adjustment. When a signal controlled by a detector
cannot be put to the proceed position, the Signalman must
examine the points worked in connection therewith, and satisfy
himself that they are in their right position, and properly secured,
before allowing any train or locomotive to pass over them, {See
also Regulation 95).

3. In any other case of signal or the points not answering to
the lever, not only may it be from the wire or rod requiring
adjustment, but from a stone getting in the wheel, or chain getting
off the wheel, or in the case of points, it may be from a stone
becoming wedged In the runners over which the rods travel, or a
stone having got between the blade of the point and the slock rail.
Any such case as this can generally be delected by the sudden
stoppage of the lever in the frame, and whenever anything of the
kind occurs, steps must at once be taken to have the wire or rod
traced to (he signal or points commencing from the connection
with the lever underneath the signal-box.

If a signalman be unable to leave his box for the purpose of
tracing a defect, he must obtain assistance from the station or yard
staff. After such steps have been taken, if the defect cannot be
discovered, the Signal Adjuster must be immediately sent for.

4. Any unusually light or heavy movement of a point or
signal lever must be promptly investigated.

CAUTION ORDER FOR ENGINEMEN TO PASS HOME
SIGNAL.

(Regulailun 95, Clause (e)),

1. In any case in which printed forms of the Caution Order
referred to in Regulation 95 are not available when required, the
Signalman must furnish the Engineman with the order in writing.
When writing the instruction for the Engineman. the Signalman
must strictly adhere to the wording of Ihe rorni as printed in
Regulation 95.

2. When issuing a Caution Order, the Signalman must be
careful to show the number of signal post (not the number of the
lever operating the signal.)

3. A report of the circumstances necessitating the use of a
Caution Order must be forwarded to the Safeworking Inspector.

EXAMINATION OFIMERLOCKING GEAR.

Every Signalman must notice the interlocking of the levers in
his signal-box. and test it as frequently as possible. If he find that a
lever can be moved, when, in his judgment, it should be locked, he
must immediately report the occurrence to the Staiionmasler or
Operations Depot Manager, who must at once forward particulars
to the Chief Operations Man.ager the Signal and Communications
Engineer and Signal Supervisor and forward the Signalman's
reportdirect to theChierOpcrations Manager.

This does not relieve the Signal Supervisor, or any other
employe concerned, from the responsibility of regularly testing the
locking, and seeing that it is kept in proper working order.

LOW SPEED SIGNALS AND CALLING-ON SIGNALS.
(Regulations 59. Clause (d). and 64. Clause (b)).

1. Where a low speed signal is fi xed on ihc post ofa home
signal, the low speed indications arc displayed by means ofa light
signal, but its light Is not visible except when required to display a
low speed indication, when the green or yellow light, as the case
may require, will be exhibited to the Engineman.

2. In the general praciiec. low speed Signals (when fixed on
Home Signals), apply to goods lines only; but in the case of failure
of signalling apparatus, or when necessary for a second train to
enter a section to render assistance, or where for other exceptional
circumstances its use is authorised, the low speed caution signal
may be displayed for any of the running lines to which the home
signals apply.

3. (a) When, in the circumstances referred to in clause 2. the
Signalman finds it necessary to display a low speed indication for a
train movement to any line other than a Goods line, he must-afier
setting the points as required and operating the lever that governs
the signal-press the push-button firmly home, when, provided all
signals on the post are in the stop position, the low speed caution
signal will be displaycd.

(b) Low speed signals arc not replaced to the normal position
by the passage of the train. The Signalman must promptly restore
the signal lever to its normal position when the train has passed the
signal; this operation of the signal lever will restore the push
button to its normal position.

4. If it should become necessary to use the low speed signal
for a train movement to any line other than a goods fine,
particularsmustbeentercdin the train register book.
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(b) When the Electrital Filler has assured himself that the
released points have obeyed the operation of the lever and are
a^in in order for ordinary working, he must so infonn the
Signalman, and the latter must enter in the train register or
emergency book the words "Locking In Order On No
.Lever," with lime and dale. The Signalman and Electrical Filter
must both sign the entry.

POINT DETECTORS.

1. At some places where the levers working the points and
signals are interlocked, and at stations on single lines where the
points are fitted with plunger locking, point detectors are provided
for the purpose of ensuring that the facing points are properly set.
If the point rodding break, or any of the connections between the
facing points and the lever which works them become
disconnected, the points may be set in an improper position, and
the detector will then prevent the working of the signal which
applies to such points. In any such case the Signalman must
examine the points and satisfy himself that they are in proper
position before allowing any train or locomotive to pass over them.
If the points be defective, arrangements must be made for the safe
working of traffic in accordance with Regulation 95 until such
time as they are again in proper working order.

2. The signal wires between Che lever and the detector and
between Che detecCor and the signal, must be kept in proper
adjustment by means of the screws provided for the purpose, so
that when the signal is in the danger position, the Stop "A ' on Che
wheel will be hard up against the Slop "B" on the casting.

If the detectors are not set in these positions, the blades "C"
may be fouled by the snibs "D" in which case it will not be possible
to move the points.

Special attention must be paid to the adjustment when
changes oftemperature occur,

3. In any other case of signal or the points not answering to
the lever, not only may it be from the wire or rod requiring
adjustment, but from a stone getting in the wheel, or chain getting
off the wheel, or in the case of points, it may be from a stone
becoming wedged in the runners over which the rods travel, or a
stone having got between the blade ofthe point and the stock rail.
Any such case as this can generally be detected by the sudden
stoppage of the lever in the frame, and whenever anything of the
kind occurs, steps must at once be taken to have the wire or rod
traced to the signal or points commencing from the connection
with the lever underneath the signal-box.

If a signalman be unable to leave his box for the purpose of
tracing a defect, he must obtain assistance from the station or yard
staff. After such steps have been taken; if the defea cannot be
discovered, the Signal Adjuster must be immediately sent for.

4. Any unusually light or heavy movement of a point or
signal lever must be promptly investigated.

CAUTION ORDER FOR ENGINEMEN TO PASS HOME
SIGNAL.

(RegnlatioD 95, Claose (c)).

1. In any case in which printed forms of the Caution Order
referred to in Reflation 95 are not available when required, the
Signalman must furnish the Engineman with the order in writing.
When writing the instruction for the Engineman, the Signalman
must strictly adhere to the wording of the form as pnnted in
Regulation 95.

2. When issuing a Caution Order, the Signalman must be
careful to show the number of signal post (not the number of the
lever operating the signal.)

3. A report of the circumstances necessitating the use of a
Caution Order must be forwarded to the Safeworking Inspector.
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EXAMINATION OF INTERLOCKING GEAR.

Every Signalman must notice the interlocking of the levers in
his signal-box, and test it as frequently as possible. If he find that a
lever can be moved, when, in his judgment, it should be locked, he
must immediately report the occurrence to the Stationmaster or
Operations Depot Manager, who must at once forward particulars
to the Chief Operations Manager the Signal and Communications
Engineer and Signal Supervisor and forward the Signalman's
report direct to the ChiefOperations Manager,

This does not relieve the Signal Supervisor, or any other
employe concerned, from the responsibility of r^ularly testing the

t it is kept in proper working order.locking, and seeing that it

eixwTiON

Rotary Detector

DEFECTIVE MECHANICALLY OPERATED SIGNALS
AND POINTS

1. In any case where it is found that a signal or points will not
respond to the lever in the ordinary Interlocking Frame, or where
it Is found that in reversing a facing point the route cannot be
properly set, steps must at once be taken to endeavour to trace the
cause otthe defect.

If a point lever in an interlocking frame be moved in a slow,
hesitating manner, the points may not properly close, even though
the catch is firmly down in the notch. Signalmen must, therefore,
be careful when pulling over or reversing a point lever to do so by
one prompt movement, so that the points will properly obey the
lever,

2. It will generally be found in connection with defective
facing points that the defect is caused through the detector lock not
cleanng properly; this may be due to the wire of the home signal
requiring adjustment. When a signal controlled by a detector
cannot be put to the proceed position, the Signalman must
examine the points worked in connection therewith, and satisfy
himself that they are in their right position, and properly secured,
before allowing any train or locomotive to pass over tnem. (See
also Regulation 95).

LOW SPEED SIGNALS AND CALLING-ON SIGNALS.
(Regulations 59, Clause (d), and 64, Clause (b)).

1. Where a low speed signal is fixed on the post of a home
signal, the low speed indications are displayed by means of a light
signal, but its li^t is not visible except when required to display a
low speed indication, when the green or yellow light, as the case
may require, will be exhibited to the En^neman.

2. In the general practice, low speed Signals (when fixed on
Home Signals), apply to goods lines only; but in the case of failure
of signalling apparatus, or when necessary for a second train to
enter a section to render assistance, or where for other exceptional
circumstances its use is authorised, the low speed caution signal
may be displayed for any of the running lines to which the home
signals apply,

3. (a) When^ in the circumstances referred to in clause 2. the
Si^alman finds it necessary to display a low speed indication for a
train movement to any line other than a Goods line, he must-after
setting the points as required and operating Che lever that governs
the signal-press the push-button (irmly home, when, provided all
signals on the post are in the stop position, the low spieed caution
signal will be displayed.

(b) Low speed signals are not replaced to the normal position
by the passage of the train. The Signalman must promptly restore
the signal lever to its normal position when the train has passed the
signal; this operation of (he signal lever will restore the push
button to its normal position.

4. If it should become necessary to use the low speed signal
for a train movement to any line other than a goods hne.
particulars must be entered in the train register book.
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5 It must be distinctly understood that a low speed caution
signal (when displayed at a home or dwarf signal) does not imply
that the section ahead is unoccupied; responsibility for safe
running rests wholly on the Engineman.

6. At the undermentioned places it will not be necessary for
the Signalman to wait till the train has been slopped at the home
signal before giving the low speed or calling-on signal; but such
signal must not be given until the train has passed the signal next in
the rear, and is approaching the home signal.

Flinders-street Yard.-AII low speed or calling-on signals.
(See Special In.iiniciions "Train Movemenis to Platform
Tracks Already Occupied, "page 234).

Flinders-street "E" (Jollmont Junction).-For goods trains
or locomotives proceeding to goods yard.

Spencer Street No. 2.-For goods trains or locomotives
proceeding to goods line.

Spencer-street, Centre Yard.-For movements to South end
of No. 2 Platform track.

WestTower.-All low speed signals.

North Melbourne Jiinction.-For goods trains or
locomotives proceeding to goods lines or to A^en-slreet
sidings.

Kensington and South Kensington.-For goods trains or
locomotives proceeding to goods lines.

West Footscray and Sunshine.-For goods trains or
locomotives proceeding via Tottenham goods lines.

Newmarket.-For goods trains or locomotives proceeding
towards cattle Yards. This does not apply during special
passenger traffic on Racecourse Line.

Geelons "A" Box.-For shunting movements when a goods
train is being made up in No. I, 3, or 4 track, and a portion
ofthe train is already in the track,

Drouln.-For Down or Up Goods trains or locomotives
proceeding to No. 2 track.

Tottenham Yard signal box.

USE OF DISC SIGNALS FOR ARRIVING TRAINS

1. At places where a disc signal is used for an arriving train,
the Signalman must, before turning off the disc, see, or have verbal
intimation from the Shunter-in-Charge, that all hand points are
properly set for the intended movement, and that the line is clear
to tne i»int to which the train is ordinarily required to run; if the
line on which the train is to arrive be obstructed, a competent
employe must be stationed at a suitable position to protect the
obstruction by hand signal before the disc signal is exhibited for the
train to enter the yard, and the disc signal must be kept at the
normal position until the train has been almost slopped.

2. Where there is a signal-box at each end of the station, the
permission of the Signalman at the opposite end must be obtained
before the disc signal is exhibited for a train to arrive, and the
Signalman at the opposite end, after giving such permission, must
not allow the line upon which the train will arrive to be fouled by
any other movement.

ELECTRICAL CONTROL OF SIGNALS AT STATIONS
AND JUNCTIONS.

1. Electric Routc-Locklnc.-(a) Electric route-locking consists
of an arrangement of cIcctricaT interlocking by means of which the
interlocked lever of a signal becomes locked when the lever is in
the pulled-over position, and when so locked, the signal lever
cannot be put fully back to normal till the train has passed a
pre-determined distance in advance of the signal. If, however, after
having displayed a signal to proceed it should become necessary to
stop the train, the signal lever can be put back far enough to
replace the signal to the stop position; but the position of the
points cannot be altered without the use of an emergency releasing
Instrument provided for each form of route-locking.

The use ofan electric route-locking apparatus does not relieve
the Signalman of his responsibility for working the fixed signals
and points in accordance with the regulations and principles
governing the route-locking apparatus.

(b) Before making use ofthe eme^ency lelease the signal must
be put to the stop position, and the Signalman must lake care thai
the Engineman is aware ofthe signal having been reversed, or take
effective steps to prevent the train from approaching the signal.
(See Regulation 84).

When in doubt as to the proper route for an approaching
train, the Signalman must keep the sjgnal at the stop position until
he has ascertained what route is required

2. (a) Two separate forms of Route-locking are in use, viz..
Back-locking Apparatus and Approach-locking.

(b) Back-locking Apparatus-

it) With this apparatus the signal lever becomes locked
automatically when pulled from its normal position,
and the lever cannot be replaced to normal until the
route-locking is released.

(ii) An indicating instrument shows the distinguishing
number of the lever or levers controlled by the
apparatus, and when any such lever is pulled over, the
word "Locked" appears in the instrument on a red
background and the lever becomes locked in that
position. When the train passes over an electrical
contact ahead of the signal it releases the route-locking
and the word "Free" appears on a green background;
the signal lever may then be restored to its normal
position.

(iii) The provision of the back-locking apparatus does not
relieve the Signalman of his responsibility for working
the fixed signals in strict accordance with the rules and
regulations, and the principles governing the
back-locking apparatus.

(iv) Should the indicator of the Instrument at any time
show "Free" when it should show "Locked" the
Signalman must raise the rod connected with the signal
lever; if the rod still fail to bold the indicator in the
locked position, the circumstances must be
immediately reported by the most expeditious means
to the Signal Supervisor and the Electrical Fitter so that
the failure may be rectified without delay. A full report
must be sent to the Safeworking Inspector.

(v) Emergency Release.-lf it should become necessary to
replace the signal lever to its normal position before it
has been released by the train, the Signalman must
break a paper seal fixed at the instrument and press the
contact ofthe emeigency release.

(c) Approach-tocking:-

(i) With this arrangement of electric interlocking the
route-locking is applied by an approaching train, and
released when the train has passed a certain disunce
beyond the signal; the signal lever does not, therefore,
become locked by being merely pulled over, unless a
train has entered the track section in the rear of, and
approaching the signal. But if, whilst the signal lever is
in the pulled over position, a train should enter upon
the section approaching the sigiial, or ifthe signal lever
be pulled over whilst a train is in the section, the lever
will become locked in that position until the train has
passed the signal.

(ii) Approach-locking is provided for all three-position
signals that govern facing or trailing points.

(iii) Emergency Release.-The emergency release for
approach-locki^ consists of a clock-work apparatus,
known as the "Time Release". This apparatus which is
under seal, may be arranged to run for a determined
period, and is adjusted according to the time required
for a train to travel from the entrance ofa section to the
signal.As the route-locking cannot be released until the
apparatus has run down, the signal lever remains
locked in the pulled-over position until the train has
stopped at the signal, unless, for some exceptional
reason, the train be stopped in the section.

To operate the time release, the Signalman must turn
the handle slightly in the counter-clock-wise direction;
this will release the clock-wise apparatus, and when the
latter has completed its operation the route-locking
will be released. The apparatus automatically register
each case in which it is used.

The Signalman must not omit to re-set the
clock-work apparatus after using the time release,
otherwise the fixed signals will be held at the stop
position.
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3. Track-locked SiRnals.-(a) At a station where any signal is
electrically secured at slop for the purpose of protecting a platform
track or other portion of the Line against the possibility of turning
a locomotive or train into any such track while it is occupied, the
Signalman is in no way relieved of the duly of satisfying himselfby
observation, if practicable, that the track or other portion of the
Line is clear, before he attempts to place the fixed signal to the
proceed position.

(b) Emergency Relea.w.-An emergency release is provided, to
enable the Signalman to release the track-locked lever in the event
of defect. In the event of any apparent failure of the mechanism,
the Signalman must satisfy himself that there is no obstruction on
the track before restoring to the use of the key for the purpose of
releasing the locking.

4. Signals Electrically Controlled from Two Siual-boxes.-(a)
Where a signal is electrically controlled from another signal-box,
an indicator is provided for the purpose ofenabling the Signalman
toascertain whether the Signalman at the box from which the lever
is controlled has released it.

(b) When the controlled signal has been released, the lever
releasing the control is back-locked until such time as the
controlled signal has been replaced to the stop position. The
Signalman must not attempt to work the lever of a signal, or
replace the control lever beyond the special notch to normal, till a
proper indication is obtained, otherwise the electric lock may be
damaged.

(c) Emergency Rclease.-\n the event ofany apparent failure of
the electric locking, the track-locked controlled signal may be
mechanically released by breaking the paper seal, and pressing the
emergency release key provided for the purpose, but in any such
case the Signalman must first satisfy himself that the track is clear,
and that the Signalman at the box from which the lever is
controlled is aware of the circumstances, and has authorised the
train movement contemplated.

5. (a) Whenever a paper is broken in order to permit of the
use of the emergency release in connection with the electric
back-locking, track-locking apparatus, or electric control of
signals, or whenever the time release is operated, the Signalman
concerned must enter the particulars on the Form provided for the
purpose (T.R.22) and immediately report the matter to the
Safeworking Inspector. If it be necessary to use the release whilst
the paper is broken, the reason for doing so must also be entered
upon the form and a special report on the subject sent to the
Safeworking Inspector. The form {T.R.22) must be sent to the
Safeworking Inspector at the end of each period with the train
register book. Tnc form must be pinned securely in the book so
that it will not be lost In transit.
(b) The Fitter concerned must be promptly advised regarding any
broken seal, and if it be not restored on the same day that it is
broken, the Signalman who is on duly at 10 p.m. must send a
special report on the subject to the Safeworking Inspector.

(c) Every Signalman, before taking charge of a signal-box
where an emergency release is provided, must inspect the paper
seals and see that ilic breakages (if any) are duly recorded on the
proper form. An entry showing the time of such inspection and
result, must also be made in the train register book. The
mechanism of the lime release must also be tested, but. in order
that this operation will not register, the Signalman must re-set it
before the clock-work is completely run down.

MECHANICALLY CONTROLLED SIGNALS.

1. Where a signal worked from one signal-box is
mechanically controlled from another signal-box, and it is
necessary for the Controller to be taken off, this may be done when
the track is clear, on receipt ofthe proper bell signal from the other
box, but the controller must be put to "on" again when the track is
occupied. The request to take off the controller must not be made
until the track is required for use.

2. if for any reason the controller is required "oiT" while the
track is occupied, the Signalman may release it after there is a clear
understanding between the Signalmen concerned at the two boxes
that the proposed movement is safe, but the controller must be put
to "on" again as soon as possible, and the Signalman operating the
controller will be responsible for seeing that this is done.

TOOLS AT INTERLOCKED SIGNAL-BOXES.

1. A set of tools, consisting of a hammer, cold chisel, punch,
spanners, and a wire hook for releasing damaged catch rods, is
provided at every signal-box where the levers working the points

and signals are interlocked. The tools must be kept in a rack m the
signal-box. where they will be readily accessible, and they must not
be used for any purpose other than that called for by the
requirements of the interlocked connections. A suitable piece of
wire should also be kept in the signal-box, so that in the event ofa
signal-wire breaking, temporary repairs can be readily elTected.

2. At places where there are interlocked gates across the
roadway, chains and padlocks are provided for the purpose of
securing the gates, when necessary, during stormy weather, and
when the Signalman is olT duty. These are to be considered as a
portion ofthe signal-box equipment.

3. Should any article be damaged or missing, the Signalinan
who Is on duty at the time that the loss is discovered is responsible
for such damage or loss being reported without delay.

LEVER SLEEVES.

1. Lever sleeves are provided to act as reminders to
Signalmen that certain tracks are occupied or foul.

They arc also used to draw the Signalman's attention to
circumstances necessitating precautionaiy measures to be taken
before a lever is moved from tW position in which it is sleeved.

2. Whilst all thecircumstancesin which sleeves are to be used
cannot be specified. Signalmen must use them freely to assist in
carrying out their duties. In this connection attention is directed to
clause (h) of Regulation 75 and to the second paragraph of clause
(b). Regulation 95. When lockii^ is disarranged, or any
disconnection between levers and points, bars or signals has been
carried out the Signalman must, in addition to complying with the
regulations and instructions laid down for such cases, also sleeve
the levers working facing points to lie for straight running on main
lines, and immediately on completion of any train movement
which has necessitated the removal of sleeves, the levers must be
returned to normal and sleeves again applied. (See also pages 59
and I l6of this book).

3. Before disarranging any locking or disconnecting any iever,
the Eleciricel Engineering Branch employe concerned must, in
addition to complying with the regulations and instructions laid
down for such cases, see that all requisite levers have been properly
sleeved. Where special sleeves are provided for use by Electrical
Engineering Branch employes they must be used in every case in
which locking is disarranged or a lever is disconnected. A special
sleeve when applied must not be removed from a iever without the
concurrence of the Electrical Engineering Branch employe
conccmed.

COLOURS OF LEVERS IN SIGNAL-BOXES.

The levers and footplate ofevery interlocking apparatus must
be properly painted. Except where otherwise speeified, the
standard colours for the gear are as follows;-

Levers working Signals-Red.

Levers working Points or Gates-Black.

Levers working Lockbars or Lever-Locks-Light Blue.

Levers working Cross-locks-Top half. Light Blue;
bottom half, Black.

Levers working Overhead Section Switches-Green.

Levers working Tramway Signals and Derails-Red and
Black Bars.

Pilot levers-Top half. White; bottom half. Black.

Spare levers-White.

FofK/i/afc-Black.

LIGHTING, EXTINGUISHING. AND
SIGNAL LAiMPS.
(Regulation 87).

CLEANING OK

1. All three-position signals and a number of two-position
signals arc electrically lighted, and the lighting, extinguishing, and
inspection of these signals will be performed by the Signal and
Communications Division ofihe Electrical Engineering Branch.

2. The overmcniioned is the general praaice in regard to the
lighting and extinguishing ofthe fixed signal lamps:-
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Line

MeiropotiianSuiions

Suburban Lme»-
Suburban Sections over
which Main Line Country
(rains run
Purely Suburban Lines,
with no Main Line
Country iraffic
Country Lincfr-
Melboume lo Albury:
Melbourne to Bendigo;
Melbourne to Servlceton
(via Bacchus Manh and
via Ceelons) Melbourne lo
Sale

Other lines or Sections of
Lmesin Country Dlsiricia

WEEK DAYS fSunday's fxnpied/

When Si^tuils are to be
lighted

When it commences lo be
dusk

When it commences to be
dusk

When it commenees to he
dusk

When it commences to be
dusk

[f (rains run after dusk lo
be lighted one hour be*
tore (rain in ei(hcr
direction

When Signals are to be
extinguished*

At daylight next morning

At daylight next morning

AAer last train at night un
less required tor early
trains next morning

At daylight next morning

After last train at night un*
less required for early
(mins next morning

* This will not apply in the case of Fixed Signals, the
indications of which are required to he displayed by lights during
day and nighi.

(i) The employe whose duty it is to attend to the lighting
and extinguishing of signal lamps, must give special
attention to the weather conditions, and if there are
indications that a fog may occur before the usual time
for lighting the signal lamps, he must take steps to have
them lighted at once. He must not extinguish the signal
lamps until he has consulted the Signalman-in-Charge,
and the latter has agreed that they may be extinguished.
Stationmasiers and Foremen must see that Station
Assistants and Lampmcn whose duty it is to attend to
signal lamps understand and observe all instructions in
regard to lighting and extinguishing the lamps. Every
employe connected with the working of signals or
trains, including any Supervisor of Fog signalmen,
must give attention to the condition of signal lamps,
and in the event ofa lamp not showing profierly. must
at once take steps to have the defect rectified.

(ii) Unauthorised persons must not be permitted to light or
extinguish signal lamps.

(ill) On Sundays, when trains run after dusk, the signal
lamps must be lighted as soon as it commences to be
dusk. At places where signal lamps are authorised to be
left burning all night, they need not be extinguished on
a Saturday night until the staffcome on duty on Sunday
morning, unless it is convenient for the Operations
Manager to arrange otherwise.

(iv) Where there are more signals than one showing in the
same direction on a post, or when there are two or
more posts, side by side, or quite near to each other, the
lamps of all such signals must be kept burning during
the whole of the lime it is necessary to keep any ofthem
burning, in order that an Engineman may, by its
relative position, as accurately select the signal which
applies to him during the night as he can when the
whole ofthe arms are visible during the day.

(v) At every Rail .Agent station, block-signal-box which is
switched out. or any other place where there are fixed
signals (except where such signals are out of use), the
signal lamps applying to the line, or lines, upon which
trains run allcr dusk must be lighted and left burning all
night if the staff go off duly oefore the last train, or
trains, arc due to arrive.

3, Cleaning and Trimming of Signal Lamps.-fa) (i) Except
as shown in clauses I and 4, and except at Melbourne,
Geelong, Baiiarat, Ararat, Bcndlgo, Seymour, Benalia,
Warragul, and any other station exempted from this
arrangement by the Chief Operations Manager, signal
lamps must be removed from the signals and cleaned
daily in the lamp room. At the places mentioned
above, it will not be neccssiiry for the lamps to be taken
to the lamp room for the purpose ofcleaning them, but
thev must be tilled, cleaned, and lighted at the posts
daify.

(ii) Signal lamps must not be cleaned in the Signal-box.
unless specially authorized by the Chief Operations
Manager.

(b)(i) The burners must be frequently cleaned, and all
corrosive and sooty substance removed. This can be
accomplished by withdrawing the wicks and Irailing the
burners for about 15 minutes in a weak solution of
washing soda and water; the burners to be then placed
in a suitable place to dry.

(ii) Vapour burners are frequently damaged by force being
used in an effort lo get the wick to engage with the
controlling roller wheel. This can be obviated by
slightly hammering the end of the wick on something
flat, thus compressing it. The end of the wick should
also be cut diamond-shape to facilitate its insertion in
the burner and afterwards trimmed to the desired
shape. Chipped ordamaged bumers should be replaced
by new ones.

(c)(i) The fonts must be filled up with oil every time the
lamps are trimmed. The kerosene must be emptied out
of the fonts once a month, or more often if necessary,
and the fonts well cleaned. If the oil is found to be
discoloured with rust, it must not again be used in
signal lamps fonts.

(ii) The best results from the use of kerosene in signal and
other lamps for illuminating purposes are obtained
when a constant supply of warm air is blended with
kerosene vapour. It the air in the burner becomes
blocked by over-filling, imperfect combustion may
greatly reduce the quality of the illuminant or perhaps
cause the light to become extinguished.

Employes concerned are therefore enjoined to pay
particular attention to this aspect, and when filling the
fonts care should be taken to see that an air space is left
between the top ofthe kerosene and the vent hole in the
burner,

(d) The wicks must be removed and examined closely each
lime the lamp receives attention; when dirty, or when too short to
reach the bottom of the font, a fresh wick must be used- No wick
must be allowed to remain in service more than two months. The
charred, or burnt, part of the wick must be removed each time
before the lamp is lighted. The wicks in stock must be kept
perfectly dry, and when a new one Is required it should be
saturated with oil before it is used.

(e) The large size bumers and wicks must be used for the
Interiors of poim indicator lamps, and the small size for the
interiors ofthe disc signal lamps.

(f) The employe lighting the signal lamps must on each
occasion, see that the spectacles of the signal and lenses of the
signal lamp case are perfectly clean, and showing properly in the
right direction. The glasses, lenses, and speciacin must be kept
clean to the edge of the glass, and where stepped lenses are in use,
the inside corrugation must be kept clean.

4. Adiake Lamps.-(a) (i) Except at Melbourne, Geelong,
Baiiarat, Ararat, Bendigo, Seymour, Benalia,
Warragul, and any other station exempted by the Chief"
Operations Manager, the fonts and oumers must be
brought into the lamp room twice weekly for a
thorough cleaning, and, except where otherwise
provided, they must be extinguished, filled, cleaned,
and lighted on other days at the posts.

(ii) At places where sp«ially authorised by the Chief
Operations Manager it will not be necessary for Adiake
lamps to be attended to daily, but in every case the
fonts and bumers must be brought into the lamp room
twice weekly for cleaning.

(b) The ordinary lamp oil supplied is suitable for these lamps;
if the oil be unsaiislactory a prompt report must be forwarded to
the ChiefOperations Manager

(c)(i) When cleaning these lamps all hard crust must be
removed from the wick, and the (lame properly
adjusted.

(ii) A space of at least 6 millimetres (1/4") must be left
unfilled in the fonts for expansion and ventilation.

(ill) Bumers must be kept clean and occasionally must be
boiled in soapy water and brushed with a small brush.
Gas vents must be kept open.

(iv) Wicks must be of sufficient length to reach the bottom
of the font and must fit the bumers. The wicks must be
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changed every three months, or more frequently if
necessary. Wicks for Adiake lamps must be ordered by
quarterly requisitions in the usual way.

{v) Adiake wicks arc frequently damaged by force being
used when inserting the wicks in the burners. Before
using an Adiake type wick it should first be rolled on a
flat surface under pressure by the palm of the hand.
This action presses the wick, makes it more truly
cylindrical and enables it to readily enter the bore of
the burner. Wicks that have become tight in service can
be made free by rolling in a similar manner.

(vi) The screw caps on fonts must be replaced after
removal; this is necessary to ensure a good light and
economy in oil consumption.

(vii) Lamp fonts must be drained and refilled with a fresh oil
at least once a month. When replacing a font in an
Adiake lamp, care must be taken to see that a clear
flame is showing to the centre ofthe lens, and the metal
edge ofthe burner will not cast a shade on it.

(d) Dcfeaive burners will be replaced by the Signal Adjuster,
who must collect the discarded ones. Burners which appear to be
defective must be inspected by the Stationmaster before
application is made for new ones.

(e) Lamp bodies must be kept clean, soot or dirt removed, and
all vents kept open so that the air supply will not be impaired.

All lenses must be kept bright and clean, both inside
and outside.

Semaphore spectacle glasses must be kept bright and
clean; broken or cracked spectacle glasses or lenses
must be immediately reported to the Signal Adjuster.

(f)(i) Containers will be supplied for conveying the fonts and
burners of Adiake lamps between the signal posts and
lamp room. These containers are designed so that
fonts, bumers, and glasses may be conveyed without
damaging the parts. Siationmasters and other
supervising olTiccrs must see that they are used for this
purpose.

Adiake lamps must be extinguished before being placed
in containers at all times.

(ii) Should it be necessary to remove a complete Adiake
lamp from a semaphore, care must be exercised to
replace it on the bracket from which it was removed as
by interchanging lamps the focus is liable to be
adversely affected.

(g) The provision of Adiake lamps does not relieve
Stationmasiers and others from their responsibility for complying
with Regulation 119.

INSPECriON OF FIXED SIGNAL LAMPS.
(Regulation 119).

1. Unless otherwise ordered by the Chief Operations
Manager, the inspection of the fixed signal lamps must be made by
the Stationmaster in respect ofthe signals which are worked from a
signal-box (hat is under the supervision of the Stationmaster. and
by the responsible officer or other authorised employe in respect of
the fixed signals worked from a signal-box which is not under the
supervision of^ a Stationmaster. see clause 1, page 48 in regard to
inspection, etc., ofthree-position signals.

2. When inspecting the interiors of lamps special attention
should be paid to the vapour burners, as the light given will not be
a good one if the burners are chipped or otherwise damaged.

EMPLOYE AUTHORISED TO VISIT SIGNAL-BOXES.

(Regulation 86).

1. Any employe who desires to learn the working of any kind
of signalling instrument, or any interlocking frame, must first
obtain permission from the Chief Operations Manager by
forwarding an application through his superior officer. See also
clause 3, page 31.

2. Every Signalman must see ti.at each employe who enters
his signal-box for the purpose of learning the duties of signalling.

signs his name in the train register book on the line immediately
following that on which the last entry was made prior to his
arriving, and the time every such employe remains m the
signal-box must be entered at the end of his name.

The Signalman must understand that he is responsible for the
proper working of the points and signals and electrical
instruments, and for the correctness ofthe entries made in the train
registerbook during the time such employe is in the box.

3. Unauthorised persons must not be allowed into
signal-boxes.

Stationmasiers, Operations Depot Managers and
Signalmen-in-Charge must prevent any one from loitering in the
signal-box, or otherwise interfering in any way with a Signalmatt in
the performance of his duties. Card notices prohibiting
unauthorised persons entering signal-boxes arc on issue, and must
be exhibited in a suitable position in all cases.

BLOCK RECORDERS NOT TO WORK THE
INSTRUMENTS OR SIGNAL LEVERS, ETC.

No Block Recorder is to be permitted to work or interfere in
any way with the working of the block instruments, nor (unless
special Instructions are issued to the conlraiy) with the
interlocking apparatus in a signal-box. Every signal exchanged on
the instruments must be distinctly called out by the Signalman for
the Blocks Recorder to register. Each Block Recorder must sign on
and off duty in the "Remarks" column of the train register book,
on the line opposite the first and last entries, respectively, made by
him, or, if this line be occupied, then on the line immcdiatelv
above or below. The Signalman in charge must examine the work
of the Block Recorder at reasonable intervals and will also be held
responsible for seeing that the Recorder is properly performing his
duties, and that he signs "on" and "off" in the proper place.

TELEPHONE COMMUNICATION AND WORKING OF
TELEPHONES.

1. Telephone communication is provided between
signal-boxes to afford Signalmen a ready means ofcommunicating
information as to the working of iraffic. and they must make free
use of the telephones for the purpose of giving and obtaining any
information that may be required in connection with trains.

2. The use of the telephone for ascenalning whether the
section is clear when a failure is supposed to have occurred is
attended with risk of a misunderstanding, and except where
specially authorised, is prohibited. Where the use ofthe telephone
is permuted, the messages referring to trains must be very definite,
the number and description of every train referred to being
distinctly stated, both the person enquiring and the person
replying.

3. In telephoning a message which requires to be written out,
the sending Signalman must first state the number of words, and
then repeat the message. Only a few words should be spoken at a
time, and each word pronounced distinctly; the receiving
Signalman, after writing them down, should answer "Yes" and the
Signalman at the sending station or box must then continue with a
few more words, and so on until the message is finished. When the
receiver has counted the words, and they agree with the number
given, he must repeat the lines of the message back to the sender, so
that the latter may be able to detect any errors. When it is found
that the message has been correctly transmitted, both Signalmen
will answer "OK", and the sender must then write upon the form
the words "Repeated back, "OK.' " together with the form his own
name and the receiving Signalman's initials, and the time.

4. Stations and signal-boxes within the electrified area will be
supplied with a telephone message book, in which all
communications, when sent to. or received from Power Operation
Engineer, or elsewhere, in regard to overhead faults, or to
operation of sections switches, must be recorded. Each entiy must
be timed and initialled by the employe sending or receiving the
message. Where special telephones are provided for use in
connection with Sub-stations or sectioning arrangements, they
must not be used for any other purpose.

In every case the name of the person who actually transmits
the message, together with the name of the employe who .accepts it,
must be recorded In the Telephone Book.

5. If at any lime an employe become aware of an electrical
disturbance, such as unusual buzzing or ringing in a telephone or
other electrical instrument within the electrified area, the
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parlicutan must b€ at once communicated to (he Power Operation
Engineer, and a written report forwarded In the usual course.

PLUNGER LOCKED FACING POINTS AT
NON-INTERLOCKED CROSSING AND TERMINAL

STATIONS ON SINGLE LINES.

1. Except where otherwise arranged, at non-interlocked
crossing and terminal stations the facing points in the main line are
secured by means ofa plunger lock working in conjunction with a
point detector.

2. (a) In connection with this apparatus (sec Diagram, on
page 54). there are-

(i) A lever to work the plunger is fixed at the points, and

(ii) A point detector which works in conjunction with the
plunger lock, and prevents the fixed signal from being
operated from the platform, unless the points are
secured in the normal position by means of the
plunger.

(iii) In addition to the ordinary quadrant lever on the
platform, a quadrant lever is fixed near to the main line
points, and when a train requires to be turned on to any
track other than the track for which the points
normally lie. the fixed signal must be worked from the
quadrant near the points.

(iv) A ground leverto work the points.

(b) The signal lever at the points, when in its normal position,
must be secured with a padlock, the key of which, when not
required, must be kept in a safe place in the station office, known
to those concerned. The plunger when "In" must be secured in
that position by means ofthe catch in the plunger guide.

3. When it is required to admit a train into the track for which
the points normally lie. the signal must be worked from the
ordinary quadrant on the platform, and when the signal is
displayed to admit the train, the position of the plunger-locked
points cannot be altered until the signal is replaced to the stop
position. See also Regulation 81.

4. (a) (i) When it is intended to turn an approaching train
direct into any track other than the track for which the
points normally lie. the Home Signal must be kept at
the Stop Position until the train is brought almost to a
stand, and before the signal is exhibited to admit the
train, the plunger must be withdrawn and the points
tested; the catch in the plunger guide will prevent the
plunger from being accidentally replaced. It the points
are in working order, the signal may be operated from
the quadrant at the points, and the points held for the
track required; a green hand signal must at the same
time be exhibited to the Engineman and Guard of the
approaching train.

(ii) Where a "W.S." type lever is provided on the main line
points, and an arriving train is being admitted to any
track other than that for which the points arc secured
by the plunger locking, the facing hand points must be
held by the employe concerned to steady them for the
passage of the train in accordance with Regulation 80.
clause (b).

(iii) The Engineman must not allow his locomotive or train
to foul the exit at the opposite end unless verbally
authorised to do so by the Signalman in charge, and
before giving such instructions the Signalman must see
that the plunger has been withdrawn from the main line
points at that end. as directed in clause 6.

(b) The speed of any train when passing over facing points
held by hand must not exceed 25 kilometres per hour. (15 m.p.h.)

5. (a) The Signalman must not allow any employe to work
the signal lever situated at the main line facing points, unless such
employe holds a certificate for the Electric Staff, or Train SiafTand
Ticket System, or a Guard's certificate, or a certificate of fitness
(from the Safeworking Inspector) for working the plunger locking
and signal lever at the mam line facing points. The employe will
also require to have a knowledge of the special instructions
applying to that station.

(b) The Signalman in charge will, in every case, be
responsible for seeing that the home signal is replaced to the stop
position as prescribed in Regulation 81. and (hat the signal lever at
the main line points is secured in its normal position by means of

the padlock and key. except when it is required to signal a train in
accordance with clause 4 hereof: he is also responsible for the safe
custody ofihe key ofthe padlock securing the signal lever.

6. (a) Before permission is given for a train or any vehicle to
pass over the plunger locked points in the trailing direction from
any track other than that for which the points normally lie. the
Guard, Shunter or other employe in charge of the operation must
see that the plunger is withdrawn to release the points, and that the
catch in the plunger guide is locking the plunger lever in the
withdrawn position, preventing the plunger being accidentally
replaced, and (hat the signal lever at the points is locked in its
normal position.

(b> The Engineman must not pass over plunger locked points
in the trailing direction from any track other than that for which
the points normally lie unless instructed to do so by the Guard.
Shunterorother responsible employe.

(c) Where plunger locking is provided at a Rail Agent station,
or at any station where ordinarily there is no one in charge, the
Guard of each train must place the home signal to the stop
position, and withdraw the plunger as required for locomotive
movements or shunting operations, and replace and secure the
plunger when the work is completed; (he signal must be kept at the
Stop position until the train is quite ready to proceed on its
journey.

7. When the position ofany plunger locked points requires to
be altered to allow a track vehicle, etc., to pass through, the points
must not be moved until permission to do so has first been
obtained from the Signalman, and the latter, when giving
permission, must instruct the person in charge ofthe track vehicle.
etc.,as to whether the plunger must be left "In" or "Out".

8. (a) If the home signal becomes defective, the facing points
must be tested and held by a competent man for the passage of all
trains, which must be signalled in accordance with Regulation 95.

(b) If. owing to a defect in the plunger locking, or the detector,
the signal cannot be worked from the platform, but can be worked
from the quadrant at the points, the home signal may be worked
from such quadrant, but the signal must be kept at the stop
[wsition until the train has been brought to a stand, and before the
signal is exhibited to admit the train, tne points must bq tested, and
held by a competent man for the passage ofthe train. If practicable
the plunger must be used to secure the points, and secured "In" by
means of the catch in the plunger guide. The man holding the
points must exhibit a red hand signal to the Engineman of the
approaching train until the speed of the train has been reduced as
required. (See page 46 for instructions in regard to the point
detectors).

TRAILABLE POINTS.

1. Trailabic plunger locked facing points are locked
mechanically for facing movements. For trailing movements the
points are automatically unlocked and thrown to the reverse
position by the wheel flanges of the passing train. After the train
has passed, the mechanical switchman pulls the points back to
normal and by means ofa weight and crank system, attached to the
plunger, the points are automatically locked ready for the next
facingor trailing movement.

2. Where irailable points are provided at single line crossing
stations, the points at each end of the crossing loop are set for the
left-hand track, applicable to irains approaching the facing points.

3. A ground lever is provided at each set of trailable i»inls.
The lever is secured with a 5P padlock and is used for the
operation ofthe points during shunting movements.

4. A switch stand which indicates to train crews the position
of the points is fixed on the right-hand side in a facing direction at
the main line points.

The indications displayed on the switch stand for arriving
trains areas foliows;-

(i) When the left-hand (rack is the straight track and the
points are normal and locked-two reflectorised green
discs.

(ii) When the left hand track is the diverging track and the
points arc normal and locked-lwo reftectorised yellow
discs.

(iii) When the points are not correctly locked-two
reficctoriscd red discs.
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(iv) For trailing movements-two white discs with vertical
blaek bars.

In the event of two red discs being displayed for an arriving train,
the Engineman must stop the train on the approach side of (he
points and call the Guard to the front of the train by the prescribed
whistles. The Guard must examine the closed blade of the points
for any obstruction. The point lever must (hen be unlocked and the
points reversed and further examination made for any stones, etc.,
between the blade and the stock rail. The lever is then to be
restored to normal and if the indicator still does not obey the lever
and the points are in the correct position, the lever should be locked
and (he train may proceed. The Train Controller must be

immediately Informed of the defect.

THE POINTS MAY BE RUN THROUGH IN THE
TRAILING DIRECTION BUT CARE MUST BE TAKEN TO
ENSURE THAT ALL VEHICLES ARE CLEAR OF THE
POINTS BEFORE THE DIRECTION OF THE MOVEMENT IS
REVERSED.

However, if the ground lever is placed in the correct position
for the Intended facing movement prior to (he vehicles engaging
the points in the trailing movement, it will not be necessary for all
vehicles to clear the points before setting back.

it must be understood that the operation of the points differs
from that ofCCW poinLs in that operation of trailablc points lever
is not effective whilst vehicles are standing on the points.

5. For shunting movements, the points may be set for cither
track by means of the Ground Lever, When the shunting is
completed, the points must be set in the normal position for the
lell-hand (rack and lever locked with the 5P padlock.

DOUBLE WIRE CONTROL OF POINTS IN MAIN LINE
AND HOME SIGNA1.S AT SINGLE LINE CROSSING

STATIONS,

1. (a) Where this system of signalling is In use, the points in
the main line leading to No. 2 track, and the arrival home signal
arc controlled from an interlocking apparatus fixed in a small
cabin on the passenger platform. Wmere a dead-end extension of
No. 2 track exists, the points In No. 2 track arc roddcd to the points
in No. I track, and are worked by one lever. Facing points are
secured by a plunger, and where necessary a locking bar is also
provided.

(b) Except where otherwise specified, the points in No. 2
track, or other Running tracks will be hand points secured by hand
locking bar and padlock, the key of which, when not required for
use, must be kept in the Sialionmaster's office.

2. Foulii^ Point Indicator.-Whcre No. 2 is a loop track a
fouling point indicator displaying the letter "F" is provided
between Nos. I and 2 tracks, at or near the fouling points of these
tracks. The letter "F' Is illuminated during darkness or foggy
weather. Where there is a dead-end extension of No. 2 track, an
ordinary point indicator is fixed to, and works with the points in
No. 2 track. This point indicator must also be treated as a fouling
point indicator.

3. Track and Point Indication.-A short section of track from
the points in the main line to the fouling point in Nos. I and 2
tracks is track circuited, and indicated to the cabin on the platform
by means ofa track indicator, which also indicates the position of
tne points.

The indicator consists of a rotating arrow head operated by
press button, and has three positions, i.e., "Occupied," "Normal
Clear," and "Reverse Clear", The normal position of the indicator
is "Occupied".

When the button is pressed, the Indications shown hercunder
may bedisplayed:-

Indicaiion Meaning

"Occupied" Fouling Track Section occupied
••Normal Clear" , . Points Normal, rouling track section clear
"Reverse Clear" . . Points Reverse, fouling track section clear

4. Switch Stand.-A switch stand, which indicates to train crews
the route set up, is fixed on the left-hand side in facing direction at
the main line points. The indications displayed in both directions

i.e., for arriving and departing trains arc as follows:-

(a) When points are set for No. 1 track-two while discs by
day, and a while light during darkness or foggy weather.

(b) When points are set for No. 2 track-yellow arm by day.
and a yellow light during darkness or foggy weather. The
indications are displayed as shown on illustration hereundcr-

(c) The switch stand is normally about 2 metres (6") in height,
but in the event of it being necessan to place a switch stand
between tracks at any station, it will be of a dwarf type, and
specially described to staff.

instnictions for Working.

5. (a) The arrival home signal will apply to either No. I or
No. 2 track but when it is intended to turn an arriving train to a
track diverging from the straight the home signal must not be
placed at "Proceed" until the train has been checked.

When the home signal has been placed to "Proceed" for the
passage of a train the signal lever must not (Except in case of
accident or obstruction, or as provided in Regulation 84). be put
back until the last vehicle of the train (or bank locomotive, if one
be assisting in the rear), has passed over the wire operated facing
points governed by such signal (See also Regulation 81).

(b) Engincmen receiving the home signal at "proceed" must
also look for the indication displayed at the switch stand, and must
regulate the speed of their trains over the points in accordance with
the permissible speed for the route set up.

(c) Except where local conditions, such as the existence ofa
level crossing make it necessary to stop sooner, the Engineman ofa
train arriving on either No. I or 2 track must stop clear of the
fouling point indicator, or where there is a dead-end extension of
No. 2 track, the ordinary indicator, unless he is in possession of the
staff for the section ahead, or has the necessary authority from the
Signalman.

(i) Before passing over the points in a trailing direction the
Engineman must see that the switch stand indicates
that the points are in the proper position, and that any
train or vehicle standing on the adjoining track is not
foul of the track from which his train or locomotive is
to depart.

(d) When a train has arrived on either No. I or No, 2 track,
and the last vehicle of the train is inside of the fouling point
indicator, or where there is a dead-end extension of No. 2 track,
the ordinary point indicator, the Guard must then, but not until
then, notify The Signalman by hand signal from the brakevan. The
hand signal must be displayed as shown hcrcunder-

(i) During clear daylighl.-The arm waved slowly
outwards in the form ofa semi-circle.

(ii) During darkness.-A white light waved slowly outwards
in the form of a semi-circle opposite the side light on
van.

The Signalman must acknowledge such signal from the
platform, and the hand signals must be given from such a position
and in such a way that they shall not be mistaken by Engincmen of
trains (sec Regulation 70. clause (a). This insirucilon docs not,
however, relieve the Guard and Signalman of their responsibility
for strictly complying with Rule 12 ofAppendix v, and Regulation
198 ofthe Book ofRules and Regulations.

The Enginemen of an arrival train must understand that the
hand signal from the brakevan, as described above, is not intended
for him.

The receipt of the hand signal from the Guard will not relieve
the Signalman from observing the indication displayed on the track
indicator.

In the event of the track indicator failing, the signalman must,
before permitting an opposing movement, ascertain by personal
observation that the line is clear for such movement.

The Signalman must press the button and obtain the required
indication before permitting any movement over the points or
fouling track section. Should (he required indication not be
displayed, the Signalman must, before authorising the movement,
ascertain by personal observation that the line is clear, and that the
points are in the proper position.

WORKING OF SIDINGS CONTROLLED BY SPECIAL
LOCKS.

Defimtion.-For the purpose of this iiisrnaiion. ihe icrm "AVr"
means Train Staff (Ordinary or t'learic) with key-end. Ticket
portions of large type Composite Electric SiajT if prorided ivif'i
key-end. Miniature Electric Staff. Annen Key. or.Master Key.
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1. (a) Except as specified on pages 163-174, 175-181 and
183-188 oral places specially authorised, the points in the running
line at Rail Agent stations. No-one-in-Cliargc stations, and
intermediate sidings are ordinarily connected by rodding to safety
points, catch points or derails in the sidings, and secured with
special locks, which arc so constructed that the key cannot he
removed until the points have been placed In their normal position
for the running line, and .securely locked so as to prevent vehicles
passing from the siding to the running line; when it is possible to do
otherwise, the lock or the key is defective, and must be so reported
without delay,

(b) After shunting operations have been completed, and the
key has been withdrawn from the lock, the points must be tested by
the employe who worked them. He must try the lever to see
whether the points have been securely locked for the running line,
and that no movement is possible to or from the running line and
the siding. After the test has been made, care must be taken to see
that the catch of the points is firmly down in the notch of the lever
plate.

(c) If any defect be discovered, or should it be found possible
to withdraw the key from the lock, and the facing points remain
locked, the Guard must so inform the Engincman, and if no
Gangcror Repairer be present, both the Guard and the Engincman
will be responsible for securing the facing points so as to make
Ihem safe for traffic; if, however, a Ganger or Repairer be present,
he must be informed, and must thereupon see that the points are
properly secured. If no Ganger or Repairer be present, but one be
met before the train reaches the first station in advance where there
is a Staiionmaslcr, the train must be stopped, and the Ganger or
Repairer advised of the circumstances, and he must then proceed
to the points and safisfy himsclfas to their proper security, and sec
that they are so maintained until such lime as the Signal Adjuster
arrives.

When the train arrives at the first station where there is a
Stationmaster, the Guard must inform the Stationmaster of the
circumstances, and the Stationmaster will be responsible for
informing the Operations DcfMt Manager and taking such
measures as will ensure the safety of the line, or for satisfying
himself that propwr precautions have already been taken, and for
reporting the matter by wire to the Signal and Communications
Engineer and to the Signal Adjuster for the district without delay.
The Engincman and Guard must also report the circumstances to
their superior officers.

2. Unless instructions exist to the contrary, the Guard,
Shunter, or Assistant Engincman of a train that requires to work at
a siding on a single line where the points are secured with a special
lock, must act strictly in conformity with the following
instructions;-

(a) Anneii Lock.-

(i) The key must be inserted and turned in the lock, to
unlock the points, after which the point lever may be
operated.

(ii) At places where the key is kept in a duplicate lock on
the interlocking frame, the Guard or Shunter who
obtains the key will be responsible for unlocking,
locking and testing the points, and for the prompt
return of the key to the Signalman, or for securing of
the key according to the special instructions, when the
shunting operations are completed.

(b) Ordinary Siall l.ot k.-He must obtain the key from the
Engineman to unlock the points. The ringed end of the key must
be inserted in the lock with the name of the section uppermost,
pressed home, and turned to the right, which action will withdraw
the bolt and enable the points lobe altered. To withdraw the key, it
must be turned to the left with the name uppermost. If it can be
withdrawn in any other position, the lock or key is defective.

(c) Miniaiun- SmU l.ci k.-Ht must obtain the key from Ihe
Engineman. withdraw the slide lock, insert the key in it, and push
the slide well home, after which Ihe points can be moved.

Some miniature stafflocks are fitted with small handlc.s at the
side of the lock. To release the points, withdraw the slide, and
insert the key in it. then push home the slide and withdraw the
plunger by means of the operating handle at the side of the lock,
after which the points can be moved.

3. (a) The employe working the lever (which Is usually
connected by rodding to points in the running line and to a dgrail
block, safely points or catch points in the siding) must operate the
lever by one prompt movemcnl-nol by a scries ot jcrks-as
otherwise the points may not be properly set, even though the
spring catch of the lever is in the notch. Care must be taken, during
shunting operations to see that the derail block is not foul.

NOTE.-A! some places ihe poiius in ihe main line only are
connected to the point lexer, and a scotch block is provided in the
siding in lieu of a caicli blade or derail block.

(b) Before giving the usual hand signal for shunting to proceed,
the employe working Ihe lever must see that the points, which will
become "lacing" for the proposed shunting operation, are properly
set for the required track.

(c) The Guard, Shunter, or Assistant Engineman must be
careful to sec that vehicles are not moved into or out of the siding
before the derail block, safety points or the catch jwints are
properly set, and that, when altering the points, no portion oX the
locomotive or train is on the points, but that all vehicles are clear
of points or derail block; the Assistant Engineman must assist as
required. The employe operating the points will be responsible for
the foregoing duties, and also for seeing that the spring catch ofthe
lever is properly in the notch before shunting to or from the siding.

The Guard In charge of the train must instruct the Assistant
Engineman In respect of the assistance required at sidings
controlled by Special Locks; the Assistant Engineman must not,
however, detach the locomotive until he has received intimation
from the Guard that he may do so in accordance with Regulation
204.

(d) Under no circumstances must the key be removed from the
lock whilst a vehicle is standing between the points in the main
line, and the points, derail block, or scotch block in a siding.

4. (a) When the necessary shunting has been completed, the
employe working the point lever must re-make the running line
(and, ifa miniature siaffiock, withdraw the slide, lake out the key,
and close the slide.) The points must be then tested and, except in
the case ofa key that is lobe returned to the employe from whom it
was obtained, the key handed to the Engincman who must not
proceed on his journey without it.

S'OTE.-The miniaiiire staffcan be best withdrawn from the
slide by pushing the staff up from below.

(b) The key cannot be withdrawn from the lock until the point
is close up level with the stock rail, and bolted in that position; care
must therefore be taken to see that no dirt, stones, or other
obstacles are between the point blade and the stock rail. When
shunting has been completed and the points arc to be re-set for the
running line, the locomotive or nearest vehicle should be kept well
clear of the points, so thai the working of the bolt will not be
affected by a variation in the level of the point blade and the rails
in the vicinity of the lock.

(c) it is specially important that the lid of the key-way should
be closed immediately after the key is withdrawn from the lock, so
as to prevent the lock being choked with sand or dust; neglect of
this precaution may lead to serious inconvenience.

(d) If, after shunting operations arc completed, the point blade
connected with the lock cannot be put close up to the stock rail by
ordinary means, the Guard must arrange for the Assistant
Engineman to use a bar to jamb the points home to the stock rail,
and thereby permit of the lock being operated and the key
withdrawn. The circumstances must be reported by the Guard to
the Operations Depot Manager or Stationmaster next in advance
by whom the Signal Adjuster must be promptly notified to attend
to the defect.

In all cases when any defect is found to exist in the points, the
Guard or Shunter in chaige of the train must be informed by the
employe who operated anJ tested them.

5. Where the home signal levers are situated on the platform
and one or more sets of points are secured by an anncit lock with a
duplicate lock on the home signal levers, the annelt key must,
when not required for shunting operations, or for working the
signals, be kept in a safe place in the station oITlce, known to those
concerned. It must be used only by the Signalman for the working
of the signals, but he may hand it to a Guard or Shunter to enable
shunting operations to be conducted. After shunting operations
have been completed, the Signalman must not allow the train to
proceed until the key is again in his possession. The Stationmaster
will be held responsible for the safe custody ofthe key.

6, When an cicclric staff is required for the purpose of
operating a sialT lock, the Signalman must lake care to select one
that is in good order, as great inconvenience may be caused if the
sialT will not operate the lock. The staff used for this purpose
should be quite straight, and, in the case of the ordinary electric
staiT, the feather in the key end should be clean, and not in any way
burred,

7, (a) Where necessary, the Signal Adjuster is supplied with
an inspection key for the purpose of examining the locks and
connections in his district. The Key is not to be used for Traffic
purposes, except as provided in the Rulesand regulations.
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WORKING OF POINTS AND SIGNALS, ETC,

(b) Where the intermediate siding is near to a level crossing
provided with flashing light signals, the points may be secured by
an Annett Lock and a Staff/Annett Key Exchange Apparatus may
be provided adjacent to the points.

The object of the Exchange Apparatus is to prevent
unnecessary operation of the flashing light signals when a train is
working at the siding. ,

When a train is required to shunt at the siding, the Staff must
be inserted in the Exchange Apparatus and the Annett Key
withdrawn for the purpose of unlocking the points.

When'the shunting is completed, the Annett Key must be
replaced and the Staff withdrawn.

Removal of the Annett Key from the Staff Annett Key
Exchange Apparatus will render the flashing light signals
inoperative and permit the train to work the siding without the
flashing light signals operating. The flashing light signals will
operate until such time as the exchange is made. After working the
siding, placing the points to normal and exchanging the Annett
Key for the Staff, the flashing light signals will commence
operating.

In order to avoid delay to road traffic and unnecessary
operation of the flashing light signals, the Assistant Engineman
may exchange the Stafffor the Annett Key on arrival ofthe train at
the siding while awaiting the arrival of the Guard or Shunter at the
points.

SIGNALLING IN FOGGY WEATHER.

For insiniclions respecting fog-signalling, which are
supplementary to those contained in the Book of Rules and
Reflations, see Fog-signalling Circular.

P/un^er locking for Facing Points

Not Dnawn to Scale
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DETENTION AT SIGNALS

DETENTION AT HOME OR STARTING
SIGNALS.

(Regulation 75).

1. When a detention occur? at a home, starting, or advanced
starting signal, the Endneman must immediately sound one long
whistle, and the Signafman must, if he cannot allow the train to go
forward at once, show a red hand signal. If the red hand signal be
not given, the Guard, Shunter, or Assistant Engincman must,
except as hereunder provided, at once, as well as in all cases of
excessive detention, even if such hand signal has been given go the
the Sianal-box, and remind the Signalman of the position of the
train. In foggy weather or when from any other cause, there is not a
clear view between the signal-box and the train, the Guard,
Shunter, or Assistant Engineman must (except as shown in these
instructions) immediately upon the train coming to a stand,
proceed to the signal-box.

2. (a) In order that trainmen may, when necessary at certain
places, promptly remind the Signalman ofthe position ofthe train,
special telephone communication is provided between the fixed
signals and the signal-boxes from which such signals are worked.

(b) At the signal-box the telephone must be attended to
personally by the Signalman who works the signal from whence
the bell ring is received.

(c) The Manager, Train Operations, Manager for the District
and the Superintendent of Melbourne Yard must arrange for each
special telephone in the respective areas under their supervision to
be tested daily by a competent employe. The result of the test, and
the time it Is made, must be entered in the figure line in the train
registerbook. If, when the test is made, the telephone is found to be
defective, steps must be immediately taken to have it put into
working order.

3. (a) Whenever a train or a light locomotive is brought to a
stand at or in the vicinity of any of the signals at which a special
telephone Is provided, the Engmcman must give a long whistle,
and ifthe signal remain at stop. or. if it betaken ofTand the train or
locomotive be unable from any cause to proceed, the Assistant
Engineman must go immediately to the special telephone and
remind the Signalman of the position of the train, or locomotive
and at the same time state what train it is, and specify the Line it is
on.

(b> If the Signalman cannot give permission for the train or
locomotive to proceed or to be shunted clear of the running lines
he must inform the Assistant Engineman as to

ll) The cause ofthe detention;

(ii) How long it is likely to last; and

(ill) Where sleeves can be used, advise him that the
necessary sleeve or sleeves have been applied, in
accordance with the regulations, to the signal or signals
necessary for the protection of the train or locomotive,
but, before replying to the Assistant Engineman. the
Signalman must make prompt use of ine sleeve or
sleeves.

(c) When (he Assistant Engineman is salisHcd regarding the
nature of the detention, and is oultc clear that the Signalman has
advised him that the sleeve or sleeves have been applied, he must
return to the locomotive and report the particulars of the
Signalman's reply to the Engineman. If the Engineman be not
satisfied with the information furnished by the Signalman, or if the
Assistant Engincman fail to obtain a satisfactory communication
within three minutes from the time that the train or locomotive
has been brought to a stand, the Engincman must see that the
Assistant Engineman goes at once to the Signal-box if this duty is
prescribed for the Assistant Engincman In Regulation 75. The
Assistant Engineman when going to the Signal-box should inform
the Guard of his intention, provided this can be done without
delaying his arrival at the box.

(d) In the case ofa train, when the Engineman Is satisfied with
the information furnished, the Guard must, without delay, be
advised in the following manner that the Signalman has been
communicated with;-

(i) When there is nothing to obstruct the view between the
locomotive and the rear portion of the train;-

In clear daylight, by the All Right hand signal. (See
Regulation 71).
Between sunset and sunrise by the exhibition of a green
light held steadily in the hand.

(ii) In foggy weather, or any time when the rear portion of
the train cannot be seen-by the Engincman givirfg a
"Crow-whistle."

The Guard must acknowledge the hand signals by repeating
them, but if he should not receive a hand signal, or not hear the
"Crow-whisilc," or not be informed by the Assistant Engineman
that he Is going to the signal-box, he must without delay take steps
to see that the Assistant Engineman communicates with the
Signalman.

(c) Should the delay continue for three minutes after the
Signalman has replied, the Assistant Engineman must again
communicate with the Signalman, unless the Signalman in his
reply stated that the detention would exceed three minutes, when
the message must be repeated at the end of the time staled, and, in
either case, during continued delay, it must be repeated as oflen as
the Engineman may consider necessary.

In the case ofan electric passenger train or rail motor train, it
will be the duly of the Engineman, after securing his train, to go to
the telephone and communicate with the Signalman, as laid down
for the Assistant Engineman in sub-clause (a) hereof.

(f) When satisfactory messages have been exchanged between
the Assistant Engincman and the Signalman, in accordance with
the foregoing, the Assistant Engineman need not go to the
Signal-box (Regulation 75 is modified accordingly); this, however,
will not relieve the Guard or Shunter of responsibility of
proceeding loithc signal-box, wheo^ in accordance with sections
(ii), (ill), (iv), or (V) of Regulation 75, it is his duty to do so. In any
case in which it is the duty of the Guard or Shunter to proceed to
the signal-box, the Assistant Engineman must, nevertheless,
inform the Signalman of the detention, by means of the special
telephone.

In every case whether it be to use the special telephone, or to
proceed to the signal-box, the Engineman will be held responsible
for seeing (hat the Assistant Engineman acts without loss oftime.

4. In every case of detention at a fixed signal, or the
obstruction of any running (rack, the Signalman concerned must
promptly make use of the sleeves or other appliances where
provided to serve as a reminder that certain signals must be kept at
stop.

5. In the event ofatrain or light locomotive being detainedat
a fixed signal, where there is a special telephone, the Signalman
may require to communicate with the Engineman by ringing the
telephone bell. When the bell is heard ringing, the Engineman
must see that the telephone is immediately attended to.

6. Where three-position signalling is in operation, it will not
be necessary forGuaras, Assistant Enginemen, or Shunters to go to
the signal-box, as required by Regulatioa 75, but, in every case
when a train is detained at a signal at which a telephone is
provided, the instructions respecting the use of such telephones
must be observed- (See instructions, page 42, re failure of the
illuminated lctlcr"A".
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CONTROL AND WORKING OF STATIONS

CONTROL AND WORKING OF STATIONS.

RESPONSIBILITY OFSTATION-MASTER.
(Regulation 112).

I. (a) The attention of every Slalionmasicr Is called to the
necessity ofhis being on the platform when trains arc approaching
or passing, and to the importance ofhis giving special attention to
out-door matters, and to the daily inspection of the station
buildings, subways and approaches, signal-boxes, and yard. He is
further reminded that it is his duty to give personal attention to the
shunting of trains into, and out of, the sidings at his station for
passenger trains to pass, particularly when trains are running late
or out of course, also to superintend operations generally, and
satisfy himself that the work is properly performed and the traffic
conducted expeditiously. The Staiionmaslcr must direct the
attention of employes under his supervision to the instructions
respecting disarrangements and reporting irregularities of
overhead electrical equipment and within electrified areas see that
every such employe has a proper knowledge of the precautions
necessary for safety.

(b) At each location (other than a locomotive depot station)
where a locomotive crew rests between runs, the Operations
Branch Ofilcer-in-Chafge must, whenever practicable, sec the
locomotive crew prior to their departure on the return trip.

PLUNGER LOCKED FACING POINTS.

Stationmasters are responsible for seeing that before employes
under their supervision are permitted to work the signal levers
situated at the main line facing points, they have been certified to
as competent, as laid down in clause 5, page 51, i.e., that such
employe holds a certificate for the electric staff, or train stafi"and
ticket system, or a Guard's certificate or a certificate of fitness from
a Safeworking Inspector for working the plunger locking and signal
lever at the main line facing points. Stationmasters must
personally instruct employes at their stations regarding all special
instructions in force, and must satisfy themselves that the
employes are conversant with and understand such instructions.

EMPLOYES ENTERING ARRIVAL'FRAINS.

1. Unauthorised employes are prohibited from entering
arrival trains at terminal stations until after all passengers have
alighted, and the vehicles have been searched by an authorised
employe. This employe should, at the same time, sec that there is
no danger of an outbreak of fire from lighted matches, cigar or
cigarette butts, or tobacco pipe embers. Stationmasters and
persons in charge arc to see that this instruction is strictly carried
out.

2. Before country trains are taken out of running, a close
examination ofcarriages must be made and Station Assistants and
others authorised to search or otherwise attend to trains will be
held responsible for the strict performance of this duty. Train
Conductors must also be specially watchful to delect and remove
any burning refuse which may be left by passengers. Prior to the
suburban trains being taken out of running, Guards and Station
Assistants are enjoined to keep a close watch in order that
smouldering material may be promptly discovered and removed.
Where practicable the compartments should be examined. Special
attention must be paid to the examination of compartments and
toilets.

UNIFORM CLOTHING.

3. Members ofthe staffmust not, whilst on duty, wear articles
of attire that do not conform to the instructions respecting the
wearing ofuniforms. No employe in uniform shall wear any article
of attire that, in the opinion of superior officer, is out of keeping
with his uniform.

(a) The uniform cap shall be worn in the regular manner,
straight on the head, with the peak in front, so that thenumberand
badge may be easily seen.

(b) No alteration in the number on a can or hat worn by any
employe shall be made without the authority of the Chief
Operations ManagcrorChiefTransportation Manager.

(c) No employe shall remove or cover his badge whilst in
uniform, or wear the badge ofanother employe.

(d) Every employe shall keep his uniform clothing well
brushed and clean and neat in every particular, and shall wear it
only while on duty and when travelling to and from his place of

employment. Every employe in uniform shall keep his shoes clean
and well polished.

(e) Any employe who disfigures or damages any portion ofhis
uniform, through private or improper use, pnor to the due date of
renewal, will be called on to replace such portion at his own
expense.

3. When the uniform of any employe is replaced by a new
uniform, the nickel buttons of the old uniform must be removed,
and forwarded to the Comptroller ofStores.

SMOKING ON DUTY.

Officials whose duties bring them in view ofand conuci with
the public must not smoke whilst engaged in such duties.

STATION ORDER BOOKS.

1. (a) At any station where three or more employes are
engaged, a station order book, the pages of which are to be
numbered consecutively, must be kept for the purpose of posting
orders of a more or less permanent character affecting the local
staff. Notices or orders effective for a few days only should be
suitably filed in a conspicuous place, and noted by employes
concerned, and when no longer operative should be at once
removed from the file.

(b) At any station where special instructions relating to trains,
signals, or working orders are in force, a copy of every such
instruction must be entered in a separate older book for the
information and guidance ofall employes concerned.

(c) At any station where ail the yard and platform work is not
directly done or supervised by the Staiionmaster, a separate yard
order book must be kept, and all daily orders relating to yard work,
and to passenger, goods, and live stock trains entered therein.

(d) The order book must also contain a copy of any special
instruction that may be in force in connection with the Guard's
duties at certain roadside stations, where he may be required to act
as Siationmaster.

(e) The order book must be kept in a position readily
accessible to the staff concerned, and every new order placed
therein must be read and initialled by each member. The
Staiionmaster, or other responsible official, must see that the order
book at each signal-box is regularly written up and neatly kept.

(f) Employes will be held responsible for perusing the order
book at their respective stations, and for making themselves
thoroughly conversant with its contents. The attention of
Stationmasters is directed to Regulation 112, respecting their duty
in regard to the staffat stations being conversant with instructions.

2. When an employe is transferred to, or sent to relieve at a
station, he must, before taking up duty at such Station, examine
and initial the local order book.

3. Officers in charge must arrange for orders being brought
forward in the order book from time to time, with a view to their
being kept permanently before the notice of the staff, and readily
accessible for reference. The standard Order Book (M,37L) is very
large, and any station at which the number oforders to be posted is
limited should, for the sake of neatness and economy, utilise a
book offoolscap size (M.37S.).

DISTRIBUTION OF NOTICES.

When any Notices relating to signalling matters, or to the
general working ofthe Line are lorwarded to the Operations Depot
Manager or Staiionmaster for delivery to the Locomotive Officer.
Foreman, or other responsible employe in another Branch, a
receipt showing the time that delivery isgiven must be obtained for
them.

RUNNING OFSPECIALTRAINS.

tAneniion is directed to clause (!) of Regulation I. and clause
(m) of the supplementary instructions on page / of this Book, which
prescribes thai ihe word "train" includes "Light Locomotive").

Issue and Dislribulion of Notices.

1. A Printed or written notice must, when practicable, be
given of the running ofevery special train, and must be regard^ as
current until cancelled, or until the train to which it refera has run.
Every such notice must be issued in sufficient time to permit ofall
concerned being duly advised.
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2. Every ilghl locomotive or train not scheduled to ran, and
every light locomotive or train scheduled to ran as required, must,
when put on, be treated as a special train, but, except in respect of
its first trip, this will not apply to a light locomotive or train put on
to "run until further notice".

3. (a) Operations Depot Managers, Locomotive OHlcers and
Stationmasters are responsible for the proper distribution of the
special train notices to the employes under them as soon as
possible after receipt. The Stationmaster must obtain a receipt,
showing the time of delivery, for every such notice forwarded to
him for delivery to the Locomotive OITicer. Foreman, or other

responsible employe in another Branch.

(b) Every District Engineer, Signal and Communications
Supervisor, Works and Road Foreman, Track Ganger, Electrical
Fitter-in-Charge, Lineman, and Signal Adjuster, located at or on
the down side of, or whose section extends beyond the following
stations, viz., Newport, Sunshine, Broadmeadows, Heidelberg,
Ringwood, Dandenong, and Mordialloc, will be supplied direct
from the Head Office with copies of every current Notice issued in
connection with the running of any Special train with which he is
concerned. Should a Repairer be deputed by the Ganger to assist in
the examination of the length of Lmc (vide Regulation 280), the
Ganger will be responsible for supplying him with a copy ofevery
such Notice received, and the Ganger or Repairer, when patrolling
the length, will be responsible for verbally mforming all employes
(including Gatekeepers) at work on or near the Line ofthe running
of the Special tram. When advising employes, the Ganger or
Repairer must make sure that his verbal communication is
properly understood.

Special Train Notices will not be issued to any of the ̂ >ove
employes located on the St. Kilda, Port Melbourne,
Williamstown. Altona, Upfield, Alamein, Glen Waverley, and
Sandringham Lines, nor within the area between Melbourne and
the stations referred to in the preceding paragraph, unless (heir
Sections extend beyond such Stations.

4. Every Stationmaster, OfTicer, Train Controller,
Locomotive Foreman, Engineman Instructor, Engineman,
Train-examiner, Guard, Signalman, Yard Foreman, Shunter,
Station Assistant, and (within the electrified area), Power
Operation Engineer, must, subject to the following exceptions, be
supplied with a copy of every current Notice issued in connection
with the running 01 any special train with which he isconcemed:-

(a) Only one copy of each Notice need be supplied for all the
men employed at any Signal-box.

(b) At any station where the Station Assistants, or other
employes connected with the working of the traffic, have ordinary
access to the Stationmaster's office, it is not necessary to supply
each employe with a copy, but a copy must be kept in such office
so' as to be readily accessible for reference by such employes. At
any station where the employes do not have ordinary access to the
Stationmaster's office, a copy must be kept in a convenient place,
accessible to all engaged in the working ofthe traffic.

(c) It is not necessary to supply any Assistant Engineman with
a copy ofsuch notice, but he must be allowed to peruse every such
notice issued to the Engineman.

Every Engineman, Assistant Engineman, and Guard, must
also examine all special train notices at every changing station or
depot at which he remains for any time beyond that occupied in
hisordinary duties.

5. Any employe to whom a notice should be supplied, and
who does not receive one, must at once report the omission to his
superior officer.

When a Printed or Written Notice is not Issued.-

6. (a) When It is not practicable to issue a printed or written
notice in sufficient time to permit of all concerned being duly
advised of the running of a special train, particulars of its running
must be sent by means of telegraph or telephone message to the
necessary stations in advance. Attention is directed to clause 3,
page 50, of this Book, in regard to messages sent by means of
telephone. Immediately on receiving any such message the
Stationmaster orOperations Depot Manager must-

(i) See that every employe under him connected with the
working ofthe traffic is duly advised.

(ii) See that a copy is delivered to the Officer-in-Charge of
the locomotive depot, ifone be at the station, and to the
office of any District Engineer. Signal and
Communications Supervisor, Works Foreman, or
Road Foreman which may be at the station, whether
such officers arc specially mentioned in the message or
not.

(iii) See that particulars of the running of the special train
are promptiv exhibited on the notice board, as
provided in cfause 14.

(iv) Telephone a copy of the message to the Rail Agent at
any station superx ised by him in the section over which
the special train will run. If a telephone be not
available, he must send the message by any train which
will run ahead of the special, or. if no train will run
ahead of the special, but one will ran in the contrary
direction over the same section before the special, he
must arrange for the Stationmaster at the other end of
the section to send the message.

(v) Furnish the Guard of any preceding train which is
timed to stop (or arrange with the Stationmaster at the
other end ofthe section for him to do so), with copies of
the message, and instruct him to affix a copy to the
notice board at each No-one-in-Charge station under
the supervision of the Stationmaster, which the special
irain will arrive at or pass.

(vi) Advise any employe who may be at work on the line, in
the immediate vicinity of his Station, or whom he may
see before the train has arrived or passed. See clause 16.

(b) No Code word, such as "Acme," "Aclo," "Abuz," etc.,
must be included in the copy of any telegraph or telephone
message exhibited on a Notice Board, or sent to a Rail Agent or a
No-onc-in-Chargc station, either by train or otherwise: the phrase
of the code words, as shown in the Telegraph Code Book, must be
always substituted.

7. Every officer in charge ofa locomotive depot who receives
a message as to the running of a special train, must see that the
information is communicated to all employes under him who will
be affected by the running ofsuch train.

8. (a) The Time-table for special trains issued by telegram
must be definite, and include arrivals and departures at important
stations, also any crossing, passing, or side-tracking for other trains
eii rouie.

A copy of the Notice must be sent to "Staff," "Wagons,"
"Cars." "Conirol," Spencer Street, and Operations Depot
Manager concerned, and when the trains are put on for more than
one day these officers must be advised in the event ofany alteration
being made in the schedule, and also when the trains cease to run.

(b) Whenever a special train is run for more than a week, a
circular embod>;ing the schedule must be issued from Head Office
for the information ofall concerned.

Train Signals for Special Trains.

9. When practicable the runningofany special train, ofwhich
Erinicd or written Notice has not been given, must. In addition to
eing telegraphed or telephoned as required by clause 6, be

denoted by a special train signal, as prescribed in Regulation 153,
except as provided hcreundcr-

(i) No such signal will be carried on any train within the
suburban electrified area, with the exception that such
a signal will, if necessary, be carried on the last
suburban passenger train for the day, in which case it
will be the duty of the Stationmaster or other
responsible employe at the staning point of the train to
sec that it is affixed.

(ii) No such signal will be carried on any train on the
following Lines, or portions ofLines, viz., Newport and
Gcelong, Geelong and Warrenheip, Sunshine and
Serviceion. Ararat and Portland, St. Albans and
Bcndigo, Albion-Broadmeadows and Wodonga.
Dandenong and Traralgon, and Dandenong and
Nyora.

10. The Stationmaster or other responsible employe at the
starling of a special train must, except as provided in clause 1 1,
arrange for any additional tail signal required under the provisions
of Regulation 153, to be affixed on the rear ofthe last vehicle of the
preceding train (in whichever direction it runs), and he must
inform the Guard of the description and destination of the special
train. The Guard of the train which carries the additional tail
signal must inform the person in cha^eofeach station at which he
stops of the description and destination of the train that is
following, and must remove the additional tail signal when it is no
longer required.

11. When a special train originates at a station from which an
additional tail signal need not be carried, the Stationmaster, or
other responsible employe at the first station from which an
additional tail signal should be attached, must arrange for its use as
required.
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12. Every Stationmaster and other responsible employe must
be on the alert to see that the propter special train signals arc
carried. Any employe who notices thai a sptccial train signal is not
carried when one should be, must take any steps that are
reasonably practicable to have the attention ofthe Guard called to
the matter, and, in addition, he must promptly report the matter in
writing to his superior officer.

Exhibition of Notices on Notice Boaril.

13. A special train notice board, distinctly described as such,
must be placed bv the Way and Works Branch in a suitable
position, shcltercfl from the weather, at Newjwrt, Sunshine,
Broadmeadows, Heidelberg, Ringwood, Dandenong, Mordialloc,
and all stations on the down side thereof. The special train notice
board must not be used for any purpose other than that for which it
is supplied.

14. (a) For the purj>ose of acquainting all concerned
particularly Gangers and Repairers of the running of a special
train, the Stationmaster at any station at which a Special Train
Notice Board is provided must, in addition to seeing the notices are
distributed and exhibited, as required by clauses 3 and 6, see that a
copy of the notice is exhibited on the notice board before 7.30
a.m.on the morning of the day prior to that on which the special is
to arrive at or pass his station, or so soon thereafter as he shall be
advised, and, if the Stationmaster has no advice of a special train
other than a signal attached to a preceding train, he must exhibit
the notice from the time the preceding train arrives at or passes his
station. When the special train arrives or passes, the notice relative
to it must be removed. In the case of a light locomotive, or a train
scheduled to run until further notice, the notice must remain
exhibited until the Stationmaster is satisfied that it has been seen
by all concerned.

(b) At Rail Agent stations, these duties must be carried out by
the Rail Agent, but where it is reasonably practicable, the
supervising Stationmaster must remind the Rail Agent of such
duties.

15. (a) Every Ganger, Repairer, Electrical Fitter, Signal
Adjuster and Overhead Lineman is reminded that it is essential, in
the interests of his own safety, to examine the special train notice
boards at stations, and if any notices be exhibited to note carefully
the particulars.

The Ganger or Repairer must, whenever possible, furnish all
employes (including Gatekeepers) at work on or near the line, and
the Ganger in charac of any adjoining length (if there be no station
on such adjoining rcngth), with the information. The boards must
be examined whenever it is reasonably practicable, not only in the
morning and evening, when an employe is going to and reluming
from work, but during working hours whenever a favourable
opportunity occurs. At each No-one-in-Charge station, the Ganger
must see that the out-of-date notices are removed from the board.

(b) Employes in charge of track vehicles used for conveying
employes on the line, are referred to the instructions on pages
143-l47,as to the precautions which must be taken by them before
entering a section with any such vehicle.

Engineman of Special Train to be Warned.

16. (a) Except as shown in sub-clause (d) when it is necessary
to run a special train at short notice on any Line outside the area
defined in sub-clause (b) ofclause 3 on which a special train signal
is not used, and the notice has not been exhibited on the notice
board before 7.30 a.m. on the preceding day, or on lines on which
the special Train Signal is used, but was not carried, or. if carried,
the train carrying such signal passed through any section between
the hours of 4.15 p.m. and 7.30 a.m., the employe specified
hercunder must notify the Engineman of the special train in
writing, or by the printed form (T.R. 97), that the employes on the
track have not been advised ofthe running of his train, and he must
be directed to keep a good look-out when passing through all
sections en rouw to destination. Should the Engineman be relieved
before arriving at the destination station, he must hand the written
instructions, or printed form, to the relief Engineman,

(i) For any down special train running beyond Newport.
Sunshine (for the Ballarat and Bendigo Lines).
Broadmeadows. Heidelberg, Ringwood, Dandenong,
and Mordialloc-by the respective Stationmaslcrs, or
other responsible employes at such stations, or the
Signalman in the case ofNewport and Sunshine.

<ii) For special trains other than those referred to in section
(i) hereof-by the Stationmaster or other responsible
employe at the starting point ofthe special train.

(iii) In the case where the special train signal was carried,
but the train carrying such signal passed over a section

or sections between the hours of 4.15 p.m. and 7.30
a.m.-by the Stationmaster or other responsible
employe at the station controlling the entrance to the
first Section.

(b) A telephone message must be then sent from each
signalling station to the other to the effect that the Engineman has
been instructed; a record ofsuch message to be inserted in the train
register books. Should the telephone message be not received by
any signalling station en rouie. it must be assumed that the
Engineman has not been notified, in which case the train, must be
stopped for this purpose, and the telephone message sent, as
indicated herein.

(c) It will not be necessary to instruct Engincmen of local
special trains and light locomotives operating between Geelong
Yard and North Geelong "A" and "C" signal-boxes, and between
Bendigo A and B signal boxes.

Engineman of Special Train to keep a Good Look-out.

17. The Engineman of every special train must be specially
careful to keep a good look-out for men who may be working on or
near the line. The whistle must be sounded on entering a tunnel to
warn all employes who may be working therein, and it must be
repeated occasionally when passing through any long tunnel, and
when entering and i»ssing through any deep cutting situated on a
curve. The whistle must also be sounded when ncaring any other
place where, from the nature of the approach, the workmen have
not a good and distant view.

Correspondence.

18. (a) The Stationmaster must see that correspondence
addressed to any employe of the Way and Works Branch
(panicularly that relating to special trains) is placed in the proper
box without delay, and when correspondence is on hand, he must
call the attention of any employe of the Way and Works Branch,
who may be about, to the fact. At a Rail Agent station the Rail
Agent must act in a like manner to the Stationmaster. The
responsible employes of the Way and Works Branch must arrange
for the boxes to be cleared at regular intervals.

(b) At a No-one-in-Charge station the Guard must place
correspondence addressed to any employe of the Way and Works
Branch in the box provided for the purpose, and, when practicable,
must advise any employe of the Way and Works Branch who may
be in the vicinity.

(c) Where a length does not extend to a station on either side
the Road Foreman must arrange for the correspondence for the
men employed thereon to be cleared from the station box and
placed in the box provided at the place where the lengths adjoin.
He must also instruct the Ganger as to the clearing ofsuch box.

Road Foreman to Enquire as to Distribution of Notices.

19. The Road Foreman must from time to time enquire as to
whether the arrangements in regard to the distribution of special
train notices on his section arc working satisfactorily, and. if not,
he must bring under notice any suggestion for improvement. He
must promptly report any neglect to examine the notice boards or
to clear the correspondence boxes.

20. Employes are reminded that, although every efforl will be
made to convey information as to the running of special trains in
accordance with these instructions, special trains may be run
willioul previous notice of any kind; It is necessary Ilicrcforc, at all
times to be prepared for such extra trains. Gangers, Repairers and
others concerned are specially enjoined to look for signals
indicating the running of special trains (sec Regulation 283 and
clause 9 hereof).

EXAMINATION OF POINTS, ETC.

1. The Stationmaster or person in charge must, unless
otherwise arranged, and immediately prior to the passing of any
train or light locomotive, personally examine every set of facing
points secured by hand locking bar and padlock, or bolt and
padlock, which leads to or from a running Line, and sec that they
arc properly secured for the passage of the train. If any work is
being carried out at or in the vicinity of the points, the
Stationmaster or person in charge must notify the employe in
charge of the work that the train is approaching, and when the
points have been secured they must not be again unlocked without
the permission ofthe Stationmaster or person in charge. All hand
points fitted with a hand locking bar and padlock, or boll and
padlock, must be kept locked when not in actual use, and the keys
must be kept in the Stalionmaster's office.

2. The Stationmaster must make a daily inspection of the
condition of all locking bars, bolls, and scotch blocks, and, if any
be found out of order, the Road Foreman or Ganger must be at
once advised.
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3. (a) Officers, Inspectors, Siationmasicrs. Road Foremen,
Gangers, Yard Foremen, and Shunters, must examine hand points
and locking bars at intervals, and, afier having defects attended to,
must report every case in which the hand points, from any cause,
fail to work properly. Guards, Shunters, and others, when engaged
in shunting, must see that the hand points arc properly cleaned,
lubricated, and reliable, and that ballast, ashes, and litter of any
description are kept clear ofthe blades,

(b) With the exception of plunger, sialT. and annetl locked
points, which will be attended to by the Signal Adjuster, the
friction parts of hand point levers and connections are to be
cleaned and oiled by; the employe responsible for the cleaning and
lubricating ofthe point chairs.

Stationmaslers and Gangers must sec that the employes
performing this work are conversant with what is required and
carry out tne duties in a proper manner.

(c) On Lines where sand-drifts or dust-storms are prevalent,
Stationmasters, Guards, Shunters, Gangers, and others concerned
must take care to see that, after such occurrences, all points are
clear ofsand.

4. (a) At a Rail Agent or No-one-in-Charge station or siding
where the main line points are secured by hand locking bar and
padlock, the Supervising Stationmaster must satisfy himself by
frequent personal Inspection when practicable, or if this cannot be
done, by obtaining an assurance from the Guard of any train that
works at any such station or siding, that the points and connections
are in good working order and properly cleaned.

(b) The Stationmaster and Operations Depot Manager must
have a proper understanding with consignors or consignees at
intermediate stations or sidings under his supervision, and satisfy
himselfthat they and their employes or agents enpged in loading
or unloading operations have a proper knowledge of the functions
of catch points and derails, and of the importance of wagon doors
and lashings being properly fastened.

(c) The Guard must promptly bring under the notice of the
Stationmaster or Operations Depot Manager any defect that he
mav observe in the equipment ofthe points or scotch blocks at any
ofthese places.

PADLOCKS OF FACING POINTS AND SCOTCH BLOCKS.

If unnecessaiy force be used to open the padlocks which are
used for securing facing points and scotch blocks, the locks will be
damaged; employes who have to use these locks should note:-

(i) That the keys can only be withdrawn after the bow of
the lock is fastened in the keep.

(ii) That ifthe lockscannotbeopencdby finger and thumb
pressure on the top of the key, something has probably
interfered with the mechanism, and an examination
should be made to ascertain the cause before resorting
to additional force.

USE OF GRAPHITE ON POINTS

1. Employes of the Way and Works Branch will be
responsible for the initial application of graphite to points which
were previously lubricated with oil.

2. Asa general guide, re-lubrication should be done when the
points become heavy to operate, or the slide surfaces of the chairs
ctegin to show bright metallic streaks or when patches of rust arc
visible on the chairs. Re-lubrication should be effected by the
following means:-

(i) Remove all dust and similar deposits from the slide
surfaces using a wire brush and scraper to loosen any
hardened deposits.

A light coat ofgraphite lubricant must then be brushed
over the exposed surfaces of the chairs. The points
should then be reversed and the surfaces thereby
exposed, similarly treated.

(ii) In order to ensure that the graphite is spread over the
whole of the siding surfaces, the points should be
operated two or three times and more lubricant added
as required.

(iii) Graphite must only be applied when the weather is fine
and the points are dry.

3. Employes engaged in the cleaning and lubricating of points
are warned ofthe danger of inserting their hands between the point
blade and the rail.

The hands of employes engaged in applying the graphite
should be protected by rubbing a coal of approved barrier cream
over them before the work is commenced.

4. Frequent inspections must be made to ensure that the
points are in a satisfactory condition, that no din or other material
has accumulated and that the graphite has not built up on the
chairs etc., to such a level as would interfere with the movement of
the points.

5. Graphite lubricant dries out and hardens on exposure to
the atmosphere. Over a period of time this can occur in the
graphite drum, but the graphite can be restored to its original
condition by adding and mixing to it, a thinner. The thinner is
available in drums and may be requisitioned on M.I41, form "C".

The thinner is ftammable, therefore fire precautions are to be
observed.

The containers must be kept closed, particularly when
indoors.

CONVEYANCE OF PARCEI-S ETC,. IN BRAKEVANS

1. (a) In order to prevent delay to passenger trains in the
loading of parcels etc., outwards parcels arc to be taken just before
the train arrives, to where the brakevan usually stops.

(b) Parcels must be stowed in such a manner as to permit of
the Guard having free access to the door on each side of the
brakevan; the Guard must sec that this instruction isobsen-cd.

2. In the event of there being insufticiem room in the rear
brakevan, parcels for terminal stations may be loaded in the centre
brakevan. The door of the centre brakevan must not be left
unlocked. Underno circumstances arc parcels loaded in the centre
brakevan to be slowed as to obstruct entiy to the engineman's
compartment or to prevent ready access from one door of the
brakevan to the other.

3. When parcels are loaded in the centre brakevan. the
employe-in-charge must advise the station for which the parcels
are loaded, the Train Controller and the Guard ofthe train.

PARCELS, TROLLIES. AND BARROWS ON PI.ATFOR.MS.

1. Goods and parcels put out of trains must not be allowed to
lie in the centre ornearihe edge of platforms; in all cases they must
be at once moved back to the wall or fence, or to some recognised
safe place, for which the Stationmaster must arrange.

The Guard or other responsible employe must leave them at
least 2 metres from the edge of the platform, and draw the
attention of an employe to them when handing over the waybills.
See instructions re Guards discharging parcels of newspapers from
passing trains, page 137-138,

2. Barrows and platform trollies must, when not in use. be
kept back close to the building or. to the wall or fence, at the back
ofthe platform, and left secured in such a position as to prevent
them from moving. The handles of barrows and trollies which are
left unattended on a platform must, when practieable. be left in an
upright position, in order to avoid risk of injury to passengers.

3. Station Assistants and others, when wheeling barrows or
trollies, or moving articles of luggage, must be very careful to avoid
colliding with any person on the platform, and, m all cases, must
give timely and elTiciem warning.

4. The utmost vigilance must be observed by employes
generally in preventing newspaper vendors or other unauthorised
persons from wheeling or interfering with trollies, barrows, etc.. on
the platforms,

RAMPS AND STEPS OF PLAI FORMS, ETC.. TO BE
SANDED WHEN REQUIRED.

Ramps and steps of platforms, bridges, and subways, must,
when necessary, be strewn with sand, or otherwise treated so as to
avoid any likelihood of accident to passengers by slipping. If
Stationmasters have not sufficient sand for ihc puipose.
application should be made to the Road Foreman for the disirici
forasupply.

STAHON YARD GATES.

(Regulation 112).

1. Every Stationmaster is held responsible for the station and
siding gales being properly attended to, and closed (except when it
is necessary that they should be open) to prevent cattle straying on
the line.

2, (a) The gates through which road vehicles enter the station
yard are to be fastened back to the fence or catch when opened
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during the day, so as to prevent them being blown across the
roadway. If it be found that the gates have warped, or that they
have dropped too low to permit of the catch being fastened, the
Works Foreman must be promptly notified,

(b) Except where special Instructions are issued to the
contrary, all gates giving access to goods yards or sidings must be
closed and locked at 5 p.m., except on days on which the weekly
half-holiday is observed, when the gates must be closed and
secured at I p.m.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING, REPAIRS TO ELECTRICAL
INSTALLATION ETC,

1, Platform Lighling.-fa) All platform lighting must, where
required, be switched on at dusk antl remain on until the departure
of the last passenger train when the lights, unless otherwise
ordered, shall be switched off.

(b) At stations where early morning passenger trains are due to
arrive or depart during darkness, all platform lighting shall be
switched on prior to such arrival or departure, and remain on until
clear daylight, unless otherwise ordered.

(c) Alter the last passenger train has been dealt with on lines
where goods trains run during the night, minimum platform
lighting may be kept on as long as may be required while there is
staffon duty.

2, Every care must be taken to observe due economy in the
consumption ofelectricity for lighting and power.

3. Supply of Lamps.-fa) Supplies of lamps for Departmental
lighting are obtainable by requisition from the Lighting and Power
Division, Electrical Centre, Batman Avenue, Melbourne.

The size of lamps to be used may be obtained from the lamp
previously used and should be ordered as 40W. B.C. or I SOW. E.S.
or 20W. (louresceni tube, etc.

(b) Lamps for all Departmental residences must be provided
by tenants at their own cost and Departmental lamps must not be
used for such purposes.

(c) Lighting in locked fittings and yard lights must be renewed
by Lighting and Power staff only. Every pole carrying a light has a
distinguishing number, and when rcponing a defect the number
and location ofthe pole must be statctl.

4. Repair and Maintenance of Electric LlKhilng and Electrical
Installations,

Officers-in-Charge must advise the Lighting and Power
Division, Electrical Centre. Batman Avenue, of all faults in
electrical installations. Where immediate attention is required and
cannot be given by Lighting and Power Division staff, approval
may be given for the work to be done by a local electrical
contractor whose account must be forwarded, with a duly certified
L.2a form, to the Lighting and Power Division. (It is to be noted
that approval must be sought from the Lighting and Power
Division before work is allocated to a local electrical contractor).

5. Cleaning of Lmht FlHlngs.-ln order to maintain
illumination levels, light fittings must be cleaned regularly.

Lights in station offices and on platforms shall be cleaned by
Station staff.

Yard lights and any lights not readily accessible will be
cleaned by Lighting and Power Staff.

In all cases the control switch must be switched off before
commencing cleaning.

6, Lighting and Power Division Addrcss.-Advice to the
Lightingand Power Division should be addressed as foltows:-

Correspondcnce

Telegram

HAND SIGNALS

Lighting Power Engineer,
Electrical Centre,
Batman Avenue,
MELBOURNE

— FUSE, FlindersStrcei.

USED DURING SHUNTING
OPERATIONS.

(Regulation 71. Clause (d). Section (V.)

I. An additional hand signal (specified hereunder) must be
used for a signal to Hit-up at night-

Hil Vp-"Kkk 5(i.'iio/"-White light waved quickly and
so displayed thai the light shall not be visible to the
Engineman except when it is below the waist and above
the shoulder of the person giving the signal.

2. In every case the "Kick" signal at night must be preceded
by the "Move Back" signal, xide section (ii), clause (e). Regulatidn
71, and the "Kick" signal must not be displayed until the
Locomotive is moving back.

SHUNTING. ETC., AT STATIONS AND IN STATION
YARDS,

1. (a) In orderto reduce the heavy loss involved in repairs to
damaged wagons, and also to ensure that the maximum number of
vehicles will be available for public requirements, employes
should co-operate in the exercise of due care to avoid dam^e to
wagons, buffer-stops, etc., in shunting operations. It is readily
recognised that errors in judgment wiM occasionally occur, but if
every employe observed the principles governing the safe and
effective handling of vehicle and train movements, the desired
results would be obtained, and the interests of employes and the
department would be conserved. It is also recognised that many
Shunters perform the maximum work with the exercise of proper
care, but as the general results reflect alike on the careful and the
careless, it behoves the former to correct the laiier. Leading hands
are expected to co-opcrale with the Supervising Officers and Yard
Foremen in a united effort to maintain the highest standard of
efficiency.

(b) Before any shunting operations are commenced, the
Guard or Shunter must see that the Signalman, Engineman and
others conccmcd clearly understand what is about lobe done. The
Signalman will.be held responsible for reporting every case of
omission on the part of any Shunter or Guard to comply with this
instruction. The Signalman must satisfy himself that the points,
locking-bars, and signals are set in the proper position for shunting
operations, as well as for the safe passage of(rams.

(c) At a station where there is a signal-box at each end of the
yard, the Signalman at both signal-boxes must consult each other
so that they will not foul or permit any train or locomotive to enter
upon any track from opposite ends of the yard at the same time;
this will not, however, apply to movcmenls goveme'd by a fixed
signal controlled from the box at the opposite end when such
movements are described by electric bell signals.

(d) Care must be taken to see that vehicles left in Sidings are
clear of fouling points of all adjacent lines and properly secured to
admit of Shunting operations being carried on without risk of
injury to ihcstaiT.

(c) Vehicles with the doors open, either hanging down or
unfastened, must not be shunted about station yards. The
over-hang, and swing on curves of carriages, or of bogie wagons is
more than with smaller vehicles of fixed wheel base, and when
amongst a rake of vehicles being shunted one or more are of the
type referred to above, employes will be responsible for
ascertaining that there is ample clearance for such vehicles to piass
others, or for other vehicles to pass them, at the fouling point of
adjoining lines.

2. (a) At interlocked stations, a train, or portion of a train,
must never be shunted in a yard (except where the points are close
to the signal-box) unless a Shunter, or some other competent
employe, accompanies it for the purpose of seeing that the last
vehicle has cleared the points, and to give a hand signal to the
Signalman to move the points. The Signalman mu.st not move the
points until he has received a hand signal from the Shunter to
indicate that the whole of the train has cleared them; nor must the
Engineman move his locomotive or train until he has received a
signal to do so from the Shunter.

If there be no Shunter or other competent employe available
to accompany the shunting movement, this duty must be
performed by the Guard ofthe train.

(b) In the case of a light locomotive not accompanied by a
Guard, Shunter, or other compeleni employe, the Engineman
must give the hand signal to the Signalman to indicate that his
locomotive has cleared the points and, except where the
movement is controlled by a fixed signal, he must satisfy himself
that the points are in a proper position before moving his
locomotive over them.

(c) At night the signal given by the Guard, Shunter, or other
competent employe, Engineman in the case of a light locomotive
unaccompanied, must be a green light held steadily m the hand.

(d) When a locomotive or train is shunting between a siding
and a running line, the Signalman must not reverse the points
unless he has had an understanding with the employe in charge of
the shunting; and in the event of there being no one in charge, then
an understanding must be arrived at with the Engineman.

Where a home signal is being used for a shunting movement
and the line ahead of such signal is occupied the Signalman must,
before exhibiting the signal for the movement, arrange for the
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Engineman, and Shunlcr if it be a pushing movement, to be
warned regarding the obstruction.

3. If two locomotives or trains be standing in such a position
that the Engineman of one might mistake a hand signal intended
for the Engineman of the other, such hand signal must not be
given, but the Guard, Shunter, or other competent employe acting
as a Shunter must convey his instructions to the Engineman
verbally. Before making any movement in response to a hand
signal, the Engineman must satisfy himself that such hand signal is
intended for him.

4. Employes conducting shunting operations must, whenever
it is reasonably practicable (except at interlocked stations when the
movement is controlled by a fixed signal) see that the points are in
proper position before giving the signal for the train to move in
either direction, and such employe, also the Engineman and
Assistant Engineman, must see that the train is protected by the
fixed signals, if provided.

5. During shunting operations on running lines Inside station
limits a Guard or other competent employe must, unless
instructions be issued to the contrary, ride on the last vehicle to
ensure that none become detached or are led behind.

6. (a) Where a fixed signal is not provided to control a
shunting movement over interlocked points, the authority for the
movement is as unden-

(I) Where the points lead from one siding to another or
from a running line to a siding-an All Right hand
signal from the signalman by means ofa green light or a
green (lag held steadily in the hand.

(ii) Where the points lead from a siding to a running line,
or from one running line to anolher-by verbal
authority from the Signalman, as provided in the
instruction "Fouling the Running Line Inside or
Outside the Home Signal" (see page 216).

(b) The Signalman must be careful to exhibit the green hand
signal outside the box, and, as far as possible, in such a position
that it will be taken only by the employe or employes for whom it
is intended.

(c) Whenever it is reasonably practicable, the Signalman
must, when exhibiting the green hand signal, advise the employe in
charge ofthe shunting movement how the points lie.

(d) No vehicle must be shunted past a fixed signal at the stop
position.

7. Regulation 69.-^a) When a signal applies from more than
one siding, and there is a locomotive under power in any of the
siding, or where any such siding forms an exit from a loco, depot,
no train (light locomotive excepted) or vehicle must (except as
provided in clause (b) ofthis instruction) be shunted into any of the
sidings until a competent man has been sent by the
Shunter-in-Chaige to protect the shunting operations at the
fouling points in the sidings.

(b) Ifa competent man be not readily available, the following
precautions must be adopted before any vehicle or train is shunted
into any ofthe sidings:-

(i) The Leading Shunter, or other employe in charge ofthe
shunting movement must first see that the line on
which the movement is to be conducted is not

obstructed at any ofthe fouling points.

(ii) If there be a locomotive under power in any of these
sidings, the employe in charge of the shunting
movement must verbally instruct the Engineman that
he is 10 keep his locomotive clear of the line on which
the shunting is to be performed, and the Engineman
must not foul such line until notified by the same man
that the shunting operations have been completed.

(iii) Should any of the sidings form an exit from a loco,
shed or depot, the employe in charge of the shunting
operations must, in addition to carrying out the
provisions of section (i), inform the Loco. Foreman or
Chargeman ofthe character of the shunting movement,
and tne latter must lake the steps necessary to prevent
any locomotive from fouling a line on which the
shunting is to be performed until he has received verbal
permission from the same employe in charge of the
shuntingoperations.

(iv) If, before the shunting operations have been completed,
the Shunter-in-Charge be relieved from duty, the man
who lakes his place must, before commencing work, go

to the Loco. Foreman or Chargeman, and to the
Engineman of any locomotive under power in the
sidings, and inform him thai the shunting is to be
performed under his supervision.

8, In loco, yards where there is a separate track for incoming
and outgoing movements, shunting must not be allowed in the
wrong direction if it can be reasonably avoided; trains or
locomotives moving in the wrong direction must be properly
protected.

9, (a) The shunter must be careful not to move any passenger
train for the purpose of taking it out of running, or any carriage,
from a platform, without first obtaining permission from the
person in charge of the platform, or if no person in charge at the
time, without first satisfying himself that all passengers have
alighted, and that the doors of the carriages and other vehicles are
properly closed and fastened. No passenger train or carriage must
be moved whilst any Lampman or other employe is on the roof,
unless a warning has been previously given and acknowledged.

(b) When pushing vehicles, the Engineman must be careful
not to push the front vehicle past any fixed signal which applies to
the track or siding on which the operation is being conducted when
such Signal is at Stop. The Guai^ or Shunter whose duty it is to
ride in the leading vehicle must be prepared to apply the brake
should the necessity so arise, in ordcrtoprevent the leading vehicle
passing the signal at slop. When pushing vehicles from which the
buffers have been removed, the locomotive is to be coupled to the
vehicle adjacent to it and all other vehicles without buflers in the
rake must be coupled together or coupled to vehicles adjacent to
them.

(c) In those cases where the fixed signal is controlled by a
track circuit, and such signal has been placed to the proceed
position, the signal will be reversed from the proceed to the stop
position when the leading pair of wheels enters the section of the
line to which the signal applies. In such circumstances the
Engineman may continue to proceed unless he receives a hand
danger signal to stop, in whicn ease the train or vehicles must at
once be brought to a stand.

(d) Shunters or other employes conducting shunting
operations must not shunt on platform tracks, sidings, or into
carriage Sheds, where carriages are standing, nor aitach a
locomotive or vehicles to the carriages until they have ascertained
that no red (lag or disc or light (indicating that Cleaners or other
employes are at work) is exhibited. Shunters must also keep a good
lookout when shunting on lines adjacent to those on which
carriages arc being cleaned. Special attention is directed to
Regulation 131.

10, Working of turn-tables,-(a) When, owing to defect or
similar cause, the Engineman and Assistant Engineman require
assistance in working the turn-table, the Guard, or one of (he
platform staff appointed by the Statlonmastcr, must promptly
render such assistance. Enginemen. before bringing their
locomotives on to a lum-tabic must, as laid down below for
Guards and Shunters, sec that the tum-iable is properly set and
secured, and the necessity of keeping the locomotive cowcatchers
adjusted loihc standard height is impressed upon allconcemed.

(b) When a motor coach is to be turned on a lum-table where
overhead ctecirical equipment is installed, the Engineman of the
motor coach must lower (he pantograph, close the pantograph
isolating cock, and securely apply the brakes before the turning
movement of the tum-iabie is commenced; the pantograph must
not be raised, nor must the pantograph isolating cock be opened,
or the brakes released, until the turning movement is completed.
The Shunter, or other employe, in charge of the movement of the
turntable must also see that the pantograph is lowered before the
turning movement of the tum-lable is commenced.

(c) Before any train or vehicle is allowed to pass on to a
lum-table, the Guard, Shunter, or other employe In charge of the
shunting movement must sec that the turn-table is in the right
position, i.e., that it is level or "down" at the end the vehicle is
approaching, and properly secured by the pawls or other
appliances provided for the purpose. The train or vehicle must be
moved cautiously when crossing the table.

(d) Tum-tables arc equipped with a special type of lock which
is operated by the ring spanner carried in the Engineman's kit on
locomotives.

Tum-tables must be kept locked when not being used and all
conccmcd are to ensure that the ring spanner is relumed to the
Engineman's kit immediately after use.

11, (a) When any vehicle or vehicles are being shunted against
a train or carriage containing passengers, the air brakes on such
vehicle or vehicles must be in good working order, and he
connected through to the locomotive.
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(b) The doors of loaded or empty vehicles must be properly
fastened before shunting is commenced, and when vehicles are
partially discharged, eare must be taken to see that the loads are
also secured before the wagons are moved. Vehicles must not be
roughly shunted, and careful attention must be given to the proper
application of the necessary hand brakes in order to avoid forcible
contact ofvehicles with other vehicles, or with buffer slops.

(c) Oil tank wagons are, on occasions, found to be damaged,
due. evidently to rough, shunting; employes concerned, therefore,
must exercise special care when dealing with these vehicles.

(d) Vestibule buffer beams on carriage stock may be damaged
if they come in contact with buffer slops. Special care must
therefore be exercised to prevent this class of rolling stock from
coming in contact with buffer stops.

12. When persons are engaged in removing goods into or out
of wagons, or any employe is engaged in repairing wagons, the
Engineman must give notice to all such persons by whistling once
before moving vehicles that are standing in Sidings, or which may
be under repair; and except where instructions are issued to the
contrary, the Shunter or other employe, before giving the signal to
the Engineman to move such vehicle, must always walk the whole
length of the vehicles, and personally caution each individual who
is engaged in or about the vehicles, and, at the same time, make
him understand when it will be safe to resume his work. (Sec also
Regulation 131.)

13. Vehicles must not be hand shunted by placing a piece of
limber through the spokes of one of the wheels and levering it
against the "W" guard, as this causes the guard to become
damaged. If any leverage is required to move the vehicle, a pinch
bar must be used between the rail and wheel.

14. (a) Every Shunter or other employe in charge of a tractor
that is used for shunting purposes must exercise special care in the
movement of vehicles into or out of goods sheds or about piers.
Vehicles must not be moved until it has been ascertained that the
doors are securely fastened, and that persons working in, about, or
between such vehicles have been duly wamed.

(b) Operations Depot Managers, Stationmasters, Signalmen,
Shunters, and other employes must clearly understand that rules,
regulations, and other instructions, applicable to work ordinarily
performed by locomotive power shall, so far as they are consistent,
apply with equal force when such work is performed with a tractor.

15. Where there are hand points worked by a reversible lever
such lever must not be released during shunting operations until
the last vehicle or the light locomotive, as the case may be, is clear
ofthe points.

16. Hand Brakes.-{n) White squares are painted on wagons
and vans to assist Shunters and others in promptly ascertaining the
position ofthe hand brake on moving vehicles.

The white squares are painted on the vehicle as shown
hereunder.-

One on lower comer of vehicle immediately above
brake handle.

One at each comer of vehicle on same side as brake

handle.

(b) Hand brakes on "Q'TVF.-l/l; uogons.-It should be noted
in connection with the hand brakes on certain "Q" (VFAA)
wagons that, unlike those on "QR" (VOWA) wagons they do not
operate on both bcwies simultaneously. If the brake be required on
both bogies the brake lever at each end must be applied.

17. Every Guard must see that the doors of all vehicles
forming his train are securely fastened before commencing the
journey.

18. Loose shunting of vehicles containing explosives or live
stock is strictly forbidden see Regulation 132. For definition of
loose shunting, sec page 124 ofthis book.

19. Regulation lS6.-An Engineman. when engaged in
shunting, must not leave the locomotive in charge ofthe Assistant
Engineman whilst away attending to Departmental business, but,
when necessary, must send the Assistant Engineman to deal with
any urgent correspondence or telegrams, if at anytime it should
become necessary for the Engineman to leave his locomotive, he
may leave his locomotive in the charae of the Assistant
Engineman. but the locomotive must not be moved during the
Engincmun's absence.

20. The Slallonmasler or other responsible employe Is
enjoined (o see, as he goes about the station yard, that the
Instnicilons herein laid down are strictly observed by the employes
concerned.

SECURITY OF WATER COLUMNS, HOSES, AND
TROUGHS, ETC,

(Regulations 135 and 182).

1. (a) The attention of Enginemen, Stationmasters, Yard
Foremen, Guards, and Shunters is directed to Regulation 135 and
182, which prescribe that they are required to see that the spouts of
water columns, etc.. are secured clear ofthe tracks.

(b> Full responsibility for securing the spout, hose, or trough
rests with the Engineman, and althou^ the other employes
referred to are expected to see that the spouts, etc., are clear ofthe
tracks, it is not expected that the latter should examine the
fastenings immediately afier use, but Stationmasters and Yard
Foremen must give occasional attention to that aspect and report
every case in which spouts, etc., are not properly secured.

Enginemen must also report every case in which the fastenings
are not adequate for requirements.

2. Trackmen, when patrolling the section, or when working
in the vicinity of water columns, must see that the spouts, etc., are
secured clear of tracks, and that the approved fastenings are
provided and in proper order.

3. Economy in Use of Water.-^a) Due care must be exercised
by Enginemen to prevent waste of water when filling the tender
tanks. The water must be promptly and properly shut off when a
sufficient supply has been obtained.

(b) In the event of leakage at columns, or a defect in the water
supply eouipmeni being noticed, the matter must be reported
direct as shown hereunden-

(i) Couniry Disiricis.-To the Works Foreman for the
section.

(ii) Meiropoliian Disiricl.-To the Plant Engineer North
Melbourne.

SHUNTING OPERATIONS AT SUBURBAN STATIONS
DURING THE NIGHT.

Shunting operations cannot be performed without some noise
but all concerned are urged to keep the extent of disturbance at
night to the lowest possible limit, so that householders who live in
the vicinity shall have as little cause for complaint as possible. The
sounding of the locomotive whistle should be kept down Co a
minimum.

WAGON WEIGHBRIDGES WITH RELIEF TRACKS

1(a) Wagon weighbridges at some stations and sidings are
provided with relief tracks, which permit of locomotives and other
rolling stock not requiring to be weighed to pass over without in any
way inlcrferlnc with, or Imposing weight upon, the weighing centre
and bearings of the weighbridges.

(b) The lever working the points at each end of the
weighbridge is in the weighbridge office, and under the conlroi of
the person attending to the weighing, who must, immediaieiy the
weighing has ceased, arrange to have all vehicles placed clear ofthe
points, which must then oe set for the relief track. The normal
position of the points is for the relief track, and the Shunter must
see that they are in that position before permitting any locomotive
or vehicle, which is not to be weighed, to pass overthcm.

2. Except where a relief track is provided, vehicles must not
be allowed to pass over any weighbridge at a speed exceeding 6
kilometres per hour (4 mph). Where a relief track is provided the
speed of any locomotive or vehicle when passing over the
weighbridge on the relief track must not exceed 12 kilometres per
hour (8 mph).

Unless otherwise provided locomotives must not be permitted
to pass over a wagon weighbridge where a relief track is not
provided.

3. Serious damage is likely to be caused to the undergearofa
weighbridge by shunting movements. Whenever possible in
marshalling operations or other shunting movements vehicles
must be kept clear of the weighbridge; and (except in weighing
operations), when it is necessary for a vehicle to pass over the
weighbridge it must be run on the relief track where such a track is
provided. After being weighed, vehicles must not be bumped off
the weighbridge, but a pinch-bar must be used when necessary to
start them.
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STATIONS WITH SIDINGS CLOSE TO THE RUNNING
LINF5.

(Regulation 128).

1. Loading or Unloading l/)ng Arlicles.-The Stationmaster
or other responsible employe at any station having a siding
adjacent to a running line, must, prior to such work commencing,
satisfy himself as to the character of anything to be loaded or
unloaded, and ifany work in connection with loading or unloading
is likely to foul the running line, must take special care to sec that
all persons connected with such work are warned that it must not
be commenced until authorised by him; when practicable, the
work must be personally supcrvisecf by the Stationmaster or other
responsible employe, and he must arrange for the work to be
suspended prior to the approach of any tram. (See also sub-clause
(d)ofclause9. page 16.)

2. Opening Vehicle Doors.-Stationmasters and other
responsible employes, must, at all times, have a clear
understanding with each person having business at the siding, to
the e^ecl that swing doors on the side nearest the running line must
not be opened without their permission, and, before giving
permission, the necessary steps must be taken for the safety of
passing trains.

CONTINUOUS BRAKE AND OTHER COUPLINGS.

Siationmasters at intermediate stations must, as far as
practicable, observe the state of the air brake and other couplings,
and have adjustments made when necessary.

ENGINEMEN AND RAIL MOTOR ENGINEMEN UNDER
OPERATIONS ORDERS

1. At the undermentioned stations the times at which
locomotives and/or rail motors are brought under Operations
orders, and released therefrom, must be recorded on Fonn TR.
71L. The lime ofcrews is computed from the information supplied
on these returns, and care, therefore, be taken to see that they are
correctly compiled.

Stations must furnish the required information as shown in
the following sectionsi-

(i) DAILY (midnight to midnight);-
Ararat Hamilton Seymour
Ballarat Horsham Shepparton
Benalla Korumburra Traralgon
Bendigo Lilydale Wangamlta
Camperdown Maryborough Warragul
Dimboola Murtoa Warmambool
Donald Numurkah Wodonga

(ii) For periods ending midnight on TUESDAY,
THURSDAYS and SATURDAYS:-

KorongVale Serviceton

(iii) For periods ending midnight on WEDNESDAYS and
SATURDAYS:-

Baimsdale Mildura Toolamba
Horsham Portland Wycheproof
Maffra Sale Yarrawonga

Swan Hill

(iv) For periods ending midnight on SATURDAYS:-
Bacchus Marsh Dandcnong Ultima
Balranald Murchison East Warracknabeal
Cobram Orbosi Wonthaggi
Cudgewa Tocumwal Yarram

In all cases, the original shall be forwarded to Room 429 Head
Ofilce, Spencer Street immediately after the close of the period for
which the return is compiled.

2. At stations not provided for in the preceding clause,
shunting dockets must be used in accordance with the following
instructions, and a copy of each docket issued with respect to
locomotives ofgoods trains must be promptly forwarded to Room
429 Head Office. Spencer Strccl.

(i) All shunting performed before the departure ofa train,
and all shunting performed after the arrival of a train,
shall be covered by the docket; the times being shown
under item I and2.

(ii) If the locomotive after being temporarily released from
the station yard, be detained over the "pit" or
elsewhere waiting orders that may be delivered later,
the locomotives must be regarded as being under
Operations orders as "stand by." until such time as it

may be definitely released, or has commenced other
work for the Operations Branch.

3. For work performed at the stations enumerated in clause 1.
and also at South Dynon, it will not be necessao' forEnginemen to
attach shunting dockets to their running-sheets, but for work
performed and for "stand-by" lime occupied at stations other than
those enumerated, shunting dockets must be attached to the
running sheet, or the time will not be recognised.

4. At Ballarat a telephone is provided in a box at a point near
where the loco, tracks converge on the Up side of the
Humffray-sircct crossing, so that Enginemcn may communicate
with the Signalman at Box "A".

When an outward locomotive arrives at that point the
Engineman must notify the Signalman, giving him all necessary
particulars, and the Signalman must enter such particulars and the
timeonT.R. 7! as soon a.s he receives the message. The time to be
regarded for locomotives going inwards toco. Depot must be at the
time of passing Box "A".

GOODS VEHICLE DOORS A T PLATFORMS, E TC.

Doors of certain vehicles, when opened, project outside the
minimum structure clearance at station platforms, and in order to
avoid damage, vehicle doors must not be opened whilst trains arc
being moved at platforms, nor at places where Ihey will foul
existing structures.

DOORS OF "QR" (VOWA) WAGONS.

The hinges and top boards on the doors of "QR" (VOWA)
wagons are liable to be damaged if the doors are allowed to drop
unchecked. Siationmasters and others concerned must, therefore,
see that proper care is exercised when the doors of these wagons are
being opened. If only one man Is available to open the door, the
following method should be adoplcd:-

(i) Secure the end ofa rope to the tension rod of the under
frame.

(ii) Throw the rope over the wagon to the other side, and
lake a turn round the tension rod on that side, and
secure.

(iii) Remove the pins from the door to be opened, and
lower by slaelcening out the rope from the opposite
side.

CARRIAGE FOOTWARMERS.

For instructions respecting carriage footwarmers see special
circular which is Issued annually.

PRIVA TE SIDINGS.

The following instructions must be observed in connection
with the special services rendered in respect of private sidings;-

1. Unless otherwise authorised by the Chief Operations
Manager, all traffic to or from a private siding must be in full
vehicle loads and consigned to or by the siding holder only.

2. For the purpose of recording particulars of vehicles dealt
with at private sidings or leased placing points, the types of service
and the book or ionn to be used in each case arc set out
hereunden-

(a) For private sidings or leased placing points in the station
vard. and private sidings outside station limits served by
locomotives which run switching trips-Guards" Switching Train
Book (T.R. 26A) mu-si be used.lbl For private sidings worked by
passing trains. Form T.R. 641) must be uscd.

3. (a) When vehicles are placed at or removed from a Private
Siding or leased placing point by a shunting locomotive, i.e.. any
locomotive other than ttiat ofa passing train, the Guard or Shunter
in charge of such shunting locomotive must have with him a
Guar^" Switching "Train Book. (T.R. 26a) in which he must enter
complete information in accordance with the various headings in
the book.

(b) The information must be prepared in triplicate by means
of carbon paper. The original and duplicate forms must be handed
by the Guard or Shunter to the Stationmaster or person in charge
at the supervising station and the triplicate form retained in the
book.
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(c) The Siaiionmaster or person in charge al ihc Supervising
station must ensure by enquiry from the Guard or Shunter in
charge of a shunting locomotive that Forms T.R. 26A have been
prepared by him recording all vehicles placed at or removed from a
private siding or leased placing point during his shift and the
siaiionmaster or person in charge must also ensure that the
original and duplicate of all such T.R. 26A forms are received by
him.

(d) Upon receipt of the forms the Stationmasler or person in
charge must compile form T.R. 95 (Report ofCharges imposed for
Special Services) and forward it together with the original of form
T.R. 26A to the Manager Country Train Operations not later than
the day following that on which the special service was rendered.

4. (a) When a shunting locomotive is not employed and the
private siding is worked by a passing train, the Guard of such train
must have with him form T.R. 64B on which he must enter
complete information in accordance with the various headings on
ihelorm.

(b) Form T.R. 64B after completion must be handed b>[ the
Guard to the Stationmaster or person in charge at the Supervising
station.

If the train, after working at the private siding, travels away
from the Supervising station, the Guard must hand form T.R. 64B
in al the hrst man-in-charge station for transmission to the
Supervising station.

(c) The Stationmasler or person in charge at the Supervising
station must enquire from the Guard of each goods tram which
terminates at, commences from or passes through his station
whether by that train vehicles have been or will be placed at or
removed from a private siding under his supervision. In every
instance where a train works at a private siding the Stationmaster
or person in charge at the Supervising station must see that he
obtains form T.R. 64B recording all vehicles handled at the private
siding.

(d) Upon receipt of form T.R. 64B, the Stationmaster or
person in charge at the Supervising station must compile form
T.R. 95 (Report of Charges imposed for Special Services) and
forwardit to the Manager Country Train Operations not later than
the day following that on which the special service was rendered.

5. The employe deputed to compile the wagon record book
(T.R. 73) must enter therein the necessary particulars from forms
T.R. 26A and T.R. 64B and file such forms. The Stationmaster or
person in charge must personally see that the wagon record book is
accurately compiled and that the number of the T.R. 95 report is
shown against the entries in such book for the vehicles in respect of
which the report is compiled.

6. Tarpaulins, lashings and standards on hand at private
sidings or leased placing points if not required for outwards
loading, must not be held in anticipation of requirements, but
must be removed to the Depot. Tarpaulins must be folded and
lashings coiled by the siding holder.

7. Unless otherwise instructed, the shunting charges arid
conditions prescribed in the Goods Rates Book will apply in
respect of vehicles dealt with at the private siding for the siding

8. The usual demurrage charges must be imposed for vehicles
(empty or loaded) which are delayed at the siding or leased placing
point teyond the regulation period.

9. Attention is directed to the instructions under the heading
of"Loading ofWagons," shown on pages 130-132.

10. The foregoing instructions do not relieve Operations
Depot Managers or Stationmasters of responsibility for the
inspection ofprivate sidings.

RAIL AGENT STATIONS.

The following instructions must be observed in connection
with the working of Rail Agent stations;-

1. The proceed signal must, unless instructions are issued to
the contrary, be kept exhibited at the fixed signals (where such
signals are provided), except when it is necessary that they be
placed at stop for the protection of a train which has to stop at any
such station, or for the protection of any other obstruction that
may exist on the running line which the signals arc intended to
protect, see also clause 3 and 4, page 68.

2. (a) On double lines and, when a train is travelling on a
train slalT ticket, or Ticket portion ofa composite electric slalT. on
single lines, the Guard will be held responsible for the proper
working of the signals, and if he be aware when his train arrives, or

become aware after it arrives, that it will stop for more than 30
seconds, all necessary signals must be immediately placed at stop,
and kept at that position until the train is quite ready to proceed on
itsjourney.

(b) In the case of a light locomotive, the Engineman, must
arrange for the Assistant Engineman to act in the way prescribed
forthe Guard.

(c) In accordance with clause 5 of the Train Staff and Ticket
Instructions, page 158 the Guard must ascertain from the
Stationmaster or person in charge of the staff station in the rear
whether his train will travel on the train staff or on a train staff
ticket.

(d) For instructions in regard to the protection of trains at
stations on single lines where fixed signals are not provided, see
page 38.

3. Where there are fixed signals, the Ganger must arrange for
them to be tested daily in order to see that they are working
properly. If necessary, the signal wires must be properly adjusted.
Except where special instructions are issued to the contrary, the
signal lamps must be lighted in accordance with the practice laid
down on page 49.

4. (a) The Rail Agent is responsible for the cleanliness of the
office, ladies" closets, and waiting room.

(b) The Rail Agent's husband must, in hisown lime, lubricate
and keep clean the working pans of points, oil the accessible parts
of the crane, oil all platform trollies and hand trucks, clean the
signal and other lamps and light them when necessao't sweep and
keep clean the men's closets and urinals and all other buildings;
fold up tarpaulins, coil lashings, collect machine frames, packing
material, and dunnage, and place them on the platform, where
they can be readily picked up by the Guard. He must, also in his
own time, examine all wagons standing in the station yard, and see
that they are properly covered when necessary, and empty out any
water that may be lying in the hollows of tarpaulins. Lashings of
wagons and tarpaulins must be lightened when necessary in order
to ensure that the loading in such wagon will be properly
protected. Any damageable goods lying on the platform must be
placed in the station oftice, waiting room, or van goods shed. Other
goods must be placed undersuiiable shelter when available.

The instructions in clause 6 to the Guard will not in any way
relieve the Rail Agent's husband from the performance of thfese
duties.

(c) The working parts of the points should, as far as possible,
be cleaned and lubricated without unlocking them. When
opportunity offers, that is, when trains are working at the station,
or when the Signal Adjuster is inspecting the points, they must be
thoroughly cleaned and lubricated.

5. Where the Rail Agent is a widow or unmarried, or where a
Voluntary Rail Agent is in charge of the Station, the Ganger must
arrange for the work referred to in sub-clause (b) of clause 4 being
performed by a Repairer during the ordinary working hours. The
Ganger in charge of the lengtn of line in which the station is
situated is responsible for seeing that the points are properly
attended to.

6. (a) TheGuardmusi examine the loaded wagons put offhis
train as they are placed in the station yard, and when time permits
tighten the lashings and tie ropes ofiarpaulins when necessary, and
empty any water out of the tarpaulins. The Guard must see all
damageable goods, other than those which it is necessary to leave
effectively covered in wagons, are placed in the station office,
waiting room, or van gooas shed, and that all other outside goods
are properly disposed of. He must arrange the removal from the
station of all surplus tarpaulins, lashings, machine frames, packing
material, and dunnage. He must see that all parcels and mail bags
are placed in safe custody, initial all waybills, date them, and
endorse thereon particulars ofany discrepancies. When reasonably
practicable, he should note the contents ofany loaded wagon put
off his train, particularly if it be loaded with machinery, and
endorse the way-bill to show whether in good order or otherwise.

(b) The Guard is responsible for the proper security of the
points and scotch blocks, and for securing the vehicles left in the
siding. The local keys of the points and scotch blocks must, when
not in use, be kept in the office, and the Rail Agent must not allow
any authorised person to have possession of them. After shunting
operations are completed, the Guard must, if he has used the local
keys, personally return them to the Rail Agent.

7. The Guard must promptly report to the Operations Depot
Manager or Supervising Stationmaster any case where padlocks
are missing or damaged, or where points, locking bare, scotch
blocks, or other equipment is out of order, and the supervising
Stationmaster must, if practicable, satisfy himself by personal
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inspection, or (where unable to make a personal inspection tiuring
his ordinaij' hours of duty), by frequently obtaining an assurance
from the Guard, that the padlocks, locking bars. iDoints. scotch
blocks, and other equipment arc in good order, and that the points
are kept properly clean. This clause, however, does not in any way-
relieve the Way and Works Branch employe from the proper
performance ofnis duties as laid down in Regulation 281,

8. The Rail Agent must report by telephone to the
Supervising Stationmaslcr at 9 a.m. daily, or other suitable hour
according to the train service-

la) The number of wagons and vans on hand containing
inwards loading and the steps taken to have them released;

(b> The number of empty wagons and vans ordered for
outwards loading.

As far as is reasonably practicable, the orders for wagons and
vans should be in writing.

9. The Guard must, unless otherwise instructed, arrange for
loaded and empty wagons and vans to be cleared without undue
delay. He must also see. before taking on outwards loaded wagons,
that the loads and wagon doors are perfectly safe and secure. The
Stationmasler at the Station where the wagons are waybilled must
arrange for them to be carded, and must himself inspect the
loading, or if this be not practieable, then the Manager for the
District must make satisfactory arrangements for the loading to be
inspected.

10. When the vehicles arc not unloaded within the regulation
lime (see Goods Rates Book), the work of unloading must be done
afterihe completion of the ordinary day's work by the husband of
Che Rail Agent, or. should the Rail Agent be unmarried or a
widow, by one of the Repairers for the Action. The charge for
unloading must be collected from the consignee, before deliveo is
given, and paid to the man who does the work.

11. Should the Rail Agent be relieved by a lad, the Guard will
not be relieved of his responsibilities as laid down herein, but in
the event of a competent adult male employe being placed
temporarily in charge, such employes will be responsible for the
proper working of the station, and of the fixed signals, where fixed
signals are provided,

12. Attention is directed, to the Instructions, under the
heading "Loading of vehicles." pages 130-132,

NO-ONE-IN-CHARGESTATIONS.
(No-one-in-Chargv Siaiums are iiidicaied in the Working

Time-iable by the leiiers ' W.C " opposite the station namej

The following instructions must be observed in connection
with the working of No-one-in-Charge Slalions:-

1. The proceed signal must, unless instructions are issued to
the contrary, be kept exhibited at the fixed signals (where such
signals are provided), except when it is necessao' that they be
placed at slop for the protection ofa train which has to stop at any
such Station, or for the protection of any other obslruaion that
may exist on the running line which the signals are intended to
protect,

2. (a) On double lines and. when a train is travelling on a train
staff ticket, or ticket portion of a composite electric staff, on single
lines, the Guard will be held responsible for the proper working of
the signals, and, if he be aware when his train arrives, or become
aware after it arrives, that It will stop for more than 30 seconds, ail
necessary signals must be immediately placed at stop, and kept at
that position until the train is quite ready to proceed on its journey,

(b) In the case of a light locomotive, the Engineman. and in the
case of two or more light locomotives coupled together, the
Engineman of the leading locomotive, must arrange for the
Assistant Engineman to act in the way prescribed for the Guard,

(e) in accordance with Clause 5 of the Train Staff and Ticket
insiruaions, page 158 ofihis book, the Guard, must ascertain from
the Stationmaslcr or pcreon in charge at the staffstation in the rear
whether his train will travel on the train staff or on a train staff
ticket.

3. Where fixed signals arc provided, the Ganger must arrange
for them to be tested daily in order to sec that they are working
properly. If necessary, the Signal wires must be pro^rly adjusted.
Except where special instructions arc issued to the contrary, the
signal lamps must be lighted in accordance with the practice laid
down on page 49.

4. The Ganger in charge of the length of Line in which the
station is situated must lubricate and keep clean the working parts
of points and oil the accessible parts of the crane. He must arrange
for the signal lamps to be cleaned and lighted when necessary, for
tarpaulins to be folded, and lashings coiled, machine frames,
packing material, and dunnage collected and placed on the
platform where they can be readily picked up by the Guard. He
must keep the station premises clean.

The Ganger must examine all vehicles standing in the station
yards at No-one-iii-Charge stations in his length, and see that they
arc properly covered when necessary, and empty out any water
that may be lying in the hollows of the tarpaulins. Lashings of
wagons and tie ropes of tarpaulins must be tightened when
necessary, in order to ensure that the loading in such wagons will
be properly protected. Any goods found lying on the plalform
must be placed in the station office, shed, wailing room, or other
suitable shelter, but if no other shelter Is available, the goods must
be covered with a yard tarpaulin.

The instructions in clause 6 to Guards will not relieve the
Ganger of the duty of carrying out all or any of the above
instructions,

5. The working parts of the points should, as far as possible,
be cleaned and lubricated without unlocking them. When
opportimity offers, that is, when trains are working at the station ,
or when the Signal Adjuster is inspecting the points, they must be
thoroughly cleaned and lubricated.

6. (a) The Guard must examine the loaded wagons put off his
train as they arc placed in the Station yard, and when time permits
tighten the lashings and lie ropes of covers when necessary, and
empty out any water that may be lying in the hollows ofcovers. He
must initial all waybills, date them, and show thereon particulars
ofany discrepancies. When reasonably practicable, he should note
the contents ofany loaded wagons put offhis train, particularly ifii
be loaded with machinery, and endorse the waybill to show
whether in good order or otherwise. He must remove from the
station all surplus tarpaulins, machine frames, packing material,
and dunnage.

(b) The Guard is responsible for the proper security of the
points and scotch blocks and for securing the vehicles Icff in the
siding. The keys of the points or scotch blocks must not be handed
over to any unauthorised person.

7. The Guard must promptly report to the Supervising
Stationmaslcr any case where padlocks are missing or damaged, or
where points, locking bars, scotch blocks, or other equipment is
out ol order, and the Supervising Stationmastcr must, if
practicable, satisfy himself, by personal inspection, or, where
unable to make a personal inspection during his ordinary hours of
duly, by frequently obtaining an assurance from the Guard that the
padiocKs, locking bars, points, scotch blocks, and other equipment
arc in good order, and that the points are kept properly clean. This
clause, however, does not in any way relieve the Way and Works
Branch employe from the proper performance of his duties, as laid
down in Regulation 381.

8. Ifa train run after dusk, the Stationmaslcr at the adjoining
station in the direction from which the train runs. must, except
where insinictions are issued to the contrary, send a lighted
platform lamp to the flag station, or. if so arranged, a Repairer
must light one. The lamp must be placed in such a position that
the Engineman of an incoming train can clearly see it on
approaching the station. The cleaning and trimming of the
platform lamp, or lamps if more than one be provided, must be
done either at the adjoining station, or by a Repairer, as may be
arranged.

9. The Guard must enquire at the previous stopping station
whether there are passengers on the train for the flag station, and if
so. verbally instruct the Engineman to stop.

1(1. (a) A red flag for use by day and a lamp with a red glass for
use by night are provided. A notice board is also provided
intimating to intending passengers that they must during the day
exhibit the flag, and after dusk light the lamp and, when necessary,
adjust the glass so as to exhibit a red light, to stop the train. The
Engineman must accept such red flag or red light as a signal to
stop. Before leaving the station, the Guard must replace the Rag in
its fixture or extinguish the light. See also clause 5. page 38.

(b) The Guard must attend to the passengers and collect the
tickets from those who alight and sight the tickets of all passengers
joining his train. Any passenger without tickets must be booked by
blank utility ticket, or by ticket where tickets are specially
provided. The Stationmasier at the depot or other authorised
station must arrange for the Guard to be supplied with Blank
Utility Book in which he must account for the fares collected from
passengers; Single or Return Blank Utility Tickets to be issued as
required.
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If a Conductor to be with the train, he must perform the
booking duties.

11. A notice board is provided intimating to consignees that
they can only obtain delivery oflnward goods or parcels from the
Guard while the train is at the station. If a consignee is not in
attendance when the train arrives, the Guard must sec that the
consignments arc placed in the shed. Goods, such as tobacco,
spirits, explosives, and paper parcels or cardboard boxes which
might contain suits of clothes, ladies' dresses or hats, or other
articles of value, must not, however, be lefl. but must be taken on
or relumed to the Supervising or other station, where there is an
employe in charge, and left there until such time as the Guard can
arrange with consignees to meet the train. Where a local resident is
authorised to receive and deliver goods, the Manager for the
District must make satisfactory arrangements with rcgtird to the
sate custody of the key of the shed.

12. (a) The Guard must arrange for particulars of goods
vehicles ordered to be furnished to the Supervising Siationmaster.
who will arrange the supply. As far as is reasonably practicable,
orders taken for vehicles should be in writing. The Guard must,
unless otherwise instructed, arrange for loaded and empty vehicles
to be cleared without undue delay, and he must also we before
taking on outwards loaded wagons that the loads are perfectly safe
and secure. The Siationmaster at the station where the wagons arc
waybilled must arrange for them to be carded, and must himself
inspect the loading, or, ifthis be not practicable, then the Manager
for the district must make satisfactory arrangements for the loading
to be inspected.

(b) For list of places where trains are not allowed to shunt
between sunset and sunrise, sec page 71.

(c) When vehicles are placed at or removed from a voluntary
Rail Agent station or a No-onc-ln-Charge station or siding by a
shunting locomotive, i.e.. any locomotive other than that of a
passing train, the Guard or Shunter in charge of such shunting
locomotive must have with him a Guards' Switching Train Hook
(T.R. 26A) in which he must enter complete information in
accordance with the various headings in the book. The
information must be prepared in triplicate by means of carbon
paper. The original and duplicate forms must be handed by the
Guard or Shunter to the Staiionmasler or person in charge at the
Supervising station and the triplicate form retained in the book.
The Siationmaster or person in charge at the Supervising station
must ensure by enquiry from the Guard or Shunter in charge of a
shunting locomotive that forms T.R. 26A have been prepared by
him recording all vehicles placed at or removed from a voluntary
Rail Agent station or a No-onc-in-Charge station or during his
shift and the Siationmaster or person in charge must also ensure
that the original and duplicate of all such T.R 26A forms are
received by him. Upon receipt of the fonns the Siationmaster or
person in charge must forward the original form to the .Assistant
Chief Operations Manager and have the necessary information on
the duplicate copy entered promptly in the Wagon Record Hook
(T.R. 73): after which the duplicate copy must be filed.

(d)(i) When a shunting locomotive is not employed and the
Voluntary Rail Agent station or No-one-in-Chargc
station or siding is worked by a passing train, the Guard
of such train must have with him form "T.R. 64ii on
which he must enter complete inrormalion in
accordance with the various heading on the form.

(ii) Form T.R. 64B after completion must be handed by
the Guard to the Siationmaster or person in charge of
the Supervising station.

(iii) If the train after working at the voluntary Rail Agent
station or No-one-in-Charge station or siding travels
away from the Supervising station the Guard must
hand form T.R. 64B in at the lirsi man-in-chargc
station for transmission to the Superx ising station.

(Iv) The Siationmaster or person in charge at the
Supervising station must enquire from the Guard of
each goods train which terminates at. commences
from, or passes through his station, whether by that
train vehicles have been or will be placed at or removed
from a voluntary Rail Agent station or a
No-onc-in-Chargc station or siding under his
supervision.

(v) In every instance where a train works at a voiumary
Rail Agent station or a No-one-in-Charge station or
siding the Siationmaster or person in charge at the
Supervising station must sec that he obtains form T.R.
64H recording all vehicles handled at such supervised
station or siding.

(vi) Upon receipt of foimi T.R. 64B, the Siationmaster or
person in charge must see that the necessary
information is promptly entered in the Wagon Record
Book; after which the fonn must be filed.

(e) Tarpaulins and lashings on hand at voluntary Rail Agent
stations or No-one-in-Charge stations or sidings, ifnot required for
outwards loading must not be held in anlicipation of requirements,
but must be removed to the Supen ising station.

13. When vehicles are not unloaded within the regulation
time (sec Goods Rates Book) the work of unloading must be done
by one of the Repairers for the section after the completion of his
ordinary day's work. The charge for unloading must be collected
from the consignee, before delivery is given, and paid to the man
who docs the work.

14. Any Guard (other than a Guard-in-Charge) who may be
required to deliver consignments at any station where there is no
one in charge shall be supplied by his Stationmasler with a parcel
delivery book. Particulars of all such consignments (goods and
parcels) .shall be entered in such book, and the consignee's
signature obtained therein. (For other arrangements with regard to
the Goods business, etc., see the "General Orders" Book.

15. Should a competent adult male employe be placed
temporarily in charge of a station classed as "No-one-in-Chaige."
he will be responsible for the proper working of the station, and of
the fixed signals, where fixed signalsare provided.

16. Attention is directed to the instructions, under the
heading "Loading ofwagons." pages 130-132,

WORKING OF STATIONS WHKRE THE GUARD ACTS AS
SIATIONMASTER FOR CERTAIN TRAINS, OR WHERE
THE RAIL AGENT IS NOI ON DUTY WHEN THE TRAIN

ARRIVE':S.

1. (a) At station.s (see list in Directory of Stations) where by
special permission of the Chief Operations Manager, the
Siationmaster or other qualified person in charge is allowed to be
absent on the arrival ordering the passage ofone or more trains, he
must (unless instructions are issued to the contrary) before going
offduty-

(i) Set and secure the main line points for the proper track,
and see that all scotch blocks and hand points arc set
for the protection of the running line and secured by
padlocks.

(ji| Leave written instructions for the Guard, in the wailing
room, or such other convenient place as may be
arranged, and lock the door.

(iii) See that vehicles loaded out arc properly loaded and
carded, and that the waybills for them, and for any van
goods or parcels arc left in the waiting room.

(iv) If necessary, light the fixed signal lamps and the
platform lamp.

(V) Leave all necessary signals at the proceed position, and
satisfy himseifthat proper signals arc displayed.

(vi) Make any other arrangements necessary for the proper
conduct of the station business for the time that nc will
be absent.

(b) The Stationmastcrs concerned must make the necessary
arrangements with regard to the key of the waiting room, or such
other place.

(c) When extra trains are put on. or trains run out of course,
the Stationmaster or pierson in charge must, if necessary, remain
on duty as long as may be necessary for the proper working of the
tratllc.

(d) Should the Siationmaster or other qualified person in
charge resume duty before the specified train has passed he must
take chaise of the station, and ofthe signalling arrangements.

2. (a) When the train arrives, the Guard, who will be
t'umished with a key of the waiting, room, or such other place as
may be arranged, must-

(i) If his train be the last for the day. and the signal levers
are accessible, immediately place all necessary signals
to the stop position, and. unless otherwise ordered,
leave them at that position.

(ii) If his train be not the last for the day. and the station be
on a double line or if the station be on a single line and
the train is travelling on a train Staff ticket, or ticket
portion ofa composite electric stall', the Guard, if he be
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aware when his train arrives, or become aware after it
arrives, that it will slop for more than 30 seconds, must,
if the signal levers arc accessible, immediately place all
necessary signals to the stop position, and keep them at
that position until the train is ouitc ready to proceed on
its journey, when he must place such signals to the
proceed position.

(iii) Attend to the passengers and collect tickets from those
who alight, and sight the tickets from all passengers
{'oining his train. Any passengers without tickets must
>e booked by blank utility ticket, or by ticket where
tickets are specially provided. The Stationmasterat the
depot or other authorised station must arrange for the
Guard to be supplied with Blank Utility Book, in
which he must account for the fares collected from
passengers; Single or Return Utility Ticket to be issued
as required.

If a Conductor be with the train, he must perform the
booking duties.

(iv) Place in the waiting room, or such other places as may
be arranged, any ordinary goods, parcels, collected
tickets, and correspondence, and lock the door.

(v) If there be any vehicle to leave, or to pick up, have
them shunted off or on, as the case may be, and see to
the proper security of the points and scotch blocks. (See
also Regulation 268).

(vi) If the station be a terminal, the Guard must obtain the
staff, and, provided the train has arrived complete,
place it in tnc lock of the staff ticket box. in signal-bo.x
or Siationmaster's office, or in the pocket of the electric
staff Instrument, as the case may tie, or dispose of it as
may be otherwise arranged.

(vii) If the train be the last for the day, extinguish the
platform lamps, but if any passengers remain on the
platform, leave one platform lamp alight.

(b) Unless the Station be a terminal, explosives and dangerous
goods, tobacco, spirits, etc., must not be left, but must be taken on
to the next station, where there is an employe on duty, and
returned from there at a suitable lime on the next train day.

(c) Should any emergency arise with which the Guard cannot
deal, he must call the Stalionmaster or other competent employe,
who must at once come on duty and take charge.

3. At any Rail Agent station, where the Rail Agent is not on
duty for one or more trains, so much of the foregoing instructions
as arc necessary for the safe and proper working of the station
during the Rail Agent's absence must be carried out by all
concerned. The Guard must, ifthe necessary signals have been put
to stop, put them again to the proceed position when the train is
quite ready to proceed on its journey.

4. In the case of a light locomotive, the Engineman, must
arrange for the Assistant Engineman to attend to the working of
the signals, in the way prescribed for the Guard.

5. For directions which, in addition to the foregoing, must be
carried out when the Staff exchange box or staff ticket exchange
box is in operation at staffstations, sec Instructions, pages 68-70.

See also page 71 for instructions respecting the working of
elearic staff instruments where a Guard acts as Signalman for a
specified train.

WORKING OF STAFF EXCHANGE BOXES AT STAFF
STATIONS ON SINGLE LINES.

1. Unless instructions are issued to the contrary or as shown
in clause 8. the exchange of the staffs will be made by the
Engineman of any train, including rail motor trains or light
locomotives.

2. (a) Staff exchange boxes must only be used when specially
authorised, and then only in accordance with the following
instructions;-

(b) At stations where a staff exchange box and also a staff
ticket exchange box is provided, authority to use the staffexchange
box does not include permission to use the staff ticket exchange
box.

(c) When a staff exchange box is to be used, the Stalionmaster,
or other person in charge, must have a clear understanding with
the persons in charge of the adjoining staff stations as to the
arrangements.

3. (a) The ordinary staff exchange box (large type) isnormalls'
secured closed by a special lock, and is operated bv the train staff,
or by means of^ a special releasing key. Special care must be
exercised to remove the releasing key from the exchange box after
the train staff has been inserted therein and. except when required
for use. the key must be kept in the usual safe position in the
Siationmaster's office known to those concerned. To withdraw the
forward section staff from the exchange box the Guard where
specified, or Engineman must insert the rear section staff, lettered
end out, in the lock ofthe exchange box. and at the same time give
it a halftum to release the forward section staff.

(b)(i) The Miniature Staff Exchange Box is illustrated
hereunden-

tKATUAfiST

STAFF EXCHANGE

0 0

(ii)

STAFFEXCHANGE

BOX

Illusiraiion No. I

Illustration No. I shows the Exchange Box in its
normal position, with the Releasing Key withdrawn
and the Operating Handle locked in the vertical
position.

STAFF EXCHANGE

6
STAFF EXCHANGE

BOX

llhisimiion No. 2

(iii) The method of working the e.xchangc box is as
follows:-

(aa) insert the releasing key and unlock the
handle, then turn the h.tndle so that it will be
pointing to "Free" on the side where the Staff
is to be inserted, insert the staff (lettered end
out) and press well home. (Sec illustration No.
2).

Ibh) After the staff has been inserted as set out in
section (aai above, turn the handle to the
vertical position, re-lock the box. and
withdraw the releasing key.
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(ix> After the releasing key has been withdrawn,
the handle must then be turned so that it will
ijc pointing to "Free" on the side where the
stall Is to be inserted by the Guard or
Engineman requiring to use the exchange box.
The staff exchange box is then set for the
specified train. (See illustration No. 3).

STAFF ̂ EXCHANGE^
$^BOX

/
STAFF EXCHANGE

BOX

llliisiraiioii No. 3.

(iv) To effect an exchange the Guard where specified, or
Engineman must note the position of the handle and
see that it is pointing to "Free" on the side where the
staff is to be inserted. He must then insert the staff,
lettered end out. press well home, and turn the handle
so that it will be pointing to "Free" on the side from
which the forward section staft is to be withdrawn, then
withdraw the forward section sialT.

(v) To remove the staff left in the exchange box. the
Signalman must turn the handle to the vertical position
(see illustration No. 1). insert the releasing key. unlock
the handle, and turn it so that it will be pointing to
"Free" on the side from which the staff has to be
withdrawn, remove the staff, and return the handle to
the vertical position, re-lock and remove the releasing
key.

The releasing key. when not required for use, must
always be kept in the usual safe position in the
Stationmasler's office known to those concerned.

4. At the slaff siaiion adjoining that at which a staffexchange
box is to be used, the Slalionmasier or person in charge must
verbally inform Engincmcn and Guards concemed of the
arrangements regarding the station or stations in advance.

5. (a) On arrival at ihe unaltcnded staff station where the
Engineman is aulhoriscd to effect the exchange of staffs, the Guard
must intimate that all is clear to clfeci such exchange by exhibiting
from his van during clear daylight the "Allright" hand signal and.
during darkness, a while light waved outwardly in the form of a
scmi-circlc. Until this signal is received, ihe Engineman must not
attempt to exchange the staffs,

(h) Where the Ciuard i.s to effect the exchange of staffs, the
Engineman must hand the rear section staff to the Assistant
Engineman, ami instruct him to take it to the Guard for the
pu^osc of effeciing ihe stall"exchange, and the latter, providing the
train has arrived complete, will operate the exchange box in
accordance with the foregoing instructions. When the forward
section staff is withdrawn it must be handed to the Assistant
Engineman. who must then deliver it to the Engineman.

(c) In ihc event of a failure ofa home signal at the staff station
where Ihe siatf exchange box is lo be used and the train arrives at
such signal, the Engineman. after challenging the signal and
obtaining no rc.sponsc. must give four long whistles to call the
Guard lo ihe from. The Guard must immediately go to the
Engineman, who must inform him of ihe circumstances. The
Guard must ihen proceed lo ihc station and. having satisfied
himself that Ihe Signalman is not in atlendanee and that the staff
for Ihc forward section is in the staff exchange box. he must act as
Signalman. If Ihe Signal levers be not accessible, and provided both
Ihc Engineman and Guard satisfy themselves ihal all points arc
securely set in the proper position for Ihe line over which the train
is lo run, ihc train may pass the home signal at "stop" and on
elTecling the staffexchange proceed on its joumey.

6. (a) When an electric slaff is required for insertion in a staff
e.xchange box, in accordance wiili ihc above instructions, the
Signalman concemed must take care lo select one that is in good

order. The rings must be quite light and free from damage, the staff
perfectly slraighi. and Ihe feaihcr in the key end ofthe large type of
Slaff must be clean and not in any way burrcd.

(b) The Signalman inserting a slaff in the exchange box must
test the box by withdrawing the slaff with the use of the releasing
key and, when satisfied with the result, the staff must again be
inscried and the releasing key removed.

7. (a) Assuming Stations "A", "B" and "C" to be the stalf
stations concemed and "B" ihe siation at which the staff exchange
box was operated, the person in charge at "B" must, when he
resumes duty, communicate with the persons in charge "A" and
"C" and advise them of his attendance. When he has
communicaied with the person in charge at "A" he may insert the
staffobtained from the exchange box in the proper instrument and
send the "Train Arrival" signal to "A".

(b) On arrival at "C" of the train for which the slaff exchange
box was operated at "B" Ihe person in charge must collect the slaff
from the Engineman and place it in the pocket of the proper
instrument until the person in charge ai "B" has advised that he is
in attendance when, except where instructions are issued to the
contrary, the staff may be inserted in the instrument and the
"Arrival" signal sent to "B".

(c)(i) In Ihe event of ihe person in charge at "B" failing to
report al ihc proper time, and he cannot be
communicaied wiih when a train is wailing to proceed
from "C" to "H" the staff for the section which has
boon retained in the pocket of the instrument may be
used for such train to proceed through the section. In
such a case the Engineman and Guard of the train must
be advLscd of ihc circumstances and instructed to
approach "B" cautiously, being prepared to find the
home signal at "stop",

(ii) If on the arrival at "B" the home signal be at "stop",
Regulation 75 must be complied with, and should the
person in charge noi be in attendance the Guard must
arrange for him lo be called. Should he be unable to
obtain the allcndance of the person in chaige within a
reasonable lime, however, the Guard must act as
Signalman, and if there be a slaff for the section ahead
in the staff exchange box at "B" and no crossing of a
more important train is scheduled to take place there,
and a bank locomotive key is not provided for use in
the section "A-B". the slaff for the section in the rear
may be secured in the box, and Ihe staff for the section
in advance released and handed to the Engineman for
the train to proceed. The Guard must, when handing
the staff lo the Engineman. instruct him in the same
manner as laid down for the Signalman al "C".

8. Slaff exchange boxes at the following locations will be
operated by the Guard; Elmore (Up trains). Raywood. Newstead.
Dunolly, St. Amaud. Birchip. Cowwarr. Heyfield, Cranboume
(Up trams), Meredilh.

INSTRUCnONS FOR WORKING STAFF TICKET
EXCHANGE BOXf:S AT SIAFF STATIONS ON SINGLE

LINES.

(For dirntUms whkh, in uMilion lo ihe following, mnn be carried
oiii ai .Siall Suiiioiii when ihe Staff Twkei E.xihange Box is in
operuiion. .<«' iininu iions for working Siaiions where ihe Guard

aei.i as Slalionmasier/or eenain trains, pages 67-68).

1. (a) Staff ticket exchange boxes must only be used when
specially aulhoriscd and then only in accordance with the
following insiructions;-

(b) Unless instructions are issued to the contrary, a staff ticket
exchange box must only be used to permit of a train (i) arriving at
the unaltcnded siation on ticket and departing on staff, or (ii)
arriving ai the unattended station on staff and departing on ticket
or (iii) arriving at the unattended station on ticket and departingon
ticket.

(c) At stations where a slaffticket exchange box and also a staff
exchange box is provided, authority to use the staff ticket exchange
box docs not include permission to use the slaff exchange box.

2. The staff ticket exchange box is normally secured closed by
means of a standard padlock, duplicate keys for which are located
as follows, viz,;-One at the Station at which the exchange box is
fixed, one at the stall" siation on one or each side of such station.
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and one in possesssion ofany Guard who will be required lo make
use ofthe staiTticket exchange box.

3. (a) The Stationmaster or other person in charge must,
before leaving duty, place the train staff for the section in advance,
also (if the train will be departing on ticket) a train staff ticket
properly Hlied in, into the staff ticket exchange box and have a
clear understanding with the person in charge ofthe adjoining Staff
Station in the rear as to the arrangements.

(b)(i) If at the lime at which the Stationmaster is authorised
to go off duty, he has not received the "Acre" message
for the preceding train from the staffstation in advance,
he must, unless he has reason to believe that such train
has been stopped by accident or disablement, fill in a
NOTICE OF TRAIN AHEAD Form (including the
butt of the Form), To which he must attach the train
staff ticket, if the train is to travel on ticket. The
NOTICE OF TRAIN AHEAD, together with the train
staff and train staff ticket, if the train is to travel on
ticket, must be placed in the staff ticket exchange box.

(ii) The Stationmaster must make proper inquiries if the
preceding train is in the section longer than the
ordinary running time of the section and if he has
reason to believe that it has been stopped by accident or
disablement, he must not leave his station until he
receives the regular intimation that the section is clear.

(c) Should it be necessap' for a train travelling on ticket to
work at any intermediate siding, where the points arc scoured by
special locks, and the master key for the section ahead is in
possession of the Stationmaster, he must also place the master key
in the staff ticket exchange box and endorse the staff ticket with the
words "Master Key," and before leaving duty he must have a clear
understanding with the staff stations on each side in respect of the
train carrying the master key, and the places at which it is to be
used.

4. A memorandum signed by the Stationmaster, containing
the necessary instructions for the trainmen, and setting out what
the train is to travel on, i.e., staff or ticket, over the section in
advance, also directions respecting the use and disposal of notice of
train ahead, or of the master key, must be placed in the staff ticket
exchange box. The staff ticket exchange box must be then securely
locked and the key of the padlock placed in its usual position of
safety,

5. When the staffticket exchange box is to be worked as a staff
station, the officer in charge of the adjoining staff station, in the
rear must verbally inform the Engineman and Guard, and instruct
the latter to peruse the written instructions which will be left for
his guidance in the slaffllckct exchange bo.x.

6. (i) On arrival at the unattended staff station, the
Engineman must take the inward staff or staff ticket,
and, if he possess one, the master key, or instruct the
Assi.stam Engineman to take it. or them to the Guard.

(ii) It will generally be found more expeditious for the
Engineman lo go to the Guard when the train is to
travel on the staff ticket, and thus avoid the loss of time
involved in the Guard having to goto the locomotive to
show the train staff to the Engineman. Whenever
practicable to do so. this course must be adopted.

1. (a) On receipt of the Inward train staffer staff lickei.c.. and
provided the train has arrived complete, the Guard must open the
Staff ticket exchange box and place therein such inward train staff
or ticket, then carefully read and comply with the written
Instructions left for his guidance by the Stationmaster. He must
retain and attach the Staiionmaster's memorandum to his
statement of running, but if the Engineman be personally
concerned in the Staiionmaster's instructions he must be allowed
to peruse them.

(b) (i) If the train is to travel on a staff ticket over the section
in advance, the Guard must personally hand the ticket
to the E^incman, and at the same time show him the
train staff for the section. The train staff must then be
replaced into the staff ticket exchange box by the
Guard.

(ii) If a Notice ofTrain Ahead be left by the Stationmaster,
the Guard must hand the form to the Engineman,
obtain his signature on the butt ofthe form and, replace
the book in the exchange box.

(iii) Ifa master key be lequired for use in the section ahead,
the Guard must remove and hand it to the Engineman.
and the master key for the section in the rear, if carried

by the Engineman, must be placed into the exchange
box). If, however, the master key received from the
Engineman be also applicable to tfic section in advance
(in which case there will not be one In the exchange
box), it must be returned to the Engineman if required
for use. but if it be not required for use. the Guard must
deal with it as directed in the Staiionmaster's written
instructions.

(iv) The Guard must finally see that the staff ticket
exchange box is locked and that his key of the box is
removed.

8. Where permission is given by the Chief Oneralions
Manager for the siafl' ticket exchange box to be used for a rail
motor train (without a Guard), or for a light locomotive it will be
the duly of the Engineman to act as laid down in these instructions
for the Guard.

9. Train crews working under these arrangements must be
careful to see that the proper staffs and tickets for the sections are
carried and exchanged.

10. On resuming duty, the Stationmaster must unlock the
box, and remove the train staff or staff ticket left In the box. also
the Notice ofTrain Ahead book, if used, and the master key. Ifone
be left by the Guard. He must then obtain the "Acre" message
from the station in advance ifthc train departed on ticket and send
the "Acre" message to the station in the rear, if the train arrived on
ticket, entering the limes in the train register book, with particulars
regarding the working of the train during his absence.

11. Authority is hereby granted for the staff ticket exchange
box to be used in accordance with these instructions at the stations,
and for the trains specified hereunden-

Line Station

BenaIla-Yarre wonga
Hor&ham-Carpolac

Portland . .

Ouyen-Pinnaroo

BaIm)^le-Orbosi

Batter-Slony Point

St. iamei

East Naiimak

Con^h

Walpeup

Underteol

Murray ville
Nowa Nowa

Crib Point

Train

Pint or Last irain forihe day

First or last tram for the day
a nd for specilied 1rains

Fini or lau tram for the day
First or lait train for the day

First or last tram for the day
and for speciried trains

WORKING OF COMPOSITE STAFF EXCHANGE BOXES
ATSTAFFSTATIONS ON SINGI.K LINES

1. In addition to a Staff Exchange box, a composite Stall"
Exchange box is provided at certain stations, in order that up to
three trains in one or both directions may be worked through a
staffslat ion without the Signalman being in attendance.

The Composite Staff Exchange box consists of a long box
divided Into two compartments, the lid of each compartment being
secured by a 5P padlock. The names ol'the sections to which each
compartment applies are shown thereon.

2. Method of Operalion-'A' *8' and 'C represent three
consecutive staff stations. *B' nil! be unattended. Trains arc to be
worked from 'A' lo 'C.

(a) The Signalmen must confer with the Train Controller and
arrive at an understanding as to the trains which will be worked
through on the Composite SiaffExchange Box.

(b) "The Signalman 'B' must before going off duly, release a
Composite Staff for the rear section and obtain a Composite Staff
for the forward section and place and lock this staff in the proper,
compartment of the exchange hox. The necessary fixed signals
must then be placed to the Proceed position.

3. (a) The Signalman at 'A' must, in addition to handing the
Engineman the prescribed portion of the Composite Staff, instruct
the Engineman and Guard in writingofihc arrangements at '8',

(b) Immediately a train is despatched on Ticket 'A' or 'B'
portion of the Composite Staff, the Signalman at 'A' must advise
the Signalman at 'C by means of the "Apix" message. Except In
the case of a failure of communication, a following train must not
be permitted to depart from 'A', until the "Acre" message is
received from 'C for the preceding train.
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(c) In the event of a failure of eommunicaiion, a following
train must not be permitted to leave "A" until the full running time
for combined sections "A" to "C has elapsed. The Engineman must
be furnished with a Notice of Train Ahead which will apply to
both sections. The Engineman must be informed accordingly.

4. (a) On arrival of each train at 'B' the Guards must act as
follows;-

(i) Train on Ticket "A' or Ticket 'B'-eollect Ticket
portion from Engineman and lock it in the proper
compartment of the box. The Ticket portion for the
forward section must then be withdrawn from the box
and handed to the Engineman and at the same time,
show him the remaining portion or portions of the staff
which must then be returned to the box. The train may
then depart.

(ii) Train on StalT portion-Collect staff portion from the
Engineman. join the rear section Composite Staff
together and lock it in the proper compartment of the
box, Withdraw the siafl" portion for the forward section
from the box and deliver it to the Engineman. The train
may then depart.

(iii) Train on Ticket "B' and Staff portions-act as laid down
in (ii) hereof, except that the Ticket "B' and Staff
portions will be combined,

(iv) On full Composite Staff-Exchange the complete staff
for each section,

(b) It will not be necessary for the Guard of any train to
exchange "Apix" and "Acre" messages, and, unless instructions
arc issued to the contrary, the fixed signals at "B' will be at the
"Proceed" position for the trains concerned,

(a) When a train which is travelling on Ticket "A'or Ticket "B'
arrives complete at 'C. the Signalman at that station, after
collecting the Ticket portion, must send the "Acre" message to "A"
(see also clause 3 (b) and (c)).

(fa) On arrival of the last train complete, the Signalman at C
must join the Composite Stall'together and place it in the holder of
the instrument until the Signalman at "B" resumes duty after which
the Composite Staffs for the sections may be deposited in the
instruments.

If. however, one or more trains arc to be worked through in
the opposite direction before the Signalman at "B" resumes duty,
the same Composite Staffs are to be used for this puipose: the
Signalman at "C must be particularlv careful not to insert the
Composite staff in the instrument,

6. On some lines, two or more consecutive staff stations are
provided with Composite Staff Exchange boxes, and. when these
boxes are to be used, each station so ctiuipped may be Unattended,

The combined sections may. ihcreforc. extend from one
manned SialT station to another, with two or more Unattended
Staff stations intervening. The instructions laid down in clause 4
hereof will also apply to the working of trains through consecutive
Unattended Stafl stations, where the Compiositc Staff Exchange
boxes are in use,

WORKING OF EI-KCfRir STAFF INSTRUMENTS WHERE
THE GUARD ACi'S AS SfGNAIAIAN FOR A SPECIFIED

TRAIN,

1, (a) Where specially authorised by the Chief Operations
Manager, a Guard ofa specified train may be utilised to perform
the train signalling duties at an cicctrie stalVstation for the purpose
of working his tram through such station, provided the train is not
being shunted for a rollowing train to pass, or is not crossing a train
running in the opposite direction, and the person in charge of the
staf station will not be on duty for the passage of the train. In every
.such case, the following instructions must be observcd:-

(i) Before leaving duty the person in charge of the station
must, in addition to carrying out the instructions
contained in clause I, page 67, leave the train register
book in a conspicuous position in the office known to
the Guard concerned, write out full instructions for the
Guard, and pin such instructions to the train register
book. He must also have a clear understanding with the
persons in charge of the adjoining staffstations as to the
arrangements. Where authority is given for more than
one train to be worked through under these
arrangements during the absence of the person in
charge ofthe stall'statlon, separate instructions must be
written out for. and addressed to. the Guard of each
train.

(ii) On arrival of the train the Guard must first place the
hortic signal to stop, obtain the staff from the
Engineman, carefully peruse the written instructions
left by the person irt charge, and then deal with the staff
for the rear section as laid down in such instructions. In
the event ofa staff not being withdrawn for the forward
section, he must peruse the train register book and note
whether or not the train arrival signal for the previous
train had been received, if no entry to that effect
appears in the train register book, he must call the
person in charge at the staff station in advance to the
telephone and ascertain whether the signal was sent,
and. if so. the signal must be repeated and
acknowledged, when the Guard must then withdraw a
staff for the forward section, hand it to the Engineman.
and. prior to the train departing, send the departure
signal to the stalTsiaiion in advance. If a staff has been
withdrawn for the forward section by the person in
chaige before he goes off duty, such staff, if it be of the
miniature type, must be placed by him in the carrier
and hung on the proper instrument. Ifthe staffs in use
are of the large type, the staff withdrawn by the person
in charge must be left in the pocket of"^ the proper
Instrument, but reversed so that it cannot be
inadverieniiy inserted.

(iii) If the foljowlng train be due to pass through before the
person in charge of the staff station is due to resume
duty, the Guard must, when his train is quite ready to
depart, place the home signal to "Proceed" for the
following train.

(iv) All signals senl or received on the staff instrument by
the Guard must be recorded in the train register book,

(b) Ifany emergency with which the Guard cannot deal should
arise, he must call the slalionmastcr or other competent employe,
who must at once come on duty and take charge,

2. On sections where this method of working is in operation
for certain trains, the Guards to be placed in charge of such trains
must be qualified in the electric staff system,

3. Guards and Enginemcn of trains working under the above
conditions must be informed at the last stalTstation at which there
is a person in charge ofthe arrangements in force at the staffstation
in advance, and that written instructions will be found pinned to
the train register book which will clearly set out the Guard's duties.

4. The Guard must be supplied with a key ofthe office at the
staff station, where he is to perform the foregoing duties.

SHUNTING DURING DARKNESS AT PLACES WHERE
nXED SIGNALS ARE NOT PROVIDED.

Unless specially authorised by the ChicfOpcrations Manager,
no train is allowed to shunt between sunset and sunrise at the
places shown liercunden-
E&soSlaniiard Oil Co's Siding a\
Shepparion

Bendigo Gas Co's Siding

^California Gully
Cave Hill Siding

Defence Depanmeni's siding,

Seymour
•Epsom

'Unless the Guard or Shunter in charge is accompanied by
an assistant.

Fmroy Line

Sale WharfLine

•Shire Council's stding. Glenrowan
While Rock Siding

Wise Bros,' siding. Tocumwal
exception, page
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LEVEL CROSSINGS.

I.F.VELCROSSING ACCIDENTS.

The slatT concerned must make everj' elfort to lessen the
number of level crossing accidents by keeping a sharp look-out
when approaching crossings, and by strictly complying with
Regulations 137 to 148, and other instructions. Every instance
where the staff observe drivers of vehicles failing to heed the
warning displayed for their protection, or attempting to cross over
in front of trains and thereby narrowly averting accidents, must be
promptly reported so that the owner of the vehicle may be
communicated with; the exact time and location where the
incident occurred, the name and address of the driver or the
registration number of the vehicle should be furnished. When
tefegraphing particulars ofa collision between a road vehicle and a
train at a level crossing, the Stationmaster or Ofllcer-in-Chargc
must, if practicable, include in the telegram the location of the
level crossing. Should the location not be readily available, a
further telegram should be forwarded when the inform.ition can be
obtained.

In the event of a collision between a road vehicle and a train at

a level crossing, the train crew must, before the tralti is allowed to
proceed on Its journey, make a careful examination of the whole of
the train. Including the undergear. in order to ascertain that the
train is safe to continue Its journey, and that no portion of the road
vehicle has become attached to the train.

WORKING OF LEVEL CROSSING GATES.

The aiicnlion of employes in charge of Level Crossings within
ihe Eleeirifetl Area is direcied to the insirueiions respeeling
overheadehdricai wires, c.. (Seepages 14-17).

1. Every Gatekeeper, Assistant Gatekeeper, or other employe
in charge of level crossing gates is responsible for seeing lhat no
unauthorised person is aifowed to work the gales, even under the
Gatekeeper's direct supervision. The gates must, in every instance,
be worked by the employe who is appointed to attend to them.

2, (a) Stationmasters and Signalmen, Gatekeepers,
Trackmen, and other employes at level crossings, must be on the
look-out for and lake steps to prevent traction engines or vehicles
conveying loads ofexceptlonal height, width, or mass from passing
on to level crossings.

(b) In the event ofseeing a vehicle or conveyance approaching
with a load or projection, the height of which exceeds, or appears
to exceed. 4 m (i 4') the Signalman. Gatekeeper, or other employe
must close the gales to prevent such conveyance from passing on to
the crossing, unless proper measures have first been taken to
permit the load to pass over the crossing in safely, and without
touching any wires or structures.

(c) On any line where overhead wires for electric trains arc
provided, the Slaiionmaslcr. or (where a Stationmaster is not in
attendance), the Signalman, orGaiekeeper or other employe, must
not allow any traction engine or conveyance to pass on to the level
crossing, unless the projections and load ol such engines or
conveyance shall, when passing over ihe crossing, be at Icasi 460
millimetres (18 ") clear of the contact wires and structures. If the
load will not permit of this clearance, the employe at the crossing
musl. unless ihcre is a bridge in the vicinity, communicate the
circumstances to the Overhead Engineer, who will arrange for a
qualified employe to supervise the passage of the load, c., over the
crossing; if, however, there is a bridge within reasonable distance
from the crossing, the person in chaise of the conveyance must be
directed thereto.

(d) Pedestrians seen carrying banners, lengths of piping,
spouting, c.. or poles in a vertical position must be warned not to
allow such articles to touch any overhead wires or structures.

(e) At level crossings where double gales are provided, the
Gatekeeper musl. except as shown in the following paragraph,
operate all the wings of the gales when the volume of vehicular
traffic justifies it and train traffic permits.

At each of the level crossings shown on page 78 provided with
double gates, the Gatekeeper musl. when the gales are to remain
open to the roadway in accordance with the instructions in clause
1, page 78, operate all ihe wings of the gates, irrespective of the
volume ofirafric.

(a) Signalmen. Gatekeepers, and other employes in chaigc
of level crossings musl. as far as practicable, carefully watch loaded

road vehicles passing over level crossings, and. in the event qfany
portion of the loaffing falling on to the permanent way, (he
crossing must be protected in accordance with the regulations until
the obstruction is removed and the line or lines are clear.

(b) In every instance in which gales are damaged by road
motor cars or other vehicles, even available means must be used
to obtain the name and address of the person driving, and. In the
case of a motor vehicle, of the owner of the vehicle, together with
the registered number. A full report of the occurrence, including
the above particulars, staling Ihe position of ihe gates at the time
(i.e.. whether closed across the roadway or line, or in course of
being opened for the roadway or line), and, if the accident occurred
at night, whether the gate lamps were alight at the time, must be
promptly forwarded through the Supervising Officer to the Head of
the Branch. (See also clause I and sub-clause (k), page 7).

4. (a) Where separate sets of lines arc laid over a level
crossing, and two sets of gates are provided-one for each set of
lines, the Gatekeeper, when closing the gates, must exercise due
care to prevent any vehicle, horse, or cattle being enclosed in the
space between the inner gates. When ail gates arc to be closed, the
outer gates of each set must be closed first. See also Regulation
142.

(b) Employes in charge of level crossings musl prevent animals
from trespassing through the gates under (heir control.

(c) Gatekeepers must open the road gates for the passage of
motor cyclists, as the latter are prohibited from using foot
crossings.

(d) Where hand (wicket) gates arc controlled by levers the
Signalman or Gatekeeper on duty musl apply the control to lock
the wickets on the approach of any train, and such control must
not be taken off until the whole of the train has passed over the
crossing.

5. (a) Repdation yi7.-The position of red lamps at level
crossings are indicated by brackets fixed on the gates, and Ihe
positions of these brackets must not be altered without authority.
Gatekeepers must see that a red lamp is placed on each bracket.

Except in the case of privileged gates fullv protected by fixed
signals directly operated or controlled by the Gatekeeper, the
lamps on all hand worked level crossing gates (both privileged and
non-privileged) on lines closed to traffic during the night must be
left burning until daylight.

(b) Gate lamps for level crossings-bolh interlocked and
non-interlocked gates-are supplied and maintained by the Signal
Adjuster for the district, to whom particulars ofany detect in a gate
lamp must be sent by the most expeditious means.

6. (a) Except as provided in sub-clause (c) hereof, where the
Gatekeeper is in constant attendance on the crossing, it will not t>e
necessary for the gates to be locked when shut across the roadway.

(b) At level crossings, where the Gatekeeper resides in the
adjacent gatehouse, and only attends to the gates when hailed, the
gates must be kepi locked across the roadway at night, except when
required to be open to allow the line to be crossed.

(c) In a case of emergency which necessitates a Gatekeeper
absenting himself from the crossing or gatehouse during the day or
night, he musl. before absenting hiinself, lock the gates across the
roadway.

7. At level crossings where the Gatekeeper resides in the
adjacent gatehouse and only attends to the gales when hailed, the
Gatekeeper must, when hailed, attend without delay and open the
gates as promptly as possible consistent with safety.

LEVEL CROSSINGS AT WHICH TRAMWAY TRAFFIC IS
REGULATED BY FIXED SIGNAIS.

I. (a) At a level crossing where fixed signals are provided to
regijlate tramway traffic over the crossing, such signals work in
conjunction willi derail points or other safety appliances in the
tramway, clear ofthe level crossinggaies.

(b) The normal position of the tramway-signals is at stop, and
a signal must not be operated for a tram to pass over the level
crossing unless the Signalman is satisfied that the tram can proceed
over the level crossing without causing delay to a train.

When trams are following closely, and the tramway signal has
been put to "proceed" for a tram to pass over the level crosing, the
Driver of the following tram must not depart from the compulsory
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slop mark uniil the preceding tram has passed clear over the level
crossing and, in addition, the tramway signal is at "proceed" for
the following tram.

(c) The Signalman must test and closely observe the working
ofthe tramway signals in order to see that they work well and show
properly, and, as far as is reasonably practicable, he must also
observe the working of the derail jpoints, which must be cleaned
once at least on each shift, or more frequentiy ifnecessary.

(d) During the time the signal-box is closed, or when it is
necessary for the Signalman to leave his box whilst on duty, the
gates must be left open for road traffic, and the tramway signals
placed to "proceed".

(e) Consistent with the safe and proper working of trains, the
working of the tramway and other road iralTlc over the level
crossing must be conducted by the Signalman with the least
possible delay.

(I) The Signalman must not reverse a signal against an
approaching tram except in case of emergency.

Ig) In the event ofa derailment or accident, from any cause, to
a tram car at a level Crossing, the Stationmasier or other
responsible employe must obtain the name of the Driver in charge
of the tram car, the distinguishing number of the car, and time of
car-trip, which, with full particulars of any injuries or damage,
must be specified in his report, (Sec also clause I and sub-clause
(k), page 7).

2. Level Crossing at which the Railway and Tramway arc
equipped with overhead electrical conductors.-Where the railway
and tramway are equipped with overhead electrical conductors,
the instructions and arrangements described hcrcunder are in
force, in addition to those prescribed under the preceding clause
it-

fa) The contact wires over the level crossing for the raiiway
and tramway are interconnected, and the supply of power to these
wires from the respective systems is controlled by a two-way
Switch, installed near the crossing. The opening or closing of the
two-way switch is controlled by the operation of the imerlocked
lever governing the gate stops, and, for the normal position of gate
stops by the wheel with which the gates are opened and closed.

When the gates are fully closed, and the lever of the gate slops
is set to fully secure the gates for the passage of a train, the contact
wires over the crossing are supplied with current at 1,500 volts
from the railway system, and when the lever of the gate stops is
fully reversed to permit of the gales being opened for the passage of
a tram, the contact wires over the crossing are supplied with
current at 600 volts from the tramway system.

(i) At some places a clearance bar, the interlocked lever of
which works in conjunction with the lever of the gate
stop, is provided on each side of the crossing. Where
clearance bars are not provided, track circuits
eonirolling the normal position of the gate slop lever
are operative.

Where crack circuits arc provided, the gate slop lever is
equipped with a lever lock controlled, in the normal
position, through the fouling track circuits, and in the
normal and reverse INDICATING positions through
the auxiliary contacts of the two-way switch.

In the event of a failure of the lever lock, the paper seal
provided in the cover of the lock must be broken and
the armature of the lock held in the lifted position until
the lever is operated. Before operating the lever under
these conditions, the Signalman must observe the trains
or trams are clear of the level crossing section
insulators, and in the event ofa failure ofthe lever lock
in cither of the indicating positions, that the correct
Indication is displayed as laid down in clause (b)
hereof.

After having exhibited a signal for an up or a down
train to pass over the level crossing, the lever of such
signal must not. except in case of emergency, be
replaced to the slop position until the whole ofthe train
has passed at least 9 metres clear of the level crossing.
When the lever of the gate stop has been reversed to
permit of a tram passing over the crossing, the lever
must be kept in such position until the tram has passed
clear of the crossing and the trolley has passed clear of
the section insulator.

(ii) If, owing to defect or other cause, an up or down train is
required to pass the home signal protecting the gates at
the stop position, the Signalman, before giving

authority for the Engincman to pass the signal, must
see that the gales are dosed against the tramway, and
kept fully secured in that position by the lever of the
gate stops until the whole of the train has passed at least
9 metres dear of the level crossing- In order to secure
the interlocking the Signalman must, if practicable,
work the lever of the home signal, even though the
signal may remain at Ihc stop position.

(b) An indicator is provided in the signal-box to indicate to (he
Signalman whether current is on from the railway or from the
tramway system. When the railway current is on, the indicator
shows "RAILWAY'", and when the tramway current is on, the
indicator shows "TRAMWAY". The respective indications
"RAILWAY" and "TRAMWAY" are governed by the two-way
switch referred to in sub-clause (a) hereof.

(i) If at any time the indicator show "TRAMWAY."
when in accordance with suh-dause (a) hereof, railway
current should be on, the Signalman must exhibit the
signals to prevent any electric train from passing on to
the level crossing until the circumstances have been
explained to the Engincman, and he has been
instructed to coast over the crossing with all
pantographs lowered, as laid down in section (ii) of
sub-clause (e).

(ii) If at any time the Indicator show "RAILWAY," when
Tramway current should be on, the Signalman must
exhibit ific signals to stop any tram from passing on to
the level crossing until the circumstances have been
explained to the Motorman and Conductor, and they
have been instructed to coa.st over the crossing with the
trolley lowered, as laid down in section (iii) of
sub-dausc (c).

(iii) If no indication be shown on the indicator, when in
accordance with sub-clause (a) hereof, railway current
should be on, the Signalman must act as laid down in
section (i) hereof. It no indication be shown on the
Indicator when tramway current should be on, the
Signalman must act as laid down in section (ii) hereof

(iv) If when a train is passing over the crossing the
Engincman should have reason to believe that there is
no power on the contact wire of the crossing he
must-except when coasting, as provided in sub-clause
(c>-noiify the Signalman as soon as possible, and the
Signalman must act as laid down in suo-clause (g).

(c) If any obstructions, such as a wire or fitting hanging down,
be observed by the Signalman, he must at once-

(i) Close and keep the gates dosed against tramway and
vehicular trafllc, and secure them by means ofthe lever
ofthe gate stops:

(ii) Exhibit the signals to prevent any train from passing on
to the crossing, sec sub-claiiso (d): and

(iii) Open the isolator that supplies current to the contact
wire of the level crossing, thereby cutting otT railway
current from the overhead equipment ofthe crossing.

(d) If, however, the obstruction bo such that trains can coast
over the crossing with lowered pantographs, as laid down in
sub-clause (c), trains may be dealt with accordingly, the
Engincman being instructed in accordance with section (i) of
sub-clause (b), hut the gales must be kept secured against tramway
and vehicular iraftjc until the Overhead Engineer or his
representative has intimated that such iralfic can be conducted in
accordance with sub-clause (a).

The men in charge of trams or vehicles must be informed of
the circumstances, when Irom any cause, the crossing is to be kept
closed against tramway and vchicularlraftjc.

(c) When, in accordance with the foregoing, it is necessary for
trains or trams to coast over the level crossing, the Staiionmastcr,
or in the Staiionmaster's absence, the Signalman, must as soon as
possible, appoint one or more competent hand-signalmen,
equipped with hand signals, to verbally warn Enginemcn of trains,
and (m the case of trams) Motormen and Conductors of the
necessity for coasting over the level crossing.

(i) When a hand signalman is appointed to warn
Enginemcn, or Motormen and Conductors in
accordance with the foregoing, he must, after having a
proper understanding with the Engincman. or
Motorman and Conductor, exhibit a green hand signal
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to the Signalman, as an intimation that the Engincman
has, or Moiorman and Conductor have been instructed
to coast over the level crossing, and the Signalman
must not exhibit the signal forany train or tram to pass
over the crossing until receipt of such green signal from
the hand signalman. The Signalman must see that the
hand signalman understands the duties he is required to
perform.

(ii) When the Engincman of an electric train has been
instructed that it is necessary to coast over the level
crossing, he must lower all pantographs before the train
reaches the overhead equipment mast on the approach
side of the crossing, and the pantographs must not be
again raised until the whole ofthe train has passed clear
of the overhead equipment mast on the leaving side of
the crossing.

(iii) When the Motorman and Conductor in charge of a
tram have been instructed by the Signalman, or by the
hand signalman, that it is necessary to coast over the
level crossing, the Conductor must lower the trolley
before the tram reaches the section insulator on the
approach side ofthe crossing, and must keep the trolley
lowered clear of all overhead equipment until the tram
and trolley have passed clear ofthe section insulator on
the leaving side of the crossing.

(f) The Signalman must at once advise the Overhead Engineer
and Elcciiical Fitter, of any failure of any part of the electrical
apparatus. If. when a train or tram is passing, the Signalman
become aware ofany excessive or unusual sparking or flashing at a
pantograph or irolley. or of any trolley leaving the contact wire at.
or adjacent to, the crossing or of any disarrangement of the
overhead equipment, he must report the circumstances by the
most expeditious means to the Overhead Engineer. The
Slaiionmastcr, also, must be promptly advised of all irregularities.
Sec also sub-clause (e), clause 7, page 16.

3. Fixed signals for regulating tramway traffic are provided at
the level crossings shown hereunder-

Station

Kooyong
Gardiner
Rivcrsdale . .
Olenhunily . .

Glenferrie Road
Burke Road

Rivcrsdale Road

Glenhuntly Road

1 HREF. POSITION SIGNAI.S AT LEVEL CROSSINGS

At level crossings where three-position signals arc controlled
by the Signalman orGatckeeper the gates must be closed across the
roadway, and the control taken offthe signals in good time, so as to
avoid an unnecessary check to an approaching train by the signal
protecting the gales, or by the second signal in the rear ofthe gales.

When the control has been taken off and the signal exhibited
for the train to approach, the signal must not (except in case of
accident or obstruction) be put to the stop position until the train
has passed the signal, after which it must be kepi at the stop
position until it is again necessary to take ofl" the control for the
passage ofa train.

TRACTION ENGINES OR HEAV\' LOADS PASSING OVER
LEVEL CROSSINGS.

(By-law351)

1. When an Operations Depot Manager or Staiionmasler
receives written notice that a traction engine, road engine, or any
vehicle or contrivance that is ofexceptional mass, height, or width,
or when any s ehiclc or contrivance is to be used for the purpose of
conveying a load that is exceptional, requires to cross the Line, he
must see that the time stated in such notice is not within 30
minutes prior to the lime that any train is due to pass. and. if
otherwise, must, unless instructions arc issued to the contrary,
request the person concerned to alter the time ofcrossing.

2. The Operations Depot Manager or Staiionmasler must at
once advise to the Road Foreman ofthe section concemod. the full
particulars of mass ofengine or vehicle, etc. and time ofcrossing.

3. When the written notice is lefl at a station other than the
one adjacent to the crossing, the Siationmaster at the station
adjacent to the crossing must be informed, in addition to the Road
Foreman.

4. Where the crossing is not protected bv fixed signals, the
Road Foreman must, in order to ensure the safety of trains and to
protect the crossing, arrange for a competent employe, with hand
and detonating signals, being sent out at least 1,8(X) metres from
the crossing in each direction, such employe to remain there
during the passage of the traction engine or vehicle across the
railway, and until it is found that the Line is again clear and safe for
traffic-

Where the crossing is within the home signals, the Operations
Depot Manager or Siationmaster must arrange for it to be
protected by such signals.

PASSENGERS CROSSING THE LINE AT STATIONS.

Where a level crossing is near the station platform, and
passengers have to cross the rails to get from one platform to
another, employes must exercise the utmost possible supervision
to prevent accident.
FOULING OF LEVEL CROSSINGS DURING SHUNTING
OPERATIONS.

1. (a) Vehicular traffic must not be slopp^ longer than five
minutes by goods trains or shunting operations at any level
crossing, and, when necessary, vehicles must be uncoupled and
drawn clcar'of the crossing or shunting operations suspended; this
applies also to fool crossings.

When vehicles which have been uncoupled are being brought
togetheragain, the employe conducting thai movement must stand
on the crossing and display the necessary warning, unless another
employe is stationed there for that purpose.

(b) Fire Bri^at/es and Amhu/ances-Emp\oyes in charge of
level crossings must sec that no unnecessary delay occurs to Fire
Brigades and Ambulances requiring to cross the line.

(c) When, owing to trains stalling, failure of apparatus or any
other cause, road traffic is likely to be stopped at level crossing
gates for an undue period, the Train Controller must be promptly
advised so that arangements may be made for Police assistance in
coniroliingthe operations ofthe crossing.

2. Where wicket gales are controlled by levers, the employe in
charge of them must keep such gales locked during sWnting
operations until he has had a proper understanding with the
employe in charge ofthe shunting, and has received his permission
for them to be opened.

3. (a) Before commencing a shunting movement which will
foul a level crossing not protected by gates, the employe in charge
of the movement shall see that an employe is appointed to stand on
the crossing to give the necessary warning to pedestrians and
drivers ofroad vehicles,

(b) If no employe be available to warn road users, as provided
in sub-clause (a) hereof, and the employe in charge of the shunting
movement cannot personally attend to this duty, the vehicle or
vehicles being shunted must remain attached to the locomotive,
and the employe in charge of the shunting movement must walk
over such crossing in front of the leading vehicle and warn
pedestrians and road users,

4. At a station where a footbridge or a subway is not provided,
the fixit crossings must, as far as practicable, be kept clear, in order
that intending pasengers may cross the line when necessary in good
lime to join passenger trains. Depot Managers, Staiionmasters,
Enginemcn, and Guards must give attention to this when trains arc
required to stop, or when performing shunting operations that may
unduly detain intending passengers.

S'OTE.-For inslnictions regarding the selling hack of a irain
over a Level Crossing, nhere gales are noi provided, ai a Single
Line Crossing slaiion. see clause 10. page 116.

USE OF TRAIN WHISILE. WHISTLE POSTS, AND
WARNING SIGNAUS AT LEVEL CROSSINGS,

I. (a) When a train is approaching any levei crossing, the
Engineman must sound the train whistle at such a distance back
from the crossing as will give ample warning ofthe approach ofthe
train. Enginemen must also make use of the wnistie during
shunting operations at level crossings.

(b) Where two trains approach any level crossing at or about
the same time, each Engincman must sound the whistle
continuously until his Irain has reached the crossing.
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WORKJNG OF LEVEL CROSSINGS

(c) The sound of ihe whistle should be distinct, with intensity,
duration, or repetition, proportionate to the djstance at which the
warning is rcouired to be heard, and the circumstances under
which it is used.

2. Whistle Posts.-<a) Whistle posts (see diagram below ) are
erected (as shown hcreunder) 3 metres from the Line on the
approach side oflevcl crossings not provided with gates:-

(i) At places where there is only one crossing two whistle
posts arc erected, one for each direction, at a distance of
440 metres from the centre ofthe crossing,

(ii) At any place where the distance between adjacent
crossings docs not exceed 220 metres, two whistle posts
are erected, each post being 440 metres from the centre
of the nearer crossing (and consequently not more than
660 metres from the farther crossing).

(iii) At any place where the distance between adjacent
crossings exceeds 220 metres, each crossing is dealt
with as an isolated crossing.

(iv) Where a crossing is adjacent to a station, whistle posts
are erected at the distances specified in sections <i), (ii).
(iii), or as near thereto as practicable.

Front of Cross painted iFhite
Back of Cross painted Black

(b) Every Engineman must sound the train whistle when
passing a whistle post in the direction to which it applies- After
passing the whistle post, the Engineman must again sound the
whistfe when near the level crossing.

(c) When starting from a place at which there is an qpen
crossing ahead, the Engineman in addition to giving Ihe starting
whistle, must again sound his whistle when approaching the
crossing.

(d)lfthecrossingbein the vicinity ofa station, the Engineman
must sound his whistle whether he is required to stop or not.

3. (a) Flashing Light Warning Signals at Level
Crossinas.-These Signals are provided to warn the public of an
approaching train. Whenever a train is approaching the level
crossing, the warning indication is given by two red lights on each
side of the crossing. (Tashingaltcmaleiy. and the ringing ofa bell.

As soon as the train clears the crossing, the lights disappear,
and the bell ceases ringing.

White lights acting in unison with the flashing lights are
displayed as an indication to Enginemen and Guards that the
apparatus is in working order.

(b)(i) At each level crossing a testing switch is installed and
the Gangcr-in-charge of that section of the permanent
way must arrange for the employe patrolling the length
of iine in accordance with Regulation 280 to test the
working ofeach level crossing warning signal.

The ringing of the bell alone is not to be accepted as
evidence that the signal is functioning properly. The
testing employe must also observe whether the lights
are operative. Ifthe lightsfail to function the signal is to
be regarded as defective.

(ii) In the event of the signal not functioning properly
when the lest is conducted an employe must, except as

provided in section (v) of this sub-elausc. be stationed
at the crossing to act as Crossing-keeper to wam road
users of the approach of each train until the signal has
been restored to proper working order.

A red flag for use by day is provided at each crossing
and is normally kept in the switch box. the door of
which is secured by a standard padlock. The empjoye
protecting a crossing during darkness must be provided
with a hand signal lamp.

(iii) If telephone communication be provided at the level
crossing where the warning signal has failed the
employe conducting the test must telephone the result
to the Staiionmasier at the nearest station and, if no
other employe be available to act as Crossing-keeper
vide section (ii) hereof, the employe who conducted the
test must perform this duly.

(iv) If telephone communication be not provided at the
level crossing where the signal has failed or if the
employe conducting the test is unable to gain
communication where a telephone is provided and
there is not sutllcient lime for the employe who tested
the signal to proceed to the nearest station to acquaint
the Stalionmiister of the failure before the next train is
due to arrive at the crossing, such employe must
remain at the crossing to act as Crossing-keeper, vide
section (ii) hereof, until there is sulficieni time between
trains to proceed to the nearest station to acquaint the
Stationmastcroflhe failure.

(v) Immediately on receipt of advice of the failure of a
flashing light signal, the Staiionmasier concenied must
telegraph the particulars to the Electrical Fitter and
Signal Supervisor and report the matter by
memorandum in the usual manner.

(e> Enginemen and Guard.s on observingany irregularity in the
working of these signals must report the circumstances to the
Stationmaster at the First station.

(d) In all cases of failure of flashing light signals, it will be the
responsibility of the Staiionmasier or Depot Manager at the
nearest station to arrange for an employe to be stationed at the
crossing to wam road users oflhe approach of each train.

AUTOMATIC BOOM BARRIERS WITH FLASHING LIGHT
SIGNALS AT t.EVEI. CROSSINGS.

1. (a) The operation of the equipment is wholly automatic
and operates as shown hereundcr-

(i) On the train entering the control track circuits, the bell
will ring and red Hashing lights on each side of the
crossing will begin to operate. After an elapse of five to
seven seconds, the barriers will commence to descend
with the flashing lights along the barriers operating.
The light at the lip of each barrier will show a steady
red light. The barriers reach a horizontal position
across the approach half of the roadway before the
arrival oflhe train at the crossing.

(ii) On the last vehicle oflhe train clearing the crossing,
and providing another train is not approaching on the
control track section in the opposite direction, the bells
will cease ringing and the barriers will begin to ascend.
The warning lights will cease when the barriers are in
the vertical position and the crossing is then open for
road iraflie. The controls arc arranged for the barriers
to be in a vertical position for a minimum time of thirty
(30) seconds before commencing a second operation.

(b) (i) At each level crossing a testing switch is installed and
the Ganger-in-Charge of that section of the permanent
way must arrange for the employe patrolling the length
of line in accordance with Regulation 280 to test the
working ofthe automatic boom barriers.

In testing the automatic boom barriers the ringing of
the bell alone is not to be accepted as evidence that the
barriers arc functioning properly. The testing employe
must also observe whether the barriers and lights arc
operating. If the lights, barriers, or bells fail to function
the apparatus is to be regarded as defective.

(ii) In the event of the apparatus not functioning properly
when the lest is conducted and employe must be
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stationed at the crossing to act as Crossing-keeper to
warn road users of the approach of each iialn until the
apparatus has been rcsiored to proper working order.

A red flag for use by day is provided at each crossing
and is normally kept in the switch box, the door of
which is secured by a standard padlock. The employe
protecting a crossing during darkness must be provided
with a hand signal lamp.

(iii) If telephone communication be provided at the level
crossing where the automatic boom barriers have
failed, the employe conducting the lest must telephone
the result to the Stationmasier or Depot Manager at the
nearest station and. if no other employe be availaljle to
act as Crossing-keeper vide section (ii) hereof.the
employe who conducted the test must perform this
duty.

(iv) If telephone communication be not provided at the
level crossing where the automatic boom barriers have
failed or if the employe conducting the test is unable to
gain communication where a telephone is provided and
there is not sufTicienl lime for the employe who tested
the apparatus to proceed to the nearest station to
acquaint the Stationmasier or Depot Manager of the
failure before the next train is due to arrive at the
crossing, such employe must remain at the crossing to
act as Crossing-keeper, vide section (ii) hereof, until
there is sufficient time between trains to proceed to the
nearest station to acquaint the Stationmasier of the
failure.

(v) If the barriers fail in the lowered position across the
roadway, the employe appointed as Crossing-keeper
must arrange for the oarricrs to be raised by hand to the
vertical position and to be secured in that position by
the latch and lock provided for the purpose. The
Crossing-keeper must remain on the crossing during
the failure of the apparatus and warn road users of the
approach of each train until the apparatus has been
restored to proper working order.

(vi) Immediately on receipt of advice of the failure of the
automatic boom barriers, the Stationmasier or Depot
Manager concerned must telephone the particulars to
the Electrical Fitter and Signal Supervisor and report
the matter by memorandum in the usual manner.

(c) White side lights in unison with the Hashing lights arc
displayed as an indication to Engincman and Guards that the
apparatus is in working order. Enginemcn and Guards on
observing any irregularity in the working of the automatic boom
barriers, bells of lights, must report the circumstances to the
Siaiionmasteror Depot Managcral the first station.

Power Failure Warning.

Some Level Crossing Signal Installations are equipped with a
device designed to provide early warning of a failure of power
supply.

The device injects an audible but unobtrusive lone into the
station service telephone line when a potentially serious power
supply situation exists.

The following notice will be attached or near telephones of a
station service line to which the power off warning device is
connected.

"POWER OFF' WARNING

A beep-like tone on (his telephone indicies that power has
failed at a Level Crossing Signal location and the Signal Supervisor
or Electrical Fitter-in-Chargc should be notified
IMMEDIATELY.

Nolc.-The li.sl of level ennsin^.v where hoam harricn are
provuled (v publiihed in die respeelive Disirici U'orkiiig
'I'iiiiv-Tables.

NOTE,-The list of level crossings where flashing light signals
arc provided is published in the respective District Working
Time-Tables.

BOOM BARRIERS AND FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS

Single Line Working

When the irafTic of a Double Line is being worked over a
Single Line of rails, vide Regulation 250. .Automatic Boom
Barriers or Flashing Light Signals will not operate for trains
running in the wrong direction over the Single Line until the
leading vehicle of the train is within a distance ofapproximately 3
metres ofthe crossing.

Except as shown below, the Engincman. in such
circumstances must stop the train when it is close to the Level
Crossing. He must then proceed cautiously forward until the boom
barriers or flashing light signals are automatically operated by the
approach of the train. The Engineman must mate frequent use of
the train whistle.

Kwpiions:-

Whcn the traffic of a Double Line Is to be worked over a
Single Line, the person instituting Single Line Working must be at
the same time arrange for an employe of the Way and Works
Branch to be stationed at each Level Crossing where Boom
Barriers or Flashing Light Signals arc provided.

The employe at the Level Crossing must been the alen for the
approach of trains in the wrong direction and operate the Test
Switch to lower the Boom Barriers or to set the Flashing Light
Signals in operation in sufftcieni time before the train arrives at the
Level Crossing. He must then exhibit a Green Hand Signal to the
Engincman of the approaching train. The display of the Green
Hand Signal will indicate to the Engincman that the Boom Barriers
arc in the lowered position or that the Flashing Light Signals as the
case may be, are operating; however the speed of the train must not
exceed a rate of 15 kilometres (10 mph) Per Hour passing over the
Level Crossing,

ELECTRIC BELL COMMUNICATION AT LEVEL
CROSSINGS.

1, At the level crossings specified in sub-clause (e) of clause 2
and in clause 3, electric bells are provided by means of which the
Signalman or other designated employe must announce to the
Gatekeeper each train proceeding in the direction of the level
crossing. The bell signal must be given in lime to give the
Gatekeeper warning ofthe approaching train,

Except where instructions arc issued to the contrary.
Signalmen must ring a stopping (rain on as soon as it commences
to move from the platform at their station, and a non-stopping
train must be announced earlier, at latest when it passes the arrival
home signal

2. (a) At the level crossings specified in sub-clause (e) hereof,
the instructions contained in this clause 2 will aply. Unless
otherwise ordered, trains (including light locomotives) must be
described a.s follows:-

Long Short
DownTraIn . . 1

Up Train , . . . 2
•close Gates for Shunting Operations . . 3
tRcpcal previous

Signal - 5
Cancel previous Signal . . . . . . - 4
Telephone Signal where.Telephone is pro-vided
Testing Bell communication . . . . 4

•This signal must be sent in regard to any shunting operation
that is likely to foul the Level Crossing.

tThis signal must be acknowledged by repeating the Bell
Signal previously given.

(b) .A long ring is produced by holding the key down whilst
counting four, and the interval between rings should be equal to
the time occupied in counting two.

(c) Where return ringing facilities are provided, the
Gatekeeper must acknowledge all bell signals by repeating them
back to (he Signalman.

(d) if a train should approach the level crossing without the
prescribed bell signal being received by the Gatekeeper, the latter
must, after the passage of such train, test the bell, if return ringing
be provided, by giving the Signalman four long rings, which the
Signalman must at once acknowledge; every such case, and the
result of the test, must be reported. In the event of a failure of the
bell, which will be indicated by the absence of the acknowledging
rings, the Signalman must report the failure by the most
expeditious means to the Fitter.

(e) Electric bells, to be worked in accordance with theEreceding instructions, are provided at the level crossings specified
eroover-
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Um *Uvel erasing
T rains Anitouivced by

Signalman at-

SunsbifletoServiceion . . Fores Street (Down trains)
BallarafC"

(Up trains)
Ballarai "D"

High Street DimbooLa

North Geeloni to Ballftnc. , Clarendon Road . . LalUI

Caulfield to Slony Point . . Neerim Road (Up Trains) Glenhuntly

North Melbourne to Upfield ParX Street

•• •• • 1 Bfuntwick Road . . (Up Trams)Jewell

»« M Barkley Street

Dawson Street Jewell

• » Albert Street

.. «» Hope Street Brunswick

• • •• Tinning Street Aitstey

»» »• ReynardaRoad . . Coburg

.. 0*Hea*$Road (Down Trains) Coburg

(Up Trains) Batman

Clifton Hill to Eppmi . . Beavera Road

Woollon Avenge. .

Norrnanby Avenue

Northcoie

Thombury

.. OakoverRoad Bell

WORKING OF LEVEL CROSSINGS.

*Classifled Signal-boxes are not included in ihis list.

3. At the level crossings speciEed in this clause 3. the Electric
Bell in use is not of the code-ringing type but instead when the Bell
Key is operated by the Signalman from the Station or Signal-box,
or Sv the train engaging the approach track circuit, the bell at the
level crossing will ring lora period offive seconds.

WORKING OF LEVEL CROSSINGS.

Line Level Crauing
Bell Operated for-

UpTrains Down Trains

Flinders SL-Upfield Park Street , . See Above . . By Track Circuit

Brunswick Road See Above . . By Track Circuit

BarkJey Street , . See Above . . By Track Circuit

PRIVILEGED GATES.
(Regulation 139)

Hereunder is a list of privileged Gates, i.e.. Level Crossing
Gates that arc closed across the line after the last time-tabled train
has has passed at night and, except in the case of Privileged Gates
firovided with full Signal Protection, until 30 minutes before the
irst train is due in the morning. In the case of Privileged Gates
provided with full Signal Protection, the Gates will be closed
across the line until 15 minutes before the first train is due in the
morning.

Non-Interlocked Gafe.r.-Unless otherwise specified.
Non-Interlocked Gates must be locked when closed across the
Line during the time that they are privileged.

Interlocked Gaf«.-At places where there are Interlocked
Gates, chains and padlocks arc provided for the purpose of
securing the Gates across the Line, when.necessary during stormy
weather, and when the Signalmen are off duty; before closing the
Signal box, the Signalman must see that the Gates arc set for Road
tr^cand secured.

"T" indicates Transportation, and "W. W." indicates Way
and Works Branch.

Branch,
under Nearest Upor Name ofSireet

Line control Station Down or Road

of- Side

Footscray iunct. to Echuca W. W. Echuca . . Down Pakenham St.

Echuca toDeniliquin . , T. Moama . . Up Francis Street

Maldon iunct. to Maldon T. Casilemaine . . l>own Graham Street

Cartsruhe to Daylesford W. W. Bullano . . Down Glenlyon Road
W. W. Mu^ Down Wheeler's Hill

Road

Geelong to Port Fairy . .
W, W. Daylesford . . Down Patterson St.
W. W. Panmurc . . Up Laings Road

TallarooVloMansneld . . T. Yea . . Up OllverSireet

Mangalore to Tocumwal T. Nagambic . . Up Goulhuffl St.
W, W. Tocumwal . . Up Murray Bridge

Springhurst to Walgunyah T. Rutherglcn . . Up Brown's Plains
Road

CaulfieId to Murningion W. W. Glenhuntly , , Up Ncenm Road
W. W. Mordialloc . . Up McDcnaldSt.

Nth. Melb. to Fawkner . . W, W. Jewell Up Park Street

W. W. Jewell . . Up Brunswick Rd.

W. W Jewell . . Up Berkley Street
W. W Jewell Down Dawson Street

W. W. Brunswick . . Up Albert Street

W. W. Ansiey . . Up Hope Street
.1 - . . w, w Anstey > . Down Tinning Street

.1 w. w. Moreland . . Down Revnar^ Road
w. w. Coburg . . Down O'Hea's Road

CliflOT Hill 1*0 Epping . . w. w. Crosten . . Up Beavers Road

w. w. Crouton . , Down Wooltan Ave.

w. w. Thombury . . Up Nonnanby
Avenue

w. w. Bell . . Up OakoverRoad
South Varra \o w. w. Brighton Down New Street

Sandringham Beach

HAND WORKED GATES AT LEVEL CROSSINGS.
(Regulations 139 and 140).

1. Hereunder is a list of Level Crossing Gales which may be
opened to the roadway immediately a train passes, providing no
other train is due, and, except as shown in clause 3 hereof,
maintained in that position until again required to be closed to the
roadway to allow a train to pass.

2. Where Fixed Signals are provided at any of the Level
Crossings in the following list, such Signals must be put to the
"Stop" position before the Gates arc closed across the Line, and
kept in the "Stop" position, except when it is necessary' to allow a
train to pass, when the Gates must be shut across the roadway
before the Fixed Signals are placed to "Proceed".

3. Where a Gatekeper is not in constant attendance on the
Level Crossing at any of the Crossing Gates listed herein, and
Fixed Signals are not provided, such Gates must during darkness
be worked in accordance with Regulation 139. During daylight the
Gates must be closed across the roadway 30 minutes before a train
is due. and from then until the passage of the train the Gates must
be worked in accordance with Regulation 139,

Certain Privileged Gates are included in the following list. See
instruction page 78 forcomplete list of Privileged Gates.

Line Nearest NameofStreet

Station or Road

Carlsruhe to Daylesford Bullario , . Glenlyon Road

Musk . . Wheeler's Hill Road

Echuca to Deniliquin Echuca , . Pakenham Si

M Moama . . Fmncts Street

Sunshine to Serviceton Dimboola High Stitei

Newport to Port Fairy South Geelong Vam Street

Nth. Geelong lo BaBarat LaJ Ul . . ClarendoB Road

Tallarook to Mansfreld Yea OliverStieet

.. .. Yea Mumndindi Road

Mangalore to Tocumwal Nagambie Goulburn Street

Spnnghurst to Wahgunyah Rutherglen Brown's Plains Rd.
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HAND WORKED GATES

Nearest Name ofStreet
Station or Road

South Yarra lo Baimsdale

Baimsdalc . . McArthur Street

Cdulftcld io Slony Poinl Glcnhunlty , . Necrim Road

Nlh. Melbourn< to Fawkner Jewell . , Park Street

Jewell Brunswick Koad

Jewell (Urkly Street

Jewell Dawson Street

Brunswick . . AlbenSireel

.. . - Aasiey . . Hope Street

Ansiey . . Tmnins Street

Moreland , . Reynards Road

M  . . Cobuis . . O'Hca'sRoad

cnrion Hill to Eppin^ Croaion . , Beavers Road

CroMon , , Wocltan Avenue

Thombury , , Normsnby Avenue

Uetl Oakover Road

South Yarni (oSandhn&ham Brishton Beach New Street
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TRAIN SIGNALS

REGULATIONS 151 AND 152

1. (a) Enginemen and Guards must bear in mind the
imponanee of giving constant alteniion to their train signals when
on any running line at night, and at all times during foggy weather
or when stopped in a tunnel. Although the Engincman of a second
train entering a section must travel with the greatest care, it is
important that head, tail, and side lights of any train or light
locomotive on the running line should be showing properly and
any omission on the part of trainmen to .see that such lights are
showing properly will be regarded as neglect. At the
commencement of each trip the Engincman must siitisfy himself
that his train is earo'ing the prescribed head signals, and the Guard
must make it a practice to inspect the tail signal and side lights
when changing ends at terminal stations. The Engincman ofa light
locomotive must exercise similar care in respect of its head and tail
signals.

The prescribed train signals must be lighted as soon as it
commences to be dusk, and in foggy weather or during falling
snow. Guards are responsible, however, for seeing that their van.
side and tail lamps are not kept buming longer than is necessary in
accordance with the rules, regulations, or other instructions, and
Enginemen must similarly attend to their locomotive lamps,

(b) On lines where automatic signalling is in force. Signalmen
and employes at stations between signal-boxes must, as far as
practicable, watch each train as it passes and satisfy themselves as
to whether it Is complete. See Regulation 248.

(e)(i) Except as shown in section (ii) hereof, on trains where
side lamps are provided at both the front and rear ends
of the trailing van the rear side lamps, not the front
ones, must be lighted when necessary. .Similarly, except
as shown in the following paragraph, if the trailing van
be equipped with side lamp brackets at both the Iront
and rear ends, the side lamps, when in use. must be
placed on the rear brackets.

(ii) On trains on which a vehicle is authorised to be trailed
behind the train brakevan and such vehicle is so
attached and is fitted with side brackets, the tail lamp
and side lamps must, when necessary, he removed from
the train brakcvans and placed on the rear vehicle.
When the tail lamp and side lamps on the train
hrakevan is attached behind the train brakevan must
arrange for a lamp and two side lamps to be provided,
and when .such lamps arc in use, the train brakevan side
and tail lamps must he extinguished. If the trailing
vehicle be not equipped with side brackets, however,
the train brakevan side lamps arc to be lighted when
necessary, the tail lamp carried on the rear of the last
vehicle attached behind the train brakevan and the
train brakevan tali lamp removed or extinguished.

2. When the Signalman observes that the side lights are not
showing properly on a passing train, he must at once communicate
the fact to the Ollicer-in-charge at the station next in advance, and
the latter must instruct the Guard of such train to attend to the
lamps, The Signalman must make an entry of every case in the
train register book and report the matter in writing, and the
OfTieer-in-chargc receiving advice from the .Signalman must also
promptly report the circumstances.

•L Should a train with twu locnmntises in rronl. or two light
locomolitcs coupled together arrive at a crossing station after
sunset or during foggy weather, the leading locomotive must not be
uncoupled In go ahead until the prescribed head lights have been
placed in iHisitiun on the second locomotive. The Kngineman of the
leading locomotive must sec that his locomotive is not uncoupled
until this is done.

SPECIAL TRAIN SIGNAlis.

(Regulation 153).

I. (at No special train signal will be carried on any train
within the suburban electrified area, with the exception that such a
signal will, if necessary, be carried on the last suburban passenger
train for the day, in which ease it will be the duty of the
Staiionmasier or other resr>onsible employe at the starting point of
the train to see that it isalTixed.

(b) No special train signal will be carried on any train on the
following lines, or portions of lines, viz., Newport and Gcclong,

Gcelong and Warrcnhcip. Sunshine and Scrviceton. Ararat and
Portland. St. Albans and Bcndigo. Albion-Broadmeadows and
Wodonga. Dandenong and Traralgon. and Dandenong and Nyora.

2.The slalT must at all limes be prepared for extra trains. See
inslrticlions in regard to the running of special trains, pages 57-59.

DISTINGUISHING HEAD SIGNALS.

I. (a)(i) Except where otherwise shown, white lights only must
be carried in front of every train or locomotive in the
direction in which it is travelling.

(ii) Unless instnic(ions are issued to,the contary. special
trains must carry similar head signals to the
corresponding regular trains.

(iii) Enginemen arc held responsible for the proper head
signals being exhibited, and if in doubt as to what
signals should be displayed, they must refer to the
Guard or other Operations Branch employe in chaigc.

(b) Discs are used as head signals on suburban electric
passenger trains by day; at night or in foggy weather, lights are
used.

The distinguishing numbers and respective symbols* of head
discs are as shown hcreunder-

0(D)(1D^^00

* These discs must not be used nor accepted as tail signals.

t Symbol No. 2 must not be used unless specially authorised
by the ChicfOpcraiions Manager.

(d) Every driving compartment of a suburban electric train is
equipped with two discs, which, when not actually in use. must be
kept in the receptacle provided for them in the compartment, Two
sockets are provided on each disc, so that symbol No. i or No. 3
may be shown according to the socket used: the red symbols arc on
the rcvenic side to the black, so that the symbols I to 4 may be
shown by one disc and 5 to 8 by the other. Enginemen ofsuburban
electric trains when examining their train equipment before
leaving the siding, must see that each driving compartment on
their train is furnished with the required discs.

Enginemen ofsuburban electric trains are responsible for the
full complement of discs being available for their use. and in the
event ofa disc being lost after leaving the siding a duplicate must
be obtained as soon as possible. If a disc be found on or near the
line, it must be handed to the nearest Stationmaster. who will
waybill it and show full particulars on the waybill to the
Stationmaster. Flinders Street.

2. (a) Steam locomotives arc equipped with electric lights. A
head light is provided on the front of the funnel, and smaller lights
called "marker lights" are fixed on each side ofthe smoke box.

The lenders of these locomotives are equipped with "marker
lights" in the same relative position as the lights on the front.

(b) Diescl-clcctric. diesel-hydraulic and electric locomotives
are equipped at both ends with a head light and two marker lights.

(c) Electric suburban trains are equipped with one head light
fixed near the centre ofthe front end. destination lights and small
side lights which arc all electrically lighted.

In addition, each motor carriage is equipped with an oil lamp
which must not be used except in cases ofemergency.
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3. (a) Inslriictions to be observed in the openitlun of the
Electric Head LiBhl on Locomotives and Electric Trains.

The head liehis of locomotives and suburban trains may be
switched from "tull on" position to "dim" position by means ofa
switch operated cither by hand or fool.

(b)(i) Except when running in the electrified suburban area
and as shown in sub-paragraphs (ii> to (vi) of sub-clausc
(C) hereof, the head light on the locomotives must be
switched to "full on" position whilst in running. This
applies to hours of daylight as well as hours of
darkness. The Officers in Charge of stations and
Signalmen must observe passing trains and in the event
ol the head light not being alight, the Engineman must
be advised ill the first favourable opportunity,

(ii) Except us shown in sub-clause (c) hereof the head light
on eiceiric suburban trains must be switched to the
"full on" position during the hours ofdarkness.

(iii) Subject to the observance of the dimming instructions
as shown in clause (c). the head light on electric
suburban trains must be switched to the "full on"
position when running between Dandcnong and
Pakcnham. This applies to hours of daylight as well as
hours ofdarkncss.

(c) The head light must be dimmed whcn-

(i) Passing through the suburban area between Melbourne
and the following stations, viz.. Williamstown.
Newport. Sunshine, (excluding Newport-Sunshine
Loop). Oaklcigh, Box Hill. Broadmeadows.
Moorabbin, Heidelberg. Reservoir, Coburg,
Sandringham. Port Melbourne, St. Kilda; also between
Burnley and Glen Waverley. between Cambcrwcll and
Alamein, and between Sunshine and Broadmeadows
via goods lines,

(ii) Exchanging staffs by hand.

(iii) Approaching stations where the train is timed to stop.

(iv) Standing within station limits, subject to the
observance of Regulation 205.

(v) in yards where shunting locomotives are employed.

(vi) Approaching trains running in the opposite direction
(see note 2).

NOTE-Suhjcci 10 ihe observance of ihe dimnihig insiniciions.
Enginemen musi haw ihe head light "Full on" nhen appruaching
open level cross ings.

NOTE 2 The head light must be dimmed until locomotives or
front vehicles of each train have passed each other. v,hen the fill
light may he again siviiched on.

(d) When a train is drawn by two locomotives, Ihe head lamps
on the leading locomotive only must be lighted.

When a locomotive is travelling tender first, the lights must be
carried in the same relative position as when travelling funnel first,

(e) During the hours of darkness, yard pilots must carry a red
marker light and a while marker light on both ends of the
locomotive and the head light must be dimmed.

4. Eleclric Trains.-(a) Where electric trains are coupled or
uncoupled, or taken out of service, the Enginemcn must see that
the head signals are properly arranged, and that discs, where
provided, not at the lime required for use are placed into the
receptacles provided for them.

(b) When the head lamps arc lighted the distinguishing discs,
where provided, must be removed and placed in the receptacle
provided.

(c) In addition to head signals, subuiban electric trains arc
provided with a destination sign on the front ofeach train. At night
the destination sign is illuminated.

(i) The side and centre top lamps arc lighted electrically.
The centre lamp shows a white light only, and is used
as a distinguishing light, as required. The side lamps
may be used cither as white distinguishing lights or as
red side lights in the rear ofthe train.

(ii) The powerful electric head light in centre of carriage is
used as a head light and also as a distinguishing light.
(See destination head lights for suburban electric
trains).

(iii) Each of the electric lights may be switched on, or out.
by means of switches in the Engineman's
compartment, but the light of any of the canopy lamps
or the oil lamp may be changed or obscured, as
required, by means ofa revolving interior.

(iv) The white tail disc is fixed to the carriages, but hinged
across the centre, so that the white face is obscured
when necessary , by covering the lower wiih the upper
section; the back of the upper section being painted in
the same colour as the carriage. The white tail disc
must only be showing in ihe rear of the last vehicle of
the train..

(v) Brackets are provided for the head discs; these brackets
also serve for an extra tail lamp when necessary to
denote the running ofa special tram. (See page 81).

5. Tail lights-Electric Suburban TrainMa) A red light on the
rear of the last carriage of an electric suburban train will indicate
that the train is complete.

The electrically lit side lights arc to he regarded as combined
side and tail lights.

(b| In the event of the failure of both side lights, the Guard
must immediately light the kerosene tail lamp which must be kept
exhibited, when required, until the electric side lamps are restored
to service.

(c)Thc kerosene tail lamp must be scaled.

The lamp must be scrx-iced and re-scaled during each
periodical inspection of the train in the Joiimoni Maintenance
Depot.

(d) When preparing or taking over a train, the Guard must
check the seal of the kerosene tail lamp in the the rcarbrakevan. If
the seal has been broken, the Guard must check the lump to
ascertain if it is ready for use. In the event of the lamp requiring to
be tilled with kerosene or given other attention, the Guard must
make arrangements for it to be attended to in time to be available
for use during darkness.

(c) If it is necessary for a Guard to break the seal and use the
kerosene tail lamp he must report the matter to the Siaiionmasler
at the terminal station or to the Staiionmaslcr, Flinders Street,
depending on which is the first station reached.

The Siaiionmasler concerned will be responsible for ensuring
that the lamp is given attention and reriiied as required.

6. (al On arrival at the terminal station, the Guard must apply
the hand brake, and on his arrival at the opposite end of the train,
he must alter the destination sign and arrange the train signals at
that end. The Engineman is responsible for setting the destination
sign and head signals on the front of the train. Engincmen and
Guards must ensure that head discs arc handled carefully so as to
obviate distortion and consequent difficulty in placing the discs on
the brackets.

(b) For trains proceeding from North to South Suburban
Lines, or vice versa, the head signals must not be changed (if
change is necessary) until arrival at the platform. Flinders Street,

Suburban Electric trains not scheduled to slop at Flinders
Street and proceeding beyond arc to tarry the Distinguishing Head
Signal applicable to the line of the originating slalion through to
the scheduled terminating station.
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TRAIN SIGNALS

Code ofHead Signals for Eleciric Trains.
Di&iinguishmK

Numbers of

Disc Symbols*

Suburban Passenger Trains,

empty or loaded. Between- Right- un

hand hand

KeadLlghu

Electric Trains.
Diitinguohmg

Numbers of

Disc Symbols"

Suburban Passenger Tra1ns,

empty or loaded, Belwecn-

Head Ughts

Right, un

hand hand

Rinder^ Street and Spencer Street

(Local Trains)
□

Wllliamsiown and Dandenong
Lines □

Rindera Street and Newport

•  •

□

Attona LinC'
Newport and A liona . □

Si Alban. Line-
Fliniieis Slreet and West Foolseray.
StinthlncorSi. Albatis □

UpAcM Uw-
Flinden Slreel and Macaulay Stabling

Sidingi Cbbuig. Fawkncr or Upfield

□

SaodriBsbun, St. Kllda ud Port
Melbourne Lines- . □

Pranksion and Braadmeadows Llnes-

(Including North Melbourne Slab*
ling Sidings)

•  •

D

l.llydnlc. Belgrave and CnmberwcU
I.lnea-

Flinders Street and Camberwell. Box
Xilt, Rirrgwood, Croydoo. Lilydale.
or Belgrave

GlcnWavcrley Line-

•  •

□

□

Alicncin Llne-
HlinJcrs Street and AUmeln

□

Kllham and Hurstbridgc Us □

Kvtcrvoir and Lpiring Line-

. □

Show I rains, Metrapolltno Race
Trains aod other* be Specified- 9 8

#  #

□

-For Disc symbols specified in these columns, see page 81.
The lerms "right-hand" and "left-hand" are to be understood as
refcrring to the Engineman's "right" and "left" hand when facing
the direction in which the train is to run.

•For Disc symbols specified in these columns, see page 81.
The terms "right-hand" and "left-hand" arc to be understood as
referring to the Engineman's "right" and "left" hand when facing
the direction in which the train isle run.
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WORKING OF TRAINS

TRAIN CONTROL SYSTEM.

1. (a) The moveinent of all trains and light locomotives and
of rolling stock within the sections mentioned in clause 8 hereof, is
under the direction of the Chief Train Controller, located in the
Train Control Ollice, at the Head Office. Spencer Street.
Melbourne. The Train Control oflice is open continually.

(b) The Train Controller on each shift is in constant circuit
for each station and signal-bo* on the sections referred to by means
ofthe selector telephone.

(c) The Manager. Melrol. Manager. Suburban Train
Operations, Superintendent of Melbourne Yard. Melbourne
Freight Superintendent. Manager Country Train Operations, and
every other Ofticer connected with train running, must co-operate
with the Chief Train Controller to see that the best possible use is
obtained from the regular schedules and in the case of extra
trains-passenger, live slock, or goods trains-lhat the best paths arc
selected for their working.

(d) District Train Controllers are required to keep in close
contact with Central Control, who will advise them from time to
time of the anticipated limes at which down trains will arrive at
their depots. In the case of up trains. District Train Controllers
must advise Central Control immediately it is known that there
will be any delay in the arrival at or prospective departure from
their depots so that the necessary adjustment of the programmed
services may be made. By maintaining an effective contact between
these officers, material savings will be effected by the adjustment of
the connecting train services, and Mangers, Country Train
Operations are enjoined to give personal attention to this phase of
train working.

(e) The control sections attached to the offices of a Manager
Country Train Operations must function as directed from time to
time by the Chief Train Controller, and in every case prior to the
despatch of relief crews, the Central Control must be consulted
respecting the necessity therefor, and the train by which the relief
crews are to be sent.

(0 In every case of accident, locomotive failure, or any other
irregularity affecting the regular movement of traffic, the Train
Controller concerned must be promptly advised of the
circumstances by the Siaiionmasler and Signalman who first
receive intimation of such an occurrence, and the Train Controller
will then make the necessary arrangements for the working of
traffic in conjunction with the respective depots and stations
concerned; this will not, however, relieve the Stationmastcr of his
responsibility for full and prompt compliance with the instructions
under the heading of "Reporting Accidents". Sec pages 6 to 10.
inclusive).

2. (a) To speak to the Train Controller the employe at the
Station ofsignal-box concerned must lift the receiver ofthe selector
telephone and if the line be nor engaged, push in the black button
or depress the foot pedal or foot switch, call the name of his
station, and wait until the Train Comrolier replies "So and so
speak". When the communication is completed the employe
concerned must say "So and so finished." and when the Train
Controller replies "Finished So and so" the employe concerned
must replace the receivcron the hook.

EXAMPLE.-T/ie Staiionina.^ur. Stinbury. Iia.\ a
communicaiion lo make lo ihv Train Controller. He lifts the
receiver, listens, and ifthe line he not engaged pushes in the black
button (or depresses ihe.litot pedal orfoot switch, ifprovided) and
wy.s "Sunbury speaking." then waits till the Train Controller
replies. "Speak Sunbury". IVhen the communication is completed
Sunburx' says. "Sunbury finished." then wails till the Train
Controller replies. "Finished Sunbury." when the receiver must be
replaced on the hook.

(b) The officer or employe in chaige of the station, or
Signalman, in the case of a signal-box, must promptly advise the
Train Controller the time of arrival and departure of all stopping
trains, including passenger, and also the time of passing of
non-stopping trains.

(c) The advice of the Train Controller must be obtained in
connection with all questions of train moyemem, immediate or
prospective, and the instructions of the Train Controller must m
promptly and implicitly obeyed by all members of station stalls
and trainmen,

When the Train Controller has instructed the Signalman or
Officer-in-Charge to side-track a train for another, or other trams

to pass or cross, and definite instructions have not been received
from him when the side-track train may depart after ih.e crossing or
passing trains have passed through, the Signalman or
Officer-in-Charge before despatching the side-tracked train, must
obtain the permission ofthe Train Controller.

3. (a) At terminals and intermediate points, loading will be
detached and attached by goods trains in accordance with the
special instructions issued from time to time by the Chief
Operations Manager in respect of "Regular Goods Trains and
Roadside Work". Such arrangements must not be departed from
without the direction or consent ofthe Train Controller.

(b) Stationmasters on the sections of lines in which traffic is
under the direction of a Train ConiroUer, must (in addition to
notifying their depots the loading on hand to be moved by up or
down trains), notify the Train Controller daily the number of
vehicles and gross load for both up and down directions. The
details of vangoods offering must also be communicated to the
Train Controller in respect of each train as soon as such details are
known.

(c) The Officer or employe in charge of the station must give
immediate attention lo any call from the Train Controller; the
selector telephone must not bo used for any purpose other than In
connection with the operation of trains, and conveying to the
Train Controller the information referred to in these instructions.

(d) The officer or employe in charge of the station must uke
the earliest opportunity of Inquiring from the Train Controller the
intended movements for approaching trains, so that all may be in
readiness to expedite such movements.

Do not wait for the Train Controller lo call you-this is a loss
of your time and his: he is in constant attendance to advise and
function with you as a unit in train working operation.

4. (a) Etepoi yards, junction stations, or other commencing
stations at which goods trains enter upon controlled territory,
must, prior to the despatch of such train,telephone the Tram
Controller the following informatlon;-

(i> Number of the train, or in the case ofextra trains working
under the special train notice the booked time of departure
ofsame.

(ii) Numberofvehicles and gross load oftrain.
(iii) Numberofclassoflocomoiive.

(iv) Name ofEngineman.

(v) NameofGuard.

(vi) Details of roadside loading to be atuched or detached en
route.

(b) In the case of passenger trains the following details must
be telephoned to the Train Controller prior lo the despatch of the
train:-

(i) Number of the train, or in the case of extra trains working
under sfiecial train notice the booked time of departure of
same.

(ii) Number of vehicles on train.

(iii) Numberandclassoflocomolive.
(iv) NameofEngineman.

(V) NameofGuard.

(c) Immediately it is known thai a train cannot be despatched
on scheduled time the Sectional Yard Foreman (Melbourne Yard)
or officer or employe in charge at the station concerned, must
advise the Train Controller of the anticipated late departure, and
the reason therefor.

(d) In the case of depot yards requiring to work extra goods
trains through controlled territory, the olficer or employe in charge
of the depot must telephone the following "Preliminary Advice
lo the Train Controller or Manager. Country Train Scheduling
and Control, seeking his approval for the working of such extra
train. An "Extra Train" means any train other than one scheduled
in the Working Time-table, or in any special time-table lo
regularly run, or to run until further notice.

(i) Number of train desired, if it be a "when required train"
shown in the Working Time-table, or, if not, the time it is
desired to despatch the train.

(ii) Destination ofiraln.

(iii) Classoflocomotivc.

(iv) Estimated load at commencing station.
(v) Proposed work of train en route, ifany.

(e) If the senior Train Controller or Manager, Country Traiit
Scheduling and Control approve of the suggested lime of
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departure, and the working forihe train he will advise accordingly,
or, if not. he will Indicate the time at which he is prepared to
despatch the train; as soon as the train is prepared ready to depart
the details of the loading must be telephoned to the Train
Controller,

5. In the case of failure of communications with the Train
Controller, the officer or employe in charge of the station must
arrange to advance the regular and special trains as cxpcditiously
as possible in conformity with the rules and regulations. Every
effort must, however, be made to get into communication with the
Train Controller by other telephone circuits.

6. (a) Depots must, priorto despatching relieffor train crews,
ascertain from the Train Controller the location of the crews
concerned, and the anticipated time of their return to dcpol, so
that they may be in a position to determine whether relief should
be despatched, and. if so, by which train. In every instance in
which relief should be despatched the following information must
be promptly telephoned to the Train Controller'

(i) The names of the relief crew, and the train by which
they are travelling.

(ii) The names of the crew to be relieved, and the number
ofthe train on which they are working.

(b) The above information is required in connection with
regular relief crews, as well as in cases of emergency, or other
reliefs-

7. The control movements directed by the Train Controller do
not in anyway relieve the stafTof (heir responsibility for complying
with (he existing rules, regulations, or other instructions, nor for
their arranging In copjunction with the Train Controller the
working of all trains and Light Locomotives to the best possible
advantage. Remember always. "SAFETY FIRST."

8 The Train Control system, as prescribed in the foregoing
instructions, is in force on the undermentioned sections:-

S«tions Conirolied

Central Centrol Siiburban Conlpel'3 Boanfe (Nos. 6,7 and 8).
No.7Bo&rd(Aiito 1217)
Embracing ell suburban Itoes:-
Mondaysto Fndays from 10.15 p.m. umil 6,0a,m. fotlnwin^day.
Saturdays from^.45 p.m. until 1.15 a.m. Sunday.
SunJjysffom 6.45 a.m. umil 6.0 a.m. Monda).
Fmhracini Sandringham, St. Kilda. Port Melfcoumc, Hurslhridse
and Epping lines.
Mondays to Fridays from 6,0 a.m. until JS.O p.m.
Emhracing Sandrjngham. ST. Kitda, Port Melbourne,
Uurvtbridge, Epping. Willjamuown, Altonu. Broadmeadows.
Dandcnong. Franksion. Mornirigton and Stony Point Uiu'n.
Mondays to Fridays from 8.00 p.m. to 10.1$ p.m.
Emhraeing WiHlamslown, AUona. BroadmcQdowh, Dandcnong.
Krankston. MomingTon and Stony Point, Si, Kilda, Ron
Melbourne and Sandringham Lines.
Sjlurdayi6.00a.m. ufiliiy,45 p.m.
No. 6 Board (Auto 1218).
Embracing Willlamsiown Pier. Altona. Droadmeadowh,
Oandenong. FranVston. Momington and Stony Polnl J.tne>.
Siondaysto Frida%sffom 6.0 a.m. until 8.00 p m.
No.SBoa(d4ABtot219)
Emhraring St Alhans. L'pficld. Glen Waverley. Alametn.
Bergra\eand Healesville Une^
Mondays lo Fridays from 6.0 a.m. until 10.15 p.m
Embracing St, Albans. Upfield. Glen Wavefley, Alamein.
Bclgrjvc. Hearmille. Eppmg. Hursithridge Lines.
Saturdays from 6.0 a.m. until 9.45 p.m.
Nule:-On Saturdays between the houm of 1.15 a.m. and 6.45 a.m.
a Train Conlrollcr mav be contacted on Auto 2414 for an\
emergent^.
Country Control
.N'o. I Board (Auto 2414)
Hmbracing Standard Gauge line between Melbourne and Athury.
and Nort>i East Broad Gauge line between Albion and
Broadmeadows;-
CoiUinuous.
Embracing Broad Gauge line between Melbourne and Alhury;-
8,0 p.m. Saturday until I.Oa.m. Monday.
Embracing Broad Gaugc Iinc between M.cIboumc und Scy ntour-
Monday I Oa.m. until 7.0 a.m.

Central Control Country Contfol-No-1 Board-Continued
All other lincs:-
Sunday 1 Oa.m. until 7,0a.m.
No. 2 Board (Aato l$l I)
Embracing Broad Gauge line between Melbourne and Seymour
and Mansfteld. Also between .Melbourne and Bcndigo.
?.Oa.m. Mondas until 8.0 p.m. Saiurdav.
No. 3 Board (Avto 1783)
Embracing between Melbourne and Yarram and Wombaggi also
between Melbourne and BaIlamt:-
Mondavs to Fridass. 7.0 a.m. and9.50 p.m.
No. 4 Board (Auto 1431)
Embradng between Melboarae and Orbo^i:-
6.0 a.oi. Monday until 8.0 p.m. baturday.
Alvi embracing between Melbourne and Yarram and WoaDiaaxf.
when not operated from No, 3 Boardr-
Mondays to Fridays from 9.50 p.m, until 7.0 a.m. next day.
Saturdays (rum 7.00 a.m. until 8.0 p.m.
.No. 5 Buard(Aulo 1706)
Embracing between .Melbourne andCcclung:-
From 7.(1 a.m. Sunday uoiil 1.0 a.m. following Sunday.
EmbraclnKall nthcr lines (except Standard Gauge and N/K Broad

Gaage)when not operated botn other boards:-
Fxom 8,0 p.m. Saturday until 1.0 a.m. Sunday aad 7.0 a.m.
Sunday until 7.0 a.m. Viooday.
KrabraciOR between Melbourne and BalUnI wbco twC operated
from No. .3 board.

Moftdayv to Fridays from 9.50 p.m. until 7.00 a.m. the following
day.
Saturdayx 7.00 a.m. untl17,00 a.m. on .Monday.
Brooklyn luiop Hoard (Auto 20621
Embracing Melbourne Yard. Tottenham Yard. Sunshine,
Brooklyn. Ncwpon, Spotswood and connecting Sidings,
Newmarket and M.irihy rnong:-
Mondays lo Fridays from 6,0 a.tn. until 7.0 p.m.
Saturdays from 6.0 a.m. until 12 noon.

9. Movements of Important Trains on Sections Not Included
in Clause 8.-

In all cases of aciual or prospective delay (from any cause) lo
any passenger train, or to any goods train conveying live stock or
perishable loading, the siailon at which the detention occurs, or is
likely to occur, must promptly advise the Train Controll for the
District. These reports are necessary to enable the Train
Controller to keep in close touch with the running ofcertain trains,
so that, when necessary, prompt measures may be adopted in
regard to the traffic affected.

OPERATION OF RAH. MOTOR TRAINS,

NOTE.-Aiie/iiion ;> cliwwJ ui ihc insiruiiions on pagoa
89-90 respecting the "fhirulling ofPetrol or other similar Volatile
Spiritfor use in Departmental Rail ami Road Motor Vehicles."

1. A rail motor may be operated on any line jointly agreed
upon by the Chief Mechanical Engineer and the Chief Operations
Manager.

2. Only men certified for the purpose must be allowed to
drive rail motors on any part of the running lines or sidings. They
are required to operate their rail motor personally, and under no
circumstances must they allow any unauthorised person lo operate
it.

3, The Engineman for the time being in charge ofa rail motor
must not allow any unauthorised person to ride in the driving
compartment. Except in case of aciual necessity no oflieial must
converse with the engineman whilst the rail motor is In motion.

4, The Engineman must not leave his rail motor, unles.s it is
absolutely necessary to do so, except as directed in the rules and
regulations or other printed instructions, and in no case unless all
Hand Brakes arc hard "On." all windows giving access to the
Driving compartment are closed and fastened, and the doors
secured; in every case the Engineman must take with him the
reverser key.

5. (a) Except where otherwise instructed, a rail motor must
be driven from the leading driving cab and the windows
and doors of all other driving cabs must be closed and
locked.

(b) (1) During shunting operations with a rail motor the
Engineman must, except as shown in the following
paragraph, drive from the leading cab in the direction
ofmovement.

(ii) In the case ofWalker Rail Motors 102 and 153 H.P. the
Engineman must, when peiforming a pushing
movemem with a trailer attached, drive from the
trailing cab in the direction of movement.

6. When permission is given by the Stationmasier to the
Signalman to allow a rail motor to run to a platform at which a
tram is already standing, this must be done as prescribed in
Regulation 109; and if the .Stationmasier has to work the fixed
signals for the rail motor he must arrange for the Guard of the train
that is standing at the plalfomi to exhibit the necessary hand
signals to stop the approaching rail motor, and to verbally instruct
the Engineman in accordance with Regulation 109. The Hxed
signals must be kept at danger until the approaching rail motor has
been stopped, and the Guard is exhibiting his red signal as required
for the protection ofthe train at the platform.

7. (a) Except asshown in sub-clause (b) hereof, a Guard must
be employed on a rail motor and mlist ride in the rearmost vehicle
having Guard's accommodation and in which a brake-pipte cock is
provided. On 280 H.P. Walker rail motors, the Guard must ride in
the rear van compartment. When a trailer is attached he must ride
in the van ofthe trailer.

(b) In the case of diesol electric rail motors. Walker 102 and
53 H.P. when run without a trailer attached, a Guard is not
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ordinarily required and. in such circumstances, the Engineman
must attend to all duties.

(c) When the Guard is not riding in the van compartmeni of
the rail motor, the door leading from lite passenger portion to the
van and the two outside van doors must be closed and locked.

Id) When a rail motor is not accompanied by a Guard, the
Engineman must receive intimation from the stationma.sler when,
in accordance with Regulation 194. all is right for the train to start
from the station and , on receipt of such intimation, the
Engineman must see that intending passengers are all on board and
before starting soundrhe whistle.

8. (a) The Engineman ofa rail motor must have with him the
following articlcs:-A watch, a ""U" type key and he must see that
the emergency kit on the rail motor contains a hand signal lamp
ready for use. two red flags and one white flag, a bo.x of not less
than twelve detonators, and such other articles, books, and forms
,asm^ be ordered.
The Guard, when accompanying the rail motor, must have with
him a watch, a carriage key. a whistle, one green Hag, one white
Hag, and two red flags, a box of not less than twelve detonators, a
hand signal lamp ready for use, a kit-bag, and such other anieles,
books, and forms as may be ordered.
The Engineman. or the Guard, if the latter be accompanying the
rail motor, must see that the rail motor is equipped with the
following articles:-A complete set of train signal lamps, of which
the tail lamp is an oil lamp, a fire extinguisher, an ambulance
stretcher and, unless otherwise arranged by the Chief Ambulance
Ofllcer, an ambulance chest.

(b) When a trailer is to be attached to the rail motor, the
Engineman and Guard must sec that the trailer and rail motor are
properly coupled together, and equipped with train signal lamps,
that the eleetiical jumpers are properly connected to each vehicle,
and that the bell communication, ifprovided, is in working order.

(c) The head. side, and interior lamps are lighted electrically.

(d) The directions for the use of the fire extinguisher are
shown on it, and the Engineman when preparing the rail motor
must check the seals and ensure that they are intact.

(e) On no account must any naked light be used when
examining, cleaning, or efl'cciing repairs. The standard Guard's
and Shunters kerosene hand lamp is a naked light.

9. When a rail motor is starting from a station or slopping
place, the Engineman must look back to see that the whole of the
train is following in a safe and proper manner. A mirror is
provided for this purpose, and the Engineman must always have
the mirror in use.

10. (a) In the event ofa rail motor beingstopped between two
staff stations by accident, failure, obstruction, or other exceptional
cause, and the Engineman be not in possession of the train staff, he
must, if not accompanied by a Guard, immediately protect his rail
motor in the rear, as laid down for the Guard in Regulation 239,
and if the stoppage be due to an accident causing the obstruction of
any line parallel to that on which his rail motor is travelling, the
Engineman must act as prescribed for the Guard in Regulation
241.

If. however, the stoppage be duo to a defect which the
Engineman has reason to believe he can rectify in a few minutes,
and no other line has been obstructed, it will not be necessary for
the Engineman to go back and protect his train. If a Repairer or
other competent employe be available, however, the Engineman
must supply him with requisite hand signals and detonators, and
request nim to lake the necessary steps to protect the train, and it
will be the duty of such repairer, or other employe to render such
service as the Engineman may require. The Engineman must see
that such employe understands the duties he has to perform.

(b) In the event of a rail motor not accompanied by a Guard
becoming disabled between two stations, the Engineman, after
seeing that his train is protected in accordance with Regulation
239, must, if telephone communication is available communicate
with the Operations Depot Manager orSlationmasicr at either end
of the section, and inform him of the circumstances, stating as near
as possible Ihe position at which the failure has occurred- The
Depot Manager or Stationmaslcr receiving this information must
at once communicate the circumstances to the Siaiionmasterat the

opposite end of the section, and the two ofllcials must then confer
and agree as to the most expeditious means of sending a relief
locomotive, bearing in mind the locality of the disabled rail motor.
When both have agreed as to the course to be pursued, the person
who. according to such mutual arrangements, has agreed to
despatch the relief locomotive, must write out and send a

telephone message to the Engineman of the disabled rail motor,
slating that a relief locomotive will be sent from his station on
completion of arrangements and in accordance with instructions
laid down hereunder-

(i) If the disabled rail motor be carrying a staff ticket and
the relief locomotive is to be supplied from the station
in the rear, the relief locomotive may be despatched on
the receipt of the Engineman's acknowledgement ofthe
Stationmaster's telephone message intimating that the
relief locomotive is to be despatched from his station,
and an assurance from the Engineman that his disabled
rail motor has been protected in the rear by detonators,
but immediately betorc allowing the relief locomotive
to proceed the Siaiionmaster must advise the
Siaiionmasterat the opposite end ofthe section that the
relief locomotive is about to be despatched.

The Depot Manager or Slationmasier must personally
hand the train staff to the Engineman of the relief
locomotive, together with a wniien order stating the
position of the disabled rail motor, and the
Loeomotive-engineman must sign for the order on a
copy held by the Depot Manager or Siaiionmaster,

The Engineman of the relief locomotive must exercise
extreme carc in running to point of obstruction, and
after removing the disabled rail motor from the seaion,
must then hand over the Staff to the Signalman or other
authorised person.

If, however, on receipt of the intimation ofthe disabled
rail motor the Depot Manager or Siationmasiers, after
conferring, agree (hat it would be more expedient to
send the relief locomotive from the station in advance
ofthe disabled rail motor the Siaiionmaster there must,
after receipt ofa message from the Stationmasterin the
rear intimating that the train staff is secured under lock
and key, communicate the arrangements to the
Engineman ofthe disabled rail motor and direct him to
write out and sign an order authorising a relief
locomotive to come to his assistance and stating that
the rail motor will not he moved until the arrival of the
relief locomotive. The Engineman of the disabled rail
motor, after writing out the order, must proceed as
quickly as possible (along the line or as mutually
arranged) towards the station in advance with the order
in his possession, and the Siaiionmaster in advance
must arrange to send a competent man or go himself to
meet the Engineman. When these two men meet, the
Engineman must hand the order to the relief
locomotive to the messenger, who must at once return
with the order to the station in advance, and the
Engineman must return to (he vicinity of his rail motor
and await the arrival of the relief locomotive. When
proceeding to meet the messenger from the station in
advance, the Engineman of the disabled rail motor
must place detonators on the line as prescribed in
Regulation 239.

The Siaiionmaster in advance, on receipt of the
Engineman's order for the relief locomotive, must
endorse it and hand it to the Engineman of the relief
locomotive and instruct him to proceed cautiously to
the disabled rail motor.

The Engineman of the relief locomotive must exercise
extreme care in running to the point ofobstruction, and
on the arrival ofthe relief locomotive the Engineman of
the disabled rail motor must couple the relief
locomotive to the disabled rail motor.

The Engineman of the relief locomolive must retain
the written order in his possession until the disabled
rail motor has been removed to the end ofthe section to
which it was previously proceeding, when provided the
section is clear, the order must be handed to the
Siaiionmaster, who must attach it to his reports.

(ti) If the disabled rail motor be travelling on the (rain staff
the Engineman. on receipt of Ihe intimation (hat a
relief locomotive will be sent, must write out an order
for the relief locomotive and must proceed, with the
order and the train staff to meet (he messenger sent
from the station from which the relief locomotive is to
be despatched; the Engineman must hand Ihe written
order, together with the train staff, to the messenger to
be taken back to the Stationmaster, The Stationmaster
must personally hand the train staff to the Engineman
ofthe relief locomotive, and. retaining the order for the
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relief locomotive received from the Engineman of the
rail motor, hand the Engineman of the relief
locomotive a written order from himself stating the
position ofthe disabled rail motor, and the Engineman
must sign for this order on a copy held by the
Stationmasier. The Engineman of the relief locomotive
must also peruse and endorse the order sent by the
Engineman ofthe disabled rail motor.

When proceeding for relief the Engineman of the
disabled rail motor must place detonators on the line as
laid down in Regulation 239, but before proceeding for
relief he must similarly protect it in the opposite
direction.

The Engineman of the relief locomotive must exercise
extreme care in running to the point of obstruction,
and, after having removed the disabled rail motor from
the section, and the running line is again clear, must
deliver the staffto the Stationmastcr,

(iii) If the Engineman of the disabled rail motor be in
possession of a line clear report, he must, on receipt of
the intimation that the relief locomotive will be sent,
write out an order for the relief locomotive and proceed
to meet the messenger sent from the station from which
the relief locomotive is to be despatched, and hand to
the messenger the written order, he, must however,
retain possession of the line clear report. The
Stationmasier, on receipt of the written order for the
relieflocomotive, must endorse the order and hand it to
the Engineman of the relief locomotive, and instruct
him to proceed cautiously to the disabled rail motor.

The Engineman of the relief locomotive must exercise
extreme care in running to the point ofobstruction, and
after having removed the disabled rail motor to the end
of the section to which it was previously proceeding,
must deliver up the written order to the Stationmasier,
and the Engineman of the disabled rail motor must
hand over the line clear report held by him.

(c) In the cases specified in sections (i), (ii), and (iii) of
sub-clause (b), ifthe Guard be accompan^'ing the rail motor, it will
be his duty to proceed by the most expeditious means to the station
from which iherelieflocomoliveisto be despatched. In such a case
it will not be necessary for the Stationmastcr to despatch a
messenger to meet the Guard, unless it would be more expeditious
to send a messenger by private vehicle, in which case a proper
understanding must be first arrived at in respect of the route to be
taken in order that the men will not pass each other.

The Guard, when proceeding in either direction for relief
must place detonators on the line (as directed in Regulation 239)
for the protection of the disabled rail motor, and the Engineman,
after securing the rail motor, must similarly protect it in the
opposite direction, and then return to his train.

(d) If the Engineman of the disabled rail motor be unable to
communicate with the staff station on either side, and a Guard be
not accompanying the train, the Engineman, after securing the
Rail motor, and must place detonators on the line to protect the
rail motor in the opposite direction to which he is about to proceed
for relief. He must then proceed to the nearest station at which
relief can be obtained, and must place detonators on the line (as
directed in Regulation 239) for the protection of the disabled rail
motor.

On arrival at the station, the Stationmastcr must arrange for a
relief locomotive to proceed as laid down in the rules, and the
Engineman of the disabled rail motor must accompany the relief
locomotive to the point of obstruction.

If the Guard be accompanying the train, the Engineman must
arrange for the Guard to act as laid down for the Assistant
Engineman, in the case ofa disabled locomotive.

(e) The Engineman of the disabled rail motor in each case
must not allow his rail motor to be moved until the relief
locomotive arrives, unless satisfactory arrangements have been
made to prevent the relief locomotive from coming to his
assistance, and, when a written order has been issued, until the
order has been handed back to the Engineman ofthe rail motor.

11, Walker Rail Motor Trains.-^a) In addition to the
instructions contained in clauses I to lOinsofarastheyapply.the
instructions contained in this clause, (11) are applicable to Walker
Rail motor trains only.

(b) Should a diescl rail motor become disabled and is likely to
cause serious delay, assistance must be obtained as soon as possible

in accordance with the rules, regulations and instructions. When
assistance is obtained, the instructions contained hereunder must
be observed.

(c) When a Walker rail motor is being used as the assisting
train, coupling will be performed by using the coupling link
equipment with which the rail motors are equipped.

(d) When the rail motor is to be assisted by a locomotive, the
rail motor must be attached to the locomotive by using the drag
chain carried on the locomotive. The following procedure being
observed:

(i) Remove the coupling link from the rail motor.

(ii) Wrap the link end of the drag chain one complete turn
around the shank of the rail motor coupler
immediately behind the coupler head leaving about
500 millimetres (18") of the link end of the chain free;
pass the hook end ofthe chain lightly around the shank
of the locomotive automatic coupler giving it as many
turns as will permit of the hook of the chain being
passed through the link and securely attached thereto.
When the rail motor is attached only the minimum
possible slack should exist between the two vehicles.

(c> The disabled rail motor must, in every case, be hauled
clear ofthe section,

12. Disabled Diesel Electric Uiiit.-(a) When a Diesel
electric rail motor unit becomes disabled and is likely to cause
serious delay, assistance must be obtained as soon as possible as
laid down in the rules and regulations, and time must not be lost by
the clfons of the crew to rectify the failure and thus risk a serious
interruption to the train service. When assistance is obtained in
accordance with the rules and regulations, the following
instructions relating to the brake operation and control of the
trains must be observed:-;

(b) When the disabled Rail motor unit is to be assisted in the
rear by the following train;-

(i) The Enginemen and Guards ofboth trains must confer
and have a complete understanding in regard to the
method of working the combined trains, and the point
to which the disabfed train is to be removed.

(ii) The assisting train must be brought cautiously on to the
disabled tram, and the two trains coupled together with
the air brake in operation throughout the combined
trains.

(iii) The Engineman ofthe assisting train must take charge
ofand operaie the automatic air brake on the complete
train, and the Engineman of the rail motor must close
the air brake valve isolating cock at each end of his <^r
and place both automatic air brake valves in charging
position. He must, however, ride in his driving cab and
in case of emergency, apply the automatic air brake in
the usual manner.

(Iv) If the assisting (rain is an electric suburban, the trip
valve of the leading cab must be cut out, and the Guard
or over competent employe must ride with the
engineman ana hold other the control governor switch.

The signal to stan must be given by the Guard of the
rail motor after he has exchanged signals with the
Guard of the assisting train.

When the Engineman ofthe rail motor has received ihe
Guard's signal to start and providing the required fixed
signals are at the "proceed," he must call the attention
of the Engineman in the rear by giving two distinct
whistles, which the Engineman in the rear rnust
acknowledge, and until these whistles have been given
and acknowledged, neither of the Engineman must
allow the trains to move forward.

(v) The Engineman of the rail motor must ride in the
leading driving compartment ofthe rail motor, keeping
a good look out for signals, and must hand signal the
assisting (rain Engineman as required.The Engineman
of the assisting train and the Guard of each train must
keep a good iMk out for hand and fixed signals and
adopt all necessary measures for safely.

If owing to curvature of the line the Engineman of thc_
assisting train be unable to see the stop hand signals"
given by the Engineman of the rail motor, or from any
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cause it becomes necessar>' thai the train be stopped, a
sucwssion of short sharp whistles must be given by the
Engineman ofthe rail motor, and the Engineman ofthe
assisting train must immediately shut off power and
bring the train to a stand. In case of emeigency. the
Engineman of the rail motor must immediately apply
the automatic air brake and bring the train to a stand.

The combined train must travel at a speed not
exceeding 15 km/h (10 m.p.h.), and the utmost care
must be exercised to ensure safety.

(vi) The rail motor passengers must be detrained at the first
station, and suitable arrangements made for the
completion of their joumey. If the assisting train be an
electric suburban, its passengers also must be detrained
at the fust station and the electric train used to propel
the disabled train to the first available wired siding.

If the assisting train be a Steam Passenger train, the
combined train must be stopped at the first available
siding, and the locomotive used to place the disabled
train in the siding.

If the disabled rail motor be placed in an intermediate
siding, the instructions under "Failure of Locomotive",
page 226, must be observed.

(vii) The failure of the rail motor will most likely result in
the air compressor being inoperative and as the
"Strombos" horn or whistle is operated by compressed
air from the main reservoir, in order that the whistle
may be available when required, it may be necessary to
recharge the main reservoir of the rail motor from the
brake-pipe of the combined train. For this purpose the
isolating cock on the rail motor may be temporarily
opened, but only when the combined train is
stationary, and after both Enginemen have conferred
on the matter.

(viii) The hand signals to be exhibited by the rail motor
Engineman to the Engineman of the assisting train
must be given with flags by day and a hand lamp by
night or in foggy weather.

(c) (i) When the disabled rail motor is to be assisted from the
station in advance by a locomotive it must be coupled
up to the rail motor and the rail motor hauled to its
destination,

(ii) The brake valve isolating cock at both ends of the rail
motor must be closed, but in case of emergency the
automatic air brake can be applied by the rail motor
Engineman in the usual manner.

13. Trailing Vehicles behind Diesel Electric Rail
Motors.-The attaching of vehicles behind the diesel electric rail
motors is only permitted where specially authorised by the Chief
Operations Manager.

(a) When a vehicle or vehicles are being trailed, the Guard
will ride in the rearmost vehicle having Guard's accommodation
and In which a Westinghouse Brake-pipe cock is provided.

(b) If the Station where trailing vehicle or vehicles are
attached is an examining station, Che Train Examiner must, before
the train departs, test the handbrake of the trailing vehicle or
vehicles, and see that the brake blocks apply to the wheels; he must
also see that the air brake on the vehicle or vehicles as attached is
in operation, and that it applies and releases satisfactorily, and that
the draw gearand couplings are in peilect order and condition.

If there be no Train Examiner on duly, the Engineman of (he
rail motor must carry out the duties specified above for the Train
Examiner.

(c) The prescribed tail signal, i.e.. a white disc by day and red
tail light during darkness or foggy weather, must be carried on the
rear of the last vehicle, and must be so fixed that the face of the
disc,or light will show clearly to the rear. See also pageSI.

14. Hauling a Diesel Electric Kali Motor behind a
locomotive-(a) Where specially authorised a locomotive may be
utilised to haul a Diesel Electric Rail Motor with or without
authorised vehicles attached subject to the following Instructions,
which arc supplementary to the instructions contained in the
Working Time-tables in respect to locomotives assisting in the
front, being strictly observed.

(b) During preparation of the rail motor the Engineman must
examine and test the brakes of the rail motor in accordance with
instructions "Air Brake Equipment on Diesel Electric Rail
Motors,"

(c) After the locomotive has been coupled to the rail motor
the Engineman ofthe rail motor must see that the brake valves and
isolating cocks on the rait motor are arranged as follows:

Val>c Leadiogcnd Trailiag
Aulamiilic Rrake Valve In release posillon. In release posiiion.
Sinitihl Air Brake Valve In release posillon. In lap posillon.
Brake Valve Isolating
Cock Closed Closed

In addition the Rail Motor Engineman must remove the
conirollcr reversing handle and not replace it until Che locomotive
has been detached.

(d) The air brake must be continuous throughout the train
and the regulation continuity brake test must be made prior to
depanurc.

(c) The rail motor Engineman must ride in the leading driving
compartment of the rail motor, observe all signals regulating safe
running, and in case ofemergency he must apply the air brake. He
must maintain 600 to 700 kPa (8Sn to lOOQ) air pressure in the
main reservoir and for this purpose he may run the diesel engines
when necessary.

(0 The Engineman of the locomotive must lake chaige of the
train to the station at which the locomotive Is to be detacned. He
must operate the air brake as for an ordinary train and for this
purpose regard the rail motor and attached vehicles, if any, as
vehicles only, He must see that the standard pressure of 500 kPa
(70Q) is maintained in the brake pipe and on arrival at the station
where the locomotive is to be detached he must make a brake
application of at least 150 kPa (20a) and lap the automatic brake
valve handle before instructing the Assistant Engineman to
promptly uncouple the locomotive. The brake valve handle must
not be moved from lap to release position until after the
locomotive is uncoupled.

(g| After the locomotive has been uncoupled the rail motor
Engineman must place his automatic brake valve handle in
running position and open the brake valve isolating cock at the end
of the car he is to drive from. He must test the brakes by
application and release before moving after the locomotive has
been detached.

f 5, Hauling of a Diesel Electric Rail Motor 55 to 64 behind
a passenger train is authorised subject to strict observance of the
following instructions.-

(a) The Rail Motor Engineman must examine and test the
brakes of the rail motor during Che preparation of the rail motor.

(b) The rail motor may be attached to or detached from the
rear ofthe train under its own power.

(c) The rear vehicle ofthe train must be fitted with automatic
couplers or be ofthe non vestibule type.

(e) The Rail Motor Engineman must see that the brake valves
arc arranged as follows;

Valvt Leading «n4 ofcar. TralliBBeBd ofcar.

Auiomntic Hrakc Valve In release position, In release position.

Straight Air hnikc Valve In release position. In lap position.

Drake Vulvc Isolating
CockClosedClosed

(f) The power unit, air compressor and fan must be shut
down, the controllers placed in "OfT' position and the deadman's
handle latched down by the revecser handles.

(g) The air brake must be continuous throu^oul the train
and the regulation continuity brake test must be made prior to
departure.

(h) Whilst the train is in running the rail motor Engineman
must ride in the driving compartment ofthe rail motor.

(1) The Engineman of the passenger train hauling the rail
motor must, for the purposes of air brake operation, regard such
Rail Motor as only a vehicle on his train.

HANDLING OF PETROL OR OTHER SIMILAR VOLATILE

FLAMMABLE LIQUIDS AND GAS FOR USE AS FUEL IN
DEPARTMENTAL RAIL AND ROAD MOTOR VEHICLES

AND OTHER MOTORISED EQUIPMENT.

1. No employe shall smoke or use naked lights in or around
any fuel store or place where fuel is being handled.
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As petrol and other fuel vapour is very much heavier than air.
and under certain weather conditions may flow in a stream of
vapour along the ground for considerable distances, the restriction
against smoking and naked lights shall apply to a distance of not
less than IS metres from the store or point at which petrol or other
liquid or gas fuel is being handled.

The standard guards' and shunters' and station staffs'kerosenc
hand lamps and van marker lights using kerosene are naked lights.

Every effort must be made for fueling oftrack motors, and any
equipment powered by pctrolorgas engines, to be done in daylight;
but should It be necessary during darkness, the employe in charge
of the filling operation must be particularly careful that a naked
light or lighted hand lamp is not displayed or used within a
distance of 15 metres.

InstnictioDS Governing both Rail and Road Vehicles.

2. Vehicles shall not be fuelled while standing over pits or,
except in the case of track vehicles, while in sheds or shops. Before
commencing to fuel a track vehicle in a shed all the doors of the
shed must be opened to the fullest extent.

This restriction is imposed because, owing to the heavy nature
offuel vapour, it may collect and remain in pits, hollows, or where
proper ventilation is not provided.

The fuelling of a vehicle with the ignition switched on or with
the engine running or while the vehicle is in motion is prohibited.

3. (a) Where provided, the pump or bowser equipment shall
be used for fuelling, and unless such equipment is defective,
hand-filling, by means of cans, must not be done.

Under suitable conditions, petrol possesses the property of
generating a static charge, when being poured or pumped from one
vessel to another, and to prevent this, a continuous metallic
connection must be maintained between the bowser, the hose, and
the vehicle tank. To ensure this, a metal lined hose, with the metal
lining metallically connected to the union and the nozzle, must be
used. The nozzle ofthis hose must be kept in metallic contact with
the car tank during the filling operation.

Before repair work is carried out on bowsers or pumps, all the
fuel must be drained from the equipment and relumed to storage,
tanks or drums and the equipment ventilated to get rid of fuel
vapour. Particular carc must be taken in repair work when using
tools, to prevent sparks. Blowlamps welding or gas heating or
cutting equipment arc. on no account to be used at the filling
station.

Repairs or alterations involving welding, cutting, drilling,
hammering or other operations which may produce sparks or a
rise in temperature, shall not be commenced until the fuel tank,
storage tank or drum has been cleared of, and certified in writing
by a Responsible Officer to be free from flammable vappur.
Removal of flammable vapour can be done by filling the container
with water, allowing it to overflow, followed by emptying and
steaming to remove last traces of volatile liquid from seals and
joints.

Such repair work should be preferably carried out at
Workshops where facilities for steaming and gas testing arc
available. Newport, North Melbourne. Bendigo and Ballarat
Workshops all have the required testing instruments.

In effecting repairs to any pump or bowser installation, no
alteration is to be made in the design of the equipment without the
approval of the Chief Mechanical Engineer in the case of
installations located in Rolling Stock Branch Workshops, garages,
depots and fuel points and the Chief Civil Engineer of all other
installations.

(b) When hand filling, the use of non-metallic funnels is
permitted provided that all other instructions concerning the
handling of petrol arc followed. Care is to be taken to avoid
spillage.

Where fuel is supplied in metal cans, sufficient contact is
provided if the can rests on the edge of the funnel or the lip of the
tank filler.

Chamois fillers must, on no account, be used,

(c) When running fuel from drums to an underground storage
tank, metallic connection must be maintained between the tank
and drums by means of a light brass chain.

4. Should fuel be spilt in any compartment of a passenger
carriage, the compartment must be well ventilated and the carriage
not allowed into service until the fuel vapour has been expelled.

S. Electric light fittings at fuel depots must be of the gas-tight
type, to obviate any risk due to breakage or defect in the fittings.

Should any defect arise in the fillings, steps must be taken
immediately to have the defective fitting reneweo.

Should it be necessary to change the electric lamp, the switch
must be in the "Off' position, and the heavy outer protecting globe
must be replaced when the change is completed.

Throughout the electrified area, running rails are used for
earring return current from electric trains and therefore an electric
potential exists between the rails and earth, this potential is
suflkient. on frequent occasions, to cause a spark which would
Ignite petrol or gas if electrically conductive hose were used, the
hose used between the bowser and rail vehicle fuel tank must
ihcrfore be of oil resistant synthetic rubber and not metal
shrouded, lined or earthed.

On account of the potential of the running rails, no equipment
shall be used or allowed to remain in the vicinity of the bowser
which may provide metallic connection between the running rails
or rail vehicle and any petrol pipe, water pipe, gas pipe or other
metal connected with the earth.

Rubber tyred vehicles must not be filled from a bowser
provided for the use of rail vehicles

ENGINEMAN INCAPACITATED,
(Regulation 158).

1. Although the above-mentioned regulation prescribes that
in the event of the Engineman being incapacitated, the Assistant
Engineman, or, in the case of an eleciric train, the Guard, may
drive the train to the nearest station in advance, it must be borne in
mind that clause (a) or (b) of the regulation shall not apply where
the services of another qualified Engineman can be obtained
within a reasonable time, nor when the air brake is in any way
defective.

2. The Guard must see that his train is protected as prescribed
in the rules and regulations;-

(i) If, however, there be another competent employe
available to exhibit the danger hand signal in the
vicinity of the three outer detonators, the Guard must
call upon such employe for. and instruct him in. the
performance of that duly, and the Guard may then
return to his train and. except as directed hcrcunder,
must exhibit his red hand signal at a reasonable
distance in the rear of his tram. If it be not clear
daylight, the Guard must sec that the train signals on
the rear of his train are showing clearly.

(ii) If no competent employe be available to exhibit the
danger hand signal, the Guard, after fixing the
detonators as prescribed in the regulation, may return
to his train, and in addition to complying with the
foregoing must make the best possible arrangements for
carrying out the following instructlons;-

3. If. owing to any injury, the Engineman be unable to drive,
but capable of supervising the driving of his train, and no other
qualified Engineman be available, arrangements may be made for
the Assistant Engineman. or in the case of an electric train, the
Guard, to drive the train to its destination, but the Engineman will
be responsible for exercising such supervision as will ensure the
movements of the train being regulated in conformity with the
rules, regulations, and other instructions.

4. When, in accordance with clause I hereof, the Assistant
Engineman or Guard is required to drive the train, and the regular
Engineman is not accompanying the train as prescribed in clause
3. the Assistant Engineman or Guard will be responsible for
carrying out the duties of Engineman of the locomotive or the
Engineman of the electric train, as the case may be. The train must
be ofieratcd with caution, the speed must be kept well under
control, and the instructions shown hereunder observed.

5. In the case of a locomotive-hauled train the Guard must be
consulted before the Assistant Engineman undertakes to drive, and
ifthe services of ofanother competent man be available he must be
called on to ride on the locomotive and act under the instructions
of the Assistant Engineman. Before proceeding, the air brake must
be tested, and if found to be in any way defective, the train must be
secured by hand brakes and the Guard must obtain a relief train as
quickly as possible in accordance with the rules and regulations.

6. (a) In the case of an electric suburban train, the Guard,
before proceeding to drive, must test the air brakes and the air
operated safety ap|»raius. If the air brake be in good order on the
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train, the Guard may drive the train as prescribed in the
Regulation; but if from any cause it is necessarv' to close the
isolating cock oftheair operated safety apparatus, the Guard must
be accompanied by a competent man, who must hold over the
control governor switch and act under his instructions. The sp^
of the train must not exceed a rate of 8 kilometres per hour (Smph).
The Guard must also be accompanied by a competent man, and
the speed must not exceed the rale of 8 kilometres per hour (Smph)
in the event of-

(i) The pilot valve being defective, or its failing to operate
the emergency relay valve when the plunger is released
with the controller handle at the normal (the off)
position.

(ii) Failure of emergency relay, or

(ill) Failure of the controller handle, from any cause, to
return to the normal (the off) position after being
released.

(b) If. on testing the air brake, it be found in any way
defective, the train must be secured by the hand brakes until a
relief train is obtained in accordance with the Rules and
Regulations.

(i) if any train approach on an adjacent line, the Guard
must stop such train and make the best possible
arrangements to clear the obstructed Line, as laid down
in the rules and regulations;

(ii) If the services of a reliable person can be obtained, the
Guard must hand such person a written notification of
the particulars to be taken to the nearest station or
signal-box, and on receipt of this information the
Stationmaster or Signalman must at once make the
necessary arrangements to clear the Line.

If the messenger referred to in the preceding paragraph be not
an employe, he must be requested to avoid walking on the line. If
possible, a resident having a conveyance must be engaged to
deliver the message to the Operations Oepot Manger,
Stationmaster or Signalman, so that relief may be obtained as
quickly as possible.

(c) Except as specified hereundcr. the provisions ofthis clause
(clause 6) will also apply to the Engineman of an electric suburban
train in the event of the Guard becoming incapacitated between
stations.

In the circumstances referred to in .sub-clause (b) hercof-ifthe
services of another qualified Guard be available the Engineman of
the electric train must act as prescribed in sub-clause (b), clause 4,
of the instructions shown under the heading of "Disabled Electric
Trains," on pages 140-142.

WHEN AN ENGINEMAN IS NOT ACQUAINTED WITH
THE LINE OVER WHICH HE HAS TO RUN.

(Regulation 163).

1. Except as shown in clause 2 hereof, when a Pilot Is required
such Pilot should ̂  an Engineman.

2. (a) If the services of an Engineman cannot be obtained
within a reasonable time and undue detention of traffic or
considerable public inconvenience would be caused waiting the
arrival ofan Engineman, the Train Controller may arrange for any
employe, who is qualified in the roads and signals over the line on
which the train is required to travel, to act as Pilot.

(b) When an employe other than an Engineman is acting as
Pilot the Train Engineman must operate with caution and regulate
the speed of the train so as to enable him to stop within the
distance he can see ahead. In every such case the load of the train
must be limited to what the locomotive is capable of hauling up
the steepest gradient, on the sections concerned, without the aid of
momentum.

(c) It must be deary understood that when the circumstances
warrant the employment of a Pilot who is not an Engineman, the
authority of the Train Controller must first be obtained. A full
report of the matter and the action taken must be submitted to the
ChiefOperations Manager.

OPERATIONS IN TRACK MACHINES ETC.. ON TRACK
CIRCUITED AREAS.

Way and Works Branch track machines or vehicles are not to
be relied on to reverse track circuited fixed signals or actuate
(lashing lights or automatic boom barriers. In order to ensure the

safe passage of the machines, the following instructions must be
observed on lines where the Track Block system. Automatic
signalling. Lever Locking and Track Control system or the
Automatic and Track Control system is in force.

1. Before entering a section, the machine must be stopped at
the last place at which a Signalman is on duty and the employe in
charge of the machine must inform the Signalman, the destination
of the machine and obtain his assurance that no train will be
permitted to pass to the section until the machine has been
reported by teiephone as having arrived at the next signal box in
advance.

2. When the machine has gone forward, no train must be
permitted to enter the section until the machine has been reported
as having arrived at the next signal box in advance where there is a
Signalman on duly.

3. The Signalman at the entrance to the section must inform
the Signalman at the signal box next in advance of the
circumstances and the information must be passed on to each
signal box to the end of the section or automatic signal area. The
departure and arrival messages must be entered in the Train
Register Book at each signal box.

4. It will not be necessary for the machine to stop at an
intermediate signal box if the signalman on duty exhibits a green
flag or light to the driver of the machine. The exhibition of the
green hand signal may be taken as an assurance that the
instructions contained in clause 2, will be observed.

In the event of the green hand signal not being rcccivetl. the
driver must comply with the instructions in clause I, hereof.

5. Where an illuminated diagram or track indication is
provided, the Signalman must satisfy himselfthat the machine has
passed clear before operating any points over which the machine is
required to pass.

6. (a) On an Automatic and Track Control system, the
machine must not cross a train at an unattended Crossing station
nor must it be permitted to enter any section where a Switch
Locked siding is located ifa train is operating at such siding. When
the signals at an Unattended Crossing station have been operated
for the machine to pass through, the levers controlling the points
and signals ofsuch unattended station must not be altered until the
machine has arrived at the Attended Station in advance.

(b) In addition to complying with the foregoing instructions,
the Signalman at the entrance to a section where the Automatic
and Track Control System or Lever Locking and Track Control
System is in force, must, before operating the departure signal
controlling the entrance to the section, request the Signalman in
advance to withdraw the Pilotman's Key from the opposing
departure signal and retain it out ofthe lock until the machine has
cleared the section. On receipt of advice from the Signalman in
advance that the Pilotman's key has been withdrawn, the
Signalman despatching the machine may signal the machine to
depart.

Immediately the machine has entered the section and has
passed the departure signal, the Signalman must withdraw the
Pilotman's key at his end of the section and retain it out ofthe lock
until receipt ofadvice that the machine has arrived at the Attended
Crossing station In advance.

WAY AND WORKS BRANCH AUTOMATIC SLEEPER
TAMPING MACHINE

1. (a) The above-mentioned machine weighs approximately
7 1/4 tonnes and has its own power unit. When travelling, the
automatic tampers are raised clear of the rails. When approaching
level crossings, more particularly those where a good and distant
view of road irafiic is not obtainable, the Driver must exercise
caution. The speed must be reduced so as to be able, in case of
need, to stop clear of the level crossing. The machine is equipped
with a hand brake and a foot brake.

(b) A trailer is provided for carrying fuel. oil. tools, etc. The
trailer can be converted into an unloading platform and travcrser,
upon which the machine can be run and side-tracked clear of the
running line
Note:-See Working Time-table Addenda re speeds.

2. The Machine is worked by two men, i.e.. Driver and an
Assistant. When the machine is in operation at the work point the
necessary flagmen, vide Regulation 271, must be provided to
protect the machine.

3. (a) Except as provided in clause 5. the rules, regulations
and instructions applicable to the working and signalling of a train
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will apply to the tamping machine. The machine must not be
engaged in tamping operations during foggy weather and should a
fog occur after tamping operations have been commenced the
machine must be immediately removed from the running line.

(b) The instructions contained in page 91. must be observed
when it is necessary for the machine to enter a section where the
Track Block System, or Automatic Signalling or Lever Locking
and Track Control System of Signalling is in force.

(c) Only an employe certified for the purpose by the Chief
Civil Engineer must be allowed to drive the machine on any part of
the running line, or on any siding. He must drive the machine
personally, and under no circumstances allow any unauthorised
person to drive it. Only authorised persons must be allowed to ride
on the machine.

(d) The Driver must be certified as competent by the
Safeworking Inspector in the rules and regulations applying to the
lines over which the machine will run, otherwise he must be
accompanied by a competent official.

(e) The Machine must carry the regulation train signals, and
the Driver must have with him on the Machine-two red. one green
and one white flag, a hand signal Lamp (which must be trimmed
and ready for use.) and a Box of not less than 12 detonators.

MECHANISED TRACK MAINTENANCE OPERATIONS

Insinictions for the working of Tamping Machines, Ballast
Regulators, Crib and Shoulder Compactors Lining and other
Heavy Duty Machines on Running Lines in connection with
Mechanised Track Maintenance Operations.

1, It is the responsibility of the employes concerned to
co-operate for the efficient and economic operation of mechanised
track maintenance equipment by minimising off-track lime
without overall increase to cost or serious reduction of the quality
of train service.

In order to achieve this objective, consideration is to be given
toi-

(a) Diversion oftraffic where alternative routes are available.

(b) Working the traffic ofa double line over a single line.

(c) Re-arrangement oftrain schedules.

(d) Re-arrangementofhouisofworking.

2. TRAIN INFORMATION;

(a) Subject to the proper authority being received for a
machine to depart from or pass a station where the points and
signals are controlled by a Signalman, the period of occupancy of
the line shall be determined on the basis of"Train Information".

(b) "Train Information" consists of advice of all relevant
particulars in regard to the running of ordinary and special trains
over the section.

(c) Method ofobtaining Train Information-

(i) Machine to be placed on track at a station where there
is a Signalman or Ofticer-in-Chargc on duty:-The
Gangcr-in-Charge must obtain "Train Information"
from the Signalman or Officer-in-Charge.

(ii) Machine to be placed on track at an intermediate
station where a Signalman or other employe is not on
duty or at a work-point in the section:-The
ganger-in-charge must obtain "Train information"
from the Train Controller or in absence of
communication with the Train Controller from one of
the Signalman controlling train movements in the
section.

(d) When a Signalman or Officer-in-Chargc of a station
receives a request for "Train Information"" from the
Ganger-in-Chargc of mechanised track maintenance operations,
he roust, irrespective of any advice he has already received
regarding the running of trains, communicate with the Train
Controller or where the Train Control system is not in force, with
the Stationmaster or Signalman at the Depot or Junction station
and obtain the latest train running information at the time
enquiries are made and then give the Oanger-in-Charge the
information required.

(e) On receipt of the necessary "Train Information" the
Ganger-in-Charge shall determine whether there is sulTicient
interval between trains to permit of work being carried out on the
running line with the machine.

(f) With the object of obtaining maximum working time
consistent with the avoidance of delays to trains, the
Ganger-in-Cha^e must, during the period of occupation of the
track, communicate with the Train Controller or Signalman as
often as may be necessary in order to receive advice of any
variation in ifte previous "Train Information".

(g) The Ganger-in-Charge must ensure that, as far as
practicable, the machines are removed from the running line and
the line is clear at least 10 minutes before a train is required to pass
the work-point.

PROTECTION;

(a) The protection of track maintenance machines will be the
sole responslblllly of the Ganger-in-Chante, who must ensure that
regulation 271 is strictly complied with,

(b) Single Lines-

(1) Machine required to enter section from a staff or
Crossing Station and return ihercto-Before the
machine is permitted to leave the station, a Flagman
must be in a position to provide protection in
accordance with Regulation 271 in advance ofthe limit
of the work area. On the departure of the machine, a
Flagman must remain at the station and protect in
accordance with Regulation 271 to prevent any train
from entering the section until the machine has
returned. In addition, he must request the Signalman to
keep the signals at the stop position to protect the
obstructed line. The Signalman must maintain the
signals at stop until the machine has returned to the
station.

(ii) Machine required to enter and leave the section at an
intermediate take-off poini-The machine must not be
placed on the running line until the Flagman are in
position on each side of the work-point as prescribed in
Regulation 271.

The flagman protecting in the opposite direction to that in
which the machine proceds when it is placed on the line, must
provide protection in accordance with Regulation 271, to ensure
that any approaching train is stopped short ofthe take-off point.

Notes (i) Branch Lines-Whcn it is known that no train,
locomotive or rail motor is between the work area and
the terminal station of the line or at the terminal
station, it will not be necessary to provide protection
on the terminal station side ofthe work.

(ii) Instructions relating to single lines will also be
applicable to multiple lines where tracks are signalled
foroperation in both directions.

(iii) The points and signals between Albion and
Broadmcadows (Victonan Gauge) and West Foolscray
and Wodonga Loop (Standard Gauge) arc operated by
the Train Controller, Spencer Street

(c) Double Lines-

Machine required to enter the section on the right line from a
station or signal box and return thereto on the same hnc:-

(i) When the machine enters the section, the Flagman
must remain at the station and protect in accordance
with Regulation 271 to prevent any train from entering
the section until the machine has relumed. In addition,
he must request the Signalman to keep the signals at
the stop position to protect the obstructed line. The
Signalman must maintain (he signals at stop until (he
machine has returned to the station.

(ii) Machine required to be placed on the right running line
at an intermediate take-off point and return thereto on
the same line:-

Beforc the machine is placed on the running line, a
Flagman must provide protection in the rear in
accordance with Regulation 271 to ensure that any
approaching train is stopped short of the intermediate
station or take-off point until the machine has been
removed from the running line.

(iii) Machine required to enter the section on the wrong line
from a station or signal box or intermediate take-off
point and return thereto on the same linc:-Before the
machine is placed on (he Running Line, a Flagman
must provide protection in accordance with Regulation
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271 to ensure that any approaching train is stopped
short ofthe limit oflhc work area until the machine has
been removed from the running line.

(d) Take-OfTPoinis:

When a machine is to be on-tracked or off-tracked at a
take-off point, and any adjoining line is likely to be obstructed by
such operation, the Ganger-in-Charge must first take care that
effective measures are taken to protect the obstruction.

4 USE OF YELLOW FLAG

The protection of mechanised track maintenance and welding
operations on main lines outside the suburban electrified area at
locations published in the Weekly Notice may be effected in
accordance with the following instructions and Regulation 271 is
modified accordinglyi-

1. (a) Single Lines-One outer flagman at 1,800 metres and
one inner flagman at 200 metres from the limit ofthe work area on
each side ofthe point of work.

(b) Double Lines-One outer flagman at 1,800 metres and one
inner flagman at 200 metres from the limit of the work area in the
direction ofapproaching trains.

2. Duties of Flagmen (a) The outer flagman must place 3
detonators 10 metres apart on the rail at 2,000 metres from the
limit of the work area. Afler fixing the detonators, the flagman
must take up a position about 2IX> metres on the work point side of
(he detonators and exhibit a yellow flag to the engineman of any
train approaching the work area.

(b) Should the distance of2,000 metres fall within a tunnel, or
close to the mouth of a tunnel nearest to the work area, or in any
other (Msition where, owing to the formation of line or to some
other circumstance, the engineman of an approaching train would
be unable to obtain a good and distant view ofthe yelfow flag, then
the signal must be exhibited and three detonators must be placed at
the end of the tunnel farthest from the work area or at such a
distance over and above the prescribed distance of 2,OCK) metres, as
may be necessary to ensure the engineman obtaining a good and
distantviewofsuchsignal.

(c) If the prescribed distance involves the exhibition of the
yellow by the outer flagman in the vicinity of a signal box, he
must confer with the Signalman and arrive at an understanding as
to a suitable position for the fixing of the detonators and the
display of the yellow flag. In these circumstances, the Signalman
must keep the necessary fixed signals at the stop position until the
speed ofthe train has been sufficiently reduced.

(d) The inner flagman must exhibit a red flag to the
engineman of any tram approaching the work area until he
receives intimation from the Gangcr-in-Chaige that he may
withdraw the signal. If the line is clear at normal speed the inner
flagman must exhibit a green flag, held steadily in hand, to the
engineman. When It is necessary for a train to travel at reduced
speed over the section of the line affected the Ganger-in-Charge
snould so advise the flagman who must exhibit a caution signal by
waving a green flag slowly from side to side.

(e) Ifthe commencing point ofthe work area is within or close
to the protection of fixed signals, the inner flagman must request
the Signalman in charge of tnc signal box to keep his signals at the
stop position to protect the line about to be obstructed. The
flagman must then stand near (he fixed signal conlroffing the
entrance to the affected section and exhibit a red flag. The
Signalman must instruct the flagman where to stand and must
keep his signals at the stop position and not allow any train to pass
in tne direction of the worx point until the flagman has informed
him that the line is clear.

3. ElngiDeman-Immediatcly an engineman sees the yellow
flag exhibited by the outer flagman, he must reduce speed and
bring his train under complete control and then proceed cautiously
until he receives a further signal for his guidance.

WAY AND WORKS BRANCH TRACK RECORDER
MACHINE

I. The Track Recorder is a diesel-powered self-propelled
machine weighing 10 tonnes and is used to measure and record the
physical condition of the track. The machine travels at a speed of
up to 25 kilometres per hour (15 mph) when recording and up to
50 kilometres per hour (30 mph) when not recording and with the
measuring trollies retracted. The speed must be reduced to 8
kilometres per hour (5 mph) when passing over crossing work and
Level Crossing.

2. (a) The Machine is worked by two men, namely a Driver
certified for the purpose by the Chief Civil Engineer and an
Operator who is responsible for the operation of the recording
apparatus.

(b) The Driver must be certified as competent by the
Safeworking Inspector in the rules and regulations applying to the
lines over which the machine will run.

(c) The machine must carry the regulation train signals and
the Driver must have with him on the machine-two red flags, a
hand signal lamp and a box of not less than 12 detonators.

3. (a) The rules, regulations and instructions applicable to
the working and signalling of a train will apply to the track
recorder.

(b) The instructions contained in clause I, page 91, must be
observed when it is necessary for the machine to enter a section
where the Track Block System, Lever Locking and Track Control
or Automatic Signalling is in force.

Where the Automatic and Track Control System is in force,
the instructions contained in clause 6, sub-clause (a), page 91, must
be observed.

4. The track recorder is provided with a fabricated automatic
coupling with a fixed jaw and may only be attached to a vehicle
equlpp^ with automatic couplers. The coupling up is to be
performed by hand shunting the machine to the vehicle to which it
IS to be coupled. The machine may be propelled or hauled clear of
the section. When being hauled, the spe^ must not exceed 50
kilometres per hour (30 mph) or such lesser speed as the Operator
shall determine.

WAY AND WORKS BRANCH PLASSER RM.
74-UHR BALLAST CLEANING MACHINE.

The above machine is self-propelled, weighs approximately
75 tonnes and is approximately 28 metres (90 ft) in length.

Between locations, the machine will travel at a speed of 80
kph (50 mph) in either direction when clear of platforms and/or
points.

The machine is not insulated, and when travelling will
operate signals in the same mannerasa train.

It is equipped with standard automatic couplers and air-brake
apparatus which will permit it to be coupled to a locomotive or a
train to enable it to be hauled from the section in case of
breakdown. It must not be included in the consist of a train unless
authorised by the ChiefOperations Manager and, if so authorised,
the machine operator must accompany the movement of the
machine.

When cleaning ballast, the machine will operate in
conjunction with a Surfacing Gang.

The machine will be operated by a Driver and Assistant who
must be certified by the ChiefCivil Engineer for that purpose.

The Driver must be certified as competent by an Operations
Branch Safeworking Inspector in the Rules, Regulations and
Instructions applying to the line over which the machine will run.

When running through a section with working parts secured,
an Operations Branch Guard must be employed with the machine,
but will not be required when the machine is cleaning ballast.

The Rules, Regulations and Instructions applicable to the
working and signalling of a train will apply to the machine when
ninning through a section, and the necessary train signals must not
be earned.

Because of the dimensions of the machine, the following
restrictions must be observed, either when self-propelled or being
hauled by a locomotive or where special authonty is granted for it
to be included in the consist ofa train.

(i) When passing through a platform, the speed of the
machine must not exceed 8 kph (5 mph)

(ii) When running to or diverging from the straight track,
the speed of the machine must not exceed 8 kph (5
mph).

(iii) The machinemust not be routed through a turnout or a
crossover when the points are located at or within 30
metres (too ft.) ofthe platform.

When carrying out ballast cleaning operations, the machine
will operate under conditions of Absolute Occupation and, except
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when ihe Driver is in possession of an Electric Staff or Train Staff
forlhe section, protection must be provided in accordance with the
Rules and Regulations.

When the machine is operating, arrangements must be made
for the protection of any adjacent track or tracks that may be
fouled by the operation in accordance with protection as laid down
for mechanised gangs.

When stabling the machine, wherever possible it should be:-

(I) Locked away in a siding.

(ii) Protected by the use of point clips which are to be
carried on the machine for this pur^se.

Where it is impracticable to lock the machine awav in a
siding, it must be protected by the use of portable derail blocKs.

If the machine is in a siding adjacent to a running line, the
derail blocks must be fitted to the rail furthest from the running
lineso that in the event of a derailment the vehicle will be diverted
clear of the running line. The Driver, who is responsible for the
fitting of point clips and derail blocks, should confer with the
Stationmaster as to the most suitable location for stabling and
protection devices.

The machine is not to be shunted unless the machine operator
is in attendance, and under no circumstances is it to be loose
shunted.

The dimensions of the machine are such that the end swing
out and central overhang of the machine, when diverging,
converging, or negotiating sharp curves in sidings, may restrict the
clearance between the machine and adjacent structures or rolling
stock on adjacent tracks. Employes involved in the holding of
point levers or working close to the machine must therefore confer
with the machine operator before any such movements are
commenced and take care while the machine is negotiating such
movements.

FORWARDING LOCOMOTIVES OR LOCOMOTIVE GEAR
FOR REPAIRS FROM DEPOTS TO WORKSHOPS.

1. When a locomotive is to be forwarded to the Workshops,
the Depot Foreman must arrange for a load to be provided
wherever this is reasonably practicable and the locomotive is in a
fit condition to Itaul a load.

2. When it is necessary for a dead steam locomotive to be
hauled from a depot to the workshops or from a station to a depot
the following instructions must be observed.

(a) If (he side rods are unfit to run the connecting rods and
side ro^ must be removed.

If Ihe connecting rods are unlit to run they must be removed,
but if the side rods arc in good order Ihev are to be left in position.
On locomotives with outside cylinden tne spraal bushes provided
must be placed on Ihe crank pins to keep Ihe side rods in position.

Under either of the above conditions the speed of the train must not
exceed 30 km/h (20 mph).

(b) If the machinery is in good running order the locomotive
may be hauled without removing the connecting rods or the side
rods provided that an employe, who is competent to carry out any
instructions given by the Engineman of the hauling locomotive,
travels on (he dead locomotive.

In such a case the dead locomotive may be attached to a goods
train, which is not assisted in front, and provided the dead
locomotive is authorised to run over the section of line concerned
and that double heading ofgoods trains is permitted.

The dead locomotive must be placed immediately behind the
train locomotive. The Depot Foreman or Loco. Ofliccr-in-Chargc
must make the nccessaiy arrangements for the working of the
locomotive to its destination.

(c) When a locomotive is to be hauled under the conditions
set out is sub-clause (b) the following attention must be given to the
dead locomotive.

(i) The regulator must be secured in the open position.

(ii) A washout plug above the level of the water in the
boiler must be removed.

(iii) The by-pass valves must be firmly closed by means of
the set screws.

(iv) The drain cocks of (he cylinders and steam chest must
be closed.

(v) The indicator plugs must be removed and a liberal
supply of oil is to be applied to the valves and pistons
through the indicator plug holes. On Sicphcnson valve
gear locomotives oil must also be applied down the
blast pipe,

(vi) Under the above conditions the maximum speed of the
train may be that authorised for a goods tram over the
section ofthe line concerned.

(vii) The Engineman of the train locomotive must examine
and oil the dead locomotive at intervals during the trip.
If the train is not stopped for other reasons the
Engineman must stop the train as he considers
necessary for the purpose of attending to the dead
locomotive.

(d) In all cases when a dead locomotive is hauled, the
Engineman's brake valve isolating cock must be closed and the
automatic brake valve placed in the release position except when
the locomotive is fitted with A/6/ET brake equipment when both
the automatic and independent brake valves must be placed in the
running position and the dead locomotive cock opened- If Ihe dead
locomotive is equipped with the straight air brake, the handle of
the straight air brake valve must be placed in the release position.

3. Locomotive Gear sent to Workshops for
Repairs.-Locomotive gear sent to any workshops for repairs must
be forwarded with as little delay as possible, so that it may be
promptly repaired, and returned to the sending station. It must be
properly labelled showing the number of the locomotive and the
depot to which it belongs, and be accompanied by a memorandum
setting out the nature of the repairs to be effected. Such gear must
be waybilled in all cases.

ENGINEMEN AND GUARDS ON DUTY IN EXCESS OF
THE USUAL NUMBER OF HOURS, AND

ARRANGEMENTS FOR THEIR RELIEF.

1. (a) When any trainman Is on a journey which does not
involve his being on duty over ten hours, but which from any cause
is likely to require his being on duty over that period he must as
soon as he becomes aware that such will be the case; in Ihe area
where the Train Control System Is in operation, request the
Officer-in-Charge of the station to so advise the Train Controller
who must promptly pass on the advice (o Ihe responsible
Operations Branch (^cer-in-Charge.

2. When relief can be provided the responsible officer who
arranges same must inform the Train Controller of the relief
arrangements made and the Train Controller will then be
responsible for seeing that relief is elTccted.

3. The relief crew must be furnished on the proper
Form(07|) with full information respecting the trainmen they are
to relieve, the train or trains by which they arc to travel, and the
place where the reliefis likely to be effected. This however, will not
free them from the responsibility ofmaking such enquiries c-n rouie
as will enable the relief to be effected at some other station should
either train run out of course. If from any cause the relief be not
effected, the form must be handed to the Stationmaster at the
station from which the return journey is commenced, and the
Stationmaster must fill in the necessary particulars, sign the form,
and return it to the employes concerned, who must, before signing
off duly at the home station, hand it in together with a report
stating why the relieffailed.

4. The Guard in charge of a goods train must not permit
anyone to travel by his train without an order, ticket, or pass
properly endorsed.

5. Relief crews who may be ordered from point to point to
relieve trainmen, or who may be reluming home after having
relieved trainmen, or Engineman and Guards who have been
relieved short of destination and who require to proceed to their
homes for rest, may be allowed to travel by go<^s or passenger
trains as may be most convenient and expeditious.

6. Enginemcn and Guards when supplied from the same
station to give relief should, when practicable, travel in the same
brakevan or in the same compartment on the rear portion of train
so that there may be no difficulty in detraining them, if necessary,
at an intermediate station, en route. When travelling on a
passenger train, they must ride in the Economy-class carriage, if
accommodation is not available in the brakevan.

7. (a) When it becomes necessary to book off for rest at a
foreign station the locomotive crews ofspecial passenger, live slock
and goods trains, the following instructions must be strictly
observed:-
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(i) Eight hours clear from all duly is the minimum time for
which Enginemcn may be booked off duty for rest at a
foreign station.

(ii) In order to secure the release of a locomotive crew from
duty for at least 8 hours, Stationmasters and others
arranging return journeys must make provision for
locomotive time, to the extent of 10 minutes after
passing T.R, point, inwards, and 10 minutes prior to
passing T.R, point, outwards, plus 10 minutes when
necessary to restore the diesel motor where it has been
authorised to shut it down.

(iii) If necessary to divide a locomotive and tender to turn,
at least 40 minutes additional time must be allowed.

(b) When Guards are booked off for rest at a foreign station
there should be a clear interval of eight (8) hours off duty between
the time ofsigning offand signing on except in cases where a lesser
interval has been specially authorised by the Board.

(c) Enginemen and Guards must not be required to work
double shifts away from their home station until they have had a
clear interval of 10 hours' rest, such interval to exclude the
locomotive time allowed to enginemen and the time allowed to
Guards after arrival at destination and before the time ofdeparture
ofthe return journey. Ifthe men have been on duty for 12, hours or
will require to be on duty for 12 hours, there must be, as far as
reasonably practicable, a period of 12 hours for rest.

8. Trainmen who run special trips with goods trains which
involve long hours on the forward journey, must, when they arrive
at their destination, inform the Stationmaster they will be unable
to commence the return journey until they have had a clear
interval of 8 hours for rest. Arrangements should then be made to
put the men on to a later train, or, if reasonably practicable, to put
the return journey back so as to enable them to have the proper
interval for rest.The trainmen, however, before going off duly,
must see the person making the arrangements, and receive from
him written instructions as to the time they will be required to
resume duty.

9. If trainmen are likely to arrive at the station at which they
are to rest after the time when lodging houses are closed, they
should, if necessa^, request the Stationmaster to wire the terminal
station in good time to order sleeping accommodation and the
Stationmaster there must, if it be at all practicable, so arrange.

10. Before altering or putting back a train, the Stationmaster
or Depot Manager must, if practicable, make proper arrangements
so that notice may be given the Enginemen at their places of
lodging at least two hours prior to the time at which they were
originally booked to sign on (or if in barracks at least one hour). If
the train be put back, advice must be sent to the Train Controller
and to terminal and principal stations en route giving particulars of
the arrangements. Guards must also be notified by the
OITicer-in-Charge as early as practicable.

11. Whenever possible, the responsible employes must take
into consideration the long hours on the forward journey, and
make such arrangements as will avoid inconvenience or delay to
return trains, or long hours to train crews.

12. Trainmen must not fail to take sufficient rest between the
time ofarrival at the destination of the forward train and the lime
of starting on the return journey.

13. The Operations Depot Foreman, Stationmaster, Depot
Foreman, or person in charge at a station or depot where
Enginemen or Guards are stationed must furnish a statement on
the proper form (G.I 19) on the day following the end of each pay
period, giving particulars where any Enginemen or Guard has been
on duty over 11 hours. If there are no such instances, the form
must nevertheless be sent in, and a remark shown on it to that
effect. It will also be necessary to show on (Form G.l 19) every
instance in which reliefwas supplied.

TRAIN CREWS CHANGING OVER.

1. Locomotive crews of passenger trains are allowed up to 5
minutes to change over, and any lime occupied in excess of that
period is to be regarded by Operations Depot Managers or
Stationmasters as overtime, and included accordingly in the
running reports.

2. Where train crews change over each train must, unless
special instructions are issued to the contrary, be drawn clear into
tne station yard ifthe proper signals are exhibited.

LOCOMOTIVES READY FOR WORK AFTER LOCO.
REQUIREMENTS

1. Except as provided in clause 2 hereof, when a goods train
or li^t locomotive is detained owing to the locomotive or

locomotives taking water, or to other loco, requirements,
examining brakes, etc., or when a goods train is ready to depart
from a station yard, after the examination of the train has been
completed, the Engineman of the train locomotive or light
locomotive, on completion of such work, must give one long
whistle to intimate that the train is ready to proceed, or that the
locomotive is again available for work, as the case may be. This
will also apply in the case oflocal locomotives at depot stations.

If, on sounding the whistle, the Guard, Shunter or Signalman
does not communicate with the Engineman, the latter must repeat
his whistle signal at short intervals until he has gained attention,

2. Where special yard telephones are provided adjacent to the
point where the locomotive is detained, the Engineman must
communicate with the Signalman by means of the telephone and
thus reduce whistling to a minimum.

WHISTLING SIGNAl^.

1. Use ofTrain Whlstle.-(a)-

(i) Where, in accordance with any rule, regulation, or
supplementary instruction, an Engineman is required
to make use of his train whistle, it must be understood
that, unless otherwise specified, a long whistle is
prescribed.

(ii) The sound of the whistle should be distinct, with
intensity, duration, or repetition, proportionate to the
distance at which (he signal is required to be heard, and
the circumstances under which it is used.

(b) The standard code of whistles applicable to fixed si^ptals
and local tracks at stations and junctions, not otherwise specially
provided for, is contained in the Book ofSignals.

(c) The whistling signals prescribed hereunder are illustrated
by "o" for short sounds, and for long sounds;-

When Locomotive or Train Is not in Motion.

Sigaxl

"00

•ooo

■oo

Paniculafv

B<roR movint * tocomoiivt or irain under any ciinumsunce
CliUK(a).Re|ulallon IS7).
When iwo or more lighl locoiRolives, or iwo mini, are couple
touilier, or when more than one locomolivett attached to a train.
(Clause tb), Regulation 157):-

To move forward.
To set back.

Starting of irains with one or more locomotives in front, and otiei
rear of train, (licgulalion 173).
To recall Guard when Engineman is prepared to proeeed an
Guard is protecting his train. (Clause 0). Regulation 239).S Engineman of electric train to call Guard to fioni of inii

lause (1). Regulation 68, and clause 0), Regulation 239).
Engineman of hank locomotive, to intimate to Enaineman oftrai
iocomoiive that the bank locomotive key it in his possession
(Rule 38. Electric Train Staff System. Book of Rules anC
Regulilions).
To notify the Guard or station suff. alter loco, retirements has
been eompleted. that locomotive is awn available for work, ot
that train is ready to depart. See page 93.
To notify Guard the Enginemen art alsout to lake a nseal.

• Until these whistles have been given, and acknowledged by
repetition, none of the locomotives or trains must be moved.
When Locomotive or Train Is In Motion.

Signal Particulars

when Trains are passing each other at or close' level crossings,
(See page 75).
when passing a whistle poet in the dicection m which it applies.
(See page 75).
In accordance with Regulation 177:-

(1) When approaching or passing a suiion. should
another imin be approaching or standing on the
neat adjoining line, or should shunting operaliont
be going on.

(ii) To warn workmen and other on ornear the Line.
(iii) On entering a tunnel, and to be lepeeied

occasionally when passing through long tunnels.
(iv| When entering and passing through cuttings

situated on curves.
(v) When a train is at a siandsiill on the opposite line

partially obscured by steam ot smoke.

When moving in the wrong direction, whistle to be used
frequcntiy. (Regulation 245).
To gain the aiiention of the Guard, so that he may exchange hand
signals with the Assistant Engineman. iSee clauses (I) and (i),
Regulation 194, and page 99. orthis book).
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A succession of Short
Whistles

00

000

000 0

BiIIasi trains, whilst men are >n the wagons whistle to be sounded
before reducing speed preparatory to slopping. Clause (c>.
Regulation 157; also Regulation 297.
To signal lo the Repairers that there is fire by the side of the Imc.
or on adjoining land, (See Regulations 215 and 289).

For Enuneman to indicate that his train is divided. Also as an

acknowitc^eTnent of the green hand signal moved in a vertical
circle when given by either Guard or Signalman. (See Regulation
248).

When an Engineman requires the special assistance ofthe Guard's
brake. Regulation 199, clause (d), and 247. clause (b)
When both lines are obstructed, and the Engineman is running
forward with his locomotive, lo stop any train that may be
approaching in the opposite direction. (See clause (a), Regulation
240).

To indicate that the train is out of control, in which case, if it is
safe and reasonably practicable to do so. the line ahead must be
cleared, and made available for the train, the whistling signals to
be kept up as long as may be necessary. Sub-section (iiil. clause
(b), Regulation 248.
This signal must also be used when a locomotive is attached to the
rear or a train, or when two or more locomotives are running
coupled together, and the Engineman of the rear locomotive
requires to attract the attention of the Engineman of the leading
locomotive.

When miniature staffautomatic exchanging apparatus is in use to
intimate to Signalman that locomotive apparatus has not picked
up outgoing staff
Air brake on leading locomotive has failed, and engineman of
second locomotive must take control of and work the automatic
brake. After Engineman of second Jocomoiivc has obtained
control of the Air brake, he must acknowledge the signal by
repealing it.

When two locomotives are attached to a train in front, and the
Engineman of the leading locomotive requires to intimate to the
Engineman ofthe second locomotive that

Steam should be shut off.

Tender hand brake be applied.

Tender handbrake be taken off.

Steaming be resumed.

ENGINEMEN ASSISTING IN OPERATIONS WORK.

1. Except where otherwise arranged, the coupling and
uncoupling; of the locomotive at a terminal station must be done
by the Assistant Engineman.

NOTE.-Fiinden Street Station.-Locomothv ntii to be
uncoupled from train until instructed by an authorised employe.
(See Special Instruction, page 235).

2. Except where instructions are issued to the contrary, when
a train arrives at a terminal station, and the locomotive is not
required to lake the same train out or to shunt the train, the
Engineman is personally responsible for seeing that the locomotive
is uncoupled from the train, before any other work, such as
overhauling the locomotive or taking water, etc., is entered upon,
and the locomotive when uncoupled must, if practicable, be drawn
a short distance away from the train in order thai Slaiionmaslers.
Guards, and other employes may know that the locomotive has
been detached.

3. At an Intermediate station where the locomotive is
uncoupled for locomotive purposes, the uncoupling and coupling
must be done by the Assistant Engineman.

4. During shunting operations at any station, other than a
Rail Agent or No-one-in-Charge station or siding, the uncoupling
and coupling must, unless otherwise specified, be done by an
employe of the Operations Branch. At a Rail Agent station and at
any No-onc-in-Cnarge station or siding the following conditions
shall apply-see also Clause (b). Regulation 204.

Uncoupling und Coupling By whom performed

(i) Uncoupiing oflocomotive lo entersiding

(11) Coupling of locomotive to train on completion of shunting
operations
|iii) In every movement when vehicles ere attached to
locomotives

Assistant Engineman

Assistant Engineman

Operations or
Transportation
employe

At a Rail A^ent station and at any No-one-in-Chargc station
or siding the Assistant Engineman lexcept on a locomotive fitted
with vigilance control apparatus) shall also operate the points and
assist as required in shunting movements to and from the train.

5. At a station where it is necessary for an arriving train to be
turned direct into, or for a train to be shunted to. a road for which
more than one set of hand points must be held and only one
employe in addition lo the Guard is on duty, the Officer-in-Chaige
may arrange for the Assistant Engineman (except on a locomotive
fitted with vigilance control apparatus) to hold one set of points
whilst the Guard rides in the Van or on last vehicle on the train.
The Officer-in-Charge must satisfy himself thai the Assistant
Enginman clearly understands the duties he is required to perform.

6. At Rail Agent and No-one-in-Charge staiioris or sidings
where it would be advantageous to do so and an assistant lo the
guard is not provided, the Assistant Engineman must assist with
van goods.

7. When there are two locomotives on a train and an
Assistant Engineman is required to assist in shunting operations,
and it is not reasonably practicable for the leading locomotive to
be uncoupled, the assistance must be rendered by the Assistant
Engineman of the second locomotive.

TRAINS ARRIVING AT TERMINAL
STATIONS.

OR DEAD-END

When arriving at a terminal or a dead-end station, the
Engineman must bring his train lo stand at least four metres short
of the buffer slops, or the end of any vehicle that may be standing
on the platform track. The Engineman must keep a good look out
when entering a platform track to see how far such a track is clear,
and the speed of the train must be regulated accordingly. (See No.
11, Automatic Air Brake Rules, Appendix III.. Book of Rules and
Regulations.

LIGHT LOCOMOTIVtS BROUGHT TO A STAND AT
HOME SIGNALS FIXED SOME DISTANCE FROM THE

SIGNAL-BOX

When two or more light locomotives, coupled together, are
brought to a stand at a home signal which is some distance away
from the signal-box, they must not be uncoupled while standing
there; but when the neces.sary fixed signal to proceed has been
exhibited, all of the locomotives coupled must go forward towards
the box, where they may be uncoupled, and worked to their
respective destinations, in accordance with instructions from the
Signalman. See also Regulation 173.

PLACES WHERE CATCH POINTS EXIST IN THE
RUNNING LINE TO CATCH TRAINS OR VEHICLES
RUNNING BACK ON THE MAIN LINE. OR TO PREVENT
TRALNS ON ONE LINE BEING PUSHED BACK FOUL OF

OTHER LINES

(See Regulations 83.181.246,258. and 259.)

1. At each set of catch points in a running line an indicator
board with the word "Catch" on the Board, is erected.

2. Wherever it is necessary for a train or portion of a train to
be left on a running line from accident or inability of the
locomotive to take the whole forward, or from any other cause,
and it be found necessary for the locomotive to return to the train
or rear portion of the train on the wrong line, in accordance with
clauses (g) and (h) of Regulation 243. and catch points exist in the
running line over which the locomotive will have to pass when
returning, the Engineman, when proceeding ahead with first
portion, must arrange with the Assistant Engineman to place one
(I) detonator at 50 metres and two (2) detonators 10 metres apart
on one rail of the line at least 200 metres ahead of such Catch
Points to notify the Engineman. when returning, of their position.
(See Regulation 246.)

Catch Points are In the Running IJne at the Following places-

Station Where Fixed

North Melbourne In the Up and Down Coburg Goods Lines, near Dynon-road
Bridge.

Newmarket In the Up and Down Racecourse Lines, near the Up Home
Signal.

Royal Paik On (he Royal Park-North Fitzroy Single Line near the Up
Home Signal.

ROADSIDE STATIONS WHERE THERE ARE
CROSS-OVER ROADS BETWEEN THE UP AND DOWN

RUNNING LINES.

No train, light locomotive, or vehicle must "be shunted
through a cross-over at any station on a double line when the
station or signal-box Is "Switched Out." Hand points ofcross overs
at every such place must be securely locked, and the keys placed in
the office safe, or otherwise properly disposed of.

ARTICLES TO BE CARRIED BY GUARDS. AND
BRAKE-VAN EQUIPMENT.

(Regulations 186.)

1. (a) The Guard in charge of a train must, before starting,
satisfy himself that he is in possession of the articles specified
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below (and such other articles, books, or forms, as may elsewhere
be ordered), or that they are in hisbrakevan, or that hisbrakevan is
equipped with Ihem:-

(b) Suburban Passenger Trains-
I Le4ihef kii*ba|

I Step ladder

I Padlock and key
I Set ofside and Tail Umps*

1 Drag chain {see page 174)

I Ambulance stretcher

I Fire extinguisher

{ Sheet of thirty six (36) red self adhesive
Iabels23 mm * 10 mm<I"it

* In the case of electric trains the side lights are electrically
lighted; see page 81.

I Wiich

I Whisi!;

I F.leciric Train Engineman*s carnage key

I Red and I green hand signal (lags

I Box ofdetonators (not less than 12)
I Hand signaMamp

I Sponge cloth

I Special tail disc

(c) Country FassengerTraJns-

I Wiich

I WhUilr

I Carriage ley

I Red. I green and (on single Lines
! while hand signal Dag

I Box of detonators {not less than 12)
I Hand Signal lamp

I Sponge doih

t Special uildisc

(d) Goods Trains-

IWalch

I Whiulc

I Carriage ley

I Red. I green, and (ois Sin^ Lioesi

I While hand signal Hag
I boa of detonators (not leas than 12)

I Hand signal lamp (ready for use, and
lighted as rcQuIred>

1 Sponge cloth
1 Special laildisc

I Step ladder

I Padlock and key

I Set ofside and tail lamps
I Ambulance chest or box

I Ambulance stretcher

I Fireextingirisher

I Sheet of thirty six (3b) red self adhesive
labels2$mmx lOmm(l»»x3/8»»)

I Leather kit'bag

I Leather kit-bag

I Step ladder

1 Padlock and key

I Sctofsideand tail lamps
I Fire extinguisher

I Sheet of thirty six (36) red self adhesive
labels 2$ mm «lO mm (Ux x 3/8»»)

(e) In addition to the articles prescribed in sub-clauses (b), (c),
and (d), the Guard, when on duty, must have with him the
following, viz.i-Train Book, six "Wrong Line Order" Forms,
TR43, and such other Books and Forms as may be ordered.

2. The Guard of a Goods train must, before starting examine
his brakevan to see whether it is equipped with a bracket for the
Guards' reading lamp. He must draw the attention of the Train
Examiner to any case where the bracket is missing, and report the
circumstances, giving the distinguishing number ofthe brakevan.

3. Drag Chains.-(a) Drag chains are not to be carried on
"Harris" or "Silver" suburban electric trains-

(b) On "Tail" type suburban electric trains a drag chain is to
be carried in the centre and west end brake vans of all seven
carriage trains. A drag chain is NOT to be carried in the Brake van
on the east end (i.e. the brake van of the three carriage unit).

(c) On locomotive hauled trains the drag chain is to be carried
on the locomotive.

(d) Use of Drag chains.Sec clause 10 of the instructions,
under the heading of automatic couplers, page 122, re use of drag
chains in cases of failure. See also page 88. re failure of diesel
(Walker) rail Moiois.

(e) After a drag chain has been used for any purpose, it must
be replaced on the locomotive or ifthe locomotive is not available,
forwarded to the nearest locomotive depoi.

In the case of electric trains, the drag chain must be replaced
in the brakevan from which it was removed.

(f) Equipment Examiners must see that the centre and west
end brake vans of each seven carriage "Tail" type suburban
electric train is equipped with a drag chain.

This, however, will not relieve the Guard of the responsibility
for seeing that each such brake van is so equipped and in the event
of a drag chain missing from any such brake van. he must report
the matter prior to ceasing duty.

OITicers-in-Charge of depots must arrange that each
locomotive is equipped with a drag chain before leaving the depot.
In the case ofsteam locomotives, the Engineman who prepares the
locomotive for service must see that the locomotive is equipped
with a drag chain.

(g) When a locomotive from which a drag chain has been
removed, arrives at a depot, the Engineman must advise the
Ofllcer-in-Charge that a drag chain is required.

4. (a) Except for the trains operating on lines referred to in
sub-clause (b). a set of side and tail lamps will comprise two side
and two tail lamps, and when necessary, one ofthe tail lamps must
be (itted with a white glass and a red glass.

(b) As the special train signal, vide Regulation I S3, is not
carried on any train on the following lines, or portions of lines
viz:-Newpon and Geelong, Geelong and Warrenheip. Sunshine
and Dimixwla. Ararat and Portland, St. Albans and Bendigo.
Albion-Broadmeadows and Wodonga, Dandcnong and Traralgon,
Dandenong and Nyora, and all lines in the suburban Electrified
Area, a set of side and tail lamps to be carried by trains operating
on these lines, or portions ofsuch lines, will be two side lamps and
one tail lamp.

(c) Before starting, the Guard must see that the tail disc and
lamps are in good order, and that the oil lamps are trimmed and
ready for use.

5. Fire Extinguishers.-See under instructions respecting Fire
Appliances, page 26-30.

6. (a) Guard's Flags.-The standard size of a Guards' (lags is
460 mm x 460 mm (18" x 18") and the handle must not be less than
685 mm (27") in length, and a half inch in diameter. The Guard Is
responsible for his flags, etc., being of these authorised
dimensions.

(b) The hand flags or handles of flags must not be cut or
altered in anyway, and, ifany article be missing or unfit for use, the
Guard must at once inform the Operations Depot Manager or
Slalionmasier and obtain a duplicate.

7. Guards Train Books-When a Guard requires a new train
book, he must return his old one to the Slationmaster or
Operations Depot Manager of his Home Station, and obtain the
signature ofthe Operations Depot Manager or Slationmaster in his
new book for the old one.

The Operations Depot Manager or Slationmaster who
supplies the new book must see that tne old book is returned, and
keep a record showing to whom the new book is supplied, together
with the date of issue.

Every Guard must enter his name. Home Station and
Departmental number, in his Train Book and he will be held
responsible for its safe custody.

In all instances of level crossing and pereonna) accidents, the
Guard ofthe train concerned must record details ofthe accident in
his Train Book at the appropriate dale and also make a reference
to the accident inside the rear cover of the book. When obtaining a
new book the inside back cover must be checked by both the
Operations Depot Manager or Slationmaster and Guard, and if an
endorsement of an accident is shown thereby the Slationmaster or
person in charge must forward the completed book forthwith to
the Chief Loss Assessor as a "Value" quoting the Chief Loss
Assessor's correspondence number if known.

In addition to signing the new book as a receipt for the old
book, the Operations Depot Manager or Slationmaster must
record details of value despatch ofthe old book or endorse the new
book "old book filed" as the case may be.

8. Guards must, when taking over a train, see that all
brakevan drawers are in proper order, and in the event of any
defect being discovered, the circumstances must at once be
reported to the Slationmaster or Oflicer-in-Charge, who. on
receipt of such advise, must take immediate action to have the
necessary repairs effected.

9. (a) Unless otherwise arranged, the Operations Depot
Manager or Sationmaster must each month examine the articles
carried by each Guard under his charge, and see that each set is
complete (every hand signal flag must be provided with a proper
handle), and that each article is in proper condition and fit for use.

(b) The Slationmaster or Operations Depot Manager must
also inspect the brakevan equipment in his charge, and in the event
of any article being missing, take the steps necessary to have it
replaced, afterwards making proper enquiries in regard to its
whereabouts.

(c) Stationmasicrs and Depot Managers must also note the
condition of the brakevan drawers when inspecting van
equipment.
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PORTABLE TELEPHONES IN BRAKEVANS.

Special instructions will be issued regarding the use of
portable telephones in brakevans, where provided lor emergency
purposes.

GOODS BRAKEVANS EQUIPPED WITH L.P. GAS.
Brakevans lined with a gas-fired radiant heater.

1. The fuel for these appliances is containeed in two (2) metal
cylinders located under the van underframe. Each cylinder when
fully charged, contains sufllcient fuel to operate both the gas ring
and the radiant heater continuously for approximately 4 days but
under normal operating conditions will last considerably longer.

Both cylinders are connected to a regulating device which
carries out two (2) functions; firstly, it allows fuel to flow from one
cylinder only, at the same lime reducing the pressure to that
necessary for the satisfactory operation ofthe appliances; secondly,
when the cylinder is emptied, the device automatically allows fuel
to flow fVom the second cylinder, at the same time causing a red
"Tell-tale" to appear in the indicating gauge. Unauthorised
interference with this equipment will cancel the empty cylinder
indication and will result in the supply being completely
exhausted.

(i) Both the g^ ring and the radiant heater are equipped
with a device which cuts off the supply of fuel should
the flame be extinguished.

(li) A specially pungent odorant is added to the fuel at the
time of manufacture.

This odour becomes apparent to any person with a
normal sense ofsmell should any leakage ofgas occur.

fiii) Should there be any suspicion of leaking gas, the valves
on top of both cylinders, beneath the vehicle are to be
turned olTand the matter is to be reported to the nearest
train examiner station where arrangements are to be
made for the van to be examined and if necessary green
carded to the nearest Loco. Depot or Workshop for
attention. In the case of vehicles on up trains
terminating in the metropolitan area, thay are to be
green carded to Train Lighting Depot, Spencer Street.

2. Operating Instructions.

Instructions for the operation of the gas appliances are
exhibited in each brakevan so equipped. In the event of any
appliance failing to operate in the normal manner, the Guard must
notify the first available Train Examiner who is to green card the
vehicle for attention assetoutinciause I (iii) above.

3. Replacement of empty cylinders In Goods Brakevan.

(a) Notwithstanding that, from the time the red ■"tell-ialc"
first appears, there is still sufficient fuel available to give
continuous supply to both appliances for approximately four (4)
days, it is an indication that one cylinder is empty and a
replacement cylinder must be installed at the earliest practicable
apportunity.

For the information of all concerced, replacement cylinders
are available as follows:

Metropolitan Area-Train Lighting Depot, Dudley Street and
Westall.

Country Areas-Geelong, Ararat, Donald, Bendigo, Ballarat.
Ouyen, Traralgon, Wodonga, Mt. Gambler.

(b) To ensure that empty gas cylinders are replaced with a
minimum of delay, departure and arrival train examiners arc to
inspect the regulaiing tlevice lO ascertain whether the red tell-tale
is showing in tne indicating gauge and if the red tell-tale is showing
action is to be taken as follows:-

(i) If the train is a terminating train anving at the
Metropolitan area, the brakevan is to be green carded
to Van Repair Road Melbourne Yard for attention,
excluding Westall.

(ii) If terminating at Oeelong. Ararat, Donald, Bendigo,
Bailardl, Mt. Gambler, Ouyen, Traralgon. Westall or
Wodonga, the brakevan is to be green carded for
replacement of the bottle before departure on an
out-going train from the location concerned. The
Onicer in charge at each of the above locations wil! be
responsible to have the brakevan placed in a suiiahle
location as close as practicable to the Train Examiners
storage location in order that the Train Examiner may
replace the empty bottle at the fi rst opportunity.

(iii) Should a brakevan be found with the red tell-tale
showing in the indicator panel at a Train Examiner
station other than those listed in (a) or (b) above, the
Train Examiner will immediately green card the
vehicle to the nearest bottle replacement station and
notify the Officer in Charge who will be responsible to
ensure that the van Is marshalled on the first available
train in the direction of one of the above mentioned
locations, except that vans marshalled on through
trains are not to be withdrawn from service at any
intermediate wlindcr or charging station; The
Operations Officer in Charge will also Be responsible
for advising the Rolling Stock OITIcer in Charge at the
forward location concerned oflhc van number and the
train on which it has been despatched. On receipt of
such advice, the Rolling Slock Officer will notify the
arrival Train Examiner to ensure that the van is green
carded and that the empty bottle is replaced as early as
possible.

(iv) Every Guard taking charge of a brakevan fitted with
L.P. gas is to inspect the indicator gauge during
standing periods at intermediate stations, and should
the red indicator be visible, the matter is to be reported
to the fi rst available Train Examiner who will lake
action as set out above to ensure the empty cylinder Is
replaced as early as practicable.

ASSIST.ANT GUARDS.

1. When a second Guard or an Assistant Guard Is travelling
with a goods train, he should, as far as practicable, ride on the train
locomotive, so that time may not be lost in starting work at
roadside stations. Enginemen must understand the fact ofa Second
or Assistant Guard being with the train is sulTicient warrant for
such employe riding on the locomotive.

2. When the Guard of any train is accompanied by an
assistant, and the latter is not qualified as a Guard, the Guard in
charge is not relieved of any responsibility for the safely of his
train. This, however, will not relieve such assistant of any
responsibility for the proper performance of shunting work or
other duties allotted to him by the Guard in charge or prescribed
by the rules, regulations, or other instructions. Except as
prescribed in Regulation 239, the Guard In charge is responsible
for his train being protected in accordance with rules, regulations,
or other instructions, and for applying his hand braxe before
leaving his brakevan.

GUARD'S HAND BRAKES.

1. The Guard must apply the hand brake, when necessary to
steady a train on a falling gradient.

2. (a) Reflation 204.-The Guard before leaving the
brakevan for shunting purposes, or for the purpose of protecting
the train, must see that the van-brake has been properly applied
and the handle secured by means of the chain to prevent the brake
becoming released. Before giving the Englncman a Signal to start,
the Guard must see that the hand brake is re leased.

(b) When any employe has any occasion to apply or to release
the hand brake in a brakevan it is his duty to see that the handle of
the brake is secured by means of the chain.

3. Passenger Trains Standing Overnight at slatlons.-Al
stations where passenger trains are permitted to stand overnight on
a running line the Guard before leaving must sec that the hand
brake is fully applied at each end of the train, and all doors of
brakevans are locked.

STARTING AND STOPPING OF TRAINS.

t. The Stationmaster, Guard, and any other employe
concerned must, before a train goes into running, see that il is
properly coupled and any screw couplings are properly adjusted.

2. When a train Is stopping at a station platform the
Stationmaster must note if there is any rebound, and call the
Engincman's attention to it, and, if there 6e a repetition, the matter
must be reported.

3, (a) If the Guard notices any rebound in the stopping of his
train, or any jerking in starting, or if any passenger complains from
the same cause, he must inform the Englncman. As soon as il is
reasonably practicable the Engineman must examine his train and
if possible, locate the defect, and take steps to remedy it.

(b) The Engineman must call the attention of the Train
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Examiner at the first examining station to any irregularity in the
working ofhis train, and in every such case must be reported.

4. If for any reason the Englneman of a passenger train does
not proceed when the Guard's signal Is exhibited, the Guard's
signal to start must be repealed when the Engineman is ready to
proceed.

5. (a) Except as shown in sub-clause (b) hereof, when a train
or shunting movement is to be performed and the locomotive is
standing beyond the controlling fixed signal the Engineman must,
subject to the necessary hand signal from the Guard or Shunter,
obtain the Signalman's verbal authority to perform the movement.
In addition, the Signalman must, if practicable, place the
controlling fixed signal to "proceed".

(b) When a fixed signal has been passed at the "proceed"
position by the locomotive prior to coming to a stand the
Engineman may, unless otherwise instructed By the Signalman,
proceed when the necessary hand signal has been received from the
Guard orShunter

(c) In any case when a locomotive is standing beyond a
controlling fixed signal, a movement from any adjoining line or
siding into the area affected must not be authorised by the
Signalman until he, the Signalman, has first verbally informed the
Engineman of the locomotive standing beyond the signal of what is
about to be doric and, that he. the Engineman, must not move his
locomotive until again authorised.

6. When a train is moving at a slow rate of speed an undue
strain is placed upon the draw-gear by the sudden application of
the air brake. If it be necessary to slop a heavily loaded train at a
particular place for the purpose of picking up or discharging van
goods, the "Move Slowly" hand signal (see Regulation 71) must be
given prior to exhibiting the "stop signal". The brake pipe cock in
the brakevan must not be used for making a "spot" stop for van
goods or Guards changing over.

This is particularly necessary in connection with the stoppage
oftrains by which passengeis are conveyed.

Whenever it is reasonably practicable, outwards van goods
must be placed on trollies or barrows, in order that they may be
conveniently wheeled to the vehicle In which they are to be loaded.

7. (a) When a Passenger train is required to stop at a station
at which the platform is too short to accommodate the whole of the
vehicles, the train must, unless the Engineman has been otherwise
instructed, be brought to a stand with the carriages in the front
portion of the train at the platform. The passengers in the carriages
at the rear which have not reached the platform must be requested
to keep their seals, and. as soon as practicable, the train must be
moved forward, as may be necessary, so that the whole of the
carriages will have been drawn to the platform. The instructions
contained in clause (b) ofRegulation 176 must be observed.

(b) Where platforms are known to be less than the length of
the train and passengers for such platforms are iravelling in
carriages at the rear of the train, the Engineman may draw the
leading carriages beyond the platform when so instructed by the
Guard, who must satisfy himself that such passengers are travelling
in the rear carriages.

(c) When a Conductor is employed on a passenger train, he
.should keep in touch with the Guard and arrange for passengers for
roadside stations with short platforms to be worked back from the
leading carriages towards the centre or rear of the train so that
double slops may be avoided. In such cases the Engineman must
be informed as to the course to be adopted in effecting stoppages.

NOT£-Adelaide and Aibury Express Trains and
"Gippslander" (between Melbourne and Klimanyj-E.TCepr when
instnicted in the contrary, ihe Engineman of an up or down
Adelaide or Aibury E.xprei.i train, or of the up or down
"dippilander" between Melbourne and Kihnany. when slopping
his train at anv station at which the platform accommodation is
less than the length of the train, may draw the leading carriages
.sufficiently far beyond the platform to permit of the van reaching
the platform.

It is necessary therefore that passengers by the trains referred
to above who wish to alight at such stations be located in a carriage
from which they may alight at the platform and the Tram
Conductor (in the case of "Tne Overland", the Train Conductor or
the Sleeping Carriage Conductor acting as Train Conductor for the
time being) will be responsible for ensuring that the passengers
concerned move to a suitable position on the train from which
they may alight at the platform, and in this regard the Conductor
shall be on hand prior to reaching the stations concerned to escort
and if necessary assist with iheirluggage any passengers requiring
to move along the train for the purpose of alighting at a
short-platform station.

TRAINS NOT TIMED TO CALL AT STATIONS.
(Regulation 124).

1. (Jnless specially authorised by Ihe Chief Operations
Manager, no train shall be stopped for Ihe purpose of taking up or
setting down passenger at any station where it is not scheduled to
stop. In any case of emergency, however, when there is not time to
obtain permission from the Chief Operations Manager, or
Operations Depot Manager, as the case may be, may authorise Ihe
stopping of a train for this purpose, but this course must be limited
to cases of urgency, and every instance must be reported to the
Assistant Chief Operations Manager (country).

2. In any case where, owing to an automatic signal being at
the stop position, or from any other cause, a train not booked to
call at a station is brought to a stand, or nearly so. at the platform,
Ihe station staff must take care ihaKcxcept as provided in clause I)
passengers are not permitted to board tne train. The Engineman
and Guard must carry out the provisions of clause (e). Regulation
194. and exercise due care to avoid risk ofaccident to persons who
may be in the act of joining or leaving the train.

GUARDS" HAND SIGNALS.

1. Regulation 194, Clause (b).-(a) The Guard must always use
a green hand signal when giving the signal for starting a passenger
train, except on electric suburban trains fitted with bell
communication,

(b) Wherever practicable, the Guard's signal for the
Engineman to start the train must be exhibited at a point slightly in
advance of his van. and as high as possible, in order that the signal
will not be obscured by people on the platform. See sub-clause 5,
clause (b). Regulation 70, Book of Rules and Regulations.

2. The hand signal displayed by the employe in charge of a
suburban platform, as an intimation to Ihe Guard that he may start
his train, should be given from a position where he can be readily
seen by the Guard. Stationmasters must allot a definite position
from which Ihe signal is to be given, and instruct the platform staff
in the correct performance oftneir duties in this regard,

3. (a) Clause (b) of Regulation 194 defines the manner in
which the Guard's green signal must be given, and clearly implies
that where a fixed signal is provided to control the starting of the
train, the Guard's signal does not authorise the Engineman to start
unless, at the same time, the "Proceed" signal is also exhibited at
the fixed signal.

(b) Regulation 195, clause (a)-A( some places it Is not
practicable for (he Guard to see Ihe fixed signal controlling the
departure of (he train from the platform. In such circumstances the
Guard, on receipt of the "Right Away" signal from Ihe employe in
charge of the platform, may exhibit his green signal to the
Engineman.

(i) At any station at which a passenger train may not be
ready to proceed at the scheduled time, and the placing
of the fixed signal to "Proceed" would prevent the
perfomiance oi other local operations, the Departure
Signal may be at the "Slop" position when the train is
ready to start, in such circumstances the Guard, on
receipt of the "Right Away" Signal from the Employe
in charge of the platform, may give his Green Signal to
the Engineman. and, on receipt of the Guard's Signal,
the Engineman must give the prescribed Whistle Signal
for the Signalman to place the Departure Signal at the
Proceed position.

(ii) Where there is direct Electric Bell communication
between the Platform and (he Signal-box, the
Stalionmaster must, if necessary, send the prescribed
Bell Signal, intimating to the Signalman that the train
is ready to proceed.

(c) The Instructions contained in Sub-clause (b) do not relieve
the Guard of his responsibility for co-operating with the
Engineman in the observance of Fixed Signals wherever they are
visible, and for taking any necessary action to prevent
irregularities.

(d) Regulation 164.-At any station where the Starting Signal
is at Stop position, and such Signal is a sufficient distance ahead to
permit of the train clearing the platform when stopped at that
signal, the Engineman of any train that has been stopped at the
platform may proceed towards such Signal on receipt of the
Guard's Hand Signal to start. In the case ofa train not scheduled to
stop at the station it mav. subject to the provisions of clauses (a),
(b). and (c) of Reguiatioii 61. be permitted to proceed towards the
signal. This instruction does not in any way modify the provisions
ofclause (d> of regulation 67.
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(e) During foggy weather when (he fog is so dense that a view
cannot be obtained between the locomotive or Enginman's
companment of an Electric train and van, or between the
locomotive or Engineman's companment of an Electric train and
the place from which a Guard's signal to stan is ordinarily
exhibited, the Guards signal to stan the train must be exhibited
from a point where such signal can be seen by the Engineman.

When the Guard's signal has been obsened, the Engineman
must acknolnedge such signal by a short whistle, and may then,
provided the Fixed Signal is at the "Proceed" position, start his
train, but must not exceed a speed of 6 kilometres per hour (4 mph)
until the whole of the train has passed the point from which the
Guard's signal was exhibited.

(1) When, in accordance with Regulation 194, the Guard's
Hand Signal has been given to start a goods (rain from any station
or yard, and the signal is not promptly obeyed by the Engineman,
the Onicer-in-cha^c must proceed to the locomotive and ascertain
the cause ofdelay in starting the train.

5. Starting Country Passenger Trains when Enginemen
unable to see Guard's "AIIRighl" hand Signal .-<a) At the
locations shown in sub-elausc (c) hereof, when a Country
Passenger train is ready to depart from a platform, and owing to
the length of the train, curvature of the line, etc., it is impossible
for the Guard's Signal to start the train to be seen by the
Engineman, the Slationmaster or an Adult member of the
Platform SialTdeputed by the Slationmaster. must, alter satisfying
himselfthat the Signal to stan has been given by the Guard, repeat
the signal to the Engincman-a Green Light or Flag, as (he
circumstances require, being used for the purpose.

When (he Slationmaster is not able to personally repeat the
Guard's Hand Signal, he must elect an Adult member of the Staff
to cany out the duty. The position from which the Hand Signal Is
to be repealed must be selected by the Slationmaster, who will be
responsible for properly instructing the Adult member of the Staff
concerned.

(b) As soon as practicable after the train has staned, the
Guard and Assistant Engineman must exchange Hand Signals as
prescribed in Regulation 70, clause (b). sub-clause 6, and
Regulation 194,clause (f).

(c) The Slationmaster is authorised to act in accordance with
the foregoing instructions at the Station platforms shown
hereunder-

Stations Platforms or Trains

Spencer Street No. 1.2and4

Footacray Up and Down for South-We9 Passenger Trains.
Newport Up and Down forCouniry Paasenger Trains.
Sondiine Nos. 9141 or $1 ̂3 (Back Piatfonn).

Bellarat No. 4 (Northland No. 1 {South).
Anrac Nos.Sl4lor8l20.

Stawell Nos.SI4lorSI20.

Murtoa N03.8I4I or8l20.

Honham Nos.8l4lor8l20.

Dimboota Nos. 8141 or 8120.

Nbill Nm.8141 or8l20.

Kanlva Nm.8l4| or8l20.

Serviceton No. 8120.

Seymour Back (East).
Benalla Standard Gauge.
Wan^ratia Standard Gauge.
Wodonga Down,

Geelong No. 1

Kyneton Up.
Bendlgo Nos. 4 and i.

6. Guard and Assistant Engineman to Exdiange Hand
Signals, Regulation 194, Clauses (0 and (l).-(a) The hand signal
referred to in clauses <f) and (i). Regulation 194. and in sub-clause
6, Clause (b). Regulation 70, must be exchanged as specified
hcreunder-

To indicate by nighl lo En|jneman of Green lifbt waved slowls up and down in
Inin. after Kanina, ihai hit iram is the form of a scmhcirctc b> the Guard
camplelc. from hts van.

(b) In order that the green light will not be obscured by
carriages or by wide loading on the train, the Guard must extend
his arm to the full length when giving a signal from the brakevan.

(c) It will not be necessary for the Guard and Engineman on a
suburban passenger train to exchange the above-mentioned hand
signal. At the commencement of the journey, or when restarting
from a station, the Engineman of a suburban passenger train must,
as laid down in Regulation 195. look back when leaving the station
to see (hat the whole of the train is following in a safe and proper
manner, and to receive any signal from the Slationmaster or Guard
that may be necessary. The Guard after giving the signal to stan
must stand at the door of (he van and keep a go^ look-out until the
(rain is clear of the platform.

(d) Regulation 194, clause (l).-When, owing to (he length ofa
goods train, difficulty would be experienced by the Assistant
Engineman in sighting the Guard's Hand Signal by day such Hand
Signal may be given with the green flag, instead of the arm being
held in (he horizontal position.

7. Guards' Hand Signal Lamps to be Lighted when Train Is In
Tunnel.-Thc Guard of every train must have his Hand Signal
Lamp lighted during the whole ofthe time his train is in the tunnel
on any of the following scctions;-

Souih Kensington and West Footscray
Elphinstone and Ctiewion
Ravenswood and Kangaroo Flat
Gcclongand South Geelong, Yea andCathkin
Healesvillc and Varra Glen

ELECTRICTRAINS.

Bell code between Guard and Engineman.

1. Suburban electric trains are equipped with electric bell
communication between the Guard's compartment and the
Engineman's cabin. The bell communication is operated by "H"
carriage key switch in the Guard's companment.

2. The Guard or Engineman must be careful to INSERT his
key fully in the switch and then give the necessary code signal by
turning the key to the right (clock-wise) and to make each stroke of
the bell signal distinctly. The key must be removed from the switch
immediately after each bell signal Is given.

3. It must be clearly understood that no bell signal Is to be
given by any person otfier than the Engineman and Guard in
charge of the train for the time being when they have reason lo
communicate with each other.

4. The following code signals only are to be given:-

Code of Rings Signal

Gaard lo EoglMnao-

1 Ring Call aticntiotwEngineman to look for hand ugnal

2 Rings Proceed

3 Rings Set back slowly
Series ofRsngs Emergency Stop
EftgiaeBaB io Coard-
4 Rings Call up Guard

5. It is important that all signals must be given carefully to
avoid any possibility ofmisunderstanding.

6. In the event of the electric bell communication between
Guard and Engineman failing and the fault cannot be immediately
rectified, hand signals must be given in accordance with the
Regulations.

SPIRIT OF PROGRE.SS (STANDARD GAUGE LINE)

I. (a) Duties of Conductor of Canberra "VAC" Carriage on
Spirit of Progress Spencer Street to Albury-When the brakevan of
the 6.45 p.m. Spirit of Progress is next to the locomotive and the
Canberra V.A.C. carriage is the trailing vehicle of the train the
duties specified will devolve upon the Conductor in charge of the
Canberra "V.A.C." carriage, who must be qualified to perform
Guard'sduties.

(b) The Conductor must ca^ out each or all, as may be
necessary, ofthe duties laid down in sections (i) to (xiv) hcreunder.
He must;-

(i) See that the tail signal and side lamps are in their
proper positions on the train, (hat (he lamps are kept
properly burning when necessary and properly dispose
of (he tail light and side lights as laid down in
Regulation 205.

(ii) Examine all special train and other notices as directed
forthcGuard in Regulation 185.
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(ill) Have with him in the "VAC" Carriage a Guard's kit
complete.

(iv) Exchange hand signals with the Assistant Engineman
as soon as practicable ahcr (he (rain has staned. (See
Clause (0 Regulation 194).

(v) Perform the duties specified for Guards, in the event of
the train being pushed with the "VAC" Carriage as the
leading vehicle.

(vi) Secure the train by means of the hand-brake if the
locomotive be detached for any purpose.

(vii) Protect the train as directed in Regulations 239, 241,
243 and 26 i and issue the order should it be necessary
for the locomotive to return for the rear portion of the
train.

(viii) Protect the train in accordance with the Rules and
Regulations, should it be brought to a stand by the use
of the communication chain. The Head Guard must
take steps to ascertain why the communication chain
was operated.

(ix) Comply with the provisions of Regulation 247, in the
event offailure oraccident.

(x) Test the hand brake in the "VAC" Carriage.

(xi) Test the air brake in the manner prescribed for the
Guard in the Air Brake instructions.

(c) If upon making the air brake test the Conductor finds that
the airbrake connection is interrupted, he must comrnunicate with
the Guard and, in the event of the brake on any vehicle falling to
release he must not open the release valve without first consulting
theGuard.

(d) If the Conductor has occasion to apply the air brake from
the "VAC" Carriage, he must open the brake-pipe cock and allow
the air to escape until the train is brought to a stand. If it be
necessary for the Engineman to be communicated with, the
brake-pipe c<x:k must not be closed until this has been done. The
air brake, however, should be used only in cases of emcreency. (See
Regulation 199. clauses (c) and (b). also Rule 16 Appendix ill).

2. (a) Guards Duties-TheduticsoftheGuard in chargeofthe
Express are modified to the extent mentioned above; but he is in
no way relieved from the proper performance of his duties as
regards the general working of the train and must see. as far as
reasonably practicable, that the duties specified herein are
properly carried out by the Conductor.

(b) If "VAC" Carriage detached-ln the event of it being
necessary to detach "VAC" carriage from the train, the Guard
must, except where instructions are issued to the contrary, arrange
for the brakevan to be placed in the rear.

VtSTIBULED TRAINS AND CORRIDOR VEHICLES.

1. (a) Thereare two typesofcurtains in use forlhegangways
of vestibules ofcorridor carriages, viz.. two fixed adjustable canvas
screens and two vestibule curtains. The former arc fixed, one on
each side of the vestibule at each entl ofthe carriage, and. when the
carriage to which they are fitted is not coupled up to another
vcstibuled vehicle, the screens must be unrolled, placed across the
vestibules, and secured together with the straps provided for the
purpose, thereby forming a safely screen.

When the carriage is attached to another vcstibuled vehicle
the screens should be rolled up and secured with the straps
provided for the purpose.

Mats are provided for use on the plates forming the floor of the
vestibule, and the door leading on to the vestibule is fitted with a
carriage lock.

(b) The vestibule curtains are in most instances fixed at one
edge under a wooden cleat, but some carriages are not so fitted, the
curtains being portable and held in position with clips and studs.
In cither case the curtain must be stretched along the vestibule
from one carriage to another and secured to the studs provided for
the purpose, as a protection to pas.sengcrs passing from one
carriage to another.

(c) When any passenger train, consisting of vestibule
carriages, is docked for departure from a station, or when a
vestibule carriage is attached at a roadside station, the
Stationmaster must satisfy himself that the vestibule curtains are
fixed from one carriage to the other, and a mat provided iri each
gangway. When any vcstibuled carriage is not coupled to a similar
vehicie, the Stationmaster must see that the curtains are rolled up
and secured, and the fixed screens fastened across the gangway.

The door leading thereto must be closed and locked. At stations
where a Head Station Assistant is in attendance, the Stationmaster
may allot these duties to that employe.

(d) Wherever possible, the screens and curtains must be
placed in the required positions before the train is docked, but this
will not relieve the station stalTfrom seeing that the screens and
curtains are fixed according to requirements.

2. (a) The Guard or. the Conductor (if a Conductor be with
the train), must sec that the vestibules ofcarriages are all equipped
with vestibule curtains and mats, and when an extra carriage is
attached at a roadside station, satisfy himself that such the
equipment is properly fixed.

(b) Should vcstibuled vehicles on a train be separated for any
purpose whatsoever, it will be the duty ofthe Guard or Conductor,
if a Conductor be with the train, to see that the fixed screens are
fastened across the gangway, and that the doors leading thereto arc
securely locked. When vcstibuled vehicles are in running without
the adjoining vestibules being connected, the gangway doors must
be always locked.

(c) A few brakevans ofthe "C" and "CV" classes have narrow
vestibules, and where these adjoin vehicles with wide vestibules the
communicating doors must be locked.

(d) Should circumstances require passengers to pass through
the van compartment ofa "BCE" carriage, theConductor or other
official must accompany them. The necessity for this course must,
however, be avoided as far as possible. Conductors and others,
when checking tickets, are to note any such passengers, and
arrange forandassisl their transfer to another carnage at a suitable
station.

3. When vestibuled carriages are detached from irairis away
from their home station, the vestibuled curtains and coir mats
must always be retained in them. At depot stations where such
carriages terminate, one of the staff must be deputed to check this
equipment on the arrival of trains, and again on return ofcarriages
by up trains. Any instance ofcurtains or mats being missing must
be immediately investigated, with a view to locating the missing
equipment. Conductors must report all shortages of curtains or
mats, and specify the station at which the carriage concerned was
attached to the train; such reports to be promptly forwarded to the
Manager. Passenger Services.

4. Guards and Conductors must see that the corridors are
kept clear. Suit-cases and otherarticles of iuMage must, if possible,
be placed in racks or under the seats of the carriages when
passengers desire to have their luggage with them. or. otherwise, be
loaded in the Guard's brakevan or other proper luggage
compartments ofthe train.

5. Passengers should not be permitted to stand in the open
doorways at the ends ofthe carriages while trains are running. The
doors arc to be kept closed,

6. Smoking must only be permitted in the compartments set
apart for the purpose.

7. Male passengers must, except as provided on page 101, be
excluded from ladies' compartments, and must not be allowed to
remain at the end ofany carriage reserved for ladies.

8. When the weather conditions are favourable Conductors
must open the windows to ventilate the compartments, either
before the trains are brought to the platforms, or. in the case of
trains which stand at platforms for some time, before the
passengers are allowed to enter.

LADIES COMPARTMENT,

1. Wherever the accommodation provided in ladies'
companments on country trains is manifestly in excess ofthe room
required by ladies, and the necessity arises to use such
compartments for male passengers not otherwise provided for, the
latter may be allowed to occupy the vacant seats. Care must,
however, be taken to sec that ladies are not inconvenienced in any
way. and especially that male passengers are not placed in ladies'
coinpartments which are provided with toilet accommodation.

2. A ladles' companment must always be one where the
division goes right up to the roof of the carriage. The labels
indicating ladies' compartments should be placed on the quarter
light windows, and proper gummed labels should always be used
when compartments for ladies are resened temporarily .

CARRIAGE DOORS AND WINDOWS.

I, Sliding Doors.-In order to prevent the rain beating in and
welting the seals and mats, every elTon must be made during wet
weather to close the doors of these carriages, and particular
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attention must be given to this matter by Guards and station slafT
at terminal stations,

During inclement weather the station staff should be on the
alert to close doors an windows of suburban electric trains to
prevent scats becoming wet.

2. Carriage Windows.-fa) Certain outer windows of
suburban sliding door carriages, and of country APL and BPL
carriages are hinged at the top. and fitted with a carriage lock at the
bottom to keep tnem closed. The windows referred to are those on
the outside ofthe casing into which the door slides. These windows
should not be unlocked except for the purpose of cleaning the
window surfaces that are not otherwise accessible; when the
cleaning has been done, the windows must be at once securely
locked,

(b) Any such window noticed unsecured must be immediately
closed and locked, otherwise it may swing outwards and cause
damage or personal injury. All concerned, particularly those
engaged in carriage cleaning, must give this matter close attention,

3. (a) In connection with Race, Show. Football, and other
special iralTic, all windows, and in addition, all Sliding Doors, are
to be opened (weather permitting) on the platform side before
trains are docked at the platform ofthe entraining station, on both
forward and return journeys, so as to obviate breakage of windows
by rush ofpassengers,

4. Officers-in-Charge must see that the foregoing directions
are complied with, and specially instruct Guards and platform staff
according fo requirements.

EXHIBITION OF NOTICES IN CARRIAGES,

Carriages which stand at stations must be examined from time
to time in order to see that the proper notices are exhibited in each
compartment. This refers more particularly to the notices offering
a reward for information which will lead to the conviction of any
perwn who may damage carriage fittings. It is important that such
notices be plainly exhibited, and if any be missing, the Manager,
Passenger (Jperations must be advised; the class and number ofthe
carriage being given.

SANITARY ACCOMMODATION ON TRAINS.

1. In addition to the examination of carriage toilets at
teiminal stations, the Guard or the Conductor, if a Conductor be
with the train, must inspect such toilets at all Refreshment Room
stations if the train stops for a sufficient time to enable this to be
done,

2. In any case where the pipes are found to be blocked or the
appliances out of order, the services of the Train Examiner should
be obtained and he must promptly render any assistance required
by thcTraffic staff,

PASSENGER ACCOMMODATION IN TRAINS.

1. The Guard working any country train and Staiionmaslcrs
or Depot Managers generally must maintain a close watch on the
passenger traffic, and the Confrol Oflicer or Depot Staiionmaster
must be promptly advised of requirements both first and second
class,

2. The Staiionmaster or Operations Depot Manager at a
depot station must be prepared to provide additional
accommodation without delay whenever it is reasonably
practicable to do so,

3. The Guard or Staiionmaster must promptly advise the
depot station of the state of the train, so that, if necessary,
additional accommodation may be provided or excess carriages
may be detached to avoid unnecessary carriage haulage,

4. On any train on which a Conductor is employed he will be
responsible, instead of the Guard, forgiving the necessary advices
as required by clauses I and 3.

PASSENGERS TRAVELLING IN VANS.

I, Passenger Trains,-<a) The attention of Guards of
passenger trains on country Lines is called to the notice which is
posted in their vans, prohibiting passengers from travelling
therein, and they are directed to see that it is strictly complied
with, and that each passenger travelling in the van under special
authority Is in possession ofa ticket or free pass for the journey.

(b) Except on suburban lines, passengers other than
authorised officers, holders of Parliamentary Gold Passes, and
other persons who have been granted special permission, must not
be allowed to travel in the Guard's van.

2. Suburban Trains.-(a) Provided accommodation in the
carriages is fully taxed, a few passengers may be allowed to travel
in the brakevan of electric suburban trains and suburban race,
show and special trains; but the number of passengers in the
brakevan must be strictly limited to eight, so as not to interfere
with the Guard in any of his duties; and he must reserve sufficient
space to enable him to move readily from side to side of the
brakevan to observe fixed signals and to apply the air or hand
brake when necessary,

(b) The Engineman for the time being in charge ofan electric
train must not allow any unauthorised person to ride in the leading
brakevan, and not more than three persons, excluding the
Engineman and Trainee Engineman, shall be allowed to ride in the
leading brakevan at the same time.

Except in case of actual necessity, no officer must converse
with the Engineman whilst the train is in motion.

Officers and employes who arc authorised to ride in the
leading brakevan of electric trains must, on entering the brakevan,
show their authority to the Engineman and advise him their name
and position.

(c) In addition to the Heads and Assistant Heads of Branches,
the officials named hereundcr are authorised in the leading
brakevan of an electric train on presentation of their official Pass,
Badge, or Special Permil:-

(a) Supervising Ofllcere;-

Operations Branch

Manager, Suburban Planning
Assistant Manager, Suburban Train Operations
Superintendent of Motive Staff
Assistant Superintendent of Motive Staff
Superintendent of Safeworking
Assistant Superintendent ofSafeworking
Manager. Metrol
Electric Running Superintendent
Assistant to Electric Running Superintendent
Electric Running Inspector
Safeworking Inspectors
Operations and Train Running Inspectors
Locomotive Inspector Running

Way and Works Branch-

Engineer of Maintenance
Metropolitan District Engineer
Assistant Metropolitan Engineer
Assistant District Engineer (Eastern)
Metropolitan Roadmaster
Road Foreman (Metropolitan)

Electrical Engineering Branch-

Overhead Engineer
Assistant Overhead Engineer
Signal Engineer
Communications Engineer
Signal Design Engineer
Signal Construction Engineer
Overhead Supervisors
Overhead Inspectors
Overhead Sub-Inspector
Bonding Supervisor
Bonding Foreman

Rolling Stock Branch

Brake Engineer
Brake Inspector
Manager, Joiimont Maintenance Depot

NOTE.-Passes issiwii lo o/licm anJ employvs other than
those shown above must not he made aiailahle for the leading
Brakevan of Electric trains excepi hv auihoriiv of the Chief
Operations Manager.

(ii) Equipment Examiner,-Sec specimen of badge
bereunder-

ELECTRIC

TRAIN

EQUIPMENT

EXAMINER

I

Eguipmcnl

EvammcrS

Badg«.

AC C ESS

PERMIT

loall of

Electnc TrdmA

RcA ersc

Siik.

NOTE.-The Equipment Examiner may also be permitted to
ride on any light locomotive to travel by any passenger, empty
carriage, goods, or other train, when proceeding to the .scene ofa
disabfed electric train.
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When serious delar mmlJ he avoided, through trains may he
stopped out ofcourse for the purpo.se of allowing the Equipment
E.xaminer to join and alight where required.

Where necessary, the Equipment E.xaminer may also have
access to the telephones located in the .signal-boxes.

The Equipment E.xaminer may also be permitted to travel in
the engine room ofdiesel electric rail motor trains.

(iii) Officials who may be required to travel for special work
at infrequent intervals. Sec spcciman Form of Permit
hereunder, which must be signed by the Chief
Mechanical EngineerorChiefElectrical Engineer.

Specimen of Form referred to in sub-section nUh

Pcnnii lo ndc in Lc4Jin(i Brakcvun
Mr whos< lulc IS j$
herebv aulhon&nl to nUc in the leadings Brakesan of an
Elecinclrain unli)

(iv) Employes acting under the directions ofthe Engineman
of an electric train and authorised as prescribed in
clause (0 of Regulation 68, or clause (c) of Regulation
154, or instructions supplementary to such regulations,

(d) No person other than an olTicial, whose duty actually
necessitates his doing so. must be allowed to ri3e in an
intermediate van. The name and address of any unauthorised
person found therein must be obtained, and the circumstances
reported. The driving compartments and outer doors ofthese vans
must be kept locked.

(e) The door of the driving compartment in the rear van must
be kept locked.

(f) Carrii^e of Perambulators and Invalid Chairs in Suburban
Trains.

Except as shown in the following paragraphs, the rigid
non-collapsible type of Perambulator or go-cart must not be
conveyed in suburban trains undcraccompanied conditions.

Invalid chairs or perambulators with invalids may be
conveyed in the Guard's compartment on the permit issued by the
Chief Marketing Manager and countersigned by the Manager,
Passenger Operations.

Perambulators or go-carts (non-collapsible or collapsible)
when booked through from a country station to a suburban station,
or vice versa, may be conveyed in the Guard's compartment.

Perambulators, go-carts and shoppers shall be accepted for
carriage in suburban trains under accompanied conditions by
trains scheduled to arrive at or depart from Melbourne during the
following hours;-

Week Days ... Between 9.30 a.m. and 4.0 p.m. and after 6.0
p.m.

Saturdays, Sundays and Holidays ... All Day.

Front or centre vans must not he used for the carriage of
perambulators or invalid chairs except that large perambulators or
invalid chairs may be carried on the down journey in the leading
brakcvan of the single carriage train operating between
Camberwell and Alamein on Sundays, and also on the Up journey
between Eliham and Hurstbridge on Sundays.

(g) Carriage of dogs.-Dogs must be conveyed in Guard's van.
They must not be conveyed In passenger compartments except
wben specially authorised. Blind persons' guide dogs are permitted
in any carriage.

If the van be either fully occupied, or contain perishable goods
which cannot be stowed lo avoid contamination it will be
necessary for the dogs to be despatched by following trains.

By-Law No. 351. clause 72, rcndere any passenger attempting
to convey a dog in a passenger compartment without being duly
authorised, liable to a penalty not exceeding ten dollars (S10),

Special directions will be issued in respect of accommodation
on special trains serving public Coursing Meetings.

Dogs addressed to the Dogs' Home at Macaulay, and others
which are obviously diseased, shall not be accepted for
conveyance.

Station staff, panicularly barrier staff, must direct dogs'
attendants in accordance with this instruction.

3. Parcels Coach No. 3CM has been Hited with observation
windows in the roof and a removable platform in order that the
inspection of the overhead equipment may be carried out by the
overhead staffwhilst the coach is in service.

4. Goods Trains.-(a) When any passenger (other than an
authorised officer, holder of a Parliamentary Pass, Telecom
employe on duty, or other person who has l>een granted special
permission) desires lo travel in the brakevan of a goods tram, he
must, before being allowed to do so, sign his name in full on the
authorised Indemnity (Form TR 88), relieving the Board of all
liability, which must be duly witnessed by the Siationmaster or
other responsible official.

<i) No person under twenty-one (21) years of age shall be
permitted to ride in the brakcvan of any goods train
unless an Indemnity relieving the Board of all liability,
duly signed by the piarcnt or guardian, be lodged.

(ii) A female passenger unaccompanied by an adult
passenger shall not be allowed to travel in the van of
any goods train, except by special permission of the
Siationmaster or Operations Depot Manager in
writing, and that officer must satisfy nimselfoflhebona
fides of the application and that the emergency is
sufficient to warrant authority being granted.

(iii) Except as shown in clause 5, and In the case ofdrovers
holding a ticket or pass, and travelling in charge of live
stock, no passenger shall be allowed to travel by any
train by which any loaded powder van is being
forwarded.

(iv) Holders of Periodical Tickets with the monogram of
the Commercial Travellers Association or the word
"Van" shown thereon, have lodged a general guarantee
with the Chief Marketing Manager, and are to l>e
allowed to travel in the van of a goods train without
signing the Indemnity Form.

(v) Passengers must hold a ticket or free pass for the
journey.

(b) Goods trains specially enumerated in the Working
Time-table may be stopped to pick-up or set down passengers at
any stations outside the suburban area, viz., outside 32 kilometres
from Melbourne.

(i) Goods trains, other than those shown in the list in the
Working Time-table, and live stock trains, must not,
except in cases of emergency, be specially stopped for
passengers, but passengers may travel by any goods
train (other than a ballast train) provided the train is for
other reasons required to stop at the entraining and
alighting stations. In the event of any of the trains
shown in the list being altered, it is to be understood
that these instructions will apply to the altered train..

Siaiion officials should bear in mind that although a goods
train /not a regular goods iraini may be originally scheduled to stop
at certain siations. e.xigencie.s mav suh.sequenily require that the
slopping stations shall be altered. Before hooking a passenger,
proper inquiries should be made to a.scertain whether the goods
train isjor other reasons required to stop where the passenger is to
hoard and alight: ij the train shall not stop at these siations the
pa ssenger must not he booked.

(il) Passengers are not allowed to travel by fast goods trains
to Ballarat or Bendigo unless specially authorised by
the General Manager, or the Chief Operations
Manager. Members of the Federal or State Parliaments
are, however, exempt, and may be permitted to travel
as required.

(c) The Indemnity Form must be duly filled up, signed by the
responsible employe, and handed to the passenger, who must at
the same lime be informed that he will require to deliver it up at
his destination station along with the ticket; a separate Form must
be filled In for, and signed by, each passenger. Guards of goods
train must, at the commencement of the journey, sight the permit,
and ticket or pass, which allows the passenger to travel.

When goods trains other than those listed are stopped for
passengers cither to entrain or detrain. Guards must note the fact
on their statement of running, and show the station or stations
concerned.

(d) The Siationmaster must report to the Operations Branch
any instance in which a goods train, other than one specified in the
Working Time-table, or one scheduled to stop at both the
entraining and alighting stations, is specially stopped to pick up or
set down passengers. The reason given oy the passengers for
requiring to travel by such train must also be staled.

(e) Passengers who desire lo proceed to Melbourne by a goods
train must not be booked beyond Sunshine on the Bendigo and
Ballarat Lines, Essendon or Sunshine on the North-F^stcm line
according to route to be taken by train from Broadmeadows,
Newport on the Geelong Line, Camoerwell on the Healesville Line
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and Oakleigh or Caulficid on the Eastern or Souih-Eastem Lines.
They must alight at the stations named, and proceed thence by the
next suburban passenger train. With these exceptions, no goods
train must be stopped at any suburban station for the purpose of
setting down passengers; nor must they be stopped at any other
than tne suburban stations named in this clause for the purpose of
picking up passengers who desire to proceed to a country station.

(0 Passengers joining or leaving a train in the goods yard at
any station must be properly directed, and, if necessary,
accompanied either to or from the train. Passengers booked to
Geelong by a night goods train must be informed that they may
have to leave the train at a point some distance from North
Geelong station.

(g) When a passenger joins a goods train the Guard must,
when examining tne passenger's ticket, ascertain the destination
station, and at the first opportunity advise the Engineman. In the
event of the Guard being relieved before the Engineman has been
informed the former should so advise the relief Guard, and the
latter must instruct the Engineman, who in turn must pass the
advise on to his reliefshould he be relieved en route.

5. Members of Parliament. Departmental Ofiicers with Metal
Free Passes, and Departmental Officers with Book Free Passes, are
to be allowed to travel in the brakevan of any train, including
trains by which loaded powder vans are conveyed.

6. Officers and employes whose duties require them to travel
in the brakevan should not take posssession of the lookout seat
required by the Guard.

7. The Guard must not permit a passenger to ride in the
Guard's seat. I.e., on the left hand side of the train In the direction
!n which It is travelling.

8. No unauthorised person must be allowed to enter a
brakevan for the purpose of posting a letter in the loose mail bag.

9. Except as shown in clause S and in the case of Drovers
holding a ticket or pass and travelling in charge of live stock,
passengers must not. under any conditions, be allowed to travel in
the van of a ballast train, neither must Ihey be permitted to travel in
the van of a goods train which is being assisted through the section
by a pusher locomotive in the rear.

10. Seating accommodation for Drovers.-<a) The following
stations have supplied with scats for the use of Drovers who travel
in the Brake vans of trains by which live stock is
conveyed.-Wodonga, 2 seats; Benalla, 2 seats; Seymour, 2 scats.
Should more than the number shown be required at Wodonga,
seats may be procured from Benalla or Seymour.

(b) The Stationmasters. Seymour and Benalla, must arrange
for seats to be supplied as may Se required on their Sections, and
draw on one another when necessary. On arrival at Newmarket,
the seats must be removed from the vans and relumed promptly to
their respective stations. In every instance they must be waybilled.

(c| Every van in which a Drover travels at night must be
supplied with the necessary lighting.

CLEANING OF CARRIAGES AND BRAKEVANS.

The cleaning ofall passenger stock and brakevans, stabled at
Flinders Street, is under the supervision of the Manager, Jolimont
Maintenance Depot. The cleaning of all passenger stock
brakevans, at Spencer Street and Newport and, in addition the
cleaning of bnike vans in the Metropolitan area (Flinders Street
excepted) is under the supervision of the Manager. North
Melbourne Maintenance Depot. At Ballarat and Bendigo it Is
under the supervision of the Locomotive Depot Foreman; and at
all other stations the Staiionmasters or Operations Depot
Managers are responsible for seeing that all such vehicles standing
at their respective stations are kept clean. The cleaning of
inlersysiem standard gauge passenger stock at South Dynon is
under the supervision of the Superintendent, South Dynon Loco.
Depot.

In order to avoid any misunderstanding as to the proper
method to be adopted in cleaning carriages, the following
instructions are to be observed;-

I, Inside of carrlages.-The inside must first be dealt with in
the following manner

(a) The rugs or mats must be removed in every case. The rugs
or mats must be beaten and shaken outside the compartment. The
work must be done sufficiently far away from the carriages to
prevent the dust entering the compartments.

(b) The compartment must then be .swept, particular
attention being given to all crevices, to that portion of the flooring
under the seats, to the scats and under the cushions if the latter arc

movable. Refuse from carriages must not be swept on to platforms
or tracks, but into tins or bags, and subsequently burnt, the toilet
pans, basins, metal fittings, and floors must also be thoroughly
cleaned, and all metal fittings polished. Wash basins and drinking
fonts must be cleaned with a sweat rag on which a few drops of
kerosene have been sprinkled. No abrasive preparation must be
used.

(c) The windows and mirrors must be well cleaned and
polished.

(d) When the compartment has been swept, the rug or mat
replaced, and time has been allowed for the dust to settle, the
dusting of the compartment must be proceeded with, for which
purpose hand brushes and dusters are provided. This duty must be
thoroughly performed, attention being given to the cushions,
armrests, window ledges, racks, panels, and cveiy part of the
interior where dust is likely to accumulate. The backs of each
cushioned compartment must be well brushed, the cushions and
backs well rubbed with a clean cloth, and all buttoned holes freed
from din.

(c) The fioor must be mopped or scrubbed out regularly as
required. Wet mopping must first be done with soapy water to
which a little phenyle has been added, and then dried with a clean
mop. Toilet companments must be well washed out and
disinfected, care being taken to see that no paper or other
substance is left to obstruct the exit pipe ofthe toilet or wash basin.

(f) All breakages or damage to fining.s, c., must be promptly
reported.

(g) Unless specially authorised, no employe is allowed to
enter a driving compartment of an electric train. Switching on or
off of electric lights on carriages in the yard for cleaning must be
done by authorised employes only.

2, Outside ofCarriages.-<a) On lines equipped with overhead
electrical conductors, no employe is allowed to go to the roof of a
carriage unless the overhead electrical conductors have been made
dead unless he is specially authorised. Employes specially
authorised to work on the roofof a carriage must make themselves
conversant with the special instructions respecting such work.

(b) The first duty ofthe men appointed to clean the outside of
carriages is to see that the doors, windows and ventilators of every
compartment which is about to be cleaned are properly closed.

(c) At Spencer Street, Flinders Street, and. where practicable,
at other depots where there is a cleaning shed, the outside of all
carriages must be thoroughly cleaned every six months with
approved cleaning material which must afterwards be hosed off
with clean water. The outside must then be cleaned with soap and
water, and afterwards the whole of the outside must again be
thoroughly hosed offwith clean water.

(d) When the carriages are not washed they must be
thoroughly wiped on the outside with a dry sponge cloth, which
must be clean, and which must be well and frequently shaken to
get rid of the accumulated dust, otherwise the varnish will be
injured by being rubbed with a dusty cloth. Sponge cloths should
be washed with soap and dried in spare time, so that they may be
used lime after time, until worn, when ihey may be further utilised
for bulfer cleaning.

(c) All windows must be rubbed with a clean damp sponge
cloth, and polished with a dry one, care being taken to clean the
comers of the panes. When the glass is wet, cither from rain or
dew, chamois leather may be used. The latter is expensive, and
must not be used at any other lime. The use of kerosene on
window panes is strictly forbidden. After the panels and windows
of the carriages have been attended to. the metal work must be
cleaned, and polished with the authorised preparation and rubbed
with a cloth kept for the purpose, and thoroughly dried, to prevent
early tarnish.

(0 The white face of the tail discs attached to carriages must
be washed, and attention must be drawn to any that require
repainting.

(g) Foot-warmers when in use must be placed in such a
position that passengers will not be liable to trip over them.
Leading hands must specially see to this.

3, (a) Cleanliness of Passenger Carriagus.-Thc attention of
Staiionmasters. Officers, inspectors. Guards, and others concerned
|s specially directed to the matter of carriage cleaning. In any
instance where it is noticed that a proper standard of cleanliness is
not maintained or where there is cause for complaint in regard to
the condition of the passenger rolling stock, the matter should be
reported.

(b) Class Letters and Numbers of Carriages.-lt is essential
that the class letteis and numbers on pa.sscngcr rolling stock should
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be kept clean so that they may be conveniently read at night. To
cITeci this the lettering must be washed with soap and water at least
once per month (every six months in the case of suburban electric
stock), and in addition it should be wiped over daily with a damp
cloth to remove dust and din. This duly must be closely attended
to by the staffdoing carriage cleaning work.

4. At stations where the carriage cleaning is performed by
employes of the Transportation Branch, Stationmastcrs are
reminded that they are responsible for the efiicienl performance of
this duty, and that frequent personal supervision is necessary to
ensure the proper standard ofclcanliness being maintained.

5. Brakevans, Passenger Trains.-Brakcvans on passenger
trains must be washed down on the outside in the same way as is
provided in the foregoing for carriages; they must be swept and
cleaned out daily, and be washed out once a week.

6. Brakevans Goods Trains.-Thc Stationmaster or other
responsible employe must arrange for the vans to be swept out
daily, and washed out at the end of the week as far as is reasonably
practicable. Where the work is done by employes of the Roiling
Stock Branch, the Stationmaster must confer with the Locomotive
Depot Foreman as to the most suitable limes, etc.

7. It is important that special attention be paid to the
cleanliness of the Guards' look-out windows ofall brakevans.

8. Dog Boxes.-Dog boxes must be scrtibbed out and
disinfected regularly.

DEFECTS IN ROLLING STOCK.

1. Ifan ofTicer or other employe should observe any defects in
the condition of rolling slock (other than suburban electric stock,
see pages 139-140) he must at once inform or arrange for the
Engineman or Guard to be informed ofthe circumstances.

2. (a) Any defect in a passenger carriage involving discomfort
to passengers should be remedied as .soon as practicable, and to
ensure this the Guard or the Conductor (if a conductor be with the
train) must give particulars ofany faults to the Stationmaster at the
terminal station oral the station where the carriage is detached; the
Stationmaster. on receipt of such advice, must arrange for repairs
being effected as follows:-

Derec(& Fu11 panicuInn lo be reponed ten

Broken windows Nearest Dc|>oi Foreman, ifhe has a ciniage builder under him:
Ifnol ihe nearest Works Foreman,

Oiherdcfecis Nearest Depot Foreman or Train Examiner,
Eleciric liRhifaiilis The nearest Depot Foreman or Train Examiner, and also the

Train Lighling Inspector.

(b) Carriage Builders arc engaged at the following
Depots:-Nonh Melbourne, Jollmont Maintenance, Ballaral and
Bendigo Workshops.

(c) On lines where there is no Loco, or Works Depots, and
urgent repairs are necessary to any carriage due to broken windows
or other damage, the Stationmaster must communicate by wire
with the Manager, Passenger Operations (Cars) and the North
Melbourne Maintenance Depot Manager (Axle). Where a station
is at or adjacent to a Loco. [)cpot the Stationmaster must arrange
locally for repairs being promptly effected.

(d) Officers and employes when travelling on the Suburban
Lines (whether on duty or not) to make a short note ofany carriage
defects, such as loss of or damage to fittings, defective doors,
catches, windows, and sun screens, c., and to enable repairs to be
made promptly, report the particulars direct (by telephone, if
possible) to the Manager, Jolimonl Maintenance Depot. The
number of the carriage, the train, and date, as well as the nature of
defect, should be specified .so that the carriage may be quickly
located.

PROTECTION OF CARRIAGE CLEANERS WHEN
ENGAGED IN THEIR DUTIES.

1. Whilst carriages are being cleaned or when ice and/or
water is being placed In carriages on a line which it Is possible for
other vehicles to be pushed against them, a Red Flag or Red Disc
by day. and a Lamp showing a Red Light by night, must be fixed
on the end of the vehicle against which any other vehicle might be
shunted. If it be p)ossiblc for vehicles to be shunted against both
ends ofthe carriages which arc being cleaned, a Red Flag or Disc or
Red Light, as the case may require, must be fixed on each end.

(a) Ifthe carriages be standing on a Line parallel to a Running
Line, the Red Lamp at night must be fixed on the lamp iron (or on

the side of the carriage) farthest away from the parallel Running
Line.

(b) The person in charge of the carriage cleaners, for the lime
being responsible for seeing that the men are protected in
accordance with the foregoing clauses before commencing the
work of cleaning carriages or placing ice into the roof wells, and
during the time they are so engaged,

(c) An employe must not rely on the Red Hand Signal placed
on a vehicle by another employe, except where two or more
employes are working together as a gang, when the man In charge
will be held responsible for the Red Signal being exhibited before
he commences or permits the work to be commenced.

(d) On lines equipped with overhead electrical conductors, no
employe b allowed to go on to the roof of a carriage unless the
overhead electrical conductors have been made dead and he is
specially authorised. Special instructions for the protection of
employes required to go on the roof of vehicles at Spencer Street,
Flinders Street, Macaulay and North Melbourne stabling sidings
are issued by the Chief Mechanical Engineer; employes concerned
must make themselves conversant with such instructions,

2. The lamps or flags provided for the protection of the
carriage Cleaners must be removed from the vehicles after the
work has been completed, and if not further required they must be
taken to the lamproom, or other appointed place.

3. If a man has to go from one side ofa train to the other, he
must either pass round at the end of the train farthest away from
the buffer-stops, or else pa.ss through a van or compartment, in all
cases closing and fastening the doors behind him.

4. (a) Carriage Cleaners arc prohibited from riding on the
locomotive and from gelling on, off. or riding on the outside of
vehicles in motion.

(b) Carriage Cleaners mu.st not open the door of a carriage on
any train in motion.

5. Shunters or other employes conducting shunting
operations must not shunt on platform tracks, sidings, or into
carriage sheds where carriages are standing, nor attach a
locomotive or vehicles to the carriages until they have ascertained
that no red flag or disc or light (indicaiing that Cleaners or other
employes are at work) is exhibited. Shunters must also keep a good
look out when shunting on lines adjacent to those on wnich
carriages are being cleaned. Special attention is directed to
Regulation 131.

The attention of Carriage Cleaners is directed to the
instructions respecting "Carriage Windows". See page 102.

6. Attention is specially drawn to Regulation 24.

PROTECTION OF TRAIN-EXAMINERS AND OTHER
EMPLOYES ENGAGED IN EXAMINING OR TESTING

BRAKES OR EXAMINING, LIFTING OR REPAIRING
CARRIAGES, WAGONS, OR OTHER VEHICLES.

(Regulations 127 and 131),

1, Every employe engaged in examining, lifting, or repairing
carriages, wagons, or any other vehicle (hereinafter descnbcd as
repair work) is hereby instructed that, before commencing any
work of this description on any line or in any siding where nsk of
injury to himself is involved, he must, except as provided in
clauses 4, 5, 6 and 7 of this instruction, give notice, as the
circumstances ofthe case may Require, to the Stationmaster, Yard
Foreman. Signalman, or Shunter, that he is about to perform such
repair work, and that shunting towards such vehicles must be
stopped until the repair work has been completed. Before granting
permission for the repair work to be performed the Employe so
notified must make all necessary arrangements for local
requirements.

(b) (1) On receiving permission for occupation the cmplove
before commencing the repair work must sec that tfic
hand points that govern entrance to the siding on which
the work is to be performed, arc set so as to prevent any
locomotive or vehicle from entering upon the siding,
and that the points arc secured in that position by
means of the special point clip and padlock provided
for that purpose.

(ii) After having secured the hand points as prescribed in
section (i) hereof, the employe performing the Repair
work must not allow the key of the special padlock to
pass out of his possession until the work has been
completed,

(iii) If it is not practicable for the points to be secured as set
out above, the vehicle must be labelled with a "Not to
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Go" (red) card, and at the fir^t opportunity it must be
placed in a position where the work can be perfonned
with safety.

(c) The foregoing sub-clauses will not apply to repair shop
sidings specially set aside for repair work. At these places the
points giving access to the repair sidings must be secured in a safe
position by the employe in charge of repair work to prevent the
entrance of other vehicles, otherwise, the repair work must be
protected by a scotch block. The key of the lock by which the
points or scotch block is secured must be retained by the employe
in charge ofthe repair work.

2. (a) The employe performing any repair work must llx a
red flag by day and a red light by night on the end of the vehicle
which IS nearest to the entrance to the siding, or if there be more
than one entrance, then on the vehicle nearest to each entrance to
the siding, and he must remove such red flag or red light when the
work is completed.

(b) No employe must rely on a red flag or light placed on a
vehicle by another employe, except in cases where two or more
employes are working together as a gang, when the man in charge
will be held responsible for the red signal being exhibited before he
commences or permits the work to be commenced.

(c) If the vehicles be standing on a line parallel to a running
line, the red signal must be fixed on the side farthest away from the
parallel running line in order that the trainmen will know the
purpose of the signal.

(d) Every Train Examiner, or other employe concerned,
^fore attempting to adjust the brake rigging on a carriage,
brakevan. van or wagon or to disconnect it f^ any other purpose,
must see that the air brake and hand brake where provided arc
fully released, that the triple valve isolating cock is closed and all
compressed air is exhausted from the auxiliary reservoir. If the
vehicle concerned is standing in a station yard or siding not
attached to other vehicles, in addition to the foregoing, the vehicle
must be secured by placing wheel scotches against the wheels
belore the hand brake is released. On completion of the
aiyusiments, the triple valve isolating cock must be opened and
where applicable the hand brake applied and wheel scotches
removed.

3. The lamps or flags provided for the protection of the man
or men must not be removed until aAer the work has been
rornpleted and the man or men concerned are in a place of safely;
II the larnps or flags be not then further required, they must he
taken to the place where they are usually kept.

..A- S^ncer Street Passenger Yard.-(a) In order to provide
additional proledion for the Train Examiners and other employes
en^ged in working in and under carriages in Nos. I to 17 tracks
inclusive. Spencer Street Passenger Yard, Special chains arc lixcd
to the i»inl levers, and when secured by a padlock, the point levers
am locked in a pc«iiion so as to prevent any movement entering
the track where the repair work is being carried out. As far as
practicable, the Repair-work shall be confined to the Bank Sidings
ll^lrotK Street), and in connection therewith the instructions
shown hertunder, must he strictly observed.

'he event of a Flagman not being available to carry out the
duties as shown hereunder. the employe in charge of the work
must carry out the duties specified for the Flagman.

fi) Fofihe repair-work on any of the Tracks in the Bank
Sidings a competent employe must be appointed to act
as Hagman whilst Repair-work is being performed, and
the Superintendent of Melbourne Yards or a
mprewnialive appointed by him, must be saiis'fled that
the Hagman thoroughly understands his duties as set
out in sections(ii) tofv) hereof

(ii) (feforc the Repair-work is commenced, the employe
ahout to perform such work, or (should two or more
men be working ti^ether as a gang) Die employe in
^argc of the work must in every case first obtain
permission from the Flagman appointed for this
purpose, specifying the particular track on which the
work IS to be performed. Before granting such
permission, the Flagman must obtain authority to do
so from the Yard Supervisor, Yard Foreman or Shunter

Luthori?! 'he Yard. On receiving thisauthority the Flagman must obtain the key for the
padlock frtim Spencer .Slreel .No. | Signal Box. The
in "h'aming the key must sign for the keyin the hook provided fiir this purpose recording his

rk'"rS ' ^hich thekeys apply, fhe Flagman must lock the p<iint lever
any movement entering the

il '"• I''" <^'nploye concerned thai Die workmay be earned oul.

(iii) On receiving permission from the Flagman, the
employe who is to carry oul the work, or (when more
than one employe is engaged) the employe in charge of
the work must, before commencing the work, fi* a Red
banner in position on the siding a short distance m
clear of the fouling point. When it is not clear daylight
a Red light must be erected in place ofthe banner.

In addition to a banner, as described in clause 9, the
responsible employe on receiving permission to
commence the work, must place a Red flag on the end
of the vehicle which is nearest to the entrance to the
Siding.

The Banner or (when used in place of the Banner) the
Red Light must be at least I metre above rail level. No
person other than the employe who erected or fixed it
must remove a Banner. Red Light, or Red Flag used for
protection in accordance with these instructions.

(iv) In the event of it being necessary to perform a shunting
movement towards a Siding on which one or more
employes have been granted permission to work in
accordance with section (ii). the Yard Supervisor, the
Yard Foreman or Shunter in charge .must
communicate with the Flagman, and before permitting
such movement, the Flagman must note the number of
Banners and Red Flags or Red Lights displayed, and
inform each employe who has been granted permission
to work on such Siding, that the Siding is required for
use, and instruct him to cease work and remove the
Banner and Flag or Light erected by him.

When all Banners, Lights, ofFlags have been removed,
the Flagman must unlock the points and inform the
Yard Supervisor, Yard Foreman or Shunter in charge
that the Siding is available for shunting operations.

On completion of the shunting operations, and before
the Repair-work is recommenced, the Flagman must
lock the point lever so as to prevent any movement
entering that track and inform the employe concerned
that the work may be recommenced.

(v) Each employe who obtains permission to perform
Repair-work on any track must, when the work on
which he was cngMcd has been completed, remove his
own Banner and Flag or Light, but must not remove
any other Banner and Flag or Light which may be
exhibited. He must then inform the Flagman that he
has completed his work, and specify the track.

On being informed by the employes to whom
permission was granted to work on a track that such
work has been completed on that particular track, the
Flagman must at once inspect such track, and. afler
assuring himself that there are no Bannere, Lights or
Flags remaining, and that the employes have ceased
operations, he must then unlock the point lever
applicable to that track and inform the Yard
Supervisor. Yard Foreman or Shunter in Charge that
the track is again available for shunting operations.

When (he repair work has been completed on all tracks
for which the Flagman is responsible for securing the
point levers, he must return the keys to Spencer Street
No. I Signal Box recording his name, grade, date and
the time the keys are relumed.

A duplicate set of keys for the padlocks used for
securing the chains on tfie point levers is kept in a glass
case in the Stationmastcr's Office Spencer Street, and a
triplicate set is provided in the glass case at West
Tower.

(b) If necessity should arise for repair-work to be performed
on any siding other than the Bank sidings, the responsible employe
whose duty it is to supervise or carry out such work, must
communicate with the Yard Supervisor. Yard Foreman or Shunter
in charge of train movements in such other sidings, and when
necessary a Flagman equipped with the necessary hand signals and
detonators, must be appointed to protect (he employe or employes
performing the repair work.

The employe requiring protection under this sub-clause must,
in every instance, whether a Flagman be provided or not. arrange
for a red banner and flag or light to be placed as laid down in
section (iii) ofsub-clause (a).

(c) In the cases referred to in sub-clauses la) and (b), the Yard
Supervisor Yard Foreman or Shunter in charge must inform all the
Shunters concerned respecting the point of obstruction and the
character of the repair work and shunting towards such vehicles
must he stopped until the repair work has been completed.
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5. Melbourne Freight TerminalHs) During daylight, brake
adjustments may be performed by the Roiling Stock Branch to
vehicles at Nos. I and 2 tracks in No. I shed and Nos. 1 and 3
tracks In No. 2 shed, subject to the strict observance of the
following instructions:-

(i) For the purpose of these instructions, the work to be
performed will be referred to herein as repair work.

(ii) The repair work shall only be performed on Nos. 1 and
2 tracks in No. I shed and Nos. 1 and 3 tracks in No. 2
shed and then only when the vehicles requiring
attention are not likely to be moved for a stated period.

(b) Before commencing the repair work, the employe
concerned must first apply to the Foreman-in-Charge of the shed
and obtain his authority to perform the work. Before granting
authority, the Foreman concerned must first notify the Tractor
Shunter as to the track on which the work is to be carried out. so
that no shunting which would be likely to move the vehicles
affected will be conducted whilst the repair work is being
performed.

(c) When repair work is to be carried out on Nos. I and 3
tracks in No. 2 shed, a Flagman supplied by the Rolling Stock
Branch, must be stationed at the entrance to the shed to protect the
employe carrying out the work. He must place and keep two
detonators on one rail of the line on which the repair work is to be
performed, and must stand exhibiting his red signal at a point
where his hand signal will be seen ahead after the explosion of a
detonator.

The employe, who requires the Flagman's protection, must
satisfy himselfthat the Flagman thoroughfy understands his duties,
and having obtained his authority from the Shed Foreman to
perform the work, he must inform the Flagman of the position of
the vehicle or vehicles to be protected and the track on which they
are standing, and give any other information that is considered
necessary in the interests ofsafety.

(d) The Flagman referred to in sub-clause (c), will not be
required at No. 1 shed, but the employe who is to perform the
repair work, having obtained authority from the
Foreman-in-charge of the shed in accordance with sub-clause (b),
must see that both hand points of the delta crossover, governing
the entrance to Nos. 1 and 2 tracks, are set for No. 2 shunting neck
and are secured in that position by means ofthe special chains and
padlocks provided for the purpose. After having secured the hand
points, the employe performing the repair work must retain
Eossession of the key of the special padlocks until the work has
:en completed or until the Foreman concerned has withdrawn his

authority to perform the work. The employe performing the repair
work must also fix a red banner a short distance clear ofthe fouling
point in Nos. 1 and 2 tracks.

(e) In addition to the precautions set out in the foregoing, the
employe performing the repair work in either No. 1 Shed or No. 2
Shed must, before commencing the work, place a red flag on each
side of the vehicle, to indicate the vehicle under which he is
working.

(0 The chains and special padlocks for use at No. I Shed
must, when not required for use, be kept in the Train Examiner's
cabin.

(g) It must be definitely understood that the repair work must
not interfere with the goods shed operations, and should the
necessity arise, the employe performing the work must cease work
when requested to do so by the respective Shed Foreman and leave
the vehicles in a proper condition to he moved.

6. "A Balloon East and Centre Yard, Melbourne Yard.

Examination and brake lest of Trains with a
compressed air service:

The train examiner must protect the train in
accordance with Instruction 60 of the Westinghouse
Air Brake Book of Instructions.

Examination and brake lest of trains with the

locomotive attached:-

Before commencing the examination and brake test of
any such train, the Train Examiner must arrange to
place a point clip on the cast end points leading to the
track on which the train is standing so as to prevent any
movement on to such track whilst the examination and
brake test is being conducted.

7. Flinders SireetHa) At Flinders Street Yard (which
comprises all running lines and sidings between Flinders Street
Viaduct and Jolimoni Junction, and between Flindeis Street and
River Yarra) the instructions shown hereover will apply;-

(i) The Manager, Jolimont Maintenance Depot, will
supply the employes, who may be required to perform
repair work, with banners as described in clause 9 of
these instructions.

(ii) The Sub-Foreman-in-charge of the section or sections
of the yard concerned must, before allowing the repair
work to commence, obtain permission front the Yard
Foreman specifying the particular siding on which
work is to be performed. The Yard Foreman must
inform the Shunter in charge of the section repair work
is about to be commenced on the portion of a
particular siding. On receiving permission, the
Sub-Foreman must inform the employe in charge of
the repair work that such work may be commenced.

(ill) On receiving the Sub-Foreman's permission to
commence the repair work, the employe who is to
carry out the work (or when more than one employe is
concerned) the employe in charge of the work must,
before commencing llic work, fix a red banner in
position 6 metres from the end of the train or vehicle to
be repaired. When it is not clear daylight, a red light
must be erected in place of the banner. Where there is
more than one entrance to the siding, a red banner or
red light must be fixed 6 metres from each end of the
train.

(iv) An Enginemanofa train entering any sidingalFlindere
Street must always keep a good lock-out for a red
banner or a red light and. should one be exhibited on
the siding on which he is proceeding, must bring his
train to a stand clear ofsuch red banner or red light.

(v) Each employe who obtains permission to perform
repair work on any siding must, when the work on
which he is engaged is completed, remove his own
banner or light, but must not remove any other banner
or light which may be fixed or exhibited. He must then
inform the Sub-Foreman that he has completed his
work. On being informed by all employes, to whom
permission was granted to work on any siding, that
such work has been completed on that particular
siding, the Sub-Foreman must satisfy himself that all
banners and or lights have been removed and then
advise the Yard Foreman that the work on the train or
vehicle has been completed.

(vi) On afternoon and night shifts during the absence of the
Sub-Foreman, the employe requiring to carry out
repair work musi obtain the Yard's Foreman
permission as set out in section (ii) of sub-clause (a)

(vii) The Manager. Jolimont Maintenance Depot, must
arrange for the employes concerned to be msirucied in
the use of the banners and lights used for their
protection whilst working on trains in the siding.

8. Air Brake Test by Compressed Air SuppN in Yard.-Al
locations where compressed air service is provided for the purpose
ofconducting air brake tests on goods trains twfore the lixomolives
are attached, and repair work in the form of brake block removals
and brake adjustments is to be carried out on these trams by
employes other than train examiners, the following instructions
must also be observed:

When the repair work is to be conducted simultaneously with
the air brake test the Train Examiner will be responsible for he
protection of the train in accordance with instruction 60 ̂  the
Westinghouse Air Brake Book of Instructions, After .in® Tram
Examiner has protected the tram at each end. he will inform the
employes carrying out the repair work that they may
do so. and that an air brake test will also be conducted. When the
Yard Foreman or Shunter has indicated that the tram is ready to be
air brake tested and the repair work is to commence before the air
brake lest, the employe, or if more than one, the f"?'®);'®
charge, must secure the points in front and rear of the tram wuh a
point clip, or if the points are controlled by a Signalman he must
be requested to place a sleeve on the lever of the points concemed.
A red flag or banner by day and a red light by night must a^h®
placed in position on the front and rear ofthe tram until the repair
work or air brake test is completed.

The exhibition ofa red fiag or banner by d^ and a red lighl^^y
night on the front and rear of a tram will indicate tp the Tram
Examiner who is to conduct the air brake test that reP®": m
progress on the train. The Train Examiner miisnhen'"fc^heemployes engaged in the repair work that an airbrake test is to be
carried out.

9. General.(a) All wash dock sidinw. carriage shelter shed
sidings, and repair sidings, must be regarded as sidings at which
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employes may be working and require to be warned in accordance
wiin Regulation 131.

(b) The banners prescribed in clauses 4, 5, 7 and 8 for repair
work at Spcnccr Street. Melbourne Freight Terminal, and Flinders
Street, or hereafter supplied for similar use elsewhere arc of the
design shown below; the banner or (when used in plaee of the
banner) the red light must be at least I metre above rail level.

DANGER

ROADCLOSED

(c) No person other than the employe who erected it or fixed
it, must remove a banner, red flag, red light, or derail.

(d) Employes engaged in shunting operations must keep a
good look-out lor any vehicle which is protected by hand signal or
derail, and must exercise great care to prevent any locomotive or
vehiele from coming into contact with any vehicle that is so
protected. A good look-out must also be kept when shunting on
lines adjacent to those occupied by vehicles on which an employe
is at work, and as far as is reasonably practicable, such employe
must be advised ofthe shunting operations to be performed.

10, (a) On lines equipped with overhead electrical conductors
no employe is allowed to go on to the roof of any carriage unless the
overhead electrical conductors have been made dead and he is
specially authorised.

(b) Special instructions are issued by the Chief Mechanical
Engineer with regard to the protection of employes examining and
repairing carriages of electric suburban trains and parcels coaches.
Employes concerned must make themselves familiar with .such
instructions.

(c) Every employe is, however, reminded that, in accordance
with Regulation 24, he must exercise proper care in the
performance ofany duty which exposes him or a fellow employe to
danger or risk of personal injury, and. further, every employe must
prevent, as far as possible, reckless exposure to danger on the pan
of any other employe.

PROTECTION OF EQUIPMENT EXAMINERS OR
ELECTRICAL MECHANICS WORKING AT

PANTOGRAPHS UNDER LIVE WIRES

1, (a) Where it is necessary for the Equipment Examiner or
Electrical Mechanic to perform work at a pantograph whilst the
carriage Is under a live wire, the following instructions must be
observed.

(b) Before going on to the roof ofthe carriage, the Equipment
Examiner, or Electrical Mechanic, as the case may be, take all
necessary precautions for his safety; he musi-

(i) Lower the pantograph.

(ii) Close the isolating cock leading to the magnet valve.

(iii) Open the pantograph cut-out switch, the air
compressor and protective relay switch, the dynamotor
switch, motor generator or alternator contactor.

(iv) Close and secure the door of the driving compartment,
which must be unoccupied.

(v) Listen to make sure that the dynamotor motor
generator or alternator has stopped spinning.

2, (a) If an Englneman be in chaige of the train, the
Equipment Examiner or Electrical Mechanic must, in addition to
carrying out the provisions of clause I, personally inform the
Engineman ofthe character of the work about to be performed.

(i) If the pantograph, at which the work is to be performed
be at the leading end of the train, (he Engineman must
leave the driving compartmem; he must, however,
remain in the leading end van and prevent any person
from entering the driving compartment until he has
been informed by the same Equipment Examiner or
Electrical Mechanic that the work has been completed
and the directions laid down in sub-clausc (b) hereof
have been carried out.

(ii) If the pantograph be at the rear end of the train, the
Guard must act as laid down above for the Engineman,

(iii) If the pantograph be on an intermediate carriage, or if
the Engineman be not on the train, a competent man

must be stationed in the respective van compartment
with instructions to act as laid down above for the
trainmen.

(b) When the work at the pantograph has been completed, the
employe who performed such work must descend, and personally
inform the Engineman (or Guard), and must open the isolating
cock to the magnet valve, close the pantograph cut-out switch, and
raise the pantograph for the Engineman.

3, The foregoing iiistrueiioiis do not apply to the carriage
sidings at Spencer Street or I'linders Street, nor to the Jolimont
Maintenance Depot sidings; specific instructions for employes
engaged in train repair work are issued by the Chief Mechanical
Engineer in respect of these places; employes concerned must
make themselves familiar with such instructions.

PROTECTION OF EMPIX)VES ERECTING OR REPAIRING
BUFFER STOPS.

1. Except as provided in clause 4 of this instruction, every
employe in charge of repairs to or the erection of bulTer stops on
sidings where shunting operations might take place during the
progress ofsuch repairs or erection must, before commencing such
work, see that the following precautions are observed:-

(a) He must personally inform (as the circumstances of the
ca.se may require) the Siaiionmaster, Yard Foreman, Signalman,
Leading Shunter or Shunter, or other employes in charge of
shunting operations or movements of locomotives or vehicles on
to the siding on which the repairs arc about to be effected; he must
make it quite clear which siding Is referred to, and after having
been so informed any employe going off duty prior to the
completion of the repairs, etc., must, before leaving duty, inform
the employe by whom he is relieved of the circumstances.

(b) Temporary buffer si^s must be placed across the siding at
least 15 metres from the buffer stops being repaired, and, where
practicable, the employe in charge of the work must arrange for
four vehicles (if available) being placed in front of the temporary'
buffer stops, and see that the hand brake on each such vehicle is
properly applied.

(c) In country sidings or where four vehicles are not available,
the employe in charge of repairs must place a hand derail IS
metres in advance ofthe temporary buffer stops.

fd) The employe in charge of repairs must see that the hand
derail or vehicles are not removed until completion of the repair
work unless it be temporarily necessary to do so. In the event of it
being necessary to remove the hand derail or vehicles temporarily,
the repair woric must first be discontinued and not recommenced
until the hand derail or vehicles are replaced.

(e) In addition to the above precautions, a red flag with a
handle 1 metre in length must be exhibited alongside the hand
derail, or, if vehicles are provided, the flag must be securely lashed
horizontally across the front of the vehicle which is farthest away
from the temporary buffer slops, in such a way that the flag shows
prominently towards the entrance to the siding; when it is not clear
daylight a lamp showing a red light must be used in the place ofthe
flag.

2. When the work is completed, the employe in charge must
so inform the employes In charge of shunting operations and
remove the temporary bulTerstop, red signal, and, ifused, the hand
derail.

3. Unless specially authorised, the repair work referred (o
above must only be performed during clear daylight.

4. Melbourne Passenger and Goods Yards.-Every employe in
charge of repairs to or the erection of buffer slops on the sidings in
the Melbourne Passenger and Goods Yard areas must, before
commencing such work, see thai the following precautions arc
observed;-

(a) He must personally inform the Yard Foreman in charge of
shunting operations or movements of locomotives or vehicles on
the siding on which repairs are about to be effected. He must make
it quite clear which siding is referred to. The Yard Foreman so
notified must make all essential arrangements before granting
necessar)' permission for the siding to be closed to traffic. Re must
without delay instruct the shunting slalT of the arrangement and
before be leaves dulv he must inform his relief who in (urn must
satisfy himself that the shunting staff arc aware of the arrangement
for the protection ofthe repair gang working in the siding.

(b) (i) On receiving permission for occupation the employe,
before commencing the repair work, must see that the
hand points that govern entrance to the siding on which
the work is to be performed are set so as to prevent any
locomotive or vehicle from entering upon the siding
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and that the ppints are secured in that position by
means of a special point clip and padlock provided for
that purpose.

(ii) After having secured the hand points as prescribed in
section (i) hereof, the employe performing the repair
work must not allow the key to the speciaT padlock to
pass out of his possession until the work has been
completed.

(iii) Before repair work is commenced, the employe in
chaise of repairs or erection must place a hand derail
30 metres from the buffers. The hand derail must not
be removed until the repairs or erection have been
completed.

(iv) In addition to Che above instruction a banner, as
described in paragraph 9, page 108, must be placed by
the employe in charge of repairs or erection at the
clipped points in such a way that the words on it show
prominently towards entrance of the occupied siding.
When it is not clear daylight a lamp showing a red light
must be used in place of the banner.

(c) When the work is completed, the employe in cha^e must
so inform the Yard Foreman in charge of shunting operations and
remove the derail, banner or, ifused the red signal.

(d) Unless specially authorised the repair work referred (o
above must be performed during clear dayllf^t.

PUSHING TRAINS ON RUNNING LINES.
(Regulation 201)

NOTE.-These insiruciions also apply in the case of a
suburban electric train which is being driven from anv cab other
than the leading cab. excepi when the movements ofthe irain are
being conirollea by the Engineman in the leading cab by means of
iheair brake

When permission has been given for a train to be pushed on
any running line in the ordina^' working of irafftc, or when trains
are pushed In accordance with Regulation 201, the following
directions must, unless instructions are issued to the contrary, be
strictly adhered to:-

1. The air brake must be continuous throughout the train,
and not more than 3 vehicles fitted with pipes not operating brake
blocks must be together the leading vehicle must be filled with the
airbrake apparatus, which must be in operation.

2. When in accordance with section (ii) of clause (a)
Regulation 201, permission is given for a train to be pushed on a
Line worked under the Tram Staff and Ticket system, the
Engineman must be in possession ofthe train stafffor the section.

3. On broad gauge lines the speed must not exceed a rate of IS
kilometres per hour (fOmph).

When passing around any curve of less than 180 metres radius
the speed must not exceed a rate ofS kilometres per hour (5 mph).

4. (a) A Guard, Shunter, or other competent employe must
ride on the leading vehicle, and in such a position as to be able to
signal to the Engineman. If the train be of such a length that the
Engineman cannot keep the employe or the employe's hand signal
on the leading vehicle in sight, an additional man or men must be
placed on the train to repeat such employe's signals to the
Engineman.

Where pushing is authorised during darkness, a lamp showing
a white light must be attached to the leading vehicle, irrespective of
the hand lamp ofthe Guard or Shunter.

(b) The Engineman must not continue to push the train,
which must be promptly brought to a stand, unless the employe on
the leading vehicle or his hand signal, or the employe who nas been
intermediately placed or his hand signal, is in view.

The Guard, Shunter, or other competent employe, whose
duty it is to ride on the leading vehicle, must be prepared to apply
the airbrake should the necessity arise.

5. The Engineman must keep a good look-out for fixed
signals, and must be careful not to push the front vehicle past any
fixed signal that applies to the movement when such signal is at
slop.

Where the fixed signal is controlled by a track circuit and such
signal has been placed to the proceed position, the signal will be
reversed to the stop position when the leading pair of wheels enters
the track-circuited section to which the signal applies. In such
circumstances the Engineman may continue to push the train,
unless he receive a hand danger signal to stop, in which case the
train or vehicles must at once be brought to a stand.

6. Should it become necessary during the pushing operation
to foul or pass over any public crossing where gates are not
provided or where gates are provided and they arc not shut across
the roadways, the Guard, Shunter, or other competent employe,
must walk over such crossing in front of the leading vehicle, and
see that pedestrians, animals, and vehicles are kept clear.

7. Except where special instructions are issued to the
contrary, the Engineman ofa suburban electric train must always
be in the driving compartment at or nearest to the leading end of
the train, when shunting the carriage of electric trains. (See clause
9, also instructions respecting Disabled Suburban Electric trains,
pages 140-142).

8. The list of locations where permission is given for trains to
be pushed on running lines is published in the respective district
Working Time-tables.

9. Shunting of Electric Tralns.-fa) At the stations shown in
the Metropolitan District Working Time-table electric trains may
be pushed by the Engineman during shunting o^ralions according
to the instructions specified in sections (i). (ii), (iii), and (iv) hereof!
and further conditions outlined with respect to each Station
concerned.

(i) In any such movement, the Guard, or other competent
employe, must travel in the leading end ofthe tram, not
occupied by the Engineman, being prepared to stop the
train by means of the air brake or to signal to the
Engineman as may be necessary,

(ii) At any station where fixed signals are not provided to
govern the intended movement, the Officer-in-Charge
must, after lirst ascertaining that the Engineman and
the Guard clearly understand the movements required,
supervise such movements of the train and station
himself in a position so as to be able to protect in case
ofemergency.

(iii) When two electric trains have to cross each other at a
single line crossing station, the train which has been
first admitted to the station may be pushed back for the
purpose of being shunted into the loop. The Guard
must ride in theleading compartment, being prepared
to stop the train by means of the air brake or to signal
the Engineman as may be necessary.

When level crossings, not protected by gales, are fouled by the
movement, Che Instructions contained in clause 10. page 116, must
be observed.

(iv) The electric bell communication (3 rings) may be used
by the Guard, in lieu of a hand signal, to signal to the
Engineman when all is righifora train to set back.

(V) Any parcels coach, double-ended motor, or two motors
coupled together may be pushed in any direction at any
station or yard, provided a competent employe is in the
leading end before the pushing movement is
commenced. During the pushing movement the
employe riding in the leading end must be prepared to
stop the movement by means of the air brake or to
signal the Engineman as may be necessary.

WORKING BALLAST TRAINS ON LINES OPEN FOR
TRAFFIC.

1. Every ballast train must be worked strictly in accordance
with the folfowing instructions, and must be under the persona!
control ofthe Road Foreman, unless the safety ofthe line or other
special circumstances require his presence elsewhere, in which
case he must place an experienced and reliable Ganger in charge of
the Irain, and give him explicit instructions how to act.

2. Ballast trains and men employed with such trains must not
work on the running lines during a fog, except when authorised
under special circumstances, and no ballast train must be used if
possible to avoid it, except during daylight, and when the weather
IS sufficiently clear for a signal to be distinctly seen at a distance of
not less than 800 metres.

3. With regard to clause (b) of Regulation 238, it is only
necessary to have a Flagman to assist the Guard of the train when
it has to stop to do work in a section. The Flagman need not join
the train until it arrives at the Signal-box at the entrance to the
block section in which it has to slop to work. (See Regulation 271).

On lines worked under the Train Staff and Ticket System, the
Engineman of the ballast train which has to stop to work in the
section must, except when instructions are issued to the contrary,
be in possession ofthe irain slalVfor the section.
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4. Care must be ukcn not to overload ballast wagons,
e^cially in wet weather, when the weight ofbaliast is likely to be
affected. If wagons are loaded with gravel, and there is a
weighbridge available any where on the route of the ballast train, a
wagon load must be weighed from time to time. Ifa weighbridge be
not available, the measurements must be checked, and the wagon
springs observed, in order to avoid overloading.

5. When a ballast train has to be moved during loading or
unloading operations, the Road Foreman or Ganger will give the
necessai^ signals for controlling the movements of the train, and
the Engineman must promptly obey them, unless he sees danger in
so doing,

Before the train is moved whilst men are in the wagons, the
Road Foreman or Ganger must warn the men, and the Engineman
must sound the train whistle.

6. On every ballast train the air brake must be in operation
throughout, and not more than three vehicles on which the air
brake is not operating must be together on the train. The Guard
must inform the Engineman of the total number of vehicles on the
train, and. at the same time, whether it is composed entirely of
vehicles the brakes of which can be applied from the locomotive,
or whether it is composed of air brake and other vehicles mixed,
and the number ofeach.

7. When a ballast train is provided with a brakevan, the
workmen accompanying such train must travel in the brakevan
when not actually engaged in discharging.

In cases where a brakevan is not provided and workmen are
compelled to ride in the wagon, they must sit down so as to avoid
the possibility of injury, and must not be allowed to ride on the
Shunter's steps nor on any projecting portion of the vehicles.

8. (a) Whenever practicable "N", "NN" (VHWA), or "QN"
(VHNA) ballast wagons must be used for ballast trains engaged in
loading or unloading ballast or other material on any line. When
wagons with swinging doors are used for the above purpose the
doors must not be opened on the side next to any adjoining
running line whieh may be fouled by such operation until a
competent Flagman appointed by the Ganger or Road Foreman
has been stationed on that line to protea the operations.

(b) The Flagman must fix two detonators ten metres apart on
one rail of the line for which he is signalling at 800 metres>3r, if
necessary, farther from where the line is to be obstructed by the
open doors. He must then return to a position, not less than 400
metres from the work, where he must also place two detonators
and exhibit a red hand signal to stop any approaching train until a
Green Hand Signal is exhibited by the Gangeror Road Foreman as
an intimation to the Flagman to allow the train to proceed. The
Ganger or Road Foreman must satisfy himself that the Flagman
understands his duties. He must not allow the swing doors to be
opened until the Flagman has been stationed as at»ve directed,
and before allowing the train to approach must satisfy himself that
all the doors are closed and secured with their ordinary fastenings.

(c) If, when proceeding to protect the operations, the Flagman
arrive at or near to a Signal-box, he must act in accordance with
clause (e) of Regulation 271.

(d) Care must be taken that ballast or other material is kept
clear of the rails, and the men must cease working whilst any tram
is passing on the adjoining Running Line. When the work is being
Miformed within Station limits where there are fixed signals the
Ragman must act in accordance with clause (a) of Regulation 275.

9. Unless specially authorised, no vehicle is to be detached
from a Ballast train outside ofStation limits.

10. (a) Except as provided in Regulation 201, and where
special instructions are issued to the contrary, no locomotive must
push a Ballast train when outside ofStation limits, but must draw
It.

(b) When, in the ordinary course of working, permission is
given for a Ballast train to be pushed outside ofStation limits, the
instructions relating to "Pushing Trains on Running Lines," pages
109, must be strictly observed. The Air Brake must be continuous
throughout the train, and the Brakevan must be fitted with the Air
Brake apparatus in operation. When it is necessary for a Ballast
train to be operated without a Brakevan, authority must be
obtained from the ChiefOperalions Manager.

11. Every wagon that has been employed on a Ballast train
must be swept out and thoroughly cleaned before it is returned to
the Operations Branch. In every instance where the hoppers of
"QN" (VHNA) wagons contain ballast or require cleaning, the
Sutionmasier must request the Road Foreman (by wire) to have
the work performed, and the circumstances must be reported to
the Manager Freight Vehicle Distribution, giving the vehicle
numbers, etc.

12. Where a ballast train is in regular running, the Road
Foreman must arrange for the necessary first aid equipment.

13. The maximum rale of speed at which a train may run,
while being pushed on Running Lines. Is shown in the Working
Tlme-Table.

DISTRIBUTION OF MATERIAL FOR OVERHEAD
EQUIPMENT, TELEGRAPH POLES, OR SIGNALLING

MATERIAL, BY GOODS TRAIN.

1. (a) All trains scheduled to stop for the purpose of
dischaiging or erecting material must be accompanied by:-

(i) A Road Foreman or his representative if the loading be
permanent way material or material to be discharged
for the Postal and Telecommunications Department,
and Contractors, Consignees other than the Railway
Department, or mixed consignments for various
Branches.

(ii) A Works Foreman or his representative-Way and
Works Branch-if the loading be bridge or works
material.

(ill) A Signal and Communication Supervisor or a Signal
and Communications Foreman if the loading be
Signals Division material.

(iv) An Engineer or his representative if the loading be
Electrical Branch material

the train to
e Way and

(b) It will be the duty of the officer accompanyine
see that the loading is handled without damage to th
Works and dischaiged well clear of the track.

2. Depot stations supplying these trains or arranging for their
working in sections (whether by direction from the Head Office or
otherwise) must ascertain definitely that the representative of the
Braneh concerned, as set out above, is available before allowing
such train to depart on its journey.

3. Attention is directed to Regulations 237. 238, 239, and
271. On Lines worked under the Train Staff and Ticket System,
the Engineman of the train must, except when instructions are
issued to the contrary, be in possession of the train staff for the
section.

INSTRUCnO.NS FOR WORKING LINES TO PIERS AND

WHARVES.

1. Except where otherwise provided only one locomotive
under power must be on the running line leading to or from any
pier or wharfat any one time.

2. The rate of speed must not exceed that laid down in the
instructions relating to"5peed of Trains", Sec Working
Time-table.

3. If the locomotive be employed pushing vehicles, the air
brake must be continuous throughout the train, and not more than
three vehicles on which the airbrake is not operating brake blocks
must be together; the leading vehicle must be fitted with the air
brake apparatus which must be in operation. The following
additional instructions must also be observed:-

(a) A Guard. Shunter, or other competent employe must ride
on the leading vehicle, and in such a position as to be able to signal
to the Engineman. If the train be of such a length that the
Engineman cannot keep the employe or the employe's hand signal
on the leading vehicle in sight, an additional man or men must be
placed on the train to repeat such employe's signals to the
Engineman.

(b) The Engineman must not continue to push the train,
which must be promptly brought to a stand, unless the employe on
the leading vehicle or his hand signal, or the employe who nas been
intermediately placed or his hand signal, is in view.

The Guard, Shunter, or other competent employe, whose
duty it is to ride on the leading vehicle, must be prepared to apply
the air brake should the necessity arise.

(c) The Engineman must keep a good look-out for fixed
signals, and must be careful not to push the front vehicle past any
fixed signal that applies to the movement when such signal is at
slop.

4. The Guard, Shunter, or other competent employe, must
walk over any public crossing and along any public thoroughfare
(also through any subway where sucn exists) in front of the
locomotive when it is drawing vehicles, in front of a light
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locomotive and in front of the leading vehicle when the train is
being pushed, in order to see that pedestrians, animals, and
vehicles are kept clear.

5. Unless inslnictions arc issued to the contrary, when
vehicles are being drawn, a Guard. Shunter, or other competent
employe, must ride on the rearoflhe vehicle.

6.In order to prevent vehicles being forced over the sea end of
any pier or wharf, the Shunter in charge must see that every care is
exercised during shunting operations in that area.

Should any vehicles be in close proximity to the sea end of the
pier or wharf, the brakes of such vehicles must be securely applied
oefore any movement is performed on to them. A Shunter must
always take up a position where he can properly control the
movement and prevent forcible contact with cither the stationary
vehicles or the buffer beam and when vehicles are being pushed, a
sufficient number of hand brakes must be applied on the leading
vehicles.

7. (a) At locations where motor tractors are used for shunting
movements on pier tracks. Stalionmaslers. Pier Foremen.
Signalmen. Shunters and other employes must clearly understand
the rules, regulations and other instructions applicable to work
ordinarily performed by locomotive power, shall, so far as they are
consistent, apply with equal force when such work is performed
with a tractor.

(b) A Shunter will be in charge ofeach tractor, and the tractor
driver is under his supervision insofar as shunting movements are
concerned.

(c) Before any shunting operations are commenced the
Shunier-in-Chargc must confer with the Tractor Driver and see
that he clearly understands what is about to be done. The Tracior
Driver must carefully watch for hand signals from the Shunter and
must not move vehicles until he receives a hand signal to do so.
and must also stop moving the vehicle immediately on receipt of
the necessary hand signal from the Shunter.

The number of vehicles to be handled in any one shunt will
depend upon the number of men available to control such vehicles
by the operation oflhe hand brakes.

(d) The Shunter in charge of the tractor will be responsible for
exercising the necessary care to see that road vehicles and
pedestrians are kept clear of shunting movements on the pier.

MARSHALLING INSTRUCTIONS.

Roadside Slalions.Ha) To expedite marshalling at depots,
and by Guards en rouic. it devolves on each roadside Stalionmaster
to so arrange the loading of vehicles at his station that the loaded
vehicles shall fall into, or may be placed in. their respective groups
without unnecessary shunting or delay. The following principles
should be observed:-

(i) As far as is practicable load so as to avoid all transfer.

(ii) Avoid light loading of vehicle; it is much more
economical and expeditious to hold freight over one
day to secure consolidated tonnage.

(iii) The loading of freight into suitable vehicles, especially
with a view to quick handling and full tonnage.

(iv) Careful consideration of goods train schedules and
circulars referring to clearing arrangements and the
time that roadside loading must be completed.

(v) The proper stowing of freight to withstand
iransportaiion and to facilitate discharge in proper
sequence, thus avoiding the time lost in searching for
freight required to be discharged en nniie. the
unnecessary unloading and reloading, and the claims
for damage arising from this work having been done
hastily; lack of care in this connection leads to
accumulation of standing lime, and on a single line
may cause a train to miss its scheduled crossing station.

(b) The Stationmaster and Operations Depot Manager should
see that vehicles for the same station are loaded together.
Arrangements should be made with senders accordingly.

Whenever it is reasonably practicable, "through traffic" must
be worked by "through trains" to its destination, and not to
stations intermediate.

In forwarding vehicles, consideration should be given to
connecting trains, particularly in respect oflong distance irafTic.

(c) Slationmasters and other responsible officcra in charge
must see that cards are removed from Inward vehicles, and that

proper destination cards are fixed in the proper position on
Outward vehicles,

2. General Instnictions.-(a) The attention of
Officcrs-in-Charge. Guards, and Shunters is directed to the
Instructions respecting the marshalling of vehicles conveying
Explosives, Lime. etc.

(b) Tank Wagons and Other Vehicles-Flammable
Liqulds.-Fiammable liquid is classified as Dangerous Goods Class
3A or 38. depending on the flash point, in accordance with the
reeommendalions made by the United Nations Committee of
Experts on the Transport of'Dangerous Goods,

(c) Tank wagons used for the conveyance of flammable
liquids, either loaded or empty, labelled Class 3A or 3B and other
vehicles conveying fiammable liquid Class 3A or 3B and labelled
accordingly shall be shunted and marshalled in accordance with
the following instructions;-

(d) Shunting Instnictions-

(i) Tank wagons used for the conveyance of flammable
liquids and other vehicles conveying flammable liquids
must not be loose shunted.

(ii) A tank wagon used for the conveyance of flammable
liquids must not be uncoupled until it is at rest and
secured in the position in which it is required.

(iii) Any vehicle being attached to a tank wagon used for
the conveyance of flammable liquids must be placed
under the control ofa locomotive.

(iv) If more than one shunting operation is necessary, the
first vehicle or vehicles to be attached to a lank wagon
used for the conveyance of flammable liquids must be
placed under control, short of. securely hand-braked
and at a safe distance from a tank wagon. Other
vehicles may then be loose shunted on to the vehicle or
vehicles so braked, provided a competent employe is in
attendance to apply the hand-brake and prevent
forcible contact.

(v) Hump Shunting-A tank wagon used for the conveyance
of fiammable liquids Class 3A or 3B. either loaded or
empty, must not be humped from the hump crest to the
balloon tracks, but must be trimmed.

Likewise the next cut of vehicle or vehicles to be placed
against the tank wagon must not be humped, but must
be trimmed.

(vi) In no circumstances must a lank wagon be permitted to
stand over an ash pit.

(e) Marshalling Instructions-Tank wagons and other vehicles
as described in clause (c), and labelled with a Class 3A or Class 3B
label must be marshalled as follows:-

(1) Near the front of the train subject to the requirements
herein.

(2) Separated by at least one four-wheeled vehicle
(approximately 6 metres) from any vehicle containing;-

(i) Dangerous goods in the following classes:-

Class2A Flammable Gas

Class 28 Poison Gas

Class 2C Non-flammable Compressed
Gas

Class 48 Spontaneously Combustible

Class 4C Dangerous when Wet

Class SA Oxidising Agent

Class7A

Class 78 Radioactive Substances

Class 7C

(ii) Combustible materials, such as hay. straw, and waste
paper.

(iii) Any fiat vehicle, not equipped with bulkheads,
containing logs, rails, steel beamsor similar loading.

(iv) From the operating power unit of a refrigeiated
container.

(v) From an operating power van and any vehicle attached
thereto, to which power is being supplied.
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(0 Separated by at least two four-wheeled vehicles or the
equivalent thereof, (approximately 12 metres) from;-

(i) The locomotive

(ii) The Guard's brakevan

(iii) From any vehicle containing;-

Dangerous Goods In the following class:-

Class SB Organic Peroxide

(g) Separated by at least three four-wheeled vehicles or the
equivalent thereof, (approximately 18 metres) from any vehicle
conveying:-

Class I Explosives

(h) Tank wagons used for the conveyance of flammable
liquids and«or other vehicles conveying flammable liquids may be
marshalled together.

(i) Tank Wagons and other Vehicles Conveying Freight Tank
Containers of Flammable Gas (Includes Liquid Petroleum Gas).

Flammable gas is classified as Dangerous Goods Class 2A in
accordance with the recommendation made by the United Nations
Committee ofExperts on the Transport of Dangerous Goods.

Ci) Tank wagons and vehicles adapted for conveying freight
tank containers used for transporting flammable gas. cither loaded
or empty, labelled with a class 2A label must be shunted, and
marshalled in accordance with the following instructions.

Note:-AII conventional rail wagons carrying any quantity of
L.P. Gas in cylinders must be labelled with a Class 2a label, but
are exempt from these instructions.

(k) Tank wagons and other vehicles as described In clause (i)
may be conveyed only by goods train,

(1) Bogie Exchange-Any vehicle conveying or used for the
conveyance of flammable gas class 2A and so labelled must, if
consigned to or from a station which requires the vehicle to be
bogie exchanged, be routed via the Wodonga Bogie Exchange.

(m) Shunting Inslructlons-

(i) Tank wagons or vehicles conveying freight tank
containers used for the conveyance of flammable gas
must not be loose shunted, but placed under the
control of a locomotive. Road type or rail shunting
tractors must not be used for this purpose.

(ii) During shunting operations at least two four-wheeled
vehicles must be placed between any tank wagon, or
vehicle conveying freight tank containeis used for the
conveyance of flammable gas and so labelled, and the
shunting locomotive.

(hi) Any vehicle being attached to a tank wagon, or vehicle
conveying freight lank containers, used for the
conveyance of flammable gas must be so attached
underthe control ofa locomotive.

(iv) If more than one shunting operation is necessary, the
first vehicle (bogie or equivalent), or vehicles to be
attached to a lank wagon, or vehicle conveying freight
lank containers used tor the conveyance of^flammable
gas. must be placed under controf. short of. securely
hand-braked and at a safe distance from the tank
wagon. Of the vehicle conveying freight tank
containers.

Other vehicles may then be loose shunted onto the
vehicle or vehicles so braked, provided a competent
employe is in attendance to apply the hand-brake and
prevent forcible contact.

Afler the shunting operation is completed, and the
vehicles to be placed short of the tank wagon, or freight
tank container vehicle are properly coupled, they must
be attached to the tank wagon or vehicle conveying
freight tank container, by a locomotive.

Note;-When a flammable tank wagon or a vehicle
conveying flammable gas freight lanx containers, has
been placed and secured, the necessary safety wagons
must be then placed and secured in order to protect
those wagons.

(v) When rakes are being moved from one section ofa yard
to another, whether being hauled or pushed, the air
brake must be continuous through the rake.

NotoVehieles on a rake containing flammable gas
tank wagons, or vehicles conveying flammable gas
freight tank containers, must not be loose shunted from
that rake.

(vi) Hump Shunting-A tank wagon or vehicle conveying
freight tank containers used for the conveyance of
flammable gas, either loaded or empty, must not be
humped from the hump crest to the balfoon tracks, but
must be trimmed.

Likewise the next vehicle (bogie or equivalent), or cut
of vehicles must be placed under control short of,
securely hand-braked, and at a safe distance from tank
wagon, or the vehicle conveying freight lank
containers.

Other vehicles may be then hump shunted onto the
vehicles so braked.

Nole;-When a flammable gas lank wagon, or a vehicle
conveying flammable ps freight tank containers, has
been placed and secured, the necessary safety wagons
must then be placed and secured In order to protect
those wagons.

(vii) In no circumstances must a tank wagon, or vehicle
conveying freight tank containers used for the
conveyance of flammable gas be permitted to stand
over an ash pit.

(n) Marshalling Instnictions-

Tank wagons and other vehicles as described in clause (j) and
labelled with a class 2A label shall be marshalled as follows:-

(1) Near the rear of the train subject to the requirements
herein.

(2) Separated by at least one four-wheeled vehicle
(approximately six (6) metres) from a vehicle containing;-

Dangerous Goods in the following classes:-

Class3A Highly Flammable Liquid

Class 3B Flammable Liquid

Class 5A Oxidising Agent

Class 7A

Class 7B Radioactive Substance

Class 7C

(ii) From an operating power unit of a refrigerated van or
container.

(iii) From an operating power van and any vehicle attached
thereto, to which power is being suppfied.

(iv) Combustible material such as hay, straw, waste paper
or wood chips.

(o) Separated by at least two four-wheeled vehicles or the
equivalent thereof, (approximately twelve (12) metres) from a
vehicle containing:-

(i) Dangerous goods in the following classes:-

Ciass4B Spontaneously combustible

Class SB Organic Peroxide

(ii) Any flat vehicles not equipped with fixed bulkheads,
containing logs, rails, steel t^ams or similar loading.

(p) Separated by at leasi three four-wheeled vehicles or the
equivalent thereof, (approximately eighteen (18) metres) from a
vehicle containing;-

Class I Explosives

(q) Separated by at least four four-wheeled vehicles or the
equivalent thereof, (approximately twenty-four(24) metres) from;-

(i) The train locomotive

(Ii) The Guard's brakevan

(r) Where there is more than one vehicle ofbulk L.P. Gas on a
train, they are to separated by one bogie vehicle of compatible
loading.

(s) Tank wagons containing flammable liquids or gases may
be marshalled next to the locomotive and may be marshalled
together on pilot movements between Melboume "r'ard and
Tottenham Yard and the Oil Company Sidings at Newport.
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Yarraville, Spoiswood and Paisley, between Port Melbourne and
(he Oil Sidings in (he area, between North Gcelong Yard and the
Oil Siding in (heCeeiong area and at any other location, on Pilots
employed in the servicing of sidings within station limits or on
pilots or switches to and from sidings outside station limits.

In no circumstances must a tank wagon be permitted to stand
overan ash pit.

Vehicles containing liquid fuel oil must be kept as far as
possible away from vehicles containing cylinders of oxygen owing
to the danger ofoil being splashed on the cylinders.

(t) fVorkme/i's Carriages.-Whcn they are placed on goods
trains they should be as near the brakcvan as possible.

Where Workmen's Carriages are not equipped with the Air
Brake, thentC

(i) the number shall not exceed 15 per cent (i.e. 1 in 7) of
the total train vehicles or 6. whichever is the greater,
without the special permission ofthe Chief Operations
Manager.

(ii) not more than four such vehicles may be coupled
together,

(iii) at least three vehicles with the Air Brake in operation
must be coupled at the rear of the last unbraked
Workmen's Carriage.

(iv) where the Workmen's Carriage without Air Brake do
not constitute 15 per cent of the number of vehicles in
the train as a whole, other vehicles without the Air
Brake in operation may be included in conformity with
Air Brake Orders, (page 189),

(v) not more than three such vehicles may be taken on any
train between Tallangaita and Cudgewa and Cathkin
and Alexandra and not less than four vehicles with the
Air Brake in operation must be coupled at the rear.

NOTE:(^A bogie vehicle of any description must be
counted as iho vehicles.

3. Fordson Rail Shunting Tractors.-Whcn a Fordson Rail
Shunting tractor is attached to a goods train, the Tfactor cab dooia
are to be left open so that Shunters may have access to the
hand-brake, the chain drives to the axles must be removed and
placed in the cab.

4. High Vans or High Loaded Vehicles on Goods Trains-ln
order that the Guard's view of fixed signals and the train generally
will not be unduly interfered with, high vans and high loaded
vehicles must, as far as practicable without seriously alTecting
marshalling instructions be placed near the front of the train and
not next to or near the train brakcvan. Stationmasters. Yard
Foremen and the Shunting staff concerned arc to give this matter
special attention and Guards should bring under notice any failure
to reasonably comply with the instruction.

5. "Minor" and "Improved Ratio Ratdiet" Type
HandbrakesCA wagon with either type hand brake fitted to the
end ofthe vehicle must not be marshalled with the hand brake next
to any vehicle which is fitted with an end concertina.

A photograph of "Minor" and "Improved Ratio"
handbrakes is illustrated opposile:-

LIVE STOCK TRAFFIC.

type

1. Stationmasters or Operations Depot Managers at loading
stations must see that live stock van cards showing particulars of
consignments are affixed to each side of every loaded van: two
cards must be used for a four wheeled van and four for a bogie van.

2. If consignments for two or more consignees be loaded in
one van the number ofhead of pigs, calves, horses or cattle for each
consignee must be shown on the cards and waybills.

3. Ifit be arranged forthe load of a van to be altered en route
i.e.. to pick up or set down animals, van cards and waybills must be
plainly endorsed by the waybilling station with the names of all
stations concerned.

If a van be loaded with live stock both to Newmarket and for a
station beyond, or to spell at Newmarket i7i route: the loading
station must card and envelope the van to Newmarket and show
the name of the final destination station on the backs of the cards.
When the stock is reloaded at Newmarket that station must
prepare fresh van cards and envelopes showing the final
destination station.

4. Guards must see that vans attached to their trains are
carded on both sides before the train leaves the station at which
vans are attached, and they must carefully read the live stock cards
and waybills, note any endorsements thereon concerning the
picking up and sotting down of live stock en route, and see that
such arrangements are observed.
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5. In the case of alleration of the load of a van en route, the
Guard must endorse in the space provided on the waybill the
number of animals picked up or set down at each station, and
whether the van was detached from the train. He must see that the
destination on the waybill, van cards and waybill envelope is
correctly shown in regard to the animals picked up en route. At
manned stations, the staffconcerned must see that this information
is correctly shown on the waybill and van cards.

6. In order that the loads of stock vans will be evenly
distributed when full van lots are not being conveyed the following
must be observed:-

(a) In the case of four-wheeled sheep vans and only one tier
lot is to be loaded the two compartments ofthe bottom tier must be
used. In the case ofa bogie sheep van when a single van lot is to be
despatched the four compartments of the bottom tier must be
loaded. When the loading is to be completed en route,
Oflicers-in-Charge of stations and Guards in chatge of trains
conveying such stock must arrange so that the bottom
compartments will be loaded first, then each top compartment. As
far as practicable, the first compartments to be loaded should be at
the leading end ofthe van.

(b) When a bogie cattle van is to be used for a single van lot
the loading must be divided as equally as possible and both
compartments used.

7. Calves must not be accepted for despatch in sheep vans if
they exceed the following heights:-

Loaded in bottom tier
Loaded in top lier

Larger calves must be loaded in cattle vans.

840min

920mm (36")

8. The Operations Depot Manager or Staiionmasier at any
station from which goods trains, including a Live Stock Special,
starts, must instruct the Guard respecting any loaded live stock
vans to be picked up at roadside stations, and the Stationmaster at
the loading station or Supervising Stationmaster for Rail Agent
and No-one-in-Charge stations must advise by telegram the Train
Controller or the station responsible for the working ofthe train, as
to the number ofvans to be forwarded and the trains by which they
are to be despatched.

9. Stationmasters, Guards, and other employes concerned
must immediately report in writing, or by telegram when
necessary, any unusual incident associated with the yarding,
loading, shunting, transit, unloading, and delivery ofstock.

Forexample;-

Yards requiring attention.

Overloading ofvans stopped.

Animals travelling badly.

Consignment arriving in unsatisfactory condition.

10. Sheep unloading ramps, operated on a small rail track, arc
provided throughout the length of the discharging platforms at
Newmarket Cattle Yards on the Flemington Racecourse Line, and
at Borthwick's Meat Works on (he Newport-Sunshine Loop Line.
These ramps are within the standard clearance and the staff
concerned are warned to exercise care when shunting on the siding
servii^ the discharging platforms.

11. (a) Great care must be taken to prevent injury to live
slock during transit. Engincmcn must use every carc in the
shunting, surting, running, and stopping of trains by which live
stock is conveyed.

(b) Loaded vans must not be shunted unless it is unavoidable,
and if shunting be necessary it should be done as gently as possible
so that the animals will not be knocked about or caused to fall.
Shunting fora prolonged period must not be carried out with a van
loaded with live stock attached to the locomotive.

12. (a) Stationmasters, Guards, Shunters, and other
employes concerned must carefully examine loaded vans from
time to time and satisfy themselves that the animals therein are
travelling safely.

(b) If any animals are found down in vans or require
atteiition, action must be taken to have them put right as soon as
possible, and if necessary they must be discharged and reloaded at
the first station where proper facilities are available.

13. (a) If the Guard or other employe or a drover travelling
with live stock make an inspection of the animals, the Guard is
specially enjoined to see that during such Inspection no brake-pipe
cock handle is inadvertently altered in position and that the
continuity ofthe air brake is not interfered with.

(b) The Guard of a train by which drovers arc travelling in
charge of live stock must have a clear understanding with the
drovers when they leave the van to examine the consignments as to
the approximate lime the train will be slopped, and care should be
taken before signalling the Englneman. to see that drovers have
regained the van before the train is slaned.

14. Station Staffs and Guards must see, as far as practicable,
that there is no unauthorised interference with live slock
consignments during the time they are in (he care of the
department,

15. Attention to Horses in Transl(.-(a) The Guard of any
train conveying empty or loaded horse boxes is responsible for
seeing that all doors arc securely locked from the point where such
vehicles are attached to the train until their destination is reached.

(b) At attaching stations, and wherever practicable during the
journey, the Guard must enter every loaded horse box on his train
in which no attendant is travelling, and satisfy himself that the
animals arc In the same position as when loaded, and that they arc
properly secured.

(c) Should a horse be found injured or down or in any unusual
position or to have slipped his head stall, the attention of the
Stationmaster must be drawn to the fact and the animal attended
to.

SINGLE LINE CROSSING STATIONS.

Not applicahle to tro.v.vi'ng stations \ivrked bv remote control
under the Automatic and Track Control or Centralised Traffic
Control,system.

1, Passenger Trains not booked to Ca]l.-<a) Interlocked
Siations.-An express train, or a passenger train not booked to call,
and which does not require to cross another train, must, unless
instructions are issued to the contrary, be run through on the
straight track.

Attention is directed to the special rates of speed when
running on lines that diverge from the straight track.

(b) Non-interlocked Staiions.-Al stations where the points
and signals are not worked from an interlocking frame, trains not
booked to call must be run on the line for which the hand points
are normally secured.

(c) When two express trains, or two passenger trains not
booked to call, require lo cross each other, the train which is to be
first admitted to the station must be brought to a stand at the home
signal and then turned into the loop whether the loop be No. I
track (the Platform track) or No. 2 track. After it has come to a
stand in the loop, and the Signalman has seen that the line on
which the other train will arrive is quite clear, the necessary fixed
signals for that train may be placed to the proceed position.

(d) (j) When an express train, ora passenger train not booked
to call, requires to cross a train which is booked to call
and which is running in the opposite direction, the
train booked to call must be first admitted to the station
via the loop, and the other train must be kept outside
the home signal until the Signalman has seen that the
straight track is clear for it lo run through. If. however,
the plalforrn be on the straight track, and the train
booked to call arrives first, it may. if required, be
admitted to the platform track and be afterwards set
back and shunted into the loop, but unless such
operations can be performed without causing delay to
the non-stopping train, the train booked to call must be
turned direct into the loop.

(ii) The Guard must be in the van when his train is being
shunted and he must give the Englneman the hand
signal to set back from one track to the other.

(ill) The signal to proceed must not be exhibited for the
through train until the signalman has seen that the
opposing train has come to a stand in the loop and the
straight track is quite clear through the station.

(e) A dcpanmcmal special running as express train must be
run through on the straight track except when it has to stop to cross
a passenger train, in which case the departmental special must be
turned into No.2 track, and the passenger train into the Platform
track.

2. Passenger Trains Booked to Caii,-<a) Except as shown
below, when two passcngcrlrains (express or otherwise) booked lo
call, or a passenger train (cxpres.s or otherwise) booked to call, have
to cross each other, the train which has been firai admitted to the
station must, after pasticngers have been picked up or set down, be
set back, for the purpose of being shunted, and when this has been
done and the train has come to a stand in the loop and the
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Signalman has seen thai the line on which the other train will
arrive is clear the necessary fixed signals for that train may be
placed to the proceed position.

(b) The Guard must be in the van when his train is being
shunted and he must give the Engineman the hand signal to set
l»ck from one track to the other.

Exceplions.-

(i) At the undermentioned stations the train arriving first
may remain at the platform while the other train runs
through No. 2 track, and sets back to the rear of the
train standing at the platform, or waits until the train at
the platform departs; see further instructions clause 6.

Anrdi
Bjctrhus Marsh
liranxholme

Dimboulj

Glenorchy
Kamiilon

Hey wood
Horsham

Kcrang
Maryborough
Si. Amaud
Slawell

(ii) At the stations shown hereunder the instructions
specified in each case will apply:-

Avenel, Longwood, Euroa, Violet Town, Glenrowan,
Sprlnghursi, Chiltern. and Barnawartha.-When two passenger
trains (express or otherwise) booked to call, require to cross each
other, the second train to arrive may be signalled to run through
No. 2 track whilst the finl train is standing clear on No. I track.
The train which runs through No. 2 track must not be set back to
platform until the other train is proceeding on its journey and No.
I track is clear through the station.

Avenel.-When an up goods train is turned direct into No. 3
track to cross a down through train, the up train must not be set
back beyond signal post No. 7, to clear the turnout at the up end,
until the down train has passed clear of the level crossing at the
down end ofthe station.

Armstrong.-A passenger train may be turned into No.2 track
whilst a passenger train Is at the platform. Passengers may be
allowed to alight from orjoin the tram whilst it is standing in No. 2
track by means of the Guard's step-ladder. The Stationmaster and
the Guard must see that every precaution is taken to ensure the
safely oflhe pasengers.

Creswick.-ln order to avoid stopping an up train on the heavy
grade at the up home signal, a down train, when crossing an up
train, may be turned direct into No. 2 track. When the up tram has
departed and has passed clear of the down distant signal, the down
train must be set back and admitted to the platform to permit
passengers to alight from orjoin the train,

Jung.-A passenger train may be turned into No.2 track whilst
a passenger train is at the platform. Passengers may be allowed to
alight from or join the train standing In No. 2 track by means of the
Guard's step-ladder. The Stationmaster and the Guard must see
that every precaution forihe safety ofthe passengers is taken,

Kanlva.-When Nos. 8241 and 8120 are to cross. No. 8241
may be signalled direct into No. I track. After No. 8120 has
departed and has passed clear ofthe down distant signal. No. 8241
must be set back and admitted to the platform to permit passengers
to alight from orjoin the train.

Willaura-Glcn Thompson-Dunkeld.-When a Rail Motor is
crossing a Goods train and the Goods train is too long to be
accommodated in No. 2 track, the Rail Motor may. after station
work is completed and all passengers have been entrained, be set
back and placed in No. 2 track.

When the Goods train has arrived clear in No. 1 track and the
plunger has been withdrawn from the points, the Rail Motor may
depart direct from No. 2 track after the Engineman has received
the proper authority.

Watchem.-When a rail motor is crossing a goods train and theSDods train is too long to be accommodated in No. 2 track, the Rail
lolor may. after station work has been completed, and all
passengers have been entrained, be set back and placed in No. 2
track.

When the goods train has arrived clear in No. I track and the
plunger has been withdrawn from the points, the rail motor may
depart direct from No. 2 track after the Engineman has received
the proper authority.

Parwan.-Owing to the heavy grade. Up trains, with a load in
cxcessofSIO tonnes, must not be set back out ofNo. 1 track for the
purpose ofdrawing into No. 2

3. Where a Disc Signal is provided to control the entrance to
the dead-end Extension of an Arrival track and it is ncces^ry for a
train arriving to proceed towards the extension, the disc signal
must not be turned off until the train has been brought almost to a
stand at the signal.

4. Working of Staff Stations not provided with Fixed
Signals.-Should a staff station not be provided with fixed signals,
the following precautions must be taken when it is necessary for
trains to cross;-

(a) Trains Crossing During Daylighi.-A\ least 20 minutes
before either train is due, two detonators, 10 metres apart, must be
placed upon the Line at a distance of 100 metres from the outer
facing points on each side of the station, and three detonators. 10
metres apart, at a distance of 400 metres from the outer facing
points on each side of the station. The explosion of the outer
detonators will indicate to the Engineman ofan approaching train
that the facing points are 400 metres in advance, and he must then
proceed cautiously, having his train well under control, to where
the inner detonators are fixed, and there await a hand signal from
the person in cha^e. See sub-clause (c). Should the Manager for
the District, consider that further precautions are advisable to
ensure saftty, he must arrange to provide hand signalmen to act, as
prescribed in sub-clause (b) hereof.

(b) Trains Crossing at Night lime or in f-'oggv Weather.-A
hand signalm.m must be appointed for each end of the station, and
they must each place two detonators upon the line 10 metres apart,
at a distance of 100 metres from the outer facing points, and three
detonators, 10 metres apart, at a distance of 400 metres from the
outer facing points. Each man must then place himself in such a
position (just within where the inner detonators are fixed) as will
enable him to see any hand signal that may be given by the person
in charge, and must exhibit a danger signal to stop the train that is
approaching on the side on which he is employed until it is
signalled forward by the person in charge, in accordance with
sub-clause (c) hereof. Each hand signalman must be at his post at
least 20 minutesbeforc the train or trains are due. The explosion of
the outer detonators will indicate to the Engineman of an
approaching train thai the facing points are 400 metres in advance,
and he must then proceed cautiously, having his train well under
control, and act upon the hand signal displayed by the hand
signalman stationed just within where the inner detonators are
fixed.

(c) The "All right" Signal of the person in chaige-vtr/i'
sub-clauses (a) and (b)-to indicate that the train may draw forward
to the Station, must always be Green for Up trains and While for
Down trains. At night, the White Light must be moved slowly up
and down.

(d) The Engineman of a train which arrives first niusl, after
complying with Regulation 205, clause ())., satisfy himself by
in<iuiry from the person in charge, that his train is properly
prolecteti in front in accordance with the above, aiid the
Engineman of the second train to arrive must, when moving his
train forward, satisfy himself that the points arc in the proper
position for his train to draw ahead.

5, If there be only one other track in addition to No, I track at
the station, and vehicles are in No. 2 track, the first train to arrive
must be admitted into No. I track, and after the platform work is
completed set back and turned Into No, 2 track, the Engineman
being verbally cautioned as to the stale of the track. Sec also
Regulation 131.

At siaiicns referred to in the preceding paragraph where a
derail block or catch points are provided at each end of No. 2 track
and such track isclearofvehicles, a train may be turned direct into
No. 2 track. The train must, however, be first brought to a stand at
the facing points and the Engineman informed that there are catch
points or a derail block, as the case may be, at the far end of No. 2
track. At night lime or in foggy weather a red light must be placed
) metre clear of such catch points or derail block before the train
that is admitted to No. 2 track.

6. (a) One Train Setting Back Towards Anothcr.-Whcre
special authority is given for one train to be set back towards
another train is standing at a platform, the Stationmaster must in
every case sec that the line is clear to the point to which the tram
usually sets back. The Engineman must not set his train back until
the proper fixed signals arc exhibited, and where fixed signals are
not provided for the purpose of signalling such operation, not until
he receives an all right hand signal from the Signalman or other
person in charge.

(b) In addition to seeing that the proper fixed signals are
exhibited, or receiving an all right hand signal from the Signalman
or other person in charge, the Engineman must not move his tram
until he receives a "Move Back Slowly" signal from the Guard,
and the Guard before giving such signal must sec that the rear
vehicle has cleared the trailing points, and where fixed signals are
not provided that the facing points are properly set and secured for
the sct-back movement,

(e) The Guard must ride in the brakevan farihcst from the
Engineman, and keep a good look-out all the while the train's
selling back. He must be prepared to apply the air brake should the
necessitv so arise.
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(d) The Engineman musi push back slowly and cauiiously,
and both he and ihc Assistant Engineman must keep a good
look-out for any hand signal that may be exhibited.

(e) The whole of the operation must be conducted under the
Eersonal supervision of the Siationmasler. who must exhibit a red
and signaj to the Engineman in sulTicieni time to permit of the

latter bringing his train to a stand at the required position.

(0. Ifthe line at the platform be not clear to the point to which
the train usually sets back, the Engineman and Guard must be
verbally instructed as to how far the Tine is clear before the signal is
given to set back; the Stationmaster to arrange accordingly.

7. (a) When a passenger train (Express or otherwise) booked
to call, has to cross a goods train at a crossing station, the passenger
train must, unless instructions arc issued to the contrary, be
admitted to the platform track, and the goods train to No. 2 track,
if, however, the goods train arrives first, it may. if required, be
admitted to the platform track, and be afterwards set back and
shunted into No. 2 track, but unless such operation can be
performed without causing delay to the passenger train the goods
train must be turned direct into No.2 track.

(b) The Guard must be in the brakevan when his train is being
shunted, and he must give the Engineman the hand signal to set
back.

(c) The fixed signal must not be exhibited for the second train
to be admitted to the station until the first train has been shunted
clear of the running line, and the Signalman has seen that the line
on which the second train will arrive is quite clear

8. Where lever sleeves or other appliances are provided to act
as reminders to the Signalman that certain tracks arc occupied,
such appliances must in every instance be used in connection with
the passing or crossing oftrains.

9. (a) Protection of T«lns.-In addition to the duties
prescribed in Regulation 205 for Engineman, Assistant
Englnemen, and Guards, the Engineman of a train or locomotive
standing on a running line at a station or siding will be held
responsible for ascertaining, as far as he is able to do so from the
cab, that the front of his tram is properly protected by fixed signals;
and the Guard, Shunter, or other person in charge of a train, or
Enginernan, in case of a light locomotive, will be held similarly
responsible for ascertaining, as far as is reasonably practicable, that
the rear of the train or light locomotive, as the case may be, is
properly protected.

(b) Ifthe train be not protected in front, or a light locomotive
be not sufTicienily protected, the Engineman must at once send the
Assistant Engineman to Inform the Signalman or take such other
steps as may be necessary to prevent accident, and the Guard,
Shunter, or other person in charge ofthe trains must do likewise in
respect ofthe rear ofthe train.

10. Level Crossii^.-Should it be necessary for a train to be set
back over a level crossing where gates are not provided, the Guard
must nde in the Brakevan farthest from the Engineman, and must
keep a good look-out all the while the train is setting back and be
ready to apply the air brake or signal the Engineman. as may be
necessary. During darkness or foggy weather, the Sutionmasier
must take steps to see that the crossing is properly protected before
instructing the Guard that the train is to be set back; if there is a
Conductor with the train, It will be his duty to protect the crossing.

The rate of speed when the train is setting back must not
exceed 8 kilometres per hour (5 m.p.h.), and both the Englnemen
and the Assistant Engineman must keep a good look-out and
promptly obey any hand signal that may be exhibited.

11. Exchan^ng StafTs.Ha) At night time some difficulty is
experienced in taking the staff if the employe who delivers it stands
in such a position that a shadow is thrown on the staff. In order to
avoid this, the employe who delivers the staff should, having
regard to his own safety, so place himself, and in good time, that
the Engineman or Assistant Engineman of an approaching train
will have as good a view as possible.

(c) The staff must not be placed on the locomotive by an
employe; m all cases it must be handed to the Engineman.

(d) When exchanging staffs each man must hold out his hand
to receive, and should watch the receiving hand of the otfier man
each taking special care in the delivery ofhis staff. The smooth end
of the train staff should always be handed to the receiver. The
Assistant Engineman, if receiving the staff, must call out aloud to
his Engineman the Tiamcs ofthe slat ions marked on the staffbefore
giving it to the Engineman. The Engineman must then check the
station names and thus assure himself that the staff applies to the
section into which he is to proceed. The Engineman must then
place the staff securely in the attachment provided for its
conveyance.

(d) Englnemen must see that the safety chain is fastened
acros-s the gangway of the cab of the locomotive when abiiui to
exchange the staff.

(e) (i) Enroloyes when engaged holding hand points must not
under any circumstances receive or deliver any slalT.

(ii) Trainmen must not, under any circumstances, throw a
staff on to the ground. When a train is being turned
direct into No. 2 track at a non-interlocked station, the
Engineman must, except as shown in the following
paragraph, hand the staff to his Assistant Engineman
when the train has been brought to rest, and instruct
him to take it lo the Signalman. (See also page 219.)

When a goods train with assisting locomotive in the rear
arrives at a non-inlcrlockcd station and is waiting for an opposing
train, the Guard must {unless his other duties necessitates him
remaining with his train), immediately the train with assistant
locomotive has arrived in clear, obtain the staff from lite
Engineman and lake It lo the Signalman, and he must then render
any assisiancc necessary to facilitate the despatch of his train.

(f) The Signalman and Englnemen must see that the staff Is
fastened securely in the Carrier, which should be held steadily
until the exchange is made.

(g) Diesel Ek'dric Rail Motor Trains -

(i) All Diesel electric rail Motors are equipped with the
Dcadman's safely device, and the Engineman,
therefore, has only one hand available to exchange
staffs at staff stations where the train is not limed to
stop.

(ii) The driving cab ofthe rail motor is on the left hand side
in the running direction, and at staff stations where the
train is not timed to slop and the staff has been
obtained for the section in advance, the Signalman
must take up his position in sufficient time to be
plainly observed by the Engineman as the train
approaches the station, At stations where the driving
compartment is on the non-platform side, the exchange
must be made during daylight from the ground level,
Eroviding ihc Signalman will not require to stand clween a slaiionary train and the passing rail motor.
During darkness, at stations where the driving
compartment is on the non-platform side, the rail
mofor must be first brought to a stand before the staffs
are exchanged.

(iii) At stations where the diesel electric rail motor is not
limed to slop, ii might be necessary to bring it into the
station before the staff has been obtained for the section
in advance, and in such case the Signalman must, in
addition lo complying with clause (c) of Rule I, pages
310-311, Book of Rules and Regulations, exhibit a red
hand signal to the Engineman from the platform.
Engincrnen. when approaching the platform at stations
where diesel electric rail motors are not timed to stop
must keep a good look-out for the Signalman with
whom the staff is to be exchanged or for a red hand
signal exhibited from the platform.

(iv) Enxinemen must clearly understand that the
Dcadman's handle must not be secured under any
circumstances while the rail motor is In motion.

(v) When about to make the exchange, the Engineman
must hold his staff well forward in a slanting position,
and the Signalman must receive this staff and then
hand to the Engineman the forward section staff.
Siationmasters must instruct all employes concemed in
respect of the positions to lake up and the melhod of
exchanging staffs with Engineman of diesel electric rail
moiors.

(h) fic.vc'f (Walker) Rail Motor Trains.-Al staff stations
where the rail motor is not timed to slop and a trailer vehicle is not
attached the Guard must attend to the exchange ofstaffs.

The exchange must be effected from the door of the Guard's
comparimeni across which a safely chain is provided.

Immediately the exchange of staffs has been effected the
Guard musi hand the forward section stafflo the Engineman.

The speed of Diesel (Walker) Rail Motor Trains, when the
Guard is exchanging staffs, must not exceed that laid down fbr
hand exchanging staffs from a locomotive.
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MINIATURE TRAIN STAFF AUTOMATIC EXCHANGING
APPARATUS.

(Method of Working)

1. (a) The staff exchange apparatus at stations is in a box in
the ground. In its normal position the exchange arm of the ground
apparatus is lowered, and the arm must only be placed at the
vertical position when required for exchanging the staff. After the
train using the apparatus has passed, the exchange arm must
immediately be carefully lowered to its normal position and the
box closed. In fixing the'staff pouch on the exchange amt. it must
be placed in the brass pocket with the back of the pouch facing the
direction from which the train is approaching, and the ring of the
pouch held in the clip; care should be taken to see that the end
engraved with the name of the section is not inserted into the
pouch, but is left out at the open end. The strap over the staft
should be buckled as tightly as possible to secure the staff.

(b) To indicate to Enginemen that the staff is in the apparatus,
a white disc by day. and a white light by night, must be fixed in
position on the ground exchanger, and. in the absence of such disc
or light. Enginemen must reduee the speed of their trains to the
rate prescribed for exchanging the staff by hand.

(c) The white disc or white light must not be placed on the
ground exchanger until the staffis ready for exehange, nor must the
fixed signals be put to proceed for the train which reqiiires to use
the exchanger, until the staff has been placed in position on the
exchange apparatus and the disc or light fixed in position.

(d) At stations where trains are crossing the exchange
apparatus will be in use for the train which has a clear run through
the station.

(e) Where the ground apparatus is fixed between Nos.l and 2
tracks at any station where an express train will cross another
train, the exchange apparatus must not be placed In position for
the express until the train it has to cross has been stopped, and the
exchange arm must again be lowered before such train is allowed
to start.

(0 It will be the duty ofthe Train Controller to satisfy hirnself
that a locomotive filled with the exchanging apparatus is provided
for trains scheduled to use the staff exchange apparatus in the area
over which this ofiieial has control, and when the train is being run
by a iocomptive not fitted with the exchanger, he will be held
responsible for advising all concerned.

2. (a) Enginemen and Assistant Enginemen must make
themselves thoroughly familiar with the position of the ground
exchangers at each station- Lists showing the locations of the
apparatus at each station, and the trains on which the exchangjng
apparatus will, ordinarily, be used, arc contained in the Working
Time-tables.

(b) When a train has more than one locomotive in front or
when two or more light locomotives are to run coupled together,
the leading locomotive will carry the staff. If only one of such
locomotives is equipped with the exchanging apparatus, it miisl,
subject to the instructions in the Working Time-tables regardjng
"Locomotives assisting in front of trains", be the leading
locomotive.

(c) Assistant Enginemen when fixing the staff in the exchange
apparatus on the locomotive must place the leather pouch insjde
the brass pocket with the strap buckle of the leather pouch facing
the rear of the train, and must also see that the pouch ring is
properly placed in the spring clip; the exchange arm must then be
lowered carefully to its proper position so as to ensure the
exchange being properly effected.

(d) The exchange apparatus on the locomotive must be kept
thoroughly clean. It must be carefully examined and tested each
day to sec that it is in perfect working order before the locomotive
leaves the shed.

(e) Due care must be exercised to fix the pouch on the
exchanger for correct exchanging; neglect of this precaution may
result in the staffbeing missed and serious delay to traffic.

(0 The exchange arm on the locomotive must be lowered
before reaching the ground exchanging apparatus, and in sufiicient
time to effect the exchange, but it must not be lowered when
passing along a station platform. Immediately the exchange is
effected, the arm must be raised to and secured in its normal
position; the staff pouch must then be taken off and the staff
examined to see that It applies to the section, and then hung in its
appointed place in the driving compartment. The staff must not be
placed in the exchanger again until the train is approaching the
ground exchanging apparatus, and it is observed that the white disc
or white light Is in position. The exchange arm on the l.ocomollve
must not. under any circumstances, be In the lowered position when
passing along a station platform.

(g) For particulars as to the rate of speed permissible when
exchanging blalfs by means of the automatic exchanging apparatus
see Working Time-table.

3. To avoid the risk of personal accident when the staff
exchange apparatus is being used, Stationmasters must, as far as
practicable, lake special care that no person is standing near the
line, within at least 30 metres of where the stalf exchangers are
fixed.

4. (a) The working of the staff cxchangersat stations must be
closely observed by the Signalman. Gauges are provided for testing
the positions of the spear and the spring clip with relation to the
iracK.

(b) (i) Each staff exchanger must be tested daily and a record
of the lest, with a note of any observed defect, must be
made in the train register book. In using the gauge it
should bo rested on both rails, square across the track,
with the under lip of the gauge hard up against the
running edge ofthe nearer rail.

(ii) The point of the spear and the spring clip must be
gauged separately, and when the gauge is placed as
described above, the point of the spear and the spring
clip should enter respectively the circular hole and the
slot in the gauge. Ifthe apparatus does not comply with
these conditions the fact should be reported
immediately to the Signal Adjuster for the district, but
the exchanger may be used in the case of variations up
to 20 mm(3/4"> when the spear point orihc spring clip
will gauge within their respective outer or limit holes
(68.5 mm (2 1/2")). Ifthe spear point or the spring clip
will not gauge within their respective outer or limit
holes(68.5 mm (2 1/2") the apparatus must be reponed
as out of order to the Operations Depot Manager,
Signal Supervisor, and Signal Adjuster, and
arrangements must be made for exchanging the staffby
hand.

5. (a) The Enginemen must stop and examine the locomotive
exchanging apparatus when;-

(i) The locomotive apparatus fails to pick up the outgoing
stalf. or

(ii) Advised to do so by ihcOfficer-in-Charge ofa station.

(b) Should the Engineman consider the locomotive
exchanging apparatus to be out of order, he must advise the
oniccr-in-Charge of the station, who must immediately
communicate the information to the Train Controller, who will
arrange for the exchanging ofthe staffby hand at all staffstations in
advance for the completion oflhe journey, or until the locomotive
is changed.

(c) The Officer-in-Charge of a station at which the ground
apparatus has been damaged and the train has proceeded and the
Engineman is unaware oflhe mishap, must immediately advise the
Ofiicer-in-Charge oflhe next staff station so that the train may be
Slopped and the Engineman instructed to examine the locomotive
apparatus.

(d> Should the ground apparatus be damaged at any two
stations, or the outgoing staff be not properly picked up at two
consecutive stations, the Train Controller must arrange for the
staffs to be exchanged by hand for the completion ofthe journey or
until the locomotive is changed.

6. (a) If the locomotive apparatus fails to pick up the
outgoing staff, the Engineman must bring the train to a stand and
notify the Signalman by code whistle that the outgoing staff has not
been picked up. The code whistle. 2 short 2 long 2 short, is to be
used lor this purpose.

(b) When the whistle has been sounded to indicate that the
outgoing staff has not been picked up by the locomotive apparatus,
or the Signalman has observed that the staff has been missed, he
must, if practicable and the line is clear, place the necessary fixed
signals at proceed as authority for the train to be set back to the
station.

The Signalman must then, if the outgoing electric staff is not
within his view, take immediate action to obtain a proceed order.
Time must not be lost by the Signalman conducting a search for
the staff.

(c) In addition to keeping a good look-out when a train is
passing, the Signalman must be on the alert to observe if a train is
brought to a stand after using the automatic exchange apparatus. If
the Signalman does not hear the code whistle but becomes aware
that the train has stopped, he must, if practicable, and the line is
clear, place the necessary fixed signals at Proceed, for the train to
return to the station.
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(d) When the tram has come to a stand after the failure of the
locomotive apparatus to pick up the outgoing siafT, a set back
rnovement must not be performed unless the necessary fixed
signals have t«en placed al proceed. If the necessary fixed signals
M not placed at proceed, the Engineman must arrange for the
Assisum Engmeman to return to the signal-box and obtain the
Signalrnans authoniv for the train to return to the station, or
obtain Irom the Signalman the stalTor a proceed order for the train
to proceed to the station in advance.

7. Failure of Apparatus to Effect e Proper
Exchange.-fa) Pnnied forms have been provided and must be used
lor the purpose of reporting any failure of the apparatus to effect a
proper exchange. A supply oflhesc forms must be kcpi available as
setouthereunder-

Signal Adjuuers- DcpotsinnSeciioni where Appara.usiein u«:| Fnm "C"

Ap^icat'ons for future supplies of forms must be made to the
Distnct OfTiccr concerned.

. (b) When a proper exchange has not been made, the following
is the procedure to be adopted;-

Slationuuister musi-

(i) Check over ground exchanging apparatus as set out in
clause 4,

(ii) Report failure by telegram to Operations Depot
Manager. Depot Foreman. Signal and
Communications Supervisor and District Engineer.

(iii) Report failure to Signal Adjuster for Section, unless it is
obvious that failure was not due to defective ground
apparatus.

(iv) Report failure to Track Ganger, unless it is obvious
that the failure was not due to an irregularity oflrack.

(v) Fill in Form "A" and forward to Operations Depot
Manager, attaching report of Oftlccr-m-Charge at the
iimc when the failure occurred,

Depot Foreman must-

On receipt of information of failure from the Stationmasler
immediately cany out the following:-

(1) Examine locomotive apparatus for defects.

(ii) Gauge point ofspcar and spring clip.

(iii) Fill in Form "B".

(iv) Obtain locomotive Crew's report.

(v) Forward Form "B" and al) reports relating to the
failure, to the Operations Depot Manager ofthe district
in which the failure occurred.

Signal Adjuster must-

On receipt from the Station staff ofa report ofa failure, carry
out the following as early as possible.

(i) Examine the ground apparatus for defects.

(ii) Gauge the point of the spear and spring clip.

(iii) Fill in Form "C" and forward it to the Signal
Supervisor.

If. from the information received, the Signal Adjuster does not
consider an inspection necessary, he need not make one. but musi
stili repod on Form and under licm (h), give his reasons.

Signal Supervisor niusl-

(I) Upon receipt of telegram from Stationmaster, satisfy
himself that all that is necessary in regard lo ihe failure
IS being carried out.

(ii) Upon receipi of Form "C" from the Signal Adjuster,
complete and forward it to the Operations Depot
Manager,

Track Ganger must-

On receifrt from the station staff ofa report of failure of the
apparatus to effect a propcrexchange:-

(i) Inspect the location and make any adjustments
necessary.

(ii) Report full particulars to the District Engineer through
the Road Foreman.

District Engineer must-

(i) Upon receipt oftelegram from Staiionmaster. ascertain
if the condition of the track is involved, and. if so.
whether the Track Ganger has been advised.

(ii) Upon receipt of report from the Track Ganger, forward
It. with comments to the Operations Depot Manager.

(c) The Operaiions Depot Xfanager. upon receipt of all the
neccssaiy forms and reports, will summarise, and then forward the
tile as a joint report to Ihe Chief Operations Manager as soon as
practicable.

(d) The Chief Operaiions Manager will take any action
nccesMry. and then forward file lo the Electrical Engineering
Branch (Signal and Communications Engineer), who in turn will
lorward it to the Superinterident ofMotive Staff, unless ihe track is
coricemcd, in which case it should be first sent lo the Assistant
Chiet Civil Engineer, and then to the Operations Branch
(Supennicndeni of Motive stall), after which it is to be returned for
filing.

8. Staff Exchanger Pouches.-(a) Each automatic exchanging
station IS provided with four pouches for use in the exchangers.
Spare pouches must be kept available for emergency purposes by
the Staiionmasters at the following stationsi-Benalla 3. Wodonga
3. Ballarat 3, Serviceton 3.

(b) Staiionmasters must inspect the pouches regularly to see
that they arc in good order, and see that no pouch in need of repair
IS used in the exchanging apparatus. When a pouch ring is
suiricieniiy out of shape not to clear the gauge when the
leathcrwork is fitted in the slot at the bottom of the gauge it must
be withdrawn from service and treated as a damaged pouch (sec
sub-clause (d).

(c) Pouches must not beallowed toaccumulaieaiany station,
and those m excess of the specified numtier must be promollv
redistributed.

(d) Damaged pouches, clearly addressed and showing on the
label itie name of the sending station, must be forwarded to the
Operations Depot Manager, who will recoup the station for the
nuinber sent in. The Operations Depot Manager must also be
advised by telegram as to the number that is being forwarded so
that no delay will be caused in obtaining a fresh supply.

9. .Maintenance of Apparatus on Locomotive.-The sialT
exchanging apparatus on each locomotive prior to leaving a depot

by the Sub-Foreman Filter or other selected
Fitter. The apparatus must be tested to ascertain that it is in proper
working order, and any defects noted must be rectified. With Ihe

standing on a straight and level track over a pit in the
shed, the pc«ition of the exchanger relative to the track must be
checked with the testing gauge provided. With the exchanger in
posuion for exchanging the staff the vertical distance from the top
ot the rail to the point of the horn and the horizontal distance from
the centre of the track to the point of the horn must be in
accordance with the standard dimensions laid down, and all
adjustments necessary to ensure standard must be made.

No. 2 TRACK AT STAFF STATIONS.

1. At all Staff Stations (permanent and temporary). No. 2
track, as well as No. 1 track, must be regarded as a running line,
and except as specially authorised under clause 2 hereof, No.2
track must always be kept clear for trains lo cross. It is not
Intended that this order shall prevent No. 2 track being used for
shunting purposes when required, but, unless attached to a
locomotive, vehicles must not be allowed to remain in that track
after shunting has been completed. This Instruction will also apply
to dead-end extensions of No. 2 track.

2. Exceptions.-Vehicles may be allowed to stand in No 2
track at-

(a) Stations open permanently or icmporariiy as staffstations
where there is only one other track in addition to No. I track. If at
any time, owing to unforeseen circumstances, the number of
vehic es in No. 2 track will not allow of trains being crossed, the
Signalman must advise the staff station on each side in good lime.

(b) At the following stations, but only when there is not
sutlicienl Sidmg accommodation:-
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Alexandra
Baimsddle

Balraruld
Boon

Berriwillock
Be; Bel
Bfishl
Bnjihen
Cot^n
Cohuna
Cathkin

Cope Cope
Crib Polni
Cudgewa
Danmoor
Donald

Dunolly
East Naiimuk
Foster
Hopeioun
Irymple

Jeparit
Korumbum
Lalben

Lake Boca
Leon^ina
MafTra
Maihoura

Manan^Uns
Merebif)

Menno
Merrisum
Mildura

Moulamein
Nalbalia

Nalimuk
N>ah Wesi
Oibosl
Ouyen
Pieola
Quambalook
Kedcliirs

(c) Al stations shown hereunder,
conditions specified in each case:-

Robinvair

Rush wonh
Rupanyup
Ruiher^len
Swan Hill

SeaUke
Sheppanon
Skipton
Tallangalia
Talura
Tocumwal

Traralgon
Ultima

Ur)derbooI

Warrdcknabeal
Warmambool
Waichem
Wychcproof
Yarram

Yea

but only under the

Station Conditions under which No, 2 track may be used for
vehicles to stand in

Ba^monl (a) On Dcad*end extension al Hamilton end ofYard.
Only wagons loaded with sieepers awaitingdespatch.
Ibl On No. 2 track. Loading for discharge.
Noier^Scotch^blocks are to be secured In ihe 'ON' position
when vehfelrs are standing in No. 2 track.

Be; Bet On dead*end extension up end. but only when there Is not
sufficient siding accommodation.

Cuterton Wa^ns required for wool loading and brakevan for
waging.

Dimboola On dead-end extension upend, but only when there ts not
suiTicicni sidmg accommodaiion.

Eltham Emply electric train.

Noie:-The OlTiceron-Charge. Engineman. and Guard will
be responsible for the train being property secured.

Haiiah Water wagons when required.
KrfSfl^ Up or Down loading waiting a straight pick-up.
Lockington Down end ofdead-end extension. No. 2 track.
Maryborou|h A goods train wailing despatch.
Mumyvllle Surplus loadingofUptrains.
Mynleford Up and Down loading when there is not sufficienl siding

accommodation.

Nowa Nowa Only wagons loaded with sleepers awaiting despatch.
Nyopa I.oading for No. SS.
Stony Polni Van and carriiigcs oflocal train and vehicles cleared from

Down end of No. I track.

Woomelani On dead-end extension at down end.
YamClen Only wagons containing live slock and marshalled for

straight pickup.

3. Although vehicles may stand in No. 2 track at the above
mentioned stations under the conditions laid down, it is to be
understood that the practice must be limited as far as possible, and
due care must be taken to see that no train is turned direct into No.
2 track without it is first ascertained that such track is clear.

4. When it is necessary to cross a train and No. 2 track is
occupied, the first train to arrive must be admitted Into No. I track
and after the platform work is completed set back and turned into
No. 2 track, the Engineman being verbally cautioned as to state of
the track. Regulation i31 must be complied with, and where there
is a dead-end on No. 2 track, a red light must be exhibited as
prescribed in Regulation 133.

5. Scotch blocks which can be locked on or clear of the rails
must be provided at each end of No. 2 Track at Stations where
authority is given for vehicles to stand on that track and the
Siaiionmastcr or person in charge will be held responsible fbr the
scotch blocks being properly secured. Should vehicles be standing
in this track after dusk, or during foMy weather, a red light must be
placed on the end vehicle on the ouffer farthest from the clear
running line, so as to face any approaching train.

6. When No. 2 track is occupied at any station where the
levers working the points and signals are interlocked, a sleeve must
be placed on the lever of the signal or signals which control the
entrance oftrains into that track.

RUNNING LINES BETWEEN PLATFORMS.

I. (a) Al the stations named hereunder. ail lines between the
platforms must be regarded as running lines;-

Ballarat

Bendigo

Caulfteid

Clifton Hill

Flinders Street

Geelong (including No. 1 trackincarriage sidings)

Mordialloc

(b) Where one or more vehicles are left on any ofthese tracks,
the Signalman, or both Signalmen where there is a box at each end,
must be notified at once, and after dusk, or in foggy weather, a red
light must be exhibited at the rear and at the front ofsuch vchicles.
Tne Signalman must immediately place sleeves on the levers ofthe
signals applying to that track, and the sleeves must not be removed
until the Signalman receives information that the track is again
clear.

(c) Should it become necessary to remove a portion of the
train, the Guard or Shunter in charge must again have a clear
understanding with the Signalman and must see that the red light is
exhibited on the leading vehicle of the rear portion before the front
portion is removed.

2. After dusk or in foggy weather should a train be shunted to
(he centre track for another train to pass at Clifton Hill, the side
and tall lights must not be taken off or obscured; and should It be
necessary for the locomotive to leave its train standing on (his
track, the Guard in charge must place a red light on the front
vehicle ofthe train so left.

COUPLING OF VEHICLES.

1. There are three types of couplings in use on locomotives,
carriages, vans and wagons:-

(I) Link couplings;

(ii) Screw couplings:

(ill) Automatic couplers with or without transition
coupling.

Screw couplings can be used on any class of train other than
fully automatic coupled trains.

When any screw coupling is used on an express or passenger
train the maximum load which may be hauled behind such screw
coupling must not exceed 400 tonnes.

2. (a) When coupling carriages of electric trains, (he screw
coupling must always be coupled and screwed up before Inserting
the train cable Jumpers in the coupler sockets. When uncoupling a
carriage, the train-cable Jumpers must be first uncoupled, t>cfbre
••easing up" for the screw coupling to be disconnected. These
precautions are necessary to avoid damaging the electrical
equipment.

(b) When coupling carriages of an electric train, employes
must exercise due care to see that the jumpers are pushed fully
home in their respective sockets, and properly secured by the
retaining clips.

(c) A spare nine-core cable Jumper must always be carried
between the second and third carriages of the •'Bloci;'^ portion of
the train, and when uncoupling these carriages, both jumpers must
not be left attached to the same carriage. Each jumper must be
secured in the Dummy Coupling Head ofits respective carriage.

(d) (1) When uncoupling passenger carriages the coupling
must not be allowed to swing against the end of the
carriage; this particularly applies to electric stock, in
which case electric fittings arc liable to be damaged.
Siationmasters and other supervising officers must sec
that proper care is exercised in this regard.

(ii) When uncoupling carriages of electric trains the
jumpers must not be allowed to hang down. In every
ca.sc the loose end ofthe jumpers must be secured in the
receptacle provided for the purpose at the end of each
trailer carriage. These receptacles are not provided on
motor carriages, and when uncoupling, the jumpers
must always be detached from the motorcarriage.

(c) Except as shown in the following paragraph, and subject to
the instructions respecting unequal height when coupling vehicles
fitted with shackle and link or screw couplings, and the buffers are
unequal in height, the coupling attached to the lower vehicle must
be utilised, as it Is considered that the possibility of the coupling
lifting from the draw hook will thus be minimis^.

When any vehicle is equipped with a screw coupling, the
coupling must be properly adjust^.
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3. (a) Employes responsible for cleaning screw couplings
must take special care to adjust the screw, so that it will be
properly equalised on each side of the nut. otherwise the screw end
IS likely to foul the drawhook. and may cause the coupling to lilt
off. Yard Foremen. Guards, and Shunters must also see that,
except where otherwise ordered, the screw couplings are so
adjusted, and that they are properly screwed up between the
vehicles prior to the dcs^tch ofthe train.

(b) At a station from which a vehicle starts a journey, the
employes concerned will be responsible for seeing that the screw
couplings are clean and in good order. At each suburban terminal
station, the Stationmastcr must, as far as practicable, see that the
couplings ofsuburban trains are properly screwed up.

(c) In order to provide against a coupling lilting off the
drawhook, and so causing the train to become divided, every
Guard and Shunter must see that the shackles work freely when
attaching any vehicle for despatch.

(i) During shunting operations, employes are liable to be
injured if couplings be stiff. In order to minimise the
risk of injury from this cause, employes concerned
must immediately draw the attention of the
Stationmastcr, Train Examiner, or other responsible
official to the particular couplings, so that the Rolling
Stock Branch may be promptly advised to have such
couplings oiled and adjusted.

(ii) Ifany coupling be found stiff, at a station where there is
no Train Examiner, it will be the duty of the Guard or
Shunter to well oil the shackle, and see that it works
freely, so thai it will not be likely to lift oft" the
drawhook on the journey.

4. To prevent draw-bar hooks being unduly strained or
broken, only one link of a coupling must be allowed on them at
one time.

5. (a) All spare couplings (both link and screw) must be
waybilled to the nearest ofthe undermentioned stations:-

Melbourne Yard

SpencerSireer
Bendigo

Bdllanil

Afnnt

Geelong

Traralgcn

Flinders Sireel

Prince's Bndge

(b) The Operation Depot Managers and Stationmasters at the
respective depots must arrange for the surplus couplings to be sent
to Spencer Street.

(c) Spare coupling chains must not be left lying about Station
Yards.

DYNAMOMETER CARRIAGE.

Description of Carriage.

The above is Victorian and Australian National Joint Stock,
and when in use in this State, the following instructions must be
observed in regard to its opcralion:-

(a) The carriage is rated at 40 tonnes and is a bogie vehicle,
and for the purpose of this instruction one end of the carriage will
be referred to as the "testing end" and the opposite end as the
"vestibule end".

(b) (i) The testing end of the carriage is fitted with an
automatic coupler and two side buffers, the buffers
being hinged so that they can be retained in a normal
position or lowered so as to be inoperative.

(ii) The vestibule end of the carriage is fitted with an
automatic coupler. Transition screw coupling, and
concertina buffers; The concertina buffers being
constructed so that any class of vehicle may be attached
to the vestibule end ofthe carriage.

(c) When a test Is being conducted the carriage will be
conveyed as foliows:-

(i) Between Melbourne and Adelaide it must be attached
to the Interstate express trains.

(ii) Whert being conveyed between other locations the
carriage must, whenever practicable, be attached to a
passenger train,

(d) When the carriage is standing off it must not be left in any
shunting yard, but immediately on arrival at its destination, it
must be placed in a selected position as outlined hereunder-

(i) On arrival at Melbourne of the train conveying the
carriage, the train locomotive must not be detached
until the dynamometer carriage has been placed in a
suitable position in (he carriage shed at the Spencer
Street passenger yard.

(ii) When the carriage is required out of the carriage shed
to be attached to a train, arrangements must be made
for the train locomotive to perform the movement, the
iocomoiivc being booked out from the locomotive shed
in sufficient time to permit of this being done, and, if
necessary, the carriage is to be sent around the
reversing loop.

(iii) When the carriage is stabicd at stations where there is a
loco, depot, or sub-depot, it must not be detached from
the train locomotive until It is placed in the selected
position at the depot, and when the carriage is to be
attached to a train at these locations, movements ofthe
carriage from the stabling point to the train must be
performed by the train locomative.

(iv) At stations where there is no loco, depot or sub-depot,
or when the carriage has to be detached from a train at
such places through some defect, such as a hot box,
etc., the stationmastcr concerned must arrange with the
Senior Rolling Stock employe for the carriage to be
placed in a suitable position where it will not be
disturbed during shunting operations.

(v) All movements ofthe carriage to and from the stabling
Kint and the train must be performed by the train

romolive. and such movements must be
accompanied by a competent Operations employe.
When the carnage is being conveyed between the
Melbourne Freight Terminal and Passenger Yards, a
competent Shunter must be selected to conduct the
movement and. in addition, the Yard Foremen
concerned must also see that all precautions for safety
arc taken when the carriage is being conveyed through
the areas under their supervision.

(e) The Dynamometer carriage contains a quantity of very
valuable and delicate equipment, and employes concerned are
hereby enjoined to exercise the utmost care when it is being
handled. On no account must the carriage be loose shunted,
neither must any vehicle be loose sfiunied towards the
Dynamometer.

(0 The Dynamometer carriage is fitted with brackets for side
and tail lamps, and. when necessary, these lamps must be placed in
position and lighted.

(g) When the Dynamometer carriage is stabicd, the hinged
side buffers at the "Testing End" of the carriage must be raised to
the normal position and secured by the boits provided for that
purpose. The responsibility of lowering or raising the hinged side
bulfers rests with the Engineman of the train locomotive. He will
also be responsible for seeing that the hand brake on the carriage is
fully applied before the locomotive is detached.

On each occasion before the carriage is attached to a
locomotive or vehicle at the "testing end", the hinged side buffers
must be lowered and allowed to hang down.

(h) Automatically coupled vehicles may be placed next to the
vestibule end of the Dynamometer carriage (see sub-clause (e),
clause I. page 120).

AUTOMATIC COUPLERS.

1. (a) A description of the automatic coupler is set out
hcreunden-

The automatic coupler takes the place of the screw or shackle
and link coupling and drawhook. It consists of a coupler head, a
knuckle which pivots in the coupler head, a lock to retain the
knuckle in the closed position, and a lifter (top or bottom) which
operates the lock. On the end of each vehicle fitted with automatic
couplers and shaped to the form of a handle at one side is the
uncoupling rod. which is connected to the coupler by means of a
link.

By an upward pull ofthe uncoupling rod handle the lock is
lifted to a position which will allow the knuckle to open. After the
lock has been lifted it will stay in what is known as the lock set
position until unseated by a slight bump, or until the knuckle is
opened and again closed, when the lock falls back to the normal
locked position.

By lifting the uncoupling rod handle to its fullest extent the
e, when not engaged with another, will be thrown open.

SOTE:-i\'hen iliv hrakevan in the rear of a train is equippeii
» ilh an auiomaiic coupler and a reliicle or vehicles are behind the
van in the track or sidiiiR from which the tram is to depart, the
Guard ofthe train musl. just prior to starting, satisfy himselfthat
the vehicle lifcqupped with an automatic cotwieri immediately
behind the train hrakevan has not become acciaentally coupled to

knuckit
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the brakevan. Immediately the train departs, the Guard must again
satisfy himself that no vehicle has become attached behind the
brakevan.

(b) Standard Naming of Coupler Parts.-lr\ order to avoid
confusion when referring to specific parts of automatic couplers.
Illustrations Nos. I and 2, showing Elevation and Plan of
Couplers, Indicate the various parts and the names by which they
are known.

2. Coupli^ of Vehicles Fitted with Automatic
Couplers.-(a) The operation of coupling is achieved by bringing
two vehicles together at slow speed after the couplings have ̂ en
correctly allgn^ with either one or both knuckles in the open
position.

(b) It may be found, in isolated cases, that correct coupling
will not result when the two vehicles are brought tc^ether. The
correct procedure to be followed in cases ofthis nature is-

<i) draw the vehicles apart;

(ii) hand close the knuckle ofthe coupler that failed to lock
at the first attempt;

(iii) open the knuckle ofthe adjacent vehicle;

(iv) again bring the vehicles together. It will generally be
found that correct coupling will result.

3. Uncoupling of Vehicles Fitted with Automatic
Couplers.-The operation of uncoupling is performed by giving an
upward pull on the uncoupling rM handle and the vehicles can
then be drawn apart.

4. Loose Shunting of Vehicles Riled with Automatic
Couplers.-Under no circumstances must the operating gear of the
automatic coupler be prevented (by tying up or by placing an
article under the uncoupling rod handle or by hanging the
transition coupling so that it fouls the Jaw of the coupler or by any
other method) from freely functioning during shunting
movements.

5. 'i'o Couple a Vehicle FiRed with Automatic Coupler to a
Vehicle with Drawbar Hook.-Before coupling a vehicle fitted with
automatic coupler to a vehicle with drawbar hook, the coupler
knuckle must be in the open position, and the transition coupling
which is attached to the head of the automatic coupler must be
dropped over the hook on the vehicles coming together.

6. Coupling of Passenger Rolling Stock equipped with
automatic couplers to other Rolling Stock.-

(a) (i) Vestibule carriages and brakevans may have buffer
beams of cither the wide enclosure type as on "S" and
similar stock, (he original type buffer plate as on stock
not fitted with automatic couplers, or the narrow type
used on the ends or ends of slock fitted with automatic
couplers.

(it) Non-vesiibuic carriages and brakevans may be fitted
with buffer plates or with independent side buffers.
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(iii) Locomotives can only be coupled to vehicles fitted
with automatic couplers only.

(b) A number of "Z'^ype vans and "K" wagons are fitted with
locomotive type automatic couplers, transition screw couplings
and side buffets.

(c) (i) When a carriage or passenger brakevan fitted with an
automatic coupler at one or both ends is detached from
a train at a roadside station due to some defect, the
responsible local official must not permit the vehicle to
ije moved until directed by the Chief Mechanical
Engineer or his representative that such vehicle may be
moved.

(ii) The Officer or employe responsible for the defective
vehicle being detached from the train shall promptly
notify the Chief Mechanical Engineer of the action
taken and the nature ofthe defect on the vehicle.

(iii) Whilst the vehicle is standing in the siding the
responsible local official is to take all precautions
necessary to ensure that no other vehicle is shunted
against tfie defective one.

(iv> At such time that it is necessary for a vehicle to have
bulTers, transition couplings, etc. removed to permit of
it being attached to a passenger carriage or brakevan
such vehicle shall be green carded for replacement of
the equipment which has been removed.

7. When Uncoupling the Transition Coupling on Vehicles
Equipped with Automatic Couplers.-The brake-pipe cock handle
must first be returned to the closed position, afier which the
transition coupling must be placed on the side of the Automatic
coupler. Care must be taken not to throw the transition chain on
top of the brake-pipe cock, as by so doing the handle of the cock
may 1» broken o!T-

When not in use the transition coimling must not be allowed
to hang between the knuckle and buffing face of the automatic
coupler as in that position the chain would foul the couple knuckle
and prevent the action of coupling when vehicles equipped with
automatic couplers are brought together, besides being the cause of
damage to Couplerand Transition coupling.

8. Automatic Couplers on Steam Locomotives.Ha) TO
COUPLE A LOCOMOTIVE TO A VEHICLE WITH
AUTOMATIC COUPLER, swing the screw coupling to the side,
bring the Automatic Coupler in line with centre of Locomotive
and SQUARE WITH END SILL OF LOCOMOTIVE and couple
as directed in clause 2 hereof. Then place coupler colter in
position. See illustration No. 3.

Should, however, the screw coupling have been turned to the
left, and the poupler head positioned for service, the employe
responsible for coupling up must ensure that the coupler head is in
line with the centre ofthe Locomotive and square with the end sill
ofthe Locomotive before any attempt is made to couple up.

(b) TO COUPLE A LOCOMOTIVE TO A VEHICLE
WITH DRAW BAR HOOK, remove coupler colter, place
automatic coupler parallel with end sill of locomotive and replace
the coupler cotter, then swing the screw coupling into position-see
iilusiration No. 4-and couple to drawhook.

9. Id some cases (he clearance between the end sills of
adjoinli^ vehicles fitted with automatic couplers Is less than the
clearance between those fitted with hook type of draw gear.
Employes must, therefore, exercise due care in getting between two
vehicles, when either, or both, are fitted with an automatic coupler,
and must never stand In line with the automatlcCoupler,

When employes are required to uncouple locomotives from
passenger trains they must not reach across the lop of the
automatic couplers to close Che brake pipe cock.

10. Automatic Coupler and Draft Gear Failure$.-<a)
FAILURE OF KNUCKLE OR PIVOT PIN.-When two vehicles
are coupled together by automatic Couplers and the knuckle or
pivot pin fails, replacement parts are to be taken from the coupler
on the trailing end of the last vehicle on the train, or if that vehicle
be not fitted with automatic couplers then from any vehicle on the
train that is coupled by means of the transition coupling and is
fitted with a coupler knuckle or pivot pin of similar type to that
which failed.if these replacements be not obtainable then the drag
chain must be used to couple the vehicles together. The drag chain
must be doubled, having the link end about 610 mm {2») longer
than the hook end, and the loop or bight end wound once around
the coupler shank in front of the striking plate of either of the
vehicles to be coupled. The hook and link ends of the drag chain
must then be passed through the loop or bight end and pulled taut
with the loop end at the bottom of the coupler shank, the hook and

link ends lo be then carried under the coupler head to Ihc adjacent
vehicle one end each side of the couple, the loop end lo be ihen
passed over the coupler shank in from of the striking plate and the
two ends joined together with the hook and link.

0

Iilusiration No. 2.

(b) failure of the Coupler Shank (Horizontal Draft Key
Type!. When two vehicles are coupled together by automatic
couplers and, owing to a failure of the coupler shank, the
automatic coupler is pulled out, the drag chain must be used to
couple the vehicles together. All of the coupler shank Is to be
removed and if the draft key be intact and is m position and it is
necessary to withdraw it in order lo remove any remaining broken
part ofthe coupler shank, it must be replaced.

The drag chain must be placed over the top of the coupler
shank in front of the striking plate on the vehicle adjacent to the
disabled vehicle, so that the length of the link end is about 6)0 mm
(2')longcrthan the hook end, both ends of the drag chain arc then
to be wound completely around the shank in opposite directions
and then carried under the coupler head to the disabled vehicle.
The link end of the drag chain must then be passed under the
striking plate of the disabled vehicle and around the horizontal
draft key and the two ends joined together with the hook and link.

(c) Failure ofthe Clevis Lug or BollarJ.-VJhcn the transition
coupling is being used between a vehicle filled with automatic
coupler and one fitted with ordinary draw gear and the clevis lug or
bollard fails, the drag chain must be used to couple the vehicles
together. The drag chain must be placed over the lop ofthe coupler
shank in front ofthe striking plate so that the length of the link end
is about 610 mm (2') longer than the hook end. the ends of the drag
chain must then be crossed under the coupler head and the hook
ami link ends passed under the end sill of the adjacent vehicle and
over the draw bar. one from each side from right to left and left to
right, and then pulled taut. The ends of the drag chain must be
then brought outside the end sill and up and other the draw hook,
one each side, and joined together with the hook and link.

(d) Failure of Transition Coupling.-\n the event of failure of
the transition coupling, (he damaged coupling shall be replaced by
a spare transition coupling of the same type. The damaged
coupling can be freed from the coupler by removal ofClevis Pin in
the case of the Clevis type, and "Bair" hook in the case of the
"Majex" type, or In the case of the "Bollard" type by knocking the
lightly welded check strip off with a hammer blow. If no spare
iransiiion coupling be available, the Drag Chain must be used as
directed in sub-clause fe). Under no circumstances must a
transition coupling be reversed so that the short link engages with
the draw hook.

11, Standard Coupler Heights.-fa) The height of automatic
couplers measured from the lop of the rail to the centre of the
coupler knuckle has been fixed as shown hereunder-

Minimum helgM. loa<kd vehicle
MsKimiumhelghi.dll vehicles JmmU^")
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(b) (i) Unequal Height of Couplers-l\\c maximum dilTerence
permitted between the height of two adjoining couplers
must not exceed 102 mm (4"). In order to prevent
delays to the departure of trains as well as to prevent
delays in running due to vehicles becoming uncoupled,
Guards. Shunters, Train Examiners and others
concerned in the marshalling and in the examination of
trains, must be specially vigilant to avoid having
vehicles coupled together when thIsdilTerencc in height
is exceeded. In any such case of excessive difference of
coupler height the vehicle with the low coupler must be
transferred to another position on the train where the
difference in coupler heights comes within the specified
limit. In the event of the coupler of the low vehicle
being below the prescribed minimum ofgl} mm (32").
the vehicle must be Green Carded forattention.

(ii) When the vehicle with the coupler height below the
minimum is being worked forward for repairs on this
account it must be placed in such a position on the
train that the difference in coupler heignt between it an
adjoining vehicle fitted with automatic coupler is not
more than 102 mm (4"). but ifattached to an adjoining
vehicle with non-automatic draw gear, the difference in
buffer heights must not exceed 76 mm (3").

(iii) A vehicle with height of automatic coupler exceeding
890 mm (35") is not to be Green Carded for
adjustment, it may be attached to a vehicle fitted with
coupler or with hook draw gear provided the difference
of coupler height docs not exceed 102 mm (4") and in
the case of being attached to a vehicle with hook draw
gear the difference in buffer heights does not exceed 76
mm (3").

12. Locking of .Automatic Couplers on Standard Gauge and
Victorian Gauge Vehicles, including Harris Suburban Trains.

A locking hook, attached by a chain to the coupler head, is
being provided for insertion through a hole in the bottom lifter to
minimize the possibility of the coupler being inadvertently or
accidcntly uncoupled.

Illustrations 5 and 6 show the locking hooks and
corresponding holes, on V.R, and N.S.W. vehicles.

Insertion of Locking Hooks: On vehicles fitted with high
voltage jumper cables, the locking hooks must be inserted only by,
or at the personal direction of. Train Lighting Mechanic or Power
Car Operator before any jumper is connected between coupled
vehicles.

On the vehicles, including automatically coupled Suburban
Trains, and on non-air-conditioned Standard Gauge vehicles, the
locking hooks are to t>e placed in position b y the Shunting Staff.

When marshalling of a train is completed all locking hooks
must be position as shown for either type in Illustration 7.

It will be the duty of Guards and Train Examiners to see thai
the couplings are properly locked with the locking hooks in
position.

It will also be the duty ofEnginemen and Guards preparing or
subling 7 or 8 carriage Harris Suburban Trains, to see that the
couplings ofsuch trains are properly locked with the locking hooks
in position.

Removal of Locking Hooks; On vehicles fitted with high
voltage cables, the locking hooks must be removed only by. or at
the personal direction of. the Train Lighting Mechanic or Power
Car Operator after all jumpers between the vehicles involved have
been disconnected.
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On Victorian Gauge vehicles, Including Harris Suburban
Trains and non-air-conditioned Standard Gauge vehicles, the
locking hooks are to be removed by the Shunting StafT.

RATCHET AND GEARED HAND BRAKES.

1. Ratchet Hand Brake-<a) The handle of the brake is fixed at
one end ofthe vehicle, with a Shunter's step near the brake handle.

(b) When operating the ratchet hand brake it is essential that
long steady strokes are taken to obtain elTicient operation. Short,
quick strokes must be avoided as this does not give the winding
pawl sufTicient time to engage with the ratchet wheel teeth, and
results in slipping.

(c) To apply the hand brake. The handle should be moved to
the RIGHT until the winding pawl starts to engage with the pawl
stop; it is then moved towards the Operator, as far as possible, thus
ensuring that the maximum effective stroke is obtained for
applying the rake. To obtain the maximum leverage the handle
should be gripped as near the end as possible.

It is essential that the Operator does not throw the handle too
far to the right as this action lifts the ratchet pawl by means of the
handle tongue and releases the brake, which should only be done
when it is required to RELEASE the hand brake.

(d) To Release the Hand Brake.-Pash the handle away from
you when standing on the step so that the upper and lower pawls
will be thrown out of contact with the ratchet wheel, allowing the
brake to run off.

2. Geared Hand Brake.-<a) The brake hand wheel is fixed on
both sides near one end of the vehicle, and has two directions of
rotation, i.e.. ON and OFF as indicated by the arrows.

(b) To apply the Hand Brake, the hand wheel must be turned
towards the ON indication until the brake blocks are fully applied.
The brake will then be held in the ON position by a pawl and
ratchet until released.

(c) To release the Hand Brake, the release handle is lifted and
the brake may be run offas shown by OFF indication. Special care
must be exercised in operating the release handle.

LOOSE SHUNTING

(Regulation 132).

i. DefinlHoD of Loose ShuDting.-This means the moving of
any vehicle not coupled to a locomotive; and includes fly or slip
shunting-^ sub-clause (b)-but does not include the movement of
vehicles in marshalling yards and live stock sidings when the
shunting is carried out by gravitation.

(i) Fly or Slip Shunling.-Thii means that while a
locomotive is drawing vehicles attached to it towards
facing points, the vehicles are uncoupled from the
locomotive and the locomotive is run on to one line
and the vehieles diverted, at the points, towards another line.

Fly or Slip Shunting must not be performed if the

vehicles to be shunted arc attached to the remaining
portion of the train by automatic couplers, unless the
grade is such that a fast movement is not required.

2. Braking of Vehicles During Shunting
Operalions.-(a) Clause (c) of Regulation 206 provides that when
putting away loose carriages in any depot or siding, Ihey arc not to
be uncoupled from the locomotive or motor carriage until they are
at rest in the position in which they are required, and this
regulation must be complied with whenever it is possible to do so.
When, in a case of special emergency, the loose shunting of any
carriage is unavoidable, sub-clause (b) hereof must be strictly
complied with in addition to all other Instructions applicable to
the shunting movement in operation.

(b) Before commencing the movement, the employe
responsible for the operation must lest the air or hand brake
(whichever is required to stop the vehicles to be shunted) by
personally operating the cock which discharges brake-pipe
pressure, or by applying the hand brake, and see that the brake
blocks are, thereby, pressed ftrmly on the wheels.

3. Shunting Vehicles Against Trains Conveying
Passengers.-Loose shunting of vehicles against loaded Passenger
trains or against any vehicle containing passengers is strictly
prohibited. When there Ls a vehicle or a number of vehicles in one
lot to be attached to a passenger train, or to a goods train with
carriages attached, the locomotive must not be uncoupled, but
must be moved back carefully with them to the standing train.
When more than one shunt is necessary, and time is important, the
locomotive must go back with the first vehicle or vehicles, which
must be placed short of the train, at a safe distance, and securely
hand braked. Other vehicles may then be loose-shunted on to the
vehicle or vehicles so braked, provided a competent person is
available to attend the handbrakes. After the marshalling has been
completed, and the vehicles placed short of the train are properly
coupled, they must be attached to the locomotive before being
shunted back to the train; see also instructions under the heading
of "Shunting Empty Trains", page 109,

4. Loose Shunting Vehicles into Goods Sheds, Freight Depots
or I.oading Docks.-In order to avoid risk of accident to employes
conducting shunting operations, vehicles must not be loose
shunted in to goods sheds, freight depots, loading docks, or past
platforms unless the hand brakes can be applied without the risk of
the men operating them coming into contact with the structures.
See also Regulation 131.

5. Loose Shunting of Bogie Brakevans.-(a) Bogie Brakcvans
must not be loose shunted into an occupied track, they may
however be loose shunted into a clear track, but before
commencing the movement, the employe responsible for
controlling the movement must test the Air and Hand Brake
(whichever is required to stop the brakevan) and ensure that the
brakesare in proper working order.

(b) Vehicles may be loose shunted onto a Bogie Brakevan
providing a competent person is available to attend the hand
brakes on the vehicles being loose shunted in order to prevent
forcible contact with the Bogie Brakevan,

(c) Bogie Brakevans may be humped from the hump crest.

SHUNTING AT INCLINE STATIONS.

At stations situated on or close to a grade in which any
detached vehicles are liable to run away, the shunting in the
direction of the falling gradient must be subject to the following
restrictions:-

1. While being shunted on or to the main line, vehicles must
not be detached from the locomotive unless a sufTtcient number of
other vehicles, properly secured by means of hand brakes arc
standing as a barrier between the moving vehicles and the falling
grade. If there be no such barrier, a competent employe must ride
on the leading vehicle of those attached to the locomotive (when
the vehicles are being pushed) and on the trailing vehicle of those
attached to the locomotive (when the vehicles are being drawn), so
that in the event ofany vehicle becoming detached, he may be in a
position to prevent runaway by using the brakes. The leading or
trailing vehicle, as they case may be, must be fitted with a hand
brake, which must be in good order, and, in addition, whenever it
is reasonably practicable, the air brake must be in operation on all
vehicles that are being shunted.

2. Vehicles must not be loose shunted into a siding unless-

(a) the siding is a dead-end siding, or
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(b) has a derail block or catch points at Par end which are set
for derailing, or

(c) there are other vehicles in the siding with their hand
brakes applied, and the scotch block is across the rail at the far end.

3. When a (rain or vehicle has lo be left unattached to a
locomotive in a siding where there is a falling gradient in one
direction or the other, all screw brakes must be put hand on, and in
the case of wagons or vans a sufficient number of hand brakes must
be applied to prevent the vehicles from moving. If the siding have a
dead-end. the train or vehicles must be left close up to the buffer
stops, if reasonably practicable) to do so. Brakevan doors must be
locked after the brakes in them have been applied.

4. Operations Depot Managers and Stationmasters must
personally warn ail the men under their charge to be exceptionally
careful in performing shunting operations on the running line at
places situated near the summit of. or on a grade, and they must
see that the proper precautions arc taken.

SHUNTING EMPTY PASSENGER TRAINS.

1, Unless instructions are issued lo the contrary, when a train
which is coming out of running is being shunted from one running
irackioanotherortoasiding. or from a siding when being put into
running, the air brake must be connected through and be in
operation on the train. A Guard. Shunter, or other competent
employe must test the air brake, and except where otherwise
ordered, must accompany the train, riding on the vehicle farthest
from the locomotive, and be prepared to stop the train by means of
the brake (if practicable or to signal to the Engineman as may be
necessary. Before moving the train the Engineman must see that
such employe is in attendance; see special Instruction relating to
Flinders Street station, page 234,

2. (a) Ifthe train islo be pushed, the Guard, Shunter, orothcr
competent employe must, in the first instance, give the Engineman
all necessary information regarding the movement and before
giving the Engineman a hand signal to move his train, he must see
that the fixed signal (where one is provided) applying to the
movement, is at proceed and. as far as Is reasonablv practicable,
that the line is clear. He must also be prepared to apply the air
Wke from the leading vehicle should the necessity so arise. At
night a white light must be exhibited on the leading vehicle.

Before commencing to push the train the Engineman must
himself see that his locomotive or motor carriage is properly
coupled on. (See also clause 5. page 109.)

(b) Except where special instructions are Issued to the
contrary, the Engineman ofa suburban electric train must always
be in the driving companment at or nearest to the leading end of
the train when shunting the carriages of an electric tram. (See
clause 9, page 109.)

(c) When one or more vehicles are to be attached to any train
containing passengers, the following instructions must be
observcd:-

(i) The Engineman and Guard must see that the air brake
is fully applied on the train, lo ensure that it shall not
be moved when the two ponions are brought together.
See clause (a). Regulation 210.

(ii) The air brake on the vehicles lo be attached must be
tested and the vehieles then worked carefully towards,
and stopped at least 2 metres from, the standing train
except in case ofa suburban electric train, the vehicles
may then be moved cautiously towards the main
portion ofthe train.

(iii) In the case of a suburban electric train, when vehicles
are to be attached, the vehicles must not be moved on
to the standing train until the Shunter has received a
signal to do so from the Guard. The Guard must go to
the place where the coupling is to be done, and
personally see that everything is right before giving the
Shunter the signal to bring the vehicles carefully on to
the main portion ofthe tram.

Certain trailer carriages used on electric trains arc fitted
with a special brake valve which is fixed in a position
suitable for the Shunter lo operate it whilst riding at the
leading end. Before taking the carriage or carriages
from the yard he must locale and test this brake valve.
The Shunter must withdraw the hose pipe from the
"Dummy Coupling" before moving towards the train
or portion of the train to which the carriages arc to be
added.

DETACHING VEHICLES.-Exccpt as shown in the
foiinwinK paragraph, when vehicles arc being detached,
the Guard must be in attendance at the point where the
uncoupling is being done, lo see that the Shunter carries
out the operation in proper order, and that the train is
not allowed to be moved until the Shunter Is clear of the
train. The Engineman must .satisfy himself that the
proper All Right signal to proceed is displayed before
starting.

At Flinders Street and Princes Bridge, if the employe
ordinarily rostcred to attend to the uncoupling be not
in attendance, the uncoupling must be carried out by
the Guard, and the Supervisor of the platform must be
in attendance at the point to sec that the train is not
allowed to be moved until the Guard is clear of the
train.

(iv) When a carriage (or carriages) is being attached to the
rear of any brake van on a train, the lights on or in the
van must not be extinguished until the carriages have
been coupled to the train. The Guard must see that the
carriages are properly coupled, that the Shunter is
clear, that the tail signals, and (at night) side lights also,
arc properly arranged, and before starting the train he
must release the hand brakes and make a continuity
lesi of the airbrake.

(d) Except in case of emergency ihc Guard, Shunter or other
compcienl employe must not leave the leading vehicle while the
train is in motion upon a running line. If, however, the train Is
being pushed from a running line to a siding, he may, if it be
necessary to move any hand points aflcrlhc train has arrived at or
is in the siding, leave the leading vehicle to move such points; but
he mu.st, if reasonably practicable, rejoin the train and again ride
on the leading vehicle until the train comes to rest at its destination
in the siding.

(e) If the Guard. Shunter, or other competent employe is
unable to satisfy himself that the siding into which,lhc train is
being shunted is clear, he must, in all cases after leaving the train lo
move the Points, rejoin it afler the train has passed over the points,
and ride on the leading vehicle.

(0 The Engineman must, when the Guard, Shunter, orothcr
competent employes leaves the leading vehicle to move the points,
reduce the speed of the train to a rate not exceeding 5 kilometre per
hour (3 mph) and he must bring the train to a stand immediately it
has passed over the points, unless he receive verbal instructions
from the Guard. Shunter, or other competent employe to continue
to move the train. In which case the rate of speed must not be
increased between the points and the place where the train is to be
brought lo rest.

3. The Guard, Shunter, or other competent employe must see
that a train shunted into a siding is left properly secured, and
before shunting a train out of a siding that any vehicle or vehicles
immediately in the rear are properly secured. For this purpose the
ordinary hand brakes must be used.

SHUNTING OF CARRIAGES AND OTHER HIGH
VEHICLES, ETC.

1. Carriages. Vans, and other high vehicles must not be
shunted into or through locomotive sheds where there are smoke
troughs, nor must carnages be shunted into or through goods sheds
or freight deppt as sulTlcient clearance is not provided. Vestibule
vehicles arc wider than the ordinary rolling slock, and must not be
shunted through sidings unless the clearance is known lo be
sufficient.

2. Vestibule vehicles must not be shunted with loose
coimlings. as there is a danger of employes failing between the
buffers when passing through the vestibules, and the connecting
curtains are likely to be torn.

3. The curtains must always be disconnected before vestibule
carriages are uncoupled from each other.

4. Whenever a vestibule vehicle has lo be coupled to another
vestibule vehicle or to a vehicle of the ordinary slock, the Shunter
or other employe concerned, in order lo avoid risk of accident,
must not attempt to gel between the two vehicles until they have
been brought logelherandarcairesi.

USE OF TAIL ROPE FOR SHUNTING

1. (a) In aflixlnga tail rope to any vehicle that requires to be
towed, care must be taken to honk the rope on the hook provided
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for side towing and not on to the brake gear, "W" guards, or the
hornpiate below the axle box, and wben ready to move the
locomotive must always start gently.

2. (a) When using a tail rope to move any vehicle or vehicles,
the Guard, Shunter, or other employe must 6e careful to prevent
excessive strain being placed upon the rope.

(b) Where the line is level, up to twelve (12) empty or loaded
vehicles of a gross load of 125 tonnes may be moved. On rising
grades the gross weight to be moved with one shunt must not
exceed that shown beiowi-

Dlsiria

Grade GrottL^ad ofVehiclestobe Moved

Toftnw

in 1,000 rising 115

I ln500 IDS

1 in 250 95

l ift 150 85

1 in 100 75

3. Unless specially authorised by the Chief Operations
Manager, vehicles must not be towed up grades sleeper than 1 in
100.

4. When a locomotive is pushing vehicles, it must not, at the
same lime, be used for towing, as the vehicles in front of the
locomotive obscure the Engineman's view.

5. Guards, Shunters, or other employes are hereby forbidden
to pass in front of moving vehicles for the purpose of hooking or
unnooking tail ropes, except in those cases where it is absolutely
necessary for them to do so.

6. Tail ropes must be kept in a convenient position, well
known to the station or yard staff, and preferably near to where
most of the shunting operations take place, but at least 2 metres
away from any running line. A like clearance should also be
observed when the rope is not actually in use during the progress of
shunting operations.

7. (a) Wheo using a tail rope, care must be exercised to
prevent Its coming into contact with point levers, the end of check
rails, guard rails, or other rail fastening.

(b) Every tail rope must be carefully e.xamined to see that it is
in good order before being used.

(c) Tail ropes must be specially examined every Monday
morning by the Stationmaster or OHiccr-in-Charge, or an employe
appointed by hjm. This weekly examination, however, will not
relieve the employe who is about to use a tail rope of his
responsibility ofsatisfying himselfthat it is in proper order for use.

8. Tail ropes requiring repairs to the links or shackles only,
need to be relumed to the Storehouse Spolswood. The
Stationmaster or Ollicer-in-Charge must requisition for a shackle
and pin which must be alTlxcd to the tail rope at his station by
himselfor an employe appointed by him.

9. When any damage occurs to or defect develops in the steel
wire rope itself, rendering it unlit or unsafe for use. the
OfRcer-in-Charge must immediately notify the District Manager of
the defect and stale when the tail rope will next be required for use.

On receipt of this advice, the responsible ofiicer in the Office
of the district Manager must verify the length of the rope
authorised and at once inform the ChiefOperations Manager, who
will arrange for the necessary requisition being placed on the
Storehouse Manager. Spotswood. The Stationmaster shall make
the necessary entry in support of the requisition on form "B" ofthe
Stores Requisition Book (M. 141).

The Depot Manager or Stationmaster is responsible for seeing
that the damaged or dcfeaive rope is fully addressed, waybilled.
and forwarded to the Storehouse Manager. Spolswood. and
covering advice sent as to despatch.

In every instance full panicuiars as to the cause of damage,
etc., must be furnished to the Manager Country Train Oixiraiions,
together with the necessary reports from all concerned.
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{nglewood. Wedderbum. Kulwin. Robinvaie.

Mitiamo. Kooloonong. Koondrook.

Rochester, Balranald. DeniliQuin.Tatura,

Wallan, Colbinahbm. Stanhope, Euma. Mansfield.
Alrsandra.

Arcadia.Picola,Tocumwal.Cobram. Kalamallle.

Balmattum, Oaklands. Peechclba. Wahgunyah.
Bright.
C hiItem. Albury, Cudgewa.

Pakenham, Moe.

MorMcll and Yalloum Yards.

Morwell A.P.M. Siding and Maryvale. Stratford.
via MafTraand Sale.

Munro, Orbost

Lang Lang. Yarram, Wonthaggi

NOTEi'ln the event of the slalT in one area being unable to
handle an accumulation of work, such as olT roads and hot boxes,
the Depot Foreman, will arrange for suitable sialT from an
adjoining area to attend to assist in reducing the delay.

TRAINS TO BE EXAMINED BY TRAIN-EXAMINERS AND
ENGINEMEN.

(Regulation 126).

1. At Spencer Street and Flinders Street Passenger Stations,
Regulation 126 will except in special cases, apply to country
passenger trains only. If. al either of these stations, the Train
Examiner should 11ml it necessary to detain a suburban passenger
train for any purpose connected with his duties, he must promptly
advise the Stationmaster or other person in charge ofthe pialform,
so that the train may be dealt with as circumstances require.

2. (a) Trains must be made up in time to be examined by the
Train Examiners; see Air Brake Orders, page 189. No train must
be -Started until the Train-examiner has satisfied himself that it Is
all right and safe for it to proceed, and (except as specified in clause
1 hereof) he has informed the person in charge-or, in the case of a
goods train the Guard ofsuch train-to that cficcl.

(b) When two trains arc limed to start from one station or
yard at or about the same time, and insurficicni time is allowed for
both trains to be examined, the Train-Examiner must report the
matter to his Foreman.

(c) In order that employes of the Rolling Slock Branch may be
aware when it is considered that delays to trains have been caused
through brake testing, train-examining, etc.. the Stationmaster
must, on or before the departure of the train, or as soon thereaflcr
as is reasonably practicable, advise the Train-Examiner or other
Rolling Stock Branch employe concerned, of the cause to which
the late departure is attributed. In every such case the Rolling
Slock Branch employe concerned must forward a wrillcn
explanation to his Foreman.

TRAIN EXAMINERS' DISTRICT
The location ofTrain Examiners In each Rolling Slock District and
the area In which each attends to rolling stock repairs, etc.. Is
shown hereoveri-

(d) Should the Train-Examiner notify the Stationmaster or
person in charge that any vehicle is unfit to run. the latter must
lake steps to see that the defective vehicle is at once taken out of
traffic.
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3. (a) Clause (c), Rule 21, Appendix 111, Book of Rules and
Refpilations.-

(i) When examining and testing the brakes on vehicles
that have been attached to a train, the rear portion of
which has not been disturbed since the previous
running or terminal test, the added portion and two
vehicles immediately in the rear thereof must be
examined and tested by the Engineman or the
Train-Examiner, as the case may be. See also Rule and
Clause (b). Rule 17, Appendix I I I.

(ii) After the work has been completed at stations or
sidings. Guards must see that any hand brakes which
have been put down on vehicles are lifted before giving
the Engineman a signal to start in accordance with
Regulation 194.

4. Englncmen must approach the platforms of all examining
stations at a rate of speed not exceeding IS Kilometres an hour (10
mph), in order to permit of the Train-Examiner feeling the
axle-boxes.

Engincmen ofStandard Gauge T rains arriving at A]bur>' from
Melbourne, when passing South End Signal-box at Albury, must
proceed at a rate of speed not exceeding 10 Kilometres per hour (5
mph).

EXAMINATION OF PASSENGER COMMUNICATION
APPARATUS.

(See Appendix v|.. Book of Rules and Refpiladons-)

1. The communication Apparatus fitted to each carriage
forming part of a train at a Terminal Station, or to any carriage
attached en nniw. must be tested before the train is started, to see if
the apparatus is in proper working order. If the apparatus be in
good order, and the Brake-pipe be charged with air. the Brake wii)
be applied sulTiciently to attract the attention ofthe Engineman.

2. (a) (i) ExceptasprovidedinseciiDn(ii)hereortheTesiingand
Adjusting Communication Apparatus must be carried
out conjointly by the Carriage-builder and Train
Examiner at any station at which such employes are on
duty, and otherwise, by a Train Examiner and Guard,
or, if no Train Examiner be on duty, by the Guard and
the Engineman.

(ii) At locations where the Guard would ordinarily assist
with the test but owing to other duties is unable to
render such assistance without causing delay to the
train, the Siationmaster. or other competent adult
employe of the T ransporlation or Operations Branch,
must act in place of the Guard. The Staiionmaster must
satisfy himself that the assistance has been given and
that iKe Apparatus has been tested.

(b) The Train Examiner or the Engineman, as the case may
be. must inspect the brakes on the pit side advising the employe
assisting with the test of the effectiveness ofthe Air Brake.

(c) The employe assisting with the test, must, before
commencing the test, first ascertain from the Train Examiner that
he has ftnished testing the Air Brake. The Employe assisting with
the test, must then instruct the Engineman to place the handle of
the Engineman's Brake Valve in the Running Position, where it
must remain until the test has been completed.

3. If the apparatus on any carriage be found inoperative after
testing with the brake-pipe charged with air, or if it be found that
there is a leak from the air valve or elsewhere, and that there is not
sufficient lime to rectify the defect, the Guard must be advised, and
he must inform the Engineman, in which case a good look-out
must, as far as practicable, be kept, in order that any signals that
may be made by passengers may be noticed; when there is an
assisting locomotive, each Engineman must be so informed.

4. If the leakage of air from the valve or elsewhere in the
apparatus be serious, the Guard must consult the Engineman as to
the necessity or otherwise of removing the carriage from the train.
The defect must be reported to the Operations Depot Manager or
Staiionmaster. and the proper officer of the Roiling Stock Branch
must be advised as early as possible.

5. To remove any obstruction in the communication
apparatus, the following directions must be observcdi-Unfasten
the valve box at the thumb screw, then lift the valve frequently so
that any obstruction may be blown out. If this should fail, slack
back the lock and the valve nuts 6 mm (l/4»>») to clear the nib or
feather in the valve box. then pull the valve chamber to the left
hand and turn it upside down: take out the seat nut and remove the
obstruction from tnc valve seal.

NOTE.-On the latest type of Passenger communication
apparatus the can is on the top ofthe valve chamber, and the valve
can he removed hy unscrewing the cap. and without disconnecting
anyvfihe pipes.

6- Except in the case of Suburfran trains, the Guard must
ascertain whether any carriages fitted with the passenger
communication gear are on this train, and in the event of there
being any. he must inform the Engineman. and when there is an
assisting Locomotive, the Engineman of that locomotive also.

7. Suburban Trains.-The use on suburban trains of any
carriage fitted with the communication apparatus should be
avoided, but if it become necessary to use such a carriage in
suburban traffic, it should be for as snort a period as possible, and
the communication Chain must be disconnected.

FASTENING CARRIAGE, WAGON AND VAN DOORS.

1. (a) A door opening outward on a moving train is a source
of danger to passengers and employes, and care must be taken that
all swinging doors can be properly closed before a train leaves the
station. A polite request to passengers in the carriage, such as
"Close door, please", will usually gain their assistance. If.
however, a door be opened outward when the train moves out
from the platfoim, and the employe attending the doors considers
that he cannot close it without exposing himself to injury, he
should signal to the Engineman or Assistant Engineman or Guard
to stop. Guards must also give this matter their attention, and
Engineman should stop the train in any case where the platform
staRfail to close all doors which open outwards.

(b) At terminal stations, junctions, and other large stations, it
is the duty of the Staiionmaster or other responsible employe who
gives the order for the train to start, to see that all carriage doors
that open outward arc shut and fastened; at small roadside stations,
this duly must be attended to by the Guard.

(c) At stations where swing doors on the platform side of a
down passenger train will be on the "Pit" side on the up journey
and at island platforms, the staff must particularly see that all such
doors arc closed and properly secured before the departure of the
train.

(d) When passenger trains are being docked, Enginemen,
Guards, and other employes must give special attention to doors
on the side of the train which will be on the "Pit" side when the
train is standing at the platform, and if any door be not properly
secured, or if a fastening be defective, arrangements must be made
for it to be adjusted, or. if the latter cannot be accomplished, the
carriage removed from the train. Train Examiners when
examining a train must see that all swing doors on the "Pit" side
are closed and properly secured.

The fastening ofthe doors of vehicles on goods trains must be
given similaratlcntion. especially by Guards and Train Examiners
prior to trains starling.

(e) Engincmen, Assistant Enginemen and Guards must also
watch their trains whilst in running and Signalmen, every passing
train for open or improperly secured doors, and take prompt
action to have any such irregularities at once attended to. The
Track force can also render valuable assistance in this matter by
strictly complying with Regulation 299 of the Book of Rules and
Regulations

(!) It is the duly of the Guard at all stations to shut, fasten, and
lock the doors of luggage vans and dog boxes, and to see that all the
fastenings of horse-boxes, vans, and carriages are secure whether at
terminal stations, junctions, or elsewhere. The Guard of a goods
train must, before starling, sec that the doors of all vehicles
attached to his train are securely fastened.

Leading Shunters are provided with a carriage key for the
purpose of locking the doors of dog boxes ofbrakevans. and must
give attention to this duty.

2. (a) Particular attention must be paid to the doors of "I"
type wagons. Each door on these wagons is filled with two hooks,
one at the lop and another at the bottom, and when the doors are
closed, ihe hooks should be swung over on to the pins fixed in the
panels, and properly adjusted, so that they will be securely
fastened.

(b) Care must be taken to sec that the door fastenings of all
types ofwagons (both lop and bottom) are properly secured. Ifthis
is not done, there is a liability ofthe doors becoming strained.

(c) Serious damage may be caused by open doors. Wagon
doors must be secured by all pins or fastenings provided for that
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purpose so (hat no person is exposed to injury by the door opening
unexpectedly.

NOTE.Alihoiigh the holder ofa privaie sidirjg is required lo
properly secure ihe doors of oul-bouna vehicles, that condition does
not relieve the Guard, Shunter, or other employe ofresponsibility
for seeing that all such doors are properly fastened before removing
the vehides from the Siding,

Every case in which the holder of the siding omits to secure a
vehicle door must be promptly reported.

(d) Train Examiners must examine the door fastenings of all
vehicles that pass through their hands, and note whether the
fastenings are in proper order, and every case, in which it is found
that the doors are not secured by all fastenings, must be reported
promptly. The name of the station at which the vehicle was loaded
must be shown on the Train Examiner's report.

3. Particulars regarding any door with a defective luck or
fastener must be reported without delay.

BOHN DOOR FASTENER FOR BOX VANS.

The Bohn door fastener consists of a vertical locking rod,
supported in the two bearings attached to the door, On each end of
the locking rod there is a forged crankpin which engages with the
upper and bottom keepers, the latter device being attached to the
door framing.

Bolted to the centre of Ihe locking rod is the locking lever
which has a slot near (he handle made to engage with a projection
on the seal plate; the purpose of (his plate is to lock the handle In
the closed position by turning the seal pawl over the locking lever.

TOOPEN.-Raise the seal pawl and swing locking lever away
from the seal plate until the locking rod cleared Ihe slot in the
keepers, then open the door.

TO CLOSE AND LOCK.-Close the doors, swing the locking
lever into the seal plate; this operation places the locking rod
crankpin in the bottom of the keeper slots. The seal pawl must
then be placed across the locking lever, thereby holding it securely
in the locked position.

NOTE.-The final operation is important, and if not carried
out, the door fastening cannot be considered as secure,

OPENING GOODS VEHICLE DOORS ON OR NEAR
RUNNING LINES.

1. When a goods train is standing on a running line at a
station and it is necessary to open swing side doors to load or
unload station goods, which must be carried across an adjacent
line. Guards or other employes must not open any swing doors for
this purpose without first obtaining the permission of the
Signalman, who must not give his permission if he has exhibited a
Signal for a train to run on such adjacent Line.

2. Swing side doors of vehicles standing in a siding must not
^ open on the side next to an adjacent running line, when a train
is signalled to approach on that line. Stationmasters and persons in
charge must comply with clause (e) of Regulation 128 in this
respect. See also clause 2. page 64.

3. Vehicles must not be shunted about station yards with the
outward opening doors open.

PASSENGER TRAIN STOPPED ON RUNNING LINE.

Passengers Alighting from Trains on "Pit" Side at
Stations.-Except in case of emergency, passengers must not be
allowed to alight from a train on the non-platform side, and if it be
impossible to avoid such a course, due precautions must be taken,
particularly at night, for their safety. The ladders must be used
when necessary to detrain passengers on to the ballast. The
passengers must be warned to stand cTcar ofother Lines, and before
any passenger is allowed to alight on the non-platform side, the
permission of the Operations Depot Manager or Stationmasler
must be obtained, and he must make the necessary arrangements
with the Signalman. The Signalman must keep at slop the fixed
signals applicable to trains approaching on any line or lines
adjacent to that on which the train is standing, until the alighting
passengers are clear of the lines. (See also clause (0, Regulation
247).

When, owing to Overhead power failure, train failure, or other
cause, a train conveying passengers is detained, between stations,

on a running line, ihe Guard, alter a.scenaining ihe cause, must,
when proceeding to protect his train, calmly and politely request
the passengers to remain in the train, pointing out lo them the risk
of accident attending their attempting to alight from the train, and
assuring them that if the detention continue proper arrangements
will be made for their safe removal.

PASSENGERS ALIGHTING FROM OR JOINING TRAINS
AT STATIONS WHERE PLATFORM ACCOMMODATION

IS NOT AVAILABLE

At stations where platform accommodation is not available or
at any location where authority is granted for passengers to be
detrained or entrained away from a platform, the step ladder
forming pan of the van equipment must be used in all cases.

It will be the duty of the Train Conductor, or other competent
employe, ifnoconductor be with the train, to see that the ladder is
securely placed and kept in position whilst being used. The
stability ofthe ladder is to be thoroughly tested before it is used and
whilst passengers are using the ladder the employe concerned must
hold it to prevent it moving

PROTECTION OFTRAINS ON RUNNING LINIS.

1. It is most imponant that the Regulations regarding the
protection of trains when stopped on running lines shaM be strictly-
complied with, and in this connection the attention of train crews
is directed to Regulations 75, 170.187,204.205,209, and 239.

2. (a) On Lines where a second train is permitted to follow
another train through a Section after an interval of time has
elapsed, and prior to the preceding train being reported as having
arrived at a station in advance, due to failure of communication
between stations (sec Rule 23 of Appendix I I.. Rules 27 of
Appendix 1V„ and V, Book of Rules and Regulations, and the
instructions contained in pages 157-162 and 204-206 ofthis book),
or in accordance with the special instructions issued regarding the
Time Internal system on certain lines, train crews must be on the
alert to comply with the regulations and instructions for the
protection oftrains.

(b) Guards, when instructed that another train will follow
their train on a notice of train ahead, must, in the event of their
train stopping outside the p.mtection of fixed signals, obey
Regulation 239, which lays down the obligation to immediately go
back and protect the tram. Enginemen of light locomotives must
likewise arrange for their Assistant Engineman to carry out
Regulation 239.

(c) Enginemen in possession ofa "Notice of Train Ahead", or
when otherwise warned regarding failure of communication and
the stale of the section ahead, must comply with Regulation 170.

3. (a) In the event ofa train or locomotive, the crew of which
has been instructed that another train is to follow alter an interval
oflimehaselapsed.arrivingat a home signal at the stop position.it
is imperative that Regulation 75 and the supplementary
instructions on page 55 of this book, shall be promptly complied
with. In theeventofsuch train or locomotive still being detained at
a home signal, where no distant signal is provided, alter an interval
of (3) minutes has elapsed the Guard of the train, or the Assistant
Engineman in the case of light locomotive, must go back along the
line for a distance of 600 metres, exhibiting a red hand signal to
protect the train, and there place upon the line two detonators. He
may then return to his train, but if the fixed signal be still at stop he
must remain on the ground at the rear of the train, prepared to
exhibit a "Danger" hand signal to any approaching train on the
same line.

(b) In the event of the Guard or the Assistant Engineman
being recalled by the regulation whistles before reaching the
distance of 600 metres, he must fix detonators on the line at the
place from which he is recalled, and then return to his train.

(c) The Guard of the train, or the Engineman in the case ofa
light locomotive, must, where distant signals are provided, sec that
the rear of the train is within the protection of such signal that the
signal is at the "Caution" danger position, that the light is burning
clearly at night, and when foggy weather conditions exist in the
vicinity, that a Fog Signalman is in attendance to act for the distant
signal. In the absence of these safeguards the Guard or Engineman,
as the case may be, must comply with the instructions in
sub-clauses (a) and (b> hereof

4. Where automatic signalling is inforce it will not be
necessary for the Guard when going back to protect his train, as
required by Regulation 239, to proceed beyond the next signal in
the rear which is at "stop" when such signal is within the
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prescribed distance of 1,800 metres. If assistance be required, the
provisions ofclause (f) ofRegulation 239 must be observed.

5. The course to be followed by train crews when a
derailment is known to have occurred is laid down in the Rules
and Regulations. However, a derailment may occur without the
train crew being immediately aware of it, because of loss of air in
the brake pipe has been attributed to a defective hose pipe. In order
to guard against the serious consequences of such an occurrence
the following instructions are laid down:-

Where there are two or more lines and an Engineman of a
goods train or a country passenger passenger train stops his train
because of a loss of air, he must assume immediately that a
derailment causing serious obstruction has occurred unless he is
sure by instant observation from his locomotive that no portion of
the train is obstructing another line.

Similarly, if the pressure gauge in the brake van of a goods
train or a country passenger train indicates that the continuity of
the airbrake has been broken the Guard must assume immediately
that a derailment causing serious obstruction has occurred, unless
he is sure by instant observation from his brakevan that no portion
ofthe train is obstructing another line.

The Engineman or Guard, having assumed in these
circumstances that an adjoining line or lines is obstructed, must
secure the front and rear portion of the train respectively and
immediately take steps to stop any train approaching on such line
or lines and warn the Engineman of such train that the line on
which his train is proceeding may be obstructed. The Engineman
ofthe train thus warned, must proceed cautiously, prepared to stop
short of any obstruction until he has assured himself that the line
on which his train is proceeding is clear.

When the necessary protective measures have been taken in
these circumstances, the Engineman of the defective train must
ascertain the cause ofthe delect and if a derailment has occurred,
the applicable rules and regulations must then be complied with in
theirentirety.

The attention of train crews is drawn to the necessity to
comply strictly with Regulation 194 (e) (f) and (i) regarding the
rejoining ofthe train by the Guard.

6. PROTECTION OF OBSTRUCTED STANDARD
GAUGE OR ADJOINING VICTORIAN GAUGE LINE OR
LINES.-

(a) It is of the utmost importance, that prompt and efficient
protective measures be taken when it is KNOWN that an adjoining
line is obstructed by derailment. In the event of a derailment
causing the obstruction of more than one line and the Engineman
runs forward without being aware of the accident, the Guard must
arrange for the protection of the obstructed adjoining line or lines
as quickly as possible.

The following instructions based on the rules and regulations
are issued as a guide to the employes concerned as to the action to
be taken when the Standard Gauge line or an adjoining line or lines
is obstructed by derailment.

(b) Derailment causing the obstruction of the Standard Gauge
and Victorian Gauge Single Lines.-The Guard must immediately
secure the rear portion of the train and go back and protect the
adjoining line with detonators and red hand signal as laid down in
Regulation 239. The Engineman must immediately send the
Assistant Engineman forward to protect the adjoining line and
after securing the front portion of the train, detach his locomotive,
if it be able to run forward and proceed with it not less than 1.800
metres from the scene of the accident, picking up the .Assistant
Engineman on the way and there leave the Assistant Engineman to
protect the adjoining line. The Engineman must then go forward
with his locomotive to the nearest signal-box or Standard Gauge
crossing loop and inform the Signalman or the Train Controller of
the obstruction. In the course of the Journey from the obstruction,
the Engineman must keep a sharp look-out for, and endeavour to
stop any train that may be approaching by sounding his whistle,
switching the head light on and off continuously, exhibiting the
necessary hand signals and showing red head signals at night.

(c) Up Victorian Gauge Line Obstructed by Derailment of
Standard Gauge Train.-

(i) Up Standard Gauge Train Derailed.-Guard to protect
Up Victorian Gauge Line.

(ii) Down Standard Gaufte Train Derailed.-Assistant
Engineman to protect Up Victorian Gauge Line.

In either case the most suitable arrangements are to be made,
depending on the circumstances, for the Train Controller to be

informed of the obstruction by means of the telephone at the
nearest or most convenient Station or Crossing Loop.

(ii)Staiidard Gauge Line Oh.Kiructed by Derailment of Up
Victorian Gauge Line Train.-Guaid to protect Standard Gauge
line in the rear. Engineman must immediately send the Assistant
Engineman forward to protect the Standard Gauge line in advance
anJ after securing the front portion of his train, detach his
locomotive and act as per clause (b) hereof.

(e)Derailment causing the Obstruction of the Standard Gauge
and the Up and Down Victorian Gauge Lines.-

(i) Up Standard Gauge Train derailed.-Cuard to protect
Up Victorian Gauge line. Assistant Engineman to
protect Down Victorian Gauge line. Engineman to
detach locomotive and proceed to nearest signal-box or
crossing loop as laid down in clause (b) hereof.

(ii) Down Standard Gauge Train derailed.-Guard to
protect Down Victorian Gauge line. Assistant
Engineman. to protect Up Victorian Gauge line.
Engineman to detach locomotive and proceed forward
as per clause (b) hereof.

(iii) Up Victorian Gauge Train derai/t't/.-Guard to protect
Standard Gauge line in the rear. Assistant Engineman
to protect Standard Gauge line in advance, Engineman
to detach locomotive and proceed forward as per clause
(b) hereof, also place detonators on down Victorian
Gauge Line, and endeavour to stop any train
approaching on that line.

(iv) Down Victorian Gauge Train derailed.-Cuard to
protect Standard Gauge line in the rear. Assistant
Engineman to protect Standard Gauge line in advance.
Engineman to detach locomotive and proceedforward
as per clause ib) hereof, also place detonators on Up
Victorian Gauge line and endeavour to stop any train
approaching on that line.

(0 After protecting in accordance with the foregoing
instructions, arrangements should be made as soon as practicable,
for the line on which the derailed train had been proceeding to be
protected in accordance with the R^ulations. It must be borne in
mind, however, that this train is already protected by the
applicable safcworking system and precedence must be given to
stopping any train on the adjoining or opposite running line.

Regulation 239, clause (I) prescribes that "where there are
two or more lines, and an accioent causes more than one to be
fouled, the necessary steps must be taken to protect all lines
obstructed".

(g) Train Controllers and Signalmen.-Tratn Controllers and
Signalmen must strictly observe the rules and instructions in
regard to the course to be pursued when a train is an unusually
longtime in the section.

See Double Line Block Rule 13 and Supplemental
instruction in General Appendix, page 217, Electric Staff Rule 32,
and CTC Rule 15.

When a Standard Gauge train is unusually long time in the
section the CTC Train Controller must inform the Train
Controller on the Victorian Gauge section. The latter Train
Controller must immediately advise the Signalmen concerned, in
order that any Victorian Gauge train may be slopped and the
Engineman warned before entering the section.

Similarly, the Signalman on the Victorian Gauge line must, if
direct communication is available, promptly inform the CTC
Train Controller ofany Victorian Gauge tram overdue.

Where direct communication to the CTC Train Controller is
not provided, the Signalman must inform the Victorian Gauge
Train Controller, who must immediately advise the CTC Tram
Controller.

The CTC Train Controller must then arrange to stop any
Standard Gauge train alTccicd and warn the Engineman.

If necessary, he must instruct the Signalman at the Victorian
Gauge station or signal-box to stop an approaching Standard
Gauge train by means of hand signals and detonators and to warn
the Engineman.

EMPLOYES RIDING ON LOCOMOTIVES.
(Regulalion21).

1. Regulation 21 only permits employes (other than the
Engineman and Assistant Engineman) to ride on a locomotive
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when it is absolutely necessary for them to do so in the execution of
their duties.

2. Unless instructions are issued to the contrary, and except
as shown in clauses 3 and 4 hereof, when a train is in running
between stations, no employe (other than the Engineman and
Assistant Engineman) is to be allowed to ride on the locomotive
unless he be in possession of a Gold Pass or a Duty Pass specially
endorsed as shown hereunder:-

AVAILABLE
LOCOMOTIVE

CO. M,

or produces special written permission from the Chief Operations
Manager.

3. In cases where light locomotives run from one location to
another, members of the shunting staff and Guards, who are on
duty and are required to do so, are authorised to ride on such
locomotives. In each such case, the OfTicer-in-Charge must furnish
the employe concerned with a written advice to the Enginemen,
that the employe is on duty and is required to ride between the
locations.

4. The issue of the specially endorsed Duty Passes referred to
in clause 2 will be restricted to the following:-

OPERATIONS BRANCH

Superintendent ofMotive Staff
Assistant Superintendent of Motive Staff
Managers, Country Train Operations.
Assistant Managers,Country Train Operations.
Superintendent ofSafeworking.
Assistant Superintendent ofSafeworking.
Safeworhing Inspectors.
Operations Depot Managers.
Superintendent South Dynon Locomotive Depot.
Assistant Operations Su^rintendent (Gcelong).
Locomotive Inspector Running.
Special Officer.

WAY AND WORKS BRANCH

Engineer.
Assistant Engineer.
Road Master.

Road Foreman,
Supervising Ballast Guard.

ROLLING STOCK BRANCH

Brake Engineer.
Brake Inspector.
Engineer ofTests.
Engineering Officer.
Depot Foreman.
Sub Depot Foreman.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING BRANCH

Signal and Communications Supervisor.
Signal and Communications Foreman.
Electrical Fitter in Charge.
Relieving Signal Adjuster.
Retieviru Assistant Signal Adjuster.
Special Officers.

5. In no case, however, must the Engineman allow more than
the following numbers of authorised persons (exclusive of himself
and the Assistant Engineman) to ride on a locomotive at the same
time:-
Steam Locomotive (between stations) Two
Steam Locomotive (within Yard limits) Three
Diesel Electric Locomotives (T Class) Two
Diesel Electric Locomotives (other than T Class) Three
Electric Locomotives Two

LOADING OF VEHICLES.

1. Authorised Load not to be Exceeded, (a) The authorised
load ofevery vehicle is painted on the side, and except, as provided
in clause 2 hereof, the load of any vehicle must not exceed that

shown, unless special instructions are issued to the contrary. Care
must be taken to .see that the load in the vehicle is so distributed
that undue load will not be placed at either the ends or the sides;
the load must be evenly distributed so that as far as practicable the
load over each wheel will be equal. This is especially necessary
with bogie vehicles, which must have the greater load distributed
over the bogies, and not over the centre of the vehicle.

lons loading van vehicles must be careful to see that
(br the terminal point are equally divided and loaded

.  into each end of the vehicle, and the goods for other
.  to be discharged en route similarly loacfed practicable,

hav.. g due regard to brands and addresses in order that the Guard,
Vanman, or others may effect delivery with a minimum of
inconvenience and delay. Guards are also enjoined to watch this
aspect closely, and, if necessary, adjust the load by re-stowing the
contents in order to, as far as possible, obtain an equal distribution
of the load.

2. (a) In order to secure uniformity in the loading of pitchers,
spalls, metal screenings, toppings, sand, clay, etc., it is necessary
that close supervision be maintained and that senders should be
shown the height to which the wagons may be loaded. Whilst it is
very important that overloading be prevented, it is also necessary
that wagons be loaded to the best advantage, and, in respect to the
above-mentioned classes of goods, to at least within one tonne of
the marked carrying capacity.

(b) If, on being weighed, a wagon be found overloaded to the
extent of not more than the permissible overload shown in the
Working Time-table Addenda, it may be allowed to go forward,
but if the overload be in excess of that shown, the Supervisor of
Weighing must be promptly notified, and he will advise as to what
action is to be taken.

3, (a) (i) Heavy articles over 10 tonnes in weight must not be
loaded in the centre ofa "QR" (VOW A) or other bogie
wagon. Articles up to 13 tonnes in weight may be
loaded over each bogie or over one bogie only,
provided that in the latter case an article or articles
weighing not less than 3 tonnes be loaded over the
other bogie. Heavier loads must be earried in specially
prepared wagons, for which application must be made
to the ChiefOperations Manager.

(ii) As far as possible it is essential that the loading in all
vehicles, should be equally distributed in order that
each wheel will carry its proper proportion of total
load.

(b) Any wagon loaded with a single article up to 13 tonnes,
which, when loaded, will have the load distributed over one bogie
and towards the centre of the wagon, need not have any article
loaded over the other bogie: but every care should be taken to see
that the centre of the automatic coupler knuckle at each end of the
vehicle is not less that 813 mm (32") nor more than 889 mm (35")
above rail level. The springs also should not be unduly depressed.
Any doubtful case must be brought under notice of the Manager
Wagon Operations. See Standard Coupler Heights pages 122-123.

(c) The hinges and top boards on the doors of'QR" (VOWA)
wagons are liable to be damaged if the doors are allowed to drop
unchecked- Slaiionmasters and others concerned must, therefore,
see that proper care is exercised when the doors of these wagons are
being opened. If only one man is available to open the door, the
following method should be adopted:-

(i) Secure the end ofa rope to the tension-rod ofthe under
frame.

(ii) Throw the rope over the wagon to the other side, and
take a turn round the tension-rod on that side, and
secure it.

(iii) Remove the pins from the door to be opened, and
lower by slackening out the rope from the opposite
side.

(d) Whenever practicable. "Q" (VFAA) wagons are to be
utilised in preference to "QR" (VOWA) wagons for the loading of
long timbers, etc.; flat "S" bogie wagons may be used when
available. Stations requisitioning for bogie wagons must state class
and length of loading, also destination, so that suitable
arrangements may be made, in the event of the wagons required
not being available. Attention is particularly directed to the special
importance ofensuring that the stanchions of'Q" (VFAA) wagons
and other equipment are securely fixed in position so as to
maintain security ofthe loading in transit.

4. Machinery consigned to stations at which no crane power
is available must be loaded in suitable wagons.
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5. Loading of Piles and Lof(s.-(a) When loading this iralfic
into open wagons, cranes must (if available) be used to lower the
poles or logs carefully to the lloors or the required positions. If
cranes be not available, skids must be used to avoid dropping the
piles Of logs heavily on to floors or required posilions.

The piles or logs must be placed in wagons with the butts
altemaling. the largest on the bottom and smaller logs on top,
which method ensures the even distribution of the load over
wagons.

Good substantial side stays with ends resting on floors of
wagons must always be secured apinst the sides and the corner of
wagons and not against the doors.

Piles or logs must be placed in wagons so that there will be no
side pressure on doors or sides and this particularly applies to logs
which bulge or are not straight. They must be loaded within the
length of the wagon, not resting on the gunwales, and where
practicable should be fitted into the beds formed by logs
underneath.

(b) When piles, long timber, rails, or other articles of an
unusual length are conveyed on two or more "K" wagons, with the
ends ofthe loading resting on the swing bolsters, the total weight of
the consignment must not exceed 12 tonnes. When necessary Train
Examiners must grease the swing bolsters underneath in the centre
so as to give them free play.

(c) When limber Is placed under rails to facilitate the
withdrawal of slings, it must not be more than three feet from the
bogie-centres, towards the centre of the wagon,

6. Semritv, etc., of I.x)BdinB.-(a) Great care must be
exercised by all concerned, especially at loading stations and in
Depot or junction station yards, to see that all loads are properly
secured so as to reach their destinations safely.

(b) Before loaded wagons arc removed from Sheds or Sidings
particular care must be exercised to see that the loading is properly
secured by lashings, and in addition all loads must be carefully
examined at the despatching junction, and recognised examining
stations to see that they arc in safe condition to travel. The station
staff, together with the Guard of the train, arc responsible for
making a proper examination of the loads, lashings, door
fastenings, e.

(c) The attention of all concerned is directed to the other
Instructions contained in this book. vizi-Articles exceeding the
gauge dimensions, page 1.12 leading and Conveyance of Articles of
exceptional shape, dimensions or weight page 1.12: and to the
Transportation of goods Book for further inslructiuns relating to
the loading of the various classes of consignments. The attention of
Guards Is specially directed to Regulations 213 and 231.

7. Loading should not project over the end ofany wagon for a
greater length than 559 mm (22") unless a suitable wagon to act as
"safely" can be attached to the end over which the loading
projects. (See also sub-clause (b), clause 9).

When a "safety" vehicle is provided for overhanging loading
the load must be secured so that no portion can touch the safety
wagon during the journey.

8. Sawn Tlmber.-(a) The principal precautions to be
observed in loading and securing of sawn limber are set out in the
following instruclions:-

(i) Timber must be properly secured by the use of slays
and lashings as explained in the Transportation of
Goods Book.

(ii) An adequate supply oflashinu must be maintained at
stations where sawn timber isToadcd. Lashings must be
kept under cover so that they may be diy when
required for use. as when placed on vehicles in a wet
condition ihcy arc liable to become useless for securing
toads.

(iii) The Siationmaster or other person in charge must sec
that sawn limber is properly secured. At unattended or
Rail Agent Stations and also at all slopping places en
route, the Guard must see that such loading is in a safe
condition to travel-

lb) In cases where the employe concerned is satisfied that the
loading is not secure, the wagon must be detained until the load is
adjusted, and consignors must be notified that demurrage charges
and the cost ofadjustment will be debited to them.

(c) In all cases where a wagon has been detained at the loading
Station owing to faulty or insecure loading, a report, accompanied

by a copy of waybill showing the measurements of the
consignment, together with particulars of demurrage and cost of
adjustment, must be forwarded by the Siationmaster, or, in the
case of Rail Agent, or unattended Stations, by the Olllcer in charge
or supervising Siationmaster to the Chief Operations Manager by
ilie first train after the wagon has been forwarded.

9. Loading of Chaff, Hay, Straw, and other Flammable
LoadiDg.-(a) The Officer in charge or Stationmaslcr at the loading
station must see that every wagon ofchaff, hay. or straw is carefully
examined by a responsible employe prior to its removal from the
shed or siding for despatch, and it must not be sent forward unless
it is securely loaded and properly covered and lashed. See also
clause 6.

Wagons loaded with bales of waste paper or bundles of
second-hand comsacks must in all cases be covered and, in
addition, when loaded above water level of wagon, the loading
must be properly lashed.

(b) ChalT. Hay. or Straw must not project more than 152 mm
(6") over the ends of any wagons: "K." "Q," (VFAA) "QB."
(VWAA) "R." "S." (VFDA) and "N" wagons must not be used for
this class of loading.

10. Loading Chaff.-la) The main feature in regard to chaff
loading is to ensure the correct placing of the four bags
immediately above water level at the comers ofwagons, with a dip
towards the centre of wagons; that at least four lashings be used on
each wagon (two from end to end and two from side to side) in the
positions indicated in the loading diagrams. Wagons of chaff are
not to be accepted fordespaich unless loaded strictly in accordance
with the diagrams, nor unless the requisite number of lashings is
used,

(b) The numbers ofbags specified in loading diagrams refer to
normally filled standardchaffbags, but should the bags vary in size
or be more than ordinarily well filled, the loading gauge
measurements may be reached with a lesser number of bags. In
such cases the number of bags may be varied, but the method of
loading as indicated in the diagrams, particularly with regard to the
comer bags and the use of four lashings, must be adhered to.

(c) The ordinary loop knot should not be used to obtain the
purchase required to tighten lashings on high loads of chaff, etc.,
because after becoming wet it is difficult to untie, and in some
instances ropes have been cut.

The "Sheepshank knot", is simple to make and is effective for
tightening purposes, is easily loosened, and its use should be made
general by Offlccts-in-Charge. who must bring its advantages
under the notice of the staff, and loaders of traffic, such as hay,
chaff, wool, etc., which requires to be secured by lashings.

11. Loading of Hay. Straw, etc., in Trusses or Bales.-(a) In
loading it is desirable to reduce the width of each successive layer
of trusses placed in a wagon to prevent the possibility of outside
trusses becoming displaced. The trusses, or bales, should also
inter-lock each other as far as practicable.

(b) When loading pressed hay care should be taken to arrange
the bales so that the wire fastenings will not be severed by contact
with the top ofthe gunwale ofthe wagon.

(c) Straw has a tendency to settle down in the wagon after
loading, and when for any reason consignments are delayed at the
loading station, the lasltings should be again lightened before
despatch.

12. Use of Tarpauilns.Ha) As many tarpaulins and lashings
should be used as may be necessary. When more than one
tarpaulin is used for hay or straw, or other flammable loading, the
one next the brakevan must be put on first, and the next one must
overlap so as to prevent the wind raising the facing edge of the first
cover, and thus allowing of sparks being blown undemeath whilst
the train is running.

(b) Where wagons conveying such loading are reversed en
route, the overlapping tarpaulin must lie for the longest portion of
the journey, and an extra lashing for securing the facing edge must
be put on or taken off. as the case may be. at the sending or
reversing station. Sufficient tarpaulins must be used to avoid risk of
fire to such consignments in transit.

(c) Guards must not take on wagons loaded with goods liable
to be set on fire by sparks or hot cinders, unless such wagons are
properly covered.

(d) When more than one tarpaulin is used for Hay, Straw, or
other high loading, the tie-ropes attached to the edges of the
tarpaulins on top ofthe loading must in every case be lumed under
the tarpaulin, and both tarpaulins (with the tie-ropes undemeath)
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must be properly secured across the centre of the load by a lashing
to provide against the tarpaulins being lifted by wind, and to
prevent the tie-ropes from fouling the overhead wires.

Officers of all Branches must give this important aspect
special attention, and report every case in which they observe that
tarpaulins or ropes are not properly secured, Signalmen observing
a loose tarpaulin that is likely to foul any structure must have the
train stopped for the purpose of securing the tarpaulin, and report
the circumstances. The number of the wagon, the train and the
loading Station must be specified in such report.

13, Lashipe on Wagons to be Secured Clear of the Brake
Gear.-(a) Accidents have occurred through lashings and the tie
ropes pf tarpaulins, becoming entangled in the brake gear, thus
rendering the hand brakes inoperative or fouling hand point levers.

(b) The staff" at loading stations must be careful to see that
lashings and tie ropes are clear of the brake gear, and that the loose
ends of the ropes are secured so as to prevent them hanging down;
a loose or dangling lashing is always a source of danger. In no
instance must a fashing or tie rope be tied to a Shunter's
hand-hold, door fastening, or any portion of the automatic
coupling gear.

(c) Lashings must be secured to the proper attachments
provided for this purpose.

14. Loading and Unloading of Vehicles at Rail Agent or
Unattended Sidings.-

(a) Officers, Inspectors, Road Foremen Trackmen, and other
employes travelling on or patrolling the Permanent-way, and
Guards, Rail Agents, and Stationmasters supervising intermediate
stations or sidings must adopt a practice of informing persons
engaged in loading and unloading vehicles at Rail Agent or
Intermediate sidings, of the precautions necessary to prevent
derailment. They must explain to such persons the purpose and
functions ofcatch points or derail blocks on the sidings, and also to
warn them of the serious damage likely to be caus«l by loose
tarpaulins or dangling ropes, and ofthe importance ofsecuring the
doors on both sides by all fastenings. The attention of customers
should be also directed to sub-clause (b). clause 8 hereof.

(b)-A notice-"5'q/«>y' First Sotice to yehidc Loaders"-masi
be exhibited at every intermediate siding, including sidings at Rail
Agent stations; another notice urging special care of tarpaulins and
lashjngs must also be erected at these places. Supervising
Stationmasters and other officials must see that these notices are
exhibited in a position where they will be clearly visible, and, if
practicable, protected from the weather.

ARTICLES EXCEEDING THE GAUGE DIMENSIONS,

1. Unless the consent of the Chief Operations Manager be
first obtained, no consignment must, under any circumstances, be
accepted for conveyance if, when loaded, the height or width of
same over all (including ropes, chains, etc.) would exceed the
maximum load dimensions, or ifthe anicle be ofsuch exceptional
length that there is room for doubt as to whether it will pass safely
around curves.

2. In all cases where the Department is asked to convey such
articles, the Stationmaster must specially advise the Chief
Operations Manager, and, at the same lime, enclose a drawing or
sketch, showing the exact shape or dimensions of the consignment.
Enquiries will then be made with a view to determining whether
the consignment can be accepted for conveyance.

3. (a) Out-of-gauge loads may be worked by ordinary trains
provided certificates have been furnished by the Rolling Stock and
Way and Works Branches that such out-of-gauge loads may be
conveyed.

(b) Out-of-gauge loads of exceptional width will be conveyed
only by agreed trains, so as to avoid, as far as possible, the passing
of other trains cn route. It may be necessary for trains conveying
such loads to be brought to a state of rest before being passed by
any other train, and the passing should be at a place where there is
no curve in the Line. If it be necessary to shunt these trains to allow
another train to pass or to meet other exigencies of working, they
should be shunted into a goods siding or on to a branch line well
clear ofthe main line and other running lines.

(c) If necessary, an Officer conversant with the working of
traffic will be appointed to travel with ihc train, and when this is
done, he must make himself acquainted with all special
arrangements applicable to the safe working of such train, and sec
that these instructions and any other special insiruciions issued,
are earned out. An officer of the Rolling Stock Branch should also
travel with the consignment when that Branch considers it
desirable.

(d) A circular containing the neccssao" instructions will be
issued prior to the day on which it is intended that the
consignments shall travel.

4. The maximum loadingouilinc is published in the Working
Time-table Addenda.

LOADING AND CONVEVANCE OF ARIICLES OF
EXCEPTIONAL SHAPE. DIMENSIONS. OR MASS.

1. The attention ofall concerned is directed to the absolute
necessity for every possible precaution being taken to prevent any
load of exceptional shape, dimensions, or weight becoming
displaced during transit.

2. If, owing to shape, dimensions, or mass, or to any other
circumstances, there is, in the opinion of the person responsible,
difficulty in properly loading or securing a consignment, ho must
call the attention of the person in charge to it, and the person in
charge must, if necessary, communicate with the ChiefOperations
Manager in order that arrangements may be made for an officer of
the Rolling Stock Branch to examine the consignment, and
supervise ihe loading, if neccssary.il is often found by the use of
special appliances, or by a slight alteration to a wagon that
arrangements can be made for the safe conveyance of
consignments, which might not otherwise travel safely, and if the
Chief Operations Manager be advised, arrangements will be made
for the Rolling Slock Branch to afford every possible assistance in
this direction.

Under no circumstances must any such exceptional
consignment be sent forward until the loading has been examined
by the Stationmaster, or other person in charge, who must satisfy
himselflhat it is within the dimensions ofthe maximum gauge.

3. At every station from which loads ofexceptional shape and
dimensions are despatched, and at every iunctlon station where
such cxceptipnal traffic from connecting lines passes through, a
special examination of such loads must be made. A loading gauge
must be kept available in a convenient position and must be used
for testing any load about which there is any doubt whatever as to
whether it is within the prescribed dimensions. If the consignment
be not properly loaded the wagon must not be sent forward until
the load has been adjusted.

4. Special care must always be exercised with loads of
exceptional character as regards dimensions or weight, especially
when sent from private sidings, to sec that the loading is secure,
and within the prescribed dimensions. "The Chief Operations
Manager rnusi be consulted when necessary, in onder that the loads
may be inspected by an experienced person before being
despatched.

5. Every Guard and Shunter must carefully examine any load
of this dwcription at all places where the train may slop, to sec
whether it has shifted, or requires adjustment; and, ifso, the wagon
or wagons must not be taken forward until the load has been made
secure.

6. When it is necessary to transfer goods at a station other
than the original forwarding station from a vehicle which, owing to
the load shifting, or hot axTe box, or for any similar cause, cannot
proceed on its journey, it will be necessary fbr the
Offlcer-in-Charge to wire to the Chief Operations Manager giving
the numbers of the vehicles from and into which the goods were
transferred, and also the names ofsending and destination stations.
(Seesub-clause(d),clauses, page 135).

VEHICLES LABELLED WITH RED CARD "NOT TO GO"
OR GREEN CARD "FOR REPAIRS," ETC.

(Regulation 2.33).

1. Vehicles Labelled with Red Card "Not to Go."-(a) Any
vehicle requiring extensive repairs, or any vehicle which Is not in a
safe condition to travel, will be labelled by 'I'rain Examiner with
red card, "Not to Go," R.S. 271 and any vehicle so labelled must be
placed for repairs as soon as possible, and not be again loaded or
placed in traffic unlll Ihe necessary repairs have been effected.
Before leaving duty, the Train Examiner must enter the full
particulars in regard to every vehicle so carded in Ihc repair report
book provided for Ihc purpose (R.S. 268A). and when repairs have
been effected, ho must mark off every vehicle so repaired,

(i) At places other than Melbourne Yard, the Train
Examiner must in every instance fill in and supply
either the Shunier-in-Chargc, Yard Foreman, or
Stationmaster with the portion of red card marked "A"
and his Foreman with the portion of red card marked
"H" and tlie other two portions marked "C" must be
piaccd on the vehicle, one on each side.
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(ii) In the Melbourne Yard vehicles requiring repairs rnusi
be "Red Carded" with red card 271C. {printed in 2
sections for use in Melbourne Yard only) and recorded
in the repair report book as set out in sub-clause (a); but
instead of the "A" and "B" portions of the red card
R.S. 271, as set out in section (i) being handed to the
Operations Officer and the Workshops Manager. North
Melbourne, respectively, a form (R.S. 27IB) must be
used, for showing the numbers and classes of vehicles,
and details of repairs. This form must be made out in
duplicate. The original must be handed to the Yard
Foreman and the duplicate forwarded to the Manager.
North Melbourne Maintenance Depot.

(b) A red card (R.S. 272), with a Black Cross thereon, is
provided for marking off loaded vehicles that require to be
discharged before being placed for repairs. In the case of any
loaded vehicle marked off by a Train Examiner requiring to be
dischareed before repair, this card must be used, and the
Operations Branch Staff must arrange to have such vehicle
discharged before it is placed for repairs.

When a red card with a black cross thereon is placed on a
vehicle at a depot station and such vehicle is consigned to a local
siding, to and from which the movement of vehicles is normally
peiformed by a pilot or shunting locomotive, then the vehicle may
be taken to its discharging point if the Train Examiner be satisfied
that it is fit to run.

(c) (i) When a Train Examiner finds it necessary to place a
red "Not to Go" card on any vehicle which forms part
of a train which is marshalled and ready to start, he
must immediately advise the Stationmasier, Guard,
Yard Foreman or Shunter-in-Charge of the train, and
supply him with the duplicate portion of the red card
marked "A" as provided for in sub-clause (a) or (b)
hereof (except in the Melbourne Yard where a copy of
form R.S. 271B must be handed to the Yard Foreman)
and the vehicle must not be allowed to travel until the
repairs have been elfected.

(ii) When the repairs for which the vehicle was red carded
have been attended to, the employe who has conipleted
the necessary repairs will remove the "C" portions of
the red card from the vehicle and immediately inform
the Operations Depot Manager. Stationmaster, Yard
Foreman or Shunter-in-Charge that the vehicle is
released for traffic. He must also collect the "A"
portion of the red card for that vehicle from the
Stationmaster, Yard Foreman or Shunter-in-Charge
and deliver it together with the "C" portion to his
Foreman.

(d) If any other employe, such as a Fitter, Running Gear
Repairer, or Engineman find it necessary to place defect cards on
the vehicle, he must act in a similar manner to that set out in the
above instructions for the Train Examiners.

(e) Vehicles containing flammable liquids or gases requiring
repairs must be taken off the train and the repairs effected in
daylight.

(f) When the repairs for which a vehicle was red carded have
been attended to. the employe who has completed the necessary
repairs will remove the "C" portions of the red card from the
vehicle and immediately inform the Stationmaster, Yard Foreman
or Shunter-in-Charge that the vehicle is released for traffic. He
must also collect the "A" portion of the red card for that vehicle
from the Operations Depot Manager. Stationmaster. Yard
Foreman or Shunter-in-Charge and deliver it together with the
"C" portion to his Foreman.

Melbourne Districti-

(i) Should a Train Examiner find it necessary to RED
CARD a vehicle which he considers is not fit to be
moved to the North Melbourne Maintenance Depot
via North Melbourne Junction. South Kensington or
Dynon Junctions, he must attach a RED CARD R.S.
27IC to the vehicle and inform the Yard Master
accordingly.

(ii) If the Train Examiner is satisfied that the vehicle is fit
to be moved within the area between Melbourne Yard,
Arden Street, South Kensington. Macaulay, Appleton.
Swanson and Victoria Docks, Dynon and adjacent
sidings via North Melbourne Junction or South
Kensington or Dynon Junctions, irrespective of
whether the vehicle is loaded or empty, he must attach
a RED CARD with a BLACK CROSS (R.S. 272).

(iii) A RED CARD with a BLACK CROSS (R.S. 272)
attached to a loaded vehicle will indicate to the stalT
concerned that it may be placed at its normal

destination point, (if within the areas specified in (ii)
hereof before being sent for repairs. The vehicles affer
discharge and likewise all empty vehicles labelled with
a RED CARD with a BLACK CROSS (R.S.272) may
be despatched to North Melbourne Workshops from
any of the areas between Melbourne Yard, Arden
Street, South Kensington, Macaulay, Appleton,
Swanson and Victoria docks, Dynon and adjacent
sidings via North Melbourne Junction or South
Kensington or Dynon Junctions.

2, Vehicles Labelled with Green Card (R.S. 270) "for
Repairs, Return Loaded or Empty".-(a) When the repairs required
to a vehicle arc of such a nature as not to render it unfit to travel,
and it is desirable to allow such vehicle to go forward to its
destination, it must be labelled with a green card.

Loaded
"To be returned to* Empty

If it is necessary for the vehicle to be returned empty to a
depot, the word "Loaded" is to be struck out and the green card
marked with a diagonal line by means of a yellow crayon. If the
vehicle may be returned loaded, the word "Empty" is to be struck
out.

• Here specify the Depot to which the vehicle is to be
returned.

(b) When any loaded vehicle labelled with a green card
marked with a yellow diagonal line "for Repairs" arrives at its
destination, the Operations Depot Manager, Stationmaster, Yard
Foreman or other person in charge must see that the vehicle is not
reloaded but is promptly despatched empty to the destination
specified on the green card.

(e) When any loaded vehicle labelled with a green card for
repairs; and such card is NOT marked with a yellow diagonal line,
arrives at its destination the Stationmaster, Yard Foreman or other
person in charge must see that the vehicle is not reloaded for any
destination beyond that specified on the green card.

3. If the station at which the vehicle is examined be not an
examining station, and it is necessary that the vehicle should be
forwarded empty for repairs, the employe examining the vehicle
must, in addition to labelling the vehicle with a green card, as
prescribed above, notify (in writing) the Stationmasier or other
person in charge; and the latter must, if the vehicle be loaded,
arrange to have it discharged and dealt with according to the
directions on the green card.

4. When a vehicle labelled with a green card arrives at the
depot named on the card, it must be red carded by the Train
Examiner and placed for repairs with as little delay as possible.
Stations with green carded vehicles on hand must return them to
the depot named, for repairs, as promptly as possible.

5, Wheel Tyre Flange Down to Condemning Limils.-(a) In
order to remove any doubt as to what action should be taken by a
Fitter, Train Examiner or Running Gear Repairer when the wheel
tyre flange of a vehicle is down to condemning limits the following
instructions shall be observed:-

(i) Except as provided in section (iii), red card the vehicle
as laid down in clause I hereof.

(ii) Contact the Depot Foreman or Rolling Stock officer in
charge and advise him whether the flange has reached
the condemning gauge limits as regards flange height,
flange contour or flange thickness.

(iii) The Depot Foreman or Rolling Stock officer in charge
shall decide whether the vehicle is to be forwarded to
the nearest station at which the wheels can be
conveniently changed or whether the work is to be
carried out on the spot.

If a decision is made to allow the vehicle to proceed to
another station for attention the employe who
examined the vehicle must green card such vehicle,
clearly indicating on the card the station to which it is
to be despatched.

(iv) When the vehicle arrives at the station indicated on the
green card, the Train Examiner, if an Examiner is
located at such station, must immediately remove the
green cards and place red cards on the vehicle.

(b) Depot Foremen or Rolling Stock officers in charge when
allowing a vehicle to proceed to any station as laid down in these
instructions must arrange with the Train Controller to forward the
vehicle and for the Train Controller to instruct the Stationmaster
that the vehicle must not leave such station until the necessary
attention has been given by the Rolling Stock Branch.
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6. Ceneral.-(a) Train Examiners at all stations must enter in
the "Repair Record Book," R.S. 268A, specially kept for that
purpose, particulars of every vehicle red or green carded for
repairs, before leaving duty. They must also furnish a report on
R.S. 15 of all red carded vehicles so marked off, and also of all
other vehicles on which repairs have been effected either involving
or avoiding delays to running trains. The Foreman must promptly
forward such reports to the Chief Mechanical Engineer, giving all
particulars that may be necessary.

(b) All vehicles which require repairs must have the necessary
card placed on each side.

(c) The repair record book R.S. 268A must be examined
regularly by the Foreman or other responsible employe acting on
his behalf, and every vehicle which has been red carded and not
repaired, must be followed up to see that it has not gone into traffic
without the repairs having been executed; if any sucli vehicle has
inadvertently been put into traffic, he must take immediate steps to
have it returned at once.

(d) The Foreman or other employe responsible for the repairs
to whom a duplicate of a red card is sent, must see that the vehicle
marked off receives proper and prompt attention and if the vehicle
in connection with which it was issued is not placed for repairs
within a reasonable time, a special report of the circumstances
must be made to the Chief Mechanical Engineer, setting out if
possible the reasons why such vehicles have not been repaired or
placed for repairs-

(e) Repairs to vehicles that are carried out in the district ofthe
Foreman to whom the card is sent, must be reported weekly on
Form R.S. 278, which must be forwarded to the Manager, North
Melboume Maintenance Depot who will be responsible for seeing
that a record ofall repairs is kept.

(0 Melboume Yards.-ln connection with "Through" and
"Outward" loaded vehicles. Train Examiners at Melboume Yard
must endorse each section of the red card, according to the
requirements, as unden-

(i) "Heavy repairs, contents to be reloaded," or

(ii) "Light repairs, vehicle to be placed in East Yard Light
RepairCenire".

Vehicles requiring heavy repairs are to be promptly placed at
the goods sheds, freight depot, or goods sidings for the contents to
be transhipped before going into the repair sidings at the North
Melboume Depot.

The Superintendent of Melboume Yards must, on being
notified by the Manager, North Melboume Maintenance Depot,
arrange to place all red carded vehicles in the repair sidings at the
North Melbourne Maintenance Depot.

7. Red (Not to Go) or Green (Repair) Cards must not be
removed from any vehicle to which they have been affixed, except
by an authorised empioye and only when the necessary repairs have
been effected. (See Regulation 233).

VEHICLES FOR LOCAL TRAFFIC.

1. (a) Vehicles marked with a cross in circle (see below) must
be used only for local work for which they have been specially
allotted.

(b) Vehicles with the number and class shown in the spaces of
a cross (see below), must be used only for the local sectional
running for which they have been set apart.

DAMAGED AND DERAILED VEHICLES, TRAINS
STALLING OR DIVIDING, HOT AXLE BOXES. ETC.

1. (a) In addition to the Stationmaster or person in chaige
reporting the derailment of. or damage to, any vehicle to his

superior officer in the ordinary course, every derailment must be
reported to the District Engineer. Road Foreman and Ganger, and
(if interlocking or safety appliances are concerned), the Signal
Supervisor and Signal Adjuster for the section in which it occurs.
Every derailment of, or damage to, any vehicle must also be
reported to the Manager, North Melbourne Maintenance Depot,
or to the Manager, Jolimont Maintenance Depot, if in the
Metropolitan District, and to the Locomotive Depot Foreman
concerned if it occur in any other district. Every derailment of, or
damage to, any vehicle run by electric motor coaches must be
reported to the Manager. Jolimont Maintenance Depot, and the
Electric Running Superintendent, Flinders Street.

(b) The numbed and class ofthe vehicle, the train from which
it was detached, the name of the Engineman and Guard, the cause
of the damage, if known, and the particulars specified hereunder.
must be given in every instance;-

Hoi Soxes.-Number, class, and load of vehicle,
whether loaded or empty, class letter, type or number
ofaxle box (details cast on box)

6'it/er-^ear.-Number, class and load of vehicle,
whether loaded or empty, whether damaged part is
drawgear, cradle, truss bar or spring.

fVc'siiijf;house firaJ;e.-Whelher defect is in train, stand,
branch pipes or brake gear.

2. Derailed vehicles-see Instructions under the heading of
Derailments, page 22.

3. Trains Stalling or Dividing.-fa) In the case of a train
having stalled or divided between stations it will not, unless the
circumstances affect the safely of the line (sec sub-clause (b). clause
3, page 3), be necessary for the train to be stopf>ed at the first
station in advance for the purpose of supplying the necessary
information to the Stationmaster. The particulars shown
hereunder must, however, be furnished by the Guard to the
Stationmaster at the first station at which the train stops, and the
latter must immediately telegraph the particulars set out
hereunder using the code word "Branch". See also section (h), page
7, and sub-clause (f), clause 1, page 85.

(i) In the case of a train stalling, the number of
Locomotive, load of train, scheduled load, location,
cause ofstalling, and delay must be stated.

(ii) In the ease of a train becoming divided, definite
information as to whether the coupling was found open
or closed or any part of the draft gear missing or
broken.

The number of the vehicle to which the defective coupling
was attached must be staled.

In the event of a screw coupling or an ordinary link coupling
breaking, the number of the vehicles must be given, and should
either of such couplings lift, the numbers of both vehicles must be
stated.

Should a coupling break or become defective on a vehicle
equipped with automatic couplers, it must be clearly stated which
portion ofthe automatic coupler is broken or missing.

(b) In the case of a drawbar breaking, the number of the
vehicle on which the drawbar broke, the position of the vehicle on
the train, distance, locomotive number, number of vehicles on
train, tonnage, and delay must be stated,

(c) In each case ofa train stalling or dividing, the Guard must,
in addition to complying with the above, enter full particulars in
his train book, and report the matter in writing on Form TR. 30
through his superior officer to the Operations Depot Manager, If
the breakaway be due to a coupling, special care must be taken to
bring such parts forward to the Stationmaster concerned, who will
then be responsible for seeing that the fractured parts are carefully
wrapped up and dealt with as prescribed in sub-clause (b) of clause
4 hereof.

(d) When couplings become uncoupled during the journey,
the Engineman, in addition to making a personal examination,
must report the matter to the Train Examiner at the nearest depot,
so that an examination can be made.

If uncoupling occurs near the rear of the train and the Guard
recouples the vehicles, he (the Guard) must personally report such
case to the Train Examiner, or notify the Engineman, who will
then inform the Train Examiner.

(e) Broken Drawgear on Vehiclcs.-To facilitate the supply of
the required material and to ensure the correct type of drawgear
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being supplied, and to obviate delays to vehicles which have been
detached from trains in consequence of damaged drawgear, the
Stationmasters concerned must supply the following information
when telegraphing particulars to the depot:-

(i) Number, class, and capacity of vehicle and whether
fitted with automatic couplers or not.

(ii) In the case of non-automatically coupled vehicles
specifically state, if possible, whether the drawbar or
cradle is required.

(iii) See page 122 for instructions respecting the drawgear of
vehicles fitted with automatic couplers,

4. Portions of Damaged Vehicles to be Rcialned.-<a) All spare
couplings, broken or otherwise, also shackles or other detached
portions ofundergearofany vehicles found on any running line, or
m station yards, must be delivered to the nearest Slationmaster
who must obtain full particulars regarding the damaged material,
and where there is reason to believe that it forms portion of
damaged Rolling Stock, etc.. he must first ascertain from the
Operations Depot Manager whether It is required for special
inspection, and if not so required, he must forward it to the
Officer-in-Chargc ofthe Rolling Stock depot forlhe district.

When an accident or derailment has occurred in the vicinity,
the damaged material, whether forming portion ofvehicles, points,
or interlocking, must be retained or dealt with under insiruelions
as specified in sub-clauses (b) and (c) hereof.

Where a competent adult male employe is employed at a Rail
Agent station, it is the duly of such employe when on duly, to act
as laid down forlhe Slationmaster in the matters referred to herein,
and he must furnish full particulars to his Supervising
Slationmaster.

(b) In every case of damage to rolling slock, points, or
inierlocking gear caused by aeeident. derailment, neglect, or want
of care by any employe, the damaged portions must, enccpl as
provided for on pages 22-24. be handed to the nearest
Slationmaster, who must see that the damaged portions are
marked in such a way that they can be propcrlv identified, and.
except in cases where an Enquiry is to be immediately held at his
station, or he has been otherwise instructed, he must forward the
damaged gear to the nearest depot concerned, together with a
report fully explaining the circumstances. The Officer-in-Chargc
of the depot receiving such damaged material must sec that each
portion is properly marked and held in safe cu.stody until advised
that an Inquiry will not be held, when it should be placed for
repairs as required. In no ca.se must the damaged material be
destroyed until afier the expiry of at least ihrqe (3) months from the
date of the occurrence.

(c) Whenever it is reasonably practicable, the ailcnlion of
more than one employe should be drawn to the condition of all
damaged material in order that, when necessary, corroborative
evidence may be available.

5. Hot Axle Boxes.-(a) Whenever a hot axle box is discovered
on any vehicle on a train at a place where there is no Train
Examiner it must at once be brought under the notice of the
Englneman. and. subject to sections (1), (ii), and (iii) hereof, his
decision may be accepted as to whether the vehicle with the hot
box should be detached or taken on.

(I) In the event of any vehicle having a hot axle box in
flame, the contents of the vehicle should be inspected
as soon as possible afier the llame has been
extinguished, and should the vehicle be covered by a
tarpaulin, the latter mu.sl be removed so that a
thorough Inspection can he made.

(ii) ifit be a carriage, orbrakevan. ora vehicle loaded with
live stock or perishables, and the Engineman has no
doubt that he can make the vehicle fit to travel safely,
he may do so. if there be any doubt, however, the
vehicle must be red carded and detached from the train.
In the event ofa vehicle being detached, the hot box or
boxes must be promptly' marked by the station staff for
the information of the Train Examiner.

(iii) Should any vehicle by which explosives or any other
dangerous or fiammable goods are conveyed be found
to have a hot box. it must be detached from the train
without delay.

(b) Should one or more of the axle boxes of any vehicle with
perishable loading which is attached to a passenger train run hot,
the loading must, if necessary, he transferred to another suitable

vehicle with the least possible delay, and be forwarded by the same
train, Ifihcrcbea following goods train on the same day. by which
the consignment could reach its destination in time for the market,
it must be forwarded by the goods train and the passenger train
must not be delayed. In every case the Chief Operations Manager,
the Melbourne Freight Superintendent, and the Operations (Depot
Manager must be advised by telegram when any delay takes place,
and if the vehicle be detached from a passenger train, the train by
which it is sent forward must be stated in the telegram.

(c) When a vehicle is detached from a train at an out-station,
it must be placed clear of running lines and platforms, and. if
practicable, on a straight track isolated from other vehicles, forlhe
convenience of Repair-men.

(d) Any case of a vehicle being red carded with a hot or
broken axle box or other defect must be reported to the Manager,
Jolimont Maintenance Depot, and to the Manager. North
Melbourne Maintenance Depot, if it be in the Metropolitan
district, and to the locomotive Depot Foreman, in the case of any
other district- The number and description of the vehicle, class of
axle box (sec sub-clause (b). clause I), must be staled. The Chief
Operations Manager and the Slationmaster at the destination
station must also be promptly advised by telegram, as per code
message hcrcunder. Partieulars must also be shown on the waybill,
and if the consignment is to be reloaded into two wagons, the
waybill must be endorsed with the words "Part Consignmem," and
sent with the first wagon; the code message must be filed with the
waybill for reference at the destination Station. (See also clause 6,
page 132),

When a vehicle loaded with locomotive fuel is red carded due
to a hot axle box or other defect, the Fuel Officer. Stores Branch,
must be advised in addition to the other officeis concerned.

Code Message Referred lo in Sub-clause (d).-A7/iO-Vehicle
(no. and class) loaded with (loading) mass ex (Sending
Station) for (Consignee) at (Destination Station) detained here for
repairs. ODO/.-Consignment transferred from vehicle (No. and
class) to vehicle or vehicle's (No. and class) per train.

SOTE.-Wben telegraphing the code word "NIKO." the
nature ofdefeei or damage to vehicle must a/ways be stated.

(e) When a vehicle containing loading for New South Wales
requiring to be transferred at Albury or Tocumwal is detached
from a train because of a hot or broken axle box or other defect, the
"NIKO" telegram referred to in paragraph (d) must also be
addressed to the border transfer station concerned.

(0 When a vehicle with a hot box is detached from a train it
shall be dealt with by Rolling Slock employes as detailed
hcreundcn-

(i) Loaded Vehicles at any locaiion.-Jhe axle box grid is
lobe removed and secured to the side spring in the case
of fixed wheel base vehicles (see figure 1) or lo the bogie
frame in the case of bogie stock (see figure 2). The axle
box is then to be packed with special grea.se provided
and the vehicle green carded to the train examining
centre nearest to the destination station of its loading.
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(ii> .'y
vehicle shall be detached and attended to in the usual
manner.

(b) At any other location, the vehicle shall be attended
to as detailed In section (I) but shall be green carded to
the nearest train examining centre.

(ill) Station staffs are to ensure that any vehicle received
with the axle box grid attached as shown in figures I
and 2 is not reloaded but is despatched F.MPTY for
further attention to the nearest train examining centre.

(g) When a hot axle box is observed on a standard gauge train
the following instructions must be carried out

(i) The train must immediately be brought to a stop, and
the axle box inspected by the engineman and. if
considered safe to do so the train is to be taken to the

next crossing loop at a speed not exceeding 30 km/h (20
mph) where the defective vehicle is to be detached and
red carded.

(ii) When the vehicle has been detached at an unattended
crossing loop, the OITlcer-in-Charge of the nearest
locomotive depot or workshop must make
arrangements for the necessary attention. If treatment
of the axle box concerned will not permit the vehicle to
proceed at normal speeds, the wheel and axle assembly
are to be changed.

(iii) When it is necessary to change the wheel and axle
assembly and this is impracticable at the location
where the vehicle has been detached, the Rolling Stock
Branch officer concerned must immediately confer
with the Superintendent of Motive Staff or Car Wagon
Maintenance Engineer to determine the proper course
of action to work the vehicle to a location where this
can be done.

(iv) In all cases, when proceeding on its journey after
treatment, the vehicle should preferably be attached to
the train immediately behind the locomotive so that a
close watch may be maintained by the crew, especially
in the early stages.

6. Instances have occurred where vehicles with hot axle boxes
have been permitted to run on trains unnoticed by Train Crews
and signalling staff with serious results, and in order to ensure that
every effort be made to delect such vehicles and have them
attended to or detached, from the train, the co-operation of all
concerned is required.

Signalmen and staff performing signalling duties should make
it a practice wherever possible to closely observe the whole of the
passage of any train. It is appreciated that passing trains and other
obsiruaions may, in certain circumstances, make this
impracticable but, in some instances, the staff have not complied
with this imponant aspect of their duties.

Guards in addition to observing fixed signals should observe
both sides of the train in running anJ, when passing around curves
should, if necessary, cross to the opposite door or window so that,
as far as practicable, the whole ofthe train can be seen.

Enginemen should ensure that the Assistant Enginemcn look
frequently especially when passing around the curves where, in
most cases, the whole of the train can be observed.

Track force employes and Gatekeepers should also observe
the passage of trains and. when a hot axle box is noticed, make
every endeavour to attract the attention ofTrainmen.

7. Light Repairs at Out-Stallons.-When a Train Examiner
goes to an out-station to effect repairs (such as broken drawbars.
Buffers, etc), to a wagon which has been put off at such Station, he
may require a little assistance. To obviate the necessity of a second
employe accompanying him. it is desired that such necessary
assistance be rendered by an employe, if this can be done without
involving excessive hours. This instruction will only apply to
stations where there are two or more Station Assistants; at stations
with a smaller staff assistance must be given by an employe of the
Way and Works Branch. Staiionmaslere and Officcrs-in-Charge,
when sending "Sodi" wires, must state in the message whether
anOpcrations employe will be available, and the length of lime for
which such employe may be utilised; exampic;-Sodi (general
particulars of work). Station Assistant (or other employe). I hour
(ortimeavailabic).

TRAINS ON RUNNING LINES WITHOUT A BRAKEVAN
IN THE REAR.
(Regulation 232).

1. (a) With the exceptions shown in the District Working
Time-tables no train must be run outside station limits on any
running line without a brakcvan in the rear.

E.tct'pfiiw.s.-Trailing of a vehicle or vehicles behind the train
brakcvan of a passenger, or car goods train, see
instructions, page 137. Trailing of vehicles behind the
Diesel Electric Rail CarUnils. see instruction, page 89.
Any emergency, in which case action must be taken in
accordance with the Rules and Regulations.

In addition to the above exception, subject to compliance with
the remaining clauses of this instruction, the general nilc may be
departed from;-

(i) Under instructions issued by the Chief Operations
Manager. (See clause S in regard to a disabled vehicle
being hauled behind the rear brakcvan),

(ii) A carriage may be hauled behind the brakcvan when
being sent for repairs, in accordance with the
provisions ofclause 6 of this instruction.

2. The practice of running goods trains without a brakcvan in
the rear from and to Spencer Street or Flinders Street Goods
Yards, must be limited as much as possible, and even under
conditions in which such a practice is authorised by this
instruction a brakcvan must, if such a course be reasonably
practicable, be attached in the rear.

3. During foggy weather every train except a locomotive with
a water wagon attached over certain sections, as provided in clause
7, or a passenger (rain specified in clause I. must have a brakcvan
in the rear.

4. When a train is authorised to run outside Station Limits
without a brakevan in the rear, the following directions must be
observed:-

(a) In iIh- lasf of a haded passcnuer irain. i.e.. a train
conveying passengers, the trailing vehicle must be fitted with a
screw hand-brake.

(hi /«ihe ca.vc <ila X''«)r/v irain:-

(i) Except where otherwise provided, the practice must be
limited to the hours between sunrise and sunset.

(ii) The employe in charge ofthe train must be qualified to
act as Guard and must be provided with the necessary
Hand Signals. Detonators and Guards" "Wrong Line
Forms" (see clause (gK Regulation 24.1). He must ride
on the locomotive, except in the case ofa vehicle being
attached behind the roar Brakcvan, in which event he
musi ride in the Brakcvan in accordance with
Regulation 199.

(iii) Where specially authorised by the Chief Operations
Manager a vehicle or vehicles may be trailed behind
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the train brakevan. The list where authority is given is
published in the respective District Working
Time-tables.

(c) In the case of Atl Traim-

(i) The airbrake must be continuous throughout the train,
and the Guard of other employe in charge of the train
must test the Brake (see air brake rules, Appendix III,
Book of Rules and Regulations) by opcninng the cock
in the brake-pipe ofthe last vehicle. Tne hand-brake on
the rear vehicle must also be tested by the Guard or
other employe in charge of the train, who must satisfy
himself that it is in good order before commencing the
joureiey, and prior to testing the air brake.

(ii) The prescribed Tail Signal must be carried on the rear
ofthe last vehicle.

5. (a) When authority is given for a disabled vehicle to be
hauled behind the rear brakevan of any train the following
directions must be observed.

(i) A competent employe of the Roiling Stock Branch
must ride in such vehicle.

He must be provided with the necessary hand signals
and detonators to enable him to protect the vehicle in
the case ofa break-away.

(ii) When practicable, the air brake must be continuous
throughout the train, and in operation on the disabled
vehicle, but. if the vehicle be (iited with a pipe not
operating brake blocks, it must have a hand brake
which must be in good working order,

(b) When a vehicle which requires repairs is lefl at a station
where there is no locomotive depot, the Stationmastcr. in notifying
the Depot Foreman, or the nearest Train Examiner, must specify
its number and class, in order that arrangements may be made in
accordance with sections (i) and (ii) ofthis clause.

6. Unless otherwise ordered, the following directions must be
observed when it is necessary to haul a carnage to a depot for
repairs.

(a) It must not be forwarded by a passenger train, but by a
goods train.

(b) It must be attached to the rear end of the rear brakevan.

(c) The air-brake must be continuous throughout the train
and in operation on the carriage.

(d) A competent employe of the Rolling Stock Branch must
ride in the carriage. He must be provided with a sprag and the
necessary hand signals and detonators to enable him to secure and
protect the carriage in case ofa break-away.

7. (a) A water wagon may be drawn by light locomotive
between South Dynon. Flinders Street Station, and Port
Melbourne and between Geelong and North Geelong without a
brakevan in the rear, and without being in charge of a Guard or
Shunter.

(b) The 10 tonne crane with only the usual match wagon
(safety wagon) trailing, is to be treated as a light locomotive and
may be run without a Wkevan in the rear.

(c) In each case the Engineman must see (I) that the wagon is
properly coupled to the locomotive; (2) that the air-brake is
connected through and in good order; and (3) that a proper tail
signal is carried on the rear ofthe wagon,

8. During shunting operations on running lines Inside station
limits a Guard or other competent employe must, unless
instructions be issued to the contrary, ride on the last vehicle to
ensure that none become detached or arc left behind.

TRAII-INC OF A VEHICLE OR VEHICLES BEHIND THE
TRAIN BRAKEVAN OFA PASSENGER TRAIN.

1. (a) The attaching of a vehicle or vehicles behind the train
brakevan of a passenger train is subject to strict compliance with
the instructions set our hereunden

(i) Before giving the hand signal to start the tntin. the
Operations Depot Manager or Stationmastcr at the
commencing suttion, and also the Guard of the train,
will be personally responsible for seeing that such

vehicle is properly coupled and that the air-brake is
connected throughout the whole ofthe train.

(ii) The Guard must, before starting, advise the Engineman
ofthe train the number of vehicles attached behind the
train brakevan, and must test the air-brake in
accordance with Rule 17 of Appendix III; he must'lirst
observe the air pressure showing in the train brakevan
gauge, then open the brake-pipe cock at the rear of the
traifing vehicle and make a heavy reduction of
Brake-pipe pressure, close the rear brake-pipe cock,
retum to the train brakevan and see that the standard

brake-pipe pressure has been restored. Ifan additional
brakevan be the trailing vehicle, the air test must be
made from the trailing brakevan.

(ill) The Guard must satisfy himselfthroughout the journey
that each vehicle attached behind the train brakevan is
properly secured to his train,

(b) Before departure of the train the Train Examiner at the
commencing station must test the hand-brake of any vehicle
attached behind the train-van, and see that brake blocks apply to
the wheels. He must also see that the air-brake on any vehicle see
attached is in operation, that it applies and releases satisfactorily,
and that the drawgearand screw coupling are in perfect order and
condition. If there be no Train Examiner on duty, the Engineman
of the train must carry out the duties specilied for the Train
Examiner.

(c)A vehicle must not under any circumstances be attached
behind the train-van if the air-brake is not in operation on such
vehicle, and should it be necessary to cut out the air-brake for any
reason, during the journey, the vehicle must be remarshalled and
placed behind the locomotive, subject in all cases to the continuity
of the air-brake being maintained.

(d) The prescribed tail signal, i.e., a white disc by day and a
red tail light during darkness or foggy weather, must be carried on
the rear of the trailing vehicle, and must be so fixed that the face of
the disc or light will show clearly to the rear. See also sub-clause
(c).clause I,page81.

(e) The list of trains and lines on which a vehicle may be
hauled behind the train brakevan ofa passenger train is published
in the respective District Working Time Tables.

WORKMEN'S SLEEPING CARRIAGES.

1. (a) Workmen's sleeping carriages, that are not fitted with
hand-brakes, are provided with a strong chain and padlock, which
is to be used to secure one of the wheels to the rail whilst the
carriage is standing in the siding or in the carriages dock;
Stationmasters must see that these carriages are so secured,

(b) Workmen's sleeping carriages must always be placed with
the locomotive, and are not to be loose shunted,

2. (a) Workmen's sleeping carriages when occupied by
workmen in station yards, must be placed in the carriage dock, or,
if a carriage dock is not available, then in a siding where passenger
carriages are stored, or live stock siding, or against the buffer stops
of some such siding where the carriage is least likely to be
disturbed, hut, except when specially authorised, the dead-end
extension ofa running line must not be used for this purpose. For
further protection of tne workmen occupying these carriages, each
carriage is furnished with a portable derail-block, which at night,
must be secured, if practicable, 30 metres clear of the carriage, on
one rail ofthe siding, in order to prevent any vehicle being shunted
against the carriage.

(b) The Foreman orothercmploye in charge of the carriage is
responsible for securing the derail each night as specified above,
and must confer with tTie Stationmastcr, Yard Foreman, or other
person in charge as to the most suitable position for the carriage
and the point at which the derail is to be secured, care being taken
to fix the derail so as to provide proper protection for the carriage.
If the carriage be in a siding adjacent to a running line, the derail
must be placed on the rail farthest from the running line, so that in
the event of derailment the vehicle will be diverted clear of the
running line.

(c) Except when the carriage is secured in a siding closed
auinst shunting operations, the Stationmastcr or other person in
charge must warn Guards and Shunters of the position of the
carriage and derail, and the need for special care in shunting
operations.

DISCHARGING PARCELS OF NEWSPAPERS AT
INTERMEDIATE STATIONS FROM PASSING TRAINS.

(Regulation 224.)

I. When authority is given for newspaper parcels to be
discharged from trains whilst passing through stations, the
following conditions, in addition to those specified in Regulation
224. must be observed by ail concemed:-
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(a) The maximum number of parcels must not exceed six.
(c) The speed of the train whilst passing through the station

must not exceed 40 kilometres per hour (25 mph). the Guard must
instruct the Engineman which stations to slow down at.

2. The parcels must be discharged on the station platform
from the rear-most door of the rear brakevan. the brakevan door
being opened for that purpose, and the parcel or parcels thrown
low, and well clear of the train. The provisions of Regulation 224
must be strictly observed by all concerned.

3. In the event of the number of parcels for any station
exceeding six, or the load of any parcel exceeding 10 kg (21 lbs.),
the Guard must arrange with the Engineman to stop, but any
number of parcels tied together may be dealt with as one parcel
provided the load ofsuch parcel does not exceed 10kg (21 lbs.).

4. Subject to the conditions specified above, permission is
given for parcels of newspapers to be discharged at roadside
stations from the specified trains shown in the respective sections
ofthe Working Time-table.

EMERGENCY CONTROLLERS KEYS FOR ENGINEMEN
OF ELECTRIC TRAINS.

1. (a) At certain stations, an emergency controller key is
provided for use in cases of emergency or m the event of the
Engineman's key becoming defective or lost. The emergency key is
normally in a locked box, having a glass front, and specially
provided for this purpose in the Stationmaster's ofTice. An
emergency key book is also secured in the box with the emergency
key. The key of the box is in the custody of the Electric Running
Superintendent, Flinders Street.

(b) The Sutionmaster or other person in charge is responsible
for preventing undue interference with the box containing the
emergency key, which must not be removed from the box. except
as laid down hereunder-

(i) In the event of the Engineman's key being defective or
lost.

(ii) When, owing to defect in the electrical equipment, the
emergency key is required to enable the Engineman
and Guard to drive the train from separate
compartments.

2. When in accordance with sub-clause (b) of clause I. it is
required to obtain the use of the emergency key. the Engineman
concerned must personally apply to the StaiionmasterantTexplain
the circumstances that render its use necessary, and the
StatioTimaster, when satisfied that the key is required for an
authorised purpose, must break the glass front of the box referred
to in clause 1, and hand the emergency key to the Engineman.

3. If the Engincman's key be lost, and after a search it cannot
be found, and a further search would cause serious delay to the
train, the Stationmaster must hand the emergency key to the
Engineman to allow the train to proceed; he must then arrange for
a thorou^ search being made for the missing key. The key, if
recovered after being lost, must be locked away by the
Stationmaster until it is handed to the official who returns the
emergency key, and on receipt of the emergency kev. it must be
lockedaway until theglass front is being replaced in ttie box.

4. On receipt of the emergency key from the Stationmaster,
the Engineman concerned must make an entry in the emergency
key book explaining the reasons which rendered the use of the
emeigency key necessary, and the lime at which the key was
received. The Stationmaster must countersign such entiy in the
book and report the circumstances by the most expeditious means
to the Manager concerned and the Electric Running
Superintendent. On receipt of the report, the Electric Running
Superintendent must promptly arrange to furnish the Engineman
with a duplicate key. The emergency key must, as soon as possible,
be restored to its position ofsecurity in the Stationmaster's office.

5. Emergency Controller Keys are available at all Racecourse
Platforms and the Showground's platform and at the Stations
mentioned hereunder-
Flinders Street
Spencer Slrtet
Footscray
Ne»pon
Newport ShopsSifnil
Bo« No. I

Tecoma
fielRra>e
Croydon
Mooroorberti
Ulydale
Cau{field
Oakleigb
Sandown Pari
Diamond Cn-ek
Huisibri^e
Burnley
Dadlng
Holmea^len
Jordanville

Syndal
GlenWaverley
Kawthom

Nonhcole
Bel!
Reservoir
Keon Park

Thomasiown
Aliona

Williamstown
WiRiamstown Pier
West Foolscray
Toiienham

Sunshine
St. Albans
Flemington Racecourse

Signal Box
Dandenong
General Motors
Glenhunlly
Cheitenham

Menione
MoFdialloe
Aspendale
Carrum
Seafbrd

Ifeathcrdale

Ringwood
Bayswaler
Upper Fern TreeGuUy
Upwey
Laior
Epping
Alphinglon
Heidelberg
Macleod
Watsonia

Grccnsborough
EJiham
Kensington
Essendon
Glenbervie
Oak Park

Broadmeadows
Macaulay Stabling Sidings
Fleminglon Bridge
Macaulay
Royal Park
Jewell Signal Box

Camberwell

Ashburton
Alafflein
EastCamberweiJ
Canterbury
Surrey Hills
Laburnum
Nunawading

Franksion
Brighton Beach
Sandringham
St.Kilda

Port Melbourne Station
Box Hill

Blackburn
Mitcham

Coburg
Fawkner
Cowrie

Updeld
Princes Bridge
CliRon Hill

PASSENGER TRAIN ASSISTING JN THE REAR OF A
STALLED OR DISABLED I RAIN.

These insiruciions shall not apply where an Electric train is
require to assist another Electric train: for instructions respecting
disabled Electric trains, sec pages 140-142

1. When, in order to avoid serious delay to Passenger traffic,
it is necessary for a passenger train to render assistance to a train,
the locomotive of which is stalled or disabled in a Section in
advance, such assistance may be given, but in addition to the
conditions laid down in Rcgulaton 239 the following directions
must be observed by the employes concemed:-

2. On a double Line where the Block Telegraph System is in
operation, the Relief train must be dealt with as prescribed in Rule
16, Appendix IV., of Book of Rules and Regulations.

3. (a) The assisting train must be brought cautiously on to the
stalled or disabled train and except as shown in clauses (b) and (c)
hereof, the two trains must be coupled together and the air brake
must be in operalon on the combined trains.

(b) (i) When an electric suburban Train is required to assist a
goods train, it must be dealt with as detailed in sections
(ii)and(iii)hereof.

(ii) if the electric .suburban train is fitted with automatic
couplers. It is must be coupled to the stalled or disabled
train in the usual manner.

(iii)

(c) (i)

(ii)

If the electric suburban train be not filled with
automatic couplers the two trains must be coupled
together by means of the transition coupling carried in
the West end motor coach on all "Tail" tyfte trains (for
instructions re the method of attaching the transition
coupling-see section (iii), sub-clause (e), page 141).

Except as shown in section (ii) hereof, when an electric
suburban train is used to assist a stalled or disabled
goods train, the air brake must not be connected
between the two trains.

In the event of the air brake on the goods train being
inoperative, the air brake may be connected between
the two trains, provided that the number of vehicles on
the goods train docs not exceed the limit as laid down
in the following tahlc:-

A$,U«in| Trains Vehicle Limii Goods Train

Wiih Jota"M'"rarTisg« SuitilessSl««l
or Harris ss

Tail }}

With 2 "M" camagn Slainless Sicel or
Harris .15

Tail 25

(d) The Enginemcn and Guards must confer and have a
complete understanding in respect of the point to which the train
requires to be assisted, the condition of the stalled or disabled
locomotive and the load that it is cajMhlc of lifting-sec sub-clause
(e). and the mode of procedure. The signal to start must be given by
the Guard of the front train after he has exchanged signals with the
Guard oflhe rear train.

(e) The loads which may be lifted by an electric train are set
out hereundcr-

Grade

Loads in Tonnes

TrainsComposed

ofTwoUniis

TrainsComposed
ofThree Uniis

1 in 40 250 300

1 in 50 350 400

1 in 75 500 600

1 in 100 650 800

l.csslhan 1 in 100 eoo I.OflO

4. When the Engineman of the front train has received the
Guard's signal to sian and he has satisfied himself either by
observation or by obtaining the exhibition of the necessary signals,
that the line ahead is clear, he must call the attention of the
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Engincman in the rear by giving two distinct whistles which the
Engineman in the rear must acknowledge, and until these whistles
have been given and acknowledged, neither of the Enginemcn
must attempt to move forward.

5. (a) If the assisting train be an electric train, it must have
the motors oftwo carriages, at least, in operation.

(b) Ifwhilslassisting the train andbefore rcachinglhc point to
which It is agreed the train shall assist, the Engineman of the
electric train be required to pass any fixed signal at which a
train-stop apparatus is provided, he must raise the handle of the
trip-valve, close the Isolating cock of the air-operated safety
apparatus on his carriage, and arrange for the Guard to ride witfi
him to hold over the control governor switch.

(c) The Engineman of the Electric train when pushing, must
first put the Controller Handle to the First Series position on Tait
type trains or Notch I on Harris or Stainless Steel trains, and then
intermittently, front First Series or Notch I to Full Scries until the
speed is suitable to operate in Full Series. THE CONTROLLER
MUST NOT. HOWEVER BE PLACED BEYOND FULL
SERIES WHILST ASSISTING.

(d) When an electric train is assisting a goods train in the rear,
the speed ofthe goods train must not exceed a rate of IS kilometres
per hour(IOmpn).

6. (a) If. from any cause, it becomes necessary that the front
tiain should be stopped, the Engineman of that train must, in
addition to taking the other necessary measures to stop, give a
series of short, sharp whistles to the Engineman of the assisting
train, and the latter must at once shut power "OIT" so that the train
will be stopped as required. In the case of an electric train assisting
a goods tram, the Engineman of the assisting train must at once
bring his train to a stand.

(b) The Engineman of the front train must be prepared to
exhibit a red signal to the trainmen in the rear if circumstances
require it. The Engineman of the assisting train and the Guard of
each train mu.st keep a sharp look-out whilst the trains are in
motion, and adopt all necessary measures for safety.

7. Where a fixed signal is controlled by track circuit and such
signal is at the warning or the proceed position, the signal will be
reversed to the stop position when the leading pair ofwheels ofthe
front train enters the section to which the signal applies; in such
circumstances the Engineman of the assisting train may continue
to push unless he receives a hand signal to stop, in which case the
tram must be brought to a stand.

8. (a) On arrival at the point to which the train is to be
assisted, the combined trains must be slopped for the purpose of
uncoupling.

(b) After the first train has proceeded, the Engincman of the
assisting train may proceed cautiously, as laid down in Regulation
170. towards the next fixed signal, and if an electric train, the
Engineman. before proceeding to follow, must sec that his
trip-valve is properly set.

ELECTRIC TRAIN ENGINEMAN-S TRAIN DEFECT
MESSAGE.

1. (a) When a defect likely to disturb the schedule running
occurs on an electric train in service or on a train which is to be
stabled at an out-station, the Engineman must deliver a written
message, clearly indicating the nature of the defect, to the nearest
Stationmasicr or Signalman or, in the case of a train arriving at
Melbourne, to the Platform Supervisor, and obtain his signature
on the butt of the book. The Stationmasicr. Signalman or.
Platform Supervisor must, at once, repeal the particulars of the
message to the Train Controller and the latter must repeat the
message to the Equipment Examiner. The Equipment Examiner
will then advise the Train Controller whether or not the defect is
such as to necessitate taking the train out of running. If it be
necessary to lake the train out of running, the Train Controller
must advise the Yard Supervisor, Flinders Street, the Chai^cman,
Electric Running Depot. Jolimoni. Siaiionmasler, Flinders Street,
and Platform Supervisor concerned and make the necessary
arrangements for another train to be brought into service.

NO 'l E.-lJ lime permits and traffic wU not he delayed thereby,
the Enyincinan /nn.si, in addition to handiny the tvriiien me.uage
to the person specified above, telephone the Egtiipmeni E.Kamiiier
(Auto. Ihlfii andgive himfiitll particulars of the defect.

(b) (i) When a defect, not of a serious nature, occurs on an
electric train in service, the Engineman must fill in the
train defect message stating the carriage No. and nature
ofdefect.andon arrival at Melbourne, hand the written
message to the Platform Supervisor who. after
transmitting the message to the Train Controller, must

deposit the wriiion message in the box provided for that
pu^sc. The Engineman must stale on the butt in the
train defect mcs.sagc book the date and platform No. at
which the message is handed in. The Train Controller
should inform the Equipment Examiner whether the
train on which the defect occurs is being shunted or
remaining in running.

(ii) When a defect, not of a serious nature, occurs on an
electric train which is to be stabled at an ouC-slation.
the Engineman must leave the Train defect message in
the ciip of the motor carriage at the Melbourne end of
the train, and the Engineman who takes the train to
Melbourne must hand the message to the Platform
Supervisor who. after tran.smitting the message to the
Train Controller, must deposit the message in the box
provided for that purpose. The Engineman making out
the train defect message must, in such cases, fill in on
the butt of the book the date and station at which the
message is deposited in the clip ofthe motor carriage.

(c) An Engineman reporting a defect on an electric train
which he has shunted to the yard must state when filling in the
train defect message the Carriage No., the train No., the nature of
the defect, and the Track on which the train is stabled. The
Procedure of reponing the defect to the Equipment Examiner will
be asfollows:-

li) When the Engincman who Is reponing the defect is
booked to relieve at the platform before coming to the
Engincman's depot the train defect message must be
deposited in the box provided at the Platform
Supervisor's Cabin at Flinders Street or Princes Bridge,
as the case may be. In all cases where it is possible for
an Engincman to hand In the train defect message at
the Equipment Examiner's Cabin, Flinders Street or
Princes Bridge, it must be done, and in all cases the date
and place of handing in the message must be shown on
the butt.

(ii) If the Engineman be returning to the depot after being
relieved on a train in service on which a defect has
occurred, the train defect message must be handed to
the OfTicer-in-Charge at the depot who, after
transmitting the message to the Equipment Examiner,
will deposit the message in the box provided.

(iii) If the Engincman be returning to the depot after
stabling in the yard a train on which a defect has
occurred, the tram defect message must be deposited in
the box provided for that purpose at the depot.

(iv) The Manager, Jolimont Maintenance Depot, is
responsible for the clearing of the train defect message
box'cs at the various places at which they are situated.

(d) If the defect be of such a character as to warrant
withdrawing the train from service, the Equipment Examiner
must, immediately on receipt of the message, inform the "Train
Controller. If the message refers to a damaged or defective
pantograph, it will be the duty ofthe Train Controller to notify the
PowerOperation Engineer,

(e) The message sent and received must be entered in the
telephone message books, and must include the name of sender,
the station, and the lime sent or received. The written message
received from the Engincman must, after being copied into the
telephone message book, be forwarded to the Manager. Suburban
Train Operations from whom the message will be collected by the
Manager, Jolimoni Maintenance Depot.

2. Overhead Disarrangcment.-The transmitting of a train
defect message shall not relieve Stationmasters, Signalmen, or
other employes of their personal responsibility for reporting any
disarrangement of overhead equipment, direct to the Overhead
Engineer and other oBicers referred to in the special instructions
bearing on the subject.

3. Upon receipt of a report that undergear on a carriage is
disarranged, the Equipment Examiner concerned must:-<a) If
sufficient time be available to prepare and dock a train without
causing delay, arrange with the "Tram Controller to withdraw from
service the train with reported defect.

(b) Should time not be sufficient to withdraw the train, the
Equipment Examiner must:-

(i) Make careful examination of the whole train from pit
side.

(ii) In the event of no defect being discovered on the above
examination, instruct the Engineman and Guard to
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proceed lo a poini one full (rain length outside the
platfonn, then bring the train to rest, so that it can be
thoroughly examined on the platform side.

AIR-OPERATED SAFETY APPARATUS ON ELECTRIC
TRAINS.

(Regulation 68, Clause (f)-)

1. In every case in which the leading trip-valve becomes
defective, the Engincman must close the isolating cock of the
air-operated safety apparatus, and as this apparatus will then be
inoperative and power cut off from the driving apparatus, the
Engineman must obtain the services of the Guard, unless another
competent employe can be obtained, to hold over the control
governor switch, which is fixed in the front Guard's compartment.
The Guard or other competent employe must break the glass cover
of the control governor switch-box, and hold the switch handle
according to requirements; if the employe concerned release his
hold, the switch handle will retum to the "Off' position, and
switch the power off the driving apparatus.

The employe whose duty it Is to hold the control governor
switch must work under the instruction of the Engineman who
must see that such employe is properly instructed as to his duties,
and understands what he is required lodo.

2. The Engincman must also request the Guard (or other
competent employe) to ride in the front compartment in the event
of-

(a) The pilot-valve being defective, or its failing to operate the
emergency relay when the plunger is released with the controller
handle at the normal (the "OfT') position;

(b) failureoflheemergencyrelay;or

(c) failure of the controller handle, from any cause, to retum
to the normal (the "OfT") position after being released (Tail trains
only).

3. The Guard, or other competent employe, accompanying
the Engincman in accordance with the foregoing instructions, must
keep a good look-out from the front Guard's position, and take any
action that may be necessary.

DISABLED ELECTRICTRAINS.
(Regulation 247, Clause(g).)

1. In the case of an electric train, as there will usually be a
motor carriage at each end of the train, if the disablement affects
the rear part, such front carriages as can do so, may be run with
passengers to the station in advance, leaving the rear part protected
as prescribed in the regulations. On the other hand, if the rear pan
be free to run, it may, after the requirements of Regulation 244
have been complied with, retum with the passengers to the station
in the rear.

2. Circumstances may arise in which it is not practicable lo
drive and brake the train from the same compartment. In every
such case the trainmen must exercise the utmost care in working
the train forward. They must travel cautiously at reduced speed,
keeping the train under the necessary control lo ensure safety.

3. If owing to a defect in the train, the Engineman be unable
to proceed, ancfthe defect be found to exist in the control governor
apparatus, due to open circuit, he must obtain the services of the
Guard or other competent employe, who must ride with the
Engineman to hold over the control govemor switch.

The trip valve of the leading cab must be cut in, and the
isolating cock left in the normal position.

4. (a) If the train cannot be electrically driven from the
leading cab, but can be braked therefrom, the following
instructions must be observcd:-

(i) In every case where the train has only two driving cabs,
viz., one at each end, the Guard or other qualified
employe must drive the train, electrically, from the rear
cab, and the Engineman must operate the brake from
the leading cab, signalling by hand signals lo the Guard
or other qualified employe driving the train, when to
operate the controller. The Trip valve of the leading
cab must be cut in, and the Guard must apply to the
nearest Stationmastcr for the services of a competent
employe, who must ride with the Guard to hold over
the control govemor switch, and, at stations, act as
Guard ofthe train. The trip valve on the rear cab must
be cut out.

If, however, a competent employe be not available for
this duty, the trip valve of the rear cab, as well as that of
the leading cab, must be cut in, and if. while the train is
being worked under these conditions it is necessary for
it to pass a train stop apparatus on the same side of the
line as the rear trip valve, the speed of the train, when
passing such apparatus, musl be reduced to the rate of 8
kilometres per hour (5 mph) to obviate the train being
tripped by the train stop operating the trip valve handle
in the reverse direction.

(ii) In every case when the train has one or more driving
cabs between the leading cab and the rear cab. the
Guard or other qualified employe will operate the
train, electrically, from the next cab in the rear of the
defective cab. and the Engincman must operate the air
brake from the leading cab. signalling by hand signal to
the Guard or other qualified employe driving the train,
when to operate the controller.

The trip valve ofthe leading cab must be cut in. and the
trip valve of the cab from which the train is being
eleciricaliy driven musl be cut out. The Guard must
apply to the nearest Stationmastcr for the services of a
competent employe, who must ride with the Guard to
hold over the control governor switch, and, at Stations,
act as Guard of the train. If however, a competent
employe be not available for this duly, the trip valve of
the cab in the rear on the opposite side to that on the
leading cab musl be cut in lo enable the train to be
electrically driven, as well as that on the leading cab,
and if, while the train is being worked under these
conditions, it is necessary to pass a train stop apparatus
on the same side of the line as the rear trip valve, the
speed of the train, when passing such apparatus, must
be reduced to the rale of 8 kilometres per hour (5 mph),
to obviate the train being tripped by the train stop
operating the trip valve handle in the reverse direclion.

(iii) Wherever possible, the train must be electrically driven
from a cab on the same side of the train as the leading
driving cab.

(iv) The Guard, or other qualified employe driving the
train, musl keep a good lookout, and, as far as
practicable, observe fixed signals; he must be prepared
to act on any signal which he may receive from the man
in the front cab.

(v) It must be distinctly understood that in the cases
referred to in sections (i) and (ii) hereof, the services ofa
competent employe must be obtained as soon as
practicable lo ride with the Guard and hold over the
control govemor switch.

(b) if the train cannot be braked from the leading cab. the
Engineman must both electrically drive and brake the train from
the rear cab. unless a competent employe can be obtained to attend
to the control govemor switch, in which case the Engineman musl
drive from the cab next in the mar of the defective cab. The Guard
must ride in the front cab. keeping a good look-out for fixed
signals, and musl signal by hand signal lo the Engineman. when to
operate the controller or brake; the Engincman musl keep a good
look-out for the hand signals, and as far as practicable observe
fixed signals. This will also apply should it become necessary to
runairain without a cab at the leading end.

(i) If the Engineman be operating the train from the rear
cab. the trip valve of the leading cab musl be cut out.
and. if the services of a competent employe be not
available, the trip valve of the rear cab must be cut in. If
the competent employe be available, the train musl be
operated as specified above, but from the cab next in
the rear of the defective cab, and all trip valves musl be
cut out.

(ii) When the train is being operated from the rear cab, the
speed musl not exceed the rate of 15 kilometres per
hour (10 mph), and where it is ncccssan- to pass a train
stop apparatus fixed on the same side of the Line as the
rear inp valve, the speed must be reduced to the rate of
8 kilometres per hour (5 mph), in order to avoid the
train being tripped by the train slop apparatus
operating the trip valve handle in the reverse direction.
The train must, if practicable, be driven from a cab on
the same side of the train as the leading cab.

(iii) The passengers musl be detrained at the first station,
and the train shunted at the first available Siding.
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(iv) It must be distinctly understood that in the cases
referred to in sections (i) and (ii) hereof, the services ofa
competent employe must be obtained as soon as
practicable to nde with the Engitieman and hold over
the control governor switch.

(c) In any case of train failure likely to cause serious delay,
assistance must be obtained as soon as practicable, as laid down in
the rules and regulations. Where assistance can readily be
obtained, time must not be lost by eHbrts of the crew to rectify the
failure, and thus risk a serious interruption to the train service.

(d) Whenever an electric train has to be assisted by anolher
electric train, the two trains must be coupled together, and. If
practicable, the Jumpers and brake-pipes of the two trains must be
connected. If the combined trains can be braked from the leading
cab. the passengers must be transferred, at the first station, to the
front tram, and this portion of the combined trains must be
Slopped at the station platforms en roiiie.

Not more than five (5) motor carriages must be working on the
combined trains; the motors on any motor carriages beyond this
number must be cut out by the control cut-out switch being placed
to the "Ofl" position. If there are six motor carriages, the third
carriage from the leading end must be cut out.

(i) If the combined trains can be electrically driven and
braked from the leading cab. the Engineman of (he
front train will drive the combined trains from the
leading cab. The trip valve of the leading cab must be
cut in, and all other trip valves of the combined trains
cut out. and the isolating cocks closed.

(ii) If the combined trains can be braked from the leading
cab, but cannot be electrically driven therefrom, the
Engineman of the defective train must brake the irain
from the leading cab, and the Engineman of the
assisting train must drive the combined trains from his
own cab. The Engineman in the leading cab will signal
by hand signal to the rear Engineman when to operate
the controller.

The trip valve ofthe leading cab must be cut in, and all
other trip valves on the train cut out. The Guard of the
defective train must ride with the rear Engineman to
hold the control governor switch.

(ill) If the combined trains cannot be braked from the
leading cab. (he Engineman of the assisting irain must
both eTectrically drive and brake the train from the cab
nearest to the leading cab on the same side of the train,
and the Engineman of the defective train must ride in
the front cab. keeping a good lookout for signals, and
signalling by hand signal to the Engineman driving the
train when to operate the controller or brake,

The Engineman driving the train must keep a good
look-out for these hand signals and the fixed signals.

The trip valve of the leading cab must be cut out, and
the isolating cock closed. The trip valve of the cab from
which the train is being driven must be cut out, and the
isolating cock closed, and (he Guard of the defective
(rain must ride with (he Engineman driving the irain to
hold over the control governor switch. All other trip
valveson the train must be cut out.

If the disabled train be in a station, the passengers arc to
be detrained before the assisting train is brought on to
it, and when the assisting train is brought to the
platform, its passengers must be detrained. If the
disabled train be between Stations, the assisting train
must, if at a station, be cleared of passengers before it
proceeds to the disabled train, but if the assisting train
be already between a station and the disabled train,
passengers from both trains must be detrained at the
first station, and the defective portion of the combined
trains must be placed in the first available siding.

(e) (i) If either the assisting train or the disabled irain be not
fitted with automatic couplers, ihe two trains must be
coupled together by means of the iransiiion coupler
coupler carried in the Guard's compartment of ihe
West end motor of the Tail train. When two Tail trains
or two automatically coupled trains arc involved, they
must be coupled in the normal manner.

(ii) The transition coupler, consists of a fixed jaw at one
end and a V plate and shackle ul the other end (see fig.

(iii) To attach the transition coupler, open the jaw on the
automatic coupler of the automatically coupled (rain,
remove the shackle on the transition coupler, place the
fixed jaw of the Iransiiion over the jaw ofthe automatic
coupler (see Fig. 2) and then close the jaw of the
automatic coupler (see Fig. 3). The assisting train must
then be brought up cautiously to (he disabled train
until ihe draw hook resting against the V plate on the
transition coupler (see Fig, 4). Place the shackle over
the draw hook (sec Fig. S) and secure to the transition
coupler by the shackle pin, (see Fig. 6).

5. (a) When an electric train cannot be driven from the
leading cab the instructions applicable to Pushing Trains on a
Running Line, page 109 of this book, must be observed, except
when the movements of the train arc being controlled by the
Engineman in the leading cab by means of the air brake.

(b) When an Engineman of an electric train is controlling the
movements of a train from the leading cab by means of the air
brake, and another employe is electrically driving the train from
the cab in the rear, (he Engineman on Ihe leading cab will be held
responsible For working, and controlling the movements of the
tram, according to requirements and in conformity with rules and
regulations.

If. in case of emergency, the Engineman should require the
power to be promptly cut o(f, he must (in addition to applying the
air brake, and exhibiting the danger signal), give a succession of
short, sharp whistles, as prescribed for an Engineman requiring the
special assistance of the rear Guard: see clause (d). Regulation 199,
(jn hearing these whistles, or on becoming aware that the
Engineman is applying the air brake, the Guard or other qualified
employe, who is electrically driving the train from other than the
leading cab, must at once close the Coniroller, until he has satisfied
himsell'that it is safe to proceed, and, he has received an "All
Right" signal from the Engineman.

(c) When a train, which cannot be driven from the leading
cab, is stopped at a station or between stations, the employe acting
as Guard must signal, by a ga-cn flag or light, to the man on the
leading end of the train when all is right to proceed, or when
neccssarv' to move in any shunting movement; and the employe
who is electrically driving the irain must not move the train until
the "All Right" signal has been repeated to him by the man on the
leading end of the train.

6. The Engineman of the defective train must fill in a (rain
defect message (Form "R.S. 218B"). which must be promptly dealt
with as prescribed in the instructions shown on pages 139-140; the
Engineman must also furnish a full report of the arcumstances on
Form "R.S. I2A".

7. In every case in which a train is being electrically driven
from other than the leading cab, the hand signals to be exhibited by
the man in the leading cab must be given with flags by day, and a
hand lamp by night or in foggy weather.

8. If, owing to defect, any wheels of a motor carriage become
locked or jammed and it be necessary that Ihe wheels should be
skidded, great care must be exercised in Ihe working of such train,
especially when approaching or passing facing points, check rails,
crossovers, etc. The following precautions must tveobserved:-

(a) If the locked wheels be the trailing wheels on the train, it
must l>e worked forward; but if the locked wheels be the leading
wheels on the train, the train must (afier provisions of Regulation
244 have been carried out) be shunted back towards the station in
the rear. If. however, a locomotive or anolher vehicle be available
and it can be attached to the end of (he Irain at which the locked
wheels are situated, the train may be worked in either direaion.

(b) In the event of any wheels, other than those specified in
sub-clause (a), becoming locked, the train may also be worked in
either direction.

(c) The defective train must be shunted clear of the running
line as quickly as possible, and in every case in which the train is
worked in the wrong direction, the provisions of Regulation 244
must be carried out.

(d) The Ganger must be notified when skidding is necessary,
and. aficr arranging for one or more Flagmen to be sent back to act
as prescribed in Regulation 271, he must examine the ponion of
the line on which the vehicles have been skidded, and arrange for
following trains to be stopped or for the speed of such trains to be
reduced as may be necessary, unlit he is satisfied the line is safe for
ordinary traffic.

Iflhc Ganger be not available, the Guard or the Senior Officer
present must arrange for a competent man to perform the duties of
Flagman until the Ganger has arrived. Every train to pass over the
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line musi be stopped b> the Flagman, and the Engineman must be
veibally informed of Ihe circumstances, instructed to proceed
cautiously, and reminded that the speed of his train over the
portion of the Line on which the carriage was skidded must not
exceed the rate of 15 kilometres per hour (10 mph). The Ganger,
on his arrival, must examine the line as above, and arrange for
ordinary traffic to be resumed as quickly as possible.

9, When, owing to any defect, a train has been placed into a
siding, the Engineman of Ihe defective train must see that it is left
secured in a safe position, and must hand the Stationmastera train
defect message, which must be promptly dealt with as laid down
on pages 139-140. Unless the Engineman receives instructions to
the contrary he must return to the electric train running depot, and
furnish a full report on Form "R.S.I 2 A". The Station master must
take the necessary steps to prevent the defective train or carriage
from being moved until an authorised employe has, by signing an
endorsement on the Train Defect Message Form, intimated that
the train is -(a) f'l for service; or (b) fit to be taken to the Flinders
Street Yard. The Slationmaster must then request that an
Engineman be sent to lake charge ofthe train.

When the train is ready, the Engineman must advise the
Stationmaster. and the latter must then arrange for its despatch.
The endorsed train defect message forms must be shown to and
counter-signed by the Engineman taking charge of the train; the
form must be retained by the Stationmaster and duly forwarded by
him, with a report, to the Manager, Suburban Train Operations.

10. When motors arc cut out or otherwise rendered
inoperative on 6 carriage, 7 carriage or 8 carriage trains, the train
must not be divided but must remain intact and be shunted out and
sent loJolimont Workshops at Ihe earliest possible time.

When an Equipment Examiner cuts out motors on a motor
carriage, either in the yard or on a train in running, he must notify
the Yard Master, Flinders Street. The Yard Master in turn must
advise the Train Controller that motors have been cut out and the
next trip to be run by such motor carriage. When an Equipment
Examiner cuts out motors on a motor carriage, he must fill two
carriages (R.S. 274) and place one in the trouble carriaged clip in
the Engineman's compartment and one in the waybill clip in the
Guard's companment of the defective motor carriage.

When in case of necessity an Engineman cuts out motors, he
must fill in a Train Defect Message and carry out the Instructions
contained in clause 6. hereof, ancThe must fill in an Electric Train
Engineman's Trouble Card (R.S. I08A) and insert the original in
the trouble card clip in the Engineman's compartment of the
defective motor carriage.

For the operation of suburban trains with motors cut out or
otherwise rendered inoperative, the following instructions shall
apply:-

(i) A single unit (one "M" carriage) train with the motors
cut out subject to the restrictions shown in (ii) hereof,
may* be permitted to complete its journey as far as
Flinders Street where it must be withdrawn from
service.

(ii) The following defective trains must not proceed
beyond Darling, or Upper Fern Tree Gully:-

(aa) 8 carriage trains (4 "M" carriages) with three pairs of
traction motors inoperative.

(bb)

(cc)

8 carriage trains (3 "M" carriages) or 7 carriage trains
(3 "M" carriages) or 5 carriage trains (2 "M" carriages)
or 4 carriage trains (2 "M" carriages) all with two pairs
oftraction motors inoperative.

2 carriage trains (I "M" carriage) with any traction
motor inoperative.

(dd) Notwithstanding any restrictions imposed by (aa), (bb),
or (cc) above, a Stainless Steel train may be permitted
to continue its journey beyond Darling or Upper Fern
Tree Gully provided that at least half of the total
number of traction motors are operative.

For trains with less extensive faults than those stated in
(aa), (bb), (cc) and (dd) above, this restriction need not
apply.

yts / Fii!
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Instructions regarding the subjects shown hcreunder will be found
on the pages indicated:-
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Derailments

Departmental Residents
Ouibreakb offlre, fire appliances and precautions
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Permanent Way Warning and Caution signals
Running ofSpecial trains
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Working of Level Crossing

Handling of Petrol
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108
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FIRES AND WASHAWAYS,

1. During the buming-ofT season and periods of heavy
rainfall. Gangers must leave the Operations Depot Manager or
Stationmaster daily particulars as to the locality in which they will
be working during the day. in order that the track force may be
promptly communicated with In the case of necessity.

2. Operations Depot Managers and Staiionmasters must
co-opcralc with the track force with a view to the best
arrangements being made for the obtaining ofthe information.

METROPOLITAN ROAD FORE-MAN

Telephone communication is provided to the private
residence of each of the Metropolitan Road Foreman {Spencer
Street. Laurcns Street, Flinders Sta-el No. I, Flinders Street No. 2
and Oakleigh). In the event of a emergency on the section of one of
these ofTicers necessitating the services of a Road Foreman outside
the usual hours of duty, the Stationmaster must promptly advise
the Train Controller who will communicate with the Road
Foreman concerned, or, in his absence, with one of the other
Metropolitan Road Foreman.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE USE OFTRACK VEHICLES.

DEFINITIONS:-

Track Vehicles. "T rack Vehicles" are defined as

motor-powered or hand operated vehicles used on the
track for conveyance of employes, tools, or materials.
The term "Track Vehicles" includes trollies but not

on-track-piant such as Automatic Tamping Machines,
etc.

Employe In Charge In the case of motor-powered track
vehicles the term "Employe in Charge" where used in
these instructions, shall mean the driver, who must be
certified as being quaiilled to drive that type of track
vehicle. Any qualified supervising employe, if
accompanying the track vehicle, must, as far as it is
practicable to do so. satisfy himself that the driver
complies with these instructions.

In the case of hand-operated track vehicles the term
"employe in charge", where used, in these instructions,
shall mean the qualified supervising employe. Should
no supenising employe be accompanying the track
vehicle, a proper understanding must exist among all
concerned as to which employe will be the ■'employe in
charge" for the purpose ol observing these instructions.

Running Line. The term "running line" where used
in these instructions shall include any track on which
trains run between stations, and shall include No. 1 and
No. 2 and other running tracks within station limits.

GENERAL INSTRUCnONS

I. Where two or more members of a gang reside at the same
place, the senior employe is responsible for the proper use and safe
custody ofevery vehicle belonging to his Branch at that place.

He must keep in his possession the keys securing all such track
vehicles, and the keys of any shelter shed provided for them.

2. No employe shall take charge of a motor-powered track
vehicle unless he holds a Certificate of Competency to operate the
vehicle and has passed an examination m safe-working. The
immediate supervisor of an employe in charge of a trolley must
satisfy himself that such employe Is fully conversant willi these
instructions.

3. Track vehicles must only be used for departmental
purposes, and then only by authorised officers and employes.

4. When not in use track vehicles must be placed clear of the
track and roadways, secured, and locked with a chain and padlock.

5. The improper or unauthorised use ofany track vehicle is a
serious offence. Every supervising officer and employe, and every
Signalman, must endeavour to prevent any breach of these
Instructions or improper or unauthorised use of any track vehicle.
Every such instance must be reported by tclcgfam and in writing,
through the proper channels to the Head of Branch concerned,
stating the name and grade and address of persons involved.

6. On every tricycle a mirror, maintained in a clean
condition, must be fi xed in such a jxisiiion as will enable the rider
to observe a train approaching from the rear.

7. The employe in charge of a track vehicle for use on any
running line must have with him a reliable watch, and he must
whenever practicable, compare the time with a departmental
clock, the Guard of the train, or, if a telephone be available, with
the Stationmaster or Signalman at a station.

8. Employes must not carry fi rearms or ammunition on track
vehicles.

9. Employes must not permit dogs or other animals to
accompany them along the line when using track vehicles.

10. Under no circumstances is any motor-powered track
vehicle to be Icfi unattended on a running line with its engine
running.

11. Before using a track vehicle the employe in charge must
satisfy himself that the brakes arc in good order and (hat the
vehicle is fit to run on the line.

12. Before starting a track vehicle the employe in charge must
see that all persons accompanying him arc safely seated, that all
tools are safely positioned, and the long tools arc loaded with the
front end down in the tray and any overhang of tools etc., is only at
the rear.

13. The employe in charge of a hand-operated track vehicle,
when mounting, must place one foot on the pedal of the
quadricy ele, or on the ground in the case of a tricycle and swing
his leg over the seat. The same procedure in reverse is to be
followed when dismounting, the track vehicle first having been
brought to a stop.

14. Before any track vehicle passes over points (facing or
trailing) the employe in charge must see that they are set in the
proper position for the proposed movement. If it is not practicable
to set the points, he must bring the track vehicle to a stand and
have it lified on to the line on which it is intended to proceed.
Plunger locked points must not be altered unless permission to do
so is obtained from the signalman.

The signalman giving permission must instruct the employe
in charge as to the position in which the points and the plunger are
to be left after the track vehicle has cleared them.

15. When travelling on a double line, every track vehicle
must run in the same direction as the trains run. In the case of
parallel single lines, the signalman, afier conferring with the train
controller must ensure that the employe in charge clearly
understands on which line he is permitted to travel.

16. Where more than one track vehicle is in use on the
running line, they must either be coupled together, or separated by
a dist.mee of at least 100 metres. Except when long loads are being
conveyed, the standard coupling shown in plan No. 73-35 must be
used for coupling track vehicles. When long loads arc being
conveyed in coupFing shown on plan No. 775-47 may be used for
these purposes. No track vehicles are to be coupled together if not
equipped with the fitting for standard coupling attachment. The
use of any other method of coupling than tFiose authorised is
prohibited.

17. When trollies are attached to a motor-powered track
vehicle the trollies must be trailing. Trollies must not be pushed by
motor-powered track vehicles.

18. When employes are to ri de on trollies drawn by a
moior-powcred track vehicle, the trolley pump-handle crank pins
must fi rst be removed from each wheel of the trolley. A sulfieient
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number of the employes must have pump handles and be
experienced in their use to assist in the braking, the other employes
riding on the trollies must be seated and limited in number to
ensure freedom ofmovement for those using the pump handles.

19. When removing a track vehicle from the line, it must not
be dragged roughly across the rails. It must be secured well clear of
any possible contact with passing trains. On the sound of a train
whistle from an approaching train, the employe in charge must
give the "All Right" signal as illustrated in clause (c). Regulation
71, of the Book of Rules and Regulations, to indicate to the
locomotive crew that the whistle hasoeen understood, and that the
track vehicle is clear ofthe line.

Basic Precautiuns

20. The employe in charge must always excercise great
caution to avoid danger to himself, to employes, and to his track
vehicle. He must make frequent stops to listen and look for other
trains, on-irack-plani, or other track vehicles. Before passing
through a tunnel or on to a curve or any other portion of the line
where for any reason, a good and distant view cannot be obtained,
he must take such action us may be necessary to make sure of the
absence of danger from either direction before proceeding. Except
at places where a good and distant view can be obtained, he must
not exceed 8 kilometres per hour (5 m.p.h.).

Authorised Speed

21. The maximum spcds permitted are as follows;-

(I) Hand operated - quadricycle 25 km/h (15 mph)

Handopcraled - tricycle 15km/h(10mph)

(II) Pump-stick-opcratcd trolley 25 km/h (15 mph)

(lii) Moior-powered-
oiherthan tricycles

(when hauling a trolley)

(iv) Motor-powered tricycle

30 km/h (20 mph)

15km/h(IOmph)

15 km/h (10 mph)

NOTE.-The above speeds niu.si he reduced lo a maximum of
8 kilameires per hour (5 mph) when running ihrough tunnels, over
level crossing.s. hridges. poinl.s and cros.sing.s and around curves, or
at places where for any reason a good and distant vifM- cannot be
obtained. All irtcvcles must be hand-propelled over points and
crossings, and all types of track vehicles mii.si he hand-propelled
over level crossings when the flangeways beside the rail are not
clear.

When approaching level crossings, the employe in charge
must always e.xerci.se and mu.si nal exceed a speed of 8
km/h /5 mph).

Use at Night or In Fog

22. Except in a case of special emeigency no track vehicle
must be placed on the running line at night or in foggy weather, or
when from any similar cause visibility is such that a signal could
not be distinctly seen at a distance of 800 metres. In the case of
special emergency a track vehicle may be placed on the running
line subject to the following instructions being first observed;-

(i) A red light must be fixed on the track vehicle showing
red to the rear in the case of double lines, and to both
the rear and front in the case of single lines. Permission
as prescribed must be obtained before the track vehicle
is placed on the line.

(ii) The signalman at the opposite end of the section mu.st
be informed of all particulars concerning the necessity
of using and protecting the track vehicle and it will be
the duly of both signalmen to lake appropriate steps to
ensure the safety ofthe employe using a track vehicle in
such special emergency. The messages exchanged
between the signalmen must be repeated back and
entered in the T rain Register Books.

If aflcr having commenced a journey in clear weather,
visibility should become restricted at any part of the journey to
such an extent that a signal could not be distinctly seen at a
distance ofSOO metres, the track vehicle must be removed from the
running line and permission must not again be sought to have the
track vehicle placed on the line until visibility has cleared or it can
be properly protected, or in the case of special emergency until the
provisions ofsub-clause (I) and (II) above have been complied with.

Use in Tunnels.

23. Whenever it is necessary for a track vehicle to run Ihrough
the tunnel between Geeiong and South Gcclong. Regulation 270

must be observed. Where automatic signalling is In force, no track
vehicle must be run Ihrough a tunnel except during the lime that the
Way and Works Branch or the Electrical F.ngineering Branch has
"Absolute Occupation" of the line.

TRAIN INFOKMATJON AND PERMISSION TO PLACE ON
RL NMNG LI.VE

Responsibility of Employe In Charge.

24. Each track vehicle when in use must carry a Train
Information and Permission Book (W.W. 73) with the track
vehicle typo and number shown on the front cover.

The employe in charge ofa track vehicle must also arrange for
a time-table of regular trains to be recorded on the inside cover of
the Train Information and Permission Book (W.W. 73) showing
the times that regular trains are due at the stations in his section
during normal working hours.

25. The employe in charge of the track vehicle must be
thoroughly acquainted with all trains running that day and with
trains ancf other vehicles likely to be put on at short notice. He
must understand that, except during the period of permission
granted him to place his track vehicle on the running line in
accordance with clause 27. light locomotives and special trains
may be run without previous notice of any kind, and that trains
may be running ahead ofor behind schedule.

26. (a) Bcftirc leaving any block post or staff station, or
before leaving any place where telephone communication Is
available with the signalman at the next block post or staff station
at either end of the block or staff section, the employe in charge ofa
track vehicle must:

(i) Check to ensure thai the time shown by his watch is
correct.

(ii) Obtain from the Signalman all available information
regarding the running of ordinary and special trains
over the section.

(iii) Advise the signalman of his destination and the time
required lo complete the journey.

(iv) Obtain the permission of the signalman to proceed.

(v) Enter in the W.W. 73 Book, particulars of train
information as received from the signalman, the time
that permission is granted for the track vehicle to be
placed on the running line and the time it must be
removed from the running line. Similarly when
permission is refused, the details must be entered in the
W.W. 73 by the cmploye-in-chaige ofthe track vchicle.
Thc advice from the signalman must, in each case, be
repeated back by the cmp!oyc-in-charge of the track
vehicle, and the name of the signalman must be
recorded in the W.W. 73 Book.

(b) The employe in charge of a track vehicle must remove it
from the running line within the time period granted.

(c) After having been given permission fora time period fora
journey. It will not he necessary for the cmploye-in-chaigc of a
track vehicle to again telephone the signalman from intermediate
telephones en rouie unless so arranged with the signalman before
the joumcy commences, or the track vehicle is delayed by
unforeseen circumstances.

(d) The Signalman, in granting permission for a track vehicle
10 be placed on the running line, will not always be able to give
information regarding the running ofother track vehicles over that
portion of the fine. More than one track vehicle may be permitted
on the same portion of the running line at the same time. It is the
responsibility of the employe in charge of any track vehicle on the
running line to keep a sharp lookout at all times and to proceed on
the basis that he has not got clear occupation ofthe running line.

(c) In any instance in which the Signalman refuses permission
for a track vehicle to enter portion of the running line, he must
inform the employc-in-chargc of the track vehicle, his reason for
such refusal, flic employe-in-charge of the track vehicle, if he
considers such reason insufncicni, must promptly report the
circumstances in writing to his supervisor.

Responsibility of Signalman and Train Conlroilcrs.

27. (a) On each occasion that authority is required fora track
vehicle to enter on a portion of running line, and irrespective of
any advice he has already received regarding the running of trains,
the Signalman must:-

(i) Communicate with the Train Controller, and.'or where
appropriate. Signalmen at other stations in order to
obtain the latest information regarding train running
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and planned train movemcnis at the time enquiries arc
made, and then give to the employe in charge of the
track vehicle the information required. The Train
Controller must be informed of the particulars of the
proposed track vehicle journey and he must be
conferred with as to whclhcr the necessary permission
may be granted.

(ii) Before granting permission for any track vehicle to
proceed on any part of the line, the Signalman must
satisfy himself that the period of lime granted will
permit the track vehicle to complete its journey and be
removed from the line at least 10 minutes before any
locomotive or train can reach that portion of the line
over which the track vehicle will run. In calculating
these times, the fastest schedule for the type of train
concerned must be used. The Signalman, in granting
permission, must at all limes endeavour to avoid delays
to trains, on-irack-plani. and track vehicles.
Permission should not be granted for long distances or
over long periods of lime where intermediate
telephones arc available. Where intermediate
telephones are not available, permission may be
granted for a track vehicle to proceed until a specified
time, remove from the line for the passage of one
specified train, and then complete the journey by a
specified time.

(b) The Train Controller must enter on the train control
diagram particulars of permission granted and when conferring
with the Signalman must advise him of any other authorised track
vehicle journey over the same section of line. The Signalman must
pass this information on to the employe in charge of the track
vehicle,

[n order to ensure that the Train Conlrollcr Is in a position to
give accurate advice of train running, when such information Is
required by the track employes and to properly determine whether
it is safe for permission to be granted for a track vehicle journey,
the following instructions must be compiled with:

Prompt advice of the departure of each train must be given by
the Signalman to the Train Controller. In this conncclon. when a
train has been shunted at a station, advice of its departure must not
be delayed whilst the details of the time occupied at the station arc
compiled. The departure time must be promptly given and the
particulars of the lime occupied in shunting etc., supplied to the
Train Controller as soon as it is convenient.

Train Controllers must be on the alert to promptly receive
reports of train departure from stations.

If the Train Controller is engaged In receiving or giving train
loads or other items involving lengthy conversation on the Elector
Telephone, the Signalman desiring to give a train departure time. If
unable to gain the Train Controller's attention within a reasonable
lime, must speak in using the word "urgent".

When a Train Controller docs not duly receive advice of the
arrival and departure of stopping Irains or the time of passing of
non-slopping trains, he must call the slalion or signal box
concerned.

(c) The Signalman must enter across the figure columns ofthe
train register book, particulars of every instance of permission
being requested for a track vehicle to be placed on the line, and
whether permission was granted or refused. The name and grade of
the employe requesting permission must also be recorded.

The Signalman must also advise the Signalman at the
opposite end of the section of the permission given, and the latter
Signalman must record such information across the figure columns
oflhc train register book. On single line sections both signalmen,
must, when practicable, apply lever sleeves on the levers of signals
conirolling the entrance when practicable, apply lever sleeves on
the levers ofsignals controlling the entrance of irains to the section
as a reminder of the track vehicle journey. On double lines, the
Signalman granting permission for the iniek vehicle journey must
apply sleeves as required.

In the event of a Signalman not being on duly or is
temporarily absent from the signal box at the opposite end ot the
section when permission is given for a track vehicle journey, the
Signalman giving such permission, must, if the lime allowed for
the Journey has not expired, advise the Signalman at the opposite
end of the section when he commences duiv or returns to the signal
box. The latter signalman must then comply with the provisions of
the preceding paragraph.

As a general principle on Electric SiafTsections, it is desirable
that when permission is to be granted for a track machinejourney.

a slalT should not be out of the instrument ai cither end of the
section during the period allowed for the track machine journey, if
such arrangement is practicable and train delays would not thereby
be incurred.

In all cases, when a track vehicle is to proceed through a
section, a staff should not be withdrawn for an oppiosing train and
ifa staff has already been withdrawn, every effort must be made by
the Signalman granting permission lo arrange for the staff to be
replaced in ihe instrument under the "Cancelling" signal. A staff
may be withdrawn affer the period allowed for the track machine
journey has elapsed, irrespective of whether or not the track
vehicle Iras arrived at the staffstation in advance,

(d) Aficr having given permission for a track vehicle to enter
on a portion of running line, the Signalman must not permit a train
to enter on to the portion of line occupied by the track vehicle until
10 minutes after the time period of permission has expired, or
arrangemeni-s are made with the employe in charge of the track
vehicle for such permission to be cancelled and the track vehicle is
removed from the line. Details of such caneellaiion are to be
entered in both train register book and the W.W. 73 book

North East Standard Gauge LIne-Responslbllity of Train
Controller and Empioye-in-chargc.

28. The signals between West Foolscray and Wodonga on the
Standard Gauge Line and between Albion and Broadmeadows on
the Victorian Gauge Line are operated by the Train Controller,
Spencer Street. The Train Comrolier is. thorefbrc, the Signalman
for these sections. The employe in charge of a track vehicle, before
leaving any location where telephone communication with the
Train Conlrollcr is available, must comply with clause 27. The
Train Contfoiier must comply with the relevant parts ofciause 28.
and enter on the train control diagram particulars ofevery instance
of permission being requested for a track vehicle to be placed on
the running line, and the name and grade of the employe
concerned, and whether permission was granted or refused.

Aulomalic Electric Staff W
Controller and

Vorking-Rc^nsibliity of
Empioye-ln-Chargc.

Train

29. The Train Controller. Geelong, is in charge of the
Automatic Electric Staff Working on the sections between
Ghcringhap and Maroona. When permission is required for a track
vehicle to be placed on this line, the Train Controller is, except at
stations where a Signalman is on duty, to be regarded as the
Signalman. The employe in charge of a ir.ick vehicle, before
leaving any location on this line where telephone communication
with the Train Controller is available, must comply with clause

The Train Controller must comply with the relevant parts of
clause 28 and enter on the train control diagram particulars of
every instance of permission being requested for a track vehicle to
be placed on the line, the name and grade of the employe
concerned, and whether permission was granted or refused.

Train Infurmalion When Permission Not Obtainable

.30. At locations where It Is necessary lo place a track vehicle
on Ihe running line and it is not possible to obtain permission from
the Signalman at either end of (be section, but telephone
communication is available with a Train Controller or another
Signalman, the employe in charge ofany track vehicle musi:-

(i) Check to ensure that Ihe lime shown by his watch is
correct.

(ii) Obtain ail inrormation in regard to the running of
ordinary and special trains over the portion of the line
concerned and enter particulars in the W.W. 73 Book.

(Ill) Inform the Train Controller or Signalman of the
intended journey and take such action as may be
necessap' to make sure of the absence of danger from
either direction before proceeding.

(iv) Strictly carry out the provisions of clause 21 and, in
addition, stop the first point where clause 27 can be
observed.

When no Communication is Available

.31. At locations where it Is necessary (o place a track vehicle
on (he running line and no means of cnmmunicalion as described in
clauses 27 and .31 is immediately available, the employe In charge
musi strictly carry out the provisions ofciause 21 and, in addition.
Slop at the first point where clause 27 or .31 can be observed.
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Protection of Loaded 'rroilcy

32. In ihc case ofa loaded trolley the employe in charge must
protect the trolley in accordance with Regulations 269 and 271. If
there arc insufficient men in his gang for this purpose, he must
obtain the necessary assistance from the nearest gang or the trolley
must not be used.

Failure to Observe Instructions

3.3, Failure to observe any of these instructions may endanger
personnel or cnnlribute to delays to trains or maintenance work,
and must therefore be promptly reported, through the proper
channels, in writing to the Head of the Branch concerned.

NGTWITHSIANDING IHAI PERMISSION HAS BEEN
GIVEN FOR TnE.IOURNEV.THE EMPLOYE IN CHARGE
AND OTHER EMPLOYES ACCOMPANYING HIM ON THE
TRACK VEHICLE MUST. A l ALL TIMES, KEEP A GOOD
LOOK-OUT AND BE PREPARED TO REMOVE THE
VEHICLE FROM THE LINE IN SUEFiClENT TIME fO
AVOID A COLLISION W] | H ANY TRAIN, LOCOMOTIVE
OR TRACK VEHICLE.

34, Use of Motor Tricycles by Train Examiners in Cases of
Emergency.-

Where otherwise, it Is not practicable for the Train Examiner
to promptly reach the scene ofa derailment, etc,, and his presence
is required to expedite the despatch of vehicles, he may be
permitted to use the motor tricycle of either the Road Foreman or
Roads Foreman when another motor is not available. The Train
Examiner must, however, hold a certificate for driving a motor
tricycle, and must comply with the foregoing instructions. The
Train Examiner should, however, endeavour to proceed to the
scene of derailment, etc,, in company with the Road Foreman,
Officer, Signal Adjuster, or some other official who is proceeding
to the locality by motor,

35, When any motor tricyie in use by the Operations Branch
is damaged, a full report must be promptly forwarded to the Chief
Operations Manager, in order that if may be submitted to the Chief
Civil Engineer for Investigation,

MATERIAL FOUND UPONTHE LINE,

(Regulation 294).

Couplings, chains, hooks, pins, iron, and other similar
materials, which may be found upon the Line by Gangers or
Repairers, must, when ihcy have been brought to the nearest
Stationmaslcr, be consigned to the Officer-in-Charge ofthe Rolling
Stock depot for the district: see clause 4, page 135, re Portion of
damaged vehicles,

TRACK CIRCUITS.

Where track circuits arc in use in connection with the
operation of leve! crossing bells, or for any other purpose, the
following instructions must be observed by Gangers. Repairers and
others conccmed:-
I. The ballast must be kept clear of the rails, and the rail top must
be kepi ciearand free fVom scale,

2. Whilst packing sleepers, every care must be taken to
prevent the accidental breaking ofthe bonds.

3. Any metallic connection, such as a wire, rod bolt, tool, or
other metallic substance, which might connect the two opposite
rails of the siimc line, must be removed, or, if necessary, the
Electrical Fitter sent for. The Electrical Fitter must be

communicated with al once in any instance in which any bond has
been displaced, or in which any other connection is defective,

4. A special wooden gauge must be used In place ofthe usual
iron gauge. In any emergency in which a wooden gauge is not
available, a piece ofdry paper must be placed between the meialiic
gauge and the rail in oi^cr to avoid interrupting the track circuit,

5. Where treadles arc attached to the rails for any purpose,
the track and ballast in the vicinity must not, except in a case of
emergency, be disturbed, unless Ihc Electrical Fitter is present. In a
case of emergency, the nearest Signalman must be informed before
the treadle or the track isdisturbed,

6. (a) Before a rail is taken out or relaying operations are
commenced on a portion ofa line where track circuit protection is
in use, the Road Foreman. Ganger. or other employe in charge of
the work must make all necessary arrangements with the Signal
Supervisor for all fixed signals controlling Ihc entrance of trains

into the section of line atTeclcd by the work, to be secured in the
stop position prior to the line being broken, and so kept until the
line is made good. The work must not be commenced by the Road
Foreman or Ganger until the necessary Flagmen have been sent
out to act as laid down in the Regulations nor. except in the case of
a broken rail or other unsafe material, until the Signal Supervisor
or his representative has stated in writing that the signals have been
secured m the Stop position. See Regulation 273.

(h) In the case of home and starting signals the Signalman
must be informed and Ihc particulars must be entered In the Train
Register Book, as prescribed in Regulation 93,

(c) Before a rail is taken out or relaying operations arc
commenced on a length ofbondcd rail to which the negative return
connection from a substation Tie Station or the Yard Master's
bridge is made (See page 16. sub clause (g). clause 9). the Road
Foreman, Ganger or other employe in charge of the work must
make all necessary arrangements with the Bonding Supervisor to
have conditions made safe for the work.

The Bonding Supervisor must confer with the Power
Operation Engineer before breaking the normal return circuit at
the bonds or in the bonded rail,

7. During preparations for relaying, the new rails must not be
left in such positions as to cause any metallic connection with the
running raii. The new rails must be drilled and bonded before
being placed in position, and, when they are ready for slewing, the
Electrical Fitter or other authorised employe must be on the
ground to disconnect the bonds from the old rail, and reconnect
them to the new rail.

8. Clause 6 or 7 will nnr necessarily apply to any broken rail
or other unsafe materials, which must hiie remoied from Ihc track
with Ihc lea.st possible delay, and replaced with sound materials,
after arrangements have been made to stop or to regulate the
running of trains according to requirements.

9. All operations affecting the security of the line must be
protected In accordance with the regulations,

occupahon of running line by way and w ork,s
BRANCH. OR Ei.ECTRICAL ENGINEERING BRANCH.

1, Whenever "Absolute Occupation" or "Between Trains
Occupaiion" of the running line is required by the Way and Works
Branch, or Electrical Engineering Branch, special instructions
regarding such arrangement will be issued by the Chief Operations
Manager, Due notice that the "Occupation" is required must,
therel'ore, he given by ilic respective branches in order that copies
of the special instructions ma> reach all concerned in ample lime,

2, The Road Foreman, Ganger, or other person in charge of
the work for which occupation is required, must not occupy the
line until written permission to do so is given by the Signalman or
such other person as may be named in the special instructions, and
before trains are allowed to resume running over such line, the
person in charge who received permission for occupaiion must
give a wrilien certificate that the line (or lines) is ciearand safe for
the pas,sage of trains. This certificate must be enclosed in the train
register hook and forwarded to the Sarcworking Inspector,

3, (a) Whenever occupation of a section of double line is
required, the operations must be protection in accordance with the
regulations. On a section of single line worked under the Electric
Staff System, or the Train Staff'and Ticket System, the same
person in charge of the work must, unless he is in possession of the
staff' for the section, arrange for the operations to be proiccied at
the proper distance on both sides by Flagmen. When the Ganger or
other person in charge of the work is in possession of the Staff tor
the Section, protection hy Flagmen will not be necessary.

The person to whom the Staff is delivered must sign tor it in
the train register book, and when it is returned a record of the fact
must .also be entered in the same book, and the time at which it is
handed to and received from such person must also be recorded,

(b) On a section of single line not worked under the Electric
StalTSysiem or the Train SialTand Ticket Svsiem the operations
must he protected at the proper distance on both sides by Flagmen,

4, Unle.ss otherwise specified in the special instructions
referred to in clause I hereof the Way and Works Branch or
Electrical Engineering Branch, as the case may be. will provide the
ncecssarv Fi.igmcn foraii occupations,

5, When single line working is necessary, the Manager.
Suburban Train Operations or Operations Depot .Manager, as the
case may be. must arrange for a competent employe to be
appointed to act as Piloiman.
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BC,ASTING

1. Blasting must not be allowed on or near the Railways
without the authority of the Chief Civil Engineer of other
authorised ollicer.

2. When blasting operations are being carried out inside the
railway fences or anywhere near railway premises, every
precaution must be taken to avoid accident or damage. E.xplosives.
when not in use. must be kept under lock and key in a proper
magazine.

3. Lads are not permitted to assist in any work connected
with the handling ofexplosives. All such work must be carried out
by reliable adult employes.

'AilJiliaital rc.wo/oie llw if.f am! sloraae of
Explosives are eoniainvtl in a pamphlet iwtieil hy the Cliiel Civil
Engineer!.

CONVEYANCE OF .MO I OR VEHECI.ES. ETC.

For instructions regarding the conveyance of Departmental
Motor-vehicles, and petrol or motor spirit tor use in Departmental
Motor-vehicles, and handling of petrol sec page 155 and 89-90.
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LIGHTING OF TRAINS

LIGHTING OFTRAINS

INSI RLCITONS GOVERNING ELECTRIC l.IGHilNG ON
CARRIAGt:S AND BRAKEVANS OTHER I HAN ELECTRIC

SUBURBAN CARRIAGES AND RAIL MOTORS.

1. This sysiem of lighting trains is under the control of the
Chief Mechanical Engineer, and supcrv-iscd by the Train Lighting
Inspector. The Staff engaged in this sysiem of lighting throughout
the State is under the supcrs ision of the Train Lighting Inspector,
whose Onice is at ihe Train Lighting Depot, Dudley Street,

2. Brief Description of Equipment.-/).i tww",-The dynamo is
hung on the under frame of the carriage or brakevan. and is driven
from the axle of such vehicle by means of a bell. The dynamo
supplies current direct to the lamps, and also surplus current for
charging the accumulators.

.•((•oi(mi</af(<rv,-These are contained in boxes hung on the
underfntme. and arc utilised for supplying current for lights whilst
the train is running slowly, and when it is stationary,

Ligliiing Stviiches.-Jhe main lighting switches for controlling
the lamps arc normally situated in the corridor of the carriage, and
in the canopy portion ofthe brakevan,

■' "I'L' class carriages have the main lighting switch housed in
a box located on the vestibule cross partition at the ladies' end and
which is accessible by means of a carriage key. The switch Is a
rotary type and is clearly marked in respect of the OFF, HALF and
FU LL lighting positions".

2. Instructions to Train Examiners,-When making an
examination of a train on which there arc vehicles equipped with
electric light the Train Examiner must comply with the
following;-

(a) Examine axle pulleys and sec that the bolts are tight, the
flanges intact, the dynamo IkIis in position and not ragged on the
edges,

(b) Examine all suspension gear. Including nuts. pins. etc.. to
SCO that they are in proper position and safe. See that accumulator
boxes are not damaged or showing signs of dampness through
leakage ofacid or other cause,

(c) Examine the dome cover on the outer end of the dynamo
and see that there are no marks on it indicating ils eoniaci with any
obstruction. Care musi be laken to see that the covers of the
instruments, which are situated close to Ihe dynamo, are securely
closcd-

(d) If any wires leading to the dynamo have become
disconnected the free ends must be tied up securely, and the
dynamo belt removed and placed in the brakvan and waybillcd to
the Train Lighting Inspector. The defect must be verbally reported
to the Stalionmaster and. by memo, to (he Rolling Stock
Officcr-in-Charge.

(c) If a belt be missing the Stalionmaster must he advised, and
the latter must promptly wire the Train Lighting Inspector all
particulars, including the train and number and ylass of vehicle
concerned.

The Stalionmaster must also be informed in the event of any
other defect which cannot be remedied by the Train Examiner,
Under no circumslances must adhesive mixtures be applied to
dynamo belts; the applications of such would result in serious
damage to the dynamo,

(f) It must be distinctly understood that only skilled members
of the staff of the Train Lighting Inspector are permitted to open
up or In any way examine the enclosed gear of the lighting
equipment,

4. Periodical Examinations.-(u) All periodical examinations
of the electric lighting equipment will be carried out b> the
electrical sialT of the Train Lighting Inspector, This staff will also
be available to effect running repairs to the equipment on carriages
and brakcvans running on Country Lines.

(b) Dates of Periodical Examination lo be Stencilled on
Dynamos and Accumulator Bo\cs.-On a suitable position on each
dynamo and accumulator box will be stencilled the date olThc last
periodical examination of each; the date of the last outdoor
inspection must he indicated in chalk,

5. Instructions to Carriage C.'leaners.-The Leading Hand in
charge of Carriage Cleaners will be held responsible for the
switching on of the electric light when required for cleaning

purposes, and also for its prompt extinction when cleaning is
completed. When cleaning is done by the Transportation Branch
Staff the local Ofl"iccr-in-Charge will be held responsible, as in the
case of the Leading Hand in charge ofCarriage Cleaners.

Only half lights are lobe used when the lights are necessary for
cleaning purposes.

6. Instructions li> S(arf.-<a) Attention is specially directed to
the need for economy In the use ofelectric light.

The energy contained in the accumulators Is limited, and
serious damage to the cells is likely to occur as the result of
unnecessary burning of the light.

(b) When switching the lights on the switch must be placed in
the llrst position "Half Lights' and left thus until necessary to use
full lights.

(cl In all eases the switch must be operated so that the blade
shall make good contact. An imperfect contact leads to burning
and damage lo the switch.

No danger of an elecirie shock to the operator need be feared
when switching the light On or GIT.

(d) Stalionmasters, Guards, and Conductors must see that the
lights arc not switched On earlier than it is necescsary and that the
lights are promptly switched Off when there is sulTicieni daylight,
at the completion of a journey, and when a vehicle equipped with
the lighiing apparatus Is detached en roiiie.

Conductors on trains on which there are elcclrieally lighted
carriages must switch on the lights prior to entering tunnels and
extinguish them after passing through.

(e) Conductors must immediately reduce to "Half Lights"
when the light becomes dull or shows indications offailing or when
it has been reported that a dynamo belt is missing. On trams where
there is no Conductor this must be done by the Guard,

(f) When a Stalionmaster has been informed by a Train
Examiner of any defect in the lighting equipment, such as a
dynamo belt missing, he must immediately inform the Guard of
the train and also the Conductor ifone be employed.

(g) It is very important that prompt action he taken in
refioning defects in the lighiing equipment. Conductors must
promptly report defects to a Stalionmaster. Where no Conductor Is
employed, this must be done by the Guard. Slationmaslers must
promptly wire particulars of defects reported to them to the T rain
Lighting Inspector, The train and number and class of vehicle
must be quoted in the wire.

(h) Conductors or Guards must see that the hinged covers of
switch boxes aa- kept locked in order to prevent damage to the
hinges.

7. Cleaning of Lamps.-(a) The OlUcer-in-eharae of every
Terminal or Depot Station must sec that the globe of every lamp
and the lenses ofe\ cry side and tail lamp are cleaned daily.

(b) A lamp globe when being handled must always be held by
the metal ring which holds it in position, otherwise It is liable to be
dirtied with finger marks, and must be closed gently in order to
avoid breakage of the globe,

(c) The Chief Mechanical Engineer and Train Lighting
Inspector. Spencer Street, must be advised by wire of any delectivc
lamp, and care must be taken to furnish the number of the carriage
or vanalTccied.

8. Warning Against Interference with any Part of the Lighting
Apparatus by Pussungers.-The staff generally is instructed to see
that passengers do not open globes, remove lamps, or Interfere
with Switches or any part of the lighting equipment.

WORKING OF LIGHTING SWITCHES ON CARRIAGES OF
El.ECTRICTRAINS.

When switching the lights "On" or "Off the carriages of
electric trains by means ol the switch-rod at the end of each
carriage, the rod must be operated by one quick complete
movement so as to ensure its going smartly and fully home against
the stop. The switch-rod must not be left in an inicrmcdiaic
position, otherwise damage to the switch will result.
Stalionmasters. Guards, and others concerned must see that this
instruclion is observed.
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CRANES AND LIFTING GEAR

INSTRUCTIONS RESPECTING THE OPERATION,
MAINTENANCE, EXAMINATION, SERVICING &

TESTING OF CRANES & LIFI ING GEAR.

Note;

All lifting equipment and lifting operations are governed by
Acts of Parliament adminisiereif by the respective State
Authorities. In the event of any conllict between the provisions of
these Acts and the instructions laid down in this General
Appendix, the Acts shall take precedence.

1. Type of Crane.

Cranes include all the following load lifting appliances.

Cranes (including bridge or gantry, overhead, derrick
cantilever, portal, tower, transporting, charging, hot-metal, jib.
post, pillar, wall bracket, locomotive, rail mounted, road truck
mounted, monorail, and mobile cranes.)

Hoists (including builders', building maintenance, window
cleaning, barrow, men and material, garage, platen, scaffold, and
drainers' hoists.)

Fork lift trucks (including stacker, straddle, reach, grab, and
pallet trucks.)

Excavators (including power shovels, back actors, draglines,
■gradalls'. front end loaders, 'drotts', and back hoes.)

Conveyors (including belt, slat, bucket, chain and screw
conveyors, parcels and trolley conveyors, ballast loaders and
moving-walkways.)

Cableways (including chair lifts, ski tows and flying foxes.)

Winches.

Mobile work platforms.

Pile drivers-

Drilling and boring rigs.

Sheer legs.

Ginpolcs.

Special purpose lifting devices (including wool loaders and
sleeper loaders.

Note; Sec instructions headed "Mobile and Portable
Equipment" for equipment not listed as Cranes.

Cranes may be fixed installation type, travelling type or
mobile type, hand operated or power operated. Power operated
cranes may be eieciricaliy. pneumatically, hydraulically or steam
operated.

Cranes include at! lifting gear and appliances used in
conjunction with the cranes.

2. Responsibility for the Malnlcnancc, Examination,
Servicing and Testing ofCranes.

(a) Cranes at or Belonging to Workshopfr-The respective
Workshops Managers are responsible for the maintenance,
examination, servicing and testing of the cranes.

(b) Cranes at Depots of the Way and Works Branch.
Transportation Branch, Stores Branch, Freight Branch and
Elcctncal Branch and at Railways Stations or any other area other
than at Workshops:-

(i) Servicing of cranes is the responsibility of the
Oflicers-in-Charge of the respective Depot or Station.

(ii) Maintenance, examination and testing as regards the
mechanical portions of cranes arc the responsibility of
the Way and Works Branch.

(iii) Maintenance, examination and testing as rcwrds the
electrical portions of cranes arc the responsibility of the
Electrical Engineering Branch.

(e) Rail wagon mounted cranes-thc Workshops Branch is
responsible for the maintenance, examination, servicing and
testing of the rail wagon portion. The Workshops Branch is
responsible for the maintenance, examination and testing of steam
cranes.

(d) All cranes must be maintained, examined, serviced and
tested in the manner and at the periods stated in the respective
Books of Instruction. Circulars, and Practice Cards issued by the
Chief Mechanical Engineer. Chief Civil Engineer or Chief
Electrical Engineer.

3. Safe Working Load of Cranes.

Each crane or lifting appliance shall display a legible notice of
its safe working load. On no account is the crane or lifting
appliance to be used to raise or lower a heavier load.

4. Cleanitigand LubricatiunofCranes.

(a) Employes in charge of cranes must carry out the cleaning,
lubrication and servicing ofcranes.

(b) For cranes other than at Workshops or owned by
Workshops, the lubrication of normally inaccessible parts of
cranes (such as jib head sheaves) must be carried out by employes
delegated for this work by the Way and Works Branch.

5. Defects in Cranes, Lifting Appliances, and Lifting Gear to
be Immediately Reported.

(a) Defects in cranes, lifting appliances, and lifting gear
(including steel wire ropes, lifting chains, and all types ofslings and
attachments) must be immediately reported to the
Officer-in-Chargc who must immediately arrange for the defect to
be attended to.

(b) No crane, lifting appliance, or lifting gear found to be
defective must be used until the defect has been remedied.

6. Certificates ofCompetency.

(a) Certificates of competency are granted by the Chief
Inspector of Lifts and Cranes. Department of Labour and Industry,
subject to the applicants fulfilling the requisite conditions. The
Chieflnspector may also issue learners' permits authonsmg the
holders to act as crane drivers, dogman or crane chasers for periods
not exceeding twelve months.

(b) it is an offence under the Lifts and Cranes Act 1967 for
any person to drive a power crane or act as a rigger, dogman or
crane chaser, or to cause, employ or allow any person to drive a
power crane or act as a rigger, dogman or crane chaser unless that
person is a holder of a certificate of competency for the type of
crane driven or for the type of rising or dogging work being d(>ne
or. in the case of crane chasers, for the type of slinging work being
done.

"Crane chaser" means a person slinging and directing the
movement of loads handled by a crane where such load.s arc
usually in full view of the crane driver or crane operator.

"Dogman" means a person slinging and directing the
movement of loads handled by a crane where such loads are
usually not in full view ofthe crane driveror crane operator.

(c) Only a crane chaser or dogman with a certificate of
competency as such is permitted to attach a sling to a load and/or
direct the movement of a load. This applies to ail types of cranes,
power or manually operated, and to all crane capacities.

(d) Employes must make sure that no person is permitted to
drive a power crane or act as a dogman or crane chaser unless that
person is a holder of the appropnate cenificatc of competency or
learner's permit and is working under the supervision of a holder
of the appropriate cenificatc orcompetency.

(e) Certificates of competency for crane drivers and crane
chasers arc not required if an exemption has been granted for a
particular type of crane or a particular type of slinging work. The
excemption may be granted by the Chief Inspector of Lifb and
Cranes.

(f) Supervisors must submit the names of employes whose
work requires them to have certificates ofcompetency.

7. UseofCrancs, Lifting Appliances and Lifting Gear.

(a) Suitable iiftingappliancesand lifting gear (including lifting
beams. Spreaders, slings and components) designed for the purpose
must always be used and their safe working loads must not be
exceeded.

(b) Improvised appliances or gear, such as rope lashings, must
not Ix used for lifting purposes.

(c) Cranes other than locomotive cranes must not be used for
hauling or pushing wagons or for dragging loads.
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(d) When excavaiion, drilling or boring Is to be carried out the
employe in charge of the work must ascertain that there are no
underground services such as oil, gas. water, telephone or electrical
pipes or cables in the area ofsuch works.

(e) When a crane is under repair or requires repair, there shall
be displayed conspicuously thereon, until repairs arc completed, a
notice that the crane is under repair or requires repair.

(f) No crane shall be left in an unsafe condition. Should a
crane become unsafe, immediate steps must be taken to render it
safeor to protect it until it is rendered safe.

(g) Wherever possible cranes must be kept securely locked
when not in use. Jibs and other parts of cranes must be secured
clearofrail tracks.

(h) Electrical isolators must be locked in the 'olT position
when electric power operated cranes are not in use.

8. L'se of Manually Operated Cranes,

(a) During the raising of loads, the operator must maintain a
firm grip ofthe winding handle.

(b) The brake must be applied and kept applied during
slewing oftheload.

(c) At any time when the load is secured in the raised position
by the brake and not held by the winding handle, the operator and
all persons must keep clear of the winding handle.

(d) After a load has been raised, it must be lowered as soon as
practicable and not left in the raised position.

(e) The load must be lowered by means ofthe winding handle.
The brake must not be used to lower loads.

9. Working of Cranes Near Power Lines, Electrical
Apparatus or Other Services.

(a)

Before any crane is moved to work on a site where there are
power lines, electrical apparatus or any other services and again
before the crane is set In position on the site, the employe in charge
of the crane and the supervisor in charge of the work must make
thorough examination of the site and its approaches In order to
determine whether there is a need for the taking of precautions
against electrical or other hazards which might result from crane
loadings or crane movements.

(b) Where any crane is used in any work on a site where there
are electrical apparatus, power lines or other services and there is
any ̂ nger that the crane or any part thereof or any person
working with the crane might come within close proximity of such
electrical apparatus, power lines, or other services the employe in
charge of the crane and the supervisor in charge of the work must
take the following precautions against such dangers.

(I) Working Close to Electrical Apparatus or
Underground Power Lines,

The electrical apparatus or underground power lines
must, unless it be not reasonably practicable to do so be
de-energised or removed from the site or securely
Erotected by fencing or other effective safeguards and
e kept de-energised or so removed or so protected at

all times when the crane is on site.

(ii) WorkingCloseioOtherServices.

The services must, unless it be not reasonably practical
to do so, be isolated and securely protected against any
posibility of damage or interference and be kept
isolated and so protected at all times when the crane is
on site.

(iii) Working 2 metres to 6 metres from Railway Owned
Overhead Power Lines:-

The Overhead Duty Officer must be advised when a
crane is to be operated so that any pan of it or its load
when swinging can come within 6 metres horizontally
but not within 2 metres horizontally ofa power line, or
that in ovcr-tuming it could make contact with the
power line- He must be advised In adequate lime prior
to the commencement of operations to enable him to
arrange for inspection of the situation to satisfy himself
that the operation is properly controlled. He may
require precautions to be taken such as the posting of
lookout men or connection ofa trailing cable from the
crane to an earth or spark gapped structure or erection
ofsafety barriers and'or notices.

The Overhead Duly Olficer must advise the Power
Operation Engineer of these details along with the
crane operation programmes, and names and
telephone numbers of employes Involved in the
working of the crane. The Power Operation Engineer
must then arrange for orange coloured sleeves to be
placed over the appropriate control desk keys to
remind staff that a crane is working in that area. The
sleeves must remain on the keys until advice is received
that crane operations arc finished.

In the event of any automatic openings of circuit
breakers feeding power lines or 1500 voft sections in
the vicinity of the works, the Power Operation
Engineer shall not reclose the circuit breakers until he
has made enquiries with the Overhead Duty Officer
and has satisfied himself that it is safe to reclosc the
circuit breakers.

(iv) Working within 2 metres of Railway Owned Overhead
Power Lincsi-

The Overhead Duly Officer must be informed when a
crane Is to be operated so that any pan of it or its load
when swinging can come within 2 metres horizontally
ofa power Tine. Work in these circumstances must only
be carried out under canhed conditions and after the
issue of a "Permit to Work" or "Authority to
Load/Unload" where the electric siding is controlled
by a Stationmaster or person in charge ofOperations.

For Power lines 24 hours notice is normally required.
Advice is required by noon Wednesday for "Permits to
Work" required on a Saturday night. The Overhead
Duty Officer must be informed as early as possible to
make the necessary arrangements.

in exceptional cases other alternatives may need to be
considered, such as safely wires, barriers and other
protective devices. The Overhead Officer must arrange
with the Power Operations Engineer for the necessary
switching, isolating and earthing and the Overhead
Duly Ollicer must arrange for the issue ofa "Permit to
Work" to the employe In charge at the work site.

(iv) The crane driver must peruse and retain the "Permit to
Work" during the course of the shift and note in his
daily pocket book the permit number, details of any
relevant data concerning the isolated area, services and
the period of the shift. The "Permit to Work"must be
relumed to the Overhead Duty Officer on completion
ofihe shift.

With mulii crone operation, only one "Permit to
Work" must be issued. Each crane driver must peruse
the permit and note the above information. The permit
must then be retained by the employe in charge at the
work site.

The "Authority to Load/Unload" may be arranged by
an employe who has been approved by a Safcworking
Inspector.

The "Authority to Load/Unload" form must be filled
in by the approved employe after he has checked that
the rcspeclivc siding switch has been opened and is
locked in the earthed position.

If the siding switch is in the closed position the
approved employe must ring the Power Operation
Engineer for prior permission to open the switch and
when permission is obtained he must place and lock
the switch in the earthed position.

The approved employe must advise the Power
Operation Engineer of the number of the "Authority to
Load/Unload ' form he is about to issued and all other
details on the form.

The crane driver must peruse and retain the
"Aulhoritv to Load/Unload" form in his possession
and note the number and all other details oftne form in
his daily pocket book. The "Autfioriiy to
Load/Unload" form must be returned to the approved
employe after the work is completed.

The approved employe must advise the Power
Operation Engineer ofthe number of the "Authority to
Load/Unload" form he is about to issue and all other
deiailson the form.
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(v) Working Near Overhead Power Lines not Railway
Owned:-

Many power lines on or adjacent to railway land arc
the property ofother electric supply authorities and are
not under railway control.

In any electrified area the Overhead Duty Officer must
still be advised oftlic operations and he must make any
necessary arrdngemcnls via the Power Operation
Engineer with other supply authorities for any
necessary safely measures.

For operations outside these areas employes in charge
of crane operations must contact the local office of the
State Electricity Commission or other electric supply
authority when it is intended to work within 30 metres
ofa power line.

(vi) Exemptions;-

Any track maintenance and construction crane which
has been specially designed or modified so that
movement of any part of the crane or load to within an
unsafe distance from the electric traction system wiring
in electrified lines is prevented or stopped by
mechanical means is exempt from the precautions of
this instruction-Working of Cranes Near Electric
Conductors-provided that the crane is operated in
accordance with the approved instructions for that
crane.

No crane must be considered as exempt under this
instruction or placed in service unless it has been
examined by an Officer of the Electrical Engineering
Branch to determine whether the stops or limits fitted
to the crane will effectively prevent encroachment
within an unsafe distance from the electric traction
system wiring.

(c) Contractors' Cranes-Supervising Officers must ensure that
contractors and contractors' staff are Fully conversant with the
provisions of these instructions.

(d) Accidents-lf any part of a crane or load should contact
live elearical apparatus or arcing occurs between conductors and
the crane or load, the following procedures must be observed by
any person on the crane.

(i) He must remain on the crane until knowing or being
informed that the crane is no longer electrified.

(ii) All persons must be kept clear ofthe crane and load.

(iii) If circumstances make it essential that the crane driver
leaves the crane, he must jump from the crane making
sure that at no time is contact made by his body with
both the crane and the ground or anything connected to
Che ground.

(e) Alt employes must acquaint themselves with the
"Directions to be observed in cases ofelectric shock" contained in
the General Appendix.

Supervising officers must arrange with the Chief .Ambulance
Officer for a practical demonstration of the treatment of electric
shock to be given to groups ofemployes on larger., work sites.

Industry or the Engineer of Mechanical Services,
provided that it may be moved to aid or release any
person or property. Out of hours, the Engineer of
Mechanical Services may be contacted through Train
Control-

*ii) The officer-in-chaige must repon the accident by a
telegram addressed "Branch and Water". The telegram
must contain the location, incident, time, date, name of
arty person injured, name of person sending the
telegram and time lodged, e.g. Murtoa, crane Accident,
2.30 p.m. 17.3.79, Station Omcer Jones injured. Signed
B. Smith S.M., 2.35 p.m.

(iii) On receipt of the telegram, the Engineer of Mechanical
Services will make contact with the office originating
the telegram and obtain such further information as he
needs to enable the Chief Inspector of Lifts and Cranes,
Department of Labour and Industry, to be advised of
the accident.

MOBILE AND PORTABLE EQUIPMENT (OTHER
THAN CRANES)

INSTRUCTIONS FOR OPERATION NEAR POWER
LINES, ELECTRICAL APPARATUS OR OTHER SERVICES

1. TypesofMobiieand Portable Equipment

Mobile and Portable Equipment includes earth augers, low
loaders, tip trucks, scaffolding and any other mobile and portable
equipment other than cranes.

Note: See instructions headed "Cranes and Lifting Gear" for
equipment classified as cranes.

2. Working of Mobile and Portable Equipment Near Power
Lines, Electricai Apparatus or Other Services.

The general provisions and instructions pertaining to
"Working of Cranes Near Power Lines, Electrical Apparatus or
Other Services" under "CRANES AND LIFTING GEAR" must
be observed when mobile and portable equipment is used near
such services.

3. Before excavating, drilling or boring is carried out the
supervisor in charge of the work must ascertain the location of any
underground services such as electrical or telephone cables or
conduits, gas, oil or water piping in the area of such works.

10. LiftingGear.

All crane ropes, slings, lifting beams, spreaders and tail ropes
must be examined before being used and also especially examined
on a regular basis by the Officcr-in-Charge or a responsible
employe appointed by him. This regular examination will not
relieve employes using the ropes, etc., from the responsibility of
satisfying themselves that such iifling gear is in proper order each
time It is used.

All lifting gear when not in use must be neatly stored,
whenever possible, under cover,

11. Reporting of Accidents.

In the event of any accident which is caused or contributed to
by any crane or involves a crane or the operation of a crane or
involves damage to any load bearing part or failure of brake,
steering, limit device or other control device, the following action
must be followed whether or not any one is injured:-

(i) The crane must not be removed without the permission
of an Inspector of the Department of Labour and
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CONVEYANCE OF MOTOR VEHICLES ETC.

CONVEYANCE OF MOTOR VEHICLES ETC.

See pages 89-90 for further instructions respecting the handling of
petrol, etc.. for use on Departmental vehicles-

INSTRCCTIONS IN REGARD TO THE CARRIAGE OF-^l)
NON-DEPARTMENTAL MOI'OR VEHICLES: (2)
DEPARTMENTAL TRACK VEHICLES AND (3) PETROL
FOR USE IN DEPARTMENTAL MOTOR AND TRACK

VEHICLES.

NOTE.-l'apourfrom petrol is heavier than air and sinks and lies
close to the ground or floor. It is highly dangerous, and liahle to he
eo.sily ignited, even though iheflre or flame he some distance away.

1. Non-Depanmental Motor Vehicles:-(a) Guards brakcvans
of passenger trains and goods vans or wagons attached to such
trains.

No. motor cycle, internal combustion engine ((portable or
otherwise) motor mower, motor chain saw. outboard motor engine
or any other similar type of internal combustion engine operated
by petrol, diesel fuel or other flammable liquid, shall be conveyed
in a rail vehicle attached to a passenger train unless-

(i) All petrol or other volatile flammable liquid is
removed from any tank, piping, carburettor or other
receptacle on the locomotive or equipment.

(ii) The connecting cables and wires to all batteries have
been disconnected from the balter>' terminals.

(ill) The said battery terminals themselves have been so
protected that they cannot be inadvertently conriected
whilst the motor cycle or motor equipment is in the
careofthe Board.

(b) Guards brakevans on goods fru/n.t.-AII conditions relating
to conveyance by passenger train shall apply to Guards brakevans
on goods trains.

(c) H'agons containing only motor vehicles or motorised
machinery and eqiiipmcnt.-

No motor vehicle, which term shall include motor cars, motor
trucks, motor chassis, tractors, bulldozers, road graders, or any
motor-powered machinery, including agricultural equipment
(headers, balers, etc.) stationary engines or any internal
combustion engine shall be conveyed in any rail wagon unless-

(i) All connecting wires or cables ofall batteries have been
disconnected from the battery terminals.

(ii) The said battery terminals themselves have been so
protected that Ihcy cannot inadvertently be connected,
or subject to "shorting" from weather conditions.

(iii) The quantity of petrol or other flammable liquid
contained in the tank or other receptacle of the vehicle
or equipment is limited to the maximum amount of 9
litres.

(d) H'agons coniaintng goods or general merchandise.-f'io
motor cycle, internal combustion engine, ((portable or otherwise)
outboard motor engine, motor chain saw or any other similar type
of internal combustion engine operated by petrol, diesel fuel or
other flammable liquid shall be conveyed in a rail vehicle
containing goods orgeneral merchandise unlcss-

(e) ik'agons containing goods or general mcrchandisc.-Uo
motor cycle, internal combustion engine, portable or otherwise)
outboard motor engine, motor chain saw or any other similar tvpe
of intemal combustion engine operated by petrol, diesel fuel or
other flammable liquid shall be conveyed in a rail vehicle
containinggoods or general merchandise unless-

(i) All petrol or other volatile flammable liquid is
removed from any tank, piping, carburettor, or other
receptacle on the locomotive or equipment.

(ii) The connecting wires or cables of all batteries have
been disconnected from the battery terminals.

(iii) The said battery terminals themselves have been so
protected that they cannot be inadvertently connected
or subject to "shorting" from weather conditions.

(iv) Such motor cycle or motorised equipment is
completely drained of petrol, diesel fuel, or other
flammable liquid.

(v) All connecting wires or cables ofall batteries have been
disconnected from the battery terminals.

(vi) The said battery terminals themselves have been so
protected that they cannot be inadvertently connected.

2. Departmental Track Vehlcles:-(a) Departmental track
vehicles with petrol in the tanks may be carried in the brakevan of
any passenger, or goods train, subject to the conditions prescribed
hereunden-

(b) The track vehicle must be accompanied by and in the care
of an employe holding a Departmental Motor Certificate of
competency.

(c) The brakevan of a passenger train must not be used for the
carriage ofany such motor vehicle ifa goods train be available.

(d) Before permitting the track vehicle to be loaded, the
Stationmaster or Operations Branch employe must ftrsl ascertain
from the responsible employe accompanying it that the latter has
inspected the motor vehicle, and that he cenifiefr-

(i) That the petrol is at least 25 mm (I") below the lop of
the petrol tank.

(ii) That the petrol stop-cock and the drain-cock beneath
the tank of^ the vehicle arc both securely closed; and
that no petrol is escaping and

(iii) That the carburettor does not contain any petrol.

(e) (i) The responsible employe accompanying the track
vehicle will be responsible for the loading, transport,
and discharging of such vehicle. He must, at frequent
intervals en route, examine the tank, and, if any petrol
be escaping, the track vehicle must be removed from
the train at or before reaching the next slopping station,
as the necessilies of the case may determine; all
reasonable assistance must be given to this employe by
the station siafTand the Guard.

(ii) Every brakevan used for the carriage ofa motor vehicle
must be provided with a chemical fire extinguisher,
which must be in good order and fully charged for
immediate use.

(0 All windows in the brakevan in which the motor vehicle is
being carried must be kept open to the fullest extent consistent
with the protection of luggage, parcels, etc.. from damage by rain
or loss by falling from the brakevan,

(g) After the discharge ofthe motor vehicle the brakevan must
be immediately inspected by the employe in charge of the motor
vehicle, who. in the event ofany petrol having escaped by leakage,
etc., must direct iheattentionofthe Guard to the matter.

The Guard must then exercise every precaution for the
prevention of accident by fire or explosion, and, on arrival at the
terminal station, immediately report the condition of the brakevan
to the Stationmaster, who must promptly arrange to have it
cleaned.

3, Petrol required for use in Departmental Motor and Track
Vehicles.-Petrol for use in Departmental motor and track vehicles
(other than spcciFed in the foregoing instructions) must not be
carried by a passenger train.
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TRAIN STAFF AND TICKET SYSTEM.

INSTRUCTIONS SUPPLEMENTARY TO THE TRAIN
STAFF AND TICKET RULF5 (APPENDIX II.) IN THE

BOOK OF RULES AND REGULA TIONS.

1. (a) The departure and arrival of any train travelling on a
Staff Ticket must, unless otherwise ordered, be telephoned in
accordance with the following instructionsi-

(b) See clause 3 of these Instructions for list of Lines where
only the arrival, and not both the departure and arrival of a train
travelling on a StafTTicket, is telephoned; see also clause 15 for list
of Lines on which StaffTickcts arc not ordinarily in use.

2. (a) On the departure of a train which travels on a staff
ticket from a staff station the Signalman or person in charge must
(except where Special Instructions are issued to the contrary) send
a Telephone message to the staffstation in advance, using the ccHle
word "Apix", and on the arrival of the train complete inside the
home signal at the staH* station in advance, the Signalman or
person in charge there must send a telephone message to the staff
station in the rear, using the code word "Acre".

(i) When the last train for the day travels from a staff
station on a Staff ticket and overtime would be

involved by the Signalman or other person in charge
remaining on duty to receive the "ACRE" message
from the Staff station in advance, the Signalman or
person in charge may (if no other duties require his
attendance) go offduty after the train has passed at least
400 metres beyond the station, and is continuing its
journey. In all such cases, however, the Signalman or
person in charge must inform the Guard of the train
that he is going off duty when the train departs, and
where to find the Stationmaster or Signalman in the
event of^ an emergency arising which will require his
attendance.

(ii) At all staff stations worked under the Train Staff and
Ticket System, the Signalman or person in charge
coming on duty must examine the train register book to
ascertain whether the "ACRF." message has been
received for the previous train if such train travelled on
Staffticket,and, ifnot, he must comply with sub-clause
(b) hereof.

(iii) See end of this clause for text of messages represented
by the code Words; see also clause 6 in regard to Train
passing without tail disc or light.

(b) Unless special instructions are issued to the contrary, or
except in the ease of failure of the telephone, a seeond train must
not be allowed to leave in the same direction (nor is the train staff
or ticket to be given to the Engineman) until advice ofthe arrival of
the previous train, as per code message, has been received.

Exceplion to sub-clause (b).-Whcrc specially authorised in
any Time-table, and providing the preceding train is not required
to perform shunting at any intermodialc location in the Staff
section, a rail motor train may, during clear daylight, be allowed to
follow any train after an interval of not less than 10 minutes has
elapsed and subject to the further conditions specified hereundcrin
sections (i), (ii), and (iii);-

(i) The Engineman and Guard of the train preceding the
rail motor train must be verbally instructed by the
Signalman that their (rain will be followed by the rail
motor train after the prescribed inierva).

(ii) The Engineman of the rail motor train must be
furnished with and sign for the '"Notice of Train
Ahead." iv't/c pages 250-251, Book of Rules and
Regulations.

(iii) The "Apix" Message must be sent for each train as
prescribed in sub-clause (a) hereof, but it will not be
necessary for the "Acre" Message to be sent for the
train preceding the rail molor train.

(c) In the event of the telephone failing, no train must be
allowed to follow another train on the same Line at an interval of
less than five minutes nor then except as shown above, unless the
full running time of the section has elapsed and the Engineman of
such train has been furnished on the prescribed form with a
"Notice of Train Ahead". Sec Rule 2.L Appendix 11.. Book of
Rules and Regulations.

(d) When, after a failure of the instruments, communication
has been restored, the Sl^alman who is in possession of the train
staff must, in the event of having despatched a train or trains on

stafT ticket, ascertain whether the last train despatched has arrived
at the station in advance (these messages to be sent to the
Safcworking inspector).

If a train on a stalT ticket be (ravelling in the section when
communications is restored, no "Acre" message which may have
been delayed owing to the failure must be sent until such train has
arrived.

(e) The time of arrival and departure of all trains, and the
time the code messages were sent and received in respect to any
train thai travelled on a staff ticket must be recorded in the proper
column ofthe train register book

CODE WORDS AND FORMS OF MESSAGES REFERRED
TO IN CLAUSE 2.

Code Word TeM of repmenlcd by Code

Api:^

Acre

tniii lefl hefeal....

..train has arrived complete.

Code Form (o be Used.

7V>..

No. 16-"Apix"(3.IOp.m.)

Signalure.

Code Form to be Used.

To..

No. l6-"Acre"

Signature...

.3. (a) Unle.ss instructions are issued to the contrary, when a
train travels on a staffticket on any ofthe lines or sections specified
below, the Guard, or the Engineman of a Rail Motor train
unaccompanied by a Guard, must on the arrival of such train
complete at the Block Post, or the sialTstation in advance, advise
the Staff station or block post in the rear, in accordance with the
code message "Acre," that the train has arrived (see clauses 2 and 4
of these Instructions), and until such advice is received a following
train must not be allowed to depart.

Except in the case ofa terminus, the "Acre" message must not
be sent until the train is quite ready to proceed.

(b) Lines referred to in sub-clause (a) hereof-(i);-
Soulh Geclong-Queenscliff
Hcywood-Mouni Gambler
Linton-Skiplon
Rupanyup-Bolangum
Gorokc-Carpolac
Rainbow-Vaapeet
Jcparii-Vanac
RcdelilTs-Meringur
Merbein-Velia

Sea Lake-Kulwin
Nyah West-Kooloonor«
Rushworih-Stanhope-Colbinabbin
Bowser-Pccchelba East
Baxicr-Momington

(ii) When it is necessary for a train to be despatched on a
staff ticket from a staff station and it is required to
despatch a fallowing train before the preceding train
has arrived at the next staff station, arrangements may
he made for any of the imermcdiaie stations shown in
the District Working Time-tables for the respective
stall sections, to be worked as an intermediate block
post.
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(iii) Where the Guard, or Engineman acts as a Signalman at
an iniermediaic station, the "Acre" message must not
be sent until the train is quite ready to proceed, and. if
for any reason the train be delayed after the ".Acre"
message has been sent, it must be protected in
accordance with the Regulations.

The Guard or the second train must, on arrival at an
intermediate block post, communicate with the Signalman at the
staff station in advance, and. except as provided in sub-clause (c).
must not allow his train to depart until he has ascertained that the
previous train has arrived there complete.

Whenever it is intended to despatch a train under the
conditions specified in section (ii). the Engineman and Guard of
each train concerned must be fully instructed by the Signalman at
the staffstation (sec sub-clause (d) ofclause 4 hereof).

(c) In the event of a failure of the telephone the instructions
laid down in sub-clause (c) of clause 2 must be carried out. Where
necessary. Guards must carry with them a "Notice-of Train
Ahead" book.

(d) (i) When for the purpose of avoiding standing time to a
light locomotive unaccompanied by a Guard, it is
necessary to despatch such light locomotive subject to
the running time of an authorised Intermediate Block
post in the section (see list in section (ii) of sub-clause
(b) hereoO. the Engineman of the light locomotive may
be utilised to perform the signalling duties at the
intermediate block post, as laid down for the Guard.
The following additional instructions, however, must
be strictly complied with:-

(ii) The Signalman at the staff station from which the light
locomotive is to be despatched must arrange for the
Engineman to have access to the telephone provided at
the intermediate block post, and must instruct the
Engineman, in writing, in respect of his duties on
arrival at such block post, the method of working the
telephone, and inserting the entries in the train register
book.

The Engineman must be particularly instructed that when
preceding a train he must not send the arrival message until the
locomotive is quite ready to proceed from the intermediate block
post, and in the event of being detained by any unforeseen cause
after reporting the arrival, he must arrange for the Assistant
Engineman to protect the locomotive in accordance with the
regulations.

4. (a) On any line where an intermediate block post is opened
between staff stations and the telephone is in order, a following
train must not be qllowed to leave a staff station or Intermediate
block post until thd previous train has been reported as having
arrived at the block post or staffstation in advance.

(b) At an intermediate block post where fixed signals are not
provided, a train must not (except as provided in clause 3) be
reported as having arrived until it is 400 metres beyond the block
post and proceeding on its forward journey, and whenever the
section in advance is occupied or when for any other reason it is
necessary to stop an approaching train, the Signalman mu.st place
two detonators 10 metres apart on one rail ofthe line, and exhibit a
red hand signal to the Engineman. The detonators must be placed
a sufficient disumce (at least 100 m) outside the Signalman's hand
signal. When the previous train In the same direction is reported as
having arrived at the staff station or block post next in advance,
and, in accordance with the prescribed rules or instructions,
permission has been obtained for a train to proceed, a green hand
signal must unless the regulations require otherwise, be exhibited
to the Engineman and Guard, and the detonators removed.

(c) The Engineman must keep a good look-out when
approaching, and must stop at the intermediate block post, unless
the green hand signal is exhibited by the signalman as an
intimation that the train may proceed. When the train has stopped
at the imermcdialc block post the Engineman must not accept the
(juard's signal to start, unless verbally instructed to do so by the
Signalman, and when Instructing the Engineman to proceed the
Signalman must exhibit a green hand signal.

Sub-clause (c) will noi. however, relieve the Signalman of
responsibility for placing the detonators and exhibiting red hand
signal as prescribed in sub-clause lb).

(d) In every case where an intermediate block post is opened,
the Signalman at the staff station in the rear must so inform the
Engineman and Guard of each train that is about to proceed into
the section in advance and instruct them where the intermediate
block post is situated. This will apply alike to the Signalman at an
intermediate block post (when there is another intermediate block

post in advance) as well as to the Signalman at the staff station. If
the train be one that is not due to call, it must be stopped for this
purposc-

(1) Where the intermediate block post is to be worked as
prescribed in the preceding clause 3, the Slaiionmasier
at the staff station in the rear will be responsible for
instructing Guards and Enginemen of trains concerned,
in writing, of the arrangements in force at the
intermediate block post, and Enginemen and Guards
must sign for the instructions on a copy to be held by
the Stationmaster. which copy must bo forwarded witfi
the train register book each fortnight to the
Safeworking Inspector.

(e) Should the telephone, fall, a train must not be allowed to
follow any other train on the same line at an interval of less than 5
minutes, nor then, unless the full running time of the section has
elapsed, and the Engineman has been furnished, on the prescribed
form, with a "Notice ofTrain Ahead."

5. (a) When a train is approaching a staff station or an
intermediate block post, and the section ahead is occupied, the
fixed signals, for the line on which the approaching tram has to
run. must, except where otherwise provided, be kept at the stop
position until the train is close to the home signal, and well under
control, when, provided the line upon which the train will arrive is
clear, the home signal may if necessan' be placed to the proceed
position to allow the train to enter the station.

(b) When a train, which has to travel on a staff ticket, is
approaching a staff station, the fixed signals must be worked, and
the train dealt with as prescribed in the preceding paragraph;
before proceeding, the Engineman will be responsible for seeing
that the Signalman is in possession of the train staff for the section
on which his train is about to travel.

(c) At a staff station, where fixed signals arc not provided, the
Signalman must, when an approaching train is to travel on a staff
ticket, or when the section ahead is occupied by the preceding
train, place two detonators, 10 metres apart, on one rail of the line
at a sufficient distance, at least 100 metres, to the rear of the point
at which the Engineman will receive the ticket.

(d) When a train is to travel on a staff ticket the Signalman
who delivers the ticket to the Engineman must .secure the train staff
under lock and key immediately after the Engineman has
examined it. and, except in the case of failure of the telephone, or
unless in accordance with the rules, ii is required in a case of
emergency, the staff must be kept secured untif tlie "Acre" code
message intimating the arrival of the train at the stall' station in
advance has been received. In the event of the staff being required
for a shunting operation, it may be released for such purpose, but
the Signalman must replace the staff in its place of security
immediately after the Engineman has examined it. (See sub-clause
(a), clause 7.) An entry to the effect that the staff was locked away-
must be made in the train register book, and should the Signalman
or person in charge be relieved before the train arrives at tne other
end of the section, he must give full information on this point to
the person by whom he is relieved-

(e) Before leaving a stall'station, the Guard, must ascenain
from the Stationmaster or person in chaise whether his train will
travel on the train staffor on a train staff ticket.

(0 (i) At a staff station, where fixed signals arc not provided,
a train must not (except as provided in sections (ii) and
(iii) hereofand in section (iii), sub-clause (b) ofclause 3)
be reported as having arrived until it is 400 metres
beyond the station and proceeding on its forward
journey.

(ii) In the case of a terminal station, and in the case of a
staff station where a train has to be side-tracked to
permit of the passage of a following train, and fixed
signals are not provided, the "Acre" mcs.sagc must not.
except as provided in section (iii) hereof, be sent until
the train has been shunted clear ofthe running line.

(iii) Ifit be necessap to send the "Acre" message for a train
whilst such train is occupying the running Rnc at a staff
station, where fixed signals are not provided, the train
must first be protected in accordance with the
regulations.

6. Train Passed without Tail DlscorUght.-(a) Alllrainsand
light locomotives will carry a while disc in the rear by day, and a
red tail light by night or during foggy weather, to indicate to the
Signalman that no vehicle has become detached on the journey.
Signalmen must carefully watch each train as it passes and satisfy
themselves that it is complete.
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(b) ifa train should pass with the tail signal missing or out. the
Signalman must not send the "Acre" message (if it travelled on a
staff ticket) to the staff station in the rear, but must, in every case,
whether the train travelled on the staff or on a staff ticket, inform
the Signalman at the staff station or block post in the rear and the
Signalman at the staff station or block post in advance. The
Signalman at the signal-box in advance must stop the approaching
train, and ascertain from the Guard whether his train is complete.
If the train be complete the Signalman must inform the Signalman
at the staff station or block post from which the advice that the
train has passed without tail disc or light was received and the
latter may then (if the train travelled on a staff ticket) send the
"Acre" message to the staffstation or block post in the rear. In the
meantime, no train must be allowed to travel on the single line in
either direction between the signal-box from which the message in
regard to the train passing without tail disc or light was sent and
the signal-box in the rear.

(c) Should the Signalman become aware as the train passes
into the section in advance, or on receipt of information from the
signal-box in advance, that a portion of the train has been left
behind, steps must be taken to clear the obstruction.

The relieftrain or locomotive sent into the section to clear the
obstruction must be dealt with as laid down in Rule 16, Appendix
II.

(d) When trains or locomotives stop at staffstations, or before
leaving terminal stations. Operations Depot Managers.
Stationmastcrs. Signalmen, and Guards should see that the tail
signals are in proper order, so as to avoid, as far as possible, the
necessity for having to take steps in accordance with the above.

7. Rule5,Appendix 11.-

(a) (i) When the staff is at a station, the Engineman is
authorised to proceed outside the home signal, or
beyond the outer facing points where there is no home
signal, for shunting purposes, upon being so instructed
by the Signalman.

(ii) Before sending message "B" (see Rule 24, Appendix II..
Book of Rules and Regulations), requesting that the
Train Staff and Ticket System be suspended and the
issue of a Line Clear Report authorised, the train staff
must be secured under lock and key. No shunting must
be allowed outside the home signal, or (where there is
no home signal) beyond the outer facing points, until
the train staffis again released, and the staflmust not be
released without the authority of the authorising
ofTicer. If the issue of a Line Clear Report be authorised
the stair must not be released (except as required by
Rules 32. 33. and 34) until the train which is to travel
on the Line Clear Report has arrived.

(iii) When the train staff is not at the station, and it is
necessary to foul the line outside the home signal or
beyond the outer facing points at a staff station where
there are no fixed signals, the Engineman may proceed
out on the section as far as may be necessary for
shunting purposes without being in possession of the
train staff, after the Signalman has given him
instructions to do so. The Signalman or person in
charge must, however, fiisl obtain permission from the
staffstation at the opposite end of the section, using the
code word"Agne."

(b) The Signalman or person in charge at the opposite end
must not give permission for the line to be obstructed if there be
any train on the section travelling towards the station which has
applied for permission to shunt outside the home signal. After
permission to occupy the line outside the home signal has been
given, as per code word "Audi"*, no train or locomotive must be
allowed to proceed towards the station which obtained such
permission until intimation that the obstruction has been cleared
IS received as per code word "Awak".*

(c) When it is necessary, in the absence of the train sialf. to
foul the signal line beyond the outer facing points for station work
at a staffstation where there arc no fixed signals, the Stationmaster
or person in chaise, in addition to obtaining permission from the
staff station at the other end of the section, as required by
sub-clause (b) hereof, must arrange for a competent employe to
place upon the line three detonators. 10 m apart at a distance of
600 metres from the outer facing points, and to exhibit a hand
danger signal to stop any coming train. The detonators must not be
removed until the shunting operations have been completed, and
the single line is again clear.

(d) (i) Ifa train be travelling in the section away from the
station at which shunting operations have to be
performed, and it be neces.sary to foul the single line
outside the home signal, or beyond the outer facing

points where there is no home signal, this may be done
when the train travelling in the section has proceeded a
sufficient distance and is outside the distant signal
(where a distant signal is provided), but in addition to
sending the code word "Agne," the Signalman at the
opposite end of the section must be first advised that a
train (specifying the train) with the staffis in the section
travelling towards his station, and after he has given
permission, as per code word "Audi," he must not
allow any train to proceed towards the station which
obtained such permission until intimation, as p^r code
word "Awak." has been received that the line is again
clear.

(ii) If the train in the section ahead be a ballast train or
goods train working in the section, and it be intended to
return back to the station without going to the station
in advance, shunting outside the home signal, or
beyond the outer facing points, where there is no home
signal, must not be permitted until a competent
employe with hand signals and detonators has been
sent out to protect such shunting.

(e) (i) When, in accordance with these instructions,
permission has been given to obstruct the line outside
the home signal or beyond the outer facing points
where there are no fixed signals, the Si^alman who
sends the "Audi" message must at once lock away the
train staff for the obstructed section and in the
circumstances specified in sub-clause (d) he must lock
away the train staff immediately on arrival ofthe train.
In each case the train stalTmust be kept secured until
receipt ofthe code message "Awak" intimating that the
obstruction has been cleared.

(ii) An entry to the effect that the staffis locked away must
•  be made in the train register book, and should the

Signalman or person in charge be relieved before
receipt of the code message "Awak" intimating that the
obstruction has been cleared, he must give full
information on this point to the person by whom he is
relieved.

(f) Unless special permission is given, no train or vehicle must
be placed outside the home signal or beyond the outer facing
points where there is no home signal where the line is on a falling
gradient towards the station in the rear, and then only when there
IS a brake on the outer vehicle, and a competent employe with it, to
prevent a runaway by using the brakes.

• See explanation of auk in sub-clause (h) hereof

(g) During foggy weather, or when from any other cause a
good and distant view cannot be obtained, no shunting outside the
home signal or beyond the outer facing points, where there is no
home signal, is allowed unless the train stafffor the section is at the
station; permission to obstruct the single line outside the home
signal, or beyond the outer facing points, must not be applied for.

(h) When permission to obstruct the single line outside the
home signal, or beyond the outer facing points where there is no
home signal, is applied for and obtained, the circumsunces must
be recorded in the train register books.

CODE WORDS REFERRED TO IN CLAUSE 7.

Codeword

Agnc

Audi

Awak

Tcxi of Message repmenled by Code

Permission is required to obsiruci (he single line ouuide (he home
signal, or (in ihe case ofa staffsuiion where a home signal Is not
provided) beyond ihe outer facing polnu.

Permission for obstruction outside home signal lor beyond the
outer facing poin(s) granted as requested.
Obstruction outside home signal (or beyond the outer facing
points) now cleared.

8. Use of Master Kcy.-Rule 21. Appendix II.-(a) The
following instructions must be observed when it is necessary for a
train carrying a staff ticket to work at any intemiediate station or
siding where the points arc controlled by the tram stafforby a key
attached to the train staff. A master key, lettered for the section in
which it is authorised to be used, will be supplied for the purpose.
An annett key attached to a train staff must not be detached
without the authority of the ChiefOperations Manager.

(b) When handing to the Engineman the staff ticket for the
section, which must have endorsed across it the words "Master
Key," the Signalman or person in chaise must, at the same time,
hand to the Engineman the master key.
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(c) When ihe irain arrives at the intermediale siation or
siding, the poims of which are comrolled by ihe master key. the
Engincman must hand the key to the Guard or Assistant
Engincman. to enable him to unlock the points.

(d) When the necessary shunting has been completed, and the
points have been placed in their proper position for trains to pass
upon the running line, the Guard or Assistant Engincman must
return the master key to the Engineman. and the latter must not
proceed on his journey until he has obtained possession of it. The
points must be tested after the completion of the shunting
operations; see Special Instructions respecting the working of
special locks, pages 56-58.

(c) if the train which requires to work at an inlerniediatc
station or siding be travelling on a Line Clear Report, the
instructions laid down herein must, as far as practicable, be
observed, the words "Master Key" being endorsed across the Line
Clear Report, A train travelling on a Line Clear Report must not
work at an intermediate siation or siding unless it is important that
loading be taken on or put off.

(0 (i) As soon as possible after the master key has been
handed to the Engineman or has been sighted by the
Signalman at a staff station when it is to be used on two
or more staff sections, a telephone message must be
sent to the staff siation in advance or to the Signalman
at the first Intermediate block post (if a block post with
a signalman in charge be opened for the tram), using
the code word "Araas" and in addition specifying the
siding or sidings (if more than one) of the entire staff
section at which the train will work,

(ii) The Engineman of a train which is carrying the master
key must, on arrival at each intermediate block post
with a Signalman in charge or each staff station il the
master key is to be used on two or more staff sections,
show the key to the Signalman, and the latter, when
sending the "Acre" message to the stalT station or
Intermediate Block Post in the rear, must include in
such message the code word "Amas",

(iii) III the case of an Intermediate block post, the
Signalman, when sending the ".Apix" message, must
stale the remaining siding or sidings in the staff section
at which the train will work.

(g) When the train, the Engineman of which is carrying the
master key arrives at the staffstation at the opposite end of the staff
section and the key is no longer required for shunting purposes it
must be handed to the Signalman or person in charge who must
send a telephone message to the staffstation or intermediate block
post in Che rear using the code work "Amas".

(h) When the Guards arc performing the signalling at the
intermediale block posts, the Signalman at the staifst.iiion in the
rear must, if the master key is being used, ir^truci the Guard of the
train conveying the master key that, prior to/departing from the
Intermediate bfock post, he must sight the key. and when sending
the "Acre" message he must include in such message the code
word "Amas". Before despatching the following train the
Signajman must instruct the Guard ofihat train that the preceding
train is in possession of the master key and that prior to departing
from the micrmediate block post, he must when receiving the
"Acre" message from the staff station in advance, be careful to
note that the code word "Amas" is included in such "Acre"
message.

The meaninf; of the code word "/Imas" rejerrvd lo ahoxe
is:-"Wuh MuMr Key"and when being seni ii imai he included in
the "Apix"and "Acre"messages.

(i) The Signalman or other employe who receives a master
key from an Engineman should not allow it to pass out of his hands
until the key can be put away in its proper place. If left temporarily
on the footboard of a vehicle, or any part of a train or locomotive,
the key Is liable lo be lost, and great inconvenience may be caused.

Guards. Shunters, or other qualified employes, on receiving a
master key for the purpose of performing shunting, will be
responsible forthc safe custody ofthe key. which must be relumed
to the Engineman immcdiateiv after the work which required the
use ofthe key has been completed,

(j) (i) When advice has been received by the staff station or
intermediate block post in the rear ih.ai the train has
arrived with master key at the staff station or
intermediate block post in advance, another train may
be allowed to follow without comment as far as the
master key is concerned; but. in the event ofany failure
of the telephone, the Engineman of a following train
must, in audition to being furnished with a "Notice of

Train Ahead" by the Signalman, be cautioned by him
in w riting not to pass over the points (facing or trailing)
at any station or siding, where the points are comrolled
by master key. until he (the Engineman) has satisfied
himself that they are in the proper position. The
Guard, as well as the Engincman, must be fully
informed of the circumstances that render these
precautions necessary,

(ii) If the failure of communication occur between an
Intermediate block post (worked by Guards) and the
staff station in advance, the Guard of the following
train must act as laid down for the Signalman in section
(i) hereof,

(k) (i) Should the Engincman be unable lo produce the key
when his train arrives at the stalT station in advance,
immediate inquiries are to be made, and every possible
precaution taken for safety before another train is
allowed to follow, or before a irain travelling on a Line
Clear Report is allowed to proceed in the contrary
direction, in either case the Engineman of such train
must he cautioned in writing not to pass over any
points (facing or trailing) at any siation or siding where
the poims are controlled by master key. until he has
satisfied himself that the points are set in the proper
position. The Guard, as well as the Engineman. must
be fully informed of the circumstances that render these
precautions neccssiiry. and must be instructed to make
a careful search forthcmissingkey at each Station.

(ii) The written caution must, in like manner, be issued to
the Engineman of every train passing over any section
to which the missing key applies until such key Is
recovered or until special instructions are issued.

(I) (i) Ail movements of the master key must be recorded in
the train register book at each siaiT station or
intermediate block post. Should the Signalman or
person in charge be relieved before the train, the
Engineman of wnich is carrying the master key. arrives
at the other end of the section, he must give full
information on this point to the person by whom he is
relieved,

(ii) Arrangemems must be made so that the master key will
beat the proper siation when required,

(m) (1) When the master key is not in use, it must be securely
locked away. In the event of it being necessary to
transfer a master key from one staff station to another
(except when it is required for shunting purposes), It
tnust be waybiliod and booked as a value parcel, and
signed for by the Guard, and by the Signalman or
person in charge to whom il is delivered,

(il) The Signalman in possession of the master key on
Saturday rrighl of each week must enter across the
figure lineof the Train Register Book-"Master Key for
Section I)/ .Scilioii to he dunxn
here. n iii ini i<oi\es\i<iii".

When more than one master key is provided for a scaion. the
location ofeach such key must be specified,

(n) At Stations where a master key is provided for local use
the person in charge will he responsible for its use and safe custody.
It must be secured under lock and key when not required for actual
use,

9. (a) Staff Stations and signal-linvcs should only have one
staff ticket book (the one In use) on hand for each section, and It
must be kept In the ticket box as per Rule 12 of Appendix If. When
Il Is seen that a new staff ticket hook will be required within a
fortnight, requisition is to be made for il to Ihe Safeworking
Inspector and, on receipt the Sialionmasier or Signalman, as Ihe
ca.se may be, must lock ilie new book away until il is required. The
blocks of the ticket books must be sent to Ihe Safeworking
Inspector when the tickets are exhausted,

(b) (i) The ticket book in use must be kept in the proper
ticket-box. the key to open the box being the staff for
the same section as the box. so that if the ticket-box be
kept locked, for which the Signalman will be held
strictly responsible, access to the tickets cannot he
obtained unless the proper slalTforthe section is then at
the station,

(ii) The ticket-box is so constructed that the book must be
inserted in the recess provided for it. and the box closed
before the staff can be withdrawn from the lock. No
article or book other than the siafl' ticket book is to be
placed in the lickei-box.
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(iii) If, owing to defect, the Signalman be unable to open the
ticket-box when necessary to obtain a staff ticket, and
there be no ticket book in stock, he must furnish the
Engineman with a special order in writing as a
substitute for the staff ticket. When writing this speeial
order for the Engineman. the Signalman must strictly
adhere to the wording of the Form as printed in Rule 9
of Appendix 11, Book of Rules and Regulations. The
Signalman must stop the train the Engineman of which
is to receive the special order, and fully explain the
circumstances to the Engineman and Guard, and must
produce the train staff for the Engineman's inspection.
The Signalman issuing the special order must also
advise the Signalman in advance, and the latter, on
receiving the special order from the Engineman. must
at once forward it with a report to the Manager for the
District. When a sptccial order is used as above in place
of the staff ticket, the rules, regulations, and
instructions applicable to a train travelling on a staff
ticket will apply to the train carrying the special order.
Employes responsible for dealing with the train staff
and staff tickets must frequently test the lock of the
ticket-box; if the lock is not working satisfactorily or
the train stafTbe in any way defective,the circumstances
must be immediately reported by telegram to the Chief
Operations Manager and to the Manager for the
District.

10. Rules 24 to 37, Appendix II. Issue of "Liite Clear
Report."-<a) If it be necessary to suspend the Train Staff and
Ticket System and issue a ""Line Clear Report," the Siationmaster
or Depot Manager must himself see that it is done strictly in
accordance with the rules, if off duly, but within call, he must
come on duty for the purpose. In the unavoidable absence of the
Siationmaster or Depot Manager, the person in charge or other
qualified employe may act in his stead, provided he has been
certified to as competent in the working of the Train Staff and
Ticket System.

(b) The use of any Telegraph Code word or abbreviation in
messages "A". "B". '■C".or"D" is strictly forbidden.

(c) When a train travels on a Line Clear Report, the
Signalman or person in charge must verbally inform the Guard of
the circumstance.

Officers who may authorise the issue of a Line Clear Report.-

(d) (i) Except on Lines shown in Section (ii) hereof, the Train
Controller will authorise the issue of Line Clear
Reports.

(ii) On the Lines shown hereunder the issue of Line Clear
Reports will, subject to the authorising officers being
fi rst certified to as competent by a Safeworking
Inspector, be as follows:-

Lin« Officer who may Aulhorise

M a oborough-Ararat
Dunotly-lnglewood
Ouyen-Pmnaroo
RedcUlTvMcnngur
MilcJurs-Yetu
Hdmihon-EaM Satimuk

ra n \ h o! m?-Ca$(e no n
Me y w ood-Mt. G a mb ler
Bra n I hoi me* Port la r>d
Oimboola-Yaapeec
Jcpanl-Vanac
Husi Naimiuk-Carpolac

a rracknabca I • Patchewc I lock
Iknalla-Oaklands
Howscr-Bnghi
S [>n n gh u nt • Wahgu ny ah
TaIlangaua>Ciidgewa
Murchison East-Coibina^in
R u&hw on h-Sian hope
Shcppanon-K aumatiie
NumurVah-Picola
Si rai h menon-Cob ra m

Ba m t&-Dem I i<iuin
Barnes-Balrana Id

Baimsdalr-Oi^osi

Basier-Morninglon

Siationmaster, Maryborough
Station master, Dunoliy
Stal ion master, Ou yen
Station maste r. R cdcl 1 ITs
Slattonmaster, Mildura

Station master. HamlltOR

Siati on maste r. Di mboola

Siationmaster, Hiifsham
Siotionnmier, Warracknabeal
Oepol Manager, benalla
Stationmaster Wangaraita
Stationmasier, Springhurst
r>epot Manager. Wodonga

Stalionmaster. Murchtson East

Station mascc r. S hepparton

Stationmaster. Numurkah

Depot Manager, Echuca
Depot Manager. Echuca
Stationmaster. Bairasdale
Station mauer, Franksion

NOTE.~li must be disiincily iiiuJersiood thai the aulhorisaiion
of the issue of Line Clear Reports h' 'he Staiionmasters shown
above does not include the Station Officer or other person who may
he in charge of a station during the Siaiionmasier's absence. In the
absence of the Operations Depot Manager or Siationmaster and a
Line Clear Report is required, the application must be forwarded to
the Train Controller for the Disirici.

11. When sending cancelled Line Clear Reports to the
Manager for the District, all messages in connection therewith
must be attached.

12. Cancelled Train StaffTickets, "Notice of Train Ahead"
Forms and code telegrams sent and received in connection with the
arrival and departure of trains, as well as all telegrams sent and
received in connection with the use of the master key and the
signalling of trains, must be forwarded to the Safeworking
Inspector for the Distria, each fortnight, with the train register
book.

13. Rule 7, Appendix I l.-Where it is not practicable for the
Signalman for the time being to personally receive and deliver the
staff or ticket, the duty may be entrusted to a Station Assistant or
other properly qualified employe, who must be so authorised by
the Manager for the District, such emplovc must wear a staff
badge. The Staff Ticket must, however, oe made out by the
employe responsible for the train staffand ticket working.

14. Particulars regarding delays to trains, interruption on
Telephone lines, as well as alloiher irregularities, must be entered
in the remarks column of the train register book. When a train
travels on staff ticket, the distinguishing number of the ticket must
also be entered.

15. Lines on whichStafTTicketsareordlnarily not Inuse.-On
the Lines shown hereunder train staff tickets are not ordinarily in
use. unless special instructions are Issued to the contrary, every
train or locomotive must carry the train staff for the section:-
Batlaral and Eureka
North Bendigo-Rangelea
Williamslown and Willlamslown Pier
Kcrang and Koondrook
Rushworlh-Culbinabbin-Stanhope
Rutherglen and Wahgunyah
Royal I'ark-Fllzroy
Crib Point and Naval Base
Warrnambool and Dennington

16. Opening and closing of Staff Stations.-(a) New staff
stations are not to be opened nor existing staff stations closed
without the authority of the Chief Operations Manager, and then
only in accordance with the following instnictions;-

(b) Let "A". "B", and "C" represent three stalions-"A" and
"C" being staffstations, and it has been decided to either open "B"
as a staffstation or to close it as such.

(c) Opening.-

(i) The staffs and boxes for the new sections will be sent to
the Manager for the District or to either "A" or "C",
but in any case, the Manager, for the District must
arrange for them to be placed, and for the staff and
boxes for the ••A"-"C" section to be withdrawn and
secured in safe custody or otherwise disposed of, as may
be directed. He must also provide a competent man to
take chaige at "B" and arrange for any hand-signalmen
and hand signals that may be necessary.

(ii) When placing the staff boxes at temporary or
permanent staff stations, each box must be lefl at ^e
proper station, viz: at the station the name of which
appears first on the box.

(d) The Safeworking Inspector must see that the necessary
books, staff ticket books excepted, and forms are supplied. The
staff ticket books will be forwaraed enclosed in the staffboxes.

(c) In every ease when (he permanent s(aB section is divided,
the Signalman at the staff station on each side of the temporary
staB station will be responsible for informing the Engineman and
Guard of each train that Is about to proceed into the section in
advance what is the next staff stalion. This will apply alike to the
Signalman at a temporary staff station (when there is another
temporary staff station In advance) as well as to the Signalman at a
permanent staff station. If the train be one that is not due to call, It
must be stopped for the purpose. Except where fixed signals are not
provided at the new staff station, it will not be necessary to carry
out the provisions of this clause after the expiration of one month
from the date on which the new staff station was opened.
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(0 C/t».9ine.-Whcn instructions are issued for "B" to be closed,
the Manager for the Disliicl, must arrange for the Temporary
Staffs and boxes to be withdrawn, and for the Ordinary Staff and
boxes to be replaced. Unless otherwise ordered, the temporary
staffs and boxes must be waybilled to the Chief Operations
Manager (Room 24), and the books (staff ticket books excepted)
and Forms returned to the Safeworking Inspector. The staff ticket
books must be returned in the staffboxes.

(g) Every care must be taken in handling Staffs and boxes.
They must be duly waybilled, treated as important, and forwarded
without delay. The boxes must be plainly addressed, but neither
the addresses nor the parcels tickets are to be pasted on the boxes.
The addresses must be written on a card or label and attached to
the handle ofeach box.

(h) On some staff sections, a temporary staff station is opened
for regular traffic as published in the Working Time-table. In such
cases, the temporaiy train staff ticket boxes may be kept at the
respective stations. The Through or Local staffs, as the case may
be, when not required for use must be locked away in the special
box at "A".

The Ofncer-in-Char|e at "A" must ensure that the local staffs
and the through staff are in possession before arranging to open or
close the temporary staffstation.
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AUTOMATIC AND TRACK CONTROL
SYSTEM OFTRAIN SIGNALLING ON SINGLE

LINES

Rules for the Automatic and Track Control System of Train
Slfinalling on Single Lines of Railways, and Remote Control of

Points and Signals at Unattended Crossing Stations.
Under me Direclion of a Train Controller.

This System of Train Signalling does not in any tvay dispense
with the use ofHand or Detonating Signals, whenever or wherever
such signals may be reqtiisiie to protect obstructions on the Line.
The Rules and Regulations contained in the Book of Rules and
Regtilaiions. the Insiniciions contained in this book and any other
printed or written Notice that do not conflict with these Rules are
effective sofar as they apply to this System of Signalling.

1. Definitions.-Ia) "Single Line Section" shall mean the
entire section of the track extending between adjoining crossing
stations.

(b) 'Trac^^ecf'tw" shall mean any division of the single line
section, the entrance to which is governed by a fixed signal.

(c) "Attended Crossing Star/on "shall mean a crossing station
at which ordinarily, a Stationmaster or Signalman Is in attendance.

(d) "Unattended Cro.ssing Station" &ha\\ mean any statioii or
loop used for crossing or side-tracking trains at which the points
and signals arc remotely controlled from a station or signal box at
the opposite end of the section. When a train arrives, the Guard
unless otherwise arranged, shall be in charge ofthe station until the
departure ofhis train; when two irainsareat the station, the Guard
of the train which arrives first shall be in charge.

(e) "Train Controller" shall mean the "Train Controller"
directing movements oftrains under the "Train Control System".

(I) "/JemofeConrro/" shall mean the operation and control of
points and Signals at a distance from a control station or signal-box
by means ofelectric circuits and motors.

(g) "Control Station" shall mean the station or sigiial-box
from which the points and signals at the unattended station are
controlled.

2. On lines worked under this system, a single line section
may be divided into two or more track sections; the entrance of a
train into each track section is controlled by a fixed signal. Tram
Staffs or Electric Staffs are not used.

3. Object of the SyslemMa) The object of the system is:-

(i) When two or more trains are to proceed in the Same
Direction.-Jo prevent more than one train being in a
track section at the same time; and

(ii) When Trains are to proceed in the Opposite Direction
on the Single Line.-To prevent more than one train
being on the single line section between two crossing
stations at the same time.

(iii) Subject to (i> and (ii) hereof, for a Train Controller to
arrange the precedence oftrains.

(b) The foregoing principles arc maintained as follows;-

(i)

(ii)

In the ca.vf of Trains proceeding in the Same
Direction.-By the fixed signals being electrically
secured at the stop position unless the track section
ahead ofthe signal is clear, and

When Trains are to Proceed in Opposite
Directions.-By the signals being electrically controlled
by the track and the po.sition of the departure signal at
the opposite end of the section, so that it is not possible
for the Signals controlling the entrance to the single
line section at opposite ends to simultaneously exhibit
a signal to proceed.

(iii) By the movements of trains through the sections being
conducted under the Train Control System.

4. Rxed Signals.-(a) The arrival signals at unattended
crossing stations and the departure signals controlling the entrance
of trains to the single line sections at attended and unattended
crossing stations are three-position Home signals.

(b) The arrival signals at attended crossing stations citay be
either two or three-position signals, and are described in the
signalling diagram issued for each locality.

(c) The intermediate signals between crossing stations arc
three-position automatic signals.

(d) In addition to the ordinary control of fixed signals referred
to in Rule 3, any of the conditions shown hereunder will at once
replace an electrically controlled fixed signal to stop and secuVe the
Signal in that position:-

(i) Any metallic or other conducting substance so placed
as to form a connection between the rails.

(ii) A broken or displaced rail, or broken line wires,

(iii) Any wire bond becoming detached or broken,

(iv) Points at intermediate sidings not being set properly for
the main line.

(v) Selector lever of point machine at unattended crossing
stations not being in the motor operating position,

(e) If any defect hindering, or likely to hinder, the proper
working of the signals Is noticed by any employe, he must at once
communicate with the nearest Stationmaster, in order that the
defect may be remedied without delay.

(f) The normal position of the fixed signals, that is, when the
sections are unoccupied, is as shown hereunder.-

Cliss ofSisnals Normal Indicalion

(i) Aufooutic SIftBiU.-At mtermsdiaie
places between Crossina Staiioiu '•Wammg" or ̂ 'Proceed depending upon

aspect displayed by Signal ahead

(ii) Hone Signals, sometimes raferred to
a "Depa/iure Signals"

(iii) Hose Stgnab.-Ai the eninnce 10
Crossing Siairons; these Signals are some-
limrs referred to as "Amval Signals"

••Scop"

"Stop"

(g) The indications which may be displayed on signals at
unattended crossing stations are:-

Signals Indications

Arrival

Departure

(i> When ihe points at each end are set for the straight inck and
the track section Is clear-Normal speed, warning or clear.
Spending upon the indicatioo displayed on the signal neat in
advance.

(ii) When the points ahead of the signal are set for the straight
track, and those at the opposite end of the loop and the track
section is clear-Low speed.

(iiil When the points ahead ofthe signal are set for the loop and
the track section is clear-Low speed.

The depanurt signals from the straight crack display a clear
normal speed or normal speed warning indication, and from the
loop, the clear medium speed or medium speed warning
indication, in each case depending upon the indication displayed
at the signal next in advance.

5. Home Signals.-(a) Home (departure) signals, at attended
stations, are situated a short distance ahead of the station, and at
unattended stations clear of the fouling point. In each case they
control the entrance of trains to the single line. No train must pass
these home signals at the "stop" position except as shown in
sections (i) to (iv) hereof:

Excepiions.-

(i) Where the iralfic is being conducted by Pilot-working
and the Engincman Is authorised by the Pilotman to
pass the signal. See Rules 20 and 24.

(ii) When in accordance with Rules 23 and 24, it is
necessary for a relief locomotive or train to enter the
section for the purpose of rendering assistance to a
locomotive disabled on the single line.

(iii) When, in accordance with Rule 21, a locomotive is
required to return from a crossing station for a portion
ofa train lefi on the single line.
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(iv) When, in accordance with Rules i 7 and 18, a Caution
Order has been issued to pass the signal.

(b) Where a dwarf signal controls the entrance to a single line
section, the exceptions shown in (a) hereof will also apply to
passing such signal at the slop position.

(c) Home (arrival) signals at unattended stations, which arc
situated a short distance on the approach side of the facing points
they protect, control the entrance to the station. No tram must
pass these signals at the "Stop" position except on instruction from
the Train Controller, who, before authorising the Guard or
Engineman to pass the signal, must have a thorough understanding
with the Signalman in charge of the control station, and when it
has been definitely decided that the signal cannot be operated, for
the movement and that the control lever for such arrival signals is
in the proper position on the control panel and no train is entering
the station at the opposite end. and the opposing arrival signal is at
"stop", the Train Controller will then instruct the Guard or
Engineman to unlock the selector lever from the dual control point
machine and throw it to the "hand operating" position and lock it
in that position- The Guard or Engineman may then be instructed,
providing the points are set for the required track-No. 1 or the
l^p-to pass the signal at the "stop" position. (See clause (d). Rule

The following message must be repealed by the Train
Controller, and the telephone instruction received must be written
down by the Guard or Engineman concemed:-

"The Arrival Signal. Post No
a' Unattended Crossing Station having failed. 1 authorise
you to pass It at the "Slop" position afler assuring yourself that the
Points are properly set for the Track on which you arc to enter,
and that the Selector lever is locked in the "Hand Operating"
posjtion, and that the Hand Throw lever is locked in the required
position. You must proceed cautiously (prepared to stop short of
any obstruction) to the next Fixed Signal, then in accordance with
the Indication shown thereon",

(Name) Train Controller.

6. Automatic Signals.-Automatic Signals are erected at
locations intermediate between Crossing Stations, and. except as
shown hereundcr, these signals may be passed at the "Stop"
position as laid down in Regulation 74.

Excepiions.-

(i) Where there is an intermediate goods siding with points
secured by an electric switch lock in the track section
ahead of an automatic signal which has been passed at
the "Stop" position, Enginemen, in addition to
complying with Regulation 74, must, before passing
over the points at the siding, examine them and sec that
they arc m the normal position for the train to pass.

(ii) In the event of the points being in the reverse position,
the Engineman must arrange for them to be placed in
the normal position and immediately report the matter
to the Train Controller by the telephone provided at
the siding.

7. Operation of Points at Unattended Crossing Stallons.-The
foints at each end of the unattended crossing stations arc operated
y dual control point machines, by means of which the points are

normally motor-operated from the control apparatus at the
control station, and. when necessary under emergency, by the train
crews as hand points.

8. (a) CrosslngTrains.UnatlendedCrossingStatlons.-Whcn
trains are to cross, the Signalman should, before operating either
arrival signal lover, set the points for the train that is required to
enter the loop, after which both arrival signal levers may be
operated, and each signal will display the low speed
indication-onc for the straight track and one for the loop. As each
fouling track is cleared by the arriving train, the points can be
reversed, and the opposing train signalicd out.

9. Dual Control Point Machlnes.-(a)The machine has two
levers. The levers normally rest on stops to which they are secured
by padlocks. Similar stops are provided for the levers when thCy
are in the reverse position. The levers are known as "Selector" and
"Hand Throw" lever respectively. The former is the smaller lever
of the two and after it is placed from the motor operating position
to the hand operating position, the points can be worked by hand.

The function of the selector lever is to determine whether
points are connected for motor operation or for hand operation.

In the norrtiai position the lettering "Motor" appears on the
upper side, indicating that the lever is in position for motor
operation, when unlocked and moved to the reverse position, the

lettering "Hand" appears on the upper side indicating that the
points are ready for hand operation. With the hand throw lever the
points may be operated as ordinary hand points, providing the
selector lever has first been operated to its reverse position. The
lettering "Hand Throw Lever N" appears when it is in the normal
position and "Hand Throw Lever R" when at reverse.

(b) Immediately the selector lever is moved from the motor
position to the hand^silion. the control from the Control station
will be rendered ineftective and the signals governing movements
overthe points will be held at stop.

(c) In the event of a point failure and it is necessary for the
points to be operated by hand, the employe concerned must, in
each case, ftrst unlock the selector lever and move it to the hand
operating position. If the points arc normal, moving of the hand
throw lever will unlock and reverse the points and lock them in
that position. If the points arc reverse when the selector lever is
moved to the hand position, the hand throw lever must then be
operated to reverse, when the points may be operated as required,
in the event ofthe points having failed in an intennediate position
the selector lever must be moved to the hand position and the
points then operated by the hand throw lever.

(d) Ifthe points move to the full normal or reverse position by
the operation of the hand throw lever, but the lever will not travel
on to its stop, the points arc unlocked. In these circumstances
arrangements must be made for the points to be secured with a
point clip before a train is permitted to pass overthe points.

10. Electric Switch l.ocks on Points at Intermediate
Sldlngs.-(a) The points leading to Intermediate goods siding are
roddcd to catch points in the sidings, worked by a lever in a frame,
and secured by an electric switch lock. The switch lock is so
constructed that, except as set out in clause (c) hereof, while the
track section in which it Is situated is occupied by a train or
locomotive, the switch is locked,

(b) The switch lock Is contained in a box situated near the
facing points, the door of the box is secured by a SianJard
fV.R./5P.I padlock: inside the box is a "Finger trigger" ("A," Fig
2), a "releasing handle" (B, Fig. 2). and a "Semapnore indicator"
(C..Fig.2.)

Train Requirinf; i<i H'ork ai a Swiic/i Locked Siding.-ic)
When a train requires to work a switch locked siding, the
locomotive or some portion of the train must be slopped clear of,
but within 18 m. in advance of, the facing points, in order to effect
a release.

Example-

(i) A train in the trailing direction having to pulolTor pick
up vehicles in the siding must stop with locomotive
opposite the catch points in siding, locomotive and
vehicles detached and run ahead; slopping with rear
vehicle not more than 18 m. ahead of points.

(ii) Ifthe whole of the train is to enter siding, train must be
stopped with rear vehicle not more than 18 m. ahead of
points.

(iii) iflocomciive or train requires to enter siding in a facing
direction, locomotive to be stopped within 18 m. of
points.

(d) When the locomotive or portion of train has stopped as
instructed above, the Guard or Assistant Engineman must open
the door of the switch-box (see Fig. !). take hold of the finger
trigger with the left hand, drawing It outwards, and holding It out
until the semaphore indicator (sec "C" Fig. 2) assumes the "Clear"
position; with the trigger still held out, the releasing handle ("B".
Fig. 2) must then be moved Prom right to left. The points can then
be operated from the lever.

(e) If the whole of the train is to enter the siding, the Guard or
Assistant Engineman must, when it has cleared the catch points,
immediately restore the points to normal, move the releasing
handle in switch-box to Its normal position on the right, and close
and lock the switch-box door.

SPECIAL S'OTE.-H'hfii a ponion ofa train is standing on
the main line while a switch locked siding is being worked, the
points must not be placed to normal, hut must remain setfor the
siding until the hcomotiw has returned to the main line, otherwise
the switch will become locked until a vehicle is again placed on the
releasing rail within IS m. ahead of the points.

Illustration of Electric Switch Lock Bo.x.

(f) When a train or locomotive which has been completely
side tracked to a switch locked .siding clear of the main line is ready
to proceed, the Guard or Assistant Engineman must first receive
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permission to enter upon ihc main line from Ihe Train Controller
by means of the telephone provided- When permission has been
obtained, the Guard or Assistant Engineman must then proceed to
the swilch-box. open the door, and observe the semaphore
indicator. If the indicator show "clear", he must then act as laid
down in sub-clause (d) hereof, except that he must not operate the
linger trigger, and when the train or locomotive is quite clear of the
points in the main line, the points must be restored to normal, and
the swilch-box door closed and locked, as set out in sub-clause (e).

(g) In the event of a Guard, or Assistant Engineman. after
receiving permission from the Train Control to depart from a
switch locked siding, finding the semaphore indicator showing
"Stop," i.e.. arm horizontal, he must not attempt to manipulate
the mechanism, but must communicate with the Train Controller.

(h) It is most important that, after the work has been
completed and the whole of the train has entered the siding or has
returned to the main line, the points be relumed to normal, and
the switch-box door closed and locked, otherwise the signals
applying to the section will be held at the "slop" position.

(i) Point Indicators arc attached to and work with the facing
points at switch locked sidings.

II. Telephone and Telephone Cablns.-fa} Telephones of the
selector type connected to the Train Controller otfice are provided
at unattended crossing stations and at switch locked intermediate
sidings. These telephones are housed In small telephone cabins
opposite the fouling points at each end of unattended crossing
stations, and at intermediate sidings. The telephone cabins are
equipped wilh-

(i) An instrument hoard, on which is fixed the telephone
and lighting switch.

(ii) A combined desk and cabinet for writing, etc.

(ill) A fool switch on the floor at base of the instrument
board.

(iv) At unattended crossing stations a caution order book
and a train order book, for use as described in Rules 18
and 23. and a supply of type written forms for use in
case of failure of an arrival signal (see clause (e). Rule
5).

The cabins are illuminated by electric light during darkness,
and the doors are secured by V.R./5P padlocks.

Employes must take care to switch olT the light, and close and
lock the door after use,

(h) To call the Train Controller, lift the receiver off the hook
and listen, if the line be disengaged, depress the foot pedal of foot
switch, and speak as follows; Call the name of the station or siding
then wait until the Train Controller says "speak 'So and So"
(Station or Siding). When the communication is finished, the Tram
Controller will say "Finished "So and So""" (Station or Siding); the
receiver must then be replaced on the hook,

(c) The pedal or foot switch must be depressed whilst
speaking, otherwise the Train Controller will not receive the
communication. When Train Controller Is speaking, keep foot off
petlal.

Id) Should the Guard. Engineman or Assistant Engineman of
a train standing at an unattended station, or at an iniemiediale
siding, hear the telephone ring he must immediately attend and
speak to the Train Controller.

(c) Each control telephone bears a plate lettered "Train
Controller."" and a card ofinstructions is posted in the cabin.
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12. Working of Fixed Signals at Attended Crossing
Stations.-(a) At an attended crossing station the departure signal is
controlled by the track and also by the opposing departure signal at
the next crossing station-that is, the down departure signal at one
station is electrically controlled with the up departure signal ofthe
next crossing station on the down side, so that it is impossible for
both of these signals to be showing a proceed indication at the
same lime. The signal is worked by a lever in the signal-box.

(b) A white light indicator is provided by which the
Signalman may know when the departure signal is electrically
released.

When the single line section is clear and the opposing
departure signal in advance is at the "stop" position, or when a
train travelling away from the station is clear of the first track
section ahead of the depanure signal, the white light will be
displayed.

When a train travelling away from the station, is in the first
track section ahead of the departure signal, or when a train is
approaching in the opposite direction, or when the opposing
departure signal at the station in advance is at the warning or clear
proceed position,, the white light will not be displayed.

(c) When a train is ready to proceed on the single line and the
indicator shows a white light, the Signalman must operate the lever
working the depanure signal, which will then go to the "warning"
or "proceed" position; this operation secures the opposing
depanure signal at the stop position. When the front of the train
hM entered the rection and passed the depanure Signal, this signal
will be automatically replaced to the stop position, and the while
light indication will disappear. The Signalman must then place the
lever working the depanure signal to its normal position

(d) If one or more trains be required to follow in succession
before a tram will arrive from the opposite end of the single line,
the Signalman must, when the indicator shows a white light, again
operate the lever working the departure signal, and it will then go
to the warning position for the second train, and so on for each
following train.

(e) If the Signalman operates the lever, the departure signal
remain at the "stop" position, the Signalman should observe the
indicator, and if the indicator displays a white light, and a full
running time of the first track section has elasped since the
depanure of a previous train, he must repeat the operation of the
lever, and if, after a reasonable interval, the signal still fails to go to
the warning or clear proceed position, the Signalman must, unless
the services of an Electrical Fitter can be readily obtained, arrange
to conduct the traftlc in accordance with Rules 17 and 20.

(f) When the track section ahead is not clear or whenever the
departure signal is at slop, the home signals must be kept at the
"stop" position for an approaching train until it has been brought
almost to a stand when, provided the line is clear, the signal may
be placed at proceed to permit the train to draw into the station
yard, or, if necessary, towards the departure signal.

When trains which have to cross each other are approaching
an attended station at the same time, the signals in both directions
must be kept at the "slop" position, and when the train which has
to be first admitted into the station has been brou^t quite or
nearly to a stand, the home signal applicable to such train may be
placed to the proceed position to allow it to draw forward to the
station, and after it has come to stand, and the Signalman has seen
that the line on which the other train will arrive is clear, the
nece^ry signals for that train may be placed to the proceed
position.

13. Working of Fixed Signals at Unattended Crossing
Stations.-<a) At an uiiattcndcd crossing station, the departure
signals are controlled in a similar manner to those at attended
crossing station.s, excepting that they are operated from the control
station.

(b) When trains are approaching an unattended crossing
station in opposite directions at the same time, the automatic
signal in the rear ofthe arrival signal will show a "warning" signal.
Wheti an Engineman finds the warning indication displayed on the.
signal next in the rear ofan arrival signal he will understand that;-

(i) The arrival signal is at the "stop" position, or

(ii) His train will enter the station \ia No. 1 track or the
loop on a Low Speed Signal. See Rule 8.

(c) When a train has come to a stand on No. 1 or No. 2 track
al_ an unattended crossing station, and the departure signal is
af'siop" and a train from the opposite direction cannot be seen or
heard approaching, the Guard ofthe train or Engineman ofa light
locomotive must communicate with the Train Controller and
inform him ofthe circumstances.

(d) Should a train or light locomotive be detained at an arrival
Home signal at an unattended station, the Engineman must
immediately communicate with the Train Controller and act
under his instructions. Ifa Pilotman be accompanying the train or
locomotive and a man has not been placed in charge of the
unattended station the Pilotman must act as laid down for the
Engineman.

14. Train an Unusually Long Time In Section.-When a train
is an unusually long lime in the section, the Signalman on both
sides must confer with a view to ascertaining the cause, and agree
as to the action to be taken. If the telephone has failed the
Signalrnan in advance of the train in the section must take steps to
ascertain the cause of the delay, and adopt the necessary measures
for the safe conduct oftraffic.

15. Fuuling a Section of the Single Line for Station
Work.-Except where special instructions are issued to the
contrary, no train must be allowed to foul the single line section
outside the home signal protecting a terminal or attended crossing
slatjon or outside the arrival home signal at an unattended crossing
station, unless the signal controlling the entrance of trains to the
single line section about to be fouled for station work is at the
warning or proceed position.

16. Train Not to Return to Station in Rear-Except when
specially authorised, or as provided for in these Rules, a train
which has entered a single line section must not return from any
Inlermediale point to the crossing station in the rear,

, 17. FailurcofSlgnallingApparaiusataoAttendedStallon.(a)
hauure of Indicating Liehls only.-ln the event of an indicating
light failing to light up when a train has passed out of the section,
or the light going out when no train should be on the section the
Signalmen at each end of the section affected must immediately
confer with each other and when they are satisfied that the section
IS clear, but the light in the indicator has failed, the Electrical Filter
must be immediately informed, and steps taken to have the
indicator put In order.

Trains may be allowed to proceed if the signals are in order,
and can be operated in the proper manner. The Signalman in
advance must, however, inform the Signalman at the signal-box in
the rear when each train passes out of the section, and the time
such message is sent and received must be recorded in the remarks
column, opposite the entry for the train referred to. in the train
register book at each signal box, A remark to the cfiect that the
indicator light, or lights, specifying the number and description of
the lever or levers concerned, failed, and the time must also be
inserted across the figure line in the train register books, and the
same procedure adopted when the indicator is again put in order.

(b) Failure of Signal thai Controls the Entrance of Trains to
the Single Line Section Ahead.-ln the event of the failure of the
signal that controls the entrance of trains to the single line section
ahead, the Signalman must at once communicate with the Train
Controller aiuJ the Train Controller must immediately arrange to
confer with the Signalman at each end of the affect^ section in
order to ascertain beyond doubt that the failure of the signal to
assume a warning or clear proceed position is not caused by a train
or vehicle being on the section.

The following should be noled:-

(i) Whether the indicator above the controlling levers is
displaying a white light.

(ii) Whether the train register book entries indicate that the
last train signalled has cleared the section.

(ill) Whether the opposing departure signal to the one that
has failed will assume a proceed indication. After the
lcv(:r controlling this signal is again placed to the stop
position, the signal that has failed must be tested,

(iv) Whether either Signalman concerned has placed a train
or vehicle outside the departure signal for shunting
purposes, or whether the last train through the section
has worked at a switch locked siding.

(v) If necessary, the points and signals at an unattended
crossing station should be tested by the Signalman at
the control station.

(c) IfthcTrainConirollerbesatisfied that the signal has failed
and that there is no train on the section affected by the signal, steps
ipust at once be taken to have the defect remedied, and until this is
done, the working of irallic over the section must be arranged by
means ofa Pilotman in accordance with Rule 20.

(d) If it be not possible to institute Pilot-working in lime to
avoid delay to any train one or more trains may be worked through
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the single line section where the failure exists, in accordance with
the instructions set out hcreunder, and Pilot-working must be
established as soon as practicable by a train travelling through the
section by caution order.

(e) As soon as it is agreed between the Train Controller and
the Signalman at each end of the single line section that a failure
exists, and that Pilot-working cannot be arranged in time to avoid
delay to a train, and a train (or trains) must be worked through the
single line section by caution order, the Signalman at each end
must be instructed by the Train Controller to withdraw the
Pilotman's key from its lock and keep it in his possession, until
again required, in accordance with the rales.

(f) The Train Comroller will then transmit the following
message instructing the Signalman at the station where the train is
waiting to issue a caution order referred to in clause (g) hereof,
authonsing the Engineman to pass the defective signal at the Stop
position:-

SIGNALMAN,

There is no train in the Section

to

You may issue a caution Order for No

Train to pass the defective Departure Signal at the STOP

position and proceed to
Withdraw Pilotman's Key from defective Si^al. and I

have also instructed Signalman at
to withdraw Pilotman's Key from Signal No

Train controller.

(g) The Signalman receiving permission from the Train
Controller to do so, must immediately fill in and issue a caution
order to the Engineman olThc train authorising him to enter the
single line section, and pass the departure signal at the "Stop"
position.

The signalman issuing this order will be held responsible for
seeing that ail points at his station whether facing or trailing, are in
the proper position for the train to pass over.

Form referred lo in this clause:-

Automaric and Track Control System ofTrain SIgnalllnB on
Single Lines of Railways under the direction of a Train

Controiier.

Signalman's Camion Order for Engineman to pars a
Signal ComwUing the eniranco of a train to the Single Line
Section, or Track Section ahead in the Instructions referred
loasihe "DepartureSignal".

No.

Signal-box

Date

Time

The Engineman of
train from

You are

authorised to pass Signal No
at the stop position, and proceed cautiously into the Section

to

(actlngin
accordance with Regulations 74) as far as the Fixed Signals
at

-Before passing over the Points, either Facing or
Trailing, at Switch Locked Siding, Stop,
examine Points, and report to Train Controller.

Authorised by

Train Controller.

(Signed)

Signalman.
-If no Intennediate Siding in Section, delete this clause.

(h) On the departure of the train on a caution order, the
Signalman at the despatching must immediately so inform the
Train Controller and the Signalman at the Signal-box next in
advance, and on arrival of the train at the signal-box next in
advance, the Signalman there must collect the caution order from
the Engineman and telephone the arrival of train to the Train
Controller and the Signalman in the rear,

Particulars of messages sent and received must be entered in
the train register book at each signal-box.

Caution Orders must be cancelled by writing the word
"Cancelled" with signature, lime and date on the face of the order.

(i) The Signalman at the station where the signal has failed
may permit another train to follow before receiving the arrival
message for the previous train, provided the indicating light shows
that the track section is clear, or, if the indicating light has also
failed, after the time ordinarily taken by the previous train to clear
the track section, and the Engineman has verbally instructed
regarding the time the previous train left; if, however, the same
conditions exist, i.e., the signal is still out of order, the provisions
of clauses (0, (g), (h), and (i) must be carried out for each train
despatched.

(j) Whenever it becomes necessary to authorise the issue ofa
caution order (or orders) the Train Controller must instruct the
Signalman at each end of the affected section that no train or
locomotive must be permitted to enter upon the single line section,
where the failure exists, without the authority of the Train
Controller, and that such authority must be obtained whether the
departure signal at one end ofthe section is in order or not,

(k) Should the departure signal at one end of the affected
section be in order it must be worked for trains, but the preceding
instructions must be complied with. In such a case it will not be
necessary to issue a caution order, but the Train Controiier must
authorise the Signalman to insert the Pilotman's key in its lock for
the purpose of working the signal, and also instruct him to remove
it again immediately the first portion ofthe train passes the signal.

(i) In the event of an unattended crossing station being the
next station in advance ofa departure signal which has failed, and
an opposing train has left the attended station on the opposite side,
and It is not convenient to work the train through the section to the
unattended station, a caution order must not k aulhoris^ by the
Train Controiier until he has got into communication with the
Guard ofthe train (or Engineman in the case ofa light locomotive)
which is approaching the unattended station and arranged for the
selector lever at the points ahead of the departure signal for the
affected section to be locked in the hand operating position, thus
securing the departure signal at the unattended at "stop". When
the train for which the caution order was issued has arrived at the
arrival signal at the unattended station, the Train Controiier must
be informed, when he will then instruct the Guard or Engineman
to restore and lock the selector lever in the motor operating
position.

(m) Cancelled caution orders must be forwarded, on day of
issue, with a full report of the reasons for use, to the Safeworking
Inspector.

18. Failure ofSignalling Apparatus at an Unattended Station,

(a) Failure of a departure .\ignal.-\n the event ofthe departure
signal failing to assume the warning or clear proceed position,
when it is reasonable for the train crew to expect that there is no
train in the section to which it applies, the Engineman must
communicate with the Train Controiier, and inform him of the
circumstances. The number, name, starting point, and destination
of the train or locomotive concerned and trie number ofthe signal
which has failed, must be given to the Train Cotroller.

(b) The Train Controller must confer with the Signalman at
the control station, if this has not already been done, and with the
Signalman at the attended station on the other side of the
unattended station in order to ascertain beyond doubt that (he
failure ofthe signal to assume the warning or clear position is not
caused by a train or vehicle being in the seaion.

The following should be noted:-

(i) Whether the indicating light on the control panel
shows that the points ahead of the signal are in the
correct position for the movement.

(ii) Whether the train register book entries indicates that
the last train signalled has cleared the section.

(iii) Whether the opposing Departure Signal to the one that
has failed will assume a Proceed position, After the
lever controlling the latter Signal is again placed to the
Danger position, the .signal that has failed must be
tested.
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(iv) Whether cither Signalman concerned has placed a train
or vehicle outside the Departure Signal for shunting
purposes, or whether the last train through the Section
has worked at a Switch Locked Siding.

(c) When thcTrainController is satisfied that there is no train
in the Section, and that the Departure Signal has failed at the
unattended Crossing Station, he must instruct the Signalman at the
Attended Station in advance of the Signal which has failed to
withdraw the Pilotman's key from the Departure Signal applying
to the alTectcd Section, and retain it out of the Lock until further
instructed.

(d) When the above arrangements have been completed, the
Train Controller must then instruct the Guard of the train or
Engineman. in the case of a light locomotive, to operate the
Selector lever at the Points, to the Hand Operating position, and
the Hand Throw lever to the required position. (See Rule 9 and
Actions thereof). The Train Controller may then fill a Caution
Order Form, and repeat it to the Guard or Engineman waiting at
the Unattended Crossing Station.

(e) The Guard of the train or Engineman ofa light locomotive
must fill in a copy ofthe Caution Order as received from the Train
Controller in the Caution Order Book provided in the Telephone
Cabin, inserting the Controller's name, and signing his own as the
Signalman. The train may then proceed to the Station in advance
in accordance with the Order received.

(0 The Guard of the train or Engineman of a Light
Locomotive will be held responsible for seeing that the points at
the Unattended Crossing Station are in the proper position for the
movement, and the Guard, in the case of a train, or the
Engineman, in the case of a Light locomotive, must arrange that
after the whole of the train has passed over the Points, they arc
restored and locked in their normal position to lie for the Main
Line. No. I track,

(g) Arrangements musl be made to obtain the services of a
Pilotman, and until the defect is remedied the tralTic between the
unattended Crossing Station and the Station at the opposite end of
the affected Section must be conducted in accordance with Rule
20.

19. Failure of Signalling Apparatus and also Failure of
Telephone Communication with the Train Conlrotler.-(a) Should
the telephone communication between the stations and the Train
Control office, as well as the signal controlling the entrance of
trains to the single line section, have failed, the Staiionmasier at
each end of the affected section must at once take steps to have the
defects remedied, but if this cannot be immediately done, the
working of traffic over the section must be promptly arranged for
by means of a Pilotman in accordance with Rule 24.

(b) Should tlferc be an unattended crossing station between
two attended stations in the section of line where the failure exists,
and it is not possible to promptly obtain the services of more than
one employe. Pilot-working must be arranged for between the two
attended stations until arrangements can be made to place a
competent employe in charge of the unattended crossing station,
and, if necessa[7, appoint a Pilotman to act between the
unattended crossing station and the attended station on each side.

(c) In the event of it being necessary for arrangements to be
made to place an employe in chaige of an unattended crossing
station during failure of signals and communication, as set out in
clause (a), and pilot-working has been arranged over the long
section, this working may be cancelled and pilot working arranged
as shown hercunden

(i) Should the failure of the departure signal be on one side
of the unattended crossing station only. Pilot-working
must be arranged between the attended station and the
unattended crossing station on that side, and ordinary
working by signals resumed on the other side.

(ii) Should the failure of the departure signal be on each
side of the unattended crossing station, the traffic must
be conducted by Pilotmcn between the unattended
station and the attended crossing station on either side.

(d) In the event of a train having left an attended station to
cross another train at an unattended crossing station, and prior to
the opposing train departing from the attended station, a failure of
the departure signal applying to such train, and also a failure of
communication with Ihc Train Controller occurs. Pilot-working
must be arranged as in clause (b) or (c) hereof, and the train at the
unattended crossing station cleared as set out bereunder'

(i) Should the departure signal at the unattended station
also be out of order, and pilot-working has been

instituted at the attended station where the signal failed
and the opposing train is wailing, the Pilotman. when
proceeding to institute Pilot-working, may order the
train at the unattended crossing station to pass the
departure signal at "Stop" and proceed towards the
station where pilot-working was instituted.

(ii) In the event of pilot-working having been instituted
from the opposite end of the section to that at which
the signal failed and the opposing train is wailing the
pilotman must not order ine train to depart from the
unattended station until pilot-working has been
completed, but on his first trip with a train in the
opposite direction he must, when such train is dear,
order the train at the unattended station to pass the
departure signal at slop, and proceed.

Before authorising the Engineman to proceed, the Pilotman
must first set and lock the selector lever in the "hand operating"
position and set and lock the points for the movement required;
the Stalionmastcr instituting Pilot-working to instruct the
Pilotman in his duties regarding the hand operation ofthe points at
the unattended crossing station.

(e> Whenever it is necessary to arrange pilot-working as in the
circumstances set out above, the Stalionmastcr who instituted
pilot-working musl arrange for the Pilotman on his first trip
through the section to test the telephones at the unattended
crossing station and also the point mechanism and telephones at
all sidings in the section, and advise the result on his arrival at the
station in advance.

20. Working by Pilotman during rsilurc of Signalling
Apparatus.'(a) In the event ofthe failure ofthe signal that controls
the entrance of trains to the single line section ahead, steps must at
once be taken to have the defect remedied, but if this cannot be
immediately done, the working of the irafiic over the section must
be arranged for by means of a Pilotman. If the telephone
communication is available, the Slationmaslers or other
responsible oftlcials at both ends ofthe Section must communicate
by telephone and make the arrangements for Pilot-working (the
communication being written on Telegraph Forms in Ihc usual
way). As soon as a definite understanding has been arrived at. the
Stationmaster or other responsible ofiicial who undertakes to
make arrangements for working by Pilotman must appoint a
competent person to act as Pilotman. and musl fill up three or
more, as may be necessary, of the printed forms Hhv /■'onm. yule
Rule 27. of .ippendix I'., pa^cs 341-349. Book o/ Ruks and
Rcfpdaiitim. mii.'ii he u.sed for this purpose the neees\ary
(dieraiiims heine made iviih pen and ink: see speeiinen ofullered
Formal end ofihis Rulei For establishing the system of working by
Pilotman during the failure of the Signalling apparatus: one of
these forms signed by the Pilotman. the Stalionmastcr musl
deliver, in the presence of the Pilotman. to the Signalman at the
station at his end ofthe section, and the others musl be given to the
Pilotman. When a Stationmaster himsclfacis as Pilotman, he must
also address and give a copy ofthe form to the person he leaves in
charge ofhis station.

(b) (i) For each single line section at each crossing station a
special key. called the Pilolman's Key, is provided,
which when withdrawn from its lock, secures at the
stop position the signal conirolliiig the entrance of a
irain into the section at that end of the single line. At
attended stations the lock is placed in a box adjacent to
the signal control; at unattended crossing stations it is
placed in a box near the points. The Pilolman's key
box is secured by a Yale lock, at attended stations the
vale key is in the custody of the Olficcr-in-Charge. and
ibr unattended crossing stations is kept in a box at the
attended station at the opposite end of the section for
which it applies, the box being secured by a paper seal,
which must be broken to obtain the vale key to open
the Pilolman's key box.

(ii) When Pilot-working is being established, the Officer or
employe who makes out the forms musl. in the
presence ofthe Pilotman. withdraw the Pilolman's key.
which must be then handed to the Pilotman, who musl
retain it in his possession until pilot-working has been
cancelled and ordinary working is resumed. If however,
the Departure signal at the station where the Pilotman
is appointed be in working order and displaying a
proceed indication, a locomotive or train may be used
by the Pilotman to convey the Pilot-working forms to
the opposite end of the section; and, in such case, the
Piiotman's key musl not be removed from its normal
position until the locomotive or train with which the
Pilotman is to proceed with the forms has passed the
signal in the regular way. and the signal has been
replaced to the stop position in the ordinary course fa y
the train. The Engineman before entering the section.
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must be insirucied to wail for the Pilolman after
passing the signal.

(ill) When the Pilolman arrives al the opposite end of the
section and the forms have been duly distributed and
signed, as laid down in clause (c) hereof, the
Stationmaster must, in the presence of the Pilolman.
withdraw the Pilotman's key that secures at the stop
position the signal controlling the entrance of trains
into the section on which Pilot-working is established.
The Pilolman will then have possession of both keys,
and the signal at each end of the single line section will
be secured at the stop position. Both keys must be
retained by the Pilolman until pilot-working has been
cancelled and ordinary working is resumed when he
must return each key to the Stationmaster at its
"Home" station, and the latter will be responsible for
seeing that it is restored to its normal position in the
lock, and that, if necessary, arrangements are made for
the Electrical Fitter to renew the paper seal.

(c) (i) The Pilotman, when he is in possession of the
Pilotmen's key and is satisfied that the Signalman has
received the printed form duly filled up, and that the
Signalman understands that no train is to be allowed to
enter the section until he returns, must proceed as
quickly as possible along the line to the other end ofthe
section, but unless the signal controlling the entrance to
the section over which Pilot-working is to be
established assumes the warning or Proceed position,
or a Caution Order has been issued in accordance with
Rule 17, he must not use a locomotive or any railway
vehicle other than a trolley or tricycle.

(ii) Should the Pilolman on his first trip travel through the
section by trolley or tricycle, arrangements must be
made by the officer or employe who makes out the
Forms, for the Pilotman to lest the point mechanism at
sidings, which may exist in the section, and should the
selector telephone communication be in order, to
report the result ofsuch tests to the Train Controller.

(iii) On his arrival at the other end of the section the
Pilotman must deliver a copy of the form (signed by
himself) to the Stationmaster (who must also sign the
form held by the Pilotman). and another to the
Signalman on duty; he must also report the result oflhe
tests made at sidings: the Signalman at each end of the
section must know the man appointed as Pilotman,
and must countersign the form for Pilot-working held
by the Pilolman, the form held by each Signalman
being in like manner countersigned by the Pilolman,
and when the Pilolman has received possession of the
Pilotman's key at that end. trains may then be allowed
to enter the section in accordance with the following
instructions:

(d) Secliuns (i) lo (v) are the usual cimcJiiions applicable lo
Pilot-working under ait Systems of Signalling on Single Lines.

(i) The Pilotman must inform the Engineman and Guard
in charge of each train of the circumstances, and when
practicable accompany every train, but when it is
necessary lo start two or more trains from one end of
the section under his control before a train has to be
started from the other end. the Pilotman must order all
trains to proceed, except the last, upon the locomotive
of which he must ride. In the ease of a locomotive
assisting in the rear oflhe last train, the Pilolman must
ride on the assisting locomotive. Ifa special locomotive
is supplied for the use of the Pilotman, he must, after
personally starting the whole of the trains, follow or
accompany the last train. When it is necessary for the
Pilotman's locomotive to accompany the last train, it
must be attached to the front of that train, but the
Pilolman must ride on the train locomotive.

After starting a train which he does not accompany, the
Pilotman must not permit another train to enter the
section until after the time usually taken by the
preceding train to clear the Track Section has elapsed
(in no case with a less interval than five minutes, and in
those pans ofthe Line where a longer interval of time is
prescribed, until such interval ha.s expired). When
admitting a train into a section after the interval oftime
prescribed above, the Engineman must be instructed by
the Pilolman as to whether his train has been preceded
by another train.

(ii) The Pilotman must wear a distinctive badge, which,
until the regular badge can be obtained, must be a red
flag tied round left arm. above the elbow. The regular
badge is a red armlet, with the word "PILOTMAN"
shown thereon in white letters,

NOTE.-h will he generally he found most expeditious
for the Stationmaster or other responsible ̂ icial at the
opposite end ofthe Section to that at whichthe train is
waiting, to undertake the arrangement of the
Pilot-working, as the Pilotman will then only have to go
through the Section in one direction to gel the necessary
Forms signed, namely, in the direction of the Station at
which the train is wailing.

(iii) Should the Pilotman give up the working to another,
fresh forms must be issued on which the name of the
new Pilolman must be inserted. The fresh forms must
be delivered by the new Pilolman and substituted for
the old forms, and the necessary signatures obtained on
the fresh forms: he must at the same time withdraw the
old forms, and al once cancel them by writing the
words "Cancelled" and the time, date and his
signature, across the face ofthem. The issue ofthe fresh
forms must only be done by the person who arranged
the Pilot-working, to whom the new Pilotman must
afterwards deliver the old forms: the fresh forms must
not be issued until the form and badge have iKen
collected from the Pilolman being relieved.

(iv) After one Pilolman has been relieved by another, the
Pilotman who has been relieved must not ride upon
any locomotive, nor in the operating cab or leading van
ofan electric train, until he resumes duty as Pilotman.

(v) Should Che Signalman be changed during the time the
Pilot-working is in operation, the man coming on duty
must be made acquainted, by the man going off duty,
with the arrangement in force, and with the person
acting as Pilotman, and he must, before taking charge,
countersign the Form held by the Pilotman.

(vi) Signalman must not. on any account, allow any train to
pass into any Section that is being worked by Pilotman.
except under the Pilotman's instructions, and when he
is present: they must also keep at the stop position the
signal applicable to trains entering upon the Pilotman's
section until the ordinary working of the traffic is
resumed, but Enginemen may pass such signals when
instructed lo do so by the Pilotman. The Pilotman
must obtain the permission of the Signalman before
allowing a train to enter upon the section.

(vii) When Pilot-working is in force, the signal controlling
the entrance to the section must not be tested unless the
Pilotman is present,

(e) In the event ofa failure ofa departure signal at an attended
crossing station and the crossing station in advance is an
unattended station, the Stationmaster at the station where the
failure exists must, when instituting Pilot-working, arrange for a
competent employe to take charge of the unattended crossing
station.

(f) Should the telephone, as well as the signal apparatus, fail,
and the men at each end of the single line section Ik unable to
communicate with each other, the instructions contained in clause
(b). Rule 27. Appendix V Book of Rules and Regulations, must be
complied with.

(g) If the signalling apparatus is repaired after the Pilotman
with the Pilot-working forms has left the station at which he was
appointed, and before reaching the opposite end of the section
where the failure occurred, no train must be allowed to pass on to
the Section until the Pilolman has arrived and completed the
pilot-working arrangements, which must remain in force until
cancelled as provided in clause (h) hereof,

(h) When the signalling apparatus is again repaired and ready
for use, and before ordinary working is resumed, the Stationmaster
who instituted pilot-working must make out and sign the necessary
cancellation orders (sec Specimen Form at end of this Rule), a
copy of which must be delivered by the Pilotman to every person
who received a Pilot-working form, such form to be collected and
cancelled by the Pilotman writing the words "Cancelled" and the
lime. date, and his signature, across the face of it: when this is done
and the Pilotman'.s key has been restored to its normal position,
the trafTic will be again conducted in accordance with these rules.
All forms which have been issued for Pilot-working, and copies of
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all telegrams sent in connection therewith, must be forwarded to
the Manager for the District.

(i) The Pilotman. when making his last trip under
pilot-working conditions, must notify all employes concerned
along the line that ordinary working will be resumed.

Thefollowing is a specimen ofForm altered as referred to in
clause (a) of Rule 20:-

VICTORIAN RAILWAYS

Automatic Signalling on Single Lines, under the Direction
of aTrain Controller

WORKING OF SINGLE LINE BY PILOTMAN.
<This Form must be filled up and used whenever it is

temporarily necessary to work the Traffic by Pilotman).
Station.

19,.

To

The Signalling Apparatus for the Section .

and

having failed, all traiHe between those two places will be
worked by Pilotman in accordance with number 20 of the
Rules for Working Single Lines of Railways by the
Automatic System of Train Signalling, under the direction
ofa Train Controller.

will act

as Pilotman. and no train is to be allowed to pass on to the
Section unless he is present and personally orders the Train
to start.

This order is to remain in force until withdrawn by the
Pilotman presenting my written authority

(Signed)

•Noted by
Station or Box.

•Noted by
Station or Box.

Time.

Time.

Noted by Pilotman.

•These signatures must only be made on the copy held
by the Pilotman.

At leasi twelve of these forms must be kept in a
convenient place at each Crossing Station, so as to be
available at any moment night or day.

Before Pilot-working is commenced, a copy of this
Form must be signed by the Signalman in charge of the
Crossing Station at each end of the Section, and be kept by
the Pilotman. who must see that each of the men signing the
Form retains a copy for himself.

Stationmasters receiving this Form will be held
responsible that the OfEcers. Foremen. Signalmen, and
others concerned at their Stations arc immediately made
acquainted with the circumstances, and are instructed in
their necessary duties.

21. (a) Train or Portion of a Train Left on Single
Line-When a train or portion ofa train is left upon the single line
from accident or inability of the locomotive to take the whole
forward, the Engineman must not return for the rear portion of his
train except by written instructions from the Guard, as prescribed
in Regulation 243.

(b) (i) If. when returning for the rear portion of his train, the
Engineman has to pass a Signal-box. the Engineman
must inform the Signalman ol the circumstances, and if
the Engineman be in possession of the written
instructions from the Guard, he may be allowed to
return to the rear portion of his train.

(ii) If. however, when returning for the rear portion of his
train the Engineman arrive at an unattended crossing
station, the written instructions received from the
Guard will be sufficient authority for the Engineman to
pass the stop signal exhibited at the signal controlling
entrance to the Single Line Section in the rear of that
Station. Before passing the Signal, however, the
Engineman must communicate with the Train

Controller and the latter will then instruct the
Engineman to unlock the selector lever and operate it
to the hand operating position and lock it in that
position, the Engineman may then, providing the
points are locked in the proper position, enter the
Section, and when the locomotive has cleared the
Points, the selector and hand throw levers rnust be
restored to the normal (motor operating) position and
locked in that position.

The following is a specimen of Form referred to in clause (h) of
Rule 24:-

VICTORIAN RAILWAYS.

Working ofSingle Lines by Pllatman.

CANCELLATION ORDER.

Station

19

•To

Pilot-working arrangements made by meat
on

19

for the Line between

and are

hereby cancelled and ordinary working will be resumed
The Pilotman's key is returned herewith.

(Signed)

•Each person who received a Pilot-working Form must also
be handed a copy ofthis Order.

NOTE.-Siationmasters receiving this form must notify
the Officers. Foremen, Signalmen, and others loncerned at
their 'Stations that ordinary working will he resumed.

(c) The Assistant Engineman must, after securing the rear
portionofihe train, uncouple it where required, ensure thai the air
brake is continuous throughout the front portion, record and
inform the Engineman of the number and class of the last vehicle
on the front portion and ride on the locomotive. The Guard after
ensuring that the rear portion has been secured, must go back and
protect it in accordance with Regulation 239.

(d) After sunset, or in foggy weather, before the front portion
is drawn forward, a red light must be placed on the front vehicle of
the rear portion by the man who divides the train. As soon as the
first portion has been drawn forward sufticicnily far. cither by day
or night, the Assistant Engineman must place two detonators upon
the line about 200 metres from the from vehicle of the rear
portion, to notify the Engineman when returning ofthe position of
the remainder of his train.

(e) On arrival at ihe station in advance, the Engineman must
satisfy himself that the front portion of the train has arrived
complete..

22. (a) Should a train accompanied by the Pilotman become
disabled, tie must make the best arrangements for procuring
assistance without delay.

(b) In the event ofa train unaccompanied by the Pilotman
becoming disabled, the Guard must protect his train as directed in
Regulation 239, and communicate with the Pilotman as soon as
possible.

(c) (i) When a portion of a train is left upon a section of the
line worked by the Pilotman. from inability of the
locomotive to take the whole forward, and the
Pilotman is with the train, and accompanies the
Engineman with the first portion, the Engineman
(accompanied by the Pilotman) may return for the rear
portion of his train without holding written
instructions from the Guard; if. however, the Piiotman
be not accompanying the train, the Engineman must
not return for the rear portion unless he holds written
instructions from the Guard authorising him to do so.
In either case the Guard, after securing the rear portion,
must protect his train in the rear as directed in
Regulation 239.
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(ii) If when reluming for the rear porjion of ihe train, the
Engineman (accompanied by the Pilotman) arive at an
unattended crossing station, the Pilotman may, after
communicating with the Train Conirolier, authorise
the Engineman to pass the stop signal exhibited at the
signal controlling entrance to the single line section in
the rear of that section, but before doing so the
Pilotman must unlock the Selector Lever at the points
and place it to the hand operating position and lock it
in that position, and, providing the points are locked in
the required position, he may then authorise the
Engineman to pass the signal; when the locomotive has
cleared the points both levers must be locked in the
normal motor operating position.

23. Section Obstructed by Accident or By Disabled
Train,-(a) If a train should become disabled between two crossing
stations, the Engineman must hand to his Assistant Engineman a
written order, addressed to the Staiionmaster at the nearest station
(see clause (d) hereof), stating the nature of the failure, the place
where It occurred, that he will not move his train until relief
arrives, and authorising the Stationmasler to allow a relief
locomotive to proceed to remove the disabled train. The
Stationmaster, on receiving the written order, must, if a relief
locomotive be available from his station, endorse the order,
arrange for the despatch of a relief locomotive, and return the
ordttr to the Assistant Engineman who must hand it to the
Engineman of the relief locomotive, and accompany him to the
place where he left the disabled train. The Engineman of the relief
locomotive, after removing the whole of the disabled train to the
end of the section to which it was previously proceeding or back to
the station in the rear, must deal with the '
down in clause (e) hereof.

written order as laid

(i) A train or locomotive must never he drawn or pushed
back to the station in the rear unless the Engineman has
received written permission in accordance with clause
(0 hereof, or clause (b) of Rule 24.

(ii) In the event of no relief being available from the
attended station at which the Assistant Engineman has
arrived with the Engineman's ordcr.the Stationmaster
must immediately confer with the Train Controller, as
laid down for the Assistant Engineman in clause (d)
hereof, and Relief may be obtained from the opposite
side of the disabled train, in accordance with the
provisions set out in sections (i) to (v) of clause (d)
hereof.

(h) The Assistant Engineman when proceeding to the nearest
station for assistance, must place detonators on the line as directed
in Regulation 239, and the Guard must in every case protect his
train in the opposite direction, in accordance with Regulation 239.
Should the stoppage or failure occur to a locomotive not attached
to a Train, the Assistant En^neman. when proceeding for relief,
must place detonators on the Line, as per Regulation 239. for the
protection of the disabled locomotive, and inc Engineman, after
securing his locomotive must promptly protect in the opposite
direction in a similar manner, and then return to his locomotive.

(c) The Engineman of the disabled locomotive or train must
not allow his locomotive or train to be moved until the relief
locomotive or train arrives, unless satisfactory arrangements have
been made to prevent the Relief locomotive or train from coming
to his assistance, and the man to whom the order was given has
relumed and handed the order back to the Engineman.

(d) If, when proceeding with a written order for a relief
locomotive, the Assistant Engineman arrive at an unattended
crossing station, or an intermediate siding, and the selector
telephone is in order, he must communicate from there with the
Tram Controller, inform him of the circumstances, and repeat the
particulars shown by the Engineman on his written order. The
Train Controller must write out a copy of the Engineman's order
as received, obtain the name of the Assistant Engineman, repeat
the copy of the order back to the Assistant Engineman, in order to
become assured of its correctness, and the Assistant Engineman
must be instructed to remain at the Telephone for further
instructions. The Train Controller must then communicate with
the Staiionmasiers at the attended stations on each side of the
disabled train, and arrange for a relief locomotive from the most
convenient Station on one side, in accordance with the following
instructions

(i) If the relief locomotive is to proceed from an attended
station, the Train Controller must, provided there is no
other train between that station and the disabled train,
forward a Train Order to the Stationmaster for issue to

the Engineman of the relief locomotive, staling the
circumstances, the location of the disabled train, and
authorising the Engineman of the relief locomotive to
proceed to its assistance.

(ii) If the relief locomotive is to proceed from an
unattended station at which the Assistant Engineman
has arrived with the Engineman's written order, the
Assistant Engineman must be instructed to remain at
such station, and on arrival of the relief locomotive,
hand the order to the Engineman of the relief
locomotive and accompany him to the disabled train.
In such a case, should the relief locomotive be
despatched from an attended station in the rear of the
unattended station, and the disabled train is on the
opposite side of such unattended station, the
Engineman. priorio fixed signals being exhibited, must
be slopped, informed of the circumstances, and
instructed to slop at the unattended station fbr the
Assistant Engineman. Prior to the relief locomotive
departing from the unattended station, the Assistant
Engineman must he instructed by the Train Controller
to operate ihc selector lever to the hand operating
position, and lock it in that position, and sec that the
points are correctly set and locked for the movement.
The Engineman of the relief locomotive after receiving
the written order from the Assistant Engineman and his
assurance that ihe points are correctly set for him to
proceed, mav pass the departure signal at the stop
position, ana when the relief locomotive has cleared
the points (and provided the disabled train is not to
return to the unattended station) the selector and hand
throw levers must be locked In the normal (motor
operating) position.

(iii) If the relief locomotive is to proceed from an
unattended station, and the Assistant Engineman is not
at such station. Ihc Engineman of the relieflocomotive
must, provided (here is no other train or locomotive
between that station and the disabled train, be given a
Train Order by telephone from the Train Controller in
the form prescribed in section (i) hereof.

The Engineman of the relieflocomotive must write out
the order in duplicate in the Train Order Book,
provided in the telephone cabin, at the unattended
slalion. and repeat it back as received. The Train
Controller musi underline the orders as it is being
repeated back to him by the Engineman.

One copy of the order must be left in the book and the
other retained 1^ the Engineman until fulfilled. Prior to
departing the Engineman must be instructed by the
Train Controller to place the selector lever in the hand
operating position, and lock it in that position, and see
that the points are correctly set for the movement, and
when the locomotive has cleared the points (provided
(he disabled train is not to return to the unattended
station) Ihc selector and hand throw levers must be
locked in the normal (motor operating) position.

In the event of the Assistant Engineman being at an
intermediate siding between the station from which the
relief locomotive is to proceed and the disabled train,
the Train Order must instruct the Engineman of the
relief locomotive to stop at the siding for the Assistant
Engineman, and the Assistant Engineman must be
instructed to remain at the siding, put down (wo
detonators, iOO metres from the entrance to the siding
on the side from which the locomotive is expected, and
exhibit a danger hand signal.

On arrival of the relief locomotive, the Assistant
Engineman must hand the written order received from
the Engineman of the disabled train to the Engineman
of the relief locomotive, and accompany him to the
disabled train.

(iv) If the relief locomotive is to proceed from a station on
the opposite side of the disabled (rain to that from
which the Assistant Engineman has communicated
with the Train Controller, the Train Order must
instruct the Engineman of the relief locomotive not to
move the dlsahtcd train until the Assistant Engineman
has arrived with the written order issued by the
Engineman of the disabled train, and the Assistant
Engineman must be instructed to promptly return to
the disabled irain and hand the order to the Engineman
oflhe relieflocomotive.
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W Orders for relief must be retained by the Engineman of the
relief locomotive until they arc fulfilled, and must then be
cancelled by the Engineman writing the word "Cancelled" with
lime, date and his signature across the face, and forwarded with a
report of the circumstances to his Depot Foreman forcourse.

(0 If the relief locomotive is to proceed from a station in the
rear, and it is necessary Ibr the disabled train to return to that
station, the Train Order must slate so. and the line must be kept
clear for the return of the train to the station specified in the order.
If the station in the rear be an unattended crossing station, the
TrainControllcr must arrange for the selector lever to be locked in
the hand operating position, and IcR in that position until the relief
locomotive and tram has arrived back at the arrival signal; in the
case where the station in the rear is an attended station, the Train
Controller must instruct the Signalman at that station to withdraw
the Pilolman's key from its Iock and keep it in his possession until
the disabled train has been cleared from the section.

24. (a) If an accident or obstruction should occur, and the
traHic is likely to be stopped for a considerable time, special
arrangements must be made for working the trains to and from the
crossing station on each side ofthe point ofobstruction.

(b) If the obstruction be caused by a landslip, flood or other
cause, preventing a train in the section from going forward,
arrangements may be made for the train to be pushed back to the
station in the rear, but, before this is done, the Guard (or Assistant
Engineman) must return to the nearest station in the rear and
obtain permission in writing from the Stationmasler for the train to
return to such station. In the event of the station being an
unattended crossing station, the Guard or Assistant Engineman
must return to such station, and the Guard must, after receiving
instructions from the Train Controller, hand the Assistant
Engineman a written order authorising the Engineman to push the
tram to that station; the Assistant Engineman must then take the
order to the Engineman; immediately the Assistant Engineman
leaves with the Guard's order, the Guard must so inform the Train
Controller, and the latter shall then arrange for the Selector lever
to be locked in the hand operating position, thus securing the
departure signal at the unattended station at "Stop" and when the
train for which the Guard's order was issued has arrived at the

arrival signal the Train Controller must be informed, when he will
then instruct the Guard to restore and lock the selector lever in the
motor operating position. In either case the Engineman must not
move in the wrong direction until he has received such written
permission.

Where the train is being pushed back to the station, the
Assistant Engineman must, if the Guard be not on the train, carry
out the duties laid down for the Guard in the instructions "Pushing
Trains on Running Lines", pages 108.

(c) Should the obstruction be caused by a disabled train, the
Guard must put the Engineman in charge of the point of
obstruction, and the Engineman must give the Guard a written
order addressed to the Staiionmastcr at the crossing station in (he
rear, stating the point of obstruction, and intimating that he will
not allow the disabled locomotive or train to be moved until the
relief locomotive or train arrives. The Guard must then proceed to
the crossing station in the rear and hand the order to the
Stationmaster. advising him fully of what has occurred. The
Staiionmastcr will then arrange to establish Pilot-working between
the point of obstruction and the crossing station in the rear. When
the Guard has proceeded to the station in the rear, the Engineman
of the disabled (rain must hand the Assistant Engineman a written
order addressed to the Staiionmastcr at the crossing station in
advance, slating the point of obstruction, and intimating that he
will not allow the disabled locomotive or train to be moved until
the relief locomotive or train arrives. The Assistant Engineman
must then proceed to the crossing station in advance and hand the
order lo the Stationmaster, advising him fully of what has
occurred. The Stationmaster will then arrange to establish
pilot-working, in accordance with clause (h) between the point of
obstruction and the nearest crossing station in advance.

(d) (i) If when proceeding with the written order for a relief
locomotive the Guard or Assistant Engineman arrives
at an unattended crossing station he must
communicate from there by telephone to the Train
Controller, and the Train Controller will arrange to
receive the Order as laid down in clause (d) of Rule 23
and communicate with the Stationmaster to whom the
written order is addressed; he must inform the
Stationmaster of the particulars shown by the
Engineman on the written order, and if the single line
between these stations be clear, the Stationmaster
must, on receipt of the particulars, arrange to despatch

the relief locomotive, informing the Engineman of the
particulars communicated lo him by the Train
Controller, and instructing him to stop at the
unattended station for the Guard or Assistant
Engineman; the Stationmasler must arrange to place a
man in charge of the unattended crossing station, and
appoint a Piloiman to work the tralTic between that
station and (he oWruction in accordance with clause
(h) hereof.

(ii) After communicating with the Train Controller, the
Guard or Assistant Engineman must remain at the
unattended crossing station until the arrival of the relief
locomotive. He must then hand the written order to the
Engineman of the relief locomotive, and accompany
him lo the place where he left his train. Prior to
departing the Guard or Assistant Engineman must be
instructed by the Train Controller to place the selector
lever in the hand operating position and lock it there,
and see that the points arc correctly set and locked for
ihe movement, and after 'he locomotive has cleared the
points restore and lock same in the normal (motor
operating) position,

(e) If. however, on arrival of the Guard or Assistant
Engineman at the unattended crossing station, a train be wailing or
approaching from the opposite direction, the particulars shown on
the written order must be communicated by telephone to the Train
Controller, and the Train Controller must arrange for the train,
which is at or approaching the unattended station, to proceed as a
relief train, accompanied by the Assistant Engineman or Guard, as
laid down in Rule 23.

The Train Controller must inform the Stationmasler
concerned of the circumstances, and until Pilot-working can be
instituted the following working should be arranged;-

(i) When, under these circumstances, the relieftrain enters
from the station in advance, the Engineman must be
accompanied by the Assistant Engineman of the
disabled train, and he must instruct Ihe Assistant
Engineman to remain in charge of the unattended
crossing station, until the arrival of an employe to lake
charge; before leaving the unattended station, the
Engineman of the relief locomotive must obtain a
wriilcn order from the man left in ehaige of the station,
authorising him to return with his train to that station
from the point of obstruction. If under similar
circumstances the relieftrain enters from the station in
the rear, the Engineman of such train must be
accompanied by the Guard of the disabled train, and he
must instruct the Assistant Engineman to remain in
chaigc of the unattended station until the arrival of the
Stationmasler; before leaving the Engineman must,
however, obtain a written order from the man left in
charge of the unattended station, authorising him to
return to that station from the point of obstruction.

(ill After the relief locomotive or train has entered the
obstructed section, the man left in charge of the
unattended crossing station must communicate with
the Train Controller, and the latter must then arrange
for the selector lever to be locked in the hand operating
position until the relief locomotive or train has
relumed to the arrival signal with the written order, the
Train Controller must be then informed when he will
instruct the man at the unattended station to restore
and lock the selector lever in the motor operating
position.

(ft The Guard and Assistant Engineman of the disabled train
when proceeding on foot lo the rear and advance stations
respectively must place detonators on the rail in accordance with
Regulation 239. and must accompany the relief train on their
respective sides on each trip to and from the obstruction and the
unattended crossing slat ion. until the arrival ofan employe to take
chaigc. and Pilot-working has been instituted, when the Guard and
Assistant Engineman wilTbecome responsible for the protection of
the obstruction until relieved; when returning with the relief train
from the obstruction, the train must be stopped, and detonators
must be again placed on the rail by the Guard or Assistant
Engineman. as the case may be.

(g) .A competent employe must, as soon as possible, be
appointed, and proceed lo the unattended crossing station to take
charge and institute pilot-working, in accordance with clause (h)
hereof.

(h) (i) The respective Siaiionmasiere must arrange for three or
more, as may be necessary, of the printed forms
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provided for the purpose of csiablishing working by
Pilotman during obstruction (the Form vide rule 16A.
pages 3SI-J32 of the Book of Rules and Regulations,
must be used for this purpose, the neeessarv alterations
being made with pen and ink. see specinian ofaltered
Form at end of this rule) to be filled up; one of these,
signed by the Pilotman. he must deliver in the presence
of the Pilotman, to the Signalman in chaige of the
station where Pilot-working commences; the second
must be retained by the Pilotman, and the third must
be conveyed by the Pilotman with the relief train, the
Engineman of which must hold the written order, to
the Engineman in charge of the point ofobstruction,

(ii) Before despatching the relief locomotive, the
Stationmaster must in the presence of the Pilotman,
withdraw the Pilotman's key to secure at the stop
position the signal that controls the entrance of trains
to the section on which Pilot-working is to be
conducted; the key must be at once handed to the
Pilotman, who must retain it in his possession until the
pilot-working arrangements have been withdrawn and
ordinai;y working is to be resumed, when he must
return it the Stationmaster at its "Home Station" and
the latter will be responsible for seeing that it is restored
to its normal position in the lock, and that, if necessary,
arrangements are made for renewing the paper seal.

(i) On arrival at the point of obstruction, each Pilotman must
collect and cancel the order held by the Engineman of the relief
train, attach to it his-the Piloiman's-Form, and complete the
arrangements for the working by Pilotman.

(j) The Pilotman must wear a distinctive badge, which, until
the regular badge can be obtained, must be a red flag tied around
the left arm, above the elbow. So soon as he is satisfied that the
arrangements are understood, trains may be allowed to go on to the
single line under the control and by the permission of the
Pilotman.

(k) Should the obstruction be caused by a light locomotive (or
by any train worked by two men) a relief train or locomotive must
first be obtained from one end of the section by the Assistant
Engineman (or Guard), as laid down in Rule 23; and, if necessary,
arrangements must be made for working the traffic in accordance
with this rule. The Engineman must, ai\cr securing his locomotive
or train, protect it in the opposite direction to which the Assistant
Engineman (or Guard) proceeds for relief, and then return to his
locomotive ortrain.

(I) When the line is again clear no train must be allowed to
pass the point where the obstruction existed unless both Pilotmen
arc accompanying it. After the Pilotmen have withdrawn their
arrangements for Pilot-working, ordinary working may be
resumed.

The following is a spec imen Form altered as referred to in
sub-c lause (hi ofRule27A.

VICTORIAN RAILWAYS

Automatic System of Signalling on Single l.incs, under the
Direction of a Train Controller

WORKING OF SINGLE LINE BY PILOTMAN
DURING OBSTRUCTION.

This form must be filled up and used whenever it is
temporarily necessary', owing to obstruction on a Single
Line, to work the traffic by Pilotman.

Station.

. 19..

To.

The Single Line between

and being obstructed,

the traffic between and

the place of obstruction will be worked by Pilotman in
accordance with number 24 of the Rules for train Signalling
on Single Lines of Railway worked under the Automatic
and Track Control System of Train Signalling, under the
direction ofa Train Controller.

will act
as Pilotman. and no train is to be allowed to pass on to the
Section where the obstruction exists unless he is present and
rides In the Operating Cab.

This order is to remain in force until withdrawn by the
Pilotman.

(Signed)

"Noted by

Station or Box Time

"Noted by

at place of obstruction Time

Noted by
Pilotman,

•These Signatures must only be made on the copy held
by the Pilotman.

At least twelve of these Forms must be kept in a
convenient place at each crossing Station, so as to be
available at any moment night or day.

A copy of this Form must be delivered to the Signalman in
charge of the Station where Pilot-working commences, the
second must be retained by the Pilotman, and the third
must be conveyed by the Pilotman with the Relief train to
the Engineman or other person in charge of the point of
obstruction. If there is an Intermediate Station, which is not
a Crossing Station, the Signalman or the person in charge
must be supplied with a copy ofthe form.

Stationmastcrs receiving this Form will be held responsible
that the Officers, Foremen, Signalmen, and others
concerned at their Stations are immediately made
acq^uainted with the circumstances, and are instructed in
their necessary duties.

NOTEr-Special arrangements in accordance with the
following instructions will apply at Laverton, Little River and
Lara.

LAVERTON

A closing lever. No. 40 is provided in the Signal Box at
Laverton.

Before attempting to switch the Signal Box out, the Signalman
at Laverton must ensure that the while indicating light is displayed
indicating that the track section is clear for the west Line Section,
Newport-Lavcrton and for the East Line Section,
Laverton-Werribce.

Whilst Laverton Signal Box is switched out, the Section will
be Newport "A" Signal Box-Werribee and all up trains between
these locations are to be routed via the West Line and all down
trains are to be routed via the East Line.

The Down Home Arrival Signal, Post No. 2 (East Line) and
the Up Home Arrival Signal, Post No. 20 (West Line) are provided
with an illuminated "A" indicating that the Home Signals are
operating as Automatic Signals. The letter "A" will only be
displayed when the Signal Box is switched out and the Signals are
at the slop piosilion.

In the event ofa train arriving at Post No. 2 or Post No. 20 and
the Home Signal is at the stop position and the illuminated letter
"A" is displayed, the Engineman must comply with the provision
ofRegulalion 74.

In the event ot the illuminated letter "A" not being displayed,
the instructions contained in Clauses 1. 2 and 3, page 42, General
Appendix must be observed insofar as they apply.

When the Signal Box is switched out, the post telephones at
Laverton will be connected to the Train Controller, Spencer
Street.

LITTLE RIVER

Subject to certain modifications as indicated in the following
instructions, the rules of the Automatic and Track Control system
for the working of an Unattended Crossing station, will apply to
the operation ofthe points and signals at Little River.

The signal control panel at Little River will be retained and
may be switched in, as arranged by the Train Controller, and, in
these circumstances the station will be worked as an Attended
Station.

The crossover between Nos. 1 and 2 tracks and the down end
turnout from No. 2 to the main line are equipped with dual control
point machines as described in page 164 ofthis book.

Telephone cabinets, equipped with telephones of the selector
type connected to the Train Control office. Spencer Street, are
provided at Little Riveras follows:-
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(i) at down arrival signals Nos. 2and 14.

(ii) adjacent to the up end crossover.

(iii) at up departure signals Nos. 4 and 16.

(iv) at down departure signals Nos. 6 and 18.

(v) at up arrival signal No. 8.

The doors arc secured by V.R. 5P padlocks.

When Little River is switched in, the telephones are
connected to the Little River signal panel.

A Supply of forms for use in case of a failure of an arrival
signal are provided in the telephone cabinets at the arrival signals.

A Caution Order Book and a Train Order Book are provided
in the telephone cabinets at the departure signals.

WORKING OF LITTLE RIVER AS AN UNATTENTED
STATION

Failure of home arrival signals-Nos. 2, 14 or 8:-The
Authority to pass an arrival home signal at the stop position will
be the issue of a message by the Train Controller as laid down in
Rule 5 (c). page 164, General Appendix.

Failure of down departure signals-Nos. 6 or I8:-The
instruction. Rule 22A will apply.

Failure of up departure home signals-Nos. 4 to 16:-Rule 22A
will apply with tne following modification:-

During the period of a failure of an up departure home signal
at Little River, except as shown hcreunder, a Caution Order must
not be issued to the Guard for a train to pass a departure home
signal at the stop position whilst an opposing train is in the section
on either line (East or West).

Exccptlon-ln the event of a down train having entered the
section from Werribce, a Caution Order may be issued for an up
train Co depart from Little River after the down train has arrived at
the station or at the down home arrival signal.

LARA

I. A closing lever is provided onthe signal panel at Lara.

Before attempting to switch the signal box out, the Signalman
at Lara must ensure (hat (he white indicating light is displayed
indicating Chat the track section is clear Little River-Lara and
Lara-Cono.

When Lara signal Box is switched out, (he single I
will be Little River-Corio.

me section

Down Home signals Nos. 22 and 2 and up home signals Nos.
4 and 8 are provided with an illuminated letter "A", which, when
displayed, indicates that the home signals are operating as
automatic signals.

The letter "A' will only be displayed when the signal box is
switched out and the signals are at the stop position.

When the signal box is switched out, the signal post
telephones will be connected to the Train Control Office, Spencer
Street.

In the event of a failure of the down departure home signal.
No. 6 or up departure home signal No. 24, whilst the signal box Is
switched out, the Engineman must communicate with the Train
Controller,

The Train Controller may then authorise the Engineman to
pass the signal at the stop position.

When Lara signal box is switched out, the down departure
home signal at Little River and the up departure home signal at
Corio, controlling the entrance to the single line section. Little
River-Corio, will be electrically connected so that it is not possible
for the signals at opposite ends to simultaneously exhibit a signal
to proceed.

2. The up and down end main line turnouts are high speed
points.

When the points arc set for a down train from the main line to
No. 2A track, and the down home arrival signal No. 22 is at
proceed, the illuminated figures "40" will be displayed on signal
No. 22 in conjunction with the Medium Speed indication and on
down automatic signal G. 1745 when such signal displays the
"Reduce to Medium Speed" indication.

When the points are set for an up train to enter No. 2C track
and the up home arrival signal No. 8 is at proceed, the illuminated
figures "40" will be displayed on Signal No. 8 in conjunction with
the Medium Speed indication and on up automatic signal C. 1986
when such signal displays the "Reduce to Medium Speed"
indication.

When the illuminated figures "40" are displayed on arrival
signals Nos. 22 and 8 the Engineman may pass the signals at 40
miles per hour.

Regulation 59, clause b, is modified accordingly.

Down departure home signal No. 36 from No. 2C track and
up departure home signal No. 30 from No. 2 A track will display
Normal Speed indications. Curve boards displaying 40 miles per
hour applicable to trains departing from No. 2 track, either end, to
the single line are provided,

3. Dual control point machines as described in page 164, of
this book are provided on all moioroperaied points.

Note 4-The illuminated figures "40" will be displayed on
Down Home Signal No. 2 when such signal displays a "Medium
Speed" indication. When the figures "40"are displayed, the
Engineman may pass the signal at 40 miles per hour.

Regulation 59, clause b, is modified accordingly.
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LEVER LOCKING AND TRACK CONTROL
SIGNALLING ON SINGLE LINES.

6. Departure Si^als.-The signals controlling the entrance of
trains to the single Tine section must not be passed at the stop
position except as shown hereunder-

RULES EOR THE LEVER LOCKING AND TRACK
CONTROL SYSTEM OF SIGNALLING ON SINGLE LINES

OF RAILWAY.

Tlii.t .sy.'ilc-m of train signalling docs not in any iva>' dispense
with the use oj hand or deioitaiing signals, whenever or wherever
such signals may be requisite to protect obstructions on the line.
The rules and Regulations contained in the Book of Rules and
Regulations, the instructions contained in this hook, and any other
printed or written notice that do not conjiici with these niles are
ejTcctivesofaras they apply to this system of signalling.

1. Deflnitlons.-Ca) "Single Line Section" shall mean the
entire section of the track extending between adjoining crossing
stations.

(b) "Track Section" shall mean any division of the single line
the entrance to which is governed by a fi.xcd signal.

(c) "Cro.s.sing Station " shall mean the station controlling the
entrance of trains to the single line .section.

2. (a) On lines worked under this system, a single Line
Section may be divided into two or more track sections. The
entrance of a train into each track section is controlled by a fixed
signal.

(b) Under this system train stall's arc not used.

3. Object ofthe System.-(a) Theobjcciofthesystemis-

(i) H'/ien two or more trains are to proceed in the same
direciion-To prevent more than one train being in a
track section at the same time.

(ii) IVhen trains are to proceed in opposite direciinns.-To
prevent more than one train being on the single line
section at the same time.

(b) The foregoing principles are mtiintained as follow:-

(i) In the case of trains proceeding in the same
tlircciion.-By the fixed signals being electrically
secured at the stop position unless the track section
ahead ofthe signal is clear; and

(ii) When trains are to proceed in Opposite directions.-By
the signals being electrically controlled by the track and
the position of the departure signal at the opposite end
of the section, so that it is not possible for the signals
controlling the entrance to the single line section at
opposite ends to simultaneously exhibit a signal to
proceed.

4. Control Levers.-Excepi where otherwise arranged an
interlocked Control lever is provided at the signal-box at each
crossing station. The control lever in each such signal-box is
locked in the "Normal" (back in frame) and "Normal indication"
(special notch) positions, and cannot be moved from either
position unless the full single line section is unoccupied, and the
opposing home departure signal and the "traia stop" at the
opposite end are at the stop position.

5. Electrical control of fixed signals Governing the entrance to
the single line section and referred to as departure signals.-da) The
(home departure) signals controlling the entrance to the single line
sections arc controlled by the track circuits and the control lever at
the opposite end ofthe single line section.

At locations where a signal is provided at the exit ofany siding
and it governs the entrance to the single lino section, such signal is
similarly controlled. For the purpose of these instructions,
however, such signal is to be considered a home departure signal.

(b) In addition to the control of fixed signals referred to above,
any olThe conditions shown hcrcunder may replace a fixed signal
to stop and secure the signal in that position:

(i) Any metallic or other conducting substance so placed
as to form a connection between the rails:

(ii) A broken or displaced rail:

(iii) Any wire bond becoming detached or broken.

(c) If any defect hindering, or iikciy to hinder, the proper
working of the signals be noticed by any employe, he must at once
communicate with the ncare.st Siationmasier. in order that the
defect may be remedied without delay.

E.xcepiions:-

(i) When the traffic is being conducted by pilot-working
and the Engineman is authorised by the Pilotman to
pass the signal. See Rules 14 and 20.

(ii) When in accordance with rule 19. it Is necessary for a
relief locomotive or train to enter the section for the
purpose of rendering assistance to a disabled train on a
single line.

(iii) When in accordance with Rule 17 a locomotive is
required to return from a crossing station for a portion
ofa train leRon the single line.

(iv) When in accordance with Rule 13 the Signalman has
issued a "Caution Order" to pass the signal.

7. Automatic Sfgnals.-Automaiic Signals may be erected at
an Intermediate location in a single line section and may be passed
at the stop position as laid down in Regulation 74.

8. Light Indications.-Indications arc provided for the control
lever and Tor the lever which operates the home departure signal.
These indications (white lights over the respective levers) function
as follow:-

Tor the Control Levfr.-lndicating that the single line section
and fouling sections arc "Clear" and that all opposing signals are at
the "Stop" position.

Tor the Signal Levfr-lndicating that the controlling track
section is "Clear" and the control lever at the opposite end is in the
reverse position.

9. Method of Despatching Tralns.-ja) Assuming stations to
bo "A" and "B" and the train is proceeding from "A" to "8", the
Signalman at "A" must, if the section be clear, send the "Release
Control" signal, i.e., one short, one long, and one short ring, on the
electric bell; the Signalman at "B" must, if he be prepared to
accept the train place his control lever to the full reverse position
and acknowledge the electric bell signal by giving three short rings.

(b) The reversing of the control lever at "B" will permit the
Signalman at "A" toexhibit his signals for the train to proceed into
the section.

(c) The train, on entering the section, will replace to stop the
fixed signals at "A" and at the same time back-lock the control
lever at "B" in its pulled-over position until the train is clear ofthe
fouling point at "B". See Regulation 8 i.

(d) A similar procedure must be followed when it is required
to despatch a train from "B" to "A",

10. Working of Fixed Signals at Crossing Statlons.-When
the track section ahead is not clear or whenever the departure
signal is at stop, the home signal must be kept at the stop position
for an approaching train until It has been brought almost to a
stand, when, provided the line is clear, the signal may be placed at
proceed to permit the train to draw into station yard, or, if
neccisary. towards the departure signal.

11. Emergency Release.-As the control lever is interlocked
with the levers operating the points for opposing movements, a
time release apparatus is provided for emergency use when
necessary.

The operation of the time release holds the signals at each end
of the single line section at stop until the time release has been
rc-sct.

For description ofthe time release apparatus see page 47.

12. Pilotman's Key.-At each crossing station a special key,
called the Pilotman's key, is provided, which, when withdrawn
from its lock, secures at the stop position the signal controlling the
entrance of a train into the section at that end of the single line.
The Pilotman's key is enclosed in a case, the door of which is
secured by a Vale lock. The vale key to open the door of the case
enclosing the Pilotman's key is kept in a scaled box. and when
necessary to use the yale key the paper seal must be broken.

Lights
when i , , - -
when no train should be on the section, the Signalmen at each end
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ofthe section must immediately confer, and when ihcy arc satisfied
that the section is clear and that the failure is onlv the indicating
light or lights, the Electrical Fitter must be immcJiaiely informed
and steps taken to have the Indicator put in order,

In such a case trains may be allowed to proceed if the signals
are in order, and can be operated in the proper manner, but the
Signalman in advance must inform the Signalman at the
signal-box in the rear when each train passes out of the section, and
the lime such message is sent and received must be recorded in the
remarks column opposite the entry for the train referred to in the
respective train register books, A remark to the elfeci that the
indicator light or lights, specifying the number and description of
the lever or levers concerned, failed, and the lime, must be also
inserted across the figure line in the train register books, and the
.same procedure adopted when the light (or lights) is again put in
order.

(b) Failure of Signal lhai controls the emranee of irains w the
single line section aheaii.-

(i) In the event of the signal conlrolling the entrance of
trains to the single line section ahead tailing to go to the
proceed position when the signal lever has been
operated and after the control lever at the opposite end
of the section has been reversed, and the indicating
lights (white lights) over the respective levers, i.e.. the
control lever at one end and the home departure signal
lever at the other end indicate that the section is dear,
the Signalmen must immediately confer and compare
their train register entries to ascertain that the last train
signalled has cleared the section. (See Rule 15.) When
they are satisfied that the section is clear, the
Signalman at the station where the "home departure
signal" has failed must write out and issue a Caution
Order "A" (see specimen of Form T.R. I3F.) to the
Engineman of the train authorising him to enter the
single line Section and pass the "home departure
signal" at the stop position. The Signalman issuing this
oraer must, before handing it to the Engineman. see
that all points at his station whether facing or trailing,
are in proper position for the train to pass over.

T.R. I3F, VICTORIAN RAILWAYS-

Caution Order.

"A"

LEVER LOCKING AND TRACK CONTROL.

Signalman's Caution Order for Engineman to pass a
Signal in the "STOP" position, which controls the entrance
of a train to the Single Line Section or Track Section ahead,
referred to in the Instructions as the "HOME
DEPARTURE SIGNAL."

No . Signal Box.

Date.

Time.

The Engineman of train

from to

You are authorised to proceed cautiously into the Section..

to

as

far as the next fixed signal and to pass "HOME

DEPARTURE SIGNAL" on Post No

at the "STOP" position.

(Signed)
Signalman.

(ii) On the departure of the train entering the section on a
Caution Order "A" the Signalman at the station in the
rear must so inform the Signalman at the signal-box in
advance by the following messagc;-

To Signalman,

train left here at

on Caution

Order No..

Signed.
Signalman.

Time.,

(iii) On arrival ofthe train at the signal-box at the end ofthe
single line section in advance, the Signalman there
must collect the Caution Order from the Engineman
and cancel it by writing the word "Cancelled" with his
signature, time, and date across the face, and advise the
Signalman in the rear by the following mcs&age:-

To Signalman,

train arrived here

complete with Caution Order No,

at

Signed...,
.Signalman.

Time.,

..Station,

(iv)

(V)

If there be a track section in advance, the Signalman in
the rear may permit another train to follow when the
indicating lights show that the track section is clear, if,
however, the home departure signal is still out of order
the precautions set out above in this clause (b) must be
earned out.

The Signalman at the Signal-box in advance, after
receiving the message indicating that the train has
entered the single line section on a caution order from
the station in the rear, must not attempt to place his
control lever to normal, or permit a train or locomotive
to enter the single line section applying to the train
approaching on a caution order until such train has
arrived complete at his station, and the order has been
collected from the Engineman. or. in the case of the
train not proceeding, he has been informed by the
Signalman in the rear that the caution order has been
taken from the Engineman and cancelled,

(c) Failure of Track Control: InJicaiing Lights and lor)
Control Lever-

(i) In the event of an absolute failure olThe Lever Locking
and Track Control, steps must at once be taken to have
the defect remedied, but if this cannot be immediately
done, the working of the traftlcover the section must be
arranged by means of a Pilotman, in accortiance with
Rule 14.

(ii) In the event of it being impossible to institute
Pilot-working in time to avoid delay to any train, one
or more trains may be worked through the single line
section where the lailure exists, in accordance with the
precautions set out in the fallowing clauses, and Pilot
Working must be established by a train travelling
through the Section on a Caution Order "B" (See
specimen of Form T.R. ]3E).

(iii) As soon as It is agreed between the Signalman at each
end of the single Tine section that a failure exists, that
Pilot-working cannot be arranged in time to avoid
delay to a train and that a train must he worked
through the single line section hy Caution Order "B",
the Signalman at each end of tlie single line sccllon
musi immediately withdraw the Piloiman's key from
its lock and keep it in his possession until it is again
required in accordance with these rules. Once a
Caution Order "B" has been issued the irallk in both
directions thereafter must be conducted by Caution
Orders "B" until the defect is remedied or
Pilot-working is instituted- The following messages
must he exchanged on the telephone between the
Signalmen concerned on each occasion that it is
necessary for a Caution Order "B" to be used and
before it is issued to the Engineman.

(aa) -From the Signalman having train to proceed through
the seetion:-

MESSAGE"A"

Dale..

..Station.

..Station.

ToSlgnalman,

The Signal controlling the entrance oftrains to

section has failed.
UP

The last & train which arrived here from

DOWN
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al

is Line Clear from.

10

for the train/

Signed..
Siniuilman.

Time.,

& Delete Up or Down iis the ease may be.

NOTE.-The train referred to must he the last train in the
oppoiilfdireelian to that in which the trainfor which "Line Clear"
is asked, is to run.

(bb) Before replying to Message "A", the Signalman al the
opposite end of the single line section, must, if there be an
intermediate signal-box in the section, consult the Signalman
there, and if the Signalman at the intermediate signal-box be
satisfied there is no train in the section, and the Signalman who
received Message "A" is also satisfied on this point (see Rule 15).
he must reply by the following mcssage;-

MESSAGE"ir"

Station.

Date..

To Signalman.

Your message respecting "Line Clear" for.

tram

sent at

1 am satisfied there is no train in the Single Line Section

between

and Line is clear

forthc train to travel

from your Station to

Signed
■'liumdmuii.

Time

(cc) On receipt of Message "B" the Signalman who has
forwarded Message "A" will then write out a Caution Order "B"
for the train, and issue it to the Engineman see specimen of Form
T.R. I3E)-

T.R. I.3E. VICTORIAN RAILWAYS

Caution Order.

"B"

LE\ ER LOCKING AND TRACK CONTROL.

Signalman's Caution Order for Enginemiiii to pass a Fixed
Signal in the "STOP" position, which controls the entrance
of a train to Single Line Section when the T rack Signalling
Svstcm has liiiled. In these Instructions the Signal referred
to is the "HOME DEPARTURE SIGNAL."

No Signal Box.
Date

Time

To the Engineman of train
from to

The SignallingSysiem for the Single Line Section
to

having
failed, you are hereby authorised to proceed cautiously at a
speed not exceeding 15 kilometres per hour (10 m.p.h.) to
the next Fixed Signal and to pass the "HOME
DEPARTURE SIGNAL" on Post No

at the "STOP" position.
(Signed)

(dd) The Signalman issuing Caution Order "B" must, before
handing it to the Engineman. see that all points at his station,
whether facing or trailing, are in the proper position for the train to
pass over. On the departure of the train, the Signalman

despatching it must forward message "C" to the Signalman at the
opposite end of the section and on arrival of the train complete
there, the Signalman must forward message "D" to the Signalman
in the rear.

MESS.AGE "C"

..Station.

Date..

ToSlgnalman.

train with

Caution Order No.

left here at

(Signed)
Signalniaii.

Time

(ee) On arrival of train at the signal-box at the end of the
single line section in advance, the Signalman there must collect the
Caution Order "B" from the Engineman and cancel it by writing
the word "Cancelled" with his signature, time, and date across the
face, and advise the Signalman in the rear as foMows;-

MESSAGE"D"

..Station.

Date.

To Signalman.

Train with

Caution Order No

arrived here complete at
(Signed)

Siftiudimw.
Time

(iv) When the complete Messages "A", "B", "C", and "D"
have been exchanged and incrc is another train to enter
the single line section, where the failure exists, before
the Pilot-working has been instituted, the same
procedure as laid down in sections (i). (ii). and (iii)
hereof must be carried out, but it must be distinctly
understood that Pilot-working must be instituted as
soon as possible. Messages "A". "B". "C". and "D"
must be written out on proper telegraph forms.

(d) Full particulars, together with the times messages are
exchanged, must be entered in the train register book at each end of
the section and al! messages sent and received, and cancelled
Caution Orders must be sent with a full report giving the reason for
use. to the Safeworking inspector as soon as possible after the
occurronec.

14. Working by Pllotman during Failure of Signalling
Apparalus.-

(a) (1) In the event ofan absolute failure of the Lever Locking
and Track Control as referred to in clause (c) of Rule
1.1. steps must be taken at once to have the defect
remedied, but if this cannot be immediately done, the
working of trains over the single line section must, as
stxtn as the traffic will permit (see section (ii) of clause
(c) of Rule 13) be arranged for by means ofa Pilotman.
if the telephone communication be available, the
Siationmasters or other responsible officials at both
ends of the section must communicate by telephone
and make the arrangements for Pilot-working (the
communications being written on telegraph forms in
the usual way). As soon as a definite understanding has
been arrived at, the Slationmastcr or other responsible
official who undertakes to make the arrangements for
working by Pilotman must appoint a competent person
to act as Pilotman and must fi ll up three or more, as
may be necessary, of the printed Forms (the Form, vide
Rule 14 of .Appendix II. pane 2J6. Hook ofRules and
Respdations. mii.si he u.sed for this purpose, the
ncce.ssarv alterations being made with pen and ink: .see
specimen of altered Form at end of this Rule) for
establishing the system of working by the Pilotman
during the failure of the signalling apparatus. One of
these Forms, signed by the Pilotman. must be delivered
by the Siaiionmasterin the presence of the Pilotman to
the Signalman at the station al his end of the section,
and the others, together with the Pilotman's key at that
end of the section, must be given to the Pilotman.
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When a Slalionmaster himself acts as Piloiman, he
must also address and give a copy of the form to the
person he leaves in chaise of his station.

(it) The Pilotman, when he is in possession of the
Pilotman's key and is satisfied that the Signalman has
received the printed form duiy filled up and that the
Signalman understands that no train is to be allowed to
enter the section until he returns, must then
accompany the train by which Pilot-working is being
instituted, and which train is being despatched on a
Caution Order "B". When the Pilotman arrives at the

crossing station at the opposite end of the single line
section, the Stationmastcr or other responsible official
in charge there must see that the Pilotman's key at that
end of the section, which was previously withdrawn by
the Signalman, is handed to the Pilotman. The
Pilotman will then have possession of both keys and
the home (departure) signal at each end of the affected
single line section will be secured at the stop position.
The Pilotman must then deliver a form (signed by
himscIO to the Stationmastcr (who must also sign the
Form held by the Pilotman) and another to the
Signalman on duty. The Signalman at each end of the
section must know the man appointed as Piloiman.
and must countersign the form for Pilot-working held
by the Pilotman. the form held by each Signalman
being in like manner countersigned by the Pilotman.
Trains may then be allowed to enter the section in
accordance with the following instructions, the
Piloiman retaining both keys in his ptKscssion until
Pilot-working has been cancelled and ordinary working
resumed, when he must return each key to the
Stationmastcr at its "Home" station. The latter will be
responsible for seeing that the Pilotman's key is
restored to its normal position in the lock, that the door
of the case is properly locked, and that the necessary
arrangements are made for restoring the Yale key to its
proper position and renewing the paper seal.

(b) When Pilot-working has been instituted the Pilotman
must inform the Engincman and Guard in charge of each train of
the circuinsiances. and when practicable accompany every train,
but when it is necessary to start two or more trains from one end of
the section under his control before a train has to be started from
the other end, the Pilotman must order ail trains to proceed except
the last, upon the locomotive of which he must ride. When
accompanying an electric train, the Pilotman must ride with the
Engincman. In the case of a locomotive or an electric train
assisting in the rear of the last train, the Pilotman must ride on the
assisting locomotive or with the Engineman of the assisting train,
as the case may be. If a special locomotive be supplied for the use
of the Pilotman. he must, after personally starting the whole of the
trains, follow or accompany the last train. When it is necessary for
the Pilotman's locomotive to accompany the last train, it must be
attached to the front ofthat train but the Pilotman must ride on the
train locomotive. After starting a train which he does not
accompany, the Piloiman must not permit another train to enter
the section until after the time usually taken by the preceding train
to clear the track section has elapsed (in no case with a less interval
than five minutes, and in those parts of the line where a longer
interval of lime is prescribed, until such interval has expired).
When admitting a train into a section after the interval of time
prescribed above, the Pilotman must advise the Engineman as to
whether his train has been preceded by another train.

(c) The Pilotman must wear a distinctive badge, which, until
the regular badge can be obtained, must be a red flag lied around
his left arm above the elbow. The regular badge is a red armlet with
the word "PILOTMAN" shown hereon in white letters.

(d) Should the Pilotman give up the working to another, fresh
forms must be issued on which the name of the new Pilotman must
be inserted. The fresh forms must be delivered by the new
Pilotman and substituted for the old forms, and the neccssarx-
signatures obtained on the fresh forms; he must at the time
withdraw the old forms, and at once cancel them by writing the
word "Cancelled" and the lime, date, and his signature across the
face of them. The issue of the fresh forms must only be done by the
person who arranged the Pilot-working, to whom the new
Pilotman must afterwards deliver the old forms. The fresh forms
must not be issued until the form, Pilotman's keys and badge have
been collected from the Piloiman being relieved.

(c) After the Piloiman has been relieved by another, the
Pilotman who has been relieved must not nde upon any
locomotive, nor in the leading van of an electric train, until he
resumes duly as Pilotman.

(0 Should the Signalman be changed during the time the
Pilot-working is in operation the man coming on duty must be
made acquainted, by the man going oil duty, with the

arrangements in force, and with the person acting as Pilotman. and
he must, before taking chaise, couniersign the form held by the
Pilotman.

(g) Signalmen must not. on any account, allow any train to
pass into the section that is being worked bv Pilotman. e.xcept
under the Pilotman's instructions, and when he is present. They
must also keep at the stop position, the signal applicable to trains
entering upon the Pilotman's section until the ordinary; working of
the tramc is resumed, but Enginemcn may pass such signals when
instructed to do so by the Pilotman. The Pilotman must obtain the
permission of the Signalman before allowing a train to enter upon
the section, and the latter, before authorising its departure, must
see that all points at his station, whether facing or trailing, are in
the proper position forthe train to pass over.

(h) When Pilot-working is in force, the signal controlling the
entrance of the section must not be tested unless the Pilotman is
present.

(i) Should the telephone, as well as ihe signal apparatus, have
failed, and the Signalman at the ends of the single line section be
unable to communicate with each other, the Stationmasler or
other responsible official at the crossing station at the opposite end
of the single line seaion to that at which the next train is due
depart must arrange for Pilot-working.

0) if the signalling apparatus be repaired after the Piloiman
with the Pilot-working forms has left the station at which he was
appointed, and before reaching the opposite end of the section
where the failure occurred, no train must be allowed to pass on to
such single line section until the Piloiman has arrived and
completed the Pilot-working arrangements, which must remain in
force until cancelled as provided in clause (k) hereof.

(k) When the signalling apparatus is again repaired and ready
for use. and before ordina^ working is resumed, the Stationmastcr
who instituted Pilot-working must make out and sign the necessary
Cancellation Orders (ilw Form xuk' ckiusi' rii/c 14, of Appendix
II, pa^;c' 237. Book of Rules and Re.vuliiiion.s, niusi he used for iliis
purpose ihe words "Pihiinan's Key relumed herewith" to be
wriiien on the Form: .see specimen of altered Form at the end of this
Rule), a copy of which must be delivered by the pilotman to every
person who received a Pilot-working Form, such Form to be
collected and cancelled by the Pilotman writing the word
^Cancelled" and the lime. date, and his signature across the face of
it. When this has been done and the Pilotman's key has been
restored to its normal position ordinary working will be resumed.
A!) forms which have been issued for Pilot-working, and copies of
all telegrams sent in connection therewith, must be forwarded to
the Safeworking Inspector.

(1) The Piloiman. when making his last trip under
Pilot-working conditions, must notify all employes concerned
along the line that ordinary working will be resumed.

tSpecimen of Form altered as referred to in elaiise la) of Rule 14).

VICTORIAN RAILWAYS.

LEVER LOCKING AND I RACK CON I ROI. SVS I EM
OETKAIN SIGNALLING ON SING EE LINES.

WORKING OF SINGLE LINE BY PII.O'I MAN.

(This Form must be niled up and used whenever it is
temporarily necessary to work the Traffic by Pilotman).

Station.

.19..

To..

The Signalling Apparatus for the Section

and having tailed.
all traffic between those two places will be worked by
Pilotman in accordance with number 14 of the Rules for
Working Single Lines of Railway by the Lever Locking and
Track Control System ofTrain Signalling.

will act as
pilotman. and no train is to be allowed to pass on to the
section unless he is present and personally orders the Train
to .start.

This order is to remain in force until withdrawn by the
Pilotman presenting my written authority.

(Signed)..

•Noted by
Station or Box.

•Noted by
Station or Box.

Time..
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Time..

Noied by Piloiman.

•These signatures must only be made on the eopy held
by the Piloiman.

At least sis ot" these forms must be kept in a convenient
place at each Crossing Slalion. so as lo be available at any
momeni-Nighi or day.

Helbre Pilot-working is commenced, a copy of this
form must be signed by the Signalman in charge of the
Crossing station at caeh end of the Section, and be kept by
the Pilotnian. who must see that each of the men signing the
Form retains a copy for himself.

Siaiionmasiers reccising this Form will he held
responsible that the OrTlcers. Foremen. Signalmen, and
others concerned at their stations are immediately made
acquainted with the cireumsiances. and are instructed in
theirnccessan duties.

'Form referred Hi in clause Ik) of Rule 14).

VICTORIAN RAILWAYS.

WORKING OF SINCl-i: LINKS BY PII.O I .MAN.

CANCELLATION ORDER.

I9....i2. ..Station

To...

Piloi-workingarrangememsmadc by meal
on

19

be

for the Line between

and

arc hereby cancelled, and ordinary working will
resumed.

The Piloimans Key is returned herewith.
(Signed)

"Each person w ho received a Pilot-working Form must also
be handed a copv ofthis Order.

.\OTH.-Suiiioiuiui\iei\ nreicuii; i/ii> Icnn iinisi iwiilc
ilic Ollkei \. Foremen. Siv'iilmen. oiul mhei^ coniniied iii
llieir \uilions lluil ordiiioir n-mkinv icillhe resumed.

15. Train an Unusually Long Time In Scctlon.-When a train
is an unusually long time in the section, the Stationmasterson both
sides must confer with a view to ascertaining the cause, and agree
as to the action to be taken. If the telephone has failed the
Stationmaster in advance of the train must lake steps to ascertain
the cause ofthe delay and adopt the necessary measures for the safe
conduct of iralTlc.

16. Fouling a Section of the Single Line for Station \Vork.-<a)
Except where special instructions arc issued to the contrary, or as
provided for in sub-clause (b) hereof, no train must be allowed to
foul the single line outside the home signal protecting a terminal or
crossing slalion unless the signal controlling the entrance of trains
10 the single line section about lo be fouled for station work is at
the warning or proceed position.

(b) Should a failure of the points occur and in consequence a
train which has been admitted to the platform has to be set back
and despatched through the adjoining platform track and no signal
is provided to control such a set back movement and Pilot-working
is not in force, the following instructions must be observed before
the setback movement is authoriscd:-The Signalman requiring to
perform the movement must llrst sec that the control lever
applying to trains entering the section from the opposite end is in
the normal position, and that all levers operating points over
which the set back movement will be performed arc in the required
position. He must then confer with the Signalman at the opposite
end of the section and obtain his authority to perform the
movement. Before authorising the movement, the latter Signalman
must place his control lever in the reverse position, which,
providing the track section is clear, will cause the track Indicating
light to appear at the signal-box requiring to foul the single line
section, When such indicating light is displayed the local shunting
movement may be performed. When the movement has been

completed, the Signalman at the opposite end of the section must
be so advised, A record ofthe messages exchanged must be made in
the respective train register books.

S'OTE.-h must be clearly understood that the above
In.siriiction.s in no wav modify the In.siructions contained in clause
(elofRule 13.

16A. Train not to Return lo Station in Rcar.-Except when
specially authorised, or as provided for in these rules, a tram which
has entered a single line section must not return from any
inicrmedialc point to the crossing station In the rear.

17. Train or Portion of a Train Left on Single Llne.-(a)When
a train or ponion of a train is left upon the single line from
accident or inability of the locomotive to take the whole forward,
the Engineman must not return to the rear portion of his train
except by written instructions from the Guard as prescribed in
Regulation 243.

(b) If. when returning for the rear portion of his train, the
Engineman has to pass a signal-box, the Engineman must inform
the Signalman of the circumstances, and if the Engineman be in
possession of the written instructions from the Guard, he may be
allowed to return to the rear ponion of his train,

(c) The Assistant Engineman must, after securing the rear
ponion of the train, uncouple it where required, ensure that the air
brake is continuous throughout the front portion, record and
inform the Engineman of the number and class of the last vehicle
of the front ponion and ride on the locomotive. The Guard after
ensuring that the rear position has been secured, must go back and
protect It in accordance with Regulation 239.

(d) After sunset, or in foggy weather, before the front ponion
is drawn forward, a red light must be placed on the front vehicle of
the rear ponion by the man who divides the train. As soon as the
first portion has been drawn forward sufTiciently far. either by day
ornight. the Assistant Engineman must place two detonators upon
the line about 200 metres from the front vehicle of iht: rear
ponion. to notify the Engineman when reluming to the position of
the remainder of his train.

(e) On arrival at the station in advance the Engineman must
siitisfy himself that the front ponion of the train has arrived
complete.

18. (a) Should a train accompanied by the Piloiman become
disabled, he must make the best arrangements for procuring
assistance without delay.

(b) In the event of a train unaccompanied by the Piloiman
becoming disabled, the Guard must protect his train as directed in
Regulation 239. and communicate with the Piloiman as soon as
possible.

(c) When a ponion of a train is left upon a section of the Line
worked by Piloiman. from inability of the locomotive to take the
whole forward, and the Piloiman is with the train, and
accompanies the Engineman with the first portion, the Engineman
(accompanied by the Pilotman) may return for the rear ponion of
his train without holding writien inslructions from the Guard. If.
however, the Pilotman be not accompanying the train, the
Engineman must not return for the rear portion unless he holds
written instructions from the Guard authorising him to do so. In
eilhcrcase the Guard, after securing the rear ponion. must protect
his train in the rear as directed in Regulation 239.

19. Section Obstructed by Accident or by Disabled
Train.Ha) If a train should become disabled between two crossing
stations, the Engineman must hand lo his Assistant Engineman a
written order, addressed to the Stationmaster at the nearest station
from which assistance can be obtained, staling the nature of the
failure, ihe place where it has occurred, and authorising the
Stationmaster to allow a relief locomotive to proceed to remove
the disabled train. The Stationmaster. on receiving the written
order, must endorse it. arrange for the despatch of a relief
locomotive, and return the order to the Assistant Engineman, who
must hand it to the Engineman of the relief locomotive, and
accompanv him to the place where he left the disabled train. The
Engineman of the relief locomotive, after removing the whole of
the disabled train to the end of the section to which it was
previously proceeding, must deliver up the written order to the
Stationmaster.

<b) The Assistant Engineman. when proceeding for
assistance, must place detonators on the Line as directed in
Regulation 239. and the Guard must in every case protect his train
in the opposiie direction. Should the stoppage or failure occur to a
locomotive noiatiaehed toa train, the Assistant Engincinan. when
proceeding for relief, must place detonators on the Line as per
Regulation 239. for the protection of the disabled locomotive, and
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the Engineman. after securing his locomotive, must similarly
protect in the opposite direction, and then return to his
iocomoiivc-

(c) The Engineman of the disabled locomotive or train must
not allow his locomotive or train to be moved until the relief
locomotive or train arrives, unless satisfactory arrangements have
been made to prevent the relief locomotive or train from coming to
his assistance, and the man to whom the order was given rias
returned and handed the order back to the Engineman.

(d) In the event of a total failure of any train worked by two
men, the Guard must carry out the duties prescribed above for the
Assistant Engineman. The Engineman. after seeing that this train
is secured, must similarly protect it in the opposite direction and
then return to his train,

20. (a) If an accident or obstruction should occur, and the
traffic is likely to be stopped for a considerable time, special
arrangements must be made for the working of trains to and iVom
the crossing station on each side oflhe point ofobstruction.

<b> Ifthc obstruction be caused by a landslip, flood, or similar
cause, in the event ofa train being in a section, arrangements may
be made for the train to be pushed back to the crossing station in
the rear. but. before this is done, the Guard must return to the
crossing station in the rear and obtain permission in writing from
the Signalman for the train to return to such station. The
Engineman must not move in the wrong direction until he has
received such written permission.

(c) Should the obstruction be caused by a disabled train, the
Guard must put the Engineman in Charge of the point of
obstruction, and the Engineman must give the Guard a written
order addressed to the Stationmaster at the crossing station in the
rear, stating the point of obstruction, and intimating that he will
not allow inc disabled locomotive or train to be moved until the
relief locomotive or train arrives. The Guard must then proceed to
the crossing station in the rear and hand the order to the
Stationmaster. advising him fully of what has occurred. The
Stationmaster will then arrange to establish Pilot-working between
the point ofobstruction and the crossing station in the rear.

When the Guard has proceeded to the station in the rear the
Engineman of the disabled train must hand his Assistant
Engineman a written order addressed to the Stationmaster at the
crossing station in advance, stating the point of obstruction, and
intimating that he will not allow the disabled locomotive or train
to be moved until the relief locomotive or train arrives. The
Assistant Engineman must then proceed to the crossing station in
advance and hand the order to the Stationmaster. advising him
fully of what has occurred. The Stationmaster will then arrange to
established Pilot-working between the point ofobsirucilon and the
crossing station in advance.

(d) The Guard and Assistant Engineman of the disabled train
when proceeding to the rear and advance stations respectively
must place detonators on the rail, in accordance with Regulation
239. On their return they will be held responsible for the
protection of the obstruction until relieved.

(e) The respective Statlonmastcrs must arrange for three or
more, as may be necessary, of the printed Forms provided for the
purpose of establishing working by Pilot-man during obstruction
(the Pom viJc Rule JH. pa^e 246 of the Book of Rules anil
Regulaiiuiw must he used for this purpose, the /iccc.s.vrjri'
aheraiions being made with pen and ink, see specimen ofaltered
Form at end ofihi.s rule) to be filled up; one of these, signed by the
Piiolman. he must deliver, in the presence of the Piloiman. to the
Signalman in charge of the station where Pilot-working
commences, the second must be retained by the Piloiman. and the
third must be conveyed by the Piloiman with the relief train, the
Engineman of which must hold the written order, to the
Engineman in charge of the point ofobstruction.

Before despatching the relief locomotive, the Stationmaster
must, in the presence of the Pilotman. withdraw the Pilotman's
key to secure at the stop position the signal that controls the
entrance of trains to the section on which Pilot-working is to be
conducted. The key must be at once handed to the Piloiman, who
must retain it in his possession until the Pilot-working
arrangemcnt.s have been withdrawn and ordinary working is to be
resumed, when he must return it to the Stationmaster at its
"home-staiion". The latter will be responsible for seeing that the
Pilotman's key is restored to its normal position in the lock, that
the door of the case is properly locked, and that the necessary
arrangements arc made for restoring the Yale key to its proper
position and renewing the paper sea).

(0 On arrival at the point of obstruction each Piloiman must
collect and cancel the order held by the Engineman of the relief
tram, attach to it his-the Piiotman's-form. and complete the
arrangements for working by Pilotman.

(g) Each Piloiman must wear a distinctive badge, which, until
the regular badge can be obtained, must be a red flag lied round the
left arm above the elbow. As soon as he is satisfied that the
arrangements arc understood, trains may be allowed to go on to the
single line under the control and by the permission of the
Pilotman.

(h) Should the obstruction be caused by a light locomotive (or
by any train worked by two men), a relief train or locomotive must
be first obtained from one end of the section by the Assistant
Engineman (or Guard), as laid down in Rule 19, and. If necessary,
arrangements must be made for working the irafTic in accordance
with this Rule. The Engineman must, after securing his locomotive
or train, protect it in the opposite direction to which the Assistant
Engineman (or Guard) proceeds for relief, and then return lo his

locomotive or train.

(i) When the Line is again clear, no train must be allowed to
pass the point where the obstruction existed unless both Pilolmen
are accompanying it. After the Pllotmen have withdrawn their
arrangements for Pilot-working, ordinary working may be
resumed.

/Specimen Form altered as referred to in clause /el of Rule 20.1

VICTORIAN RAILWAYS.

l.EVER LOCKING AND TRACK COM ROI. S3 S I KM
OF I KAIN SIGNALLING ON SINGLE LINES.

WORKING OF SINGLE LINE BY PILOTMAN
DURING OBSTRUCTION.

This Form mii.si he filled up and used nlieiiever it i.s
temporarily neeessary. owing to ohsirnetion on a Single
Line, to work the trafic hy Pihnnum.

..Station.
,19..

To,.

The Single Line Between and

bcingobsirucled.lhc
traffic between and
the place of obstruction will be worked bv Pilotman in
accordance with number 20 ofihc Rules for Working Single
Lines of Railway by the Lever Locking and Track Control
System ofTrain Signalling.

will act as
Pilotman. and no train is to be allowed to pass on to the
Section where the obstruction exists unless he is present and
rides in the operating Cab.

This order is to remain in force until withdrawn by the
Pilotman.

(Signed),,

&Notcd by

Station or Box.

StNoicdby
Time..

at place ofobstruction

Noted by

Time..

Pilotman.

&  These Signatures must only be made on the copy held
by the Piloiman. ... . • _ ..

At least SIX of these Forms must be
kept in a convenient place at each Station, so as to be
available at any moment-night or day.

A copy of this form must be delivered lo the Signalman
in chaige of the Station where Pilot-working commences,
the second must be retained by the Pilotman. and the third
must be conveyed by the Piloiman with the Relief train to
the Engineman or other person in charge of the point of
obstruction. If there is an intermediate Station, which is not
a Crossing Station, the Signalman or person in charge must
be supplied with a copy ofthe form.

Stalionmasters receiving this Form will be held
responsible that the Officers, Foremen, Signalmen, and
others concerned at their Stations are immediately made
acquainted with the circumstances, and arc instructed in
their necessary duties.
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LEVER LOCKING AND TRACK CONTROL

21. Lever locking and Track Conirol Signalling on Single
Lines is in force on the Lines or portions of Lines specified in the
respective District Working Time-tables.
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CENTRALISED TRAFFIC CONTROL SYSTEM

Rules for Aulomalic Signalling on Single Lines and Remote
Control of Points and Signals at Unattended Crossing [^i>s.

As applicable to the Standard Gauge Line Between West
Fooiscray and Wodonga Loop and the Victorian Gauge Line
between Albion and Jaeana, and between Sunshine and Rockbank.

NOTE:-Thc lines between Sunshine and Rockbank are
operated by a Centralised Traffic Control Apparatus located in the
Sunshine Signal Box. The Signalman at Sunshine in addition to
performing the Signalling duties will carry out the duties specified
for the Train Controller for the Section. Sunshine to Rockbank
insofar as they apply.

This system does not in any way dispense with the use of hand
or detonating signals, whenever and wherever such signals may be
rctjuisitc to protect obstructions on the line. The rules and
regulations contained in the Book of Rules and Regulations, the
instructions contained in this book and any other printed or
written notices that do not conflict with these rules arc eflcctive so
far as they apply to this system ofsignalling.
Description ofCcntralised Traffic Control Apparatus located in the
Train Control Oflfcc, Spencer Street:

The apparatus consists of an illuminated track diagram, a
control console anda communicationsconsolctlc.

The illuminated track diagram is a representation of the 302
km of Standard Gauge track between West Foolseniy and
Wodonga and the Victorian Gauge track between Albion and
Broadmcadows.

The signalling territory is divided into a number of locations.
A location may be a crossing loop, a grade crossing or an electric
switch locked siding. The track is represented by white lines on
black panei.s. Track occupancy is indicated by amber lights on the
track line representing the section of track occupied. The normal
or reverse position of points is indicated by a lunar white light on
the respective track line. When electric switch locked points are in
the normal locked position, the light indicating the normal
position of the points will be displayed. Flashing of the reverse
light indicates that the "Release" is available for unlocking the
twints. Similarly, when a grade crossing pilot lever at a .station or
signal box is in the normal locked position, the light representing
(he Standard Gauge track will be displayed. Flashing of the
Victorian Gauge track light indicates that the "Release" is
available at the respective station or signal box. A steady light in
the reverse position indicates that the release of the swiicli lock or
grade crossing has been accepted.

The normal and reverse indication of a signal is denoted by a
red or green light in the signal symbol on the diagram. A single
stroke bell announces the passage of a train over the fouling track
section at each end ofa crossing loop. A bell having a dilTercnt tone
announces the entry of a train to the territory controlled by the
control panel. The control console contains a location selector,
points and signals control panel, auxiliary control panel and two
eommunicalion panels. The location selector consists of two
columns of push buttons. Selecting the location makes the control
panel push-buttons effeaive for controlling the points and signals
at that location.

An automatic train graph for making a permanent record of
train movements is provided on the right hand side of the control
Console. This graphic recorder is mounted horizontally below a
glass on the desk top and operates a continuous chart, which
advances at the rate of 76 mm (3") per hour. An Individual pen is
provided for each end of a crossing loop. The pens arc of the
three-position type, and move to the leff to record the clearing ofa
home signal, and to the right for a train occupying the fouling track
circuit which restores the home signal to stop.

1. Dcrinilions:-<a) Single Line seciion-thc entire scetion of
the track extending between adjoining crossing loops.

(b) Track Section-any division of the single line section, the
entrance to which is governed by a fixed signal.

(c) Unattended Crossing Loop-a loop used for crossing or
side-tracking trains at which the points and signals arc remotely
controlled from the Train Control Oflice, Spencer Street.

<d) Train Controller-the "Train Controller" directing the
movements of trains and operating the paints and signals under the
Centralised T raflic Control system.

(e) Remote Control-the operation and control of points and
signals from the Train Control Ofllce by means of electric circuits
and motors.

(0 Grade crossing-the imcrscetion of the Victorian Gauge
Line with the Standard Gauge by means ofa "diamond" crossing,

(g) Home Departure Signal-the signal controlling the
entrance oftrains to a single line section.

(h) Home Arrival Signai-lhc signal controlling the arrival ofa
train to a crossing loop or from the single line section
Aibion-Broadmeadows to the double line at Albion and Jacana.

2. A single line section may be divided into two or more track
sections: the entrance of a train into each track section is
controlled by a fixed Signal.

3. Object of the syslem.-(a) Thcobjcctofthesystemis;-

(i) When two or more trains are to proceed in the same
direction-To prevent more than one train being in a
track section at the same lime, and

(ii) When trains are to proceed in opposite directions on
the single line-To prevent more than one train being
on the single line section between two crossing loops at
the same time.

(b) The object is accomplished as follows;-

(t) In the case of trains proceeding in the same
dircction-By the fixed signals being electrically secured
at the Slop position unless the track section ahead ofthe
signal is clear.

(ii) When trains arc to proceed in opposite directions-By
the signals being electrically controlled by the track and
departure signal at the opposite end of the section, so
that it is not possible for the signals controlling the
entrance to the single line section at opposite ends to
simultaneously exhibit a signal to proceed, and if a
train has entered a .section by the opposing home
departure signal being secured at the stop position.

4. Fixed Signals.-(a) The arrival signalsal crossing loopsand
the departure signals controlling the entrance of trains to the single
line section are three-position home signals.

(b) The intermediate signals between crossing loops are
three-position automatic signals.

(c) The signals protecting grade crossings are three-position
home signals.

(d) In addition to the ordinary control of fixed signals referred
to in Rule 3, any of the conditions shown hcrcunder will at once
replace an electrically controlled fixed signal to stop and secure the
signal in that position:-

(i) Any metallic or other conducting substance so placed
as to form a connection between the rails.

(ii) A broken or displaced rail or broken line wires.

(iii) Any wire bond becoming detached or broken.

(iv) Points at intermediate sidings not properly set for the
main line.

(v) Door ofswitch box at intermediate switch locked siding
left open.

(vi) Selector Lever of point machine not being in the motor
operating position.

(e) If any defect hindering, or likely to hinder, the proper
working of signals is noticed by any employe, he must at once
communicate with the nearest Slalionmaster or the Train
Controller in order that the defect may be remedied without delay.

(f) In addition to the normal indication, i.e. stop the following
indications may be displayed on signals at crossing loops:-

Signals

Arrival

Departure

Indications

(i) When ihv poiniit arc set for No. 1 track and the track section U
c)ear-Low S(Kcd or C)ear Normal Speed,

til) When the points ahead ofIhc signal are sel Tor No. I track and
those at the opposite end of No. 2 track and the Track Section Is
clear-Low Speed

(III) When the points ahead of the signal are »ct Tor No. 2
track-Low Speed

The Departure signals from No. I track display a Normal Speed
and from No. 2 track a Medium Speed Indication.
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(g) When the Medium Speed indication is displayed for a
train to depart from No. 2 track or when a dwarf signal is at
proceed for a train to depart from No. 3 track at a crossing loop,
the speed restriction specllled will only apply until the train has
cleared the points protected by the signal-

Regulation 59. clause e. is modiiled accordingly.

(h) In the event ofa train being required to enter an occupied
track at a crossing loop or if there is a track circuit failure affecting
the home arrival signal, it will be necessary for the Train
Controller to push the low speed button after operating the signal
button. To restore the signal to slop, after a low speed indication
has been displayed in these circumslanecs. the location must be
selected and the signal button pulled.

5. Home Signals.-fa) Home departure signals control the
entrance of trains to the single line section. No train must pass
these signals at the stop position except as shown in sections (i) to
(iv) hereof:

Excepiioiis:

(i) Where the traffic is being conducted under
Pilot-working conditions and the Engineman is
authorised by the Pilotman to pass the signal, Sec Rule
20.

(ii) When in accordance with Rules 23 and 24 it is
necessary for a relief locomotive or train to enter the
section to render assistance to a locomotive disabled on
the single line.

fiii) When in accordance with Rule 21. a locomotive is
required to return from a crossing station or loop for a
portion ofa train left on the single line.

(iv) When in accordance with Rule 19. a caution order has
been issued to pass the signal.

Note: At certain crossing loops, dwarf signals arc provided at
the exit from No. 3 track. As these signals control the entrance of
trains to the single line section, the aTiove exceptions will also be
applicable to passing a dwarl'signal at the slop position.

(b) Home (arrival) signals arc situated a short distance on the
approach side ofthe facing points they protect.

No train must pass a home arrival signal at the slop position,
except when the signal is defective, in which ease the authority to
pass the signal will be as indicated hcrcundcr-

(i) The Train Controller, after satisfying himself that no
train is entering the crossing loop at the opposite end
and that the opposing arrival signal is at stop and the
white light on the track diagram in the Train Control
Office panel indicates that the points are in the correct
ppsition. may authorise the Engineman to pass the
sighal at slop by issuing telephoned instructions which
must be written down by the Engineman ofthe train or
Employe in charge ofthe Loop.

The following message must be used:

The Engineman ofTrain No

at Crossing Loop.

The Home Arrival Signal, Post No having
failed, I authorise you to pass it at the slop position
after satisfying yourself that the points are set for No.

track.

Repeated Back OK Name..

Grade..

(ii) If the points have failed, the Train Controller, before
giving the authority to the Engineman to pass the signal
at stop, must arrange forihc Guard to place the selector
lever to the hand position and operate the points as
required. After ihe train has cleared the points, the
Guard must restore the selector and hand throw levers
to the normal position. In the case ofa light locomotive
the Engineman must carry oul the dulics prescribed for
the Guard,

(iii) In the event of a failure of telephone communication
with the Train Controller, ihe employe who is
appointed to act as Signalman at the crossing loop,
after operating the selector lever to the hand position
and ensuring that the points arc in the correct position
and that the movement can be safely performed, may

authorise the Engineman to pass the signal by issuing
theabovememioned message form.

He must sign the form, delete the words "Train
Controller" and insert the word "Signalman" in lieu
thereof.

6. Automatic Signals-.Auiomaiic Signals arc erected at
intermediate locations between crossing loops, and except as
shown hereunder. these signals may be passed at the stop position
as laid down in Regulation 74.

Excepiioiis:-

(i) When there is an intemiediaie siding with points
secured by an electric switch lock, in the track section
ahead of an automatic signal which has been passed at
the Slop position. Engineman. in addition to complying
with Regulation 74. must, before passing over the
points at the Siding, examine them and see that they
are in the normal position for the train to pass.

(ii) In the event of the points being in the reverse position,
(he Engineman must arrange for them to be placed in
the normal position and immediately report the matter
to the Train Controller by means of the telephone
provided at the siding.

7. Operation of points at Unattended Crossing Loops.-Thc
points at each end ofthe unattended crossing loops arc operated by
dual control point machines, by means of which the points arc
normally operated from the Train Control Office and. when
necessary under emergency, by train crews as hand points.

8. Approach Locklng.-The approach locking ofthe points is
applied directly to the point machine at the points concerned and
not by means ofan electric lock at the point control push button.

Approach locking becomes effective on the operation of the
signal control push button and is normally released on the passage
ol a train.

In the event of a signal governing points having been cleared
and it is necessary to restore ihe signal to stop before a train is
required to pass the signal, the Train Controller must pull the
signal button.

The steady green light in the signal symbol will be
extinguished and it will be replaced by a flashing red light until the
locking has released after a predetermined time inicrvaT.

9. Dual Control Point .Machlnes.-<a) The machine has two
levers. The levers normally rest on slops lo which they are secured
by padlocks. Similar stops arc provided for the levers when they
are in the reverse position. The levera arc known as "Selector" and
"Hand Throw" lever respectively. The former is the smaller lever
of the two and after it is placed from the motor operating position
to the hand operating position, the points can be worked by hand.

The function of the selector lever is to detenninc whether
points are connected for motor operation or for hand operation.

In the normal position the letlering"Moior" appears on the
upper side, indicating (hat the lever is In position for motor
operation, when unlocked and moved lo the reverse position, the
lettering "Hand" appears on the upper side indicating that the
points are ready for hand operation. With the hand throw lever the
points may be operated as ordinary hand points, providing the
selector lever has first been operated to its reverse position. The
lettering "Hand Throw Lever N" appears when it is in the normal
position and "Hand Throw Lever R" when at reverse.

(b) Immediately the selector lever is moved from the motor
position to the hand position, the control from the Train Control
office will be rendered inefTective and the signals govcniing
movements overihe points will be held at stop.

(c) In Ihe event of a point failure and it is necessary for the
points lo be operated by hand, the employe concerned must, in
each case, first unlock the selector lever and move it lo the hand
operation position. If the points are normal, moving of the hand
throw lever will unlock and reverse the points and lock them in
thai position. If the points are reverse when the selector lover is
moved to the hand posilion. the hand throw lever must then be
operated to reverse, when the points, may be operated as required.
In the event of the points being in an intermediate position, the
selector lever must be operated to the hand position and the points
placed to normal or reversed by the operation of the hand throw
lever,

(d) Ifthc points move to the full normal or reverse posilion by
the operation of the hand throw lever, but the lever will not travel
on to its stop, the points are unlocked. In these circumstances
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arrangements must be made for the points to be secured with a
point clip before a train is permitted to pass over the points.

10. Crossing Tralns.-When trains are to cross, the Train
Controller must, before operating either arrival signal, set the
paints for the train that is required to enter No. 2 track, after which
both arrival sisals may be operated, and each signal will display
the low speed indication-one for No. 1 track and one for No. 2
track.

NOTE:-So. I is ihe siraighl track, i.e., the trackfor which the
points normally He and No. 2 is the Loop track.

NO TK:-The low speed signals may he exhibited before a train
has come to a .stand at the home arrival signal and the last
paragraph of clause (d) of Regulation 59. will not apply to the.se
signals.

11. Telephones and Telephone Cablns.-Telephones of the
Selector type are provided in cabins at each end of each crossing
loop.

The doors ofthe cabins are secured with V.R. 5P padlocks.

Telephones of the selector type are also provided at the arrival
and departure signals at crossing loops and at fixed signals
protectinggrade crossings.

12. Electric Switch Locks-Intermediate Sidings.-(a) The
points leading to an intermediate siding are rodded to catch points
m the siding, worked by a lever in a frame and secured by an
electric switch lock.

The switch lock is so constructed that, except as set out in
clause (c) hereof, whilst the track section in which it is situated is
occupied by a locomotive or train, the switch is locked.

For a movement to or from the siding a "Release" must be
given by the Train Controller.

(b) The switch lock is contained in a box located near the
facing points. The door ofthe box is secured by a V.R. 5P padlock.
Inside the box is a (i) Finger Trigger, (ii) a Releasing Handle and
(iii) a Semaphore Indicator, (see illustration page 165, General
Appendix)

(c) When a train requires to work at the siding, the locomotive
or some portion ofthe train must be stopped clear of, but within 20
metres in advance of, the facing points, in order to eltect a release.

Example:-

(i) A train in the trailing direction having to put ofTorpick
up vehicles in the siding must stop with the locomotive
opposite the catch points in the siding, locomotive or
vcnicles detached and run ahead, stopping with rear
vehicle not more than 20 metres ahead of pioints.

(ii) If the whole ofthe train is to enter the siding, train must
be slopped with rear vehicle not more than 20 metres
ahead ofpoints.

(iii) If the locomotive or train require to enter the siding in a
facing dircCTion. the locomotive is to be slopped within
20 metres of points.

(d) When the locomotive or portion ofthe train is stopped as
instructed above, the Guard or Assistant Engineman must open
the switch box door, take hold of the finger trigger with the left
hand, drawing it outwards and holding it out until the semaphore
indicator assumes the "Clear" position; with the trigger still held
out, the releasing handle must then be moved from right to left.
The points may then be operated from the lever.

(c) If the whole of the train is to enter the siding, the Guard or
Assistant Engineman must, when it has cleared the catch points,
immediately restore the points to normal, move the releasing
handle in the switch box to its normal position on the right and
close and lock the switch box door.

NOl'E.-iVhen a portion of a train is standingon the main line
while a switch locked siding is being worked, the points must not he
placed to normal, hut must remain set for the siding until the
locomotive has returned to the main line, otherwise the ssvitch will
become locked until a vehicle is again placed on the releasing rail
within 20 metres ahead ofthe points.

(f) When a train or locomotive which has been completely
side tracked to a switch locked siding is ready to proceed, the
Guard or Assistant Engineman must first receive permission to
enter upon the main line from the Train Controller by means of
the telephone provided. When permission has been obtained, the
Guard or Assistant Engineman must then open the door of the

switch box and if the semaphore indicator shows "clear" act as laid
down in Clause (d) hereof, except that he must not operate the
finger trigger, and when the tram or locomotive is clear of the
points in the main line, the points must be closed and locked asset
out in sub-clause (e).

(g) In the event of the Guard or Asisstani Engineman, after
receiving permission from the Train Controller to depart from a
switch locked siding, finding the semaphore indicator showing
stop, i.e., arm horizontal, he must not attempt to manipulate the
mechanism, but must communicate with the Train Controller.

(h) Cripple Traeks-The points leading to cripple tracks at
crossing loops are secured with an electric switch lock as described
in the foregoing clauses; however, the operation of the points
dilTcrs as indicated hereunden

Subject to the main line points being in the reverse position
thi release of the switch lock points to a cripple track is elTectcd by
the Train Controller pressing the applicable points button.

This operation causes the semaphore arm in the electric
switch box to assume the clear position and indicates to the Guard
or other employe concerned, that the points are free to be moved.

The Guard or other employe must then move the releasing
handle from right to left and operate the points from the lever.

The use of the finger trigger is not necessary.

The electric circuits are so arranged that, when the Train
Controller has given a release of the switch lock, the signals
controlling the entrance of trains to the single line section, at the
opposite end, are secured at the stop position.

13. Pilotman's Key-For each end ofeach single line section, a
sixcial key. called the Pilotman's key is provided, which, when
withdrawn from its lock, secures at the stop position the signal
(x>ntrolling the entrance of a train at that end of the single line
section.

The Pilotman's key is kept in a box. secured by a Vale lock, in
the telephone cabin.

The Vale key to open the Pilotman's key box Is contained in
an adjacent box secured by a paper seal.

14. Blocking Jaeks.-Blocking Jacks are provided for inserting
into holes below the track line on the illuminated diagram and
perform the same function as the sleeving of levers.

To prevent a train entering a single line section at either end. a
blocking jack should be inserted in a hole below the track section
light.

The protection of a track in the crossing loop in the crossing
loop is elfcctcd by moving the points to normal or reverse, as the
case may be. and the insertion of a blocking jack in the diagram
below the respective points.

If it is necessary to secure the arrival home signals at stop, a
blocking jack should be inserted in the hole in the diagram under
the centre of the crossing loop.

Likewise, at grade crossings the clearing of home signals
protecting the crossing is prevented by the insertion of a blocking
jack in the hole below the grade crossing.

15. Train an unusually long time In section.-Wlicn a train is
an unusually long time in a section, the Train Controller must
make every effort to ascertain the cause and inform the Train
Controller on the Victorian Gauge section. The latter Train
Controller must Immediately advise the Signalman concerned, in
order that any Victorian Gauge train may be stopped and the
Engineman warned.

16. Fouling a section (o the Single Line for local
movcmenls.-Except where special instructions are issued to the
contrary, no train must be allowed to foul a single line section
outside the home arrival signal for local shunting or other
movements unless the home departure or dwarf signal controlling
the entrance of trains to Ihe single line section about to be fouled is
at the proceed position or the movement Is to be performed from
the cripple track.

17. Train to return to Crossing Loop In rcar.-Exccpt when
specially authorised or as provided in these rules, a train which has
entered a single line section must not return from any intermediate
point in the section to the crossing Loop in the rear.

Where permission is specially granted for a train to return to
the crossing loop in the rear, for reasons other than a lota!
obstruction in the section, the Train Controller must is.sue a Train
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Order as authoriiy for ihc movemenl. Before issuing the Train
Ordenhe Train Controller must secure the home departure signal
applicable to the occupied section at the crossing loop in the rear
at the stop position by means ofa blockingjack.

18. Grade Crosslog^Failure of Home Signals.-(a) Giade
crossings are protected cither by a home departure signal at a
crossing loop or by intermediate home signals. No train must pass
an intermediate home signal at the stop position, except on
instruction from the Train Controller, who. before authorising the
Engineman to pass the signal must satisfy himself that it is safe for
the train to proceed over the grade crossing. In addition, the Train
Controller must give the Engineman his name for record purposes.

Where there is an intermediate siding, with points secured by
an electric switch lock in the track section ahead of a home signal
which has been passed at the stop position, the Engineman must,
before passing the points at the siding, examine them and see they
are in the normal position for the train to pass.

In the event of the points being in the reverse position, the
Engineman must armnge for them to be placed in the normal
position and immediately report the matter to the Train
Controller,

When a train is stopped at an intermediate home signal, the
Engineman must promptly communicate with the Train
Controller by means of the telephone provided at the signal post,

(b) In the event of a failure of the telephone at the signal post
when the signal is at stop position, the Engineman must arrange for
the Assistant Engineman to proceed to tHe signal box and inform
the Signalman.

The Signalman must communicate with the Train Controller
and subject to the grade crossing being clear and all applicable
Victorian Gauge signals arc at the stop position, the Train
Coniroiier may give permission for the signal to be passed at the
stop position. The Signalman must then issue a Caution Order
(Regulation 9S) as auinority to pass the signal at the stop position
and hand it to the Assistant Engineman to deliver to the
Engineman.

Ifthc signal box is closed and a Signalman is not on duty, the
Assistant Engineman must so inform the Engineman, and the
latter may pass the signal at the slop position and proceed as laid
down in Regulation 74,

(c) At locations where a home signal protecting a grade
crossing is equipped with an illuminated letter 'A' and the
Engineman finds the home signal at stop and the letter "A' is not
displayed, he must communicate with the Train Controller and
obtain his permis.sion to pass the signal, Ifthc telephone has failed,
the procedure indicated in clause (b) must be adopted.

19. Failure of Departure Signal controlling the entrance of
trains to a Single Line Sectlon.'(a) In the event of the departure
signal failing to assume the proceed position, when it is reasonable
for the Engineman to expect that there is no train in the section to
which it applies, the Engineman must communicate with the
Train Controller.

The name of the crossing loop, the number of the signal and
the name of the train must be given to the Train Controller by the
Engineman.

(b) The Train Controller on becoming aware of the failure of
a home departure signal must immediately check the following in
order to ascertain that the failure of the signal to assume the
proceed position is not caused by a train or vehicle being in the
section.

(i) Whether the last train signalled has cleared the section,

(11) Where the home departure signal protects a grade
crossing whether the grade crossing is clear and
permission has not been given for a Victorian Gauge
movement over the Crossing,

(iii) Whether a shunting movement is being performed
outside the opposing home departure signal,

(c) (i) If the Train Controller is satisfied that the signal has
failed and that the section is clear, he must secure the
opposing departure signal at the stop position by the
following means:-

Signal failure by other than "Westronic"
fault-Insertion ofblockingjack.

"Westronic" failure i.e. an absolute failure of the

Centralised TralTic Control apparatus-By arranging for
a competent employe to withdraw the Piloiman's key

or for the Guard of a train wailing at the crossing loop
at the opposite end of the section to unlock and place
the selector lever in the reverse position.

(ill If the indicating light on the diagram shows that the
points arc in the correct position, the Train Controller
may then issue to the Engineman a caution order on
form T.R, I ?C as authority to pass the signal at stop.

The Engineman must sign his name as Signalman and
repeal the order back to the Train Controller, in order
to ensure that it is correct.

When the train is ready to depart, the Engineman must
armnge for the Assistant Engineman to signal to the
Guard by an "all right" hand .signal by day and a green
light at night, The Guard will then understand that the
Engineman has received authority to pass the signal at
the slop position,

(iii) In the event of the points indicating light not being
exhibited to show that the points are in the correct
position, the Train Controller must instruct the
Engineman to call the Guard to the front ofthe train.

The Guard must then be instructed by the Train
Controller to operate the selector lever to the hand
position and the points as required for the passage of
the train. When this has been done, the Guard must so
inform lite Train Controller, who may issue the
caution order to Ihc Engineman.

.•\fier the rear of the train has cleared the points, the
Guard must signal the Engineman to stop. He must
then restore the selector lever and hand throw lever to
the normal position and lock both levers. The train
may then proceed. In the case ofa light locomotive, the
Engineman must carry out the duties prescribed for the
Guard.

(d) If the Signals and indicating lights at the crossing loop at
the opposite end of the section have also failed, the Engineman
when being given the caution order, must be instructed by the
Train Controller to stop at the next cros-sing loop and report the
arrival ofthe train.

In the event olThe failure existing at one end ofthe single line
section only, il will not be necessary for the Engineman to stop at
the next crossing loop, if the fixed signals are at the proceed
position.

(c) The Engineman must cancel the caution order after use by
writing the word Cancelled across the face of the order.

Cancelled caution orders must be forwarded by the
Engineman to the fjcpot Foreman.

(f) When necessary , and if pnictieable. a Signalman will be
appointed to lake charge at a crossing loop where a signal failure
has occurred, and he will be responsible for receiving the caution
order from the Train Controller and delivering it to the
Engineman, He will also be responsible for the operation of the
selector and hand throw levers as required.

Ifexpedient, arrangements may be made for Pilot-working (as
per Rule 20) to be instituted on the affected section. Pilot-working
may be established by a train travelling through the section by
caution order.

(g) Englnemen of all trains and light locomotives on the
Standard Gauge line must be in possession ofa 5P key,

20. Failure of Signalling Apparatus and also Selector
Telephone System,-ia) Should the telephone communication
between the Train Control Olfice and the crossing loops, as well as
the signal controlling ihe entrance of trains to the Single line
section, have failed, arrangements must be made for Pilot-working
to be instiiuied,

(b) The Slalionmasiers at the stations nearest to the affected
crossing loops must confer and arrange for a competent employe to
act us Signalman at each crossing loop and arrive at a definite
understanding in regard to the Pilot-working arrangements,

(c) The Stationmasier who undertakes to make the
arrangements for working by Pilotman must appoint a competent
person to act as Pilotman and must 111! up three of the printed
forms (the Forms vide Rule 27. of the electric stalf Rules, suitably
amended must be used) for establishing the system of working by
Pilotman, One of these forms signed by the Pilotman. the
Stationmasier must dellscr in the presence ofthe Pilotman. to the
Signalman at the crossing loop at his end of the section, and Ihe
others must be given to the Pilotman. The Signalman must hand
the Pilotnian's Kev to the Pilotman.
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(d) Tlic Plloiman. when he is in possession ol'the Pilotman's
key and is saiislicd thai the Signalman has received the printed
form duly filled up, and that the Signalman understands that no
train is to be allowed to enter the section until he returns, must
proceed as quickly as possible to the other end of the section. On
arrival at the other end ol'the section he must deliver a copy of the
form (signed by himsell) to the Signalman (who must also sign the
form held by the Pilolman). The Signalman must hand the
Pilotman's key to the Pilotman. Trains may then be allowed to
enter the section under the following instructions,

(i) The Pilotman must inform the Engineman and Guard
of each train of the circumstances and when
practicable, accompany every train, but when it is
necessary for two or more traitis to proceed in the same
direction before a train has to be started from the other
end. the Pilotman must order all trains to proceed
except the last, upon the locomotive of which he must
ride.

After starting a train which he does not accompany, the
Pilotman must not permit another train to enter the
section until the running time for the track section has
elapsed. When admitting a train into a section after the
interval oflime prescribed above, the Engineman must
be instructed by the Pilotman that his train has been
preceded by another irain,

(ii) The Pilolman must wear a distinctive badge, which
until the regular badge can be obtained, must be a red
flag tied round his left arm above the elbow'. The
regular badge is a red armlet with the word "Pilotman"
shown thereon in white Icuers,

(iii) Should the Pilotman give up the working to another,
fresh forms must be issued, on which the name of the
new Pilolman must be inserted. The fresh forms must
be delivered by the new Pilolman and substituted for
the old forms, and the neccs-sary signatures obtained on
the fresh forms; he must at the same time withdraw the
old forms, and at once cancel them b\ writing the
word5"Cancellcd" and the lime, date and his signature,
across the face of them.

The issue of the fresh forms must only be done by the
person who arranged the Pilot-working, to whom the
new Pilolman must afterwards deliver the old forms;
the fresh forms must not be issued until the Pilotman's
form and badge have been collected from the Pilotman
being relieved,

(iv) The Signalman at the crossing loops must not. on any
account, allow any train to pass into any section that is
being worked by Pilotman. except under the
Pilotman's instructions and when he is present.

The signals applicable to trains entering the single line
section mu.st be kept at the slop position, but
Enginemen may pass such signals when instructed to
do so by the Pilotman,

The Pilolman must obtain the permission of the
Signalman before allowing a train to enter upon Ihc
section,

(e) If the signalling apparatus is repaired after the Pilolman
with the forms has left the crossing loop at which he was appointed
and before reaching the opposite end of the section, no tram must
be allowed to pass on to the section until the Pilolman has arrived
and completed the Pilot-working arrangements which must
remain in force until cancelled as provided in clause (0 hereof,

(f) When the signalling apparatus is again repaired and ready
for use, and before ordina^ working is resumed, ine Siationmasler
who in.stiiutcd Pilot-working must make out and sign the necessary
Cancellation Orders, a copy of which must be delivered by the
Pilotman to every person who received a Pilot-working form, such
form to be collected and cancelled by the Pilotman writing the
words "Cancelled" and the lime, date and his signature, across the
face of it; when this is done, and the Pilotman's Key has been
restored to its normal position, the traftlc will again be conducted
in accordance with these rules,

21. Train or Portion ofTraln Left on Single Line,-(a) When
a train or portion of train is left on the single line section from
accident or inability of Ihc locomotive to take the whole forward,
the Engineman must not return for the rear portion of his train
except by written instructions from the Guard,

(b) When the front portion of the train is taken forward to the
next crossing loop, the Engineman must confer with the Train
Controller and dispose of the first portion us dircelcd.

(c) The Eiigineman's authority to pass the departure home
signal for the purpose of returning for the rear portion of the train
will be the written order from the Guard.

(d) The Assistant Engineman must, after securing the rear
portion ol'the train, uncouple it where required, ensure tliai the air
brake is continuous throughout the front portion, record and«
inform the Engineman of the number and class of the last vehicle
of the front portion and ride on the locomotive. The Guard after
ensuring that the rear portion ha.s been secured, must go back and
protect it in accordance with Regulation 239.

(c) On arrival at the crossing loop in advance, the Engineman
must satisfy himself that the front portion of the train has arrived
complete.

22. (a) Should a train accompanied by the Pilotman become
disabled, he must make the best arrangements for procuring
assistance without delay,

(b) In the event of a train unaccompanied by the Pilotman
becoming disabled, the Guard must protect his train as directed in
Regulation 239 and communicate with the Pilotman as soon as
possible,

(c) When portion of a train is left upon a section worked by
Pilolman, from inability of the locomotive to lake the whole
forward, the Engineman (accompanied by the Pilotman) may
return for the rear portion of his train on the Pilotman's
instructions; if however, the Pilotman be not accompanying the
train, the Engineman must not return for the rear portion of his
train unless he holds written instructions from the Guard

authorising him to do so. The Pilolman may, after obtaining the
Train Controller's permission, authorise the Engineman to pass at
Ihc stop position the home departure signal controlling the
entrance to the section in which the rear portion of the train has
been left.

23. Train Disabled.-(a) In the event of a train becoming
disabled in the section and a relief locomotive is required, the
Engineman must hand to his Assistant Engineman. a written
order, staling the nature of the failure, the place where it has
occurred, that he will not move his train until a relief locomotive
arrives and authorising the Train Controller to allow a locomotive
to proceed to remove iTie disabled train.

The Assistant Engineman must go to the nearest control
telephone and inform the Train Controller of the circumstances
and the particulars on the Engineman's written order,

(b) The Train Controller must then make the necessary
arrangements for a relief locomotive, which may be permitted to
enter the section under the authority indicated as follows;

Assistant Engineman of disabled train is at crossing loop from
which the relief loeomoiive is to enter seclion-Engineman's relief
order.

Assistant Engineman of disabled train at intermediate point
between Cros-sing Loops-Train Order,

Assistant Engineman of disabled train at crossing loop at
opposite end of the section to that from which the relief
locomotive is to enter-Train Order,

In the event of the Assistant Engineman being at a point
between the disabled train and the crossing loop from which the
relief locomotive is to proceed, the Train Controller must instruct
the Assistant Engineman to stop the reiicfiocomotive by means of
hand signals and detonators. Instructions to the Engineman of the
relief locomotive to pick up the Assistant Engineman must be
included in the Train Order,

If the Assistant Engineman has proceeded in the opposite
direction to that from which a reiicfiocomotive is to proceed to the
disabled train, the relief Engineman must be instructed in the
Train Order not to move the disabled train until the Assistant
Engineman has returned and handed to him the Engineman's relief
order.

(c) On a Single Line Section where there are two or more
track sections and it is known that a following train has entered the
Single Line Section in which the train is disabled, arrangements
may be made for assistance to be provided by the second train,
wiifioui conferring with the Train Controller,

In such circumstances, the Guard of the disabled train may
instruct the Engineman of the following train to draw cautiously
forward, (See Regulation 74 (d.)

(d) Should it be necessary for the disabled train to be drawn or
pushed back to the crossing loop in the rear, permission for this
movement must be given by the issue of a Train Order. Before
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issuing the Train Order, the Train Controller must secure, at the
stop position, by means of a blocking jack, the departure signal
controlling the entrance of trains to the alTectcd section at the
Crossing Loop in the rear.

(e) The Assistant Engineman when proceeding I'or assistance
must place detonators on the Line in accordance with Regulation
239 and the Guard must similarly protect the train in the opposite
direction.

(f) Orders for relief must be retained by the Engineman olThe
relief locomotive until the disabled train is removed from the
section. The orders must then be cancelled by the Engineman
writing the word "Cancelled", time, date and his signature across
the face and forwarded with a report of the circumstances to his
Depot Foreman.

24. Total Obstruction.-(a) If the obstruction be caused by a
landslip, flood or other cause, preventing a train in the section
from going forward, arrangements may be made for the train to be
pushed back to the crossing loop in the rear. The Guard must
protect his train in the rear in accordance with Regulation 2.39 and
proceed to the nearest Control telephone and advise the Train
Controller ofthe circumstances.

Subject to the following train not having entered the section,
the Train Controller must secure the Home departure signal at the
crossing loop in the rear at slop by means of a blocking jack and
dictate an order to the Guard us an authority to the Engineman for
the train to return to the crossing loop. The Guard must write out a
copy of the order and arrange for it to be handed to the Engineman.

(b) Should the train be derailed and the locomotive is not fit
to run forward, the Guard must put the Engineman in charge ofthe
point of obstruction and the Engineman must instruct the Guard
and Assistant Engineman to proceed to the nearest Control
telephone in the rear and advance respectively and advise the
•Train Controller ofthe obstruction.

(c) If the locomotive or locomotives and leading vehicles are
fit to run forward, the Engineman must proceed to the crossing
loop in advance and inform the Train Controller of the
obstruction.

(d) The working of relief locomotives or breakdown trains to
the point of obstruction on either side, will be arranged by. the
Train Controller. The authority for any locomotive or train
movement to or from the obstruction will be a Train Order issued
by the Train Controller.

(e) The Assistant Engineman when proceeding forward must
protect the obstruction in accordance with Regulation 239 and the
Guard must simllafly protect in the rear.

If the derailment has caused the obstruction of an adjoining
line or lines, the necessaiy steps must be taken as quickly as
possible to protect all the Lines obstructed.

25. Track Machines.-Way and Works Ur.inch track
machines or vehicles are not to be relied on to reverse track
circuited signals and. in order to ensure the safe passage of a
machine proceeding through a single line section, the following
instructions must be complied with.

(i) The home departure signal is to be operated for the
machine to enter the section. When the machine has
passed the signal, the Guard accompanying the
machine, must inform the Train Controller
accordingly and the latter, must then insert a blocking
jack in the diagram below the section light to secure the
signals applying to the single line section at either end.
at the stop position.

(ii) The blocking jack must not be withdrawn until advice
has been received from the Guard accompanying the
machine that it has arrived In clear at the crossing loop
in advance or has been olT-iracked in the section.
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AIR BRAKE ORDERS

[NSTRUCTIONS
WESTINGHOUSE

(APPENDIX in.)

SUPPl.EMENTARV TO THE
AUTOMATIC AIR BRAKE RULES
IN THE BOOK OK RULES AND
REGULATIONS.

1. The auiomalic air brake must be eoniinuous throughout
every train.

2. (a) The air brake should be capable of being applied to
every vehicle of which the train is composed, but where this is not
possible, the Air Brake must still be capable of being applied to
vehicles which represent at Icast;-

9 for every 10 vehicles in the case of a Passenger or
Express Goods train and.

bforevery 7 vehicles in the ease ofa Goods train-

Vehicles lilted with Pipes not operating Brake Blocks. Including
Vehicles lilted with air Brakes but on which the Air Brake Is cut
oul (see Rule 23 ol Appendix 111).-

(b) On a goods train, not more than three unbraked vehicles
must be coupled together and at least three vehicles with the Air
Brake in operation must be coupled at the rear of the last vehicle
without airbrake. Not less than three vehicles with the air brake In
operation must be coupled between each group of vehicles without
air brake. When permission is granted tor the conveyance by a
goods train of a consignment of long timbers, girders or any other
kind of loading that requires one or more safely "K" wagons, at
least one of the wagons so used must be lilted with the air brake.

(c) On a goods train between Tallangatia and Cudgcwa and
Cathkin and Alexandra, not more than two such vehicles may be
attached and not less than four vehicles with the air brake in
operation must be coupled at the rear if the last vehicle without air
brake.

(d) Vehicles lilted with the air brake apparatus are marked
with white paint thus

and vehicles fitted with pipes not operating brake blocks, thus

i\oie:+A bogie vehicle of any descripiion must he eounted as 2
vehicles.

3. .Marshalling Goods Tralns.-ln marshalling a Goods train
composed of loaded and empty vehicles, it Is desirable that the
loaded vehicles be placed at the locomotive end of the train, and
that as near as practicable to 50 per cent, of the tonnage should be
placed in the forward portion ol the train; but the instructions in
regard to the marshalling of trains, (see pages 111-113) or any
instruction in regard to the marshalling order of vehicles
containing loading ofan exceptional character, must not, however,
be departed from (see page 1 13 re Workman's Carriages.

4. Examination and Testing of Air Brake on any Train other
than a Passenger Train Prior to Starting the Journey.-(a) The
minimum time allowed for examining any train other than a
passenger train, and for testing the airbrake on any such train, is as
unden-

Number ofvehicles on Train MmimuRi lime to be alfcAed for
CHammntion anii levting locomotive is

coupled 10 Trjin jr\d air is pul through.

One Train Examiner TwoTraiti Examiners

Minutes Minuics

Uoto20 vehicles 15 10

(if>m in vi'hHrA 20 M

U p to 4U vehicles 25 18

Unto 50 vehicles 50 22

Up to 60 vehicles 55 26

Up to 75 vehicles 45 32

(b) When the air brake is tested the air pressure in the
brake-pipe gauge in the bnikovan must be at least 425kPa (60n) If
the brake equipment on the locomotive is in good order and a

pressure of less than 425kPa (60Q) is indicated on the gauge in the
brakevan. this gauge must be tested by the Train Examiner, using
the lest pressure gauge, or by using the pressure gauge of another
brakevan. Should the test prove the pressure gauge in the brakevan
to be in good order and the T rain Examiner is unable to remedy
the defects causing the loss of pressure indicated on the brakevan
gauge, the load of the train must be reduced to such an extent as to
permit of a pressure of 425kPa (60D) being obtained. Where the
load of a train is reduced for this reason, the Guard must make a
note to that effect on his load sheet and statement of running.

(c) Trains must be made up in sulTicicnt time to permit ofthe
airbrake being tested, as provided in sub-clause (a).

(d) (i) In the Melbourne Yard, or at any depot where one or
more shunting locomotives are employed, a shunting
locomotive must, in the event of the train locomotive
not being available in time, be used for testing the air
brake, provided that the yard work would not be
unduly interfered with thereby. In eveiy case, however,
the air brake must be afterwards tested by being applied
and released with the train locomotive and the brakes
must be observed by a Train Examiner to apply and
release on the two leading vehicles of the train. The
Guard must then test the continuity of the brake pipe
in accordance with Rule 17, page 267, Book of Rules
and Regulations.

(ii) At locations where compressed air supply is provided,
trains may be tested with a test device in the absence of
a locomotive. The Train Examiner aflcr connecting the
test device, must check the pressure gauge on the device
and note the brake pipe pressure which must not
exceed SOOkPa (70n|. The brake test must be carried
oul as directed in Instruction 60 Page 230 of the
Wcstinghouse Brake Book of Instructions, except that
the Train Examiner must apply and release the brakes
with the test device.

Ifthe train locomotive approaches the head ofthe train
whilst the Train Examiner is engaged on the brake test
with the test device, it must stop clear of the train until
the Train Examiner has completed the test and
disconnects test device after which the train locomotive
must be coupled to the train and the Train Examiner or
the Englneman as the case may be. must observe that
the brakes apply and release satisfactorily on the two
vehicles immediately behind the locomotive.

(e) if a train will be run by two locomotives, the first
locomotive to be coupled to the train may be used for testing the
brake, but the brake must afterwards be tested before the train
departs, by being applied and released with the leading
locomotive, and the brakes must then be observed to apply and
release on the two leading vehicles of the train. The Guard must
then test the continuity ofthe brake-pipe in accordance with brake
Rule 17. page 267. Book of Rules and Regulations.

(f) The conditions outlined in sub-clause (c) of this clause (4)
wilfalso apply in the testing of the brakes on a passenger train.

(g) In order to permit of the Train Examiners testing the air
brake as soon as possible, the Guard must promptly couple up his
train so that air may be passed through immediately the
locomotive is attached. Shunters making up a train should see that
the vehicles arc placed together so that, as far as practicable, the
Guard may couple up before the locomotive is attached.

(h) The attention of Train Examiners is directed to the
precautions prescribed for their protection when examining or
testing the air brake whilst a locomotive is coupled to the train. Sec
page 107.

(i) When the air brake is being tested as directed in the air
brake rule 24, Appendix I I !., Book of Rules and Regulations, the
hand signal to be exhibited by the Train Examiner to the
Engineman must be displayed as .shown hereunder-

(i) Diinng clear daylighi.-Jhc right arm waved in the
form ofa semi-circle above the head.

(ii) During darkness or foggv \vealher.-\ red light waved
in the form ofa semi-circle above the head.

(j) In the Melbourne Yard it will not be necessary for Train
Examiners to carry out a complete Terminal test of the Air Brakes
on switching trains for Ardcn-Strccl, South Kensington, and
Kensington, nor on rakes of loaded stock vans transferred from
Melbourne Yard to Newmarket, but to ensure the safety of these
and other trains the precautions set out hcrcunder must be laken;-

Arden-sireei. Souih Keiisingloii. andKensingion Filois-
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(i) The Train Examiner must examine the vehicles
comprising the train in the usual way for security of
vehicle doors, c. This may be done prior to the
Locomotive coming on to the train.

(ii) It is essential that the air brake should be continuous
throughout the train, and to ensure this the Train
Examiner must see that the continuity test is carried
out as provided in the Rules and Regulations, and he
must satisfy himself that the brake is operating
effectively.

Rakes of Loaded Slock for Newmarket-VoT rakes of loaded
stock vans being despatched from the Melbourne Yard to
Newmarket a complete train examination and brake test is not
necessary but the air brake must be continuous throughout the
train and capable of being applied on the rear vehicles in the
proportion ofat least one vehicle forevery five on the train.

To ensure this, a modified brake test must be carried out as
follows:-

(i) Afier the locomotive is attached the Train E.xaminer
must place his safely Key in the receptacle provided for
securing the reverser Key and when satisfied that the
auxiliary reservoirs arc fully charged, request the
Engineman to make a service brake application of
100kPa(15C).

(ii) He must then walk towards the rear of the train and on
the way, see that the vehicles are properly coupled and
the brake-pipe is continuous throughout the train and
that the air brake is applied on the appropriate number
ofvehicles on the rear ofthe train.

(iii) On reaching the rear of the train, signal the Engineman
to release the brakes and on his way back to the
locomotive see that the brakes have properly released.
On reaching the locomotive, advise the Engineman of
the condition ofthe brakes and remove his safety key.

In the absence of the Train Examiner, the Engineman
will be responsible for carrying out the duties specified
above.

Rakes from Brooklyn to A'envnor/ccr-When rakes of vehicles
are run from Brooklyn to Newmarket via Tottenham Yard, it will
not be necessary for the train to be stopped at Tottenham Yard for
a train examination by the Train Examiner.

instructions No. 78 of the Westinghouse Air Brake Book of
Instructions is modified accordingly.

Goods Trains between .Uelhoiirne Yard and Port
\felbourne-V/hen trains running in either direction between
Melbourne Yard and Port Melbourne arrive at Flinders Street

Yard, it will npt be necessary for a Train Examiner to be in
attendance. If vehicles are attached or only the locomotive is
detached from one end and attached to the otnerend to reverse the
direction ofthe train, the Engineman will carry out a modified test
in accordance with Instruction No. 62 ofthe Westinghouse Air
Brake Book of Instructions.

Brooklyn Loop /Irco-When rakes of vehicles, excepting those
including Oil Tank wagons, are being shunted between Tottenham
and Williamstown and intermediate sidings. Sunshine, Albion
(except Albion Quanv' Sidings), West Footscray and adjacent
sidings, Munistone and Chicago Bridge Coy. Sidings, a complete
train examination and brake lest is not necessary but the air brake
must be continuous throughout the rake.

The Shunter or Guard in charge of the movement must, prior
to the movement being commenced, test and ensure the continuity
of the air brake by opening the brake pipe cock on the rear of the
last vehicle for about 15 seconds, then close it and ensure that the
brake applies and releases on the last vehicle.

The Guard or Shunter in charge of the rake must advise the
Engineman the condition of the air brake on the last vehicle.

No rake ofvehicles is to be permitted to depart without the air
brake in operation on the last vehicle.

Irrespective of their destination, rakes departing from
Tottenham which include Oil Tank wagons, must be examined by
a Train Examiner,

Rakes between South and North Dynon Goods Kurri.s-When
vehicles are to be shunted between South Dynon and North
Dynon Goods Yards, a complete brake examination and brake test
are not necessary but the air brake must be continuous throughout
the train and the Shunter in Charge of the movement must, prior
to the movement being commenced, test the continuity ofthe air

brake by opening the brake pipe cock at the roar of the last vehicle
or at the Iront of the leading vehicle, in the case of a pushing
movement,

(k) (i) At any location such as Geelong, Nonh Geelong,
Ballarat, Bcndigo or Newport, when a switching trip is
run to any local siding, a complete train examination
and brake test is not necessary but, to ensure that the
air brake is functioning satisfactorily, the Train
Examiner must carry out a modified test as Ibllows:-

After the locomotive is attached to the train, the Train
Examiner must sec that it is properly coupled to the
train and that the brake pipe cocks are fully open;
secure the locomotive by placing his safety key in the
receptacle provided for securing the regulator or
reverser Key and, when satisfied that the auxiliary
reservoirs are fully charged, rcijuest the Engineman to
make a service Brake application by a IfiOkPa (I5Q)
brake pipe reduction.

He must then pass along the tram to the rear, seeing on
his way that the brakes have applied and that all brake
rigging is secure and in good order.

On reaching the rear of the train, he must signal the
Engineman to release the brakes, then open and close
the brake pipe cock at the rear ofthe last vehicle to test
the continuity ofthe brake pipe, and then return to the
locomotive seeing, on the way, that the brakes have
released and make any adjustments that arc necessary.

When the Train Examiner is otherwise engaged on any
other train, the Yard Foreman must so inform the
Engineman and instruct him to carry out the brake test.

(ii) When a local switching train is to be worked from a
local siding, cither to the originating yard or to another
local siding, it must be examined and tested before
departure by the Engineman.

If the train, when proceeding from one local siding to
another, has to pass through a goods yard or station
where a Train Examiner is located, it will not be
necessary for it to be stopped for a further brake test by
the Train Examiner.

Rakes o) vehicles from Toiienliain Yard to Mclhmirne
Yarr/.-Rakesofvchiclcsmadeupat Tottenham for despatch to the
Melbourne Yard arc to be given a special modified lest by the
Train Examiner, prior to departure.

The special modified test is to be carried out in the following
manner-

(i) Afier the locomotive is attached, the Train Examiner
must secure the locomotive by requesting the
Engineman to place the reverser key in the a-ceptaclc
provided and then secure it by inserting his safety key.

(ii) When satisfied that sufficient time has elapsed to
enable the auxiliary rcservoirs to be charged, he must
request the Engineman to make a service application of
not less than I OOkPa (15D).

(iii) The Train Examiner must then walk towards the rear
of the train and, on the way. see that the vehicles are
properly coupled and the brake pipe is continuous
throughout the train and the air brake has applied on
each vehicle.

(iv) On reaching the rear ofthe train, signal the Engineman
to release the brakes and then return to the locomotive
on the opposite side, checking on the way that the air
brakes have released on each vehicle.

(v) On arrival back at the locomotive, advise the
Engineman ofthe condition of the brakes and remove
hissiifety key.

NOTF..-ln the absence ol a TrHin Examiner or If the Train

Eixamlncr Is otherwise engaged on train examination, the
Engineman must carry out the special modified brake lest,

(1) Tcrmlnai i'rain Examimilion and Brake I'esling of Goods
I'rain Assisted by Locomotive in front or by Locomotive in the
Rear when the latter is to run coupied.-ln order to ensure the
release of brakes on these trains prior to departure, the following
instructions must be observed;-

(loods Train Assistedhy Locoinotive in l-'rtint.-
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(i) When circumstances permit, both Locomotives must
be coupled to the train with the Engineman's Brake
Valve Isolating Cock closed on the second Locomotive
before the Tram Examinercommences the brake test.

(ii) If the brakes are to be tested with the second
Locomotive, and the leading Locomotive afterwards
attached, in accordance with sub-clause (e) of this
clause (4), the following procedure must be adopted:-

(aa) The Train Examination and Brake Test must be
made with the second Locomotive as directed in Air
Brake Rule 24 and it must be completed before the
leading Locomotive is attached.

(bb) If the leading Locomotive approaches the head
ofthe train whilst the Train Examiner isengaged on the
brake test, it must stop clear of the train until the Train
Examiner has completed the test and removed his
Safely key.

(cc) The leading Locomotive must then be coupled
to the train by the Assistant Engineman and the
Engineman of the second Locomotive must close his
Brake Valve Isolating Cock.

(dd) The Train Examiner must then request the
Engineman of the leading Locomotive to apply the
brakes, the Engineman to make a lOOkPa (ISD)
application. The Train Examiner must then sec that
the brakes apply on the leading two vehicles of the
train.

(ee) The Train Examiner must then Signal for the
brakes to be released. The Engineman of the leading
Locomotive must release the brakes. Then Train
Examiner must then sec that the brakes on the leading
two vehicles have released satisfactorily.

Goods Train Assisted by Loconwiive in the Rear and
Assisting Locomotive is to Run Couplcd-

(i) When circumstances permit, the Assisting Locomotive
must be attached to the rear of the train with the Brake
Valve Isolating Cock closed before the Train Examiner
commences the Brake Test.

(ii) In the event of the Assisting Locomotive not being
attached before the Brake Test is commenced, the
following procedure must be adopied;-

(a) The train examination and brake test .must be
made with the train locomotive as directed in airbrake
rule 24 and it must be completed before the assisting
locomotive is attached.

(bb) If the assisting locomotive approaches the rear
ofthe train whilst the Train Examiner is engaged on the
brake test, it must slop clear of the train until the test
has been completed. The Guard must then Hand
Signal the LtKomotivc on to the train, and it must be
coupled by the Assistant Engineman.

(cc) The Engineman of the assisting locomotive on
reaching the rear of the train must stop with his
automatic brake applied, and leave his brake valve in
lap position until he has closed his brake valve isolating
cock. He must then place the brake valve in the proper
position.

(dd) When the assisting locomotive is attached to the
train, and it is ready to proceed, the Engineman of the
assisting locomotive must give two long whistles. The
Engineman of the train locomotive must then make a
ISOkPa (20D) brake application, and then release the
brakes.

The Engineman of the assisting locomotive must
closely observe the above brake application, and when
the brakes are being released he must see that the brake
pipe pressure rises on the pressure gauge. This will test
the continuity of the Brake pipe, and ifsatisfactory. the
train is ready to proceed, and air brake rule 17 is
modified accordingly. Before departing, the Enginemen
must exchange the whistling signals in accordance with
Regulation 173.

(iii) (aa) If the train, after being tested by the train
locomotive, is drawn ahead for the purpose ofattaching
the assisting locomotive to the rear, the Engineman of

the train locomotive, when stopping, must see that the
brake-pipe pressure is reduced to ISOkPa (20O), and
then leave his brake valve in lap position.

(bb) The Engineman of the assisting locomotive on
reaching the rear of the train must stop with the
automatic brake applied and leave the brake valve in
lap position until he has closed his brake valve isolating
cock. He must then place the brake valve in the proper
position.

(cc) When the assisting locomotive is attached to the
train by the Assistant Engineman, and it is ready to
proceed, the Engineman of the Assisting locomotive
must sound two long whistles. The Engineman of the
train locomotive must then release the brakes. The
Engineman of the assisting locomotive after observing
that the brake pipe pressure rises in response to the
release of the brakes by the Engineman of the Train
Locomotive, must, after the whistle signals have been
exchanged in accordance with Regulation 173,
commence powering to start the train.

(m) Instructions regarding the use of the air brake at the
locations shown hereun&r will be found on the pages indicated:-

Locations

Kommburra-Shuniin^ on Main Line

North Geelona-Movemencs between North Geelongand the Silo
Siding and Wneal Storage Sites

Geelong Yard and Geelong Pier
Denninglon-Movcmcnis Tront Ne»(Ies Milk Company's Siding
Araral-Shunting at Up end of Yard

Donald-Movemenis between Donald and the Freexlng
Company's Siding

Wodonga-Wodonga Coal Siding VBandiana-Bandiord

Modificauon of Train Examination and Brake Test of Goods
Trains

Pages

247

248

248-249

251

252

258

264

5. Shunting at a station on or close to a Gradient.-At a station
situated on or close to a gradient the Stationmaster must see that
every care is taken during shunting operations. Vehicles detached
from the train must not be left unless they are properly secured.
See Instructions, "Shunting Vehicles at Incline Stations", pages
124-125.

6. Regulation 204.-Air brake not to be relied upon to secure
any train or vehicle from which the locomotive has been
detache<l.-(a) When a train has been brought to a stand on a
running line, where the Line is not level, and it is necessary for the
locomotive or any portion of the train to be detached, a sufficient
number of hand brakes must be first put on securely to prevent the
train or vehicles moving away. On heavy gradients (I in 50 or
steeper) every available hand brake must be applied.

On grades less steep than I in 50and Che massto be controlled
is in excess of the effeaive hand brake power available (see table
page 193) every available hand brake must be applied as in the case
ofgradientsof I in 50 or steeper.

(b) The air brake must not be relied upon to secure any train
from which the locomotive has been detached, or any portion of a
train, whether standing on a running line or in a siding. The
number of hand brakes to be applied will depend upon the
steepness of the gradient, the number and class of the vehicles, the
loads, and the state ofthe weather and the rails.

(c) In the case of electric trains, on arrival at a terminal or
other station at which the trainmen change ends, the Guard must
fully apply his van hand brake: the Engineman. before leaving his
compartment, must fully apply the air brake by means of the
Engineman's brake valve, then close the isolating cock of the
Engineman's brake valve. When the Engineman reaches the
driving compartment at the other end of the train, he must then
release all brakes before attempting to start.

7. WorkingofTralnsdownGradlents.-

(a) (i) The Engineman and Guard will be responsible for
having their train under proper control, and for
working it safely down gradients. The Engineman must
test the air bralte before descending a steep gradient,
and if, when the test is made, he be of the opinion that
he cannot maintain a sufficient Air pressure in the
Brake-pipe, or that otherwise the brake-power is not
adequate to control the train down the gradient, the
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speed must be reduced and, if necessary, the train must
be brought to a stand, and a sufficient number of hand
brakes applied, so that the speed may be properly
controlled, and the train stopped where required.

(ii) On any gradient the Engineman must regulate the
braking of the train, so as to provide the proper
charging period between each application of the air
brake. When the charging period is expected to be too
short to provide the lull standard brake pipe pressure
before the next application, the Engineman must stop
the train prior to releasing the brake. The objects ofthis
procedure are to increase the charging period and
ensure that standard brake pipe pressure being
obtained prior to the next application of the air brake,
and to prevent damage to the draw-gear which can
occur when the brake is released at very low speed.

(iii) See Working Time-table for Special Instructions in
respect of the application of hand brakes when
descending gradients in sections specified hcreundcr-

North-Eastem District - Shelley-Tallangatla
- Shelley-Cudgewa

(b) When the train has been stopped at the locations set out
above, for the purpose of applying the wagon hand brakes and
brakevan brakes, the train must be held stationary by an
application of the train brakes with about 75kPa (KXUI reduction
in the brake-pipe pressure and the brake valve must be left in the
lap position. The Assistant Engineman is to remain on the
locomotive and the Engineman must hand release the air brakes
on the vehicles on which the hand brakes arc to be applied. When
the air brake is fully released on the respective vehicles, he must
apply the hand brakes firmly, but not heavily, in order to avoid
skidding the wheels.

(e) Hand brake levers, when pressed down, must be secured
by pin or ratchet, and with heavily laden vehicles as much pressure
as possible should be applied; but care must betaken to see that the
hand brakes (especially those of the screw type or geared type) arc
not fastened so securely as to prevent the wheels revolving.

(d) When a train is stopped for the purpose of applying or
releasing hand brakes, as laid down in this clause, it will not be
necessary, except in the case of unusual delay, for the Guard to go
back and protect his train.

8. Testing the Air Brake prior to Stopping, Rule II, Appendix
IIl.-(a) In addition to terminal stations where trains run into
platform roads which terminate in dead-ends, the following
Stations are to be regarded as terminal stations, and as coming
within the application of Rule 11, of Appendix III., for brake
testing purposes:-

Flinders-street Spencer-street (all trains)

(b) At a staff station which is not equipped with fixed signals,
the air brake must be tested for any such station which is
approached by a falling gradient, at the top of the gradient, and for
a station which is not approached by a falling gradient, the lest
must be made at a distance of at least 400 metres before reaching
the station.

(c) Enginemen and Guards of trains when approaching the
.stations specified hereunder must clearly understand that where a
signal is exhibited at the distant signal to give them permission to
enter, such signal simply gives permission to run into, but not
through, the station; and they must therefore be prepared to stop at
the station unless the signals applicable to the line on which thoy
are running are exhibited, giving them permission to leave the
station at the other end:-

Ararat

Bsllarat

Korong Vale

Frankston (Up iramsi
Geelonjit

Seymour

Hendlgo
Wodonga

9. Failure of any part ofthe Automatic Air Brflkc.-<a) Ifthere
be any failure of any part of the brake apparatus during the
journey, such as would interfere with the proper control of the
train, the Engineman must bring the train to a stand with as little
delay as possible, and if, in order to do this, he require the special
assistance ofthe Guard's brake, he must give a succession ol short
sharp whistles, and the Guard or Guards must immediately apply
the brakes.

(b) If it be seen, when the train is brought to a stand, that the
failure cannot be at once remedied, but that the air brake may still

be operated on a portion of the train although its continuity may
be broken, or by cutting out the air brake on one or more vehicles,
it may he still continuous, the Engineman may take the train on to
the next convenient station or to its destination, even though the
air brake cannot be applied on the required percentage ofthe total
load (see clause 2), but, in so doing, he must take great care to
regulate the speed ofhis train in accordance with the brake power
available, particularly when approaching any station, junction, or
failing gradient. In every such ease in which the air brake is not in
operation in the van, the Guard, must always apply the brake-van
hand brake as soon as he becomes aware that the Engineman is
applying the air brake.

(c) To reduce delay, the Engineman should, if necessary, hand
the Station master at some outer station a message for iransmis.sion
to the nearest Train Examiner, in orderihat the latter may meet, or
be available on arrival ofthe train at the examining station to effect
repairs or take any other necessary action.

(d) If with a reduced rale of speed the Engineman be not
satisfied that the brake power available is sufrtctcni to properly
control the train, the load must be reduced to what can be safely
controlled, and, if the failure be due to a defective vehicle, it must
be detached or otherwise attended to at the first convenient
Station.

(e) See also instructions (page 140) In respect of the working
ofan electric train when braked from other than the leading cab.

II). Air Brake wholly inopera(lvc.-(a) Ifthere be any failure
such as would render the air brake wholly inoperative, the load of
the train down any gradient must tw limited to what the
locomotive is capable of hauling up a corresponding gradient
without the aid of momentum.

(b) On long falling gradients, and when approaching any
station or junction, the train must be kept well under control, and
the speed must not exceed a rate of 25 kilometres per hour (15
mph). If this cannot be done without relying on the hand brakes on
the locomotive (he train must be brought tea stand and a sufficient
number of hand brakes applied to enable the train to be properly
controlled.

(c) The number of hand brakes to be applied will depend
upon the steepness of the gradient, the number and class of
vehicles, their loads, and the state ofthe weather and the rails. The
hand brake power to be applied can be estimated from the table
shown on page 193.

(d) In addition to complying with the foregoing instructions of
this clause, the following instructions must also be obscrvcd;-

In ilk' Case of a Passvnxer Train.-

(i) The train may proceed slowly and cautiously to the
next convenient station or to its destination, provided
that the hand-brake power available (exclusive of that
on the locomotive is sulTicicnt for the train to be
properly controlled down the steepest gradient on any
section ofthe line over which It will require to proceed,
and to permit of its being stopped. If necessary, on any
part of such gradient, with the assistance of the hand
brake on the locomotive. The train should not proceed
beyond the first convenient station unless it be there
found thai the defect can neither be remedied noroibcr
siiiisfaciory arrangements made.

(ii) If the Engineman be not satisfied that the hand-brake
power available is sufficient to properly control the
train, the load must be reduced to what the Hand-brake
power available can properly control. (Sec foregoing
Table).

(iii) Should there be a second Guard's Brakevan on the
train, or sonic other vehicle fitted with a screw hand
brake, an Assistant Guard or other competent employe
(if one be available) must ride in it, and work the hand
brake in accordance with the directions ofthe Guard in
charge olThc train.

(iv) Before descending any sleep gradient or any gradient
approaching a station or junction, the train must be
stopped and the Engineman and Guard must have a
proper undertaking as to the method of controlling the
train down the gradient by means of hand brakes.
When the train is moving down the grade the
Engineman will indicate to the Guard by means olThc
whistle code (a succession of short sharp whistles) that
he requires the special assistance of the Guard's hand
brake, and if he has reason to think that such assistance
is not being rendered, be must bring the train to a stand
and ascertain the cause.
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TONNES ALLOWED FOR EFFECTIVE HAND BRAKE APPLIED

GOODS VEHICLES BRAKEVANS PASSENGER VEHICLES

FOR GRADES
OF

FIXED WHEEL
BASE

BOGIE
FIXED

WHEEL

BASE

BOGIE
4-WHEEL BOGIE

GEARED BRAKE
6-WHEEL
BOGIE

Lever

Brake
Geared
Brake

Screw

Brake
Ratchet
Brake

Geared
Brake

Screw

Brake

Screw

Brake

Except AZ. BZ,
VBK VFK
Carriages

AZ. BZ, VBK
VFK Car

riages ONLY

Screw
Brake

1 IN 30

1 IN 40
1 IN 50

1 IN 60
1 IN 70
1 IN 80
1 IN 90

1 IN 100

10

12
16

20

24

28
32
36

35
50

60

75
85
100

no

125

60

80
100
120

140

160
180
200

25

35
45

55

65
75

85

95

50
65

80

100
115

130

150

165

30
40

50
60

70

80
90

100

80

100
130

160
190

220

250

280

60

80
100

120
140

160

130
200

35
45
60
70

80
95

105

115

100
130

160
190

230
270

310

350

(V) The Guard musi closely walch the speed of the train,
and immediately apply his brakevan hand brake as
soon as he becomes aware that the Engineman is
applying his, or as soon as the Engineman indicates by
the locomotive whistle that the assistance of the
Guard's hand brake is required. The speed of the train
must not be permitted to exceed 25 km/h (15 mph).

In the Case of a Goods Train.-

(vi) The train may proceed slowly to the next convenient
station, or to its destination, provided the load be not in
excess of what the hand brake power on the train
(exclusive of that on the locomotive) can properly
control (see foregoingTabIc).

(vii) When approaching any falling gradient of 1 in 80 or
steeper, the train must be brought to a stand before it
reaches the spot where the gradient commences to fall,
and, before starting, the Engineman must apply the
hand brake on some of the vehicles near the
locomotive; the train may then be started cautioijsly
and drawn slowly on to the falling gradient, and as it is
being thus drawn, the Guard, if so instructed by the
Engineman. must continue applying hand brakes until
the whole of the vehicles are on the gradient. When the
Engineman feels by the movement and weight of the
tram that enough brake-power has been applied, he
must give three long whistles to indicate to the Guard
that sufficient brake-power is provided.

(viii) The hand brakes of the locomotive should be off when
the train commences to descend the gradient, so that
Ihev may be held in reserve and ready for use either to
steady the train or to stop it on any pan of the gradient
should it be necessary to do so.

11. Hand Brakes to be Tested.-(a) On a train which is not
controlled by the air brake, the Engineman and Guard must,
before commencing the journey, test the hand brake of every goods
vehicle on the train, and the Guard must also test the hand brake of
every goods vehicle attached on the journey. If the hand brake on
any vehicle be defective it must not be taken on, unless there is
suftlcient hand brake power on other vehicles to enable the tram to
be properly controlled.

(b) The Guard must also test the brakevan hand brake, and
see that it is in proper working order,

12. Pressure Gaug^ and Brake Cocks in Vans. ete.-<a) As the
gauge on the Locomotive does not. when the air brake is tested,
indicate whether the brake is connected throughout the train, it is
imperative that the rear Guard, in making the continuity Test as
prescribed in Air Brake Rule 17. Appendix III.. Book of Rules and
Regulations, must in every case see that the pressure showing in
the gauge in his brakevan rises again to at least 425 kpa (6QD) on
the cock being closed; no test can be considered complete unless
this is done.

(b) If necessity should arise for the Guard, or Shunter, to stop
the train by means of the air-brake in the brakevan, he must open
the brake-pipe cock and allow the air to escape until the train has

been brought to a stand, and the brake-pipe cock must be kept
open until he has communicated by hand-signal or other means
with the Engineman. If in any such case the Guard should have
occasion to leave his brakevan. he must before leaving screw the
hand brake hard "On".

If the train be at the station orsignal-box. and protected by the
fixed signals, or if on a Single Line and the Engineman is in
possession of the train staff for the section, the Guard miist. if
necessary, communicate with the Engineman. but if the train be
not protected by fixed signals, or the Engineman is not in
possession olThe Staff, the Engineman or the Assistant Engineman
must communicate with the Guard and ascertain the cause of the
stoppage.

(i) .lir Brake CtK-ks on Parlor Carriages. A"fr.-Thc
brake-pipes at the rear end of Parlor Carriages and
other carriages fitted with Observation Platforms arc
extended and carried up the railing of the observation
platform, and a brake cock connected with the
Brake-pipe is fixed near the hand brake to enable the
authorised employe to apply the air brake from the
observation platform should circumstances require it.

The air brake cock and pressure gauge in the
Conductors' compartment must be used when
necessary to test the brake as prescribed in Rule 17
Appendix III.; when, however, the train is being
pushed and the carriage is the leading vehicle, the
employe whose duty it becomes to signal to the
Engineman must ride on the observation platform.

(ii) . lir Brake Cocks in Di'mngCarr/ayw.-Airbrakecocks
for use in emergency are fitted in the kitchens of dining
carriages.

(iii) A brake valve is fitted on some suburban electric
carriages; the valve is situated so as to enable the
Shunter to operate it whilst riding on the vehicle when
shunting. Guards and Shunters must ascertain the
position of this valve before the shunting movement is
commenced.

13. Brake-Pipe Cock Handles.-<a) Every vehicle is fitted
with a brake pipe and cock at each end; the cocks should be open
when the hose pipes are connected between the vehicles and the
locomotive; the cock at the rear of the train being always closed.
When vehicles arc being coupled the cocks must not be opened
until after the hose pipes have been connected; and when vehicles
are being uncoupled the cocks must be closed before separating the
hose pipes.

(b) In the case of electric trains there are two separate
air-pip« (both cquipp^ with hose pipes) running throughout the
train, viz.;-

(i) The ordinary brake-pipe and

(ii) The main reservoir pipe line for connecting up the
main reservoirs on the trains; every motor carriage has
a main reservoir fitted to its underframe.

The main reservoir cocks of electric locomotives, electric
motor coaches and trailers are painted a bright red colour to
distinguish them from the brake-pipe cocks.
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(c) Delay and inconvenience may be caused by persons
tampering with the cocks of the air brake equipment.
Stationmasters and others in charge must give this matter
particular attention and see that each member oflhe staff properly
understands when and how to open and close these cocks, and that
no persons, except those properly authorised, are allowed to
operate the cocks or fittings of the air brake equipment.

Whenever a goods or live stock train is stopped for the
purpose of inspefling the loading of slock, the Guard is specially
enjoined not only to see that during such inspection, no brake-pipe
cock handle is inadvertently altered in position, but also that the
continuity ofthe air brake is not interfered with.

(d) The handles of brake-pipe cocks will point across the
brake-pipe when closed and in line with the pipe when open.

Whether the cock is open or closed can be determined by the
position of the cut provided on the plug and extended across on to
the handle. In EVERY case the cock is open the cut will be along
the Brake-pipe, and when closed the cut will be across the
Brake-pipe.

14, Hose Pipes.-(a) Air-tight connections of the brake-pipes
are made between the vehicles by flexible rubber hose pipes,
attached to the brake-pipes cocfes, and fitted with metallic
coupling Heads, constructed so as to be readily coupled or
uncoupled.

The two coupling Heads are exactly alike, each being
provided with a rubber packing ring, so arranged that when the
couplings are united, these rings face against each other; the air
pressure in the brake-pipe tends to force the rings logelher, thus
forming an air-tight joint, which becomes lighter with increase of
pressure.

The couplings are united by placing their heads face to face
nearly at right angles, and then turning the projecting piece of the
one into the corresponding groove of the other.

(b) In the case of electric trains the main reservoir-pipe cocks
are provided with a leak-vent which, when the cocks of the pipes
are closed, exhausts the air from, and facilitates the separation of,
the Hose Pipes when uncoupling them.

When attaching a unit of an electric train, the Shunter must
after the two portions of the train are together, at once open the
brake-pipe cock on the added portion, and leave it open; he must
not, however, open the brake-pipe cock on the service portion
until all other coupling has been completed; see also clause 2 of
[nstruaions under heading ofcoupling vehicles, page 119,

(c) Shunters, in all eases, after connecting the couplings
between vehicles, must open all brake-pipe cocks, and in the case
of electric trains all main Reservoir-pipe cocks, so as to complete
the air brake throughout the train. Before uncoupling, the
brake-pipe Cocks, and in the case of electric trains all main
reservoir-pipe cocks, must be closed. Before coupling, the
brake-pipes must whenever practicable, be blown out by opening
the brake-pipe cocks for a short interval before the couplings are
united,

(d) Ifa hose pipe becomes defective during a joumey it should
beat once replaced, by the Enginemanand ifno other hose pipe be
available one may be taken from the rear end ofthe rear brakevan
or from the the front of the Locomotive or Motor Coach,
whichever is the more convenient. The defect must be reported
and the Guard or Shunter must state in his report the number and
class of the vehicle concerned, and say what was done with the
burst hose. Locomotive Depot Foremen, Fitters. Enginemen, and
Train Examiners, must, when forwarding reports regarding
defective hose pipes, state (1) number and class of vehicle, (2) what
part of hose burst,(3) the date the hose was fitted, and (4) what was
done with the defective hose.

Whenever there is any difficulty in turning a brake-pipe cock,
the number of class of the vehicle must be noted, and the fact
reported to the Train Examiner.

(e) Dummy Coupling Hcads:-To prevent damage to hose pipe
coupling heads and dust or other foreign matter entering the air
brake system, electric carriages, locomotives, rail motors and other
vehicles are fitted with "dummy coupling heads" to which the
hose pipes, when not in use, must be coupled.

(0 Shunters, Station Assistants and others crossing over the
buffers between vehicles must not siyi on the Brake-pipe Cocks.
Stationmasters must caution their Staffas to this.

15, Use of Release Valve In Shunling.-lf the Air Brakes are
applied by the separation of the train during shunting movements.

they can be released by opening the Release Valve. Employes,
when they have occasion to use the Release Valve on any vehicle,
must not bend the wire to keep the Valve open. The Release Valve
must be operated solely by hand; a short pull for a few seconds is
sufficient to release the Brake if the Brake-pipe Cocks are closed
and the pressure is retained in the Brake-pipe when uncoupling.

16. Stationmasters and other responsible officers to sec (hat
Air Brake connections are properly coupled,-(a) It will be the duty
of each Stationmaster or other responsible employe starting a
train, where a train commences itsjoumey, to sec that the air-pipes
are properly connected with the Brake-pipe cocks between each
vehicle, as well as to see that the train is properly coupled in every
other respect.

(b) Performance of this duty by the Stationmaster or other
responsible employe will not in any way relieve the Guard or
Train Examiner of responsibility for seeing that every coupling is
properly connected.

17. Load-compensating Air Brake Equipment.-The
load-compensating airbrake equipment consists ofthe normal air
brake apparatus fitted to vehicles with the following additional
fittings:-

Variable Volume Device, Change-over Cock and
Change-over mechanism which are located near the centre ofthe
vehicle.

The change-over cock is manually operated by the
change-over mechanism which is fitted on each side oflhe vehicle
and is provided with an escutcheon plate on which the letter "E" is
cast. When the operating handle is in the lower position the letter
"E" is exposed, and when placed in the upper position, the letter
"E" is TOvered and the letter "L" is exposed on the operating
handle itself. These letters correspond to the two operating
positions of the change-over mechanism and are painted white to
enable them to be readily distinguished.

(a) When vehicles fitted with Load-Compensating Air Brake
Equipment are marshalled on trains and a brake test is carried out
in accordance with Regulations, it shall be the responsibility ofthe
employe carrying out such brake test to ensure that the operating
handle of the Load-Compensating Air Brake Equipment is in its
correct position for the load conditions ofthe vehicle.

(b) When the vehicle is empty, or when the load of the
vehicle, indicated by the wagon card, is LESS than HALF the
TARE weight ofthe vehicle, or LESS than the numcricals shown
within the circle ofthe combined symbol denoting Grade Control
and Load Compensating Air Brake Equipment, the operating
handle must be placed in the "E" empty position.(c) When the
load ofthe vehicle, indicated by the wagon card EXCEEDS HALF
the TARE weight of the vehicle, or EXCEEDS the numerals
shown within the circle of the combined symbol denoting Grade
Control and Load Compensating air brake equipment, the
operating handle must be placed in the "L" loaded position.

(d) Should it be found that any time, the Operating handle is
in the incorrect position for the load conditions, the handle must
be immediately placed in its correct position.

(e) When defects located in the Load Compensating air brake
equipment cannot be rectified the vehicle must be Green Carded
accordingly for further attention.

When any defect that cannot be rectified occurs on the
equipment when the change over mechanism is in the "E" empty
position for the vehicle, the change-over mechanism must not be
placed in "L" position as damage could occur to the wheels ofthe
vehicle.

(0 When the air brake is cut out of operation the
Load-Compensating Air Brake Equipment is inoperative.

(g) The operation of the hand brake on the vehicle is not
affected by the Load-Compensating Air Brake Equipment.

18. Grade Control Air Brake Equipment.-The Grade Control
Air Brake equipment consists of standard air brake equipment
fitted to vehicles with the following additional fitlings:-

Grade Control Valve,

Escutcheon Plate.

Operating Rod,

Air pipe from Triple Valve to

Grade Control Valve
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(e) The following diagrams show the open and closedpositions of the respective cocks:-
TOPOPERAtED BRAKE PIPECOCK,

Coc(< Open
\ C/osed

Spherical Plug type Brake Pipe Cock
(side operated)

a

SIDE OPERATED BRAKE PIPECOCK

INOICATINO Cirr ON HANDtC
AND PLUC.

COCK OPEN COCK CLOSED
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The Grade Comrol Valve is bolted loa bracket on the sill, and
is located near the centre ofthe vehicle. On the opposite side of the
vehicle an escutcheon plate Is bolted to a bracket on the side sill to
support the operating rod, which is attached by a Universal Joint
to the Grade Control Valve, so that it may be operated manually
from either side ofthe vehicle.

symbols on vehicles so fitted denotes the net tonnage the
cliange-over of the Load-Compensating equipment from "E"
empty to "L" loaded position, or vice-versa, must be made.

The Universal Joint in the operating rod is so arranged to
prevent incorrect assembly.

Embossed letters E.X. I.F. and H.P. are cast on the Control
Valve and Escutcheon plate to indicate the respective handle
positions.

It is connected by a pipe to the exhaust port of the Triple
Valve, of which the exhaust nipple is fitted to the exhaust port of
the Grade Control Valve. When the air brake is cut out of
operation, the Grade Control Valve is inoperative.

The operating positions are:-

Handle in lower vertical position, EX, Open Exhaust, the air
brake will release in the normal manner.

Handle in cither horizontal position, I.P. Intermediate, the air
brake will release at a retarded rate.

Handle in upper vertical position. H.P. High Pressure, the air
brake will release at a retarded rate to a predetermined brake
cylinder pressure, at which pressure the air brake will remain in
the applied position.

THE USE OF GRADE CONTROL VALVES IS NOT
NECESSARY WHEN RUNNING ON THE VICTORIAN
SYSTEM. IN ALL CASES, THE GRADE CONTROL VALVES
MUST BE SET WITH THE HANDLE IN THE LOWER

VERTICAL. EX-OPEN EXHAUST POSITION. BY THE
EMPLOYE CARRYING OUT THE BRAKE TEST IN
ACCORDANCE WITH REGULATIONS.

19. Air Brake Symbols.-To readily distinguish the type of
Air Brake Equipment fitted to bogie goods vehicles, a symbol is
placed on each side of the vehicle above the waybill clip. The
symbol consists of a white square on a black base to denote
l^ad-Compensating Air Brake Equipment, and a while Circle on a
black base to denote Grade Control Air Brake Equipment.

Vehicles fitted with both Load-Compensating and Grade
Control Air Brake Equipment, the symbols are combined, the
white circle being placed inside the white square.

Fin. 2.

Comhiiwil Symbols for Load-Coinpensaiing and Grade Control
air Brake Eguipmeni.

Fig. I.

Symbol for Grade Control .4 ir Brake Equipment only.

The numerals shown within the circle of combined
Load-Compensating and Grade Control air brake equipment

Fig 3.

Combined Symhoh for Ijiad-Compensaiing and Grade Control
Air Brake Equipment with Load-Compensating change-over

numerals included.
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4M-1

fiK. 4.

Grade Coiurol Air Brake Equimneni on le/i, showinx opcraiinx
handle in the lonvr veriwal EX Open Exhaust pii.siiion.

Load-Compensatinx Air Brake Etpiipmeni on Rixhi. shownx
Chanxe-owr Mechanism in "E" Empty position.

.» KM

Eix. y

Grade Control Air Brake Equipment on I.e/i. .shomnx operatinx
handle in the lower vertical EX Open Exhaust position.

Load-Compensatinx Air Brake Equipment on Kixht. showinx
CItanxe-over Mechanism in "L" Loaded position.

20. When any vehicle futed with biturcalcd (duplicate) brake
pipe hoses is tparshalicd on a train its brake hoses must be
connected directly across to the adjoining vehicle (not diagonally
across) irrespective of the type of the other vehicle, that is. the
hoses connected shall lie on the same side of and parallel with the
coupler.

The brake pipe cocks not in use must be firmly closed, and the
hose pipes not in use coupled to the dummy coupling heads.
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BLOCK WORKING INSTRUCTIONS

TRAIN SIGNALLING INSTRUMENTS
The following diagrams illustrate the various kinds ofTrain Signalling Instruments in use;-

LEAREO

UlfiC

Str>rc/>

)e/'

SutCon

ORDINARY ELECTRIC STAFF INSTRUMENT.

EXPIA NA TOR Y NO TE:-

A. Right-hand Indicator (where provided)

B. Left-hand Indicator.

C- Galvanometer Needle.

D. Bell Key.

The mode ofsignalling on this type of Instrument is as set out
in Appendix V, Book of Rules and Regulations.

The right-hand indicator (where provided) works a switching
apparatus which switches the current from the bell to the statT
instrument, and when the indicator points to "For StafT' the bell
Instrument is cut out.

On some of these staff instruments the switching apparatus is
automatically worked in the process of withdrawing the statTfrom
the instrument, and in such cases the right-hand indicator is not
provided.

Enlarged viewofIndicator
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Miniature Electric StaffInsirumeni.

Explanatory Notes:-

A. Indicalor. B. CjJvanomeier Needle. C. Bell Key.

The mode of signalling on itie miniature electric staff
Inslrumeni is the same as for the ordinar>' clearic slalT insirumeni
(see Appendix V. Book of Rules and Regulations), except that on
the miniature Instrument there is no right-hand indicator showing
■'ForSlafT' and "For Bell".

Instructions Supplenicntar>' to those contained In Appendices IV,
and V. of the Book of Rules and Regulations.

(Special Block Working Instructions are Included under this
heading.)

TRACK BLOCK SYSTEM OF TRAIN SICNALLINC ON
DOUBLELINES.

1. (a) On lines where the track block system is in force, the
starting signal or other signal controlling the entrance to the block
section is governed by track circuit, so that the signal is electrically
secured at the stop position, ifa locomotive, train, or portion of a
train is in the section, or until the whole of the train has arrived
within the home signal at the signal-bo.x next in advance.

(b) In addition to the above, any of the following
circumstances may prevent the signal controlling the entrance to
the section from being placed to "proceed":-

(i) Any metallic or other conducting substance so placed
as to form a connection between the two ra ils of either
line.

(11) A broken or displaced rail.

(iii) Any wire bond becoming detached or broken.

(c) In any defect hindering, of likely to hinder, the proper
working of the electrically controlled signals be noticed by an

employe, steps must be at once taken to communicate with the
Signalman at the nearest signal-box, in order that the defect may
be remedied without delay.

2. The object uf ihii iViiem o! train \ii;nalliiif; i\ to prevent
more than one train heinii in the \eeiion heiwen iw bliKk
siftnal-hoxes on the same line at the ^anie time. This is
aceompihheii by a Signalman not being able to lower bi\ .\iariin.g
signal tor other .ugnal; controlling the entrance to the track blmk
section ahead. until that signal has been eleetrieally released by the
whole oflhe train having passed out of the section.

3. Where the track block system is in operaiion.lhc cmploves
engaged in signalling duties or working of trains arc not relieved of
rcsponsibility for seeing that the regulations and other instructions
respecting the protection of trains, irollies, and other obstructions
or respecting the safe and proper working oflhe signals, trains, and
lines, are properly carried out.

4. An indicator is provided on the shelf at the back of the
controlled lever, for the purpose of enabling the Signalman to
ascertain whether the controlled lever has been released. The
Signalman must not attempt to operate the lever, until a proper
Indication is obtained, otherwise the mechanism may be damaged.

5. The following instructions must be obserxcd should any
irregularilv occur in connection with the working ofany signal that
controls the entrance of trains into a track block scction:-

(a) In the event of the signal failing to go to the proceed
position when the lever is pulled over, the Signalman, before
allowing a train to proceed, must (unless he sees that the section is
clear) fi rst confer with the Signalman at the box in advance, and
inform him of the circumstances. If it be then ascertained that the
line is obstructed, arrangements must be made for the obstruction
to be cleared as promptly as possible.

(b) If it be found that the signal is defective, a competent
employe must be placed at the defective signal with hand signals
and (where necessary) detonators, to act under the instructions of
the Signalman, as directed in Regulation V5. Where it is not
reasonably practicable to appoint a hand-signalman in lime to
avoid delay to trains, the F.ngincman may pass the starting signal
(if no advanced starting signal be provided), or advanced starting
signal upon being directed to do so by the Signalman, but a hand
signalman must be appointed as soon as possible.

(c) No train must be allowed to pass a signal-box into that
section without having been previously brought to a stand, and the
Engineman and Guard or Guards advised ofthe circumstance. The
Engincman must then be instructed to proceed cautiously, in order
to stop short of any obstruction there may be on the Line. Where
there is no telephone communication, or when the telephone
communication has failed, the Engineman oflhe fi rst train thus
warned must be instructed to stop at the signal-box in advance,
and inform the Signalman ofthe failure.

No train must be allowed to follow another train until the
ordinary running time of the section has elapsed, unless the
Signalman sees that the section ahead is clear, and when a tunnel
intervenes in a track block section, not within ten minutes, unless
the Signalman can satisfy himself the section is clear; in both cases
the Engineman must be slopped and cautioned as above directed.

Steps must be immediately taken to have the apparatus put
into working order.

6. As soon as it is reasonably practicable after coming on duty
the Signalman must examine the fi xed signals that work in
conjunction with a track block section, and satisfy himself that
they work and show properly. He musi-

(i) Watch the signal so as to ascertain that it obeys the
lever, and also that it goes fully to the slop position
when the train passes in to the section.

(li) Test the signal lever immediately the signal has been
operated by the train, and before the train has passed
oflThc section; ifwhilst the section is occupied, he finds
that the signal is not properly replaced to and secured
at slop, he must act as provided in sub-clauses (b) and
(clofclause 5,

7. The track block system of train signalling is in force on the
following lincs:-

Up and Down Lines between liallarai and Baliarai
East.

Up and Down Lines between North Geelong "A"
andGcelong "A" Box.

Box
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OPLMNG AND CLOSING OK ELECTRIC STAFF
SIATIONS WHERE SNMTCHING INSIRLMENTS ARE

NOT PROVIDED.

1. Before an electric sialTsiaiion is opened or closed, the Chief
Operations Manager will issue the necessary instructions as to the
date and the time of, and the arrangements for, opening or closing
the station. The arrangements will be carried out by the District
Safcworking Inspector and the Signal Supervisor in conjunction.
The Signal SupeA'isor will provide the requisite number of staffs
properly lettered and numbered for the altered sections.

2. Let "A", "B". and "C" represent three consecutive
stations. "A" and "C"" are electric stall'stations. "B" is an ordinary
intermediate station, where there are staff instruments for use
when "B" is open asa staffslat ion.

The opening or closing, as the ease may be. is to becartiedout
in the following manner.

Opening "B" as a StaffSlallon-

(i) The last train which is to carry a staff for the Section
"A"-"C" will be stated in the instruction issued by the
Chief Operations Manager, Aller having seen that the
instrument at "A" for l"lic section "A'-'C" has been
tested by a stall'being withdrawn and restored to the
instrument as prescribed in electric staff rule No. 29,
the Safeworking Inspector and the Signal Supervisor
will be responsible for seeing (I) that all except one of
the remaining stall's for the section •'A"-"C" are
removed from the instrument, and securely locked
aw-ay in a box provided for the purpose; and, (2) that a
due proportion of the staffs for the section ••A"-"B" is
placed in the instrument at "A". The remaining Staff
required for the last train specified to carry a staff for
the section ••A"-"C" must then be withdrawn from the

instrument by the Signalman in accordance with
electric staff rule No. ?. The responsible officers must
note the phase of the instrument before the testing
signal is sent and in order that when the staff is to be
withdrawn for the train the phase will be the same (red
or while), an even number of staffs must be placed into
the instrument if an even number be removed, or an
odd number il'an odd number ol'stalfs be removed.

Both officers must then proceed by the specified train
to "B" and, on arrival there, sec that the remainder of
the sialTs for the section ■■A"-"B" are placed in the
instrument applying to that section, and also that a due
proportion of the staffs for the Section ••B"-"C" is
placed in the instrument applying to the ••B"'-"C"
Section. When this has been done they must proceed by
the same train to "C" and. on arrival there, the
Safeworking Inspector must, if the train has arrived
complete, see that the staff for the section ■■A"'-"C"". on
which the train travelled, is placed in the instrument,
and that the Train Arrival signal is sent and
acknowledged. Both officers must then see. (!) that all
the staffs for the section ■■A"-"C" arc removed from
the instrument and securely locked away in a box
provided for the purpose: and, (2) that the remainder of
the staffs for the section are placed in the
instrument at "C". When this has been done, the Signal
Supervisor may instruct the Electrical Fitter to switch
in the electric staff instruments .it "B" and thereupon
the Testing Instruments and Bells signal, ride electric
staff rule No. 29. must be exchanged by the Signalman
at ■■A"'-"B"and "B'-'X"".

(ii) After "B" has been opened the Safeworking Inspector
and the Signal Supervisor must check the staffs
withdrawn from the instruments at "A" and "C". and
satisfy themselves that the full complement is properly
accounted for. They must also be certain that all the
staffs for the Sections ■■A"-""IV and have
been properly placed In the instruments.

(iii) Unless instructiuns are issued to the contrary, when the
permanent staff seetion Is divided, the Signalman at the
staff station on each side of the temporary staff station
will be responsible for informing the Engineman and
Guard of each train that is about to proceed into the
section in advance, what is the next staff station. If the
train be one that is not due to call, it must be stopped for
the purpose. Except when fixed signals are not provided
at the new staff slaliun, it will not be necessary to
comply with this instruction after the expiration of one
month from the date on w hich the new sialT station wa.s
opened.

(iv) Closing "B" as a Staff Siaiion.-Thc last train which is
to carry a staff for the Section "A'-^'B" and the Section
••B"-"C" will be stated in the instruction issued by the
Chief Operations Manager. Atler having seen that the
instrument at "A" for the Section "A'^-'B" has been
tested by a Stall" being withdrawn and restored to the
instrument as prescribed in electric staff rule No. 29,
the Safeworking Inspector and the Signal Supervisor
will be responsible for seeing, (I) that all except one of
the remaining staffs for tnc .section "A"-"B" are
removed from the instrument and securely locked away
in a box provided for the purpose: and (2) that a due
proportion of the staffs for the section •■A"-"C" is
placed in the instrument ul "A", The remaining staff
required for the last train specified to carry a staff for
the section ■■A"-"B" must then be withdrawn in
accordance with Rule 3. The responsible olficers must
note the phase of the instrument before the testing
signal is sent. and. in order that when the staff is to be
withdrawn for the train the phase will be the same red
or white, an even number of staffs must be placed into
the instrument if an even number be removed, or an
odd number Ifan odd number ofstaffs be removed.

FJoth officers must then proceed by the specified train
to "B"', and on arrival there, the Safeworking Inspector
must, if the train has arrived complete, sec that the staff
for the Section "A"-"B", on which the train travelled,
is placed in the instrument, and that the Train Arrival
signal is sent and acknowledged. He must then satisfy
himself that the Engineman of the specified train is in
possession ofa staff for the Section and when
this has been done, both he and the Signal Supervisor
must see that all the staffs in the instruments at "B" for
the sections ""A^'-'B" and "B'-'X"' are removed and
securely locked away in a box provided for the purpose.
Before leaving "B" the responsible officers must sec
that the instruments for ific sections ■•A"-"B" and
••B"-"C" are in such a condition that a staff cannot be
withdrawn at either end ofeither section.

Both officers must then proceed by the specified train
to "C". and, on arriving there, the Safeworking
Inspector must, if the train has arrived complete, see
that the staff for the section "B"-"C". on which the
train travelled, is placed in the instrument, and that the
Train Arrival signal is sent and acknowledged. The
Safeworking Inspector and the Signal Supervisor must
then see that all the Staffs for the section are
removed from the instrument at "C" and securely
locked away in a box provided for the purpose, and that
the remainder of the stall's for the section ••A"-"C" are
placed in the proper insirument- When this has been
done, the Signal Supervisor may instruct the Electrical
Fitter to switch out the Electric staff instruments at
"8". and thereupon the Testing Instruments and Bells
signal, vide electric staff rule No. 29, must be
exchanged by the Signalman at "A" and "C".

NOTE.-The SafcworkinK Inspector must
commumcaie with the Sin'ialman at "B". and arrange
n iih him so thai ilw train which is to he the last to carry
a staJJ for the section "A". "B". and the section
"B"-"C" will not pass nor cross another train at "B".

(v) After "B" has been closed, the Safeworking Inspector
and the Signal Supervisor must check the staffs
withdrawn from the instruments at "A". "B", and "C",
and satisfy themselves that the full complement is
properly accounted for. They must also be certain that
all the Staffs for the Section "A'-'X" have been
properly placed in the instrumcnts.

.3. If, when a staff station is being opened or closed, one or
more stall's be away for repairs, the Safeworking Inspector must
collect the Electrical Fitter's "Receipt for Damaged Staff' and
hand it to the Signal Supervisor, who must arrange for the safe
custody of any Staff or Staffs in respect of which the Form was
issued.

The box containing the Staffs for the sections ••A"-"B" and
■•B"-"C" must be plainly addressed, marked "Important", and
dealt with as may be arranged by the Signal Supervisor.

4. A certificate in duplicate must be signed by the
Safeworking Inspector and the Signal Supervisor certifying to the
opening or closing of the sections "A"-"B" and "B"-"C", and the
closing or reopening of the section "A"-"C". One copy must be
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forwarded lo the Chief Opcralions Manager, and ihe other to ihc
ChiefElecttical Engineer.

OPENING AND CLOSING OF INTERLOCKED AND

NON-INTERLOCKED ELECTRIC STAFF STATIONS.
WITHOUT A TRAIN, WHERE SWITCHING

INSTRUMENTS ARE PROVIDED.

1. The above diagram illustrates the arrangements in use
where a switching instrument is provided at the intermediate
station "B". The top line represents the Through staff section
when "B" is "Switched Out", and the dotted lines indicate the
Local staff section when "B" is "Switched In".

The pair ofelectric stalTinstruments, Nos. 1-1 A, are in use for
through working when "B" is closed, i.e., "Switched Out", and the
two pairs of Instruments, 2-2A and 3-3A, are in use when "B" is
open, i.e., "Switched In", as an electric staff station. Instruments
Nos. 1-IA cannot be used with Nos. 2A or 3, as the staffs which
enter Nos. I and IA will not enter any ofthe other Instruments.

2. Switching inslrument,-A switching Instrument fitted with
three separate receptacles, as illustrated below, is provided at
station "B." The object of this switch is to prevent the issuing of
Staffs from the through section instruments I-IA when "B" is
open as an electric staff station. When "B" is switched Out, two
local staffs-one from each of the Instruments 2A and 3-are
mechanically secured in their respective places in the switch. It is
not possible to remove either of these staffs from the switch unless
an electric staff applicable to the through section "A"-"C" is
inserted lettered side uppermost in the centre receptacle and used
as a key, and when one (or both) of the local staffs is removed from
the switch the through staff cannot be removed until all three staffs
are again properly replaced in the switch,

loot/C/rei//^ ZoM/C/rce//c

B —

At interlocked stations the switching instrument is connected by a
rod to a lever lock operated by the closing lever. The closing lever
has three positions, viz., "Normal," "Midway," and "Reverse." At
Non-interlocked Stations the closing lever is not provided, but
instead a switching handle is firmly secured in the centre
receptacle of the Switching Instrument. This switching handle has
two positions-in and out-which are indicated by a pointer. The
switching handle cannot be operated to the out position until a
staff has been placed in each of the outer receptacles of the
switching instrument and given a quarter turn. When operated to
the out position the handle becomes electrically secured in that
position and cannot be again turned to the In position without the
co-operation of the Signalman at each end of the through section,
and then only providing the through section instruments are in
phase.

3, The mode of operating the switching instrument at "B" is
as follows:-

Swltchlng In.

By Ordinary Eleciric 5fa^-InseTt the through staff in the
centre receptacle of the Switch, lettered side uppermost, and give
the Staff a quarter turn. Then give each of the local staffs in the
switch a quarter turn. This will allow of the local staffs being
withdrawn, will secure the through staff in the switch and also
"Switch In" the electric stalTinstruments for the local sections.

By Miniature Eleciriic Siaff-lnscn the through staff in the
centre receptacle (lettered end out), press well home, and turn the
small handle. This will secure the through staff' in the switch and
permit the local staffs being withdrawn after the small handle
alongside each of the local staffs has been turned and also "Switch
In" tne elearic slafflnstruments for the local sections.

Switching Out,

By Ordinary Electric .?wf/.-Insert both local staffs in the
proper receptacles, and give each a quarter turn. Then give the
through staff a quarter turn. This will allow of the through staff
being withdrawn, will secure the local staffs in the switch, and also
"Switch Out" the electric stalTinstruments for the local sections.

By Miniature Electric Stalf.-lnscn both local staffs in the
proper receptacles and turn each of the two outer small handles,
then turn centre handle. This will allow of the through staff being
withdrawn and also "Switch Out" the electric staff instruments for
the local sections.

On the top of the switching instrument, at either an
Interlocked or Non-intcrlocked switching station, is mounted an In
or out key switch; before attempting to turn the key. it must be
pressed well home, when it may then be turned freely.

NOTE.-li is important that the key snitch be not interfered
with nhilst the station is closed, i.e.. "Switched Out" as any
movement of the key switch will disconnect the through circuit.

3. At some stations controlling the entrance to the through
section a key switch, indicating Through or Local section working,
is provided. This switch connects the ringing bell key and staff line
telephone to cither the through section line or local section line as
conditions require.

At stations where the switch is provided, and permission has
been given for "B" to switch in. and the 3-3-3 Signal has been
received, "A" and "C" must operate their respective key switch to
Local section indication, and immediately the Opening of
Signal-box signal has been acknowledged on the local section
instrument the switch must be turned back to Through section
indication to permit of "A" and "C" enabling "B" to switch in.
When "B" has switched in the switch must be placed to Local
section indication, and so left until "B" is to be again closed.

When "B" is to be closed, and a staff has been withdrawn by
"B" for the section on either side, and the Closing of Signal-box
signal has been acknowledged on the local section instrument, "A"
and "C" must operate their respective key switch to the through
section indication.

4. Switching in at an Interlocked Switching Station.-The
Signalman at "B" must ascertain by telephone whether the
Through Section is clear. If the Through Section be clear and
permission has not been given for a train to enter the Section, he
must give the prescribed Signal (3-3-3) to the Signalman on each
side, which signal must be acknowledged on the local Section
Instruments. Then, in order to permit of the Closing Lever being
operated to the Midway position, the Signalman at "A" and "C"
must each hold down the Bell Key on the Through Section
Instrument, and at the same time (where provided) turn the
Generator Handle until the Galvanometer Needle on the
respective Instrument deflects and returns to its upright position.
On receipt of the acknowledgment to the Opening of Slgnal-t>o\
Signal, the Signalman at "B" must first turn the Key Switch to In,
after which he must operate the Closing Lever, when, providing
the Bell Keys are being held down on the Through Section
Instruments, and such Instruments are in phase, the Lever Lock
securing the Closing Lever in the Reverse position will be freed
and the Closing Lever can be placed to Ihe Midway position.

When the Closing Lever has been placed to the Midway
position, it will break down the Through Line, and at the same
lime free the locking on ihc Signals at "B". The Signal Levers may
then be placed to Normal, after which the Closing Lever must be
restored to Ihe Normal position, thus freeing the locking on the
outer receptacles of the Switching Instrument and permitting the
Local Staffs to be withdrawn. Both Local Staffs must then be
placed in their respective Instruments and the Closing Staff
Replaced Signal (2 pause, 2 pause 4) sent to and acknowledged by
"A" and "C". The Instruments must then be tested in accordance
with Electrtic Staff Rule No. 29.

5. Switching Out at an Interlocked Switching
Station.-Permission must be obtained to withdraw a local Staff for
ihe Section on either side under the Release Closing Staff Signal (4
pause. 2 pause. 2). When these staffs have obtained the Key Switch
must be turned to out, after which the staffs must be properly
placed in the outer receptacles of the Switching instrument, and
each staff, or in the ease of the miniature Staff, the small handles,
given a quarter tum. The Closing Lever can then be pulled to the
Midway position, thus securing the staffs in the outer receptacles of
the Switching Instrument and Ireeing the Signals. When the Signals
have been operated as indicated on the Diagram in the Signal-box,
the Closing of Signal-box Signal (3-4-3) must be sent to and
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acknuwIedKed by ihv Station on vach side. On receipt of such
acknowledgments the Closing Lever must be placed to the Full
Reverse position. The Placing of the Closing Lever to the Full
Reverse position will switch in the Through Circuit. The Testing
Instruments and Bells Signal (3-5-3) must then be exchanged on
the Through Section Instrumcni.s and the Insimmenis tested in
accordance with Electric Staff Rule No, 29, aOcr which ordinary
Signalling ofTrains on the Through Instruments maybe resumed.

6. Freeing of Interlocking at Switched Out Station for
Shunting Purposes.

Should it be necessary to perform shunting operations at "B"
whilst the station is switched out and a competent employe is on
duly to operate the interlocking apparatus the foiiowing procedure
must be adopied:-

On arrival of train, the Signalman must obtain the through
section siafTfrom the Engineman. and. after turning the key switch
to "TN" insert the staff m the centre receptacle of the switching
Instrument (lettered end out) press well home, turn the staff, or in
the case of the miniature slalT, the small handle, thus securing the
through section staff and freeing the closing lever. The closing
lever may then be placed to the midway position, thus freeing the
signals, and when the levers operating such signals have been
placed to normal, the closing lever can then be placed to normal
and the necessary shunting operations performed. When the
shunting has been completed and all levers are back in the frame
(normal position) the key switch must be turned to Out, after
which the closing lever may be pulled to the midway position, thus
freeing the signal levers. The signal levers can then be operated as
indicated on the diagram in the signal-box and the closing lever
fully reversed.

The placing of the closing lever to the reverse position frees
the locking on the centre receptacle, thus permitting the through
section staff to be withdrawn from the switching instrument,

7. Switching In at a Non-interlocked Stalion.-The Signalman
at "B" must ascertain by telephone whether the Through section is
clear. If the through section be clear and permission has not been
given for a train to enter the section, he must give the prescribed
Signal (3-3-3) which the Signalman on each side must
acknowledge on the local section instrument. Then in order to
permit of the switching handle being operated to the In position,
the Signalman at "A" and "C" must each hold down the bell key
on the through section instrument, and at the same time (where
provided) turn the generator handle until the Galvanometer needle
on the respective Instrument deflects and returns to Its upright
position. On receipt of the acknowledgment to the Opening of
Signal-box Signal, the Signalman at "B" must first turn the key
switch to In, after which he must operate the switching handle,
when, providing the Bell keys are being held down on the Through
section instruments, and such instruments arc in phase, the lock
securing the switching handle in the Out position will be freed and
the switching handle can be placed to the In position.

When the switching handle has been placed to the in position,
it will break down the through line, and at the same time free the
locking on the outer receptacles of the switching Instrument and
permit the local staffs to be withdrawn. Both local staffs must then
be placed in their respective instruments and the Closing Staff
Replaced Signal (2 pause. 2 pause 4) sent to and acknowledged by
"A" and "C". The instruments must then be tested in accordance
with electric Staff Rule No. 29.

8. Switching Out at a Non-Interlocked Station.Permission
must be obtained to withdraw a local staff for the section on either
side, as set out in clause 5 hereof, and when such staffs arc obtained
the key switch must be lumcd to Out, after which the staffs must be
properly placed in the outer receptacles of the switching
Instruments and each staff, or in the case of the miniature staff, the
small handle given a quarter turn. When the staffs tiave ijeen
secured in the outer receptacles, the Closing of Signal Box Signal
(3-4-3) must be sent to and acknowledged by the Station on cither
side. On receipt of such acknowledgment the Switching Handle on
the centre receptacle of the Switching Instrument must be lumed
to Out. thus switching In the through circuit. The Testing
Instruments and Bells Signal (3-5-3) must then be exchanged on
the through section instruments and the instruments tested in
accordance with Electric Staff Rule No. 29, after which ordinary
Signalling oft rains on the through Instruments maybe resumed.

9. If a failure should occur after "B" has been operfed, the
place must be kept open and trains dealt with in accordance with
Electric Staff Rule No. 27,

10. Before going off duly after station "B" has been closed,
the Signalman concerned must first ascertain from stations "A"

and "C" whether the through section instruments have been
tested. Such information to be obtained per medium of the station
service telephone. The block telephone must not be used for this
purpose. If through some defect a through section staff cannot be
withdrawn, station "B" must, if practicable, be again opened and
remain so until the defect is remedied.
M. At non-interlocked staff stations where switching instruments,
as described herein, are provided, the platform quadrants
operating the up and down fixed signals will, when the station is
switched out, be secured in the pulled over position by chain and
standard VR 5P padlock. Guards oftrains requiring to shunt must
unlock the quadrant to place the sigrial at slop, thus releasing the
plunger locking on the main line points, and immediately before
the train leaves, lower the signal, and lock the quadrant in the
pulled over position. See also Regulation 230.

12. Except where special instructions are issued to the
contrary, when the permanent staff Section Is divided, the
Signalman at the Staff station on each side of the temporary staff
station will be responsible for informing the Engineman and Guard
of each train that is about to proceed into the section in advance
what is the next staff station. If the train be one that is not due to
call, if must be stopped for the purpose.

NOTE:-iVhere a station f.i regularly open as a staff stationfor
certain portions ofthe day or on certain days each week, and the
hours during which the station will he open as a .tiaffstation are
specified in the Working Time-table, it will not be ncces.sary to
carry out the provisions of this clause.

13. Switching Instruments as described above arc provided as
shown hereunderi-

Irftermediate Stations

at which the Switching Interlocked or Sections when Intermediale

Instrumentsare Non«interlocked Stations arc Switched Out

Provided

Monac , . Non*interlocked . , South Geelong-Winehelsea
Birregurra , . Non-interlocked , . Winchelsea-Colac

Pirron Yallock Non-interlocked . . Colac-Camperdo wn
Panmurc . . Not!•interlocked . , Terang-Warmambool
Wlndcntiert . . Interlocked . . L Inton Junetion-Burrumbeet

Trawalla . , Interlocked . .6 urrumbeei*Beaufon

Middle Creek Interlocked , . Beaufort-Bunngor
Armstrong . .Interlocked , . Ararat-Great Western

Great Western , , Interlocked , , Ararat "B"-Siawell A

Deep Lead . .Interlocked . , Stawell "B"-Glcnorchy
Wal Wal Interlocked . , G]cnoch>-Lubeck
iung , , Interlocked . . Munoa-Honham

Dooen Interlocked , . Jung-Horsham
Pimpinio . . InteHocked , . Honham*Dimboola

SalisbufYLoop . , Intei^ked . . Dimboola-Nhlll

Diapur . . Interlocked , , Nhill-Kaniva

Langi Logan . , Non-interlocked . . Ararat-Maroona

Cahsbrook . , Non-interlocked . . Ne wsiead-Marybcrough
Bet Bet Non-tnterJockcd . . Mar>borou^-Dunol1 y
Emu , . Non-interiocked . , Beal>ba*Sl. Amaud

Sutherland , .Non-interlocked , . St. Amaud-CopcCope
Liichfleld . . Non-interlocked . . Donald-Watchem

Cuiyo . , Non-interlocked . , 81rchip-Woomelang
Bowser . . Interlocked . . Wangaratta-Springhurst
Lang Lang . . Non-interlocked . , Koo-wee-rup-Nyora

FAILURE OF SIGNALS AT TRACK-LOCKED
INTERLOCKED ELECTRIC STAFF STATIONS WHERE
SWITCHING INSTRLMENTS. AS DESCRIBED IN THE
PRECEDING INSTRUCTION. ARE PROVIDED AND
THROUGH SECTION WORKING IS IN OPERATION.

1. (a) In the event of a failure of a home signal at the
swiiched-out station and a train arrives at such signal, the
Engineman must, after challenging the signal and obtaining no
response, give the prescribed whistfc (4 long) to call the Guard to
the front. The Guard must immediately go to the Engineman, who
will inform him of the circumstances. The Guard must then
examine the electric Staff held by the Engineman, and if such staff
applies to the Through Section he must then proceed to the station
and ascertain whether the Signalman is in attendance.

(b) If the Signalman is not in attendance, the Guard must so
inform the Engineman when, provided both the Engineman and
Guard satisfy themselves that all points are securely set in the
proper position for the line over which the train is required to run,
the train may pass the signal at "Stop" and proceed on its journey.
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(c) In the case of a light locomotive, the Engineman must,
before passing the defective signal in the "Slop" position, satisfy
himselfthat Che Signalman is not in attendance, and that all points
over which the locomotive is required to run are in the proper
position for the movement.

(d) On arriving at Che next attended staff station, the
Engineman must inform the Signalman of the circumstances, and
the latter must at once arrange for the Electrical Fitter to be
advised. If the train be one that is not due to call at the next

attended staffstation it must be stopped for the purpose.

2. The above instructions will apply at the following stations,
and then only when the Signalman is not in attendance, and the
Engineman is in possession of the Electric SlalT applying to the
through section;-

Station Through .Section

Windermore

TrawalU

Middie

Armsironi

Great Wntem

DeepLead
Jung

Pimpinio

Salisbury Loop
Diapur

Linton Junction*Bumjtnbcct

Burrumbcct-BeauTon

Beaufcn-Buangor

Ararat "B"*Grcat Wostem

Ararat "B'-Stawcll "A"

Slawell "B"*GIcnorthy
Murtoa*Horsham

Horsham*Drmboola

DimbooU-Nhill

NhllMCanlva

WORKING OF BLOCK POSTS IN ELECIRIC S'lAFK

SECTIONS BY MEANS OF A COMPOSITE ELECTRIC
STAFF.

fy/ien. in order to faciliiaie the traffic in one direciion,
auihoriiy is given by ihe Chief Operations Manager for an
inierme'diaie block post to be opened in a set lion narked under the
ndes ofthe Electric Staffsystem, the signalling of trains must he
carried out in accordance with the following instructums:-

1. 'A'. 'b\ 'c', 'd', and 'E' arc five consecutive stations. The
three stations 'b'. V and'd' are ordinary intermediate sialions, and
it has been decided to open one of the intermediate stations (say 'c')
as a block post. When this has been done, the staff section A-E will
not be altered, but will be divided into two block sections vi/; A-C
and C-E. Except when specially authorised by the Chief
Operations Manager, only one block post may be opened in u staff
section, and when such authority is given, special instructions will
be issued.

Where two or more stations are listed as authorised block
posts in the same staff section, the running requirements of the
trains concerned shall determine which one of the stations will be
opened as a block post,

2. One or more composite electric siaiTs arc provided in the
electric staff instruments for the section in which the block post Is
to be opened. Each composite staff is so constructed that, after It
has been withdrawn from the electric slalT instrument in the
ordinary way, it may be separated into three portions. One of the
end portions is marked "Ticket A," the other end "Ticket B," and
the centre portion is marked "Siafl",

3. When (he Signalman at "A" or the Signalman at "E" is
aware that a train sent on an ordinary electric staff would delay a
following train, and the use of the composite staff is authorised, it
may be used as under;-

(a) (i) Permission to withdraw a composite staff from the
instrument must be obtained in the same way as is laid
down for withdrawing an ordinary electric staff. When
the composite staff is obtained the Signalman at the
staffstation at the opposite end of the staff section, and
likewise, the Signalman at the block post must be
informed. The separate portions of the staff may then
be used to allow two trains, or, if necessary, three
trains, to run in the same direciion,

(ii) When a train is required to travel on the portion of the
composite stalT marked "Ticket 'A' " or "Ticket 'B" or
"Ticket 'B' and Staff Portions" the miniature staff
automatic exchanging apparatus if provided, must not
be used. The exchange must be made by hand.

(b) When it is required to send three trains in the same
direction, the portion of the Composite Staff marked "Ticket A"

must be handed to the Engineman of the first train, the portion
marked "Ticket B" to the Engineman of the second train, and the
portion marked "StalT' to the Enginem.tn of the third train.

The departure of each train iraveiiing on "Ticket A" or
"Ticket B" portion of the composite Staff must be telephoned to
the block post or staffstation inadvance.

(c) The second train must not be allowed to enter the Block
Section "A"-"C" until the Signalman at "c" has telephoned that
the first train has arrived complete, and the third train must not be
allowed to enter the section until he has telephoned that the second
train has arrived complete. Similarly, the second and third trains
must not be allowed to leave "c" uiiiil the Signalman at "E" has
telephoned that the first and second trains respectively have
arrived complete. Sec specimen Telegraph Code Messages at end
ofthis clause.

(d) If it be necessary for only two trains travelling in the same
direction to use the composite staff, the portion marked "Ticket
A" must be handed to the Engineman of the first train, and the
portion marked "Ticket B." together with the centre portion,
marked "Staff." must be handed to the Engineman of the second
train.

Where neccs.sary in the case of the large type of composite
staff, the Ticket portions "A" and "B" are filled for the opieration
ofstalT-lockcd points.

(e) When a train is assisted by a locomotive in the rear, the
Ticket, or the Ticket and Staff portions combined, as the case may
be. must be shown to each Engineman. and delivered to. and
carried by the Engineman of the locomotive in the rear.

(ft Should any train travelling on "Ticket A" or "Ticket B"
be assisted by a return bank locomotive in the rear, the portion
carried by the train locomotive must be shown on the bank
locomotive key form, and the remaining portions of the composite
staff, together with the b.ink locomotive key. must be handed to
the Engineman of the return bank locomotive, who must see that
he reeeivcs them. When the bank locomotive reiums. the portion
or portions of the composite staff, together with the bank
locomotive key. must be handed by the Engineman to the
Signalman. Should the return bank locomotive be authorised to
assist a train to a point beyond a block post, the Signalman there
must be informed when a train is to be assisted by a return bank
locomotive.

In such circumstances the Signalman at the block post which
the train has passed must, when sending the "Acre" message, add
to the message these words; "Return Bank Locomotive proceeding
with train", and when the bank Locomotive is ready to proceed on
its return journey, the Signalman must notify Ihe Signalman in the
rear as follows: "bank locomotive left on return journcy".

(g) When a composite electric staff has been withdrawn from
the instrument Ihc Signalmen at "A" and "E" must, except where
instructions are issued to the contrary, remain in close attendance
until the StalT is restored to the staff instrument.

Code words and Forms ofmessages referred to in sub-clause
(h) and(c). clause i.

Code word T ext ofMessage represented by Code.

Apix train left here at

Acre train has arrived complete.

Code Form to be used.

To.,

(4.40 p.m.K'Apix" (6.0 p.m.)

Signature

Code Form to be used.

To.,
(4.40 p.m.)-" Acre"

Signature...
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4. (a) Whcna block post is opened between staffstations, and
the telephone is in order, a follow ing train must not be allowed to
leave a staff station or intermediate block post until the previous
train has been reported as having arrived at the block post or staff
station in advance.

(b) Unless special instructions arc issued to the contrai|y, the
llxcd signals (where provided) at block posts may be lighted
according to requirements, and worked during the time the
Signalman is on duty. When a train has been stopped at the home
signal, and it is necessary to draw it within such signal before the
section ahead is clear, the Signalman, after exhibiting the signal for
the Engineman to draw ahead, must stop the train at the station by
exhibiting a red flag by day and a red light by night or in foggy
weather, and then by verbal instructions give the Engineman
clearly to understand the state of the section ahead. (Sec
Regulation 62|.

5. (a) .\t a block post where fixed signals arc not provided, no
train must, except as provided for In clause 15. t>c reported as
having arrived until it is 400 metres beyond the block post and
proceeding on its forward journey. Whenever the section in advance
is occupied or when for any other reason it is necessary to stop an
approaching train, the Signalman must place three detonators 10
metres apart on one rail of the line, and exhibit a red hand signal to
the Engineman. The detonators must be placed a sufficient distance
(at least 100 metres) outside the Signalman's hand signal. When
the previous train in the same direction Is reported as having
arrived si the station or block post next in advance, a green hand
signal must, unless the regulations require otherwise, be exhibited
to the Engineman and Guard, and the detonators removed.

(b) The Engineman of any train travelling on any portion of
the composite staff must keep a good look-out when approaching a
block post where fixed signals are not provided, and must stop,
unless the green hand signal is exhibited by the Signalman as an
inlimation that the train may proceed. Whcna train has stopped at
the intermediate block post, the Engineman must not accept the
Guard's signal to start unless vcibally instructed to do so by the
Signalman, and when instructing the Engineman to proceed the
Signalman must exhibit a green hand signal.

Siih-clause (b) wit! not however, relieve the Signalman of
responsihility for placing the deioiuilor.v and e.xhibiiing the red
hand signal, as prescribed in sub-clause (at.

6. The Engineman of any train which is to proceed on the
portion of the staff marked "Ticket A" or "Ticket B" must not do
SO without first seeing the centre portion marked "Staff'.

7. Each portion of the composite staff applies to the whole of
the staffSection "A"-"E" but the Engineman ofa train running on
any portion ofthat Staffmust show the portion he is carrying to the
Signalman at the block post.

8. Before the composite staff can be placed in the Instrument
after having been used, the three portions must be properly
fastened together when it may be then inserted and the "Train
Arrival" signalsenl.

The separate portions of the composite staff must be screwed
firmly home at the joints when uniting them, otherwise there may
be difficulty in placing the slafl'into the Instrument.

9. The Signalman at "A" and "E" must arrange to have the
composite staff at the end of the section at which it will be
required. To enable this to be done, it may. aller being withdrawn
in the regular way. be handed complete as an ordinary electric staff
to the Engineman ofany train which is runrting through the section
under the ordinary electric staffworking conditions; the Signalman
in advance must be informed.

At slalT stations where a composite staff is in use. Signalmen
must be careful to arrange, when the composite staff is in the
inslrumeni at the end of the section where the staffs arc
accumulating, that it is kept at the top of the outwards column so
that it may be withdrawn from the instrument when required,

10. Telephone communication will be established between
the staff stations and block posts to which these instructions apply,
to be used as required until the Signalman at both staff stations
advise the Signalman at the block post that the block messages are
no longer necessary.

11. (a) In the event of the telephone failing when the
composite staff is in use. no train must be allowed to follow
another at an interval ofless than 5 minutes, nor then unless the
full running time of the special block section has elapsed, and the
Engineman has been furnished on the prescribed form with a
"Notice ofTrain Ahead".

On sections where the portions of the composite staff arc
equipped with a feather for opening staff locks at inierraediaie
stations, the Engineman of a following train must, in addition to
being furnished with a "Notice ofTrain Ahead", be cautioned in
writing not to pass over points (facing or irailing) at ANY station
or siding where the points are secured by a staff lock, until he has
satisfied himself that the points arc set and secured in the proper
position.

The Guard as well as the Engineman, must be fully informed
ofthe circumstances that render these precautions necessary.

(b) Should the Engineman be unable to produce the portion
of the composite staff on which the train has travelled when he
arrives at the staff station in advance, or fail to show it to the
Signalman at an intermediate block post as provided in clause 7.
immediate enquiries must be made, and every precaution taken for
safely before another train is allowed to follow or. before a train is
allowed to proceed in the contrary direction. In either case the
Engineman of such train must be cautioned in writing not to pass
over any points (facing or trailing) at any station or siding where
the points arc secured by a staff lock until ho has satisfied himself
that the points are set and secured in the proper position.

The Guard as well as the Engineman, must be fully informed
of the circumstances that render these precautions necessary, and
must be instructed to make a careful search for the missing portion
of the composite staffat each station.

A written Caution must, in like manner, be issued to the
Engineman of every train passing over the section, until the
missing portion is recovered, or until special instructions are
Issued.

12. When a train travels on the portion of the composite staff
marked "Ticket A." or on the portion marked "Ticket B" without
the centre portion marked "StafT' attached, the Signalman must
verbally inform the Guard of the circumstances, and in such a case
it will f>c necessary for the Guard to carry out the provisions of
Regulation 239 should the train be slopped outside the protection
of lixod signals by accident, or other cause, or in the event of its
remaining stationary for a longer period than usual at any block
post where the train is not protected by fixed signals.

In the ease ofa light locomotive travelling on ticket portion of
a composite staff the Engineman must arrange for his Assistant
Engineman to act as laid down for the Guard in the preceding
paragraph.

13. When the working of a block post in electric staffsections
by means of a composite electric staff is to be fjrought into force,
the Manager for the District must (except as shown in clause 15).
arrange to place a competent man in charge ofthe block post.

The Safeworking Inspector must provide train register books
and necessary forms, which must t>e returned to his office when the
special block post is no longer required.

14. The list of stations which may be worked as special block
posts is published in the respective District Working Timc-tabies.

Note-When a master key is used by a train travelling on a
portion of the composite staffthe instructions (except the reference
to endorsing the staffticket) contained in pages 159-160 will apply.

15. inlcrinediaie Block Posts at which the Guard Acts as
Signalman.-Ia) Guards of trains travelling on the portions of the
composite staff may be utilised to perform the signalling duties at
an intermediate block post in accordance with the following
insiruciions:-

(b) The Guard of each train travelling an any portion of the
composite staff, must have access to the Office at the intermediate
Block Post.

(c) When two trains are to travel in succession through the
StaffScciion;-

(i) On arrival of the train travelling on "Ticket A" at the
Intermediate block post, and after station work has
been completed, the Guard must send the "Apix"
message to the staff station in advance, and, provided
his train has arrived complete, send the "Acre"
message to the staff station in the rear. After these
messages have been repeated back correctly to him, he
must despatch the train.

(ii) The Guard of the following train, on arrival at the
imermediaie block post, must after the station work
has been completed, communicate with the staff
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station in advance, and, except as provided in
sub-ctausc (0. not allow his train to depart until he has
received the "Acre" message for the preceding train.

(d) (i) When three trains have to travel in succession through
the StalTSeclion:-

(i) The Guard of the first train will act as laid down for the
Guard in Section (i) ofsub-clause (c).

(ii) The Guard of the second train will act, as laid down for
the Guard in section (ii) of sub-clause (c), and. in
addition, immediately before leaving he must, if his
train has arrived complete, send the "Acre" message to
the staffstation in the rear.

(iii) The Guard of the third train will act as laid down for
the Guard in section (ii) ofsub-clause (c).

(e) Where fixed signals are provided, the Guard, if he be
aware when his train arrives, or become aware after it arrives, that
it will stop for more than 30 seconds, must immediately place all
necessary signals to the stop position, and keep them at that
position until the train is quite ready to proceed on its Journey,
when he must place such signals to the proceed position.

Where a fixed signal is not provided, or if provided is crossed
in accordance with Regulation 91, the Guard of a train travelling
on "Ticket A" or "Ticket B" portion ofthe composite staffmust, if
after sending the "Acre" message his train be detained at an
intermediate block post, protect his train in accordance with
Regulation 239.

(0 In the event of the telephone failing when the composite
suff is in use, no train must be allowed to follow another at an
interval of less than five minutes, nor then unless the full running
time of the special block section has elapsed, and the Engineman
has been furnished on the prescribed form with a "Notice of Train
Ahead".

A "Notice of Train Ahead" book will be supplied for use at
the intermediate block post and must be kept in the usual safe
position in the office. The Officer-in-Charge at the staff station at
each end of the section must make himself conversant with the
location of the "Notice of Train Ahead" book so that the Guard
can be instructed where to find it in case it should be required for
use.

(g) All messages exchanged by the Guards must be entered in
the train register book, which will be provided at the intermediate
block post (See instructions, page 226 respecting the forwarding of
train register books for checking), The Officer-in-Charge of the
supervising station must see that the train register book is
forwarded.

(h) The Signalman at the staff station in the rear will be
responsible for instructing Guards and Enginemen of trains,
working under above conditions, in writiDg, or by the printed form
(T.R. I4A), of the arrangements in force at the intermediate block
post. The Enginemen and Guards concerned must sign for the
instructions on a copy to be held by the Signalman, which copy
must be subsequently forwarded with the tram register book to the
Safeworking Inspector each fortnight.

(i) When for the purpose of avoiding standing time to a
light locomotive unaccompanied by a Guard, it is
necessary to despatch such light locomotive subject to
the running time of an authorised Intermediate block
post in the section, the Engineman of the light
locomotive may be utilised to perform the signalling
duties at the intermediate block post, as laid down for
the Guard, The following additional instructions,
however must be strictly complied with.

(ii) The Signalman at the staff station from which the light
locomotive is to be despatched must arrange for the
Engineman to have access to the telephone provided at
the intermediate block post, and must instruct the
Engineman, in writing, or by the printed form (T.R.
I4A). in respect of his duties on arrival at such block
post, the method of working the telephone, and
inserting the entries in the train register book. The
Engineman must sign for the instructions on a copy
held by the Signalman which must be forwarded as set
out in sub-clause (h).

The Engineman must be particularly instructed that
when preceding a train he must not send the arrival
message until the locomotive is quite ready to proceed
from tne Intermediate block post, and in the event of

being detained by any unforseen cause after reporting
the arrival, he must arrange for the Assistant
Engineman to protect the locomotive in accordance
wiin the regulations.

16, Section obstructed by Accident or by Disabled
Train.-fay When the train is Travelling on Portion Marked
Staff"-

(i) In the event of a locomotive which carries the portion
marked "Staff" breaking down between two stations,
the Assistant Engineman must take the staff to the staff
station in the direction whence assistance can be
obtained or is expected, in order that the slaffmay beat
the station on arrival of the relief locomotive. The
Stationmaster at the station to which the staff is taken
will be responsible for carrying out all special
arrangemcnis necessary during the continuance of the
obstruction.

(ii) Should the Assistant Engineman proceed to the station
in advance, and the relief locomotive is to be supplied
from that end, the Assistant Engineman of the disabled
locomotive must not allow the staff to pass out of his
possession until he hands it to the Engineman of the
relief locomotive, and the Assistant Engineman must
accompany him to the place where he left his own
locomotive. The Signalman, before allowing the relief
locomotive to leave, must see that the staff is in the
Engineman's possession. The Engineman of the relief
locomotive must retain possession of the staff until he
has removed the disabled locomotive, or locomotive
and train, clear of the section. Should the relief
locomotive be obtained from the opposite end of the
section, the Signalman at the staff station in advance
must obtain the staff from the Assistant Engineman,
insert the complete staff in the instrument, and give the
Locomotive of Last Train Disabled In Section signal
(2-1-2-1) to the Signalman at the opposite end. This
must be done in the presence of the Assistant
Engineman.

(iii) The relief locomotive to be sent into the section to
remove the disabled locomotive or train must be dealt
with as prescribed in Electric Staff Rule No. 16.

(iv) The Assistant Engineman, when proceeding for
assistance, must place detonators on the line, as
prescribed in Regulation 239, and the Guard must
similarly protect his train in the opposite direction.
Should the stoppage or failure occur to a locomotive
not attached to a train, the Assistant Engineman, when
proceeding in either direction for relief, must place
detonators on the line as directed in Regulation 239 for
the protection of the disabled locomotive, and the
Engineman. after securing his locomotive, must
similarly protect it in the opposite direction, and then
return to his locomotive.

(b) When the Train Is Travelling on Ticket "A" or
"B".-Should the locomotive that fails be in possession ofa portion
of the Composite Staff marked "Ticket," and not the Staff, the
following instructions will apply:-

(i) If at the time of failure the train be nearer, or within
reasonable distance, of the station in the rear, whether
the station in the rear be an Intermediate Block Post or
an electric staff station, the Engineman must send his
Assistant Engineman with the portion marked
"Ticket" to that station, and the Signalman there will
be responsible for making all necessary arrangements
for relief. The Assistant Engineman must accompany
the relief locomotive to the place where he left his own
locomotive. The Guard must protect the obstruction
until reliefarrives.

(ii) Ifassistance can be more readily obtained from the staff
station In advance, or the brealtdown be nearer to that
station than the station in the rear, the Engineman
must send his Assistant Engineman with the portion of
the staff marked "Ticket." and a written order, to the
Stationmaster at the staff station in advance, stating the
nature of the failure, the place where it has occurred,
and authorising the Stationmaster to allow a relief
locomotive to proceed to remove the disabled
locomotive or locomotive and train. The Stationmaster
on receiving the written order must endorse and return
It, and arrange for the despatch of a relief locomotive.
The Assistant Engineman must hand the portion of the
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staff marked "Ticket." and the written order, to the
Engineman of the relief locomotive, after and
accompany hif to the place where he left his own
locomotive. The Engineman of the relief locomotive,
removing the disabled locomotive, or locomotive and
train, to the end of the section to which it was
previously proceeding, must deliver up the written
order to the Stationmaster by whom it was endorsed.

(iii) The Assistant Engineman, when proceeding to the
station in advance for assistance, must place detonators
on the line, as prescribed in Regulation 239, The
Guard must protect his train in the rear.

(iv) Should there be no relief locomotive at the station in
advance, the Signalman there must confcrby telephone
with the Signalman at the intermediate block post or
staff station (whichever is next) in the rear, stating the
nature of the failure, the place where it has occurred,
and specifying the portion of the composite staff whieh
he has seen in the possession of the Assistant
Engineman of the disabled locomotive. The Signalman
at the station in the rear must then make the necessary
arningements for sending a relief locomotive. If the
disabled locomotive be travelling on the portion of the
composite staff marked "Ticket A" the Engineman of
the relief locomotive must have possession of the
portion marked "Ticket B". If the disabled locomotive
travelled on the portion of the composite staff marked
"Ticket B", the Engineman of the relief locomotive,
must have possession of the portion marked "SiafP.
The Engineman of the relief locomotive must also be
given a written order stating the position ofthe disabled
locomotive, and must sign for the order on a copy held
by the Signalman. The Signalman at the station in
advance must cancel the Engineman's order by writing
the word "Cancelled" across the face ofit. and hand the
order to the Assistant Engineman who must return and
deliver it, together with the Ticket portion of the staff
to the Engineman of the disabled locomotive. The
Engineman of the disabled locomotive must then hand
over the Ticket portion to the Engineman of the relief
locomotive, who, after removing the disabled
locomotive or locomotive and train to the end of the
section to which it was proceeding, must deliver each
portion of the composite staff in his possession,
together with the written order, to the Signalman.

(c) In the event of a total failure of any train worked by two
men, the Guard must carry out the duties prescribed above for the
Assistant Engineman, and the Engineman, after seeing that his
train is secured, must similarly protect it in the opposite direction,
and then return to his train.

(d) The Engineman of the disabled locomotive in each case
must not allow his train to be moved until the relief locomotive
arrives, unless satisfactory arrangements have been made to
prevent the relief locomotive from coming to his assistance, and
when a written order has been issued, until the Assistant
Engineman has returned and handed the order back to the
Engineman.

16A. (a) Should an Accident or Obstruction occur and the
Traffic is likely to be stopped for »«<x)nsiderable lime, special
arrangements must be made for working the trains to and from the
staff station on each side ofthe point ofobstruction. The staff must
be retained to work trains between the point of obstruction and the
staff station on the one side, and, on the other side, the traiHc must
be conducted by a Pilotman,

(b) Should the obstruction be caused by a disabled train, the
staff must be used to work trains between the point of obstruction
and the sialf station on the one side, and on the other side the
traffic must be conducted by a Pilotman in accordance with the
following instructions.

(i) The Guard must put the Engineman in charge of the
point of obstruction, and the Engineman must thenfive the Guard a written order, addressed to the
tationmaster at the staff station in advance, staling the

point of obstruction, and intimating that he will not
allow the disabled locomotive or train to be moved
until the relief locomotive or train arrives. The Guard
must then proceed to the staff station in advance, and
hand the written order to the Stationmaster. advising
him of what has occurred. The Stationmaster must
then make arrangements for working by Pilotman
during obstruction in accordance with Electric Staff

Rule No, 16A, The Engineman, when put in charge at
the point ofobstruction, must hand the staff(ifthe train
be travelling on the ponion marked "Staff') to the
Assistant Engineman, and instruct him to take it back
to the staff station from which it was issued, to work
trains between that station and the point ofobstruetion
until the line is clear. If the train be travelling on a
portion of the composite staff marked "Ticket" the
Assistant Engineman must take it back to the
intermediate block post or staff station (whichever is
next), in the rear of the obstruction, and hand it to the
Signalman, who must arrange to obtain possession of
the Staff, and the traffic between the obstruction and
the staff station in the rear must then be worked in
accordance with Electric Staff Rule No. I6A,

(ii) The Guard and Assistant Engineman of the disabled
train when proceeding to the advance or rear stations
respectively must place detonators on the line, as per
Regulation 239. On their return they will be held
responsible for the protection of the obstruction until
relieved.

(c) Should the obstruction be caused by a light locomotive (or
by any train worked by two men) a relief train or locomotive must
fi rst be obtained, from one end of the section by the Assistant
Engineman (or Guard) as laid down in clause 16, and, if necessary,
arrangements must be made for working the traffic in accordance
with sub-clause (a) hereof.

The Engineman must, after securing his locomotive or train,
protect it in the opposite direction to which the Assistant
Engineman (or Guard) proceeds for relief, and then return to his
locomotive or train,

163, (a) When a train or Ponion of a Train is left upon the
Single Line from accident or inability of the locomotive to take the
whole forward, the Engineman must not, if he be in possession ofa
portion of the composite stalTmarked "Ticket", return for the rear
ponion of his train except by written instructions from the Guard,
as prescribed in Regulation 243, and the Guard must protect his
tram in the rear, in accordance with Regulation 239, and prevctil a
following train pushing it ahead. Ifthe Engineman be in possession
of the ponion marked "Staff', he may return to the rear ponion of
his train without obtaining instructions from the Guard
authorising him to do so.

(b) After sunset, or in foggy weather, before the front ponion
is drawn forward, a red light must be placed on the front vehicle of
the rear ponion by the man who divides the train. As soon as the
first portion has been drawn forward sufficiently far, either by day
or night, the Under Guard or the Assislani Engineman must place
two detonators upon the line about 200 metres from the front
vehicle of the rear ponion, to notify the Engineman when
rcturning.ofthe position ofthe remainder of his train.

TEMPORARY CONVERSION OF AN ELECTRIC STAFF
SKCriON INTO TWO TEMPORARY STAFF SECTIONS TO
BE WORKED UNDER THE RULES OF THE TRAIN STAFF
AND TICKET SYSTEM BY MEANS OF A DIVIDED STAFF,

1, When it is necessay to open an intermediate Station in a
Section ordinarily worked under the Rules of the Electric SialT
System, Appendix V.. the Elearic Stalf System on the Section in
which the intermediate Station is located may be suspended, and
the Electric Staff Section divided into two sections worked under
the Train Staff and Ticket System, Appendix II.. Book of Rules
and Regulations.

2. Except where instructions are issued to the contrary, before
the Intermediate Station is opened as a Staff Station, the Chief
Operations Manager will issue instructions staling the date and the
time of the opening and closing, and specifying the Staff Station
and the train by which it is to be done. The Safeworking Inspector
for the District will supervise the arrangements of opening and
closing, which must be carried out in accordance with the
following instruclions:-

3, Let "A," "B," and "C" represent three consecutive
stations. "A" and "C" are electric staff stations. "B" is an ordinary
intermediate station in the staff section "A"-"C." and it is
required to open "B" as a staff station under the conditions
specified in clause I.

4. The Divided Staff.-To provide the requisite train staffs for
the icmporars staff sections. "A"-"B" and "B"-"C." a special
electric staff-defined as the divided staff-is placed in the electric
sialT instrument for the section "A"-"C" at "A", viz.. the staff
station at which the work ofopening "B" is to be commenced. The
special electric staff is of the same pattern as other electric staffs for
the section "A"-"C." except that it has the usual symbols for
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temporary staffs fixed at the ends, and is constructed in two
portions normally connected by a rod which is passed through
both portions and secured by a padlock. The respective portions of
the special slalT, when separated, form the temporary train staffs
for the section or •■B"-"C"". according to the name plates
fixed on each end. Staff ticket boxes will be provided at "A". "B".
and "C". and by inserting the proper train staff-name plate
uppermosi-in the respective ticket box. the box may be opened.

(n some cases the temporary train staffs are equipped to open
staff locks at intermediate Sidings as in the case ofan ordinary staff.

During the time "B" is open as a temporary sta^ station, the
Signalman at "A" and "C" will require to slop each train which is
to enter the temporary staffsections, and advise the Engincman and
Guard that the usual staff section Is divided, that the Train Staff
and Ticket System is in operation, and that "B" is open as a
temporary staff station. The Guard must ascertain from the
Signalman whether his train is to travel on a staR ticket, and must,
when necessary, protect his train according to the requirements of
the Train Staff and Ticket system.

5. The special staff, which under normal conditions is secured
in the instrument, may be passed through the locks of the
instrument, as in the case of an ordinary electric staff, but the
temporary staff symbol attached at each end of the special staff
prevents Its being removed from the holder of the Instrument until
the padlock is released, the connecting rod withdrawn, and the two
portions of the staff are detached. It therefore cannot be used
except when required for the purposes of these instructions. It
must not be withdrawn by the Signalman except when. In
accordance with clause 2 or 10, these arrangements are authorised,
when it must then be withdrawn, dealt with, and replaced into the
instrument, as specified hercundcr-

(i) Openii^ "B" as a Staff Slation.-Whcn the special staff
is required for the train by which "B" is to be opened, it
must be withdrawn from the instrument, permission
being obtained in the regular manner in accordance
with the rules of the electric staff system.

When the special staff has been withdrawn, the
Safeworking Inspector must release the padlock and
connecting rod, remove the Divided staff, and hand the
staff ticket boxes and the proper portions of the staff to
the Signalmen at the respective staff stations where, in
accordance with the requirements of irafllc, the latter
are to be used as train slalTs. The electric staff system
will then be suspended. "B" will be worked as a staff
station, and the iraHic conducted under the rules of the
Train Staff and Ticket System; the temporary staff
sections being "A"-"B" and

(ii) Closing "B" as a Staff Sfatlon.-Whcn "B" is to be
closed and the temporary staff sections arc both
cleared, and the points at "B" are secured in the normal
position for the clear running line the Safeworking
Inspector must obtain possession of both temporary
train siaffsvand after placing them in the holder of the
proper stalflnstrument. secure them together by means
of the connecting rod and padlock. The Signalman
must then insert the complete staff into the instrument
and send the prescribed signal-sec next paragraph-to
the signal-box at the opposite end of the electric staff
section.

The Train Staff and Ticket System will then be
cancelled, and the Electric StaffSystem resumed on the
section "A"-"C", Before allowing the electric staff
System to be resumed, the Safeworking Inspector must
make certain that both temporary staff sections are
clear.

If the train which is the last to leave "B" under the
Train Staff and Ticket System is to proceed to "C" the
Signalman there must, after inserting the complete staff
into the instrument for the section '•A"-"C". send the
Train Arrival signal in accordance with rule 12; but
should the last train proceed to "A", viz.. the staff
station at which the opening of "B" was
commenced-thc Signalman at "A" must, after the staff
has been replaced in the instrument, send the
Canceltiag SIgiul, vide Rule 20. of (he electric staff
system. In either case the Signalman must first
ascertain that the train has arrived complete.

6. The connecting rod and padlock (locked together), when
detached from the divided staff, must be kept in a safe place ready
for use at the proper station when "B" is to be closed. If it be

necessary for them to be transferred from "A" to "C". the rod with
the padlock attached must be waybillcd as a value parcel, and the
Signalman at "C" must be advised of the train by which it is being
sent.

The Safeworking Inspector must see that the two portions of
the special staff are properly secured by the padlock when placed
into the instrument.

7. Unless otherwise arranged by the Chief Operations
Manager, the Safeworking Inspector must supervise the signalling
arrangements and Staffand Ticket working at "B".

Should one or more master keys be necessary for shunting
operations at "B". the Safeworking Inspector must obtain them
from the office of the Chief Operations Manager, and before
leaving "B" with the last train the inspector must obtain
possession of the master key or keys and promptly return them to
the office of the ChiefOperations Manager.

8. (a) The Signal Supervisor for the district will be
responsible for having the necessary name plates properly fixed on
the special staff and on the staff ticket boxes, and for having the
staff in the proper instrument, when required for use in accordance
with instructions (see clause 2). The Safeworking Inspector must
see that the name plates on the train staff and boxes are correct
before handing them to the Signalman.

(b) The Electrical Fitter will be supplied with a key for the
padlock on the special staff, and will be responsible for its custody.
Except as shown in clause 10, the Safeworking inspector will also
be supplied with a key.

(c) Should it become necess;iry to remove the special staff
from the instrument for repairs or for the purpose of transferring it
to the electric staff station at the opposite end of the section, tnis
must be done by the Electrical Filler only, and as prescribed in the
respective Rules (36 and 37) of the Electric SlalfSystem.

9. Divided Electric Staffs arc provided for use in accordance
with the foregoing instructions at the Staff Stations specilled
hereunder-

Sia(T Suiion al whtch (he
Special Staff h normally

Located

Iniermedialc station for
which the Temporary
Train Staffs are provided

Temporary Staff Sections
when Temporaiy Train

Stalls are in use

North Bendigo Junclion

Meetiiyan

BenJigo Racecourse

Fish Creek

North Bendigo Junction^
Dendiio Ractcourae and
Bendi^o Racecout^Elmore
Meeniyan-Fish Creek and
Fish Creek-Foster

10. (a) On sections authorised by the Chief Operations
Manager the Station master at the station where the special staff is
normally located will, subject to the modifications set out
hereunder, carry out the duties specified for Che Safeworking
Inspector in clauses 5 and 6,

(b) (i) The Safeworking Inspector must arrange to hand over
the key for re leasing the padlock and connecting rod to
the Stalionmaster at the station where the special staff
is normally located, and also arrange for the temporary
staffboxes to be placed and kept in a secure place at the
stations where they are to be used. The place where the
temporary staffboxes at "B" are kept must be known to
the Stalionmaster who is authorised to perform the
duties ofdividing the section.

(ii) The Safeworking inspector must instrua all concerned
and satisfy himself that they are thoroughly conversant
with the methods to be adopted in opening and closing
the temporary staff sections.

(iii) The key for releasing the padlock and connecting rod
must be kept in a safe position in the Slaiionmaster's
office, and on each occasion that the Safeworking
Inspector visits the stations in the sections he must
sight the key and make a record to that effect in the
train register book. He must also see that the temporary
staffboxes are in their proper positions at stations.

(c) It will not be necessaary for the Stalionmaster authorised
to act for Safeworking Inspector to accompany the train which
opens or closes the temporary staff station at "B" but he will be
rwponsible for conferring with the employes in charge of the
signalling at "B" and "C" for the staff" working being properly
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carried out, for the staffs being placed and returned by "Value"
parcel as required, and for the electric staff system being cancelled
and resumed strictly in accordance with these instructions.

(d) The Stationmaster is authorised to act in accordance with
the foregoing Instructions at the following station;- Meeniyan.

OBTAINING AN ELECTRIC STAFF EARLIER THAN
USUAL

Clause (c), Rule 3, Appendix V.-Book of Rules and Regulations,

1, When authority is granted for an cicciric staff to be
obtained under the special circumstances specified in clause (c) of
Rule 3, Appendix V-, the staff must be withdrawn and dealt with in
accordance with the rules.

2, The electric staff withdrawn from the Instrument must be
left in the holderofihe Instrument until required. Ifthe Signalman
change duty in the meantime, the Signalman relieved must direct
the attention of the Signalman who relieves him to the fact of the
staff having been withdrawn, and an cnti^ recording the fact must
be made In the train register book, which the Signalman taking
charge must initial.

3, Sub-clause (i), Clause <c), Rule 3, Appendix V,-At an
electric staffstation, where authority is given for a specified train to
arrive, or pass through, during the absence from duty of the
Signalman, the signalling of the train covered by such authority is
to DC performed in accordance with the following instruction.s;-

(a) "A," "B," and "C" represent 3 electric staff stations, and
the appointed hours of duty of the Signalman at "B" arc altered toEermit of his absence during the time a specified train is running
ctwccn "A" and "C". Then, provided all the trains which should

be signalled between "A," "B," and "C" have passed, and the
whole of the staffs are in their respective instruments, the
Signalman at "A" (from which place the specified train will run)
must, before the Signalman at "B" goes off duty, obtain permission
from him to withdraw a staff for the section •■A"-"B" and the
Signalman at "B" must (except where "B" is a terminal station), in
like manner, obtain permission to withdraw a stalTfor the section
'•B"-"C". The Staff so withdrawn by "B" must be placed in the
stalfexchange box provided for the purpose.

(b) In some instances, provision may be made for the absence
of the Signalman at two consecutive staff stations, thus;-Of "A,"
"B," "C," and "D," the Signalman at "B" and "C" will not be on
duty during certain appointed hours, and. In such cases, the
Signalman at "C" must obtain permission to withdraw a Staff for
the Section "C-'D," and otherwise act as directed for the
Signalman at "B".

NOTE:-For further iit.siruciioiti re.spcciiny the use oj staff
exchange boxes, see pages 68-69.

4, Sub^lause (II) of Clause (c), Rule 3, Appendix V.-Whcrc,
in order to permit of the Signalman being temporarily absent from
dutv during a specified period, authority is granted for a staff to be
withdrawn two hours or more before the next train is due,
permission for the temporary absence of the Signalman will, in all
cases, be subject to the following conditlons:-

(i) Unless specially authorised, permission must not be
given for more than one train to approach at the same
time.

(ii) Before leaving duty the Signalman must, unless special
instructions to the contrary arc issued, set and secure
the main line points for the proper track and sec that all
scotch blocks and hand points are set for the protection
of the running line, and secured by padlocks.
Plunger-locked points must be Icfi scoured by plunger
and cotter pin. The fi xed signals must be placed to and
left at the stop position, and the signal-box locked. At
stations where the fi xed signals arc worked from an
interlocking frame which is not enclosed and cannot be
locked against interference, or where the signals are
worked from a quadrant on the platform, and
permission has been granted for a train to approach the
station in more than one direction, the levers must be
locked in the "Stop" position by means of a padlock.
The key of the signal-box or padlock, as the case may
be. must be left secured in a safe place.

(iii) At night or in foggy weather the Signalman must,
before leaving, satisfy himself that the signals are alight,
and showing properly. If booked to be off duly at the
time at which the signals should be lighted, he must
light the signals before leaving.

(iv) Unless special instructions are issued to the contrary,
the Signalman must, in the case of passenger trains, be
in attendance at least ten (10) minutes before the train
for which the staff is withdrawn is due to leave the
station in the rear, or. in the event of the running time
of the section for the train exceeding 20 minutes, at
least 30 minutes before the train is due to arrive at his
station. In the case of goods trains, the Signalman must
be in attendance at least 15 minutes before the train is
due to arrive at his station. In each case, he must at
once advise the Signalman in the rear of his being in
attendance.

A note must be made in the train register books stating
the time when the Signalman reports in attendance.

(v) When the Signalman in advance is due to resume duty
before the departure time of the train from the station
in the rear, the Signalman in the rear must, if he be
unable to obtain communication with the Signalman in
advance, stop the train, and, before handing the staff to
(he Englncman, inform him of the circumstances.

(vi) In the event of trains running out ofcourse, or should a
special train be run, the Signalman must remain on
duty as long as may be necessary for the proper
working of the traffic.

(vli) Should a failure, accident, or obstruction occur whilst
the Signalman is off duty, steps must be taken to
acquaint him with the circumstances as soon as
possible, in order that he may, if necessary, resume
duty.

5. Sub-clausc (ill). Clause (c), Rule 3, Appendix V,-An
electric Stafi" may be withdrawn earlier than usual in accordance
with sub-clausc (ii). clause (c). on the following sections for the
trains specified.

(a) All Stations-For any country passenger train.

(i) Between Sunshine and Serviceton the Staff required for
any Interstate goods Train may be withdrawn as
prescribed above.

(ii) Between Donald and Mildura the Staff may be
withdrawn as prescribed above for any train.

(iii) When the interval between trains is less than the period
specified In Rule 3, the staff required may be
withdrawn immediately after the Train Arrival signal
for the previous train has been exchanged.

Note; See instructions pages 143-146 re track vehicles.

(b) At any electric staffstation where the interval between the
time the Signalman isduconduty and the time of departure of the
fi rst train is not sufficient to avoid serious delay in the event of a
failure of the staff instrument, the staff required for the train may,
except where otherwise specified, be withdrawn after the previous
train due to pass through the section has been dealt with in
accordance with the rules.

On Saturdays (if no train be due to run on Sundays) the staff
for the fi rst train on Mondays may be similarly withdrawn.

(c) Unless specially authorised, permission must not be given
for more than one train to approach at the same time.

(d) At any Electric Staff Station where the staff exchange box
is in operation for the last train of the day, and sub-clausc (b)
hereofcannot be complied with, and the next train over the section
is a goods train, the Signalman must report for duty to release the
staff for the goods train at least 10 minutes prior to the train being
due to leave the staff in the rear. The modification in this
sub-clausc docs not apply to passenger trains for which trains the
staff must, except when otherwise provided, be obtained in
accordance with clause (b) of Rule 3, Appendix V.

6. .Method to be adopted on Staff Sections where a Bank
Locomotive Key Is In Use. and a Staff has been obtained, in
Accordance with Clause (c). Rule 3, Appendix V.-(a) On staff
sections, where a bank locomotive key Is provided, and the
Signalman at the staff station in advance of tne grade has given
permission for a staff to be withdrawn, in accordance with
sub-clausc (i), (ii). or (iii) of clause (c>. Rule 3, he must, when he
returns to duly, advise the Signalman in the rear, and then
ascertain whether the bank locomotive key was used for the train
which has approached or arrived at his station during his absence.

In the event of the bank locomotive key having been used, the
staff must not be inserted in the instrument, nor must the arrival
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signal be sent for such train until the code signals have been
exchanged, as provided for in Rule 38, Appendix V.

The lime such signals are exchanged, with a note of the
circumstances, must be inserted in the train register books at each
end ofthe section.

(b) Should the Signalman at the station where the bank
locomotive key is provided be aware, when obtaining a staff in
accordance with clause (c) of Rule 3, that the bank locomotive key
is to be used to bank the train for which the staff is withdrawn, he
must so inform the Signalman in advance, and an entry to that
effect must be inserted in the Remarks column opposite the entries
for the train concemed in the train register book at each station
before the Signalman in advance goes offduty.

(c) When a bank locomotive key is used in the circumstances
described in the above subclausc (a) and (b), the key must not be
withdrawn from the switch until required for use, and must be
replaced immediately the bank locomotive returns, as provided for
in Rule 38, Appendix V.

WORKING OF AN UNATTENDLD SIDING, JUNCTION.
OR STATION EQUIPPED WITH AN INTERMEDIATE

ELECTRICSTAFF INSTRUMENT

1. These instructions are supplementary to the Rules for
Train Signalling on Single Lines of Railway worked under the
Electric Train Staff Blocx System, and must onlv be brought into
force where specially authorised by the ChicfOperations Manager,
The Rules referred to throughout these instructions mean Rules of
Appendix V., Book of Rules and Regulations.

2. DMcripiion of Apparalus.-Stations "A" and "C" represent
the electric staff stations on the respective sides of "B" the latter
being an intermediate siding, station, or junction in the section
'■A"-"C". The equipment provided at each place is as follows;-

(a) Stations "A" and "C" are equipped with the usual type of
electric staff instrument, vide Rule 3, Appendix V. Special
indicators are, however, provided at "A" and "C". These
indicators are operated by the bell key at the opposite end of
section "A"-"C," i.e.. the indicator at "A" is energised by the
operation of the bell key at "C". and vice-versa.

When all train staffs are in the instruments at "A," "B," and
"C," the indicators at "A" and "C" will point to Staff In. and
when a train staff has been withdrawn from the instrument at "A,"
"B," or "C," the indicators at "A" and "C" wilt point to Staff Out.

(b) At "B" an intermediate electric staff Instrument is
provided, and this instrument is so interconnected (electrically)
with the staff instruments at "A" and "C". that only one train staff
can he withdrawn from the three staff Instruments, and when a
tram staff has been withdrawn at "A," or "B," or "C," all other
train staffs at "A," "B," and "C" become secured in their
respective instruments.

The intermediate electric staff instrument is not equipped
with a bell-key or bell, therefore bell signals cannot be sent from
"B on the electric staff instrument, The staff instrument is ,
however, provided with two galvanometer needles, which works^arately by the operation of the respective bell keys at "A" and

Telephone communication is provided between "A" and "B".
and the employe in charge of operations at "B" must communicate
according to requirements with the Signalman at "A".

At "B" the points in the main running line are fi tted with a
slaff lock so that the points cannot be opened without the train
staff for the section "A"-"C". For directions respecting the
working ofstaff locks, see pages 52-54.

(c) All train staffs provided at "A," "B,"" or "C," are labelled
and available for the section "A'-'-C." and any staffwithdrawn for
that section at "A" or "C" can be inserted (according to these
instructions) in the instrument at "B".

(d) Phase of Staj}'Instrwnenls.-'^htn a train staff, which has
been withdrawn at "A" or "C", is placed into the instrument at
"B , the phase ofthe staff instruments at "A" and "C'" shall not be
determined by the red or while segments of the revolving drum, as
prescribed on page 219. The phase of these instruments will be
disclosed ^ the Indicators at "A" and "C", which denote whether
a train staff is "In" or "Out".

(e) The intermediate electric staff instruments at some
locations arc equipped with a right-hand indicator which has two
positions, i.e., "FOR BELL" and "FOR STAFF". The normal
position of the indicator is "FOR BELL" and Signalman and/or
Guards must, when permission has been obtained to withdraw a
staff, tum the indicator to "FOR STAFF". The withdrawal of the

staff will mechanically re-point the indicator to "FOR BELL",
Signalman and/or Guards must be careful to sec that the
right-hand Indicator is in the "FOR BELL" position (except
immediately before withdrawing a Staff), If the Indicator be lefl in
the "FOR STAFF" position, the bell circuit will be cut out
between staff stations "A" and "C" and the instruments at those
stations disarranged.

3, Through Traln.-(a) A through train (i.e., a train
proceeding through the section from "A" to "C" or from "C" to
"A") must be signalled on the electric staff instruments in the
ordinary course, as laid down in Rule 3, Apcndix V, and must
carry the staff through the section "A"-"C".

(b) Through Train Requiring to Shunt at Intermediate Siding
or Branch "B".-Whcn a train is to proceed (in either direction)
through the section "A"-"C", and is required to shunt at "B" such
train must be dealt with as laid down in clause (d). Rule 10. and
clause (b) of Rule 35. In such case, the trainmen must not interfere
in any way with the staff instrument at "B", and the train staff_i^ciycd_ai "A" or "C" must be carried through the section

4, Train Requiring to Proceed from "A" or "C and to be
Worked Clear of the Section to the Siding or Branch at
"B".-<a) When a train is required to proceed from "A" or "(T" to
the intermediate siding or branch at "B". the Engineman must be
given the train staff for the section "A"-"C" in the regular way,
but the train must be dealt with as prescribed hercundcr.-

(b) Prior to the despatch of the train from "A" or "C". as the
case may be, the Signalman there, provided he has received the
Train Arrival signal for the previous train, and permission has not
been given fora train to approach in theoppositc direction, and no
other signal intimating that the line is not clear has been received
or acknowledged, must call the attention of the Signalman in
advance ("C" or "A"), and, having obtained it, must send the Is
Line Clear for Train to Proceed to Intermediate Siding or Branch
signal (2, pause 2, pause,! beats). If the line be clear (see Rule 4),
the Signalman must acknowledge the signal and give the necessary
permission for the train to approach in the manner prescribed in
respect ofelectric staffinstruments in Rule 3.

The Guard of a train which is to be shunted at the
intermediate siding or branch at "B" must so instruct the
Engineman and before leaving "A" or "C" must have an
understanding with the Signalman in respect of his train scheduled
to terminate at "B".

(c) On arrival of the train at "B" the Engineman must hand
the train staff to the Assistant Engineman, and instruct him to
unlock and set the points for the train to proceed into the siding or
branch, and when the whole of the train has been placed into the
sidmg or branch and is inside the safely points clear of the main
line, the Assistant Engineman must restore the points to the
normal position, and withdraw the train staff from the staff lock,
and hand it to the Guard. The Engineman and Guard must satisfy
themsclvM that the Assistant Engineman understands the working
of the staff lock and points, etc. On receipt of the train staff from
the Assistant Engineman, the Guard must le.si the points as
prescribed in clause 4, page 53, and if the points arc secure for
trams to pass through on the main running line he must (unless
there be a Signalman on duty at "B") place the train Into the
electric staff instrument at "B",and at once inform the Signalman
at A by means of the speclai telephone, and in accordance with
the terms ofsub-clause (d) hereof

The train staff must not, under any circumstances, be placed
into the staff iiutrumeni at "B" until the whole of the train has beenplaced on the siding or branch, and the main running line is clear.

(d) The telephone advice from the Guard at "B" to the
Signalman at "A" must be sent in the fol lowing form;-

Train No......... Engineman has been shunted
clear of the main line and (if safely points arc provided) is inside
the safety points. The Points in the main tine have been restored to
norma . and locked, and the electric staff for the section "A/C" has
been placed into the siaffinstrumeni at "B".

The Signalman at "A" must arrange to be in close attendance
and on the alert to receive the telephone message from the Guard.
The time at which the message is sent must be entered in the train
register books at "A" and "B"..

(e> The Signalman at "A", on receipt of the telephone
message prescribed in sub-clause (d) hereof, must give the Train
/^rivcd at Siding or Branch at "B" signal (5 pause 3 beats), and on
the linai beat he must hold down the boll key for a period of fi ve
reconds. which will cause the indicator at "C" to point to Staff in.
The Signalman at "C" must acknowledge the 5-3 signal by
repealing il, and on the fi nal beat he musi also hold down the bell
key for a period of fi ve seconds, which will cause the indicator at
"A" to point loStaffin.
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The Signalmen at "A" and "C" must carcrully observe the
indicators of their instruments, and assure themselves that the
train siaffhas been inserted in the instrument at "B" which will be
shown by the indicator pointing to Staff In, whilst the bell key at
the box in advance ("A" or "C") is being held down.

5. Despatching a Train front Jntermedialc Siding ur Branch at
"B".-<a) When a train is quite ready to proceed from the
inleirnediaie siding or branch at "B" the Guard must unless there
be a Signalrtian on duty at "B" communicate with the Signalman
at "A" by giving One Long Ring on the telephone, and on gaining
attention he must ask for permission to withdraw a stalT for the
train to proceed to "A"or"C", as circumstances may require.

(b) If the train be required to proceed from "B" to "A" the
Signalman at "A" on receipt of the telephone communication
from the Guard at "B", must, provided he has received the Train
Arrival signal for the previous train, and permission has not been
given for a train to approach in the opposite direction, and no
Other signal intimating that the Line is not clear has been received
or acknowledged, call the attention of the Signalman at "C" and
having obtained it must send the Is Line Clear for Train to Proceed
from Intermediate Siding or Branch "B" to "A" signal (4 pause 2
beats) to the Signalman at "C". if the Line be clear in accordance
with Rule 4, the Signalman at "C" must acknowledge the signal,
and give the necessary permission fora stalTlo be withdrawn in the
manner prescribed in Rule 3. On receipt ofthe acknowledgment of
the 4-2 signal, the Signalman at "A" must notify the Guard by
giving Two Long Rings on the telephone, which will indicate that
he is about to give permission for the Guard to withdraw a stalT at
"B'|. The signalmen at "A" and "C" must hold down the bell keys
until the galvanometer needle of their respective instruments
returns to the normal (vertical) position.

The Guard of the train at "B" on receipt of the Two Long
Rings, and whilst "A" and "C" are depressing their bell keys, must
raise and hold the train staff against the drum of the Instrument.
This will cause the galvanometer needles at "B" to dcnccl. and
when both needles are deflected in the same direction (to the right
or left) the Staff may be withdrawn from the Instrument, after
which he must turn the indicator hard over to the Staff Out
position, and at once notify the Signalman at "A" by telephone
that the staffhas been withdrawn from the Instrument at "B".

If, whilst the Guard is holding Ihc train staffagainst the drum,
both galvanometer needles be not deflected in the same direction,
he must at once communicate the circumstances to the Signalman
at "A".

(c) In the case of the train requiring lo proceed from "B" to
"C" this must be done in accordance with the directions laid down
in sub-clausc (b) for a train proceeding from "B" to "A", with the
exception that Is Line Clear for a Train lo proceed from "B" to
"C" signal (4 pause, 3 beats) must be sent to the Signalman at "C"
by the Signalman at "A".

(d) When the Guard has withdrawn the staff at "B" he must
insert it in the stalflock. release and set the points for his train to
proceed from the siding or branch to Ihc main running line, after
which he must restore the points to the normal position, remove
the staff from the sialTiock. and. after testing the points, hand the
train staffto the Engineman, who must not proceed on his journey
until he receives the train staff for the section. On Ihc arrival ofthe
train at "A" or "C"', the stalT must be delivered lo the Signalman,
who must place it In the Instrument and. subject to the conditions
of Rule 12. send the Train Arrival signal.

(e) The Guard must enter in the train register book at "B" the
lime of arrival at and the departure from "B", and also the
distinguishing number ofthe electric staffused.

6. Failure of Telephone Communication or Intermediate Staff
Instrument at "B",-(a) If when a train has been shunted clear of
the main running line at the intermediate siding or branch and the
train staff has been Inserted in the intermediate staff instrument,
the Guard should be unable to communicate with the Signalman
at ■■A",the Guard, after an interval of not less than 10 minutes
(during which period he must constantly endeavour lo gain
communication), must, except where instructions arc issued to the
contrary, proceed by the most expeditious means to "A" and
inform the Signalman of the failure. On receipt of advice of the
failure the Signaman at "A", must communicate the
circumstances to the Signalman at "C". and both Signalmen, by
depressing the bell keys (alternately), must carefully observe their
respective indicator, and if both indicate that the train slalf last
issued for the section •■A"-"C" has been inserted In the instrument
at "B" the Signalman at "A" must obtain from the Guard a written
order in the terms of the message referred to in sub-clause (d) of
clause 4 hereof, and trains may then be signalled in the ordinary
course between "A" and "C",

The Signalman at "A" may. provided no other train will be
delayed thereby, withdraw a train staffand hand It to the Guard to
convey to "B" for (he purpose of permitting the train to proceed
from "B" lo "A" or "C", as the case may be; see clause (b) hereof,

(b) If, when a train is ready to leave the intermediate siding or
branch at "B", the Guard should be unable to communicate with
"A", or, if having gained communication, the Guard be unable to
withdraw a staff from the intermediate staff instrument, he must
proceed by Ihc most expeditious means to "A" and inform the
Signalman of the failure. The Signalman at "A" must
communicate the circumstances to the Signalman at "C", and,
subject to the conditions governing the sending of the "Is Line
Clear Signal", withdraw a staff under the 4-2 or 4-3 Signal, as the
case may require (see clause 5). and hand the train staff to the
Guard for the purpose of permitting the train to be despatched
from the siding or branch at "B".

(c) When during a failure of the Insimmem at "B", a train is
required lo proceed from "A" or"C" to the Intermediate siding or
branch at "B" and the staff Instruments at "A" and "C" are in
working order, a staff may be withdrawn in accordance with Rule
10 or Rule 18. as the circumstances may require, antl in such case
the Signalman handing the staff to the Engineman must instruct
him that, except as provided in Rule 35, the Engineman must
retain possession of the train staff until he has arrived at the
opposite end of the .section, or returned to the station where he
received the staff.

If, however, other trains are likfely to be delayed by the
Engineman retaining possession of the train staff (under Rule 10 or
18) whilst at work at the intermediate siding or branch at "B"
arrangements must be made for an employe to proceed from "A"
or "C" to receive the train staff from the Guard at "B" and convey
it to the Signalman at Ihe most convenient end of the section. The
Engineman must not hand the train staff to the Guard until the
tram has been placed clear of the safety points in the siding, and,
before handing the train staff to the employe authorised to convey
it to the Signafman, the Guard must see that the main line is clear,
and that the points are tested and secured for the main running
line.

7. FallurcofSlafrApparanisat"A"or"C\-(a) Inthcevent
of a failure of the staff communication between "A" and "C"
arrangemems must be made in accordance with Rule 27 for (he
working of iralBc over that section by means ofa Pilotman.

(b) After pilot-working has commenced, permission must not
be given for a staff lo be withdrawn at a "B" until pilot-working
has been cancelled and ordinary working resumed, as laid down in
Rule 27.

(c) During faiiuru of the electric staff inslrvnients between
"A" and "C" a proceed order must not be issued whilst there is a
staff for Ihc section in Ihe intermediate electric staff instrument at
"B". Irrespective of whether a staff is or is not in Ihe intermediate
electric staff' instrument at "B" a proceed order must never be
issued for a train to proceed to or from an intermediate siding or
branch at "B".

8. Master Key,- (a) A master key is provided at either "A"
or "C" (sec clause 12) for use at the intermediate siding or branch
at "B" in the event of failure of the electric staffapparatus, and the
Pilotman is not in possession ofa staff. See sub-clause (ill) ofclause
(a). Rule 27,

(b) (i) The master key is normally secured in a glass fronted
box in the station office. To obtain possession of the
master key, the Officer-in-Chaige must break the glass.
The master key must only be released for the purpose
set out in these instructions and then only under the
personal supervision of Ofticer-in-Chargc, who must
personally hand the master key to the Pilotman and
instruct him in its use.

(ii) When the Pilotman is in possession of the master key,
and it is necessary to use it to operate the staff locked
points at "B" the Guard of the train as well as the
Pilotman will be responsible for the points being
properly set and secured, and also that after use, (he
points are tested and left properly secured for the main
line.

(iii) The Pilotman must keep the master key in his
possession until the staff apparatus is again ready for
use, and after pilot-working is established, he must
before despatching a train from either end of the
section, show the master key to the Signalman.

(iv) The Officer-in-Charge where the master key is
normally kept will be responsible for seeing that it is
promptly returned, and, until the Fitter attends to
renew the glass front of the box securing the master key,
it must be locked away in the safe.
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(v) On each occasion that the master key is removed from
its normal position, and is no longer required for train
purposes, tnc OfTicer-in-Chaige must at once advise the
Electrical Fitter for the district by telegram, who will
arrange for the master key to be restored and the glass
front replaced.

9. In the event ofa locomotive failing whilst in the siding or
branch at "B". the relief locomotive must be obtained by the
Guard. The relief locomotive must be worked from "A" or "C" to
"B" in accordance with clause 4,

10. If. owing to failure of instrument or failure of locomotive,
a train stall" has been Icfl in the instrument at "B" the Electrical
Fitter must (except where instructions are issued to the contrary)
be advised, and arrangements made to transfer the Staff to "A" or
"C". This must be done when no staffis out ofthe instruments.

11. Balancing of Staffs Accumulating at "B" (Rule
37).-Whenever it is necessary for the fitter to transfer one or more
staffs from the instrument at "B"". he must first confer with the
Signalman at "A" and have a clear understanding respecting the
total number of staffs then at. and the number to be lefi in, the
instrument at "B". On his arrival at "B" the Fitter must test the
Instrument by withdrawing a staffin the regular way. He must then
replace such stafl'and at once inform the Signalman that a staff has
been withdrawn from and replaced into the instrument. The Fitter
may then remove the staff or staffs as previously arranged with the
Signalman, after which he must request the Signalman to test the
Instruments, and he must not leave "B" until the Signalman has
intimated that a staff has been withdrawn for the Section
••A"-"C".

12. An Intermediate electric staff instrument is provided for
use in accordance with the foregoing structions, at the places
specified hereundcr-

Branch Line

or siding

SlafTSuiton

"A"

(See clause 2)

SiaJfSlation

-c

(See clause 2)

Station where

Master Key ts
NormaHy Kept

Portland Cement Co.-
(Waum Ponds) South Geelong Winchelsea Soulh Geelong

Timhoon Junction Camperdown Terarig Camperdown

Moitiake Junction Terang Panmure Terang

SEC siding North Ballarat Crewick Nnnh Hallarat

Maldon Junction Castlemaine Newstead CaMlcmuine

Sandhurst Nth. Bendigo Junci. Eaglehawk Nth, Bcndigc

Junci,

Alumatta Wangaratta Glenrowan Wangarattn
Wodonga Coal Sid
ings (See Note t) Wodonga Bandiana Wodonga

Maryvale Morvell Traralgon Morwcll

Long Island Hastings Sornervtlle Hastings

Ford's Siding (See
note 2) Updeld Somenon UpHcId
Western Market Sid
ing (See Note 2) Brooklyn Sunshine Brooklyn
Brookwood Siding
(West Line) Brooklyn Newpon Brooklyn
Cave Hill Lilydale Mooroolbaih Lilydale

NOTK /.-New South Wales Trains.-r/ic inwrtm-diaie
insirumeni Coal Siilings signal-box is operated by die Signalman
at lhai loeadon. IVhenadoKn iV.S. W. train isioproeeedJromCoal
Sidings to Bandiana or Bandiord, the Engineman must ohuiin the
electric stad'from the Signalman. IVhen an up W.S.W. train from
Bandiana or Bandiord arrives complete at Coal Siding.'i. the
Engineman mii.sl deliver the electric staff to the Signalman.

Shuniing operaiions musi not be performed on the N.S. IV.
Loop Line outside Home Signal Post No. 31 at Coal Sidings unltws
the Engineman is in posse.s.sion of an electric sialf for the
IVodonga-Bandiana .seciion, which must be ohtuined from die
Signalman ai Coal Sidings.

NOTE 2.-The Staff locked points at the entrance to Ford's
Siding rinallv lie for the Siding and the in.siniciions contained in
aiises 4 and 5. pages 2I0-21I. General Appendix, are modified
accordingly.

On arrival ofa train in clear at Ford's Siding, the eleciric staff
is not to be placed in the intermediate instrument, unless the Guard
has been otherwise Instructed by the Sigoalman at Somcrton or
Upfield.

Authority i.s granted for the eleciric .staff lo be ii.sed for more
than one iourney between Somerion and Ford's Siding without
being placed through the instrument.

NOTE J.-Traiii.s may aha be placed in ArmhriHik Siding.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR ALTOMAlIC ELECTRIC TRAIN
STAFFWORKING.

DellQition.-H '/icn used in lhe.se instructions, the word "Rule"
or "Rules " .shall mean Rule or Rules of .Appendix I'.. Book of
Rules and Regidation.s.

1. This method of working must only be brought into
operation at electric train staff stations where specially authorised
by the ChiefOperations Manager.

On sections where the instruments arc equipped forautomalic
working the rules contained in pages 305-361 of the Book of Rules
and Regulations, and the Supplementary instructions contained in
this book must be adhered to in so far as they apply, with the
additional instructions or modifications of rules and instructions
set out in clauses 1 to 19 hereof.

2. Guards. Enginemcn. Assistant Enginemen and others
concerned must make themselves thoroughly acquainted with the
whole of the rules and instructions, and the code of rings, so that
they may properly carry out the necessary working.

A card containing the code of bell signals for the electric staff
system and also the code of rings and method of operating the
telephones, must be fixed in a prominent position near the
instruments at unattended stations.

3. Object of the System.-(a) The object of the system of
automatic eleciric train stall"working is to permit ofan electric staff
being withdrawn without the co-oncraiion of any person at the
other end of the section provided tnere is not already an electric
staffout for such section.

(b) Where there is only one unattended electric staff station
between two attended stations, the automatic operation of the
instruments only applies at the attended stations, and the
manipulation ofthe instruments will be carried out under ordinary
conditions at the unattended stations.

(c) In the event of an unattended electric staff station being
manned for a portion of the day. by a competent electric sialT
worker, such employe must, during the lime he is on dutv. perform
the duties allotted herein for the train crews in respect ofsignalling
and crossing of trains. The hours of duty for such employe must be
fixed by the Manager for the District and a roster furnished to the
attended stations on each side of the unattended station. Train
crews must be advised whether or not the employe will be in
chaige on arrival of their train at the unattended electric staff
station.

4. Type of Instruments.-The slalT instruments used for
automatic working arc similar to the ordinary instruments except
that indications "Staff In" and "Staff Out" are shown by special
galvanometer Indicator, provided on the instrument in addition to
the ordinary galvanometer needle. The indication "Staff In" shows
that the instrument is in order for a staffto be withdrawn.

5. Pilot Key.-At each attended station a special key. lettered
"Pilot Key", with name of section for which it is operative, is
normally secured in an electric switch lock connected with the
circuit of the electric staff instruments for the section, and when
the "Pilot Key" is withdrawn from the switch lock the electric
circuit of the staff instruments becomes disconnected so that no
.staff can be obtained nor communication made on the instruments
at either end of the seciion until the "Pilot Key" is returned and
locked in the switch.

The purpose for which the "Pilot Key" is provided is set out in
clause 15 hereof, and It must never be used or taken out of the
Switch Ixick for any other purpose than that specified in these
instructions.

6. Particulars of Eqiiipmeiil
Siaiion.s.-(a) Fixed Signals.-

ai Unattended Crossing

(i) Places where ordinary rwo-position Home Signals are
in use.-Unlcss instruciions are issued to the contrary,
the normal position of fixed signals is slop.

(ii) Stations where Track Circuits. Special Automatic
Signals, and I.ocalion Boards are provided.-Al these
stations the signalling arrangements are as follow;-

A location hoard of a triangular shape is placed about
800 metres on the approach side at each end of station.

An automatic upper quadrant three-position signal as
described in clause (b). of Regulation 54. is fi.xed about
200 metres from the facing points leading to No. 2
track, at each end of the station. The automatic signals
are lighted electrically (see clauses (b) and (c) of
Regulation 119). In the absence of a light at night,
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auiomaiic signals must be treated in accordance with
Regulation 74 and sections (i) and (ii) of sub-clause (c)
ofclause 13 hereof.

The main running track (platform track) and fouling
points of that track are track circuited between the
location boards. The normal position of the automatic
signals is stop, and they arc automaticallv operated by
an approaching train al\cr it has passed the location
board.

When the first vehicle of an approaching train passes
the location board, the automatic signaF will assume
the warning position, provided the main line between
the two location boards is clear, that no vehicle is
standing on another track foul of No. I. and that the
points are properly set and secured by the plunger for
No. I track at each end ofthe station.

When the first vehicle passes the automatic signal it
will return to the stop position.

Where necessar>'. an indication is provided to show the
fouling point of No. 2 track.

(iii) If on the approach the automatic signal be at stop the
Engineman must bring his train to a stand at such
signal, and the train may then be worked into the
station in accordance with Regulation 74 and sections
(i) and (ii) ofsub-clause (c) ofclause 13 hereof.

(b) Operation and Control of Main Line Points.-

(i) At places where No. 2 is a loop, the points are operated
by a two-way lever and arc secured in their normal
position, for the platform track, by an ordinary plunger
lock.

(ii) At places where No. 2 track is extended to a dead-end.
the points are rodded to safely points in No. 2 track,
and are worked by a lever at a quadrant stand fixed
near the points. The points are secured in their normal
position, for platform track, by an ordinary plunger
lock. The points in No. 2 tracFt lie normally for the
dead-end extension.

(iii) Where automatic signals are in use the track circuits
are so arranged that unless the points are in their full
normal position, and properly secured by the plunger,
the fixed signals are held ul the stop position in the
same way as if a train or vehicle is standing on the
track circuited area. T rain crews must therefore be
particularly careful that the plungers and points are
properly manipulated.

(iv) A train or vehicle must never pass through the plunger
locked points in the Iralling direction from any track
other than that for which the points normally lie. unless
the plunger Is withdrawn to release the points, the catch
In the plunger guide is locking the lever in the
withdrawn position, and the points are in the proper
position for the movement.

Enginemeu and Guards will be held responsible for any
irregularity In this respect.

(v) In the event ofthe pointsor plungers being damaged, or
train crews finding them damaged on arrival of their
train, the Guard of the train or the Engineman in the
case ofa light locomotive, must immediately report the
matter by telephone to the Stationmaster at an
attended station on one side of the unattended station.
The Stationmaster receiving the information must
promptly report the matter by telegraph message and
also by memorandum. The Electrical Filter and Signal
Adjuster for the district must also be immediately
advised-

Fuli investigation must also be made to fix
responsibility for the damaged points or plunger, and
written reports obtained and submitted.

In all cases of damage to points or plungers at an
unattended station the provisions of sub-clause (c) of
clause I, page 53 in respect of security of points must
be observed by the train crew.

For a description of and instructions regarding the
working ofplunger locked points, see pages 51 and 54

7. Testing of Automatic Signals at Unattended Stations.-

(a) The Ganger in charge ofthat section ofthe permanent way
must arrange for the employe patrolling the length in accordance
with regulation 280, to lest the working of the signals. For the

purpose ofsuch tests a push button is fixed on the location board at
each end ofeach unattended station. The test must be made once a
day on week days and Saturdays and must be carried out as
follows;-

(i) When there is no train on the main line between the
location boards at each end of the station the employe
testing must press the push button firmly home and
hold it in that position for 10 seconds, when the signal
at that end should go to proceed. As soon as this occurs
he must release the push button, when the signal
should at once return to stop. The signal at the opposite
end must then be similarly tested. Both signals should
NOT go to proceed at the one lime.

(ii) In the event of the signal failing to assume the proceed
position when the test is made, and no train is on the
line between the location boards, the employe testing
must examine the points in the main line at each end of
the station and see that they are in the proper position
for No. i track and that the Plunger is fully inserted to
secure the Points. Also whether all vehicles standing in
other tracks are clear of the fouling points of No. 1
track, in the event of the points or plunger being
irregular, or a vehicle foul, this should be rectified and
the signals again tc.slcd.

(iii) In the event of a signal not functioning properly the
employe testing the signals must telephone the result to
the Stationmaster at the attended station on the upside
of the unattended station, and the Stationmaster so
informed must have the result entered under the last

entry across the figure line of the train register book,
and must at once advise the Electrical Fitter. Should
the employe testing be unable to raise the station on the
Up side he must forward the message to the
Stationmaster on the Down side, who will be
responsible for any action necessary, and also for
informing the proper Stationmaster.

(b) The Safeworking Inspector must arrange for the track
force being properly instructed in the method of test, and for the
employe testing having access to the telephone.

8. Method of operation under Automatic Working (Attended
Stniion);-

(a) To Withdraw a Stajj.-lnm the generator handle and
depress the bell key for about 3 seconds. Release the bell key-this
will cause the local bell to ring continuously indicating that
everything is in order for the withdrawal of the staff. Proceed to
withdraw a staff-this will momentarily interrupt the local bell
circuit and cause the special galvanometer indicator to swing over
to "Staff Out". The bell will again ring and the ordinary
galvanometer needle deflect showing that current is on the line. To
stop the bell turn the staff indicator to "Up Staff Out" or "Down
Staff Out" and press it hard down for a moment or two. With the
stall out of the instrument the "StalT Out" indication will remain
displayed by the special Indicator.

(b) To Heplace a 5/a//.'-The special Indicator, before the staff
is replaced, will be indicating "Staff Out". Pass the staff through
the instrument. Turn the generator handle and depress the bell key
for 3 seconds. On releasing the bell key the local bell will ring, and
the special indicator change over to "Staff In". To slop the bell
from ringing turn staff indicator hard over, and instruments are
normal for a staffto be released from either end.

(c) When a staff is withdrawn or replaced at an unattended
station the special indicator on the automatic instrument at the
aiiendcil station at the opposite end of the section will respond in
accordance with the action of the instrument at the unattended
station.

(d) Should the special indicator show "StaffOut" when there
is reason to suppose that no staff is out of the instruments, the
generator handle must be turned and the bell key held down for 3
seconds, and on releasing the bell key the bell should ring, and the
special indicator show "StalT In" provided the Instruments are in
phase. Should the special Indicator slill show "Staff Out" and the
Signalman has satisfied himself no stalT is out of the instrument
action may be taken to obtain a staff in accordance with the
ordinary method ofoperation.

(c) In the circumstances set out in sub-clause (d). or in the
event of the local bell failing to ring when there is current on the
line as shown by deflection of the ordinary galvanometer needle
the Electrical Fitter must be immediately notified.

9. Fouling of Single Line Outside Home Signal at an Attended
Station.-Allcr a train, which is to cross another train at an
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unattended station has )ef\ an attended electric staff station,
shunting outside the home signal must not be permitted at the
attended station unless a competent man with hand signals and
detonators has been sent out to protect such shunting.

10. Staff Instruments-Unattended Stations.-The door of the
building containing the instruments at the unattended station is
secured by a SP padlock.

11. Obtaining an ElectricStaffearlierthanUsual.-CVrrmcfU,
Rule 3, Appendix Vll.-Ai attended stations an Electric Staffmust
be withdrawn for all trains in accordance with clause 5, pdfte 209.
and in every case as soon as ail staffs are in the instruments and it
is known that the next train is to proceed from the attended station
a staffshoidd he released and left in the holder of the Instrument
until required for u.se. or in the case oftrains running out of the
anticipated course, the staff is returned to the Instrument in
accordance with the rules. Under similar conditions a staff for the
first trainfor the day must be withdrawn after the previous train has
cleared the section and all staffs are in the Insiniments.

12. Method of working the Instruments at an Unattended
Statiofts.-(a)On arrival at the unattended station the Guard of a
train or the Assistant Engineman ofa light locomotive must obtain
the staff from the Engineman. and provided no crossing has been
arranged at the unattended station, deposit it in the proper
instrument for the section (the staff and Instrument are lettered
similarly) and give the Train Arrival signal (3 beats) in the
ordinary way. Tne Guard or Assistant Engineman must then call
the attention of the attended station in advance by the usual bell
signal, on the proper electric staff instrument i.e., Call Attention. I
beat, and when acknowledged, give the "Is Line Clear" signal in
accordance with the code for the class of train, or light locomotive,
for which Line Clear is required, and obtain a staff in the usual way
as laid down in Rule 3.

(b) In the event ofa crossing having been arranged the Guard
(or Assistant Engineman in the case of a light locomotive) of the
first train to arrive must obtain the Staff from the Engineman. but
will not place it in the instrument, as laid down in sub-clause (a)
but must call the station in (he rear on the telephone and inform
the Signalman that the train has arrived and receive any
instructions regarding the working of trains; if no inslruciions are
received to the contrary, he must, on arrival of the train from the
opposite direction, exchange staffs with the Engineman, handing
(lie Engineman the same staff for the section in advance as was
previously used for the train in the opposite direction. The Guard
or Assistant Engineman exchanging the staffs must then call the
station to which he is about to proceed and inform the Signalman
by telephone that the opposing train has arrived, that he is in
possession of the staff ot^ that section, and, if no instructions arc
received to the contrary, he must then hand the staffobtained from
the Engineman of the opposing train to his own Engineman and
when work is completed the train may proceed. Engincmcn on
being handed the staff must be particularly careful to see that it is
the proper staff for the section over which their train is to proceed.

(c) Each Guard must, immediately prior to his train
departing, send the Departure signal (two beats) on the bell of the
electric staff instrument applying to the station towards which his
train is to proceed. He must also enter the name of his train, and
limes of arrival and departure, in the proper columns of the train
register book, also in the remarks column the reasons for the time
occupied at the station such as, "Waiting to cross an opposing
train", "Shunting". "Van Goods", etc. The abbreviations shown
on page 225 are to be used. In the case of a light locomotive the
Engineman must instruct the Assistant Engineman to perform the
duties specified for the Guard.

(d) The object of sub-clause (b) is to avoid the possibility of
delays in the case of failure of instruments, but Stationmasters and
Sigitalmen at attended stations on each side of the unattended
station must remain in constant attendance to receive messages
from, and properly instruct, Guards or Assistant Engincmcn at the
intermediate station.

13. Crossing of Trains at Unattended Statjons.-(a) The
instructions contained in pages 114-116, in so far as they apply,
must, in comunction with the further instructions set out in this
clause, be adopted in crossing trains at unattended stations. The
Stationmasters at the unattended stations on each side of the
unattended stations must keep in touch with and instruct train
crews in respect ofcrossing arrangements.

(b) Unattended Stations where Ordinary Two-position
Signals are in use.-

(i) The Engineman must bring his train to a stand at the
signal when in the stop position, and the Guard of a
(rain (or Assistant Engineman in the case of a light

locomotive) must then proceed to the station, and if the
line on which the train or light locomotive is required
to run is quite clear, and the home signal at the
opposite end of station Is at stop, he may place the
home signal to proceed to admit the train or light
locomotive. .After the train or light locomotive has
passed the signal it must immediately be replaced to
the stop position.

(ii) In the event of a crossing having been arranged, the
Guard (or Assistant Engineman in the case of a light
locomotive) of the llrsl train to arrive, must take chaige
of the station for the crossing arrangements of the
opposing train.

(c) Unattended Stations where Automatic Signals are in use.-

(i) The Engineman must (acting in accordance with
section (lii) of sub-clause (a) of clause 6. should the
signal be at stop) draw ahead cautiously and, if a
crossing has been arranged and the train is to arrive
direct into No. 2 track, slop before reaching the facing
points leading to No. 2 track. The Assistant Engineman
must then, after seeing that No.2 track is clear, unlock
and withdraw the plunger and properly set the points
for No. 2 track. He must then rejoin the locomotive
and after exchanging an All Right iHand signal with the
Guard, inform the Engineman that the train may
proceed. When the complclc train is in clear in No. 2
track the Guard must re-set the points to lie for No. 1
track, insert the plunger and padlock it in the "IN"
position. The Engineman must not foul No, I track at
the opposite end until It has been ascertained that the
line ahead is clear, the plunger has been withdrawn and
the points set in the proper position for the movement.
The Guard and Assistant Engineman must be prepared
to protect the movement to No. 2 track.

(ii) If the train be scheduled to arrive on No. I track, and
the automatic signal be at stop, the Engineman must
(acting in accordance with Section (iii) ofsub-clause (a)
of clause 6). proceed cautiously to ascertain that No. I
(rack is clear and that the facing points leading to No. 2
track are in the proper position and secured by the
plunger. He must not pass the fouling point of No. 2
track at the opposite end ofthe station until he sees that
the way is clear for him to do so.

(d) When a train is ready to depart from No. 2 track, and the
Engineman is in possession ofthe electric train staff for the forward
section, the Assistant Engineman must unlock and withdraw the
plunger and set the points to the proper position. On receipt of the
Guard's hand signal the train must be drawn ahead clear of the
points. The Guard must then reset the points, insert the plunger
and padlock it in the "In" position ancfgive the Engineman the
"Right Away" signal.

14.Shuntmg Beyond the Outer Facing Points at an UnaRended
StatioD.-(a) Before performing any shunting movement that
would foul the tunning line outside the outer faci^ points and the
Engineman is not in possession of the proper siafl for the section,
the Guard concerned must first see that the line is clear to the
location board. See also section (iv). sub-clause (b). clause 6.

(b)After shunting operations have been completed at
unattended stations. Guards of trains and Enginemen of light
locomotives will be responsible for vehicles being left clear of
fouling points with other lines, and inside scotch blocks or safely
points, and that points plungers and Scotch Blocks are left secured
m their proper position,

(c) During shunting operations a train or locomotive must not
proceed outside the fixed signal at an unattcndedd station unless
the Engineman is in possession of the electric train Staff for the
section to be fouled.

15. Failure of Electric Staff Instruments. Lost or Damaged
Staff, etc.-(a) Provided the instructions contained in clause 11 and
sub-clause (b) of clause 12. are strictly observed, delays caused by
failure of staff instruments should be reduced to a minimum. In
the event of a failure of instruments so that a staff cannot be
withdrawn, or in the case of lost or damaged staff, etc.. Rule 27 or
36 and the Supplemental instructions regarding (he Issue of
Proceed orders contained in pages 221-225, shall apply with the
following modifications oradditional inslructlons:-

(i) In the event of a (rain being required to proceed from
an attended station to an unattended station, the
Stationmasters at the attended station on each side of
the unattended station must immediately confer with
each other and make the necessary arrangements to
keep iraflic moving with the least possible delay.
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(ii) The method of obtaining a Proceed Order shall be as
follows:-

Assuming A-B and B-C are the Staff sections. B being
the unattended station., and A and C Attended
Stations- "A" requires to despatch a train to "B" by
proceed order, the Stationmasters must advise each
other the description of and time last train arrived at,
and departed from their stations from or to "B". When
both Stationmasters are satisfied that there is no train
in the section A-B they must apply to the Train
Controller to suspend the electric stall'system for the
section A-B and authorise A to despatch a train from
"A" to "B" by proceed order. Before applying for
permission the Stationmaster at "A" must withdraw
from the switch lock the "Pilot Key", described in
clause 5 hereof, lock it away in a safe place and advise
the Train Controller accordingly. Tnc "Pilot Key"
must not be released until the instruments are again in
order and ordinary working is to be resumed, except in
the event of it being required to be inserted temporarily
in the switch lock, for testing purposes by the Electrical
Fitter in accordance with Electric StaffRule 27 or 36.

The Train Controller must be advised whether a train
is travelling to or from "B" in the section B-C.

After applying to the Train Controller for perrnission
to issue a proceed order, the Stationmaster at "C"
before permitting a train or light locomotive to leave
his station for "B" must hand to the Guard and
Engineman of the train or Engineman in the case of a
light locomotive, written instructions stating that a
train travelling on a proceed order from "A" (the
Attended Station) to "B"' (the Unattended Station) will
meet his train at "B" and that on arrival at "B" he must
communicate with the Stationmaster at "A". The
Guard and/or Engineman must sign for the instructions
on a carbon copy to be held by the Stationmaster.

(iii) When the Train Controller is satisfied^ with the
information obtained from "A" and "C". he may
authorise the issue of the proceed order from "A" to
"B". in issuing the proceed order, the Stationmaster at
"C" must delete the words "this Station" on the 9th
Line of Form and add the name of the unattended
station at "B" and should a train or locomotive be
proceeding from his station to "B" the train crew of
which have not received written instructions as laid
down in section (ii) hereof, he must also add to Form
the words "No train, is proceeding from my
Station to t without the Train Crew having
received written instructions regarding the issue of this
proceed order,

t Here insert name ofunattended Station,

(iv) In the event of a train or light locomotive, the crew of
which have not received written instructions in
accordance with section (ii) hereof travelling from "C"
to "B" while the proceed order is being applied for and
authorised, the Stationmaster at "A" must not hand
the proceed order to the Engineman or permit the train
to depart on the order until such train has arrived at
"B" and he has instructed the Guard, or Engineman in
the case of a light locomotive, that the train or
locomotive, as the case might be. is to remain at "B"
until the arrival ofthe opposing train.

(v) In the event of the instrument failing at "B" and the
Guard (or Assistant Engineman) being unable to
withdraw a staff for a train to proceed, the Guard, or
Engineman in the case of a light locomotive, must
immediately inform the Stationmaster at the next
attended station in advance towards which the train is
required to proceed. The Stationmaster so informed
must at once arrange for the instruments to be tested
and. when it is found that a failure does exist, or in the
case of a lost or damaged staff, he must after obtaining
any necessary information from the Guard (or
Engineman in the case of a light locomotive) apply to
the Train Controller for authority to issue a proceed
order. When authority is obtained, the Stationmaster
must instruct the Guard (or Engineman in the case of a
light locomotive) to receive and fill in the proceed
order in accordance with the rules.

Before applying for permission to issue a proceed order
the Stationmaster must withdraw the "Pilot Key" from
the switch lock and so inform the Train Controller as
laid down in section (ii) hereof.

(vi) As soon as possible the Stationmasters at the attended
stations must arrange for a competent electric stalT
worker to be placed in charge at the unattended station,
and for a Piloiman to be appointed in accordance with
the Rules.

(vii) In the event of a competent electric staff worker being
in attendance at the unattended station when it is
ncstcssary to work trains by proceed orders, or by a
Pilotman. or one can be sent there to take chaige
without delay to trains, the ordinary rules for working
by these Systems must be complied with but in every
such case the "Pilot Key" must be withdrawn at the
attended station and the instruments regarding its use
complied with,

(b) An electric staff instrument must not be considered as
having failed when the special galvanometer indicator shows "Staff
Out". (See sub-clause (d), clause 8),

16. Section Obstructed by Accident or Disabled Train.

(a) In the event of a locomotive or Train, travelling between
an attended and unattended electric staff station, becoming
disabled, Rules 16 and I6A must, in so far as they apply, be
complied with,

(i) In the case of a locomotive becoming disabled and a
relief locomotive or train is required to come to its
assistance, the train crew must confer and act promptly
to obtain reliefwith the least possible delay, keeping in
mind the provisions of clauses (c) and (a) of Electric
SiaffRule 16,

(Ii) In the event of the disabled locomotive being attached
to a train, or a Guard being with a light locomotive
which becomes disabled, and the unattended station be
the nearer, the Engineman may hand the staff to the
Guard to lake to the unattended station, if it be
considered the arrangements could be expedited
thereby. The Assistant Engineman in such case
protecting in the opposite direction to that in which the
Guard has proceeded,

(iii) On arrival with the Staff at an unattended station for
assistance, the Guard or Assistant Engineman must not
place the Staff in the instrument under the
"Locomotive of last Train Disabled in Section"
(2-1-2-1) Signal, until he has communicated by
telephone with the Signalman at the Station from
which the staffwas received, and given such Signalman
full information regarding the circumstances and the
position ofthe disabled train or locomotive. The Guard
or Assistance Engineman must then act as instructed
by the Signalman.

(iv) The Signalman at an unattended station receiving
advice of a disabled locomotive or train from a Guard
or Assistant Engineman at an unattended station, must,
when he is quite conversant with the position, make the
best arrangements possible for relief, and fully and
explicitly instruct the Guard or Assistant Engineman
regarding what is required to be done.

(b) If an accident or obstruction should occur necessitating
special arrangements being made to work trains to the point of
obstruction on each side, the Officer-in-Charge at the attended
stations on each side of the unattended station must confer and
make the best possible arrangements, acting in accordance with
Rules 16 and I6A and section (iv) of sub-clause (a) hereof. The
provisions of sub-clause (c) hereof by which an order from the
Engineman in addition to the Staff, is forwarded, ensures that an
Engincman's order is received at the station on each side of the
obstruction, and the Stationmaster can therefore arrange in
accordance with Rule 16 for the stalf to be placed in the
instrument at one end and withdrawn at the other, it so required to
work trains, whilst Pilot-working can be commenced from either
end.

While there is no staff worker in charge at the unattended
station, it will generally be found more convenieni to work trains
to the obslraction by the staff from that end. The Stationmasters at
the attended stations must, however, explicitly instruct Train
crews regarding the security ofstaffand procedure to be adopted,

(c) Should the accident be caused by a disabled train, in
addition to complying with sub-clause (c) of Rule I6A, the train
crew must act as follows:-

(i) If the unattended station be the nearer and it is
considered that the traffic can be expedited thereby, the
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Engincman may hand the slafTto the Guard to proceed
to the unattended station and the Assistant Engincman
be handed a written order addressed to (he
Stationmaster at the attended station.

(ii) In every case, however, the Guard or Assistant
Engineman must, in addition to the StafT, be handed a
written order as laid down in section (i). sub-clause (c)
ofRule 16A.

(d) Whenever it is necessary to institute Pilot-working
between an unattended station and an obstruction in the section,
the Stationmaster at the attended stations must confer and arrange
for a competent employe to be placed in charge at the unattended
station,

17. Trainer Portion ofTrain Left on Single Line.

When it is necessary for a train to be divided and portion
taken forward to an unattended station, the provisions ot Rules
168 or 16C must, in so far as they apply, be complied with. In
addition the Engineman must arrange fortKe first portion to be put
away and secured, also for the proper operation of the Plungers
and points while at the unattended station.

18. At all unattended electric staff slalions the necessary
books and forms must be kept in a drawer secured by a Sp padlock
and identified by a descriptive sign or label.

19. Automatic Electric Train StaffWorking is in operation in
accordance with the foregoing instructions at the places specified
hereunder-

station at which the shunting operations have to be performed has
proceeded a sufTicicnt distance and is outside the distant signal
(where a distant signal is provided) before permitting the shunting
operations outside the home signal or (where signals are not
provided) outside the outer facing points; see also sub-clause (d).
clause 7, page 159 of this hook.

SeciiOlU
Uuatlendcd

Electric StafrSiaiion&

Siaiionsai which the

Automatic Opemtion ofthe

Instnimenu Applies

Korong Vale^Mytia Myria and EUmpon Korong Vale, Boon and
QuamSaiook

Mysia-Boon

Bcori'Darraport

Bamporl'Quambatook
Moama*Bjimei Barnes Moama (see Nole)

Noie.-Auiomalic Staff Working is only applkahle for the
section Moama-Barnes and the instructions relating to station "C"
herein will not apply. All emergency arrangements, including the
issue of Proceed Orders for down trains, will he carried out by (he
Signalman Moama.

FOULING THE RUNNING LINE INSIDE OR OUTSIDE
THE HOME SIGNAL

1. No train must be allowed to foul any running line either
Inside or Outside the home signal witfioul the authority,
permission or instruction of the Signalman, and In any case where
it is neccessary, such authority, permission, or instruction, subject
to the rules and regulations and to such other instructions as may
be in force, shall, except where otherwise provided, be given as
shown hereunder-

%

(a) Where fixed signals are provided-by the exhibition of the
proper fixed signal.

(b) Where fixed signals are not provided-when the
Engineman is vetbally instructed to do so by the Signalman.

2. The Signalman when giving the verbal instructions must
satisfy himselfthat the Engincman clearly understands whether the
running line is to be fouled Inside or Outside the home signal, and
after the Engineman has been instructed, the Signalman will be
responsible for seeing that no conflicting movement is allowed
until the line is again clear.

3. Unless otherwise directed by the Signalman, the verbal
instruction to the Engineman, when once given, will hold good
until such lime as the shunting operations in connection with the
work then in hand have been completed.

4. At certain authorised places where the employe who works
the fixed Signals does not also work the signalling instruments,
authority, permission, or instruction for the running line to be
fouled either Inside or Outside the home signal must not be given
by either of these employes until they have conferred with each
other and agreed that the movements can be safely performed. (For
list ofauthorised places, see pages 229-230.

5. Siib-clause (ii), Clause (c). Rule 15, Appendices IV. and
V.-Thc Signalman must see that the train travelling away from the

OBTAINING AN ELECFRIC STAFF FOR STATION WORK

(Rule 18, Appendix V.)

1. At an electric staff station (say ".A"), when it is known that
it will be necessary to foul the line outside the home signal for
station work at a time when the Signalman at the sialTstation at the
other end of the section (say "B") will not be on duty, and that
consequently it will not be possible to exchange the Blocking Back
Signal as required by No. 15 of the electric stalf rules (Appendix V.
Book of Rules and Regulations), a staff may be obtained under the
Release Staff for Shunting Signal (see Rule 18) before the time
arrives for the Signalman at "B" to leave duly. In every case in
which the above course is followed, it must be at once reported
unless special authority for such operations has been given by the
Chief Operations Manager.

2. The staff so obtained must be left in the holder of the
instrument until it is required, and must be replaced in the
instrument in accordance with Rule 18, when an intimation is
received from the Signalman at ""B" that he has resumed duty,
provided that the shunting has then been completed and that the
single line is again clear.

3. The slalT withdrawn under Rule 18 must not, after it has
been replaced, be the next stafftaken out ofthe instrument.

4. In the event of the Signalman who obtained the staffat "A"
leaving duty while the staff is out of the instrument, he must draw
the attention ofthc Signalman by whom he is relieved, to the fact.

5. The time at which the staff was withdrawn and replaced,
and the reason for which it was required, must be entered in the
train register books.

6. Permission to withdraw an electric staff for shunting
purposes in accordance with these instructions is authorised at the
undermentioned stations:-

Siaiion Section

North Bendigo Junction

Elmore

Eaglehawk
Swan Hill Lake Bolga
Bungaree Gordon

Warrenheip Bungaree

North Ballarat Creswick
Ararat Langi Logan or Maroona
Ararat A rmstrong or 0reat Western
Murioa Lubeck

Servicetor) Kaniva

Creswick Clunes

North Ceelortg "C" Box Ghennghap
Geelong "B" Bo* South Geeiong
Colac Winchelsea or Birregurra
Hamilton Bran*hoime

Mangalore Nagambie

Avenel

Shepparton Tallygaroopna
Wangaratta Bowseror SpnnghurV
Wodonga Bamawanha

Morwell Traralgon
Traralgon Ro&edale

Cowwarr

Sale Stratford Junction
Bairnsdale Lindenow

Korrurnburra Nyora
Leongaiha Meeniyan

CODE OF BELL SIGNALS, APPENDICES IV.. AND V.

1. At any signal-box where electric bell communication is
provided, it must be used, instead of the block instrument, to call
attention, when the use ofthe telephone is required.

Suburban parcels coaches must be signalled on the block
instruments as ordinary' passenger trains. Where electric bells are
not provided or (where provided) are out of order, the Signalman
in advance must be advised when a parcels coach is running out of
course, and in the ease of an electrically hauled goods train the
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Signalman in advance must be advised of the character oflhe train.
(Sec notes, page231).

2. (a) Except as shown hereunder passenger trains are not to
be signalled as Fast or Express unless they are so described in the
Working Time-table or in the special train notice issued in
connection with their running.

(b) The steam crane, when proceeding to the scene of any
accident, must be signalled and dealt with in the same way as a
Break-down van train.

(c) When the Break-down van train is reluming from the
scene of an accident, it must be signalled as a fast goods train, and
given preference over all other goods trains. If, however, the
break-down van train or steam crane is proceeding to the scene of
another accident, it must be signalled as a fast passenger train, as
prescribed in the bell code.

3, (a) When sending the Is Line Clear? signal on the block, or
electric staff instrument, only those goods trains that are
time-tabled as Fast or Express are to be signalled as Fast Goods
Trains.

(b) Trains consisting of empty passenger stock (empty race
trains and scheduled suburban trains excepted) are, unless
instructions are issued to the contrary, to be signalled as fast goods
trains. Where electric bells are provided, the passenger train rings
arc to be given for trains consisting of empty passenger stock.
Where electric bells are not provided, the Signalman in advance
must be advised on the telephone that the tram consists of empty
passengcrstock.

(c) Any goods trains, with carriage attached, by which
passengers are conveyed, must be signalled by the "3 ̂ use 1"
signal in the same way asan ordinary passenger train.

Forms referred to inforegoing instructions.

To be printed on Pink colouredpaper.

VICTORIAN RAILWAYS,

TRAIN AN UNUSUALLY LONG TIME IN SECTION,
APPENDIX IV.

1. (a) Should an unusually long time elapse after the
departure of a train into a section without the Train Arrival signal
for it being received, the Signalman at the box in the rear must not
consider that the Signalman at the box in advance has omitted to
send the Train Arrival signal, nor that there has been any failure of
the instruments or belfs. If a train be wailing to follow, the
Signalman at the box in the rear must send the Train Waiting
signal, and if that signal be not acknowledged, or if acknowledged
and the Train Arrival signal be not then received, he must assume
that the train is stopped m the section.

(b) If the delay continue, the Signalman at the box in the rear
must communicate with the Signalman at the box in advance, and
endeavour to obtain definite information as to the cause of the
delay. The mode of communication, however, must be strictly
confined to the messages sent on Form "A" and received on Form
"B". See Specimen Forms at end ofthis instruction.

NOTE.-lt will not he nece.ssary to send lhi.\ message when the
Signalman in the rear i.\ aware that the train is stopped in the
section or engaged in .Shunting operations at the Station ahead: hut
in every such case the Train H'aiting Signal must be sent, and the
Rules and Regulations must he complied with.

2. Should the Train Arrival signal for the train that has been
delayed be received after the message has been sent on Form "A",
the Signalman at the box in the rear must not send the Is Line
Clear? signal, even though a train be waiting, until he has received
a reply on Form "B",

Even if no train be wailing to proceed, the messages must be
exchanged.

3. If. after commencing inquiries as to the cause oflhe delay,
the Signalman at the box in the rear receives information to the
effect that the train has become disabled, he must arrange for
asistancc. to be provided in the way laid down in the Rules and
Regulations.

4. Before replying to message ".A" the Signalman at the box
in advance must refer to his tram register book, and if he be in
doubt regarding the train, he must, ifnecessary, communicate with
the Signalman further forward, in order to make sure of its
location,

5. The "A" and "B" messages must be filled in by the
Signalmen at the respective Boxes, and transmitted by telephone
by the Stationmaster or person in charge oflhe station.

6. Both messages, together with a special report of the
circumstances, must allerwards be forwarded to the Safeworking
Inspector.

7. In addition to complying with the abovementioncd
Instructions, and Rule 13 of Appiendix IV.. Book of Rules and 217

T,R.2IA

TRAIN AN UNUSUALLY LONG TIME IN A

SECTION.

Form referred to in the Special Instructions under above
heading in the General Appendix to the Book of Rules and
Regulations:-

MESSAGE"A".

Date 19

To Signalman at

Do you know why the train which you accepted at

h, m, and which left here at

h  m. has not been signalled as having arrived

at yours.

Signalman.

Signal-box

Time

A supply of these Forms must be kept in a convenient place

at the Signal-box.

To be printedon Blue colouredpaper

VICTORIAN RAILWAYS.

T.R.21B

TRAIN AN UNUSUALLY LONG TIME IN A

SECTION.

Form referred to in the Special Instructions under the above
heading in the General Appendix to the Book of Rules and
Regulations;-

MESSAGE "B"

Date 19

To Signalman at

In reply to your message regarding train which I

accepted at and for which you sent the

"Train Departure" signal at

Signalman.

Signal-box

Time

A supply ofthese Forms must be kept in a convenient place
at the Signal-box.

Regulations, the Signalman in advance of the train which is an
unusually long time in the section must, when cautioning the
Engincmanofthe train iraveiling on the oppositcline, as provided
for in Block Rule 13. instruct him to stop and interview the train
crew of the train occupying the opposite line, and ascertain full
particulars as to the cause of the detention, also what arrangements
have been made for obtaining relief; whether the Assistant
Engincman has b«n sent to the station in advance, with a wrong
line order, or whether the Guard has gone to the rear. Ifno reliefbe
required, the approximate lime the train will take to clear the
section must be ascertained. On arrival at the block post at the
opposite end of the section, the Engineman must report full
particulars to the Signalman. (If the tram be not scheduled to slop,
it must be stopped for this purpose.) The Signalman receiving the
information must confer with the Train Controller and the
Signalman at the opposite end. and the best possible arrangements
must be made to clear the section and keep the traffic moving- if by
instituting single line working the traffic can be expedited, this
must be done.
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RULE4.-APPENDICES1V., ANDV.

Rule 4, Appendices IV., and V-A( any station or Junction
where there arc two or more home signals applying in the same
direction, the "quarter of a mile (400 metres) beyond the home
signal" referred to in Rule 4, must be understood to mean a quarter
ofa mile (400 metres) beyond the outer home signal.

LINE CLEAR OR GIVING PERMISSION FOR A TRAIN TO
APPROACH.

(Rule 4. Appendix IV.)

On the up or down Line, as specified for the places shown
hcreunder. the line must not be considered dear, nor must the Is
Line Clear? signal be accepted from the box in the rear until the
preceding train has passed the home signal, and has been shunted
clear of the running line or Is proceeding on its joumey past the
starting signal, or the advance sianing signal-where advanced
starting signals are provided-nor until all the points necessary for
the safety ofthe approaching train have been placed in their proper
position, and the line is clear to the slanmg signal, or. where
advanced starting signals are provided, to the advanced starting
signal.

DOWNLINE

Kangaroo Flat Kilmore East

(Al Kilmore East the above inslruciion refers lo the Dowrt Home
Post No. 9}

MODIFICATIONS OF RULE 4.

At Ekil the Is Line Clear? signal may be accepted for an "Up"
train, in accordance with Rule 3, provided the Line be clear as hr
as the down end ofthe "Up" platform.

At Coburg the Is Line Clear? signal may be accepted, in
accordance with Rule 3, for a Down train, provided the line be
clear in No. i or No. 2 track as far as post 45, and the points set for
the clear track. After permission has been given for a train to
approach in accordance with Rule 3, no obstruction ofthe line for
which the Signalman has set (he points must be allowed until the
train hMbeen brought to a stand at the home signal post No. 42. or
has arrived in the station yard, or the Cancelling signal has been
received from the signal-box in the rear.

At Menlone the Is Line Clear? signal may be accepted for an
Up train, in accordance with Rule 3, provided the Line be clear as
far as post 4. After permission has been given for a train lo
approach, in accordance with Rule 3, no obstruction of the up
platrorm track to which line clear has been given must be allowed
until the train has been brought lo a stand al post 8, has arrived at
the platform, or the Cancelling signal has been received from the
signal-box in the rear.

At Mordi8lloc.-(a) In clear weather only, the Is Line Clear?
signal may be accepted, in accordance with Rule 3, for a Down
train provided the line in No. 1, 2, or 3 track be clear as for as post
7, 6, or 5, according to whichever track It is intended to admit the
approaching train, and all the points over which such train has lo
pass have been set for the clear track. After permission has been
given for a train to approach, in accordance with Rule 3, no
obstruction of the line for which the Signalman has set the points
must be allowed until the train has been brought to a stand at the
home signal (post 2), or has arrived in the station yard, or the
Cancelling signal has been received form the signal-box in the
rear.

(b) Whenever the Is Line Clear? signal has been accepted for
a Down train no movement must be permitted from the down end
of the yard towards No. 2 track.

At Ballarat "D" Box (Linton Junction), in clear weather only,
the lp Line Clear? signal may be accepted for a Down train in
accordance with Rule 3, provided the Line be clear as far as Post
No. 20. After permission has been given for a down train to
approach, in accordance with Rule 3, no obstruction ofthe down
line between signal posts 18 and 20 must be allowed until the train
has been brought to a stand at the home signal post 18, or the
Cancelling signal has been received from the signal-box in the rear.

At Castiemaine "B" Box, in clear weather only, the Is Line
Clear? signal may be accepted for an Up train, in accordance with

Rule 3, provided the line be clear as far as post 24B. After
permission has been given for an up train to approach, in
accordance with Rule 3, no obstruction of the up track between
Posts 24B and 25. must be allowed until the train has been brought
to a stand at the home signal post 25, or the Cancelling signal has
been received from the signal-box in the rear.

Manulorc.-At Mangalore. the Is Line Clear? signal may be
accepted for a down train in accordance with Rule 3. provided the
line IS clear as far as Post 4. After permission has been given for a
down train to approach in accordance with Rule 3. no oWruction
of the down line between Signal Posts 2 and 4 must be allowed
until the down train has been brought to a stand at the home
signal, post 2. or has arrived in the station yard, or the Cancelling
signal has been received from the signal-box in the rear.

SECTION CLEAR BUT STATION OR JUNCTION
BLOCKED SIGNAL.

(Rule 6, Appendix IV.)

Hereundcr Is a list of the places where the sending of the
Section Clear but Station or Junction Blocked signal is authorised,
and (he class oftrains to which it applies.

In order to avoid unnecessary checks the Signalman who
sends this signal should, whenever practicable, have the
obstruction removed before the Trainmen running under the
"Warning Arrangement" will sight the distant signal.

Place and Class ofTrain.

Linton Junction.-Down Goods Trains that are required to
perform shunting operations at "While's Siding", between Ballarat
North and Linton Junction. These trains must be signalled as
prescribed in Rule 10, page 282, Book of Rules and Regulations
(See page 256),

BLOCK TERM INA L STATIONS.

(Rule 4, Clause (d). Appendix IV.).

1. in addition to terminal dead-end stations, the stations
specified below are to be treated as terminal stations.

2. Except in the case ofthe places marked with an asterisk (•),
the terminal conditions will not apply during foggy weather.

Reference.'s.-{d) Indicates Down Line only.
(u) Indicates Up Lineonly.

Bendigo "A" Box Gisboine(d) Sr. Albansru)*

Bcndigo "B" and "C" Boxes Kangaroo Flat |u) Sunbury

OroadforC Kilmore Bast (u) Sydenbamid)

Broadmeadows Kynelon TaDatook (d)

Caiisnjhe Macedon <d) Thombury |d)

Chelientiam Moreland Idl Wallan(u)

Clarictfield id) Newport lu) Warrenlielp

Craigiebum (d) Northcole (d) WarTBgul

Digger's ResKdl Reservoir* Woodend

Donnybrooktd) Riddell*

Efphinsione Id) Seymour'"8" Box*

3. During clear weather only, in addition to the foregoing list,
all double line block Posts are lo be treated as terminals and "Line
Clear" accepted in accordance with clause (d) of Rule 4, Appendix
IV., Book of Rules and Regulations, for light locomotives and for
locomotives with only a brake-van attached.

Before sending the "Is Line Clear?" Signal the Signalman in
the rear must inform the Signalman in advance when the train is
one of those set out in the preceding paragraph. Each Signalman
must record such message in the Train register book and enter the
time it is sent or received.

FAILURE OF BLOCK INSTRUMENTS FOR A TRAIN ON
WHICH A CONDUCTOR IS ACTING AS REAR GUARD.

When, owing to a failure of block instruments it becomes
newsary to caution the Guard ofa Train on which a Conductor is
acting as Rear Guard, the Signalman must, in addition to advising
the Engineman and Guard, also inform such Conductor of the
circumstances.
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The« instructions will apply on single line as well as double
line seelions. At staff stations, in the event of the Pilotman not
accompanying the train, he must advise the Conductor who is
acting as Rear Guard that another train is to follow.

WHEN SIGNALMAN AT BOX IN ADVANCE IS NOT IN
ATTENDANCE FOR FIRST TRAIN IN MORNING.

1. Appendix IV.-In sections where the block telegraph system
of train signalling is in operation, should the Signalman at the box
in advance not be in attendance to reply to the Is Line Clear?
signal for the first train in the morning, and the Train Arrival
signal for the preceding train has been duly received, the
Engineman and Guard must be advised of the circumstances, and
the Engineman instructed to proceed cautiously to the home signal
of the block signal-box in advance, but no further unless such home
signal is in the proceed position, in which case the train may be
drawn forward to the platform. The Engineman must not.
however, pass into the next section in advance unless he is in
possession of writlen instructions from the Signalman at the
signal-box where he has arrived authorising him to do so. In such a
case the order must be delivered to the Signalman at the box in
advance,

2. A second train must not be allowed to follow, nor must the
Is Line Clear? signal be given for a second train until the Train
Arrival signal for the first train has been received.

WORKING OF RETURN BANK LOCOMOTIVES ON
ELECTRIC STAFF SECFIONS.

Rule 38 of Appendix V., Book of Rules and Regulations, is in
force at the undermentioned placcs;-

Line.
Between Traralgon and "Stop Board," at 158.265 km, Maffra

Between Traralgon and "Stop Board," at 158,923 km. Sale
Line,

Between Baimsdalc and "Stop Board," at 273.186 km.

Between Ararat and "Stop Board," at 213.238 km.

Between Stawell and "Stop Board," at 239,330 km.

Between Dimboola and "Stop Board,"at 355.262 km.

Between South Geelongand "Stop Board," at 87.850 km.

Between Hamilton and "Stop Board," at 3II .408 km.

Between Mangalorc and "Stop Board," at 11 1.850 km.

Between Echuca and "Slop Board," at Up end of Murray
River Bridge.

Bank locomotives may be employed only over those Sections
where specially authorised.

See further instructions in Working Time-table and clause 6,
pages 209-210, ofthis book.

ELECTRICSTAFFINSTRUMENTS.

1. If, when withdrawing or inserting a staff, the drum of the
instrument does not revolve larenough to allow locks to fall clear,
the bell key may be prevented from working properly. This
trouble, however, can be overcome by lifling a staff into the slot
and pressing it gently against the conneciionsoflhedrum, asin the
process of withdrawing a stalT.

2. (a) Phase of Electric Staff Inslrument.-Excepl when an
intermediate electric staff instrument is provided (sec sub-clause
(d) of clause 2, page 210) the revolving drum of the electric staff
instrument shows the phase of the instrument by its segments
being coloured red and while alternately. In ific event of a
Signalman being unable to withdraw a sialT. it may be that the last
stalT used may not have been restored to the instrument If the
instrument at one end of the section shows the red phase, and the
instrument at the other end shows the white phase, then the staff
last withdrawn has not been replaced.

(b) Failure of Electric Staff Jnstrumcnls.-In the event of the
failure of communication between any two electric staff stations
and after communication has been restored, a staff must not be
withdrawn from the instruments until authorised by the Electrical
Fitter.

3. Order of Issuing Electric Staffs.-As far as is reasonably
practicable. Signalmen should issue the electric staffs in the order

of their distinguishing numbers. When a staff is restored to the
instrument, either in accordance with Rule 18 or 20, it should be
placed in the column below the staff that would in the ordinary
course be the next one to be withdrawn. This is to ensure that the
same staffshall not again be used without being rcpasscd through
the instrument.

4. Lightning Arresters,-(a) Under no circumstances should
the lightning arresters on staff, or block instruments be inlerfenKi
with by any person other than the Electrical Fitter responsible for
the maintenance ofthe apparatus.

(b) When due to lightning or other cause, a lightning arrester
becomes fused, (he Electrical Filter must be at once advised of the
circumstances.

(c> Care must be taken to prevent any foreign substance
making connection with the contacts of the lightning arrester,
which must not be used for any purpose other than that for which
it is provided,

5, Examinlna or CieanlDg iDslniments.-(a) When examining
or cleaning a stall instrument, the inspecting employe must not
leave the instrument open, or leave a staffout of the instrument,

(b) The Signalman must always give the Testing signal,
withdrawing a staff as prescribed in Rule 29, Appendix v., before
the instruments are examined or cleaned, and the Electrical Filter
must not allow the Signalman to withdraw a staff or to give
permission for one to be withdrawn until the Testing signal has
again been given and acknowledged.

The same course must be followed before and after a damaged
staff is removed, and also before and after a staff that has been
repaired is replaced in the instrument; a record to be made in the
train register book ofeach staffwithdrawn or replaced.

(c) An employe ofany Branch is not permitted to manipulate
the instrument for the purpose of allowing a staff to be withdrawn
for train working purposes.

DEFECTIVE OR DAMAGED STAFFS

I. The attention of all concerned, particularly
Stationmasters, Signalmen, and Engincmcn, is drawn to the
necessity for promptly reporting any damage or defect noticed in
connection with the staffs. Special care must be taken to see that
the rings of train staffs are quite firm on the tubes, and that the
staffs arc intact with the names clear and legible. It will be the duty
ofall concerned to examine carefully each staffas it passes ihrougfi
their hands. Miniature staffs should be examined when being
placed in or taken out of the carriers. Signalmen must examine
electric stalls, and if, owing to the feather being loose or burred, a
staff is unsuitable for use at a staff locked siding, or for the
operation ofa stalT exchange box, such staffmust be retained in the
instrument, and the defect reported to the Filter.

Trainmen must not under any circumstances throw a staff on
to the ground. (See also sub-clause (e), clause i I, page 116).

The staffs must always be placed on the attachment provided
for them in the locomotive cabs. See also sub-clause (c), clause 11.
page 116.

Any defects in connection with the staffs must be immediately
noted in the train register book, with the time and date that advice
Is sent to the Electrical Fitter.

2. If the name of the section to which an electric staffapplies
becomes illegible, or should the name plate become detached, the
staff must be dealt with as a damaged staff and not used for trafTic
purposes. Under similar circumstances, in the case of an ordinary
train staff, the name ofthe section must be written on a label signed
by the Stalionmasier or other person in charge, and attached to (he
train staff. The attention of the Engineman must be directed to the
circumstances necessitating the u.se of the label, and the Chief
Operations Manager (Room 24) must be at once notified by
telegraph in order that the staff may be replaced.

3. When the name of the section to which the ordinary train
staffapplies is illegible, the Engineman must not accept it, unless a
label showing the names of the staff stations to which the staff
applies is attached, and in every such case the Engineman must
report the matter.

4. When from any cause an ordinary train staff is broken.
Pilot-working must be established in accordance with Rule 14 of
Appendix i I, Book of Rules and Regulations, until a new staff is
provided. The pieces of the broken staff must be locked away by
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the Staiionmaster who institutes Pilot-working, and he must enter
a note to that elTeci on each of the Pilot-working Forms. The
pieces of the broken staff, tied together, may, however, if time can
thereby be saved, be used, for one journey only, to establish
Pilot-working.

5. Receipt for Damaged Sta(T.-In the event of a receipt for a
damaged staff becoming mislaid or lost and the Signalman be
unable to produce it on the arrival of the Electrical Fitter to
replace the staff for which the receipt was previously handed to the
Signalman, such staff must not be replaced in the inMrumcnt until
a declaration signed by all the Signalmen employed at (he station
and witnessed by the Staiionmaster (see sample form hereunder),
has been handed to the Electrical Fitter. (See also Rule 36,
Appendix V).

If the receipt be found at a later date it must be at once
forwarded to the Signal and Communications Engineer per the
Electrical Fitter.

Sample of Declaration to be written on Ordinary Memorandum
Form.

Station

Date..

To the Elecirical Filler:

We hereby declare that the damaged "Staff Receipt" for
Staff No for the Section handed to us by

the Electrical Fitter on has been mislaid and

cannot be found.

Signature..

Witness..,

BALANCING CTAFFS.

(Rule 37, Appendix V.)

1. When the staffs in the instruments at one end of a section
have been reduced to six in number, the Signalman must, unless he
is aware that they will be balanced by return traffic, communicate
with the Electrical Fitter, so that arrangements may be made for as
many staffs as may be necessary, to be transferred from the staff
instrument in which they have accumulated, to the instrument at
the other end of the section. If, however, there be more than six
staffs in the instrument, and the Signalman becomes aware that
this number will not be sufTlcient for the proper working of the
traffic, he must take action to have the staffs transferred. When
advising the Fitter that the staffs require balancing the code word
"Zuka'HStaffs require balancing between and

)-must be used, and the number of staffs in the instrument
slated. This message must be sent from the station or signal-box at
which the supply ofstaffs is low.

2. (a) Staffs for balancing punxtses must not be removed
from, or deposited in, an Instrument whilst a staff is out at either
end. In order to make sure that all working staffs are in the
instruments, the Signalman must, before transferred staffs are
removed from or deposited in the Instruments, send the Testing
signal (see Rule 29). and the staff must be withdrawn by the
Signalman and restored to the instrument in the presence of the
Fitter,

Except as prescribed in sub-clause (c), in order to ensure that
the instruments are in phase, the same course must be followed at
each Station after the staffs have been removed from or deposited
in the Instrument.

(b) The distinguishing numbers of the staffs must be entered
in the train register book at each end ofthe section.

(c) The Testily signal need not be sent after the withdrawal of
the staffs from the instrument at which they have accumulated, nor
after they have been deposited in the instrument at the other end of
the section, if it is necessary to withdraw a staff for traffic
requirements and one is obtained: the Fitter should advise the
Signalman concerned ofhis movements with this object in view.

(d) When balancing staffs the Fitter should remove them from
the outwards column of the instrument in which they have
accumulated, and place them in the inwards column at the other
end ofthe section.

(e) When transferring staffs the Fitter will be responsible for
the custody of all staffs withdrawn from the instrument, and he
must not on any account allow them to pass out ofhis possession.

3. StaiT-magazine.-<a) On some sections (specified below) a
portable apparatus (Staff-magazine) is provided, by means of
which the Signalman may carry out the balancing and transferring
of the electrical train staffs as laid down hereunder. without the
co-operation ohhe Elecirical Fitter.

(b) The portable staff-magazine consists of an apparatus
which, by a special arrangement of locks, may be so interlocked to
the staff instrument that train staffs may be passed from the lower
endoflhe instrument into the staff-magazine; the magazine cannot
be detached from the staff instrument until the train staffs removed
from the instrument have been locked in the staff-magazine, and
the remainder of the train staffs then become locked in the staff
instrument, and can only be withdrawn as laid down in Rule 3,
Appendix V.

(c) When the required number of train staffs has been passed
from the instrument to the staff-magazine, the staff-magazine must
be detached from the instrument by the Signalman ana transferred
as soon as practicable to the Signalman at the other end of the staff
section to which the train staffs apply, and the ̂ nalman there, on
receipt ofthe magazine containing the train stalTs. must attach and
interlock it to the staff instrument and pass the train staffs from the
magazine to the staff instrument. The empty Staff-magazine may
then be detached from the instrument, and dealt with according to
requirements. The Signalman will be responsible for the
staff-magazine being at the proper end of the section when
required.

(d) The staff-magazine (empty or loaded) must be waybilled
as "Important", and in each case the Signalman at the sending
station must notify the Signalman who is to receive it. and specify
the train by which it will be forwarded.

A Staff-magMinc must not be taken beyond the section for
which it is provided; the name of the section is shown on the
apparatus.

(e) The distinguishing numbers of the train staffs being
transferred under these instructions, and the time and text of the
messages sent and received in connection thcrc-with, must be
entered in the train register book at each end ofthe section.

(() When the staffs in the instrument at one end of a section
have been reduced to six in number, the Signalman must, unless he
is aware that they will be balanced by return traffic, communicate
with the Signalman at the other end of the section, so that
arrangements may be made for as many staffs as may be necessary
to be transferred to the instrument at the other end of the section.
If, however, there be more than six staffs in the instrument, and the
Signalman be aware that this number will not be sufficient for the
proper working of traffic, he must take action to have the staffs
transferred.

In the event of failure ofthe mechanism ofthe staff-magazine,
owing to which it cannot be used, the staffs must be transferred in
accordance with Rule 37, Appendix V. The Signalman must notify
the Electrical Fitter, as laid down in clause I of these instructions;
the message to the Fitter must specify that the staff-magazine is
defective.

(g) The use of a Staff-magazine for the purposes of these
instructions is authorised on the following sections;-

Line Sections on which Mapilnes are provided

Serviceton Rockbank«Mellon

Melion-Parwan

Ptrwan*Bacchus Manh

Ballan-Gordon

Gordon*Bun^ree

Bunsaree* Warrenheip
Bumimbce|*Tra walla

fiuriMmbeci*Beaufon

Beaufon*Middle Citek

fieauron*Buangor
Annt "B" fiox*G(Tai WeslerA

Anni*"B"-Suw<l| "A"

Great Wes(em*Suwell "A*'

Stawell "B"*C>eep Lead
Suwrll "B*'<!lertorchy

Deep Lead*01enorchy
Glenorchy*Wal WaJ
Wal Wal-Lubeck

Glenorchy*Lubeck
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Miidura

Oeelong'Ballarat

Wirmunbool

Wodonga

Brooklyn

Munoa«June

iuRg-Horsham

Dimboola«Nhill

Nhiil-Kaniva

Kaniva-ScrvjMlon

Maryborough-DunoUy
Marvborough>Bct Bel

Bet Bet-OunoJly
Dunolly-Emu

Dunolly'Sl. Amaud

Bmu-Si. Amaud

Bin;hip'Woomelang
Birchip*Cur>o

Cury 0-Wootnclang

Carwarp-RcdclifTs
Lai LabWarrenhelp

Wtnchelsea-Colac

Colac-Camperdown

Benalla B*Glenrowan

G lenrowan-Waogaraiia

Wangaralla*Bowser
Bowser-Springhunt

Wangaratta*Springhurst
Brooklyn-T ottenham

CONVEYANCE OF STAFFS TO OR FROM THE
WORKSHOPS.

When staffs are sent to or from the Workshops, they must be
securely packed, so as to be completely covered, and the package
containing them must be plainly addressed and waybiiled as
"Value".

SUSPENSION OF THE ELECTRIC TRAIN STAFF BLOCK
SYSTEM AND THE ISSUE OF PROCEED ORDERS.

(Rule 27, Clause (a). Appendix V.)

Dejiniiion.-When used in these instructions, the word "Rule"
or "Rules" shall mean Rule or Rules of Appendix V.. Book of
Rules and Regulations.

1. The use of proceed orders on lines worked under the
above-named system, is hereby authorised for the purjwse of
faciliiatinf the establishing of arrangements for working by
Pilotman m the event of-

(a) Failureof staff apparatus;

(b) The staff or bank locomotive key being broken or
damaged or bank locomotive key lost;

(c) The siaffbeing lost;

(d) The staffbeing overcarried beyond its section; or

(e) Staff portion of composite staffat opposite end of section
to that from which a train requires to be despatcher^

and in connection therewith clause (a). Rule 27, /^pendix V..
of the Book of Rules and Regulations is amplified by the
supplementary instructions hereunder.

2. (a) In the circumstances referred to above, viz:-<a) Failure
ofstaffapparatus; (b) A staffer bank locomotive key being broken
or damagrf or bank locomotive key lost; (c) the staffbeing lost or;
(d) the staffbeing overcarried beyond its section the arrangements
for working by Pilotman must be instituted as prescribed by the
first paragraph ofclause (a). Rule 27.

(b) If, however, there be no means for completing the
arrangements for working by Pilotman in time to avoid detention
to tramc, arrangements may be made for one or more trains to be
worked through the section, in one direction only, provided
pilot-working can be instituted from that end of the section. If,
however, a Pilotman is not available one or more trains may be
despatched from, say-"A" to "B" by proceed order, and when the
last train has arrived at "B", arrangements may then be made for
pilot-working to be instituted from "B" and a proceed order issued
for a train to run from "B" to "A". A proceed order must not be
issued unless absolutely necessary, nor until its use has been
authorised by the District Train Controller, and then only in
accordance with these instructions.

3. (a) When, in accordance with sub-clause (b), clause 2, it is
required to despatch a train by proceed order, the Stationmaster at
the station from which such train is to be despatched must by

means of that train institute the arrangements for working by
Pilotman. The man appointed to act as Pilotman must, after
completing such arrangements at his home station, ride with the
Engineman, but the Engineman must have possession of the
proceed order, which must be handed to him by the Stationmaster,
and no train must be allowed to enter the section from tlse opposite
end, until the arrival of the train with the Pilotman, when the
arrangements for working by Pilotman must be completed. Traffic
will then be conducted as prescribed by Rule 27.

(b) If, however, another or other trains be rcaiircd to follow
in the same direction through the section before the services of a
Pilotman can be obtained, or before the Pilotman could complete
pilot-working arrangements, and return to his home station, such
trains may be despatched by proceed order, but a proceed order for
each such train must be authorised by the District Train
Controller, and a separate proceed order must be issued for and
handed to (he Engineman of each train. A second proceed order
must not be Issued until the train, for which (he previous proceed
order was Issued, has cleared (he section, and such order has been
collected and cancelled in accordance with clause 13 hereof, (See
also clause 11.)

Whenever possible, a proceed order should only be authorised
for a train or a series of trains to proceed in one direction through
the section. If, however, the services of a Pilotman cannot be
obtained at "A" a train or series of trains may be despatched from
"A" to "B" by proceed order, and on arrival of the last train at "B"
arrangements may then be made for a proceed order to be issued
for a train or scries of trains to run from "B" to "A". Application
must not however, be made to the Train Controller for authority to
issue the proceed order for the train, or scries of trains, from "B to
"A" until the last train carrying a "proceed order" from "A" has
arrived complete at "B" and such proceed order has been collected
and cancelled in accordance with clause 13 hereof.

NOTE.-h must be disiini'lly understood thai proceed orders
are only to be authorised to avoid delav to traffic, and the Pilotman
must accompany the first train travelling on a proceed order that
will permit of his completing the pilot-v,orking arrangements
without causing delay to any train.

(c) If it be necessary to suspend the electric (rain staff block
system and issue a proceed order, the Stationmaslers must see that
it is done strictly in accordance with these instructions; if,
however, the Stationmaster be off duw, the employes in charge of
the signalling at the respective stall stations must act instead,
provided they have been certified to as competent in (he working
ofthe electric train staffblock system.

(d) On the departure of each train that travels with a proceed
order, (he Stationmaster must send a telephone message to the
Staff Station in advance, using the code word "Apix," and on the
arrival of the train complete (within the meaning of Rule 12) at the
staff station in advance, the Stationmaster there must send a
telephone message to the staff station in the rear, using (he code
word "Acre".

Codeword Text of reprcsenied by code

"Api*" min left here at*

**Acfe'*

'Here insert (he words, accompanied or unaccompanied by
Pilotman.

4. Before applying for authority to Issue a proceed order the
Stationmasters at each end of the section must confer by telephone,
and arrive at a complete understanding in resi^ of the
circumstances that call for the use of a proceed order. Every
precaution necessary to ensure safety must ̂  adopted and full
particulars must be exchanged between the Stationmasters In order
that definite Information shall be furnished to the District Train
Controller.

These instructions do not permit of a proceed order being
issued whilst there is a staff for the section in the intermediate
electric staff instrument at any unattended station siding, or
junction.

Irrespective of whether a staff is or is not in the intermediate
electric staff instrument a proceed order must never he issued for a
train to proceed to or from the intermediate station, siding, or
junction.

See clause 7. page 258, re signalling arrangements at North
Creswick. The use of a proceed order during failure of the local
section or through section electric .\taffi instruments is not
permitted.
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5. (a) Failure of Staff Instruments.-lf the Signalman be
unable to withdraw a Staff from the instrument, he must not
assume that the instrument is defective until careful tests have
been conducted. The respective instruments at each end must be
tested in the regular way. due care being taken to see that the
Instruments are properly operated and that all the conditions
necessary to withdraw the staffexist:-

(i) See that the right-hand Indicator (see page 199) if
provided on the instrument is at the required position.

(ii) Where the bank locomotive key is provided, see that
the key is in its normal position and turned in its lock.

(hi) Lightning Arresiers.-See that no foreign substance is
foul of the contacts of the lightning Arrester; see page
219.

(iv) [f, when withdrawing or inserting a staff, the drum of
the instrument does not revolve far enough to allow the
locks to fall clear, the bell key may be prevented from
working properly. This trouble however can be
overcome by lifting a staff into the slot, and pressing it
gently against the connections of the drum, as in the
process of withdrawing a staff.

(b) [f a sta^ can be Withdrawn at (he Opposite Fnd.-lf. for
example, a staffcannot be withdrawn when required at "A"', but in
the process of testing, one can be withdrawn in the regular way at
"B" it may be assumed that noolher staffisout ofthe instruments
for that section. In such case, however, the staff withdrawn at "B"
must be replaced in the instrument in order that the instrument at
"A" may be again tested, and if, affer further careful testing, a staff
cannot be withdrawn at "A" then the Signalman at "B" must again
withdraw the staff, and if circumstances permit, the arrangements
for working by Pilotman must be commenced from that end of the
section.

If, however, it be not possible to institute the arrangemcnis for
Pilot-working at "D" without incurring delay to a train at "A"
arrangements may be made to institute pilot-working at "A" and
to work the train or trains from "A" to "B" by proceed orders as
laid down in clause 3. in which case the stafl withdrawn at "B"
must be secured under lock and key until the arrival of the train
accompanied by the Pilotman from "A", or it is required for
further testing, but after being released for lestii^ purposes, it must
be again secured under lock and key. The stall instruments must
not. however, be tested or operated in any way after a proceed
order has been issued until the train for which U has been issued
has arrived.

(c) When a Staff Cannot be Withdrawn at Either End.-if. after
careful testing a staff cannot be withdrawn from the respective
instruments at cither end of the section, a thorough understanding
must be established in respect of the last train that passed through
the section and the distinguishing number of the stalf withdrawn
for and delivered to the Engineman of that train. If that particular
suff be located in cither of the instruments, it must next be
ascertained by comparing the phase of the instruments, whether
another staff was subsequently withdrawn for any purpose. If the
instrument at each end of the section shows the same phase (white
or red) it will be sufficient proofthat all staffs for the section are in
the instruments, in which case the arrangements for working by
Pilotman must be established in accordance with Rule 27.

If, however, the last staff withdrawn for the section has been
located in the instrument, and the phases of the instruments also
indicate that all staffs are in the respective instruments, and delay
would be caused in complying with Rule 27. arrangements may be
made for one or more trains to be despatched by proceed order in
accordance with clause 3 hereof.

6. Broken or Damaged Staff or Bank Locomotive Key or
Bank Locomotive Key Gist.-When from any cause, a staff is
broken or so damaged that It cannot be dealt with as laid down in
clause (e). Rule 36, the arrangements prescribed by clause (c) of
that Rule 36 must be carried out. If, however, two or more trains
are required to follow in succession through the section and there
is not sufficient time to establish the arrangements for
pilot-working without incurring delay to irafTic, arrangements may
be made for the trains to be worked through the section by proceed
orders In accordance with clause 3 hereof.

(i) If the broken or damaged staff be at the station from
which the train (or trains) is to be despatched by
proceed order, the man ippointed as Pilotman must
obtain the staff and retain it until it is handed to the
Fitter for testing purposes, see clause (j) of Rule 27. If,
however, the broken or damaged suiff be at the

opposite end of the section, it must be secured under
lock and key until the train accompanied by the
Pilotman has arrived there and he has completed his
arrangements for pilot-working.

(ii) Damaged Bank Locomotive Key.-When from ariy
cause a bank locomotive key is damaged so that it will
not operate the electric switch lock and the Electrical
Filter is not available to cut out the lock, pilot-working
must be established in accordance with Rule 27. If,
however, the last staff withdrawn for the section has
been located in the instrument, and the phases of the
instruments also indicate that all staffs arc in the
respective instruments and delay to iraftic would be
caused in complying with Rule 27. arrangements may
be made for one or more trains to be despatched by
proceed orders in accordance with clause 3 hereof. The
Stationmasierin possession ofthe bank locomotive key
will be responsible for its being kept locked away in
security until it is handed to the Fitter in the presence
of the Pilotman for ordinary working to be resumed.
See Rule 39.

(iii) The above course must also be adopted when a bank
locomotive key is lost and the bank locomotive key
form is in possession of(he Stationmaster.

(iv) If a staff be out of the instrument at the station from
which the train (or trains) is to be despatched by
proceed order, the man appointed as Pilotman must
obtain such staff and retain it until it is required for
ordinary working to be resumed. If, however, the staff
be at the opposite end ofthe section, it must be secured
under lock and key until the train accompanied by the
Pilotman has arrived there and he has completed the
arrangements for pilot-working.

7. Staff Portion of Composite Staff at Opposite End of
Section to that from which a Train Requires to be
Despatched.-(a) When a composite staff has been witlidrawn and
the preceding train (or trains) has been despatched on the ticket
portion, and it is found that, through the train which was required
to be despatched on the staff portion running late, serious delay
will be caused to an opposing train if it be held until the arrival of
the train by which the staff portion of the composite staff is to be
carried, arrangements may be made for the train to be worked
through on proceed order.

(b) Before making application for authority to issue a proceed
order, however, the Stationmasters concerned must first have a
definite understanding with each other, and all portions of the
composite staffmust be in their possession.

Forexample.-Station "A", who requires to despatch the train,
must have in his possession the ticket "A" or ticket "A" and "B"
portions, and station "B" must have the staff portion or ticket "B"
and staff portions in his possession.

(c) When it has been agreed that the use ofa proceed order is
necessary, the Stationmaster in possession ofthe staffor ticket "B"
and stafl'portions of the composite staff, must secure it under lock
and key, and when this is done application for a proceed order may
be made. The staff portion, or ticket "B" and staff portions of the
composite staff must not be released until the arrival of the train
from "A", and the proceed order and remaining portion or
portions ofthe composite staffare in the Signalman's possession.

(d) When despatching the train from "A" to "B" on proceed
order, the Stationmaster must, before handing the Engineman the
proceed order, deliver to the Guard the Ticket "A" or ticket "A"
and "B" portions which must be waybilled as a Value parcel to the
Stationmaster at "B", who, on receipt, must join the composite
staff together, and, providing the train is complete, send the
"Acre" message.and Insert the staff in the instrument under the
Cancelling Signal.

(e) When applying for authority to issue a proceed Order
under the above circumstances, the request must be made out on
an ordinary telegraph form, which must be telephoned by the
respective Stationmasters, and the particulars shown on forms of
messages "A" and "B" set out hereunder. must be given.

(ft On receipt ofthe messages referred to in sub-ciausc (c). the
Train Controller shall, if he consider it expedient, and all portions
of the composite staff have been accounted for on the messages
received, suspend the electric train staff block system, and
authorise the despatch ofthe specified train by proceed order.

8. Staff Lost.-ln the event of the staff being lost,
pilot-working must be established in accordance with Rule 27, and
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if the slalTbe afterwards found it must be handed to the Pilotman
and retained by him until pilot-working has been cancelled.

FORM OFMESSAGE "B" REFERRED TO.

.19..

From Stationmaster.

To Train Controller-

No Train is* Station

Thct of the Composite Stafffor

the Section is at my Station secured under

lock and key. and there is no train in the Section. Please

suspend the Electric Train Staff Block System and authorise

the despatch of No train from Station to

this Station by Proceed Order.

Time Signature

'Here insert the words "approaching" or "at." as the case
may be.
tHere insert "Staff Portion" or "StafT and Ticket *8'
Portions," as the case may be.

FORM OF MESSAGE "A" REFERRED TO.

.19..

From Stationmaster

ToTrain Controller

No Train is* my Station.

Thet ofthe Composite Stafffor

the Section is at and there is

no train in the Section.

I am in possession of the§ portion of the

Composite Staff. Please suspend the Electric Train Staff

Block System and authorise the despatch of No train

from this Station to Station by Proceed

Order.

Time Signature

"Here insert the words "approaching" or "at." as the case
may be.
fHere insert Staff Portion or Staff and Ticket "B" portions,
as the case may be.
§Here insert Ticket "A" or Ticket "A" and "B" portions, as
the case may be.

If. however, there he not sumcicni lime to establish the
arrangements for pilot-working without incurring delay to iralfic,
and the Stationmasters concerned have delinitely decided that the
train for which the staff was withdrawn is clear of the section, and
the train Register books disclose that no other .staff has been
withdrawn, arrangements may be made for one or more trains to
be worked througli on proceed order in accordance with clause 3
hereof.

9. Staff Overcarrled.-ln the event of the staff for the section
being overcarried. and there is no means for reluming the staff to
its home station, or for establishing the arrangements for
pilot-working without incurring delay to traffic, arrangements may
be made for one or more trains to be worked through the section
(subject to the conditions laid down in clause 3 hereof) by proceed
orders.

(I) Before making application for authority for the issue of
a proceed order, the Stationmasters concerned must
first have a detlniic understanding that the staff has
been overcarried. and that the tram for which it was
withdrawn is clear ofthe section.

(ii) When a Staff is overcarried. it must be returned in
accordance with Rule 1 as soon as practicable, to its
nearest home station, and if Pilot-working has been
established, the Stationmaster receiving the returned
staff must secure it under lock and key until it is handed
to the Pilotman.

10. When the Stationmasters at both ends of the staff section
have mutually agreed that the use ofa proceed order is necessary to
avoid delay to traffic and they arc assured that the testing
operations and the direetions prescribed in these instmctions have
been carried out and complied with, and that the staffsection is not
obstructed by any vehicle or train, the Stationmasters at the
respective staff Stations must advise the Train Controller
accordingly and request authority for the despatch of the specified
train or trams by proceed order. The Train Controller shall then, if
he considers it expedient, suspend the electric train block system
and authorise the despatch of the specified train (or trains) by
proceed order, in accordance with clause 3 hereof.

Special Form TLI lO(FormC) is supplied to all Electric Staff
Stations and Train Control Offices, and this Form must be used
when authorising the use of Proceed Orders.

The method of filling in. and using the form, is clearly
indicated on the form and except for the number on the form,
address, signature and number ofclause, only the words written on
the form must be sent.

The Train Controller, after carefully filling in the necessary
particulars on the form, must dictate the number of the form,
address, number of clause, written matter and signature to the
Stationmasters at each end of the staff section, who will enter the
message received on the same form. (TLI 10).

11. (a) Proceed Order Issue Book.-The proceed order issue
book contains a number of forms (see specimen form "d" below),
one of which must be correctly filled up in its numerical order by
the Stationmaster at the station to which the train is required to
run, and when completed must be taken out of the book, and the
whole of the printed and written matter telephoned to the station
from which (he train requires to travel with a proceed order.

Form "D" must not be filled up until authority forthe issue of
the proceed order has been received; a separate form must be filled
up and issued for each train authorised to travel by proceed order.

(Form "D " referred lo in sub-clause (a) of clause II.)
To he primed on White paper.

VICTORIAN RAILWAYS.

Proceed Order No

Issued at Station .19.

Time..

To Stationmaster.

Owing to*

The Train Controller.

has suspended the Electric Train Staff Block System and
authorised the issue of this Proceed Order for No

train to be despatched from to this
station, for which train the line is clear from

to

The lasttt ira'o ihat left here was No
at with staff No

t

Time sent..

..Stationmaster

Station

*Kere according to the circumstances, insert (a) Failure of

the Electric Staff Instruments for the Seaion

and ; or (b) Staff No

for the Section and

being broken, lost or damaged; or (c) the

Bank Locomotive Key for the Section and

being overcarried or lost.

ttHere insert Up or Down, depending upon whether it is Up
or Down direction towards the Station receiving the Proceed
Order.
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tHere slate whether a SialT Is out of the Instrument at your
end, and if so, whether It has been locked away; If a staff cannot be
withdrawn, state so, and specify the Phase Colour of Instrument; if
a Bank Locomotive Key, at your end, stale whether it Is locked
away; If a Bank Locomotive Key Is lost, state whether Bank
Locomotive has returned, and whether you are In possession of
Bank Locomotive Key Form,

(b) Proceed Order Received Book.-Thc proceed order
received book contains a number of forms (sec specimen form "E"
at end of this sub-clause), one of which must be corrccilv filled in.
and bear the same number as the message sent by tfie issuing
station. The proceed order, authorising an Englneman to travel
over the section to which it applies, will be countersigned by the
Siationmaster who hands it to nim.

(Form "E" referred 10 in suh-clause /hj of clause II.)

To be primed on Yellow coloured paper.

VICTORIAN RAILWAYS

Proceed Order No....

Received at Station 19..

Time

ToStationmaster

Owing to

TheTrain Controller

has suspended the Electric Train Staff Block System and

authorised the issue of this Proceed Order for No

train to be despatched from to this

station, for which train the line is clear from

to

The last train that left here was No

at with Staff No

(Signed) Stationmaster

Station

(Countersigned) Stationmaster

Station

Time receivl2

NOTE:-This order must be collectedfrom the Engineman

after use, cancelled, andpromptly forwarded to the Manager
or Superintendent for the District together with the full

particulars ofthe cause of its being used.

tif a Bank Locomotive Key. at your end. state whether it is
locked away; if a Bank Locomotive Key be lost, state whether
Bank Locomotive has returned, and whether you arc in posses.sion
of a Bank Locomotive Key Form; If a damaged Train Staff It must
be held by the Pilotman. who must show it to the Engineman
receiving the Proceed Order.

(c) A proceed order must only be issued by the Stationmaster
at the staff station to which the train is required to run without the
staff, and when issued must only be used by the train for which it is
authorised.

12. (a) A train requiring to travel with a proceed order must
be stopped at the station where the proceed order Is handed to the
Engineman, to afford him an opportunity ofexamlning It. and an
Engineman must not accept a Proceed Order unless It is strictly In
accordance with these Instructions, and made out on the
authorised Form,

(b) When a train is to travel on a proceed order, the
Signalman or person in charge must verbally inform the Guard of
the circumstances, and, before leaving, the Guard must ascertain
whether the Pilotman is accompanying his train.

(c) When any train Is assisted by a second locomotive in front,
the proceed order must be endorsed by the Engineman of the

second locomotive, and carried by the Engineman of the leading
locomotive. If a locomotive is to assist In the rear it must
accompany the train throughout the staff section, and. In such
case, the proceed order must be endorsed by the Engineman of the
leading locomotive and carried by the Engineman of the
locomotive assisting in rear.

13. Upon the arrival of the train at the Staff Station in
advance, the proceed order must be collected from the Engineman
and the word Cancelled written in ink across it, with a remark as to
the time the train arrived. The Form must be then signed and
dated by the Stationmaster. and promptly forwarded to the
Manager for the District, together with full particulars of the cause
ofilsteing issued.

14. (a) Proceed orders sent by telephone must be dealt with
in accordance with the special instructions for telephoning
messages as laid down on page 50.

The use of any Telegraph Code word or abbreviation in
messages "A" "B" "fc". "D" or "E" is strictly forbidden.

(b) When sending cancelled proceed ordere to the Manager
for the District, all messages in connection therewith must be
attached.

In the event of Stationmasters applying for permission to issue
a proceed order, and for any reason such permission is not given,
all messages and reports in connection with the application, and
the reason for the proceed order not being issued, must be similarly
forwarded.

(c) Messages "A". "B" and "C", and all other messages in
conncaion with the issue of proceed orders, with the "Cancelled"
proceed orders, when received by the Manager for the District,
must be promptlyTorwarded to the ChiefOperations Manager.

15. Train or Portion of Train Left upon Single Line.(a) When
a train or portion of a train is left upon a single line from accident
or inability of the locomotive to take the whole forward, the
Engineman must not, if he be in possession of a proceed order,
return for it except by written instructions from the Guard, as
prescribed in Regulation 243. In either ease the Guard, after
securing the rear portion, must protect his train in the rear, in
accordance with Regulation 239. If the Pilotman be accompanying
the train he must proceed with the Engineman to the station in
advance, and, after completing the arrangements for working by
Pilotman. return with the Engineman for the rear portion ot the
train.

(b) As soon as the first portion of the train has drawn forward
sufficiently far, either by day or night, two detonators must be
placed on the rails. 200 metres from the front vehicle, to notify the
Engineman when returning of the position of the remainder of his
tram left on the running line.

(c) .After sunset, or in foggy weather, before the front portion
is drawn forward, a red light must be placed on the front vehicle of
the rear portion by the man who divides the train.

16. (a) When a train which carries a proceed order becomes
disabled between two staff stations, and the Pilotman be not
accompanying the train, the Engineman must hand to the
Assistant Engineman a written order, addressed to the
Stationmaster at the nearest station from which assistance can be
obtained, stating the nature of the failure, the place where it has
occurred and authorising the Stationmaster to allow a relief
locomotive to proceed to remove the disabled train. The
Stationmaster, on receiving the written order, must endorse it.
arrange for the despatch of a relief locomotive, and return the
order to the Assistant Engineman who must hand It to the
Engineman of the relief locomotive, and accompany him to the
place where he left the disabled train. The Engineman of the relief
locomotive, after removing the disabled train to the end of the
section to which it was previously proceeding, must deliver up the
written order to the Stationmaster, and the Engineman of the
disabled train must hand over the proceed order held by him. The
Engineman of the disabled locomotive must not move his
locomotive until the relief locomotive arrives.

(b) The Assistant Engineman. when proceeding to the nearest
station for assistance, must place detonators on the line, as directed
in Regulation 239. and the Guard must similarly protect his train
in the opposite direction. Should the stoppage or failure occur to a
locomotive not attached to a train, the Assistant Engineman when
proceeding for relief, must place detonators on the line, as per
Regulation 239. for the protection olThc disabled locomotive, and
the Engineman. after securing his locomotive, must similarly
protect in the opposite direction, and then return to his
locomotive.
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(c) In Ihc event of a total failure of any train worked by two
men and travelling on a proceed order, the Guard must cany out
the duties prescrihcd above for the Assistant Engineman and the
Engineman. after seeing that his train is secured, must similarly
protect it in thcopposiiedirection. and then return to his train.

(d) Should the train be accompanied by the Pilotman. he
must make the best arrangements for procuring assistance without
delay.

17. (a) Should an accident occur of such a nature as to block
the line, and the tralTic is likely to be stopped for a considerable
time, special arrangements must be made for working the trains to
and from the staR station on each side of the obstruction. If the
Pilotman be not accompanying the train, the Guard must put the
Engineman in charge of the point of obstruction, and the
Engineman must give the Guard a written order, addressed to the
Slaiionmaster at the staff station in the rear, stating the point of
obstruction, and intimating that he will not allow the disabled
locomotive or train lobe moved until the relief locomotive or train
arrives. The Guard must then proceed to the staff station in the
rear and hand the order to the Slaiionmaster, advising him fully of
what has occurred, the Slaiionmaster will then withdraw and
cancel the arrangements for working (through the section) by
Pilotman. and arrange to establish pilot-working, in accordance
with rule 16A (but between the isoiiU of nhstruction and the staff
station in the rear). The Engineman of the disabled train must
hand the proceed order to the Assistant Engineman, and instruct
him to take it to the staff station In advance. On arrival there the
Assistant Engineman must hand the proceed order to the
Stailonmasler, advising him fully of what has occurred. The
Slalionmasier must then cancel the proceed order, and if a staff
had been removed from the instrument and locked away, release
sueh siaflTor the purpose of working trains between his Station and
the point of obstruction. Ifa stall'be not out of the instrument the
Slaiionmaster must, if necessary, arrange to establish
pilot-working in accordance with Rule 16A. but between the
obstruction and the stall"station in advance.

(b) The Guard and Assistant Engineman ofthe disabled train,
when proceeding to Ihc rear and advance stations respectively,
must place detonators on the rail, in accordance with Regulation
239, On their return they will be held responsible for the
protection ofthe obstruction until relieved.

(c) Should the obstruction be caused by a light locomotive (or
by a train worked by two men), a relief train or locomotive must
first be obtained from one end of the section by the Assistant
Engineman (or Guard) as laid down in clause 16. and. if necessary,
arrangements must be made for working the iralTic in accordance
with sub-clau.se la) of this clause (17), The Engineman must, after
securing his locomotive or train, protect in the opposite direction
to which the Assistant Engineman (or Guard) proceeds for relief,
and then return to his locomotive or train.

(d) If the Pilotman be accompanying the train travelling on
proceed order, he must carry out the duties specified in sub-clause
(a) for the Guard, but. In any case, the Guard must protect his
train.

18. (a) .Should any circumstances occur to prevent the use of
the proceed order, it must be sent under cover by the most
expeditious means (but a train or locomotive must not be used for
the purpose unless working by Pilotman has been established, or
the Engineman is In possession of the staif for the section) to the
Slaiionmaster who issued it. When a proceed order has to be
relumed to the issuing station for cancellation, the Slaiionmaster
at both the receiving and issuing stations must write the word
"Cancelled," and the time, dale, and his signature across the face
ofthe yellow form "E", and each Slaiionmaster must promptly
report the cireumstanees to the Manager for the District.

(b) In order to avoid the inconvenience involved in reluming
a caneelled proceed order by messenger lo the Slaiionmaster who
Issued it. as is reuuircd by sub-clause {.D hereof, the proceed order
(Form "D", see ciau.sc 1 1) should not be transmitted until the train
at the other end of the section is almost ready to leave. The
Stationmasicrs at both ends of the section must keep in close touch
with each other, so that no undue delay to the train will occur.

19. (a) Should a proceed order be lost, the Siationmasters at
both ends of the section must communicate with each other by
telephone, and no train mu.si be allowed lo enter the section to
which the proceed order applies, until the Slaiionmaster has
satisfied himself thai the train for which the proceed order was
issued has arrived complete.

(b) If the proceed order be found, it must be handed to the
Stationmasler at either end ofthe section to which it applies, who
must, immediately on receipt, cancel it. and promptly forward it to
the Manager for lire District with a report ofthe circumstances.

20. The number of each proceed order must be recorded in
the train register book at the station at each of the section, opposite
the entry for the train for which it was issued.

21. Tlie proceed order issue and received books, when not in
use, must be kept secured under lock and key.

22. The Train Controller responsible for authorising the issue
of a proceed order must satisfy himself that every precaution
necessary for sal'cly lias been adopted before giving authority for it

lo be issued. He must ascenain from the Stationmasiers at the
respective stairstations, the colour ofthe phase ofeach instrument
and insert these particulars on form TLI 10 (Form C).

23. (a) When from any cause, permission to issue a Proceed
order cannot be obtained pilot-working must be established, but
only in strict accordance with Rule 27.

(b) Provided the Signalmen at both ends of the section where
the failure has occurred have ascertained that the line is not
obstructed by a train, the Pilotman, when proceeding to the other
end of the section to complete arrangements for pilolman-working
may proceed by public road, if lime can be saved thereby, using
any available conveyance for this purpose.

TRAIN REGISTER BOOKS.
1. In addition to forwarding his report respecting any failure

or irregularity, the Signalman must make use of the train register
book as the medium lor recording all matters to the working ofthe
traffic and the signals, and in this connection the book should
contain a record ofall that takes place in the section, ̂ e also page
41.

Particulars of messages received respecting late running, or
alterations, etc., in the running of trains, and of train signals
denoting the running of special trains, should also be entered in the
train register book.

Where a recorder is employed, the Signalman must see that
the particulars arc correctly registered,

2. The actual time occupied by trains at stations must be
accounted for in the "Remarks" column, e.g., "15 mins. shunting.
10 mins. locomotive requirements. 5 mins. van goods, 5 mins.
testing brakes, 4 mins. crossing No, I Down, 3 mins. changing
crews, 3 mins. wailing "Line Clear." etc.. and at suburban stations
the time occupied at the platform in excess of I minute must also
be accounted tor, and the rea.son accurately stated.

The following abbreviations may be used in recording these
particulars:-

"S." shunring "Cross," crossing rrains

" V.G". van giKxls "C.C'\changing crev-s

locomouve re^kiircmenis "W.LC", waiting "Line Clear"

"T.H ", testing brakes "Ej.", c\Ccss limcal platform

3. When the distant signal has not been lowered fora train, or
a train has been checked at a home signal where a distant signal is
not provided, the fact must be noted in the "Remarks" column,
thus-"Chcckcd". A train must be considered to have arrived when
it stops at the platform, and to have departed when it again starts,
any delay which may occur after the train departs from the
platform until the Train Departure signal Is sent must be properly
accounted for.

Where block instruments are not provided, or if provided,
such inslrunienls have failed, the time at which the descriptive
electric bell signal received must be entered in the 'Train
Departure received" column.

Should any delay occur between the actual departure ofthe
train and the sending of the Train Departure signal, it must be
accounted for in the train register hook.

4. Any train not booked to call must be considered to have
arrived when it has reached the home signal. Whenever a train is
detained at a .signal, a note must he made showing (he anual time
and the cause..

5. (a) When the undermentioned code signals are exchanged,
the record must he made across the figure columns on the Tine
immediately following the last entry made, and not in the
"Remarks" column,

(i) Blocking Back outside Home Signal (both 2-4 and 3
signals)

(ii) Release StafTfor Shunting.

(ill) Shunting compleied-Staffreplaced.

(iv) Vehicles running away. (Sec Rule 24, Appendices IV,
and V.)

(v) Vehicles running away on Right line.

(vi) Vehicles running away on Wrong Line.

(vii) Locomotlvcoflasl train disabled in Section.

(vill) ReliefLocomolive to remove Break-down.

(ix) OpeningofSignal-box.

(x) Closing ofSignal-box.

(xi) Obstruction. Danger. (The reason for sending this
signal to be written in full).

(b) In addition to the above quoted code signals, the following
particulars must also be recorded across the figure columns;-

(i) The lime when a fog arises (vv'r/e Regulation 100). and
the time at which the fog clears, e.g. "Fog on
at time: Fop cleared at lime."
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(ii) The lime each signal post leiephone is icsicd vide
clause 2 (c) of special inslruclions, page 55 and if
telephone be defective, the time and to whom the
defect is reported.

6. When the iralTlc of a double line is being worked over a
single line during repairs or obstruction, a line must be ruled in the
train register book so as to separate the s</stems of working; a head
line such as "Single Line Working Instituted" or "Double Line
Working Restored" to be inserted across the figure line in each
case. The same course must be followed when working the trallic
of a single line by Pilotman. The Books must also show whether
the Pilotman accompanied the train or whether he despatched it
by a verbal order, the abbreviations "P.A." being used for the
former, and "P.D." for the latter.

Whenever there is any failure of the Instruments or bells the
same course must be followed as regards a line being ruled and a
heading shown, as laid down above. This is necessary so that the
entries made under the time interval system will be kept separate.

7. If a train be detained at a home, starting, or advanced
starting signal, an entry must be made in the "Remarks" column as
to what action was taken by the employe concerned to comply
with Regulation 75 and the Supplementary Instructions thereto
contained in this Book. (See page 55).

The following are examples of the several abbreviations that
may be used:-

Condilion» Abbreviations which may be u&ed
in Making Entry

Efiglneman sound«d whisUc; Red Hand
Signal exhibiled "Red" at ....(lime)

Special Telephone (where provided) used "Tcl-al

Assisiani Engineman arrived al Ek)ic "EAO"a! ....(lime)

Guard arrived ai Box 'X3AU" at ....(lime)

Shunter arrived at Box "SAB"fll

NOTE.-\ny disregard of the provisions of Regulation 75 or
of the instructions supplementary thereto must be promptly

) that effect made in the treported, and a note to I : train register book.

8. (a) Except where special instructions to the contrary are
issued, the time when each signal is forwarded and received must
be legibly recorded (by pen) in the train register book (Telephone
signal and Call Attention signal excepted). If an incorrect or
illegible entry be made, a line must be drawn lightly through it, and
the correction made above or below it, so that the original entry
may be clearly seen. Every care must be taken to sec that the
entries are legibly made in the first place, and that the pages of the
train registerbook are kept clean.

(b) After having given permission for a train to approach, the
Signalman must be on the alert to receive and acknowledge the
Train Departure signal and to promptly exhibit the Signals lor the
train when the line is clear in accordance with the rules; the sane
attention must be exercised in connection with the sending and
acknowledgment of the Train Arrival signal. If. after accepting or
despatching a train, the Signalman should have occasion to leave
the vicinity ofthe Instruments he must, immediately on his return,
ascertain by telephone whether the train has left the station in the
rear, or, in the case of a train having gone forward, whether it has
arrived at the station in advance, and whether the Train Departure
signal or Train Arrival signal has been sent during his absence, and
ifso the siMal must (hen be repealed and acknowledged. A note to
the effect tnal (he signal was repeated and the reason must be made
in both train registerbooks.

(c) When for the purpose of obtaining a meal interval it is
necessary for an employe engaged in signalling duties to leave his
signal-box or signalling instruments, he must, before proceeding to
do so. comply with the instructions contained in sub-clause (b)
hereof, and sections (i) to (vii) of clause 4, page 209. He must also
inform the Signalman on each side of him ofhis intention and the
duration ofhis absence, and must also make full enquiries as to the
running of trains, so as to avoid detentions which otherwise might
arise owing to his absence.

9. (a) Each station or signal-box is supplied with two train
register books to be used alternately each fonnighi, Except
otnerwise ordered, the entries in the train register book for each
fortnight must be commenced with the first train after 7.0 a.m. on
Sundays, and the books containing the previous fortnight's work
are to be forwarded for checking to the Safeworking Inspector, as
shown in next column:-

Metropolitan District.-By Sunday trains to arrive at
Flinders-Street by 3.0 p.m. (To the Safeworking Inspector.
Flinders-street.)

Country DIstrlcts.-By the first train on Mondays, or if no train
on Mondays, then by the first available tram. (TO THE
SAFEWORKING INSPECTOR FOR THE DISTRICT AS

LOCALLY ARRANGED.)

(b) Signalman must not hand the train register books to a
Guard. Shunter, or other employe; but unless instructions are
issued to the contrary, the Signalman must personally deliver it to
the Siationmaster. or other person in cha^e of the station, in
ample time to be forwarded as above. The Signalman must call at
the Stationmasler's office to obtain the duplicate book each
fortnight. Ofticers-in-Charge must see that the book is properly
addressed and duly sent forward, and Guards or others handling
the books en rouie, must see that they are not delayed on up or
down journey or interfered with by any unauthorised person.

(c) Safe working books and forms, other than train register
books, will be supplied by the Safeworking Inspector for the
district concerned, to whom requisition is to be made when
necessary.

New train register books will be sent out as required by the
Safeworking Inspector for the district in which the Books arc
checked.

FAILURE OF LOCOMOTIVE,

1. When a train is being worked by two locomotives, and one
of the locomotives becomes disabled, the disabled locomotive may
be safely secured in an intermediate siding in the section, if a
suitable one exists. The Engineman of the disabled locomotive
must give the Engineman of the other locomotive a written order
for a relief locomotive stating that he will not allow his locomotive
to be moved out of the Siding nor to foul the running line until a
relief locomotive arrives.

2. If the failure should occur on a single line, and the
Engineman of the disabled locomotive is carrying the staff, the
Engineman of the other locomotive must obtain possession of the
Staff, which he must retain until the whole of the train has been
removed from the section.

3. If there be only one locomotive with a train and il becomes
disabled in a siding, a relief locomotive must be obtained as
prescribed in the rules, regulations, or other instructions, and if.
when the relief locomotive arrives, it be found that the disabled
locomotive must be left in an imermediaie siding, the Engineman
of the disabled locomotive must give the Engineman of the relief
locomotive a written order stating he will not allow his locomotive
to be moved from the siding nor foul of a running line until the
relief locomotive returns.

4. When the train or relief locomotive arrives at the
signal-box in advance, the Engineman must report the
circumstances, and hand the order to the Signalman.

5. Whenever it is necessary for a relief locomotive to be
obtained by the "B" wrong line order specified in Regulation 243.
or by written instructions as specified in other rules, the tonnage of
the load of the train must be endorsed on the order so that the
necessary arrangements may be made for the removal of the
disabled train.

6. Except where otherwise provided every wrong line order
and emergency relief order which is issued by the Engineman,
Guard, or Signalman, in accordance with the rules, regulations, or
other instructions, must be collected by the Signalman after use,
cancelled, and forwarded without delay to the Safeworking
Inspector, together with a report of the circumstances under which
it is used.

TROLLIES GOING INTO OR THROUGH TUNNELS.

(Regulation 270.)

Clause (b) of Regulation 270 must be observed when it is
necessary for any trolley ofother machine logo through the tunnel
between Geelong and South Geelong, Machines passing through
all other tunnels must be protected solely by the employe's own
Signals. (See Special Instructions re Working of track vehicles,
pages 143-146.

rs

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS IN FORCE AT CERTAIN
PLACES,

Special inslruclionsfor the direction ofemployes concerned in
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fog-signalling, including Groundmen. are issued in pamphlet form,
and the current pamphlet is to he read in conjunetion with any
references to Groundmen that appear in the following instructions,
pages 227-229.

See also current fog-signalling pamphlet for list of locations
where trains may he permitted to go forward to the starting or
advanced starling signal infoggy weather.

FRANKSTON

1. Line clear for Up Tralns.-Al Franksion there must be a
Clear Line on No. I, 2 or 3 Track as far as Post 8. 9 or 10.
respectively, and the Points must be set for the Clear Line before
permission is given for an Up train (Light Locomotive excepted) to
approach; after permission has been given for an Up train to
approach, no obstruction of the Line for which the Signalman has
set the Points must be allowed until the train has been brought to a
stand, either in the Station yard or at the Home Signal Post No. 19
or the Cancelling signal has been received from the StalTStation in
the rear.

2. Light Locomotives may be accepted from Baxter provided
the Line be clear to the Up Home Signal Post No. 19.

3. Reflation 198, and Rule 12, Appendix V'll., Book of
Rules and Renlations.-In order to facilitate the running of trains.
Guards of all Up trains terminating at Frankston and all Up
Through trains which will be detained longer than 20 seconds,
must, immediately on arrival, communicate with the Signalman
by means of the telephone provided in the Station-master's oHlce
for the purpose of informing the Signalman that their trains arc
complete.

BAXTER

1. Before giving permission for a Down train to approach,
there must be a clear line in No. I or No. 2 track as far as the Down
Home Departure Signals and the points set for the clear line.

2. After permission has been given for a Down train to
approach, no obstruction of the line lor which the Signalman has
set the points must be allowed until the train has been brought to a
stand at the Down Home Arrival Signal or has arrived in the Yard
or the cancelling signal has been received from Frankston.

WILLIAMSTOWN (ANN-STREET)

The Signalman must not permit shunting operations to be
carried out in No. 2 track after the Is Line Clear/ signal has heen
accepted for a down train, nor when an up passenger train is
passing through the crossover to the up line.

WEST FOOTSCRAV

In order to permit of the signal-box being switched out whilst
a local goods train is operating in the West Footscray goods siding,
dwarf signals, Nos. 7 and l2, may be placed to the "Proccea"
position at the same time. Whilst the signal-box is "Switched Out"
not more than one locomotive must be in the West Footscray
sidings.

SUNBURV

Light locomotives must not be permitted to proceed towards
the up starting Signal, post No, 4, to wail for Line Clear, but must
be detained at the platform until Line Clear is obtained from the
block post in advance.

WOODEND

Regulation 198 and Rule 12, sub-clause (b). Appendix IV,
Book of Rules and Rcgulatlons.-ln order to obtain the maximum
facilities of the terminal conditions at Woodend on the Down
journey, the Guard of any Down train which .stops at the Down
Platform at Woodend must, on arrival, communicate with the
Signalman, by means of the special telephone provided on the
Down Platform 40 metres from the Up end of such platform, for
the puipose of informing the Signalman that the train, with White
Tail Disc or Red Tail Light attached, has arrived complete under
the protection ofthe Down Home Signal.

CASTLE.V1A1NE

1. Line clear for Down Tralns,-(a) The Is Line Clear/ signal
must not be accepted by the Signalman at "A" Box for a down
train which has to arrive in No. I Siding unless the points for the
siding are set. and the line is clear through No. 2 Platform track
and No. 1 Siding is clear up to post No. 23 at "B" Box. and he has
arranged with the Signalman at "B" Box regarding the train.

(b) After permission has been given for a down train which
has to arrive in No. 1 Siding, to approach on the Northerh Line, no
obstruction of the Down Line or No. 1 Siding for which the
Signalman has set the points must be allowed until the train has
been brought to a stand at the home signal Post 4, or has passed in
to the siding, or the Cancelling signal has been received from the
block post in the rear.

2. No train or locomotive must be permitted to run from "B"
to "A" Box via No. I siding. Except as shown herein. No. I siding
must not be used to stand vehicles in. but must be kept for the
arrival ofgoods trains from the Maryborough or Northern Line.

3. (a) The is Line Clear/ signal must not be accepted by the
Signalman at "A" Box. for a Down train which has to arrive in No.
3 track (Maryborough Platform), or in No. 2 track (Down
Nonhem Line Platform), unless the points are set for the track the
train is to arrive upon, and also set from that track to the Down
Northern Line, and the Line is clear via No. 2 or No. 3 track, as the
case may be, as far as post No. 22 at "B" Box.

(b) .After permission is given for a down train to approach,
which has to travel via No. 3 or No. 2 track, no obstruction ofthe
line for which the Signalman has set the points must be allowed
until the train has been brought to a stand at the down home signal
post No. 4. or has passed into the section in advance, or the
Cancelling signal has been received from the block post in the rear.

CRESWICK

At Creswiek. before permission is given for a train to
approach from Ballarat "C" box. the Signalman must have a clear
line on No. I track as far as Post No. 6, or on No. 2 track into
siding "C", and the points set for the clear line. After permission
has been given for the train to approach, no obstruction ofthe line
for which the Signalman has set the points must be allowed until
the train has been brought to a stand at the home signal (Post No.
2), or has arrived in the station yard, or the Cancelling signal has
been received from the staff station in the rear.

BACCHUS MARSH

Line clear for Down Goods Trains

Before accepting the "Is Line Clear" for a down goods train,
the Signalman must have a clear line to signal post 7. After
permission has been given for a down goods train to approach, no
obstruction of the line for which the Signalman has set the points
must be allowed until the train has been brought to a stand at the
home signal, or has arrived in the station yard or the cancelling
signal has been received.

WARRENHEIP.

Regulation 198, and Rule 12, Appendix V, Book of Rules and
Regulalions.-ln order to facilitate the running of trains, Guards of
goods trains from the Gcelong Line, when stopped at post No. 6,
must communicate with the Signalman by means of the telephone
provided at post No. 5 for the purpose of informing the Signalman
that their trains are complete. Pnor to advising the Signalman to
this effect. Guards must satisfy themselves that the home signal
post. No. 2, is at the stop position, and that their trains are under
the protection of such signal, and clear of the fouling point of "A"
and "B" tracks.

BALLARAT "B" BOX-(Lydiard-Street)

Line clear for Up Trains.-Bcfore giving permission for an up
train to approach, the Signalman at Ballarat "B" Box
(Lydiard-street) must have a clear line as far as the Lydiard-street
Level Crossing, and the points set for the clear line. After
permission has been given for the train to approach, no
obstruction of the Line for which the Signalman has set the points
must be allowed until the up train has been brought to a stand at
the home signal, or has arrived in the station yard, or the
Cancelling signal has been received from the box in the rear.

BALLARAT-C" BOX.

Line Clear for Up Tralns.-Before giving permission for an up
train to approach from Linton Junction, the Signalman at Ballarat
"C" Box must have a clear line as far as the home signal, post No.
10. After permission has been given for the train to approach, no
obstruction of the line between signal posts 12 and 10 must be
allowed until the up train has beenfiroughi to a stand at the home
signal, post 12. or the Cancelling signal has been received from the
signal-box in the rear.
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BEAUFORT.

Line Clear for Up Tralns.-Bcfore giving permission for an up
train to approach the Signalman at Beaufort must have a clear line
on No. 1 or No. 2 track as far as post No. 3 or No. 4 respectively,
and the points set for the clear line. After permission has been
given for the train to approach, no obstruction ofthe line for which
the Signalman basset the points must be allowed until the up train
has been brought to a stand at the home signal, or has arrived in
the station yai^. or the Cancelling signal has been received from
the staffstation in the rear.

ARARAT "B" BOX.

Line Clear for Up Traios.-Bcfon: giving permission for an up
train to approach, the Signalman at Ararat "B" Signal-box must
have a clear line as far as the home-signal on post 32. and aller
permission has been given for the train to approach, no
obstruction of the line between signal posts 32 and 34 mast be
allowed until the up train has arrived in the station yard, or the
'^ianceillng Signal" has been received from the sla ITstation in the

ARMSTRONG.

Line Clear for Down Trains.-Before giving permission for a
down train to approach, the Signalman at Armstrong must have a
clear line as far as the home signals on post 2 and after permission
has been given for the train to approach, no obstruction of the line
betwen signal posts IB and 2 must be allowed until the down train
has arrived in the station yard, or the "cancelling" signal has been
received from the staffstation in the rear.

STAWELI..

1. "A" Box-Line Clear for Down Tralns.-<a) Except as
shown in clause 2 hereof, at Stawell "A" Box there must be a clear
line in No. 1 or 2 track to the down home signal (Post I i) at "B"
box, the points must be set for the clear line, and the controlled
signal applying to it released, before permission is given for a train
to approach from the slalTstation in the rear.

(b) After permission has been given for a down train to
approach, no obstruction of the line on which such train requires
to run must be allowed, nor must the points be altered, until the
train has been brought to a stand at the home signal (Post 2), or has
pass^ into the station yard, or the Cancelling signal has been
received from the staffstation in the rear.

2. (a) Passenger trains, light locomotives and locomotives
with only a brake-van attached, are exempt from the conditions of
clause I. and must be accepted in accordance with Rule 4.
Appendix V.

(b) It will be the duty of the Signalman, Great Western, or
Ararat "B" (When Great Western is switched out), to inform the
Signalman, Stawell, if an approaching train be one of those
described in sub-clausc (a), ^ch Signalman must record the
message in the train register book, and enter the time when sent
and received.

DIMBOOLA.

Line Clear for Down Traans.-Bcforc giving permission for a
Down train to approach, the Signalman at Dimboola must have a
clear line as far as the home signals on post 3, and after permission
has been given for the train to approach, no obstruction of the line
between signal posts 2 and 3 must be allowed until the down train
has arrived in the station yard or the "Cancelling" signal has been
received from the staffstation in the rear.

DIAPUR.

Line Clear for Up Tralns.-Bcfore giving permission for an up
train to approach the Signalman at Diapur must have a clear line
as far as the home signals on post 2. and after permission has been
given for the train to approach, no obstruction of the line between
signal posts 1 and 2 must be allowed until the up train has arrived
in the station yard, or the "Cancelling" signal has been received
from the staffstation in the rear.

GEELONC "B" BOX.

1. Line clear for Up Trains.-The Signalman at "B" Box must
not give permission for any up train to approach from South
Geelong unless the Line on which such train is to arrive is clear as
far as the up signal (hat controls the exit from that line, nor until
the points have been set for the clear line and the Signalman at Box

"A" has taken the electric control olfthc lever of the signal for the
train to enter the station or yard; the Signalman. "B" Box, must
avoid stopping an up train unnecessarily in the tunnel.

2. After permission has been given for an up train to
approach, no obstruction of the line for which the Signalman has
set the points must be allowed until the train has been brought to a
stand at the home signal (Post 28), or has arrived ai the plaiform,
or in the station yard, or the cancelling signal has been received
from the staffstation in the rear.

ELAINE.

Elaine is equipped with switching facilities as described in
pages 202-203. and in the further instructions set out hercundcr.
The switching arrangements differ from the standard method as
described in clauses 4 and 5 of page 202. and the method of
carrying out the switching with this modified arrangement is as
shown in sections (i) and (ii) hercunden-

(i) Changing from Local Section Working to Through
Section Working-Permission must be obtained 10
withdraw a local stall' for the section on either side
under the Release Closing SiafT Signal (4 pause. 2
pause. 2). When these sialTs have been obtained they
must be properly placed in the outer reccplacles of the
switching instrument, giving each a quarter turn, and
the key switch turned to Out . The switching handle
can then be turned to Out which will release the front
lock on the closing lever. The closing lever can then be
pulled to the midway position thus securing the slalfs
in the Switching instrument and freeing the Signals.
When the signals have been operated as shown on the
signal-box diagram, the Closing of Signal-box Signal
(3-4-3) must be sent to the station on each side and
when acknowledged, the closing lever must be placed
to the full Reverse position. The placing of the closing
lever to the full Reverse position will switch in the
through circuit. The through section instruments must
then be tested in accordance with electric siaff rule 29.
after which ordinary signalling of trains on the ihrough
instruments may be resumed.

(ii) Changing from Through Section Working to I.»cat
Section Working-The Signalman al Elaine must
ascertain by telephone whether the through section is
clear. Ifthe through section be clear and permission has
not been given for a train to enter the section, he must
give the prescribed signal (3-3-3) to the Signalman on
each side, which signal must be acknowledged on the
local section instruments. Then in order to permit of
the closing lever being operated to the midway position
the Signalmen at Meredith and Lai La! must each turn
their key switches to through section and turn the
generator handles while holding down the bell keys on
the through section instruments until the galvanometer
needle on the respective instrument deflects and
returns to its upright position. On receipl of the
acknowledgment to the Opening of Signal Box Signal,
the Signalman at Elaine must turn the key switch to In
and replace the closing lever to the midway position
which will break down the through circuit and free the
locking on the signals allowing them to be restored to
normal. The closing lever can then be placed lo the full
normal position. This will free the switching handle of
the switching instrument allowing il to be turned lo in
after which the two local section staffs can be
withdrawn. Both local sialfs must then be replaced in
their respective Instruments and the Closing Staff
Replac^ Sig/ml 12 pause. 2 pause. 4) sent lo and
acknowledged by ine staiion on each side. The
instruments must then be tested in accordance with

electric .staff rule 29.

NOTE.~The interlocking at Elaine cannot be freed for
shunting purposes when through section working is in
operation and the instruciion.s contained in clause b.
page 20i, do not apply at Elaine.

WARRAGUL.

Reflation 198 and Rule 12, Appendix IV, Book of Rules and
Regulations.-ln order to facilitate the running of trains, the Guard
of any down train arriving in the back platform track must
communicate with the Signalman at "B" Box bv means of the
telephone provided on the station wall near the office door for the
purpose of informing the Signalman that the train, with white tail
disc or red tail light attached, has arrived complete under the
protection ofthe down home signal.
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When Warragul "A" Signal-box is manned the employe in
charge will be responsible for advising the Signalman at "B" Box
when each down train, with white tail disc or red light attached,
has arrived complete under the protection of the down home
signal.

WORKING OF FIXED SIGNALS AND INSTRUMENTS,
AND DELIVERY OF STAFFS ETC.

The auemion ofOJJlcers-in-Charge ai siaiions is direcied lo
clause 2 of the insirueiioiis supplenieniary lo Regulation 112. page

The employe who works the electric staff instruments must,
except as provided hcreunder, also work the fixed signals, and
must not delegate this duty to any other person;-

Wodonga.-Whenever the Signalman at Wodonga is unable to
personally deliver or receive the staff, the OfTlcer-in-Chargc must
arrange for this duty to be carried out. either personally, or by an
employe who has been certified to as competent by a Safeworking
Inspector,

The employe who carries out this duty will be responsible for
delivering the staff to and receiving it from, the Engineman; and
also for promptly handing the staff received to the Signalman.

Whenever this course is necessary, the Signalman must notify
the OITicer-in-Chargc in time to avoid delay, and the
OIRcer-in-Charge must arrange for the appointed employe to go to
the signal-box and act under the instructions of the Signalman.

In every case, the ̂ pointed employe when performing this
duty, must wear the staff badge which, when not in use. must be
kept in a convenient place in the station office.

Bacchus .Marsh.-Al Bacchus Marsh when a train is ready to
start and the Engineman is not in possession of the staff for the
Section, and it is not practicable for the Signalman to deliver it to
the Engineman without causing delay to other operations such
duty may be performed by the Stationmaster or Station Officer to
whom the Signalman must hand the stalT after releasing it from the
instrument. The Stationmaster or Station Officer will be
responsible for handing the stalT to the Engineman of the train for
which it is intended.

Servicelon.-Whcnevcr the Signalman at Serviceton is unable
to personally deliver or receive trie staff, the Stationmaster may
pcnbrm this duty. The Stationmaster will be res[»nsibie for
delivering the stall" to, and receiving it from, the Engineman and
also for promptly handing the staff received to the Signalman.

St. Amaud.-Whcnever the Signalman at St. Amaud is unable
lo personally deliver or receive the staff this duty may be carried
out by an employe who is qualified in the working of the electric
staffsystem, or by an adult Station Assistant who has been certified
as competent by a Safeworking Inspector. The employe who
carries out this duty will be responsible for delivering the staff to or
receiving it from, the Engineman. and also for promptly handing
the staff received to the Signalman.

The appointed employe must wear the staff badge.which
when not in use. must be kept in a convenient place in the station
olllce.

Colac and Camperdown.-During the hours that the
Stationmaster is on duty, the levers of the fixed signals, which are
on the platform, may be worked by him, and the electric staff
Instruments by a qualified employe in the office; but in every case
the Stationmaster will be responsible for having a proper
understanding with the employe working the Instruments. The
Stationmaster may also receive the staff from or deliver it to the
Engineman; but unless the Stationmaster has himself withdrawn
the staff from the Instrument it must be handed to him by the
employe who works the staff instrument. In every case the
employe who sends the Train Arrival signal will be res^nsible for
seeing that the train is complete. Sec also clause 4 and 5. on page
216.

HBmlllon.-Whcnevcr the Signalman at Hamilton is unable to
personally deliver or receive the Staff, the Officer-in-Charge must
arrange for this duly to be carried out. either personally, or by an
employe who has been certified to as competent by a Safeworking
Inspector. The employe who carries out this duty will be
responsible for delivering the staff to. and receiving it from, the
Engineman. and also for promptly handing the staff received to the
Signalman.

In every case the yipointed employe when performing this
duty must wear the staff^badge, which, when not in use, must be
kept in a convenient place in the station office.

Eaglehawk.-At this station, when, owing to other important
duties, the employe who works the electnc staff instruments
cannot attend to the fixed Signals, he may depute one of the staff
(who has been certified by a Safeworking Inspector as competent)
to work them for an approaching train; but both employes will be
held responsible for the rules and regulations being complied with.
The employe deputed lo work the fixed signals must only do so
when instructed, and must not permit a running line to be fouled,
cither inside or outside the home signal, without the permission of
the employe in charge of the electric staff instruments. See also
clauses 4 and S, page 216.

Shepparton.-Whenever the employe in cha^e ofsignalling is
unable to personally receive the staff from, or deliver it to, the
Engineman, such duty may be performed by the Stationmaster.

The Staff must be handed to the Stationmaster by the employe
who works the staff instrument, and the Stationmaster will be
responsible for handing the staff to the Engineman of the train for
which it is intended; and also for promptly handing the staff
received to the Signalman.

Nyora.-During the hours that the Stationmaster is on duty,
the electric staff instruments and the levers may be worked by him,
but in every case the Stationmaster will be responsible for having a
proper understanding with the employe in charge ofSignalling. See
also clauses 4 and S, page 216.

The Stationmaster may also receive the stafffrom, or deliver it
to. the Engineman, but unless the Stationmaster has himself
withdrawn the staff from the instrument, it must be handed to him
by the employe who works the staff instrument. The Stationmaster
will be responsible for handing the staff to the Engineman of the
train for which it is intended. In every case the employe who sends
the "Train Arrival" signal will be responsible for seeing that the
train is complete.

Williamstown.-The Train Staff and Ticket System is worked
between Williamstown and Williamstown Pier. When the

Signalman at Williamstown cannot personally receive or deliver
the staff for the section, this duty must be carried out by an
employe certified as competent by a Safeworking Inspector, and
who will be responsible for delivering the staff to and receiving it
from the Engineman, and for the safe custody of the staffunder the
supervision of the Signalman. The staff must be shown to the
Signalman on the arrival ofeach train.

The appointed employe must wear the staff badge which,
when not in use. must be kept in a convenient place in the station
office.

Creensborough.-Whencvcr the Signalman at Greensborough
is unable to personally deliver or receive the staff, this duty may be
carried out by an employe who is qualified in the working of^the
electric staff system, or by an employe who has been certified as
competent by a Safeworking Officer. The employe who carries out
this duty will be responsible for delivering the staff to, and
receiving it from, the Engineman, and also for promptly handing
the staff received to the Signalman.

The appointed employe must wear the staff badge which,
when not in use, must be kept in a convenient place in the station
office.

Mooroolbark or Lilydale.-Whencver the Signalman at
Mooroolbark or Lilydalc, is unable to personally deliver or receive
the staff, this duty may be carried out by an employe who is
qualified in the working of the electric staff system, or by an
employe who has been certified as competent by a Safeworking
Inspector. The employe who carries out this duty will be
responsible for delivering the staff to, and receiving it from, the
Engineman, and also for promptly handing the staff received to the
Signalman.

The appointed employe must wear the staff badge, which,
when not in use. must be kept in a convenient place in the station
office or Signal-box. as the case may be.

Frankston-At Frankston, whenever the Signalman is unable
to personally receive or deliver the staff, the Stationmaster must
perform this duty or arrange for it to be carried out by an employe
who has been certified as competent by a Safeworking Inspector.
The appointed employe, when performing this duty, must wear a
staff badge. He will be responsible for dehvering the staff to, and
receivi^ it from, the Engineman. and also for promptly handing
the staff received to the Signalman.

The appointed employe must wear the staff badge which,
when not in use, must be kept in a convenient place in the station
office.
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Non-lnlerlocked Staff Slaiions.-Whcn necessao'. in order in
facilitaie the despatch of a train which is assisted through the
section by a locomotive in the rear, the Signalman may, after
showing the stairto the Engineman of the train locomotive, hand it
to the Guard, and instruct nim to deliver it to the Engineman ofthe
assisting locomotive.

SINGLE LINES

(Electric Train SiaffSysiem)

SAFE WORKING BOOKS AND FORMS.

Stationmasters must arrange for Safe Working Books and
Forms being kept in a convenient place, and must also see that all
members of the Signalling Staff are made thoroughly conversant
with and, in the Stationmaster's absence, have ready' access to such
Books and Forms.

Line Clear Report Books and Proceed Order Books should, if
practicable, be kept in a drawer which can be locked, and. in the
absence of the Stationmaster, the employe in charge of the
signalling should have a key ofthe drawer.

A Stationmaster must never leave duty without the person left
in charge ofsignalling having access to all Safe Working Books and
Forms used at the station.

The undermentioned Books and Forms are necessary in
connection with Double Line Working, and Single Line Working
On Lines worked under the Electric Train Staff System, or Train
Stair and Ticket System, Some arc required only in respect of
certain Sections ana, where this is so, they are specified.

DOUBLE LINES.

Schedule

. Leiier Remarks

Number

Books

Train Register Book T.R. 1 Large site forbusy sections
Train Register Book T.R,2 Small size for less busy sections

Fomts

Special Tei^raph Form T.R.2IA For Message . , ,,
Tram unusually

Special T eirgraph Form T.R-2IB FotMea^e
..0*« inSectioo

Working ofTrafTic ofa Double
Line over a Single Line during
Repairs or Obstruction T.R.4

Single Line Working during
Repain or Obstruction. Can>
eeiUtion Order T.R,5

Guard's Wrong Line Order T.R. 43

Signalman's Wrong Line Order T.R. 6

Engineman's Wrong Line
Order R.S.224

Signalman's Notice Ot Re
sumption of Block Telegraph
Signalling T.R. 7 Card: see Block Rule 27

Signalman's Caution Order Tor
Engineman to pass defective
Signal at the Stop position T.R, ISB See instructions on Page 46
Return In connection with use

ofEmergency Release T,R,22 Used where ihcrcarc electrically
conirolled interlocked levers. See
clause S. pages

-

Schedule

Letter

Number

Retnirks

Books

Train Register Book
Bank Locomotive Key Book

Proceed Order Book

Proceed Order Recelved Dock

T.R. II

T.R. 8

T.R-98

T.R. 99

Used only on sections where lite use of
a bank locomotive key is authorised

Forms

Working of Single Lines by
Pi1otman during Obstruction
Working of Single Lines by
Piloiman dunng Failure of
Apparatus

Working of Iniermedlate Block
Posts by Guards

Signalman's Caution Order for
Engineman (o pass a defective
Signal at the Stop Position

Working of Sineic Lines by
Pilotman-CancellaUon Order

Return in connection with use
ofEmergency Release

Special Telegraph Form

Damaged StalT Form
Receipt for Damaged Staff

T.R.9

T.R. 10

T.R. I4A

T.R. I8D

T.R. 18

T.R. 22

T.L.I 10

See clause 15, pages 205-206

See page 46

Used where there are electrically
Controlled interlocked levers. See
clause 5, page 47-48
Seeclause 10,page 223

To be furnished by Eiectrical Fitter

Train Stafrand Ticket System)

-

Schedule

Letter

Number

Remarks

Books

Train Rc^sler Book

SufTTicket Book-Up

SulTTIckelBook-Ctown

Line Clear Repon-Sem

Line Clear Rcpon-Received
Noliee ofTrain Ahead

T.R. 19

T.R. 13

T.R. 12

T.R. 15

T.R. 16

T.R. 14

Forms

Working of Single Line by
Piloiman when Ihe Train SiafT
is losl

Working of Single Line by
Piloiman during obsiroenon
Working of Single Line by
Pilolman-Cancellalion Order

Signalman's Caulton Order for
Engineman lo pass a Fived
Signal al the Slop Position

Engineman's Relief Order

T.R. I7A

T.R. 17

T.R. 18

T.R. I8B

R.S. 225

Scepage46
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SIGNAL CODE FOR TRAIN DESCRIPTION ELECTRIC
BELLS

Ltne or Section or Lin«

No. and Dftchpiion ofR1ngs

Lons Shon Long S^iort
Train

Nonh*Ea^em Line Apea Quarrio
between

We&talland
Broadmcadows
via Eisendon

orSunshine.

Nonh-EaMem Line Pavsenger

Nonh-Eastem Line Goods

Bendtjo Line Passenger

BcndifO Line Goods

Bacchus Manh Line Pasaenger

Bacchus Marsh Line Goods

Ceelong Line Passenger

Ceelong Line Goods

Ballanit Line (via Nth. Geelong
Loop^ Passenger

Ballaret Line (via Nth. Geelnns
Loop) Goods

Arden-Slreei Goods

Flindeis St. and Nth. Melbourne
Stabling Sidings All

Kensington Goods

Newmarket Goods

Flemtneion Racecourse or Show
Grouniu Passenger

FIcminglon Show Grounds Pilot

Broadmcadows Line Passenger

Broadmeadows Line Goods

Upficld Line Passenger

Upficld Line Goods

Flinders St. and Macaulay Stubling
Sidings All

Willlamstown Line Passenger

Williamslown Line (Jouds

Flindcn St. and No. 10 Plairorm. Empty or
Spencer St. Loaded Pas<

senger train
(Race trains
except ed)

Flinden St. and Newport Pussenger

Melbourne and Sih, Kensington Goods

Maribymong River Goods

St. Albans Line Passenger

St. AlhansLmc Goods

Wcrribee (Suburttan) Passenger

Port Melbourne Passenger

Port Melbourne Goods

Sandringham Line Passenger

Sandringham Line Goods

Dandenong Line Passenger

Damknong Line Cioods

FrankMon Line Passenger

FrankstoA Line Goods

Glen Waverley Line Passenger

Alamein Line Passenger

Bo^ Hit1 and Ringwood Passenger

Belgrave Litie Passenger

Lilydale Line Pavvenger

Lilydale Line Goods

Eastern Line Passenger

Eastern Line Goods

South•Easiem Line Passenger

South'Eastem Line Goods

Prince's Bridge and Oiflon Hill Passenger

Kur^tbridge Line passenger

HufstbndgeLinc Goods

Epping Line Passenger

Epping Line Goods

Cauifleld and Sandown Race Trams Passenger

Goods Tmms hauled by Electric
Locomotives -

Parcels Coach -

ballast A11

Light Locomotive All

Shunting LocomDiive All

Flinders Street und Franklin Street Empty Rail
Junction Motor

To cancel previous signal sent -

Repeat last signal -

To call auention
"

For the purpose of this code, trains of empt
must be rung on as passenger trains.

passenger stock.

2. A short ring is produced by holding key down
while counting two.
3. A long ring is produced by holding key down
while counting four.
4. The iniersal between each ring should be the
time occupied in counting fHW.

5. When a train is hauled by an electric locomotive, the
description and de:tination of the train must be signalled on the
electric bell by the usual code, and after the correct
acknowledgment is received the code for an electric locomotive,
i.e.. 2 short. 2 long, and 2 short rings, must be sent and
acknowledged, so that Signalmen will know that the train is hauled
by such a locomotive.

6. On lines where automatic signalling is in force the
Signalman must, e.xcept where insiruciions arc issued to the
contrary, enter each train in the train register book when the train
is described on the bell.

7. Where there is a signal-box at each end of station, the
Signalman after describing the approaching train or locomotive
must denote by shon rings the number of tracks required for the
train, or the track on which a local movement is to be performed.
The code signal and track indications should be given together, but
separated by a long ring as per examples hercundcr.

Train or Locomotive Movemcni Code Signal
Long

Ring
No. ofTrack

Light Locomotive to No. 3

Pilot or Shunting Locomotive to
No. 4

Norih-East Passengertrain to No, 1

Ballast train to No, 3

-

....

NOTtS.-l. All signals must he acknowledged by repeating
them
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SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS.

MELBOURNfc; GOODS YARD.

Hump Working Instructions.

1. Oescription.-The hump consi.sls of a single track incline
leading over a crcsi towards the automatic retarded and switching
area through which vehicles arc gravitated to the 32 sorting tracks.

2. Hump Approach.-Rakes are propelled from arrival track i
to 6 via the North Hump Approach track and from 8 to 17 via the
South Hump Approach track.

3. Dcteclor.-A dragging gear detector is provided on the
approach side of the hump. If this detector is fouled it will set all
humping signals to slop and operate audible warning devices on
the hump, in the locomotive cab. and on the Retarder Operator's
Panel.

4. Trimmer Locomotive.-(a) A spur track on the hump
accommodates a Trimmer locomotive which is used for the
correction of misdrops. the pushing m of the classification tracks
etc. and the detaching from the front of rakes vehicles not suitable
for humping.

(b) When a locomotive is required to haul vehicles with a load
in excess of 50 tonnes over the hump crest towards the Trimmer
Spur or Hump Approach track the airbrake must be in operation
as follows:-

Loads

$0to l(X)lonnes

100 lo ISO loonei

15010 200 lonne^

200 lo 250 lonne^

Air Brake io be Opentlvc on

Lqual to 2 vehicles

Hgiial to } vehicles
Hqual to 4 vehicles

Hgual to 5 vehicles

5. Hump Signal.-AI! movements by the Hump locomotives
between the arrival tracks and the hump crest are controlled by a
cab signal in each hump locomotive. The cab signal is repeated bv
a hump signal at the crest and also on each hump approach track
on the down side of the North Melbourne Flyover.

6. Hump Cabln.-The Hump Foreman's cabin is located on
the crest of the hump. The cabin is equipped with direct lines to
key points, radio equipment on the hump loco frequency and a
warning siren. The siren is sounded before humping is
commenced. Alarm buttons outside the cabin provide the facility
to place all hump signals to stop and audibly warn the Engineman
in ihecventofit Being neces-sary to stop humping for any reason.

7. West Tower-Control Room.-(a) The Yardmasier.
Signalman and Retarder Operator arc located in the Control
Room.

(b> The Signalman controls all electrically operated fixed
signals and points in the area except hump signals. Before the
signals between the North Hump avoiding track and the entrance
lo A Balloon and between the South Hump avoiding track and D
Balloon may be operated by the Signalman an electric release must
be given by the Retarder Operator.

8. Humping Slgnals.-Thesc signals arc displayed by three
white lights on a black disc and the indications are as
Ibliowst-Lights horizontal and fiashing-Sei Back-Move from
direaion of Hump Crest towards Arrival Yard. West End.

No lights-No humping movements and all locomotive
movements governed by observance of fixed signals.

Lights horizontal and steady-Stop.

Lights at angle of 45 degrees above
horizontal-Hump-Procecd at humping speed 3km/h (2 m.p.h.) or
as instructed by RetarderOpcralor.

Vertical iights-Approach-Movc towards Hump at speed not
exceeding 15 km/h (10 m.p.h.).

9. Cab Signals.-(a) Hump locomotives are filled with radio
operated cab signals which display the same indications as those
illustraied In the preceding diagrams. In multiple hump units a
locomotive fitted with cab signals will be marshalled farthest from
the hump and manned by the Engineman and Assistant
Engineman of the hump unit. Cab signalling can be initiated only
be the movement of the humping unit over a track circuit In the
hump locomotive spur and the locomotive movement on to any
rake must commence from the spur and be accompanied by a
Shunter.

(b) When a cab signal is exhibited the Engineman is relieved
of the responsibility for observing fixed signals when such signals
are not within his view. Indications ofthe cabsignal will be treated
by the Engineman as he would a hand signal.

(c) Except when the Approach signal is given, an alarm bell
will sound in the cabin of the locomotive when any change ofCab
Signal aspect occure. The bell is cancelled by a push button in the
Cab.

(d) Approach or Set Back.-When the route has been set for
the rake to be humped or to set back towards the arrival yard from
the direction of the hump and the Retarder Operator has operated
the Cab signal he must transmit the following message to the
Engineman by means ofthe two-way radio telephone.

Engineman of Observe Cab Signa).

" locomotive numbers.

The Engineman must acknowledge the communication by
means ofthe Radio Telephone by giving the following message.

Engineman of* Speaking. Message received.

• locomotive numbcre.

Engineman must not accept a Cab signal to "Approach" or
"Set Back" until the above messages have been exchanged.

10. Ground Masts.-Ground Masts on which are displayed
the same indications as on Cab Signals are located as under-

(1) North Hump Lead above dwarf signal 138 applicable
only to arrival tracks Nos. 1 to 7.

(2) South Hump Lead above dwarf signal 136 applicable
only to tracks 8 to 17.

(3) At the Hump Crest.

Warning Siren.-Before humping is commenced, a warning
siren located on the hump must be sounded by the Retarder
Operator.

NORTH MELBOURNE-ARDEN STREET-MACAULAY.

1. Boom barriers are provided at the Arden Street and
Macaulay Road level crossings. The boom barriers operate
automatically for trains on the passenger lines, and by push
buttons operated by the Shunters for movements on the goods
lines.

Exception:-For up goods trains proceeding via the Through
siding from Macaulay, the boom barriers at Arden
Street arc controlled through dwarf signal No. 5
which is operated from the control panel. North
Melbourne signal box.

2. The push buttons located at the dwarf signals at Arden
Street and Macaulay are contained in a box, the door of which is
secured by a 5P lock. There are three push buttons in each box.
The buttons are lettered respectively Down, Slop, Up.

For movements in the down direction, the button indicated
"Dowti" should be pressed and after the boom barriers are in the
lowered position, the applicable dwarf signal will assume the
proceed position. For movements in an up direction, the button
marked "Up" should be pressed.

The object of this arrangement is lo permit the Shunter to
operate the boom barriers and the dwarf signal, from the box
located at the opposing signal, and so avoid the necessity of
walking across the level crossing.

If after the Start button has been pressed, it is found that the
shunting movement will not duly proceed over the crossing, the
Stop button must be pressed and this will cause the signal to revert
to Slop and the boom barriers return to the vertical position.

3. The WSa points at the Junction of siding "A" and the
"Through" siding are electrically detected through No. 1 dwarf
signal. The Shunter must obtain permission from the Signalman,
North Melbourne for any movements to proceed from siding "A"
to the "Through" siding- He must set the WSa points in the correct
position and the boom barriers will then be controlled by the
operation of dwarf signal No. I from the control panel. North
Melbourne and the push button by the Shunter.

4. A Notice Board, applicable to down movements from
North Melbourne via the "Through" siding is provided at the
CCW facing points on the up side of the Arden Street level
crossing. The points normally lie for Siding "A".

The Board Is lettered "TRAIN AND SHUNTING
MOVEMENTS MUST NOT PASS THIS BOARD UNTIL
SIGNALLED FORWARD BY SHUNTER".

Before signalling the Engineman forward, the Shunter must
ensure that all is clear for the movement and opsrate the boom
barriers and dwarfsignal "A" by means ofthe push button.
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5. A notice Board applicable to down movements and
lettered "SHUNTING MOVEMENTS MUST NOT ENTER
CROSSOVER TO LEFT-HAND TRACK UNTIL
PERMISSION OBTAINED FROM SIGNALMAN. NORTH
MELBOURNE", is provided at the hand points, (up side or level
crossing) leading from the Arden Street sidings to the "Through"
siding.

6. A "Limit of Shunt" board is erected on the Through siding
immediately on the upside ofthe Arden Street level crossing and is
applicable to down shunting movements.

MACAULAV.
Emergenc)' Crussover

The main line crossover at the down end of the station is
secured with an Anneit lock, the kcv ofwhich is kept in a duplicate
lock in the station ofTice.

When it is necessarv to reverse the crossover, the
Stationmaster must first confer with the Signalman. North
Melbourne and arrange for signals 62 and 64 to be placed to the.
Stop position. The Annett key may then be withdrawn from the
duplicate lock and signals 62 and 64 will be secured at stop.

If the crossover is to be reversed for a stalled Goods train
which requires to a-tum on the wrong line to the "Through" siding
at Macaulay the Stationmaster, must, before issuing the
Signalman's Wrong Line Order, confer with the Signalman at
North Melbourne and a clear understanding must be reached
regarding the movement.

In addition, the emergency crossover must be reversed before
the Wrong Line Order is issued.

After the down Goods train which had stalled has been set
back into the "Through" siding, a Safcworking Inspector must be
in attendance to supervise the movement, before the train is
permitted to proceed from the "Through" siding to the down line
at Macaulay.

ARDEN STREET AND MACAULAY.

Failure of Signals.-Down home signal No. 62 (Arden Street)
and Up Home signals Nos. 64 and 66 (Macaulay) are equipped
with an illuminated letter "A" as described in Regulation 55. The
following procedure must be adopted in the event of a train or
locomotive arriving at one of the abovemeniioned signals and the
signal is at Stop and the letter "A" is not displayed.

(i) Donn Home Signal No. 62-Tho Engincman must at
once communicate with the Signalman by means of the
telephone at the signal post. II the signal has failed the
Signalman may instruct the Engincman to pass the
signal at the "Stop" position.

(ii) Up Home SIgtuil No. 64-The Engincman must at once
communicate with the Signalman. North .Melbourne
by means of the telephone at the signal post. If the
signal has failed, the Signalman may instruct the
Engincman to pass the signal at the "Stop" position.

(iii) Up home sIkiuiI No. 66-The Engineman must at once
communicate with the Signalman by means of the
telephone provided. If the signal has failed, the
Signalman must instruct the Engineman to examine
the points leading to the "Through" siding and advise
him oftheir position.

Should the points be properly set for the main line and
the controlling levers in the signal-box arc in the proper
position, the Signalman may then instruct the
Engineman to pass the signal at Slop.

(iv) In the event ofa failure of the telephone, in addition to
a failure of the signal, the Engincman mu.st not pass
home signals Nos. 62, 64 or 66 at the Stop position
except as prescribed in Rcguiaiion 95 i.e. when he has
been given a Caution Order by Hand Signalman.

(v) After passing a home signal at the Slop position as
indicated in the foregoing, the Engincman must
proceed as laid down in Regulation 74.

TOFLINDERS STREET-TRAIN MOVEMENTS
PLATFORM TRACKS ALREADY OCCUPIED.

I. When any Platform track. No. 2, 3.4. 5. 6. 7, 8.9, 10 I I
12 or 13 or the East or West end ofNo. 11 track is occupied, a train
or locomotive movement from the Main Arrival Line outside the
outer home sigrrai to the occupied platform track is not permitted.

2. (a) If the West end of No. 1 or No. 10 Platform track be
occupied, a train or locomotive movement from u main arrival
line, outside the outer home signal, to the East end may be made if
the platform track at the East end be clear. Similarly, if the East
end be occupied a movement from a Main Arrival Line, outside
the outer home signal, to the West end mav be made if the
platform track at the West end be clear.

(b) E.xeept as shown in the following paragraph, if the
Platform track at either the East or the West end be occupied, a
train or locomotive movement from a Main Arrival Line, outside
the outer home si^al. to the occupied end is prohibited.

Trains not conveying passengers may be signalled from the
Up North Viaduct Line to No. I West Track via the connection
"AA" to three-position home light signal No. 41 when No. I
Centre track is occupied,

3. Ordinary yard movements from sidings, or set back
movements from departure tracks, on to an occupied plaifbrm
track by means ofa Low Sfwed Signal are permitted.

4. In foggy weather the movements to an occupied plalform
track are restricted to either the train locomotive or motor carriage
going in to take the train out. crone going in to shunt a vehicle or
vehicles, but in any such case the locomotive or motor carriage
must be brought almost to a stand at the home signal before the
callmg-on or low speed signal is exhibited. Sec instruction in
regard to cailing-on and Low Speed signals on page 46-47.

5. Before an outer home signal is placed to the proceed
position for a train to run to any of the non-platform tracks (Nos.
lA, 5Aor9A), the track to which it is intended that the train shall
run must be clear.

FLINDERSSTREET-SHUN I ING EMPTYTRAINS.

1. Before a train is pushed on to a siding at the west end of the
station, the Shunter in charge of the operations must see that the
points are in the proper position for the track on which the train is
to proceed; the speed of the train must not exceed a rate of 8 km
[>erhour(5 m.p.h.).

2. Whenever possible a train being docked must be drawn to
the platform, and in no case must any passenger train be pushed
from any siding to a platform without the permission of the Yard
Foreman: and before giving such permission, the Yard Foreman
miist arrange for the General Instructions for Shunting Empty
trams, page ) 26 and clause 4 hereof, to be carried out.

3. (a) When an empty train is being drawn from a siding to a
platform track to be put into running, a Shunter must, whenever it
IS reasonably practicable, accompany such (rain, but if through
having to attend to another train, he is unable to do so. he must
personally inform the Engineman what train it is. the number of
the platform track to which it is to be taken, and that he (the
Shunter) cannot accompany the train to the platform.

(b) The Yard Foreman must keep in close touch with the
shunting operations and see that a Shunter accompanies the train
to the platform, when necessary.

(c) After an electric train for the Lines other than those
referred to in the following paragraph, has been prepared for
wrvice. and air brakes tested in rear van, in accordance with
instructions, the Guard accompanying the train to the plalform
may nde in the ironi van. but must keep a good look out on the
opposite side to the Engincman's compartment.

In the case of trains docked for the Williamsiown. Sunshine.
Essendon. Coburg, St. Kilda, or Port Melbourne Lines, the Guard
must ride in the rear van to the platform.

4. (a) When a train is being pushed from any of the running
lines (Nos. I to 13 tracks inclusive) to a siding or from a siding to
any (Df the running lines, the Shunter who rides on ihc leading
vehicle rnust. e.xcepi in any case of emergency, continue to ride on
that vehicle until the train comes to rcsi at its destination in iho
sidingorat the platform.

(b) If. when a train is being pushed, ii should be necessary to
hold in the reversed position any hand points over which the train
will pass, a second Shunter must be employed to attend to such
points: but uriless the Shunter riding on the leading vehicle sees
that the man is at the points, he must stop the train. Engincmen
rnust keep a sharp look-out and be prepared to stop if neces,sary: in
the event ofthe train being stopped by the Shunter, the Engincman
must not start again until he receives a hand signal to do so from
the Shunter.

5. See page 126 for General Instructions relating to the
shunting of empty trains, which also apply al Flinders Street,
unless otherwise expressly provided for in clauses 1 to 4 above.
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FLINDERS STREET-GRADES OF LINES OF WAY.

The Grades of Lines of Way at Flindere Street Station are is
follows;-

Tracks

From Viaduci lo

Elizabeth Street

Subway

From Elizabeth St.

Subway 10 Wesiend

oTSwanston Street

Bndge

Under

Swanston Street

Bridge

MA-2 1 In 128. falling 1 in 180. falling Level

3^ 1 In 16^. railing 1 in 210. falling ..

5-5A 1 iR200.iallini 1 in 280. falling ..

7-8 1 in 150. railing 1 in 220. falling
••

From Bridge over Yarra.

Line T0 end ofPlatforms Along Plaiform

Port Melbourne

Si. Kiida

1 in 215, falling

Iml60. htUing

1 in 220. falling

1 in 240. foiling

East of Swanston Street Bridge.

Line For 366 Meirea Eastward

From 366 Mcires

Eastward lo Jolimont

Footbridge

Burnley Through
Burnley Local

Caulfield Local

CaulHeId Through

Special

1 in 100. rising
I in 150. rising

1 in 193. nsing

1 in 240. rising
1 in 280. rising

1 in 240. falling

1 in 370. falling
1 in 400. falling

1 in 600. falling
I in 700. falling

FLINDERS STREET DETACHED VEH1CLF5 AND
UNCOUPLING LOCOMOTIVES OR MOTOR CARRIAGES

FROM TRAINS ON RUNNING TRACKS.

1. At Flinders Street Station the following instructiois
regulating the coupling and uncoupling of locomotives or Motor
carriages must be carefully observ ed by all concemed;-

2. On No. 1 Track, West of Swanston Street Bridge.-<a) The
locomotive or Motor carriage must not be uncoupled from any
train until instructions to do so have been received from the
Stationraaster. Platform Supervisor, or the Shunter, who must n 5t
give such instructions until he has seen that all van hand brakes on
the train, as well as the airbrake, are properly applied.

(b) The Guard on any train arriving on this track must apply
the air brake as well as his van Hand brake to prevent the train
moving, and must not leave his train until he has receivixi
permission to do so from the Stationmaster or Platform
Supervisor, who will then become responsible for the security of
the train.

(c) When there is more than one brake van on the train the
Stationmaster, Platform Supervisor, or Shunter must see that the
hand brake in each van is applied beforec allowing the locomotive
or motor carriage to be uncoupled.

(d) No vehicle is to be allowed to stand on this portion of No.
I track except when attached to a locomotive or brake van. and the
Shunter in charge of the work will be held responsible for the
proper security of each vehicle. Before uncoupling the locomotive
or motor carriage the Shunter must apply the air brake as well is
the van hand brake to prevent the vehicle or vehicles from moving.

3. On No. i Track. East of Swanston Street Bridge, and on
No. 2Track.-La) No vehicle is to be allowed on this portion of No.
I  track, or on any portion of No. 2 track, unless the vehicle or
vehicles are attached to a locomotive or motor carriage, with :in
Engineman in charge.

(b) The locomotive or motor carriage must not be uncoupled
from any train on these tracks until instructions to do so have been
received from the Yard Foreman or Shunter in charge of the train,
who, before giving such instruction, must see that another
locomotive or motor carriage, with an Engineman in charge, is
properly coupled to the opposite end ofthe train.

4. On Nos. 3 to 8 Tracks a competent employe must be
stationed to apply the Hand Brakes, and oti these I'racks the
following instructions will apply:-(n) No employe must uncouple
the locomotive or motor carriage from any train or vehicle until
instructed lo do so by the Guard or by the employe appointed to
apply the hand brake in the van nearcM the front of the train, and
such employe must not give instructions for the locomotive or
motor carriage lo be uncoupled until he has properly applied the
hand brake as well as the air brake, to prevent (he carnages from
moving.

(b) The Guard ofany train, on arriving in any of these tracks,
must in all cases apply his hand brake as well as the airbrake.

(c) When a train is pushed from the yard or siding into any of
these tracks the Shunter will be responsible for applying Ihe van
hand brake at each end of the train, as well as the airbraicc, before
the locomotive or motor carriage is uncoupled, (Sec clause I of
instructions under heading "Shuming Empty Trains" on page
126). When the train is hauTcd from Che yard or siding, and it is not
accompanied bv a Shunter, the locomotive or motor carriage must
not be uncoupled from the train without the permission of the
employe appointed to attend lo the brakes, and such employe must
apply the van hand brake al bolhcndsofihc train, as well as the air
brake, before allowing the locomotive or motor carriage to be
uncoupled.

5. After the locomotive or motor carraige has been
desptchcd the responsible employe must take care to prevent the
brakes being released until a locomotive or motor carriage is again
properly coupled to the train or vehicle. An employe must be
apoinietJ to release the Hand Brake on the front Van when the
locomotive is coupled to an outgoing train.

6. the Stationmaster and Ihe Platform Supervisor will he
responsible for seeing that the foregoing instruciiotis are carefully
observed.

7. In the case of an electric train, the Engineman and Guard
must fully apply the hand brakes at their respective ends of the
train, as well as the air brake

FLINDERS STREET AND JOLIMONT JUNCTION.

1. Up goods trains on which there are no vehicles for
Jolimont Yard may be run through between Jolimont Junction
and Flinders Street on the ordinary passenger lines, provided they
can be worked through Flinders Street station without causing
delay to Ihe passenger trafTic; Signalmen, Jolimont Junction and
Flinders Street, to arrange. If, however, there be any doubts as to
whether this can be done without causing delay to the passenger
traffic, such trains should be sent via the special line.

Down goods trains (except those for the Sandringham Line)
may run through Flinders Street Station on any track that Is
available, [^wn Brighton Line Goods trains must run through on
cither the Down Sandrin^am or the Down Special Line,

JOLIMONT .MAINTENANCE TRACKS.

(Special Precautions In Shunting Operations).

1. (a) For the protection of doors at the entrance of and
workmen employed in ihe Jolimont Maintenance Depot, scotch
blocks arc fitted on all tracks leading towards the East and West
entrances of the Depot. The keys of the scotch blocks are in the
custody of the Depot Manager.

(b) No movement of any vehicle or locomotive is allowed to
or from the Maintenance Depot, except by permission of the Yard
Foreman, Flinders Street, who, before giving such permission,
must inform the Depot Manager of the particulars of the work
rcQuired to be done, and the Depot Manager will then arrange to
unlock such of the scotch blocks as will be required to permit of
the work being performed, and for the scotch blocks to be again
secured in the normal position, across the rails, when the shunting
is completed.

2. Special Warning to Employes Accompanying a Train to or
from the JoIiriHini Maintenance Depot.-(a) The clearance between
ihe side of a carriage and the walls, columns, or posts at the sides of
each doorway at the East and West entrances to the Jolimont
Maintenance Depot is only 380mm (15"), and (except in the case
of Enginemcn, Assistant Engineman, and others specially
authorised) employes arc forbidden to ritle cither inside or on the
outside of any locomotive or carriage entering or leaving the
Depot. Employes specially authorised lo ride on the train when
passing through the doorway must in every case ride inside the
Engineman's or the Guard's compartment, and must keep clear
inside until they have passed through the doorway; under no
circumstances must any employe ride on the outside ofa carriage
or locomotive when passing through the entrance to, or exit from,
the Depot.
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(b> When ii is necessaiy to take any locomotive, carriage or
carriages to or from the Maintenance Depot, the Engincman must
stop before the locomotive or leading carriage reaches the entrance
or exit, and then give four long whistles to call the Guard or
Shunter in charge, and the Engincman must not again proceed
until the Guard or Shunter in charge has come to the front of (he
train and has verbally instructed him to do so. The Guard or
Shunter must see that no unauthorised person is allowed to ride
with the train, and, before giving the Engincman permission to
proceed, must verbally warn each employe on the train of the
danger, and ofthe precautions laid down in sub-clause (a) hereof.

(c) Before entering or leaving the Depot, the Engincman and
Guard must see that the roller screen door is raised above the top
ofthe doorway, to provide the proper clearance overhead.

3. Precautions when Within the
Workshops.-(a) Immediately before giving an intimation to the
Engjneman to proceed into, or out from, the Maintenance Depot,
the Guard or Shunter must himself pass through the doorway, and
walk ahead ofthe locomotive or leading carriage to give warning to
employes on or near the track on which the train is proceeding; the
Engineman must also sound his whistle before starting, and
whenever necessary to warn men in or about the Maintenance
Depot. No person must attempt to pass through any doorway
when the passage is fouled by a locomotive or carnage.

(b) When a train is to be taken from any track in the
Maintenance Depot no person other than the Guard or (in the
absence of a Guard) Shunter in charge is allowed to give a signal or
other intimation for the Engineman to move the train.

(c) Ofiicersand employes, including those connected with the
Mainteiiance Depot, are responsible for .seeing that the foregoing
instructions are strictly observed; failure to report any
infringement will be regarded as contributory negligence.

(d) Engincmen, Assistant Engincmen Guards, Shunters, and
other erapioves are warned that the floor level between the rails of
all lines ana the spaces between some lines in the Maintenance
Depot are about 762 mm (2'6") below the level of the rails, and
usually occupied by movcable platforms, ladders, and other
appliances; employes when alighting IVom or boarding a
locomotive or vehicle must exercise due care to avoid these
obstructions.

4. (a) A copy of these instructions must be always exhibited
in the Foremen's Offices, and in the rooms usually occupied by
Enginemen Guards, and Shuntci^ concerned; copies must also be
exhibited in conspicuous places for the information of employes or
others at the Maintenance Depot.

(b) The Signature of each Engincman, Guard, and Shunter
concerned must be obtained by the Yard Foreman in a book
containing an instruction directing attention to the pages (of this
book) on which these instructions arc shown, and to the notices
exhibited in their respective rooms.

FLINDERS STREET-SHUNTI.NC MOVEMENTS
BETTWEEN ST. KILDA SIDINGS. MAINTENANCE DEPOT

L1NE.AND"R"SIDING.

A movement must not be made from the St. Kilda Sidings No.
I or No. 2, or from the Maintenance Depot Line to "R" until the
Shunter in charge of the operation has first obtained authority
from the Signalman at "B" Box by means of the telephone
provided; the Signalman must not give permission ifacontlicting
movement is in progress.

The hand points, facing in Up direction, ahead of Post 143
normally lie towards "ZZ', and arc detector-locked in that
position by the disc signal Post 143 at "Proceed," consequently a
inovcment from "R" via connection indicated "RR" on signalling
diagram must not be made until permission has firel been obtained
from the Signalman at "B" Box by means of the telephone. Having
obtained such authority the Shunter must, before peribrming the
movement, satisfy himself that the disc signal on Post 143 Is at
"St^" that the movement can be safely conducted, and that no
conflicting movement is taking place on the Maintenance Depot
Line.

STANDARD GAUGE LIGHT LOCOMOTIVES BETWEEN
THE DIESEL DEPOT AND DVNON OR NORTH DVNON.

I. Light locomotives proceeding direct from the Diesel Depot
to Dynon or North Dynon or vice versa, are except as shown in
clause 2 hereof, to be routed via the main line between Moonee
Ponds Creek Junction and South Dynon Junction.

Down light locomotives will require to slop beyond No. 138
arrival signal. South Dynon Junction, and then be signalled to

South Dynon sidings. The locomotive should stop in clear of No,
126 dwarfsignal and will then proceed via the loop line.

Up light locomotives will proceed via the loop to South
Dynon sidings, stop in clear ol No. 126 dwarf signal, thence
signalled to the Main Line stopping beyond Post 138, The
locomotive will then proceed via the main line to Moonee Ponds
Creek Junction.

2, in the event of it being necessary , in order to avoid delays
to locomotives or to passenger traffic on the main line, to route a
light locomotive via the locomotive track the following
instructions should be observed;

The Signalman at No. I Signal Box. Spencer Street,
must obtain the permission of the Signalman, South
Kensington, for a movement of a light locomotive to
Dynon or North Dynon. Similarly, the Signalman ,
South Kensington, must obtain the permission of the
Signalman, No. I Signal Box, for a Light Locomotive
movement from the Footscray end. Before granting
permission, the Signalman concerned must satisfy
himself that he has not permitted a conflicting
movement.

3. The Enginemen of light locomotives are to be instructed by
the Signalman as to whether the locomotive will proceed via the
main Tine or the locomotive track. .A record must be kept in the
train register book in both signal boxes of the time permission was
given for a light locomotive to enter the locomotive track.

SOUTH KENSINGTON.

(South Dynon-Standard Gauge)
Train Departures and Shunting Movements Down End of South

Dynon

DwarfSignalsNos. 120. 170, 172. 174, 178 and 182, operated
from the South Kensington Signal Box control train departures
and shunting movements at the down end ofSouth Dynon.

When a shunting movement is to be performed necessitating a
Dwarf Signal to be placed to proceed, the Shunter in charge oftlic
Pilot must communicate with the Signalman at South Kensington
and advise him ofthe movement required.

Providing that it is safe to do so, the Signalman will operate
the applicable Drawf Signal and when the proceed indication is
displayed, the movement may be carried out.

When a train is to depart from South Dynon, the Yard
Foreman must advise the Signalman at South Kensington and
arrange for the applicable DwarfSignal to be placed to proceed for
the departure of the train.

Telephones connected to the South Kensington Signal Box
arc provided adjacent to each DwarfSignal.

SOUTH KENSINGTON,

1. Down Goods Trains.-

Should a down goods train be stopped from any cause between
the Maribymong River Bridge and Footscray Junction (grade I in
100), and the Engineman be satisfied of the inability of the
locomotive to take the whole of the train forward, he must, as
quickly as possible, go back to the Guard, who must at once notify
the Signalman at South Kensington of the circumstances by means
ofthe telephone at Maribymong River Junction.

If. however, before the Guard reaches the telephone, a train
has entered the Section, and such train can be utilised to assist the
stalled train, arrangements must be made accordingly. (See
sub-clause (e), page 138, and sub-clause (a), clause 5. page 134).

The Engineman must not relum to his locomotive until he
ascertains what arrangements arc to be made for assistance. In the
cveni ofa passenger train being sent into the section, the assistance
must be carried out in accordance with the Instructions under the
heading of "Passenger Train assisting in the rear of a Stalled or
Disabled Train", contained in pages 138-139, and the Engineman,
before returning to his locomotive, must comply with sub-clause
(d) ofclause 3 thereof.

The Signalman at South Kensington Junction, on receipt of
information to the efTcct that a train has stalled, must at once
arrange for assistance being obtained.

If assistance by an ordinary train or locomotive is not likely to
be available at South Kensington within a reasonable time, the
Signalman must at once make application to the Superintendent of
Melbourne Yards fora locomotive.

2. Maribymong River Junctiun.-The paints and signals at
Maribymong River Junction are controlled from South
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Kensington Junction Signal Box, and the signals applicable to the
main line are worked as described in Regulation 55.

(a) (i) Failure of the Letter "A".-In the event of a train or
locomotive arriving at Maribymong River Junction,
and the home Signal applicable to the train or
locomotive is at stop, and the letter "A" is not
displayed, the Engincman must at once communicate
with the Signalman at South Kensington, by the
telephone provided at the Signal, stating the
circumstances, and giving the name ofthe train.

(ii) If the Signalman has reason to believe that the signal
has failed he must instruct the Engineman to examine
the points at the junction, and advise him of their
position and condition.

(iii) Should the points be properly set for the line on which
the train is required to run. and the controlling levers in
the signal box arc in the proper position, the Signalman
may then instruct the Engineman to pass the signal at
the stop position, and proceed in accordance with
Regulation 74.

(iv) The Signalman concerned must give the Engincman
his name for record,

(v) The telephone in the signal box must be attended to
personally by the Signalman who works the signal from
whence the bell ring is received.

(b) In the event of the Signalman being unable to set the
points fora train or locomotive which has left South Kensington to
proceed on to the goods line, and the defect cannot be rectified
without causing delay to other trains, arrangements must be made
for such train or locomotive to proceed to West Footscray and
return to Melbourne Yard. No train or locomotive for the
Maribymong Goods Line must again bo despatched from South
Kensington until the apparatus has been put in order.

(c) In the event of the home signal (Post U2) leading from the
goods line failing, the train must be detained at such signal until
the Electrical Fitter has rectified the defect.

(c) All failures of the remote controlled points or signals must
be promptly reported by telegraph message and also by
memorandum, and the Electrical Fitter for the district advised.

(e) When South Kensingtnn Signal-box is closed the telephone
Is connected through to North Melbourne Junction Signal-box, and
In the event of a failure, the Signalman there must act as laid down
in the instructions referred to above.

(I) The Ganger in charge of the Section must arrange for the
employe patrolling the length of line in accordance with
Regulation 280 to lest all special telephones at the Maribymong
River Junction each day; the result of the lest and the lime it was
made must be entered on the figure line of the "Train Register
Book" at South Kensington Junction, If when the test is made a
telephone be found defective, steps must immediately be taken to

have it put in order.

•MARIBYRNONG RIVER G(X)DS LINE.

(a) The points and fixed signals at the Junction of the above
line at Maribymong River arc controlled from South Kensington
Junction Signal-box. The single line is worked under the Electric
StafTSystem.

(b) Automatic Electric StalT Instruments arc provided at
South Kensington Signal Box and at Footscray Goods.

The instrument at Footscray Goods is located in the lobby of
the Goods Office. The door to the cabin is secured with a 5P
padlock.

The object of the automatic instruments Is to permit of an
electric staff being withdrawn without the co-operation of any
person at the other end ofthe section, provided there is not already
an electric staffout for such section,

The staff instrumenl-s arc similar to the ordinary laige type
electric staB instruments, with the exception that the indications
"Staff In" and "Staff Out" arc shown by the galvanometer needle
when the instrument bell is ringing.

When the needle is deflected to the "Staff In" position it
indicates that the Instrument is in order fora staff to be withdrawn.

Bell signals arc not used in the operation of the automatic
electric staff instruments and the electric staff rules arc modified
accordingly.

(c) MetbodofoperationofinstTuments

To withdraw a Staff-Depress thebel! key for about 5 seconds.

Release the bell key-this will cause the bell to ring
continuously.

Withdraw a staffand stop the ringing ofthe bell by turning the
left-hand indicator and pressing it down hard for 5 seconds.

To insert a Staff-Pass the staff through the instrument into
one of the right hand columns and place the left hand indicator to
the "StaffIn" position.

(d) When a train or locomotive is to proceed from South
Kensington to the Maribymong Goods Line, and there is no train
or locomotive at the Maribymong Goods Sidings, the Signalman
may withdraw a staffand despatch the train.

In the event ofthere already being a train or locomotive at the
Goods sidings, the Signalman, ̂ uth Kensington, must obtain the
permission of the Officer in charge, Footscray Goods, before
withdrawing a staff for a second train or locomotive to proceed to
the Maribymong Goods Line,

If a train is to proceed to and return from the Goods Line
during the hours when the Officer in charge is not on duty, the
Guard-in-Charw conditions will apply and the staff must be
retained by the Engineman until the train or locomotive returns 10
South Kensington.

The Officer in charge, Footscray Goods must confer with the
Signalman, South Kensington, before withdrawing a staff for a
departure train or locomotive or for the rail tractor to proceed
outside the notice board up end of"B" Siding.

(e) In the event ofa failure ofthe electric staff instruments and
a staff cannot be withdrawn at either end, Pilot-working must be
instituted.

(f) Train Re^stcr Books are provided and the times of
withdrawing and inserting a staff and the times of arriving and
departing trains or locomotives must be entered in the Books.

The numberofihe staff used must also be recorded,

(g) Enginemcn of trains for this line will be responsible for
receiving an electric stalf at South Kensington Signal Box and for
delivering the electric staffon the retum.

(h) A Fordson Rail Shunting Tractor is in use for local'
shunting operations at Sidings "B" and "C" on the Maribymong
River Goods Line.

A notice Board lettered "All trains stop here until authorised
by Guard or Shunter to proceed", is erected about 30 metres on the
Up side of Footscray Road Bridge. Enginemen of all down trains
must stop at the notice board and not proceed beyond it until
authorised by a Shunter or. if no Shunter in attendance, by the
Guard of the train.

The Fordson rail shunting tractor must not occupy the single
line outside the notice board unless the Driver of the tractor is in
possession ofthe electric staff for the Section.

FOOTSCRAY.

Failure of the letter "A" on Home Signals W235 and W238,
Through Suburban Lines.

(i) In the event of a train or locomotive arriving at
Footscray and the Home Signal applicable to the
locomotive or train is at the stop position and the letter
"A" is not displayed, the Engineman must at once
communicate with the Signalman at South Kensington
by the telephone provided at the Signal, stating the
circumstances and giving the name ofthe train.

(ii) If the Signalman has reason to tielleve that the Signal
has failed, he must instruct the Engineman to examine
the Anneit Locked points protected by the Signal.

(iii) Should the points be properly set for the line on which
the train is to run. the Signalman may then instruct the
Engineman to pass the signal at the stop position and
proceed in accordance with Regulation 74.

(iv) The Signalman concerned must give the Engineman
his name.

(v) Should a failure of the letter "A" occur when South
Kensington Signal Box is switched out, i.e., Sundays,
the Engineman must call the Guard to the from of the
train and inform him ofthe circumstances.
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The Guard must then examine the Annett Locked
points and ifthey are in the correct position for the line
on which the train is to run. the Guard must instruct
the Engineman to pass the Home Signal at the stop
position. The Engineman must then proceed as laid
down in Regulation 74.

SPOTSWOOD.

1. The public siding leads off the Down Williamstown line at
Up end of station, and is extended to serve Esso (Aust.) Ltd. A
works siding leads off the Public Siding to A.C.I. Operation works,
the Metropolitan Board's works, and the Victorian Ammonia
Company's works.

The lead to the Esso (Aust.) Ltd. Long Siding is on a sharp
curve, and two or more vehicles automatically coupled together
must not be permitted to run around the curve. Should it be
necessary, owing to the dead-end sidings being occupied, for
automatically coupled vehicles to be placed opposite the Notice
Board on the Siding leading to the tTompany's works, vehicles
coupled together with automatic couplers must be uncoupled after
being so placed,

2. The locomotive of the Newport local Goods train places
inwards wagons for the works siding clear of the footpath at the
A.C.I, gate, just clear of the catch points, and removes the
outwards vehicles from the same place, A notice board is erected at
a point beyond which the locomotive must not pass,

3. Vehicles must not be loose shunted into any of the sidings
mentioned.

4. The Shunter in charge must protect the public traffic
outside the railway fence while shunting operations with the
locomotive are in progress, and, before commencing to shunt, see
that the track is clear, and that the vehicles can be moved safbly.

SPOTSWOOD OILSIDINGS.

1. (a) During darkness or foggy weather only one locomotive
under power is permitted to operate on the oil Line on
the Down side of DwarfSignal U. 32 at the same time,

(ii) The line between the Shell Company's Siding and
Mobil Oil Siding must be kept clear and no vehicles
must be permitted to stand on this section for storage,
discharge, or loading purposes,

(iii) The Oil Wharf Line leads off the line to the Mobil
Siding and vehicles may be pushed as required between
Sleigh's Siding, Shell Company's Siding and the Oil
Wharf and Mobil Siding subject to the instructions in
page 109, "Pushing Trains on Running Lines." and the
instructions contained in clause 5 hereofbeing strictly
observed,

(iv) Two loop sidings extended to a dead-end are provided
on the Oil Line beyond the lead to the Shell Company's
Sidings. Scotch Blocks are provided on the Down end
of each Loop Siding. A Scotch Block is also provided
on the extension at a point 33 m from the points at the
Down end of the Loop Sidings; the latter Scotch Block
is provided to protect Sleigh's Siding against a runaway
from the Loop Sidings and must be secured across the
rail except when necessary to shunt to or from Sleigh's
Siding.

2. (a) Level Crossings.-Open level crossings exist at Hall
Street (near Spotswood), at Douglas Parade on the line leading to
the Oil Wharf and Mobil Oil Siding and at Burleigh Street on the
Caltex Company's Siding,

(b) Flashing Light Signals are provided at Hail Street, and at
Burleigh Street (on the Caftex Siding),

(c) (i) At the Level Crossings over Douglas Parade and over
Burleigh Street Stop Boards, lettered as shown
hereundcr, and applicable to trains or locomotives, are
erected on each side ofeach crossing;-

"ALL TRAINS STOP HERE, THEN PROCEED
CAUTIOUSLY OVER CROSSING"

(ii) When a movement is being performed locomotive first,
the Engineman must bring his locomotive to a stand at
the Stop Board before reaching the crossing affected
and must not proceed until he sees that the crossing is
clear. The Engineman must keep a good look-out and
make frequent use ofthe locomotive whistle,

(iii) When vehicles arc being pushed, the movement must
be stopped before the leading vehicle reaches the Stop
Board applicable to the crossing affected. The Guard or

Shunter riding on the leading vehicle must be prepared
to apply the air brake should necessity arise in order to
prevent the leading vehicle passing the Stop Board, A
competent employe must, after the train has stopped,
proceed to the centre of the Crossing to give the
necessary warning to pedestrians and drivers of road
vehicles,

(iv) The flashing light signal at Burleigh Street on Caltex
Siding is manually controlled by an employe of the
Caltex Company located in a eabin near the entrance to
the Siding, Guards and Shunters must, before passing
over Burleigh Street, confer with the employe of the
Company and request that the flashing light signal be
operated for the shunting movement. It must be
distinctly understood that the provisions ofthe Ha.shing
light signal does not in any way dispense with or
modify ihc instruciloris shown in sections (i). (ii), and
(iii) hereof.

NEW PORT GOODS YARDS.

1. (a) Before any train is turned into the Newport Goods
Yard the Signalmen must obtain permission from the Shunter in
charge. The employe giving such permission must see that all hand
[wints are set in the propwr piosiiion for the train, and that proper
measures are taken to prevent conflieting movements.

(b) No, 6 Track Sidings "D". which adjoins the down
Wililamstown line, is equipped for accommodation of clcetric
trains that terminate at Newport station, and. as far as practicable,
that track must be kept clear for the reception of such trains. The
Signalman, however, must not admit a train to No. 6 Track
without first obtaining authority from the Shunter in charge,

(c) If it should become necessary for any locomotive or train
to enter on No,6 track at the Wcigfihrldge end, the employe in
charge of such movement must first obtain permission from the
employe in charge at the Yard Foreman's Office, who, before
giving the such piermission. must obtain permission of the
Signalman, Newport,

2. When entering the Newport Goods Yard, trains must not
exceed a rate ofspseed of 10 km pier hour (6 mph,), "The Engineman
must keep a good lookout, and be prepared to stop short of any
obstruction tnai may exist on the line.

NEWPORT WORKSHOPS PASSENGER YARDS Nos. 1 and
2.-WORK1NG OF PASSENGER TRAFFIC.

1. During the hours that the Workshops Yards are open for
passenger traffic, the up and down lines leading to and from
pas.venger yard No. I, and passenger yard No. 2. must be strictly
conllned to double line working,

2. .A Signalman will be on duty at Workshops passenger yard
No, I and another will be on duly at Workshops passenger yard
No, 2. Each of these Signalman must report at Newport Junction
Box at least 30 minutes before the first passenger tram is due, and
sign on in the train register book there, as well as in the book at
their respective boxes. Each Signalman must then walk along the
line to the signal-box where he is to take duty. He must see that the
up and down lines and the yard tracks are clear, and authority is
hereby given to him to clear the lines and tracks as cxpcdiliously as
possible, should any obstruction exist on them. Each Signalman
must then place the disc signals leading from the sidings to the stop
position, and open the catch points leading therefrom for
derailment. When each Signalman is quite satisfied that the lines
and necessary tracks are clear for passenger traffic, and that no
locomotive or vehicle can foul them, a telephone message to that
elTecf must be sent to the Signalman at Newport Junction Box,
who must not permit a passenger train to enter cilhcr of the lines
from the time the Signalman signs on in his train register book
until the respective messages from the Signalman Woricshops No,
1, and Workshops No. 2, are received, and he has seen that the
crosses have been removed from the signals next in advance of his
box.

3. The telephones at the Signal-box at Workshops Passenger
Yards Nos. I and 2, and at Newport Junction Box, are on one
circuit, the code for which is as undcn-

Telephone Code. Short

Rings.

Long

WorfcU>opsPasen^r Yard No. 1 1

Workshops Passenger Yard No. 2 2 1

NewportJunction Sb*
'
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4. The messages sent and received at each Signal-box must be
entered in the tram register book, together with the time. The
Signalman using the telephone must satisfy himself as to which
Signal-box he is m communication with.

5. Ifthe Signalman at the Workshops passengeryard No. I. or
the Signalman at Workshops passenger yard No. 2 fail to obtain
communication with the Signalman at Newport Junction Box in
regard to the messages assuring the latter that the Lines are clear
and safe to receive passenger traffic, he must immediately go back
himselfand verbally assure the Signalman to that efiect.

6. Before any passenger train is allowed to run either to or
from the Workshops passenger yard No. 1, the Signalman there
must remove the crosses from the signal arms on semaphore posts,
Nos. 49, 52. 54. 56. and 51. and replace them after the passenger
irafTic has ceased. He must close all the catch poinls.when going off
duty, and leave the disc signals on posts Nos. 49B. 50. 53.andS5at
the proceed position.

7. Before any passenger train is allowed to run either to or
from the workshops passenger yard No. 2. the Signalman there
must remove the crosses from the signal arms on semaphore posts
Nos. I. 3. and 5. and replace them after the passenger iralTic has
ceased. He must close all the catch points when going offduty, and
leave the disc signal on post 4 at the proceed position.

8. All hand facing points for passenger trains running in the
down or up direction must cither be locked or securely held for the
safe passage oftrains.

9. The Stationmastcr. Newport, must provide a competent
Signalman to take charge of the signalling at Workshops passenger
yard No. I and Workshops passienger yard No. 2 during the
running of passenger traffic.

10. Between Newport station and the Workshops passenger
yards Nos. I and 2, down and upjoumeys, the Signalman must not
permit a train to go forward until the last vehicle of the preceding
train has passed the home signal next in advance, and sucn signal is
at stop.

NEWPORT WORKSHOPS.-FIRE
ARRANGEMENTS.

FIGHTING

In order to ensure the expeditious transit ofFire Appliances to
the Newport Workshops a roadway has been formed across the
track in a line from the Newport Fire Brigade Station to the
Workshops. This roadway crosses the Running Lines and Sidings
near the Weighbridge, midway between Newport and North
Williamstown Stations. As far as possible, it must be kept clear of
vehicles to allow the Fire Brigade to cross the Lines without delay.
Two Notice Boards, lettered as follows, have been erected, one at
each side of the roadway crossing referred to ;-"THIS CROSSING
MUST BE KEPT cLEAR ON ALL OCCASIONS WHEN
SHUNTING IS NOT IN ACTUAL OPERATION. FOR THE
PASSAGE OFTHE FIRE BRIGADE."

in the event of any outbreak of fire at the Workshops, the
Leading Shunter or other employe in charge at the Weighbridge,
must, immediately he becomes aware of the fact, arrange for all
shunting operations over the roadway crossings to be suspended,
and for the crossings, if foul, to be cleared with the utmost
expedition.

NEWPORT SIGNAL BOX
Telephone Communication between Newport Signal Box and

Altona Petrochemical Complex.

A telephone is provided at Newport Signal Box connected to
the Altona Petrochemical Company Main Control Room.

The purpose of the telephone is to permit the Company to
advise the Signalman should any emergency arise in any of the
Altona Petrochemical Complex companies.

Operating Instnictlons

1. The Company must test the telephone daily at or as near to
11.00 a.m. as practicable.

The result of this test must be recorded in the Train Register
Book at Newport Signal Box,

The days that the Company will not be available for the test is
lobe recorded in the Signal Box.

If the telephone Is found to be defective, steps must be taken
by the Company to have the defect remedied.

2. Should any emergency arise which necessitates trains on
the Geelong Line to be slopped, the Company must promptly
advise the Signalman ofthe circumstances.

3. The Signalman on receiving the advice must immediately
place all Signals leading to the affected area at the stop position
and advise the Signalman at Laverton or Wcrribee as the case may
be to place all signals at the applicable location to Slop all trains in
an up direction.

4. The signals must be retained at the stop position and no

again be allowed to proceed.

5. The name of the employe testing the telephone or
requesting trains to be slopped must be given to the Signalman,
likewise after trains have b^n stopped and all is clear, (he name of
the employe giving the all clear must be given to the Signalman.

This information is to be recorded in the Train Roister Book
at Newport Signal Box.

T01TENHA.M GRAVITATION YARDS.

1. (a) The intermediate home signals provided on the running
lines between West Footscray and Sunshine are each equipped with
a calling-on-signal. The home signals arc fixed arms and lights
when a proceed signal Is exhibited during daylight, or darkness. It
will be by the calling-on-slgnal. and must be treated In accordance
with clause (a) of Regulation 64. See also Regulations 73 and 170.

These signals are worked by the shunting stafffrom quadrants
near the signals, and before permitting a train or locomotive to
cross from a siding to a running line, ihc Guard or Shunter in
charge must place and keep the signal at the stop position until the
movement is completed, when the Signal may be again placed to
proceed.

(b) The calling-on signals may be exhibited before a train has
come to a stand at the home signal, and clause |b) of Regulation 64
will not apply to the signals in the gravitation yards,

(c) Englnemen receiving the low speed caution signal at West
Footscray or Sunshine for the running line through the Gravitation
yards must not assume that the line ahead of such signal is clear to
the next signal, but must be prepared to stop short of any
obstruction in accordance with clause (W of Regulation 73, inb
clause(d)ofRegu]ation 59.

(d) Enginemen of down trains must approach cautiously the
signals controlling the exit from the Gravitation yard at the
Sunshine end-

When the fixed signal is displayed for a train or locomotive to
enter the running Line through the Gravitation yards, from either
West Footscray or Sunshine end. the Engineman and Guard must
keep a sharp look-out for hand or fixed signals whilsl passing
through the yards, and the speed ofthe train or locomotive must be
limited to the distance the Engineman can see ahead, and must not
exceed a speed of25 km/h (15 m.p.h.). See also Regulation 170.

(e) (i) During foggy weather, or when from any cause a
distinct view cannot be obtained, and a train is stopped
at a fixed signal, or on any portion of the up or down
running line in the gravitation yards between West
Footscray and Sunshine, the Guard must, except as
provided in sub-clause (0 hereof, instantly go back with
detonators and hand signals to protect his train. He
must go back 100 metres, plainly exhibiting his red
danger signal, and put down three detonators ten (10)
metres apart upon the line on which the train has
stopped; he may then return to his train, but until it is
ready to go forward he must remain on the ground at
the rear of his (rain with detonators and hand signals,
prepared to take any further steps necessary for the
protection ofhis train.

(ii) In clear weather it will be not necessary for the Guard
to go back as in the case of foggy weather, but he must
descend from the van and remain at the rear of his
(rain, with the proper hand signals, prepared to take
any steps necessary for the protection of his train.

(iii) Should the Guard, in going back as in section (1). arrive
at or be close to a signal-box. he must, in addition to
putting down the detonators, advise (he Signalman of
the position of his train.

(iv) Should the stoppage occur to a light locomotive, the
Assistant Engineman must act in the way prescribed for
the Guard.

(0 (i) When a train has arrived at Tottenham Yards and it is
necessary for shunting operations to be performed to or
from the yard whilst the rear portion is standing on the
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running line, the Guard must, unless the rear portion is
protected by a fixed signal, comply with the
instructions regarding protection as shown in
sub-clause (e).

(ii) If. however, the rear oflhe train is within the protection
of the fixed signal and such signal is at "Stop" the
necessity for protection, ride sub-clause (e), does not
exist and the Guard is then free to assist with the
shunting.

ANDERSON STREET LEVELCROSSING
(l^tween Sunshine and Albion)

1. Automatic boom barriers and flashing light signals are in
use at the above crossing. Down and Up dwarf light signals are
provided on posts 44B and 44C. The dwarf signals control
movements along the shunting track only and are worked from a
Eush button located in a control box on each post. The door ofthe
ox is secured by a VR/5P padlock.

2. When a dwarf signal is to be cleared for a shunting
movement over the crossing the Guard or Shunter must open the
control box on the applicable signal and press the "Start" button.
The operation of the "Start" button will start the flashing light
signals and lower the boom barriers and, when the booms are
horizontal, will allow the applicable signal to display a proceed
indication. When the,shunting movement has proceeded over the
crossing, the signal will display a Stop indication and, providing
that there is no train approaching on the main line, the boom
barriers will revert to the clear position.

3. If a shunting movement does not go forward over the
crossing, the Guard orShunter must press the "Stop" button when
the boom barriers will revert to clear.

4. Guards and Shunters are to ensure that the door of the
control box is closed and locked after each operation.

NEWMARKET JUNCTION.

Failure of SlgnaJs-The points and signals at Newmarket
Junction are controlled from Kensington Signal Box and the
Signals applicable to the Norih Eastern Line will be worked as
described in Regulation 55.

(i) Failure of the Letter "A"-In the event of a train or
locomotive arriving at Newmarket Junction and the
home signal applicable to the train or locomotive is at
stop, and the letter "A" is not displayed, the
Engineman must at once communicate with the
Signalman at Kensington, by the telephone provided at
the Signal, stating the circumstances, and giving the
name ofthe train.

(ii) If the Signalman has reason to believe that Che signal
has failed, he must instruct the Engineman to examine
the points at the function and advise him of their
. position and condition.

(iii) Should the points be properly set for the line on which
the train is required to run, and the controlling levers in
the signal box arc in the proper position the Signalman
may then instruct the Engineman to pass the Signal at
the Stop position and proceed in accordance with
Regulation 74.

(iv) The Signalman concerned must give the Engineman
his name.

(v) Should a failure of the letter "A" occur when
Kensington Signal ̂ x Is switched out, i.e., Sundays
(see note), the Engineman must call the Guard to the
front of the train and inform him of the circumstances.
The Guard must then examine the points, and if they
are set in the correct position for the North Eastern
Line, the Guard must instruct the Engineman to pass
the home signal at the stop position. The Engineman
nust then proceed as laid down in Regulation 74.

NOiTE:-ln the event of Kensington Signal Box being switched
in on Sundays the times opening and closing of the box will be
published in a special Time-table or Circular.

1. Determine the siding number and its associated switch
number from the Sectionalising Diagram No. 50, (a copy of this
diagram is located on the east wall of the amenities block at the
entrance to building). Also at this location is a locked box(V.R. 8P
lock) containing the keys to the siding switch padlocks and a
numberofsafety locks.

2. Obtain permission to open the appropriate switch from
both the Leading Shunter, Macauiay Stabling Sidings and the
Power Operation Engineer (Auto. III I).

3. When permission is granted, ao to the locked box
mentioned in (I) above, and obtain the Key to the siding switch
padlock. This key is clearly labelled with the switch number and is
with another key insertea in a padlock known as a safety lock.
Then take the siding switch key and its safety padlock and key
from the box to the switch location.

4. Unlock switch padlock and operate the switch to the
"Earth" position.

5. When the switch in the Earth position lock the flaps oflhe
switch box with the safety lock provided. Lock the siding switch
padlock through the hasp of the safety padlock. Retain the keys to
both locks. These are your protection against any person closing
the switch without your knowledge.

6. When the work is finished, obtain permission from Power
Operation Engineer to close switch, remove the safety padloek and
close the siding switch. Lock the switch with the siding switch lock.
Return the keys and safety lock to the box.

7. Advise the persons concerned in (2) that the switch has
been closed.

8. If it is necessary for work to be carried out near the
Overhead equipment during the time that the sidings are
unattended, permission to open the appropriate switch must be
obtained from the Power Operation Engineer and the Signalman at
North Melbourne Junction must be advised.

NOTEi-Provision has been made for two independent parties
to work on the overhead controlled by the same switch, by
providing two safety locks.

When a second person is to work on the same siding follow
instructions (I) to (3) above, then obtain the second safety lock
from the box.

With the second safely lock a key is provided to the siding
switch lock.

Apply this safety lock to the switch, retain both keys.

The first man to finish is to remove his safety lock and leave
the siding switch lock through the hasp of the other lock. He is
then to return his keys and safety lock to the box.

The other man Is then to follow steps (6) and (7) above.

ROYAL PARK-NORTH FITZROV LINE.

1. Level Crosslngs.-Thc level crossings between Royal Park
and North Fitzroy are not provided with gales or flashing light
signals.

An employe, provided with a red flag, must protect the level
crossings for the passage of a train or locomotive. The Engineman
must not proceed over the level crossing until he receives an All
Right hand signal from the Hand Signalman.

McINTVRE LOOP
(Standard Gauge)

The hand brakes must be applied on all vehicles left standing
in No. 3 track.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE PROTECTION OF EMPLOYES
WORKING NEAR OVERHEAD EQUIPMENT AT

MACAULAY STABLING SIDINGS.

When it is necessary for employes to work near overhead
equipment at Macauiay Stabling sidings, the following instructions
shalfbe carried out;-

FAIRHELD

ProvisioD of Bells, Flashing Light Signals and manually operated
Boom at Australian Paper Mills Siding.

1. (a) Bells, flashing light signals and a manually operated
boom are provided at the Australian Paper Mills siding at Fairfield
and are operated as shown hereundcr^-

(b) A bell, flashing light signals are provided for the purpose
of indicating that a departmental locomotive is about to enter on
the sidings on the down side of Heidelberg Road. When the gate to
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the sidings is opened, a bell will ring for approximately twelve
seconds, then flashing light signals will operate and will continue
to operate until the gate is again closed.

(c) A manually operated boom is provided on the up side of
the roadway which crosses all sidings on the up side of the Tippler
House- The normal position of the boom is across the Western
Siding. Before any rail movement is commenced in a down
direction on any of^the sidings, the pin must be withdrawn and the
boom horizontally operated to a position across the roadway. This
operation of the boom will cause a bell to ring for approximately
12 seconds, then yellow lights to operate to approaching road
traffic and red flashing lights on the comer of the Tippler House
and adjacent to the factory to operate. The lights will continue to
operate until the boom is restored to the normal position across the
Western siding.

(d) Guards, Shunters and other employes performing
shunting duties in the sidings, are to be careful to ensure that the
boom is placed across the roadway before any shunting movement
takes place over the crossing ana that afler shunting has ceased,
that the crossing is lefl clear of vehicles and the boom restored to
its normal position across the Western Siding.

HEiDELBERG-ROSANNA
Failure ofSignals-Rosanna Junction

Ifa down train arrives at No. 14 signal and the signal is at stop,
or an up train arrives at No. 1 signal and the signal is at stop and
there is no sign of a down train approaching, the Engineman must
communicate with the Signalman, by means of the telephone at
the signal.

Should the signal have failed, the Signalman must request the
Engineman to call the Guard up the front of the train. The
Engineman must inform the Guard of the failure and the latter
must proceed to the cabin located near the junction points and
communicate with the Signalman.

The Signalman must sleeve the levers ofthe signals applicable
to the single line, Heidelberg-Rosanna Junction, He must then
instruct the Guard to unlock the selector lever ofthc Dual Control
Machine on No. 8 points, place it to the reverse position and
operate the hand throw Icveras required,

Afler this has been done and the points are in the correct
position for the train, the Signalman must issue to the Guard a
Caution Order (as referred to m Regulation 95) as authority for the
train to pass the signal at the stop position.

The Guard must write out a copy of the order in the book
provided in the cabin and countersign the order. He must then
deliver the Caution Order to the Engineman. After the train has
passed clear of the points it must be stopped and the Guard must,
in the case of an up train restore the points to normal (I.e. to lie for
a down train) and lock the selector and hand throw levers in the
normal position. In the case of a down train, the Guard must
restore and lock the selector lever normal. He must then inform
the Signalman accordingly and may then rejoin the train. In the
event of a qualified employe from Heidelberg station attending at
any time whilst the Guard is engaged in the above duties, such
employe will relieve the Guard, who should return to his train.
Similarly, when there is a failure of the signals and a qualified
employe is in attendance, the operation of the points and delivery
of a Caution Order to the Engineman, will be undertaken by this
employe acting under the instructions of the Signalman.

Note:-The safeworking cabin is located on the up side of the
line adjacent to No. 8 points. The cabin is equipped with electric
lighting and a telephone connected to Heidelberg Signal Box.

The door ofthe cabin is secured by a 5P lock.

BURNLEY
Failure of No. 38 Home Signal

No, 38 Down Home Departure Signal controls the entrance of
Down trains to the Centre track. Bumley-Camberweil.

A telephone is provided at the signal.

When Burnley Signal Box is switched out. the telephone Is
connected to the Camberwell Signal Box.

The telephone at Signal 38 is contained in a box, the door of
which is secured by a 5P padlock. A book of Caution Orders "A"
is kept in the telephone box and electric lighting is provided.

In the event of a train being stopped at the signal and there is
no apparent reason for the signal being at the stop position, the

Engineman must call the Guard to the from of the train. The
Guard must then unlock the telephone box and communicate with
the Signalman,

If Bumlcy Signal Box is switched in, the Signalman will
inform the guard the reason for the delay.

if Burnley Signal Box Is switched out and the signal has failed
the Signalman at Camberwell will inform the Guard accordingly.
The Signalman may then fill up and dictate a Caution Order "A"
to the Guard as authority to p^&s the signal at the stop position.

The Guard will then hand the Caution Order "A" to the
Engineman and the train may depart.

Before issuing Caution Order "A" the Signalman at
Camberwell must withdraw the Pilotman's key for the
Bumley-Camberwell section from its lock and retain it out of the
lock until the defect has been remedied and the signal is again in
working order.

On arrival of the train at Camberwell the Signalman must
collect and cancel the Caution Order "A".

Arrangements must be made for a Sigrialman to attend at
Burnley as early as practicable.

CROVDON

1. Protection of Level Crossing at Down End of
StationHa) Whenever it is necessary for trains or vehicles to
left standing in No. 2 track, or "A" siding, a^acent to the level
crossing at down end ofCroydon station, the dfficer in charge at
Croydon must arrange for a competent employe to proceed to the
crossing for the purpose of warning pedestnans and drivers of
vehicles, etc., of danger, in every instance in which a train or
shunting movement is to proceed over the crossing.

(b) The Officer in charge at Croydon must see that the
employe detailed for this duty is in attendance prior to the fixed
signals being placed at "Proceed" for a train or shunting
movement over the crossing,

(c) The employe protecting the crossing must be provided
with a red flag by day, and a hand lamp (trimmed and lighted) at
night, and these articles must be kept in a convenient place known
to all employes concerned, and ready for immediate use.

2. In order to effectively operate the Hashing light signal at
Main Street, ALL DOWN TRAINS are to stop at Croydon before
proceeding. Englnemcn Guards and the signalling staff at Croydon
are to be on the alert to see that this is done.

VARRA GLEN

Flashing Light SIgnals-Varra Glen Road

1. The flashing light signals operate for up trains in the usual
way but for down trains the flashing lights will not operate until the
down starting signal is placed to proceed by the Guard of the train
or the Assistant Engineman of a light locomotive.

2. The up home arrival and the down home arrival signals are
normally at the proceed position and operated by levers in the
signal bay,

3. The down starting signal is controlled by push buttons
located respectively on the platform and at the level crossing. Each
push button is contained in a box. secured with a 5P padlock.

4. Push buttons for the manual control of the flashing light
signals during shunting operations are provided at the crossing.

CAMBERWELL-ASHBURTON-ALAMEIN

During the time that the passenger train between Alamein or
Ashburton and Camberwell consists of two carriages, i.e.,
composite electric motor and driving trailer, permission is granted
for the Guard to ride in the van of the composite electric motor on
the up journey to enable him to issue tickets as required. The doors
of rear van must be kept locked.

FLINDERS STREET "E" BOX-CAULFIELD LINES.

Altered Routing ofTrains.

In every case in a which a train-ordinarily run on the Local
Line-is to be turned on to the Through Line, or vice versa, the
Signalman despatching the train must inform the Train Controller
and his Stationmasler (Richmond in the case ofFlinders Street "E"
Box). The Train Controller receiving such advice must arrange to
inform the intervening stations regarding Che altered routing.
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WESTAl.l.

iDstnictions for operation of the Apex Quarry Block T'rain at
WesUll

1. On arrival at Westall Yard, Che train is to be drawn forward
into the through loop, then set back into the Apex Siding.

2. When the load of the train exceeds 9 hopper wagons and
two brake vans, the train is to be divided in the Apex Loop Siding
before being placed in the discharging area.

3. When dividing the train, it is essential that care be taken to
ensure that no more than 9 hopper wagons and one bogie brake van
are included in the rake to be discharged at any one lime.
Discharging is effected by spotting each hopper individually over
the discharge pit.

4. When al! hopper wagons have been discharged, the train, if
it has been divided, is to be coupled together to enable the train
examination to be undertaken. This is to be carried out in the
Apex Siding, not In the through loop.

During the limes that Westall Yard is manned, the movement
of the Apex train to and from the through loop and the Apex
Siding will be carried out under the direction of the Yard Staff.

5. Between 5.00 p.m. and 6.00 a.m. (unless another train is
working in Westall Yard) there is no one in charge at Westall Yard.
Permission is granted for the Apex Ouarry train to enter the
shunting track, then draw forward onto me through track to Dwarf
Signal Post 8 at the up end ready fordcpanure.

6. During the time that the Apex Quarry train is operating at
Westall while the YardStaffare not on duty, no other train may be
permitted to occupy the through track.

7. The Apex Siding within the Company discharging area is
equipped with warning devices consisting of flashing lights and a
warning siren operated by a three way switch situated in a box
affixed to a light pole near the entrance of the company
compound. First position is "OIT". the second position of the
switch operates the warning siren, and the third position operates
the warning siren and flashing lights simultaneously.
A direct telephone to Springvale Signal Box is provided on the
outside wall oftite yard office at Westall Yard.

DANDENONG FREIGHT DEPOT

Provision of Scotch Blocks

Scotch Blocks have been installed at Dandenong Freight
Depot in the following locacions:-

No. 1 1 Track at entrance on "Up" end of track.

No. 11 Track Extension at entrance on "Up" end of track.

VehicularCrossing

No. 8 Roadal entrance on "Up" end oftrack.

Nos. 11 and 11 Ext. Track

No. 8 Track at entrance at "Up" end of track.

Nos. 8. 9, 10 and 1 i Tracks at entrance at "Down" end of
track.

Scotch Blocks in these areas must be locked in the "On"
position at the commencement of loading by Freight Branch and
will remain locked "On" until loading Is finished. Normally, these
hours are from 7.30 a.m. until 5.00 p.m.

Keys for these Scotch Blocks arc in the custody of Freight
Branch Goods Foreman who must depute a responsible employe
with whom he will work when any shunting movement is to be
made in these areas during working fiours.

When such a movement is required,

(a) Shunters must advise Goods Foreman of their movement.

(b) Goods Foreman must send deputed employe towards the
Scotch Block requiring to be unlocked,

(c) Goods Foreman must arrange removal ofall persons from
the track in which a movement is to be made.

When he is satislled that the area is clear, he must then
instruct his deputy to unlock Scotch Block and allow shunting to
proceed.

At the completion of shunting movement, Goods Foreman
must instruct his deputy to lock Scotch Block "On" and he may
then authorise resumption ofwork, in the area.

(d) Al the completion of each days loading and unloading.
Scotch Blocks, must be removed by deputed persons and be locked
in the "GIT" posilion.

DANDENONG-NARRE WARREN
General Motors Signal Box.

1. FailureofSlgnats-

(a) (I) In the event of a down train or Iqcomotiye arriving at
post 14. or an up train or locomotive arriving at post 2,
and the home signal is at the "stop" position, and the
illuminated "A" is not displayed (see Regulation 55),
the Engineman must at once communicate with the
Signalman al Dandenong by telephone provided at the
signal, staling the name of his train. If the Signalman
has reason to suppose the signal has failed, he will so
inform the Engineman, and may then instruct the
Engineman to pass the Signal at the "Slop" position,
and proceed in accordance with Regulation 74, as
foiiows:-

(ii) Engineman of an up train must stop clear of Home
Signal No. 2.

(iii) Engineman of a down train must stop clear of Home
Signal No. 14.

(iv) The Engineman must then examine the trailing points
applicable to the line on which his train is to proceed,
and if the points arc in the proper position he must
proceed in accordance with Regulation 74. Should the
points be in the wrong position, the Engineman must
immediately inform the Signalman, and act under his
instruction.

(v) The Signalman concemed must give the Engineman
his name and the Engineman is to keep a record of

(vi) Al the Signal-box the telephone must be attended to
personally by the Signalman.

(b) Al) failures of signals must be promptly reported by
telegraph message and also by memorandum, and the Electrical
Fitter for the District advised.

2. The Gangcr-in-Chargc of the section of the line embracing
General Motors signal-box must arrange for the employe
patrolling the length of Line in accordance with Regulation 280 to
test the special telephones each day. The result of the lest and the
lime it is made must be entered on the figure line of the train
register book al Dandenong. If. when the test is made, a telephone
is found to be defective, the Ganger must arrange for the
Signalman at Dandenong to be notified of the circumstances, when
steps must immediately be taken to have it put in order.

3. When General Motors Signal-box is switched in, the
special telephones will be switched to General Motors signal-box,
and when an Engineman communicates with the Signalman, the
Signalman must inform the Engineman that General Motors
Signal-box is switched in and, if it be a case of signal failure.
Regulation 95 must be strictly observed.

MALVERN GOODS YARD.

Goods trains requiring to work in the Yard at Malvem during
passenger traffic must not exceed 39 vehicles and a brakevan. Only
one train is to be permitted to work in the Malvem yard at the
sametime.

CAULHELD GLENHUNTLY.

I. Siding "B".-(a) The extension of siding "B" between
Caulfield and Glcnhunlly is a goods running track, and, as far as
practicable, vehicles must not m left standing on this track after
shunting is completed.

(b) In the event of it being necessary to allow vehicles to stand
on this track, the Shunter in charge must first obtain permission
from the Signalman at Caullield. and on granting permission the
Signalman at Caulfield must inform the Signalman at Glenhuntly
of the circumstances. Each Signalman must make a note in his
train register book and place sleeves on the levers ofsignals leading
towards the extension of "B" siding.

If nracticabic, the vehicles must l>e left well clear on the down
side 01 points leading from "B" to "C" siding. They must be
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secured by hand brakes. After sunset, or during foggy weather, a
red light must be fixed at each end ofthe vehicles.

(c) When the vehicles arc removed, the Signalman at
Caulfield must again be advised by the Shunter in charge, and the
sleeves may then be removed from the levers, and the Signalman at
Glenhuntly advised.

The lime vehicles are cleared must be shown in the train
registerbook at each signal-box.

(d) During the lime that vehicles are standing on the
extension of "B" siding, the Signalmen at Caulfield and
Glenhuntly must arrange for the Engineman of anv train or
locomotive proceeding towards the vehicles to be verbally warned.

2. Marshelllng.-Vehicles for Glenhuntly must be marshalled
at Caullleld before placed at Glenhuntly Sidings.

3. Local Goods Traifis,-(a) Down goods trains for the
Mordialloc, Frankston, and Stony Point Line after shunting in the
Caulfield Goods yard, may be permitted to depart at the
Glenhuntly end ofthe yard.

(b) Engincmen of down goods trains, which are waiting to
leave the Caulfield sidings for the Down Frankston Line, must
stand clear of the Neerim-Road level crossing until the down
signal, which applies fipm the sidings at Glenhuntly to the down
Frankston line is turned offforthe movement.

(c) Up Goods trains must not be sent into the Caulfield Goods
yard at Glenhuntly, unless the circumstances arise rendering such
a course imperatively necessary. The Signalman at Glenhuntly in
such a case must first confer with the Signalman at Caulfield and
then caution the Engineman as to the state of the Caulfield sidings.

(d) The maximum speed of any train whilst travelling in the
sidings must not exceed 8 km/h {5 m.p.h,).

4. Caulfield City Council Sldlng.-fa) A Dead-end siding,
account the Caulfield City Council, leads off the Glenhuntly
Dead-end Siding about 35 metres on the down side of the
Neerim-road crossing.

A shed is erected near the end of the siding, the entrance to
which is too low for locomotives to pass through, and a notice
board, lettered, "LOCOMOTIVES MUST NOT PASS THIS
POST," is erected at the entrance ofthe Shed.

(b) There is a gate at the boundaiy, and the keys of the gate,
scotch block, and points must be obtained from the Signalman at
Caulfield, by the employe in charge of the shunting operations
before commencing to shunt at the siding, and again returned
when shunting completed.

(c) When shunting is being carried on during the hours that
Glenhuntly station is open for tralEc, the Guard or Shunter m
charge of the operation must arrange to properly protect the
station yard approach road, so that vehicle and pedestrian traffic
will be safeguarded.

5. Neerim-road Gates.i-la) The Gates at Neerim-road, near
Glenhuntly station, are "Privileged." See Instruction, page 78 for
complete list of"Privileged" gates. *

(b) Whenever it is necessary foragoodstrain to work over the
level crossing during the time the Gatekeeper is not on duty, the
Guard or Shunter in charge must obtain the key of the gates from
the Signalman. Caulfield. and before shunting operations
commence, close the gates across the public roadway. After the
shunting operations have been completed, the gates must be again
closed across the line and locked, and the key returned to the
Signalman.

(c) Before going oft" duty, the Gatekeeper must see that the
gate lamps are trimmed and in proper order, and that a red light is
showing along the line in each direction. In the event ofany special
train running on the Frankston line, he must remain on duty until
it has passed.

STONY POINT.

Trains entering No, I (Platform) traek.-Whcn vehicles are
standing on the dead end extension of^ No. I (platform) track, the
Signalman must not place the home signal at "proceed" for an
arriving train to enter the platform track until the train has been
brought nearly to a stand at the signal, and, in addition, he must
exhibit a red flag by day or a red light during darkness or foggy
weather at the point where it is intended to stop the leading end of
the train. Seealso Regulation 133.

CHIB POINT-NAVAL BASE UNE.

1. The above private line leads from the up end of No. 2 track
at Crib Point station. The line is worked under the Train Staffand
Ticket System. A loop is provided between the main line and the
Naval Base line approximately 1,000 metres on the up side ofCrib
Point station.

2. The length of line is 1.403 km from Crib Point suiion.
There is a loop siding 152 metres in length clear of the fouling
points at 1.025 km from Crib Point, and a dead-end siding about
61 metres in length at i .6 km.

3. Locomotives must not proceed farther along the Naval
Base line than shunting operations require at the Loop siding at
three-quarters of a mile on the down side of Crib Point. A notice
board lettered "LOCOMOTIVES MUST NOT PASS THIS
BOARD," has been erected at the down end ofthe Loop.

4. The line is unfenced, and cattle pits are provided at the
public crossing at up end of Crib Point station, and ont: pit at the
railway boundary fence. There are no mile posts on the line.

5. (a) Ordinarily a gate is placed across the railway line
between Crib Point station and the Naval Base Depot, 180 metres
from the siding platform, to prevent animals straying into the
Naval Base Reserve.

(b) The gale is attended by Naval Base authorities, but
Engineman proceeding towards the Naval Base must keep a sharp
look-out when approaching the Depot, and when necessary stop
locomotive or train clear ofthe gate.

FLEMINGTON RACECOURSE LINE.

1. Newmarket Cattle Yards and Royal .^rlcullural Show
Grounds, Flemlngton Racecourse Line,-(a) The Newmarket
Cattle Yards and Show Grounds platforms and sidings are situated
on the Flemington Racecourse Line, which branches off the
Essendon Line at Newmarket. Except during Race traffic. Show
traffic, or other special Passenger traffic, the Up and Down
Racecourse lines are worked as sidings, with catch points auhe up
exit ahead of post 13, and a safety overrun ahead of dwarf signal
12- Signals that are not in use during ordinary conditions (when
special traffic is not being worked) are crossed as per Regulation
91.

During special traffic, R. 201 and R. 204 will be automatic
signals. At other times the automatic indication "A" will be
removed and these signals will be controlled from the Foreman's
office.

(b) Special instructions are issued by the Chief Operations
Manager whenever the Racecourse Line is to be used for special
traffic. During the time that special passenger traffic is ruri over
this line, the catch points in the up line ahead of home signal, post
13, Newmarket Junction, must be set for the running line.

(c) (i) Except during the time that special traffic is being
conducted in accordance with sub-clause (b) hereof, or
by direction from, and in the presence of a responsible
officer, no electric train must be permitted to proceed
in the down direction beyond the first structure (No.
202) of the tensioning point opposite Newmarket
sub-station.

(ii) In the event of it being necessary to place a disabled
electric train on the down line between Newmarket and
the above tensioning point, the Signalman at
Kensington must first obtain permission for the
movement from the employe in charge of the cattle
yards, and the latter employe must take steps to see that
the above instruction is complied with.

(ill) The electric train referred to in sections (i) and (ii) of
this sub-clause means a suburban civctric passenger
train. Pilots operated by electric traction may. as
required, and subject to the instructions applying to the
overhead electrical equipment, be signalled to the
Flemington Racecourse Line at Newmarket Junction.
Should the section of the overhead beyond (he first
structure (No. 202) of the tensioning point opposite
Newmarket sub-station be dead, however, and there is
sufficiem room to accommodate the electric pilot
between two position signal R. 201 and the mnning
lines at Newmarket Junction, it may be permitted to
proceed towards signal R. 201, but before signalling the
train at Newmarket Junction the Signalman concerned
must first confer with the Officer-in-Charge,
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Newmarket Yards, and ascertain that signal R.20I is at
"Stop" and that it will be maintained m that position
until the electric pilot has come to a stand at the signal,
when, after the pantographs have been lowered, the
Officer-in-Charge. Newmarket Yards, must arrange for
a diesel locomotive to be attached and thereafter the
Pilot must be operated bv such locomotive until the
electric motor coach or electric locomotive has again
been placed on the live section on the up side of
structure No. 202.

(d) Level Crosslng.-A level crossing (Ascot Vale Road) is
located at the centre entrance to the cattle yards. Enginemcn and
other employes working with goods trains or locomotives musf
encercise due care in respect of this crossing.

2. Except as shown below, the running line between
Newmarket Junction and the first cross-over in the Racecourse
Line (ahead ofaulomatic signal R. 205) must be worked as up and
down Lines (see Regulation 175. clause (a),

ExcepiionsHa) On days other than when the lines arc being
used for special Passenger traftlc, the Oflicer-in-Charge at the
cattle yards may (should emergency arise) authorise the Signalman
at Kensington per telephone to permit a down shunting movement
from the junction in the direction of the cattle yards, via the Up
line. The Officer-in-Charge will be held responsible for the safety
of the Wrong Line Movement authorised by him, and must, before
Siving authority for any such movement, see that the up line
etween Newmarket Junction and signal R. 204 is clear, and that

signal R, 204 is at Stop.

Should it be necessary for a train to proceed beyond the
cross-over towards Ascot Vale Road the Ofticcr-in-Charge must
make adequate arrangements for the safety ofthe movement,

3. Before permitting any movement from the down line or
from the up end of the cattle yards or independent sidings towards
two-position light signal R, 201, the Officer-in-Charge of the cattle
yards must first confer with the Signalman at Kensington in order
to obviate the possibility of the junction being blocked by an
approaching train. In addition, before permitting the movement
the Oificer-in-Charge must place R, 201 signal to the slop position,
and then instruct the Engincman that he must not proceed beyond
such signal,

4. Live Slock for Newmarket on Up Tralns.-For instructions
respecting live stock for Newmarket on Up trains see Working
Time-table,

5. Clearance of Sheep Unloading Ramps,-Sheep unloading
ramps, operated on a small rail track, are provided throughout the
length of the discharging platforms at Newmarket Cattle Yards,
These ramps are within the standard clearance, and the staff
concerned are warned to exercise care when shunting on the siding
serving the discharging platforms.

ESSENDON.

Down Nonh-East Passenger Trains having to pick up
Passengers nt Essendon.-Whenevcr a down Nonh-East passenger
train is required to pick up at Essendon, the Conductor must,
before the train departs from Spencer Street, instruct the
Engineman not todraw the first carriage beyond the platform.

After the passengers have entrained, the train must, if
required, be drawn ahead in accordance with the regulations, for
the van work to be performed. The Staiionmastcr at Essendon and
the Engineman must report any instance of a train having set back
owing to these instructions not being complied with.

ESSENDON-BROADMEADOWS.

In order to avoid up goods trains being checked by signals
approaching the grade at Glcnbervic the Signalman at
Broadmeadows must in ail cases, obtain the permission of the
Train Controller before allowing a goods train to depart.

Before giving such permission, the Train Controller must
allow a sufficient interval of time to eiaspe after the departure of
the preceding train to ensure, as far as practicable, that the goods
train has a clear run to the home arrival signal at Essendon.

DENDY S TREET, MIDDLE BRIGHTON.

In the event of a down train arriving at post 6 or an up train
arriving at post 14 and the home signal is at the stop position, and

the illuminated "A" is not displayed and a red hand signal Is not
exhibited by the Signalman (Regulation 75) nor a hand Signalman
is in attendance, the Engineman must call the Guard to the front of
the train.

The Guard must go to the signal cabin and if there is no
Signalman in attendance, he must examine the trailing points
applicable to the line on which the train is to proceed and if the
points are in the proper position the Guard must inform the
Engineman accordingly.

74.
The Engineman may then proceed as laid down in Regulation

MONTAGUE GOODS DEPOT.

1. Between Ingiis Street Level Crossing and Montague
Station, parallel with the main line, there are two tracks. These
tracks must be regarded as up and down lines, and Engincmen
must travel on the proper tine; see Regulation 175.

2. A disc signal placed at the neck ofentrance to the shed and
yard tracks governs all movements into those tracks and is worked
by the Shunter in charge, who will be responsible for the points
being set for a clear track for the approaching train before turning
off the disc, When trains are being pushed from Inglis-Strccl
towards the yard, the train must be stopped in ample time when
the disc is at the "stop" position. All shunting movements from the
shed or yard track must be made towards the departure track.

GRAHAM.

A C.C.W. lever is provided on the points at the down end
Junction of the Goods Departure and Arrival tracks, Montague.
The points are electrically detected in the noimal position, i.e., for
the Arrival track through the Up home signal. Post 20.

Switching out facilities are provided on the Graham Signal
Panel, so that it will only be necessary to switch in the Ingiis Street
portion olThe panel when movements are to be performed between
the Main Line and the Montague Goods lines.

The telephones on the signal posts at Ingiis Street arc
connected to Graham station.

Failure of signals-lnglis Street. 1. In (he event of a (rain or
locomotive arriving at a Home Signal at Ingiis Street and the signal
is at Stop and the letter "A" is not displayed, the Engineman must
at once communicate with the Signalman at Graham, by the
telephone provided at the signal, stating the circumstances, and
giving the name ofthe train.

2. If t^e signal has failed, the Signalman must instruct (he
Engineman to examine the points protected by the signal, and if
the points are properly set for the passage of the train, the
Signalman may instruct the Engineman to pa.<!s the signal at the
stop position.

74.
The Engineman may then proceed as laid down in Regulation

PORT MELBOURNE AND PORT MELBOURNE STATION
PIER.

l.Safeiy of Points on Pier Tracks.-Shunlers and olheis
engaged in movements on the pier tracks must lake lime and can
to see that the points are properly set in the position for which the
movement is required, and with the closed blade against slock rail,
before permitting any locomotive or vehicle to pass over them.

2. Movements between the Goods Yard or Sidings and the
Pler.-(a) Enginemen. Guards, and Shunters must keep a
good-lookout for opposing movements when proceeding between
the goods yard or sidings and the pier.

The speed of trains or locomoiives crossing from or to yard
tracks or sidings and the pier must not exceed a rale of 8 km/h (5
m.p.h.).

(fa) Before moving vehicles between the goods yard or sidings
and the the pier, the Shunter in charge must see that they arc
properly coupled together.

(c) when vehicles are being pushed, a Guard. Shunter or other
competent employe, must ride on the leading vehicle, and in such
a position a.s to be able to signal the Engineman. Ifthe train be such
a length that the Engineman cannot keep the employe, or the
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employe's hand signal on the leading vehicle in sight, an additional
man or men, must be placed on the train to repeat such employe's
signals to the Engincman.

The Engineman must not continue to push the train, which
must be promptly brought to a stand, unless the employe on the
leading vehicle or his hand signal, or the employe who been
intermediately placed or his hand signal, is in view.

(d) When a crossing, used for vehicles or pedestrians, is to be
fouled, a competent employe must walk over the crossing in front
of the locomotive when it is drawing vehicles, and in front of the
leading vehicle when the train is being pushed, in order to see that
pedestrians, animals, and vehicles are kept clear. In the case of a
light locomotive not accompanied by a competent employe, or a
locomotive drawing vehicles and the only employe available is
riding on the rear vehicle, the Assistant Engineman must walk in
front ofthe locomotive,

(e) Unless instructions are issued to the contrary, when
vehicles are being drawn, a Guard. Shunter or other competent
employe must ride on the rear vehicle,

3. Shunting Movements on the Pier.-(a) Shunters and others
moving vehicles on the pier must exercise care to see that vehicular
traffic IS kept clear ofsuch movements.

(b) The speed of trains or locomotives between the pier and
goods yard, or on the pier tracks must not exceed 8 km/h (5
m,p,h.),

4, Shunting by Motor Tractor.-ln addition to locomotives,
motor tractors are used for shunting movements on the pier tracks
and the following instructions will apply to their operation:-

(a) Stationmasters, Pier Foremen, Signalmen, Shunters, and
other employes must clearly understand that rules, regulations,
and other instructions applicable to work ordinarily perlormcd by
locomotive power, shall, so far as they arc consistent, apply with
equal force when such work is performed with a tractor.

(b) A Shunter will be in charge of each tractor, and the tractor
driver is under his supervision insofar as shunting movements are
concerned.

(c) Before any shunting operations are commenced the
Shunter-in-Charge must confer with the Tractor Driver and see
that he clearly understands what is about to be done. The
Engineman must carefully watch for hand signals from the
Shunter, and must not move vehicles until he receives a hand
signal to do so, and must also stop moving the vehicles
immediately on receipt of the necessary hand signal from the
Shunter.

The number of vehicles to be handled in any one shunt will
depend upon the number of men available to control such vehicles
by the operation ofthe hand brakes.

(d) The Shunter in charge ofthe tractor will be responsible for
exercising the necessary care to sec that road vehicles and
pedestrians arc kept clear of shunting movements on the pier.

(e) When it is necessary for the tractor to move vehicles from
pier tracks to the yards, the movement must be stopped, with
leading vehicle clear of the public roadway leading to Princes Pier,
and the Shunter must then go to the roadway in order that
pedestrians, vehicles and animals will be kept clear whilst vehicles
are passing over the cros-sing. The Tractor Driver must not move
the vehicles towards the crossing until he has received an all right
hand signal from the Shunter at the crossing.

Prince's Pier Goods Line

1. The Princes Pier goods line leads off the main passenger
line at Graham and consists of a single line to Princes Pier. Sidings
account Marine Engines Annexe. Port-store and B.P, l.td. are
connected to the line by hand points,

2. Swallow Street Level Crossing.Ha) This crossing is
located approximately 400 metres on the down side of Graham
and is equipped with Hand gales. The gales are normally closed
across the line and secured in that position by padlocks. The
Shunter-in-Chargc of each shifl has a key to the padlocks and a
duplicate key in possession of the Signalman at Graham. Each
employe is responsible for soeuring the gates aflcr using them and
for custody of the key. The Shuntcr-in-Chargc will be responsible
for seeing that the required red lights are properly showing on the
gates during the time trains may require to run on the pier line at
night.

(b) The Stationmasier must arrange for a Shunter to attend to
the gates and footcrossing when necessary for the passage ol any
locomotive or goods train.

(c) Enginemen are to approach the Mtes cautiously and not
go forward until a signal has been exnibited by the Shunter
authorising them to do so.

3. In view ofthe risk of damage to the operating gear of hand
Kims by vehicular traffic on the pier, the gear of the reversible

ers is fixed under the decking of the pier and chain-pulls are
provided by means of which the reversible levers can be operated
as required from the surface by employes concerned. In each case,
the chain pull is situated near the points with which it is connected
and the handle rests in a metal socket recessed in the decking ofthe
pier. To reverse the points it is necessary to pull up the chain to the
limit and then release it. Shunters and others engaged in
movements must, on arrival at the pier, note which of the points
are equipp^ with chain pulls and take time and arc to sec that the
points are in the proper position before allowing any locomotive or
vehicle to pass over them.

SANDRINGHAM

Boom Barriers.-When the Signal Box is switched "IN", the Boom
Barriers will operate automatically for main line movements
governed by the Arrival and Departure Home Signals. Nos. 6 and
16 and will be manually controlled by a lever in the Signal Box for
shunting movements to an from the sidings.

When the Signal Box is switched "OUT", the Boom Barriers
will operate automatically for down trains. Push buttons are
provided on the platform to operate the Boom Barriets for up
trains. When the Boom Barriers are operated by the Push Button
for an Up train, the Up departure Signal No. 16 will, subject to the
track section ahead being clear, automatically assume the Proceed
piosition.

Automatic Working of Points and Signals.

1. For the arrival and departure of Passenger trains. No. 8
points (Crossover Down Line to the Platform Track) and Home
Signals Nos. 6 and 16 will operate automatically.

2. For the shunting and docking of trains, the points and
signals will be operated from the Signal Box.

3. When the Signal Box is closed and Automatic working is in
operation, a Down train will, if No. I (Platform) Track be clear,
and the Boom Barriers are in the lower^ position, find the Down
Signals at Proceed.

When the whole of the train has cleared the Track Section
between Signal No. 6 and Signal No. 16, and Signal No, 6 has
assumed the Stop position. No. 8 points will operate to the Normal
position, i.e.. for the Up Main Line.

Signal No. 15 will not show Proceed until the Boom Barriers
have been lowered by the operation of a Push Button (See clause
4).

On the Up train depaning. and when it is clear of the
controlling Track Section and No. 16 Signal has assumed the Stop
position. No. 8 (Crossover) points will reverse for the arrival ofthe
next Down train.

4. Push Buttons forthe operation ofthe Boom Barriers for Up
trains and for the Low Speed indications on SUnals 6 and 16 will
be provided adjacent to the Booking Olfiec. The function of the
Push Buttons is described hercunder-

Sian BuHon-Immediately before the departure ofan Up train
from the Platform, the employe despatching the train must press
the Start Button. This will cause the Boom Barriers to be lowered;
Up Home Departure Signal No. 16 will then, subject to the Track
Section ahead being clear, and the points having reverted to
Normal, assume the Proceed position.

Stop Button-This button is only to be used when a train is
unduly delayed after the Start Button has been operated. The Stop
Button must only be operated by the Officer-in-Charge and must
not be pressed until the Engineman and Guard have been informed
that the Home Signal is being replaced to the Stop position.

Low Speed Buttons-ln the event oPlhe failure of No.6 or No.
16 Home Signals. Press Buttons arc provided for the operation of
the Low Speed Indicators- The Low Speed Buttons must only be
operated by the Officer-in-Charge.

Telephones-Whcn the Signal Box is switched out, the Post
telephones are connected to the Stationmaster's office.

In the event of a Down train arriving at Signal No.6, and the
Signal at the Stop position, the Engineman must, unless he sees
that a train is at or departing from the Platform, communicate with
theOfficcr-in-Charge by the telephone at the Signal
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UPFIELD-SOMERTON.
Shunting at Shaw Plp« Protection (Aust.) Pty. Ltd. Siding-

The standing of vehicles, uncoupled from the locomotive, on
the main line adjacent to the siding is prohibited.

The clearing of vehicles from the siding must be effected,
either by (a) light locomotive from Somenon or Uplleld or (b)
attaching the vehicles behind the brakevan or last vehicle of a
down train. When placing vehicles, push up to 6 bogie wagons and
brakevan. the brakevan leading from Somenon to a point shon of
the scotch block at the entrance to Ford's siding. The Guard must
ensure that the scotch block is locked on the rail.

The brakevan must then be detached and secured and the
locomotive with vehicles attached must proceed to Shaw's siding
and place the vehicles.

After completion ofthe work at Shaw's siding, the locomotive
must return to Ford's siding for attachment ofthc brakevan.

Upflcld
Fords Siding

When it is necessary for shunting operations to be carried out
at the Ford Motor Company's Private Siding the following
instructions must be ohserved:-

A Notice Board lettered "SHUNTING MOVEMENTS
MUST NOT PROCEED BEYOND THIS BOARD UNLESS
THE ENGINEMAN IS IN POSSESSION OF THE STAFF" is
provided adjacent to the Ford Motor company gates.

When a train (Victorian or Standard Gauge) arrives at the
Siding, (he Staff, If practicable must be retained by the Engineman
in order that shunting movements can be performed towards the
main line.

If it is neccssaiv for the Staff to be placed in the Instrument to
permit another slalT to be withdrawn at Somerton or Upheld, no
shunting outside the Notice Board must be permitted and the Dual
Gauge Sidiiig track must not be fouled by shunting movements
until the train for which the staff has been withdrawn has arrived in
the siding or the stalT has been replaced in the instrument at
Somerton or Upheld as the case may be. and a staff has been
withdrawn from the Intermediate Instrument at the siding and
handed to the Engineman.

When no staff is out of the Intermediate Instrument at the
Siding, the tracks upon which another train. Standard Gauge or
Victorian Gauge depending upon which train is involved, must be
kept clear for the arrival ofsuch trains.

Only One Standard Gauge and/or One Victorian Gauge train
must be permitted to operated at the siding at the one lime.

Two Standard Gauge or Two Victorian trains must not be
permitted to operate at the siding at the same time.

EASTERN AND SOUTH-EASTERN DISTRICT.

NARRF.WARREN.

A crossing has been constructed across Nos. 2 and 3 tracks
and the down main line at Narre Warren to permit of a motor
vehicle being placed at the down platform for loading purposes.

A gate, padlocked, is provided al the goods yard entrance to
the crossing.

Before the gate is opened, the Signalman at Narre Warren
must assure himself that no down train is approaching from
Dandenong and that the down fixed signals applying to the down
line and Nos. 2 and 3 tracks are at stop and the applicable levers
are sleeved.

The sleeves must not be removed until the road vehicle has
been removed and the gate has been closed and locked to prevent
access to the crossing.

yard. The Signalman. "B" Box, must not allow any up train to
enter any of the goods track (No. 2 excepted) without the
permission of the Shunter in charge. The Shunter in charge, afler
having given permission for an up or down train to enter any goods
track, must see that such track is kept clear. See also page 228 for
instructions re advising the Signalman at "B"Box when each down
train, with while tail disc or red tail light attached, has arrived
complete.

Shunting In "B" Siding and Loco. Tracks.-There is a steep
falling grade towards "B" Siding, and the Loco tracks at the down
end of Warragul. and when shunting is being carried out in these
tracks, the air brake must be continuous throughout Ihcrake.

MOE.

1. Receiving Sidlngs.-

(a) (i) Engincmen of down trains arriving direct into the
receiving sidings must pull well down towards the point
indicator at the down end.

(ii) The hand points at the up end of the receiving sidings
are filled with a well weighted spur lever normalTy
lying for No. I receiving siding. I.e., the siding next to
the running line, and the points at the down end arc
similarly equipped and normally lie for No. 2 receiving
siding. I.e., the siding farthest away from the running
line. Normally up trains will arrive in No. 2. and down
trains will arrive in No. I receiving siding, but should it
be necessary for an up train to arrive in No. I. or a
down train to arrive in No. 2, arrangements must be
made for a competent employe to hold over the hand
points; such employe to be al the hand points before
the route is made for the train to enter. If the receiving
siding on which the train is to enter be obstructed, a
competent employe must be stationed at a suitable
position to protect the obstruction by hand signal
before the route is made for the train to enter.

2. Down Trains Arriving In No. 2 or No. STraek.-

(a) (i) Before signalling a down train to arrive into No. 3 track
(station yard) the Signalman must first have received an
assurance from the Shunter that he is in attendance at
the hand points, and that the handlocking bar has bwn
removed.

(ii) Should it be necessary to admit a down train into No. 2
or 3 track (station yard) whilst a locomotive is
occupying Siding "A", the Signalman must, before
signalling the train to enter, have a definite
understanding with the Engineman on Siding "A", so
that conflicting movements will not take place.

(b) A telephone is provided in the vicinity of disc signal, Post
No. 6, and must be used by Shunters in acquainting the Signalman
ofthe required shunting movements and thus reduce whistling to a
minimum.

MORWELL BRIOUEITESIDING.

Yard Air Supply.-A yard air supply is provided at Morwell
S.E.C. Briquette Siding to facilitate the running of trains and
enable a quick turn round of locomotives during late running.

The yard air supply can be connected to Nos. I, 2 and 3
departure tracks only. The Hazlcwood line cannot be connected.

When trains are made up and complete, and in the absence of
the train loeornolive the Train Examiner will use the yard air
supply to examine and test the train. On completion of the brake
test and on the arrival and attaching of the train locomotive, a
modified brake test only will be carried out.

it isneccs.sary when trains are made up and complete that they
be promptly and properly coupled so that the Train Examiner can
carry out the brake lest with the yard air supply.

To obtain the best use ofthe yard air supply, it is essential that
trains be made up and complciecl earl) and as far as practicable,
not less than 60 minutes before the due departure time ofthe train.

WARRAGUL.

1. Auxilia^ Framc.-Thc employe in charge at Box "A" must
obtain permission from the Shunter in charge before exhibiting the
signal to admit a down train or light locomotive into the goods

YAI.LOURN.

When operating on the line between Vallourn station and any
siding connected thereto, the air brake must be continuous
throughout the train and the Shunter in charge of the movement
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must, prior to the movement being commenced, test the continuity
ofthe air brake by opening the cock on the brake-pipe at the end of
the rear vehicle and see that the air brake is in operation on such
vehicle.

When operating on the line between Yalloum station yard
and the Brown Coal mine extension or any siding connected
thereto, the air brake must be continuous throughout the train and
the Shunter in charge of the movement must, prior to the
movement being commenced, test the continuity of the air brake
by opening the cock on the brake-pi peat the end ofthe rear vehicle
and see that the airbrake is in operation on such vehicle.

In addition, a Shunter must ride on the last vehicle when the
train is being hauled and on the leading vehicle when the train is
being pushed.

TRARALCON.

1. Uncoupling of Up Goods Trains at Up Home
Signal.-When. owing to congestion in the local yard, or other
cause, it becomes necessary to release Ihc locomotive of a goods
train at the up home signal, (his may be done, but. in every
instance, the following precautions must be adopicd:-

(i) The uncoupling should only be done under the
direction of the Stationmasicr or Officer-in-Charge
who must first inform the Signalman of what is
intended to be done, and also (he Engincman and
Guard of the (rain. Before the train is uncoupled, the
Guard must, in addition to screwing on the hand brake
in the brakcvan. apply a suiTicicnt number of hand
brakes in accordance with Regulation 204, and clause 6
of the Instructions on page 191, and Immediately aflcr
the locomotive is detached he must place a red flag or
red light on the front vehicle of the train, in conformity
with Regulation 209.

(ii) The locomotive may then (provided all is clear for it to
do sol run to the signal-box, and the Engincman must
hand up the staff to the Signalman. In the event of the
line not being clear to enable the locomotive to run
forward to the signal-box, the locomotive may be
signalled direct into the loco yard, via the interlocked
connection at the down end. When the latter
movement is performed, the Engincman must, on
arrival In loco yard, immediately send the Assistant
Engincman to the Signal-box with the staff. The
Signalman, on receipt ofthe staff must not place it in
the Instrument, or send the Train Arrival signal until
the whole of the train with tail signal attached has
arrived inside the home signal, as prescribed by Electric
SiaB'Rule 12.

(iii) It must be distinctly understoud that the (rain must be
brought inside the home signal as soon as it is
practicable to do so.

SALE.

1. When an up goods train ex the Baimsdale line, or a down
goods train cx thcTraralgon line, arrives at Sale during the time
that a passenger train is ahthc platform, Ihc OITicer in charge or
Sialionmasler may arrange for the goods train to be brought direct
into the yard. Should (he track on which the train is to arrive be
occupied, the Signalman must slop the train at the Signal-box and
verbally instruct the Engincman ofthe circumstances. When this
course is followed, the Signalman must not permit the movement
to take place until he has been directed to do so by the
Staiionmasier, and the latter, before giving such direction, must
see that the necessary precautions have been taken for its arrival,
and that all shunting and locomotive movements in the yard are
stuped until the goods train has arrived in the station yard. The
Officer in charge or Stationmasicr must personally supervise the
operation and not permit any shunting until any passengers who
may have arrived by the goods train nave been escorted to the
platform.

BAIRNSDALE.

Operation of Level Crossing Gates at McArthur Sireet.-The
hand worked gates at McArthur Street, up side of Baimsdale. will
be closed to road traflic and will be only operated at such limes
when the show or sporting fixtures, including Saturday aflemoon
football matches arc being held at the Showgrounds.

When the local show or sporting fixtures including Saturday
afternoon football matches are being held at the Showgrounds, the

Officer in charge or Stationmaster, Baimsdale, must arrange for
the siding tracks to be sufliciently cleared and for a competent
employe to be in attendance to operate the gates as required for
road traffic.

In such circumstances the level crossing gates are to be worked
in accordance with the instructions under heading "Hand worked
gales at level crossings." pages 78-79.

NYORA.

Regulations 204 and Clause (c) 209.-When necessary a down
goods train may be stopped at the home signal, and the locomotive
uncoupled for shunting purposes. The Stationmasicr must, after
informing the Signalman, despatch a Shunter to instruct the
Engincman and Guard ofthe train of what is required. The Guard
must then properly secure his train by means of the van hand
brake, and by applying every hand brake on (he train im to the
point where the uncoupling is to be done, after which the Guard or
Shunter may proceed with the work.

KORUMBURRA.

Shunting on the Main Line.-When shunting operations arc
being performed on the Main Line at the up end beyond the limit
of the up end of the passenger platform and at the down end
beyond the limit of the down end of the passenger platform, the
locomotive must in ai) cases be leading and the air brake must be
continuous throughout all vehicles attached to the locomotive.

Shunting movements on No. 1 Track.-When a shunting
movement is to be performed on No. I track, the air brake must be
continuous throughout the vehicles attached to the locomotive.

Shunting movements at the Down End.-Unless specially
authorised in exceptional circumstances, shunting at the down end
of the yard, excluding shunting which involves movements to or
from Nos. ) and 2 tracks, must not be performed towards the main
line.

Shunting to Down End Extension of No. 4 Track.-When loads
in excess of 200 tonnes are being shunted towards the down end
extension ofNo. 4 track (former Jumbunna line), the Shunter must
inform the Engincman who is to ensure that the air brake is
operative on a sufficient number of vehicles to enable him to
control the rake.

BARRY BEACH LINE.

The Train Staffand Ticket System is in operation. The Line is
worked under Guard-in-Charge conditions.

Stafflickets are not used.

The train sialT for the section Barry Beach Junction-Barry
Beach is kept in the cabin at (he junction. The Guard must hand
the Staff to the Engineman before the train proceeds to Barry
Beach and on return of the train to the junction, the staff is to be
returned to the cabin.

GEELONG DISTRICT

NORTH GEELONG.

1. Harbour Trust Sidings, (a) The Harbour Trust Sidings arc
worked as pan of the North Geelong yard and shunting
movements are under the control of the Yard Foreman Nortn

Geelong.

(b) Unless other wise authorised by the Chief Operations
Manager vehicles must be hauled by lite locomotive between
North Geelong yard and the Harbour Trust sidings on the
under-pass line. The air brake must be continuous throughout the
train.

(c) No locomotive or train is to proceed from North Geelong
to the Harbour Trust sidings or from the Harbour Trust sidings to
North Geelong yard until the Shunter in charge of the locomotive
or train has received permission for the movement from the Yard
Foreman. North Geelong. and the Yard Foreman, before giving
permission for any such movement must satisfy himself that no
conflicting movement is taking place.

(d) The Signalman at North Geelong "A" must not give
permission for any locomotive or train to depart from or enter the
Harbour Trust sidings from cither the main line, the West yard or
the East yard until he has conferred with the Yard Foreman, North
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Geelong. and obtained the lalier's permission for the movement to
be performed and the Yard Foreman must, before granting such
permission, satisfy himself that no conflicting movement has been
authorised. The same conditions will apply to the Signalman at
North Geelong "C" before allowing a movement into cither North
or South Goods Loops.

2. Loop LIne.-The Signalman at Box "A" or Box "C" must
not permit a train or locomotive, or any vehicle, to enter upon the
loop line without first obtaining permission from the Signalman at
the opposite end of the loop. The lime at which the Loop is
occupied and cleared must be recorded in the train register books

3. WorklagofSiloSiillngs:-

The silo sidings are connected to the Grain sidings (East Yard)
at North Geelong 'A' Signal Box by a single track. The Silo sidings
are also connected to the main North Geelong Yard by the North
and ^uth Goods Loops (Under-pass) thence via the North
Geelong to Corio Quay line to the main yard.

The lines to and from the Silo sidings arc worked as pan of the
North Geelong Yard and shunting movements arc under the
control of the Yard Foreman. North Geelong.

Before allowing any movement from the Grain sidings (East
Yard) or from the north of South Goods Loops (Under-pass) to the
Silo sidings, the Shunter in charge of the movement must first enter
the Silo Yard and see that the points are correctly set for the
required movement and all is safe for the move.

In the case of movements from the Silo Yard to the Grain
sidings (East Yard) the Guard or Shunter must bring the
locomotive (or leading vehicle if pushing) to stand clear of the
crossover at the entrance to the Gram siding (East Yard) and before
entering such siding, satisfy himself that no conflicting movement
is being performed.

Before performing any pushing movement between the Grain
sidings (East Yard) and Sifo Yard, or in the case of all movements
between the main North Geelong Yard and the Silo Yard via the
North GeelongtCorio Quay line (under-pass), the air brake must
be continuous throught the train. It will not be necessary for the
Train Examiner or Engineman to examine the train but the
Shunter in chaige must lest the continuity of the air brake by
opening the brake pipe cock at the rear of the leading vehicle in
case of a pushing movement and the rear vehicle in the case of a
hauling movement. Vehicles must be hauled by the locomotive
between North Geelong Yard and the Silo Yard via the North
GeelongtCorio Quay line (under-pass) and a Shunter must ride on
the rear vehicle.

No locomotive or train is to proceed from the North Geelong
Yard to the Silo sidings or from the Silo Sidings to the North
Geelong Yard (via the North GeelongtCorio Quay line),
(under-pass), until the Shunter in charge of tnc locomotive or train
has received permission for the movement from the Yard Foreman
North Geelong and the Yard Foreman, before giving permission
for any such movement, must satisfy himself that no conflicting
movement has been authorised or is taking place.

In the event of two Pilots working the Silo sidings at the same
time, the Yard Foreman North Geelong must ensure that the Yard
Foreman Silo sidings (when manned) and both Leading Shunters
concerned are clearly instructed of the proposed movement of the
Pilots and that each man acknowledges the instruction received.
Both Leading Shunters concerned must be in possession of a
two-way radio.

The practice of working two Pilots in the Silo sidings at the
same time.is to be kept to a minimum and only brought into
operation when absolutely necessary.

FVANSFORD LINE

1. This line leads off Sidings "C" near North Ccclnng "C"
Signal Box. The guard of a train required to proceed to Eyansford
must first ascertain that all points are set correctly for the
movement then obtain permission from the Signalman North
Geelong "C" Signal Box for the train to depart from the Sidings. A
telephone is provided near the points. The (rain must be slopped
with the locomotive opposite North Geelong "C" Box whilst the
Guard obtains the Train Staff for the Section. He must hand the
Train Staff to the Engineman before the train leaves for Eyansford.

On the Up journey all trains must be brought to a stand on the
Main line, clear of Douro Street level crossing until signalled
forward by the Guard who must first ascertain from the Signalman

at North Geelong "C" Box whether the train is to enter the Yard
via Sidings "C or Through Siding. The Signalman must obtain
this information from the Yard Foreman. The Guard must also
obtain the Train Staff from the Engineman and deliver it to the
Signalman at North Geelong "C" Box.

In the Up direction a connection, by means of double-ended
points, is provided from the Fyansford line to the Through Siding.
As this line crosses the main Geelong to Baliarat single line an
Electric Cross-lock is released by a North Geelong "B"- North
Geelong "C" Electric Staff being inserted in Staff switch box at
North Geelong "C" Box. Two levers are provided in a ground
frame situated at the junction. One which is a control lever (Blue)
indicates the Signalman has given control. This lever is released by
an electric fool button. The other lever (Black) operates the points.

TheGuard will be responsible for operating the ground frame
and advising the Signalman at North Geelong "C" Box by
telephone when the movement is clear and the levers restored to
normal.

2. At Fyansford, catch points are provided in the main line
at the up end of the Yard. Notice Boards, lettered
"CATCH-STOP." are provided on each side of the catch points,
which are secured by staff lock. The Engineman must be careful
not to pass these boards until signalled forward by the Guard or
Shunter, who must first obtain the staff from the Engineman and
unlock the Points. The train staff must not be left in the staff lock
but secured under lock and key in box provided for the Ticket box.

3. Special Instructions in connection with the working »f a
Goods train at Fyansford when assisted In the rear by a Bank
Locomotive from North Geelong "C" Box.-(a) The Guard of the
train will be responsible for the Staff and Ticket Working being
carried out on arrival at Fyansford.

(b) The Train Staff Ticket box. containing staff tickets for the
section Fyansford-North Geelong "C" Box, also a "Notice of
Train Ahead" book, is provided in a box erected on the left hand
side of the line at the entrance to the Fyansford yard. The door of
the box is lettered "STAFF BOX" and is secured by a V.R. 5/P
padlock.

(c) On arrival at Fyansford of a train assisted by a locomotive
in the rear, the Guard must obtain the train staff from the
Engineman of the bank locomotive and arrange to despatch the
bank locomotive on ticket to North Geelong "C" Box. The Guard
must advise the Engineman that his locomotive will be followed by
the goods train, the Engineman of which will be in possession of
the train staffand a "Notice ofTrain Ahead."

(d) When the Goods train is ready to depart, the Engineman.
in addition to being handed the train staff, must be furnished with a
sign for a "Notice ofTrain Ahead" vide pages 250-251. Book of
Rules and Regulations.

GEELONG YARD WORKING

1. "A" and "B" Boxes.-(a) Except in case of a movement
attended by a Shunter, the Signalman in Box "A" must obtain the
permission of the Yard Foreman before allowing any train or
locomotive into Sidings "A" or "B" and. similarly, the Signalman
at Box "A" or "B" must obtain the permission of the Yard
Foreman before allowing any train or locomotive to enter No. 2
track or carriage sidings Nos. I to 7, and in every case the Yard
Foreman, before giving such permission, must make proper
provision for the safely ofthe movement. See also page 228,

(b) The Signalman at "A" Box. and the Signalman at "B" Box
must consult each other before using No. 2. or carriage sidings
Nos. i to 7. so that they will not use the same track, nor allow
trains or locomotives to enter these tracks from opposite ends at
the same time.

(c) When it is necc.ssary for a down Goods train to attain a
speed of 40 km per hour (25 mph) approaching the tunnci. the
Signalman at Geelong "A" Signal Box must not operate the signals
for such train unlir he has received an assurance from the
Signalman at Geelong "B" Signal Box that the signals applicable to
the departure of the train from Geelong "B" Signal Box are at the
proceed position.

2. At night time, or in foggy weather, a red iijshl must be
shown at both front and rear of vehicles standing in the passenger
yard, or on No. 2 track, or on No. I and 2 track in carriage sidings.
Yhc Shunter in charge must at once advise iheSignalman at "A" or
"B" Box when vehicles arc placed in the passenger uard or on No.
2 track, or the Signalman in both boxes when vehicles are placed in
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No. I track carriage sidings. The placing of vehicles to stand in No.
1 and 2 track carriage sidings should, as far as possible, be avoided.
Sec also page 1 19.

3. (a) When a down train or locomolivv leaves "B" box, no
other train or locomotive is to be allowed to foul the track from
which the movement was made, nor must the points forming
connection between the main line and such track be altered until the
departing train or locomotive has cleared the tunnel. In addition,
the Signalman at Gcelong "A" Box must nut be granted control to
allow a movement from that end of the yard into the track from
which the train departed until the train has cleared the tunnel.

(b) Should a train be slopped in the tunnel through stalling,
the following instructions must be observed by the train crew:-

(i) Case of Simple Stalling.-.-l// '/rfl/n.v.-lmmediately the
trains comes to a stand, the Engineman. or Enginemen
in the case of a locomotive assisting in the rear, must
secure his locomotive, then observe the air pressure
gauge, and if (he gauge indicate that the train is intact,
the locomotive or locomotives must be reversed and
brakes released, when the train locomotive may push
the train slowly back into the track from which it
departed. It Is imporlant that immediately the train
comes to a stand, the Engineman, of Enginemen In the
ca.se of a locomolivc assisting in the rear, and likewise
the Guard, examine the air pressure gauges, and if the
pressure indicate thai the (rain is not divided, neither
the Enginemen. Assistant Enginemen, nor the Guard
must alight, as the train will push back at once.

(ii) Goods Trains Assisted by l.ocomolive in Rear and
Train Divides or Cunlinuity of Train Line is Broken,
such as Burst Hose Pipc.-lmmedlately the train comes
to a stand, both Enginemen must secure their
locomotive, and the Engineman of the leading
locomotive must then instruct the Assistant
Engineman to proceed to the point where the defect
exists. The Assistant Engineman must close the
brake-pipe cock on the rear portion and uncouple the
train at tnis point (if it has not already divided), leaving
the brake-pipe cock attached to the from portion open;
he must then proceed to the rear locomotive and
acquaint the Engineman and Guard of the
circumstances, and pilot the Engineman out of the
tunnel. The Engineman of assisting locomotive must
pull well clear of the tunnel with rear portion, so that
ample room will be available to accommodate the front
portion oftrain.

When the rear portion has been cleared, the
Assistant Engineman of the train locomotive,
accompanied by the Guard, must return to the front
portion, when the Assistant Engineman must close the
Brake-pipe cock on the rear vehicle of the from
portion, and the Guard must ride on such vehicle to
control the pushing movemcm.

Thc Assistant Engineman will then proceed to the
train locomotive and inform the Engineman as to what
has been done, when the latter may. on receipt of the
Guard's hand signal, push slowly out of the tunnel.
Should the Engineman of the assisting locomolivc be in
possession of the staff, the Assistant Engineman of the
train locomotive must take possession of such staff
when the rear portion has been cleared, and hand same
to the Engineman of the train locomotive.

The Engineman of the train locomotive must not
under any circumstances permit the front of the train to
move until the Assistant Engineman has returned to
the locomotive and advised him of what has been done.

4. Locomotives must not foul the poinus of the cross-over at
the south end of "A" and "B" Sidings (near crane track) unless
instructed to do so by the Yard Foreman or Shunter.

5. A down goods train with a Bank Locomotive load may
depart from Gcelong without the assistance of a Bank Locomolivc
in the rear, providing that, on completion of the brake test, the
train is pushed to the up main line until the locomotive arrives at
Signal Post No. 96. Gcelong "A" Box. The train may then depart
via either Nos, 1. 2, 3. or 4 passenger tracks or No. I or 2 tracks in
the Carriage sidings.

If either No. 2 passenger track or No. I or No. 2 Carriage
siding is to be used, the Signalman at Gcelong "A" Box must first
confer with the Yard Foreman and the latter will be responsible for
ensuring that the necessary conditions for safety exist.

GEELONG YARD AND GEELONG PIER.

In addition to the instructionS*laid down on pages 1 lO-l 11,
the following instructions are to be observed in connection with
the working oftraffic between the Geelong Yard and the Picr.-

1. Not more than 30 vehicles must be sent in any one lot.

2. The airbrake must be continuous throughout the train.

On the up journey the three last vehicles must in every case be
fitted with the brake apparatus in proper working order.

3. In the event of there being one locomotive at the Pier, and it
Is found necessary to send another locomotive there, the Signalman
at "A" signal box must arrange for a Shunter to precede the second
locomotive on the down journey for the purpose of seeing that the
line ahead is clear. The speed of the second locomotive between
"A" box and the wei^bridge must not exceed a rate of 8 km per
hour (5 mpli). See also clause 4. pages 1 lO-ll 1

4. (i) When a train or locomotive is ready to leave the Pier
on the up journey, the Shunter in cha^e must
communicate with the Signalman at "A" Box,
Geelong. by means of the telephone, and obtain his
permission for the movement. Before granting
permission the Signalman must ascertain the name and
grade of the employe asking for such permission, and
satisfy himself that no conllicling movement is in
progress, and apply a sleeve to each fixed signal lever
governing any contrary or conllicling movement.

The time message is received, and when permission is
given, also the name and grade of employe asking for
and receiving permission, must be entered in the train
register book.

5. The time of departure and arrival of all trains to and from
the Pier must be recorded in the train register book at Gcelong "A"
^x.

6. Private Siding for Dennys Lascelles Ltd.-(a) This loop
siding branches off the Pier lines at the Up end and extends over
Western Beach Road, and is connected to the outside Pier track at
the Down end.

(b) A scotch block is provided on the siding on the Up side of
Western Beach road. The scotch block must be secured in the
derail position, except when required to be released for the passage
ofvchiclcs.

7. Roy Street Subway.-The pedestrian crossing leading to
Roy Street subway crosses the Geelong Pier line and controlled
wicket gates, operated from a lever adjacent to the gates, are
provided on each side of the line.

Before any train or locomotive movement is permitted to foul
this crossing, the Shunter in charge of the movement must arrange
for the controlling lever to be applied to lock the wicket gates.

GEELONG FREIGHT CENTRE
Protection of Depot Tracks

All tracks adjoining the Geelong Freight Centre are provided
with Scotch Blocks. Lock Chains and Hand Locking Bars for the
proterciion of employes and other persons engaged in loading or
unloading operations.

No. Track
Protected

Localion ofLocks Type Location ofKey Phone No,

New Track W. Sa type lever at
entrance lo track.

Hand
Locking
Bar4D

Scotch

Block
4D

Freight Fore
man*!OiTice

291

No. 2 Goods
Track

Entrance to track

Crane Plaifdnn
Track

W. Sa type lever at
entrance to track.

Hand

Locking
Bar4D

No. 5 Track W Sa type lever at
entrance to track.

Hand
Locking
Bar4D

No. 6 Track Entrance toTrack. Scotch

Block
40

•>

No. 7 Track Entrance to track. Scotch
Block

40

11

Dock Track Spur type lever at
entrance to track.

Hatid
Locking
&ar4D

«. M
*•
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Special Notc:-When the Centre is closed, all the padlocks
must be unlocked and all the safety devices placed in the "OfT'
position on the following tracks:-

New, No. 2. Crane Platform, No. 5, No. 6, No. 7 and Dock.

When the Centre is again opened, the safely devices on New,
No. 2, Crane Platform, No. 5, No. 6, No. 7 and Dock Tracks must
be immediately placed in the "On" position and locked.

During the time the Centre is closed. Shunters must, before
allowing vehicles to be shunted into New, No. 2. Crane Platform.
No. 5, No. 6, No. 7 or Dock Tracks, ensure that Regulation 131 is
complied with.

NORTH SHORE MARSHALLING YARDS

Departure of Up Goods Trains.-ln order to facilitate train
departures a telephone to Corio is provided near this compound
points the Up end ofthe yard.

When an Up train is ready to depart the Engineman must use
this telephone to ring out to Corio and should not draw his train
forward until authorised by the Signalman.

The Signalman at Corio should endeavour to avoid the
necessity oftrains being stopped at Post No. 36.

Before fouling any of the other tracks the Engineman must
have the permission of the Officer-in-Charge of the Sidings, when
manned, and his advice to the elTect thai the hand points are set
correctly. When the Siding is unattended, the Guard, will be
responsibile for ensuring that the departure track is properly made
and that no conflicting move is permitted. The Engineman, in
these circumstances should not proceed until authorised by the
Guard.

TIMBOON JUNCTION.

1. (a) The Junction is worked In accordance with the
instructions on pages 210-212 "Working of an Unattended Siding,
Junction, or Station equipped with an intermediate Electric Staff
Instrument."

(b) Two levers are provided at the junction, one to operate the
points and the other to operate the up home signal from the
Branch line. The Signal is detected through the points when set in
the reverse jMsition. The junction points are secured by a
miniature staiTiock.

2. The Train Staff and StafT Ticket box and the necessary
books and forms for the seaion Timboon Junction and Cobdcn arc
kept in a cabin at Timboon Junction. The Guard of any train
proceeding to or fVom the Branch line will be in charge of the train
staff and ticket-working at Timboon Junction, which must be
carried out in accor^nce with the rules contained in Appendix
11., Book of Rules and Regulations, and the Supplementary
instructions shown on pages 157-162; in addition, the Guard must
record all messages exchanged and the arrival and departure times
of his train in the train register book.

3. When the down branch line train has been side-tracked at
Timboon Junction en route to Timboon, the Guard, should he be
unable to communicate with the Signalman at Camperdown by
means of the local or selector telephone after an interval of 10
minutes (during which period he must constantly endeavour to
gain communication), will proceed on his journey, and the
Stationmaster at Camperdown will, after the train has been 10
minutes overtime in the section, arrange for a competent employe
to proceed to the junction, and it will be the duty of such employe
to act as laid down for the Guard in sub-clausc (a) ofclause 6, page
211.

SOUTH GEELONG-WAURN PONDS-MORIAC

Working ofWaurn Ponds when Moriac Is Switched In

When a train is to proceed from South Geclong to Waum
Ponds and be worked clear, or proceed from Waum Ponds to
South Geebng after being shunted clear, during the period that
Moriac is switched in as an Electric Staff Station, the Train
Controller, Gcelong, may arrange for trains to be worked between
South Geelong and Waum Ponds in an Up or Down direction on
an Electric Staff for the Section, South Gcclong-Moriac in
accordance with the following instruct ions:-

The Signalman at South Geelong must have a proper
understanding with the Signalman at Moriac in respect of the train
movement to be performed and an Electric Staff for the Section,
South Geelong-Moriac must be withdrawn from the instrument at
South Geelong in accordance with Rule 18. Appendix V. Book of
Rules and Regulations.

Ifthe train is to proceed from South Geclong to Waum Ponds,
the Staff withdrawn at South Geclong must be handed to the
Engineman at South Geelong and the Engineman must be
instructed in writing by the Signalman that when his train has been
side tracked to the siding at Waum Ponds the Electric Staff must be
handed to a qualified employe (who must accompany the train
from South Geelong or meet the train at Waum I'onds) and the
latter will immediately return the Staff to the Signalman at South
Geelong.

If the train is to proceed from Waum Ponds to South Geelong,
the Signalman at South Gceiong-Moriac Section to be carried by a
qualified employe from South Geelong to Waum Ponds for the
pu^se of operating the main line points at the up end of the
siding after which the Staff must be handed to the Engineman as
authority to proceed from Waum Ponds to South Geclong.

The fact that a qualified employe will accompany or meet the
train at Waum Ponds will not relieve ihe Guard of the train of his
duties in respect to ascertaining that (he paints arc properly set for
the movement into or out of the siding, also after either movement
for ascertaining that the points arc tested and secured for the main
line. If an Up train is to be worked clear at Waum Ponds, the
instructions herein must be complied with.

The Signalman at Moriac must carry out the duties specified
for the Signalman at South Geelong and arrangements must be
made for the qualified man to accompany the train to or meet the
train at Waum Ponds and act in accordance with the instructions.

If a train or trains are to proceed through the Section while a
Train is in the Siding at Waum Ponds, the Engineman of the
through train must be given written instructions to the effect that a
train is locked away in the siding.

MORTLAKE JUNCTION.

I. (a) The junction is worked In
cordance with the

Inslnictlons on pages 210-212 "Working of an Unattended Siding,
Junction, or Station equipped with an Intermediate Electric Staff
Instrument."

(b) Two levers are provided at the junction, one to operate the
points and the other to operate the up home signal from the
Branch line. The signal is detected through the points when set in
the reverse position. The junction points are secured by a staff
lock.

2. The Train Staff and StafT Ticket box and Ihe necessary
books and forms for Ihe section Mortlake Junction and Mortlakc
are kept In the cabin at Mortlake junction. The Guard of any train
proceeding to or from the Branch line will be In charge of the train
staff and ticket-working at Mortlake Junction, which must be
carried out In accordance with Ihe Rules contained in Appendix 11,
Book of Rules and Regulations, and the supplementary instructions
shown on pages 157-162; in addition, Ihe Guard must record all
messages exchanged and Ihe arrival and departure times of his train
in the train register book.

3. When the down Branch line train has been side-tracked at
Mortlake Junction en route to Mortlake, Ihe Guard, should he be
unable to communicate with the Signalman at Tcrang by means of
the local telephone after an interval of 10 minutes (during which
period he must constantly endeavour to gain communication) will
proceed on his joumey, and the Stationmaster at Terang will, after
the train has been 10 minutes overtime in the section, arrange for a
competent employe to proceed to the Junction, and it will bo the
duly of such employe to act as laid down for the Guard in
Sub-clausc (a) ofclause 6, page 2! I.

WARRNAMBOOL.

I, McGennan's Siding-This Siding leads off the Main Line
about 550 metres on the down side ofWarrnambool. The points in
the main line and the catch points in the siding arc rodded together
and worked by a lever, and the points in the main line are secured
by an Annett Lock.

A notice board, lettered, "LOCOMOTIVES MUST NOT
PASS THIS POST," is provided at the entrance to the above
siding.

DENNINGTON

I. At Dennington the points in the main line at each end. and
catch points at the exit from No. 2 and 3 Tracks are connected by
rodding and secured by Annett Lock (up end) and Staff Lock
(Down end).
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Vehicles loaded in for the Shire Council are to be placed in
t»J 2 track, and may be discharged from that track; to facilitate
this being done a crossing for road vehicles Is provided over No. 3
track. Vehicles in No. 3 track must not be left standing on this
crossing, and the attention of Guards and Shunters working at
Dennington is directed to Regulation 131.

2. Nestles Milk Company's Slding.-(a) This Siding leads off
No. 3 track at Dennington station. There are two lines leading into
the Company's works, one a high level line with a fa!) towards No.
2, and the other a low level line, with a fall towards the dead-end.
The Guard or Shunter must see that vehicles are placed on the
high level or low level line, as required by the Company's
representative.

(b) A scotch block for the high level line is fixed clear of the
fouling point oft' the low level line, the Guard or Shunter must see
that the scotch block is secured across the line when shunting is
completed.

(c) When vehicles are to be cleared from the Company's
siding to the station yard the air brake must be continuous
throughout the train. Wore the movement is commenced the
Guard or Shunter-in-Charge must test the continuity of the air
brake by opening the brake-pipe cock at the rear ofthe last vehicle
and making a heavy brake application. On arrival in the station
yard and before departing for Warmambool the Engineman must
make a complete train examination and brake test.

3. Shell Oil Co.' SIdlngs.-This siding is at the up end of
Dennington; there is an open level crossing in the main line about
60 metres from the entrance to this siding. Loose shunting of
vehicles must not be permitted over the crossing during iterkness.

GHERINGHAP-MAROONA LINE.
Special Instructions for Automatic Electric Staff Working

1. The Electric Siaft Rules contained in pages 212-216 of the
Book of Rules and R^ulations and the supplementary
instructions in the General Appendix must be adhered to. insofar
as they apply, with the modifications and additional instructions
set out herein.

2. Bell signals will not be used in the operation of the
automatic electric staftinstrumenls.

3. Except where otherwise prescribed, the Engineman will be
responsible for the operation of the automatic electric staff
instruments.

4. The object of this system of automatic electric staff
working is to permit of an electric staff being withdrawn without
the co-operation of any person at the other end of the section,
provided there is not already an electric staffout ofsuch section.

5. (a) The staff instruments are similar to the ordinary
Miniature electric staff instrument, with the exception that the
indications "Staff In" and "Staff Out" arc shown by the
galvanometer needle when the Instrument bell is ringing. When
the needle is deflected to the "Staftin" position it indicates that the
instrument is in order for a staffto be withdrawn.

(b| Method ofoperation of Instrumenis.-

To withdraw a Staff Depress the bell key for about 5 seconds.
Release the bell kcy-This will cause the bell to ring continuously.
Withdraw a staff and stop the ringing of the bell by turning the
left-hand indicator and pressing it harddown for 5 seconds.

To insert a Sta^Pass the staff through the instrument into
one of the right-hand columns and place the left-hand indicator to
the "Siaftin" position.

6. Fouling of Single Line Outside Home Signal at an Attended
Slation.-When the next staff station is an unattended staff station,
shunting outside the home signal at the attended station must not
be permitted unless the Engineman is in possession of the slaft for
the section or a competent man with hand signals and detonators
has been sent out to protect such shunting.

7. Obtaining an Electric Staff earlier than usual.-When it is
known that the next train is to proceed from an attended station to
an unattended station and all siafts are In the instrument, a staff
should be released and left in the holder of the instrument until
required for use.

8. Method of working at an Unattended Station. -<a) On
arrival at the unattended station and subject to another train not
being at the station, the train must be stopped with the locomotive

opposite the station office. The Guard must intimate that the train
is complete by exhibiting to the Engineman the All Right hand
signal by day, and a white light moved in the form ofa semi-circle
during darkness. On receipt ofthe hand signal from the Guard, the
Engineman must take the staft to the station oftice and
communicate with the Train Controller. Ifthe train is not required
to cross another train, the Train Controller will instruct the
Engineman to withdraw a staff for the forward section and insert
the rear section staff in the proper Instrument. The train may then
depart.

(b) In the event ofa crossing having been arranged, the staftis
not to be placed in the instrument but is to be handed to the
Engineman ofthe opposing train. The Engineman ofthe first train
to arrive after receiving the prescribed hand signal from the Guard
to indicate that the tram is complete, must communicate with the
Train Controller, who will instruct him regarding the crossing
arrangements.

The opposing train must be stopped with the locomotive
opposite the locomotive of the other train and the siafts must then
be exchanged. It will not be necessary for the Engineman ofthe 1^1
train to arrive, in these circumstances, to communicate with the
Train Controller, who will have given the Engineman of the first
train the necessary instructions. The Engineman ofthe first train to
arrive must not hand the staft to the Engineman of the opposing
train until he is assured by the latter Engineman that he has
received the hand signal from the Guard to indicate that (he train is
complete. After the staffs have been exchanged, each Engineman
must satisfy himself that the opposing train is in clear before
passing the fouling point ofthe crossing loop.

9. The Signalman at an attended staft station must not
withdraw a staff for a train to proceed to an Unattended Slaft
Station without the permission ofihe Train Controller.

10. (a) When a train that has not crossed another train is
required to shunt at an unattended staft station or to stop there
longer than the usual lime for any reason, the rear section staff is
not lobe placed in the Instrument, unless otherwise directed by the
Train Controller, until the train is ready to depart.

The E^ineman or Guard, as may be most convenient, must
inform the Train Controller when the train is ready to proce^ and
he may then be instructed to insert the staftin the Instrument

(b) if a train, after crossing another train is required to shunt
at an unattended station or to stop there longer than usual for any
reason, the Engineman or Guanj, as may be most convenient,
must communicate with the Train Controller when the train is
ready to proceed.

(c) The Train Controller may arange for a following train to
enter the Section from the slaft station in the rear, before the
preceding train in the same direction has departed from the
unattended staftstation in advance.

The Engineman of the following (rain must be informed and
instructed to be prepared to find the arrival track occupied at the
unattended station. The Guard of the train at the unattended
station must also be advised by the Train Controller of the
arrangements.

11. Shunting beyond the Outer Facing Points at an
Unattended Station.-Shunting must not take place outside the
outer facing points at any unattended station unless the
Engineman is in possession of the electric staft for the section or a
competent man with hand signals and detonators has been sent out
to protect such shunting.

12. Failure of Electric Staff Instruments. In the event of a
failure of the instruments so that a staft cannot be withdrawn, or in
the case of a lost or damaged staft, etc., Rules 27 to 36 of the
Electric Staff rules and the supplementary instructions regarding
the issue of Proceed Orders shall apply with the following
modifications and addltionaJ instructions:-

Thc Guard must take charge of the safeworiting at the
unattended staftstation.

The Train Controller, after satisfying himself that the
section is clear and that all other conditions necessary
for safety exist, may issue a proceed order by filling in
and dictating the particulars on Form D to the
Signalman or Guard.

The latter must enter the particulars as given by the
Train Controller on the Proceed Order Form E
(Yellow) and hand it to the Engineman as authority to
enter the Section. If the Station in advance is
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Unattended, the Guard must, on arrival of the train,
collect and cancel the proceed order and advise the
Train Controller accordingly. The cancelled proceed
order must be handed in by the Guard to his
Supervising Stalionmaster.

13. Section Obstructed by Accident or Disabled Train.-(a) In
the event of a locomotive or train travelling between an attended
and unattended electric staff station becoming disabled, electric
staff rules 16 and I6A must, insofar as they apply, be complied
with.

(b) If the Assistant Engineman proceeds to the unattended
station with the staff, he must be handed the 5P key by the
Engineman.

On arrival at the unattended station, he must communicate
with the Train Controller and act under his instructions.

Ifa relieflocomotive is to be supplied from the opposite end of
the seaion, the Assistant Engineman must be instructed to insert
the staffin the instrument. A staffmay then be withdrawn from the
instrument at the opposite end of the section and handed to the
Engineman ofthe relieflocomotive.

(c) Should an accident or obstruction occur necessitating
special arrangements being made to work up to the point of
obstruction, a competent employe must be placed in charge of the
unattended staffstation.

14. Train or Ponion of Train left on Single LIne.-When. for
any reason, it becomes necessary for a train to be divided and
portion taken forward, the Guard must accompany the first
portion being taken forward. The Guard will upon arrival at the
unattended station, take charge of the arrangements for placing
and securing the first portion and will accompany the locomotive
back for the rear portion. The Engineman is to retain possession of
the staff until the whole of the train has been cleared from the
section.

15. Balancing of StafB.-When it is necessary for staffs to be
transferred from tne Instrument at an unattended staff station to
the instrumental the other end oflhe section, the Train Com roller
must arrange for the Electrical Fitter to be advised.

Before removing the staff from the instrument the Electrical
Fitter must confer with the Train Controller and in order to ensure
that all staffs are in the instruments, withdraw a staff. The required
number of staffs may then be removed from the instrument and a
staff withdrawn from and replaced in the instrument by the
Electrical Fitter for testing purposes.

On arrival at the other end of the section, the Electrical Fitter
must again confer with the Train Controller and. before inserting
the transferred staffs in the instrument, a staff must be withdrawn
from and replaced in the instrument. After the staffs have been
placed in the instrument, the Elearical Fitter must again withdraw
a stafffrom and replace it in the Instrument.

16. Damaged Staff (Electric Staff Rule 36). When a staff Is
damaged at an unattenoed station and it is necessary for the
Electnc Fitter to withdraw the staff from service and place the
instruments in phase, unless the Signalman is on duty, The
Safeworking Inspector must carry out the duties of the Signalman
and collect and retain the damaged staff receipt until the Electrical
Fitter returns the staff to the instrument.

17. Examining or Cleaning Instruments.When it is necessary
for an Electrical Fitter to examine and clean an Instrument at an
unattended staff station he must first obtain the permission oflhe
Train Controller who will record on his diagram the lime allotted.
The Fitter must test the instrument by withdrawing a staff in the
regular way before the work is commenced and after the work is
finished. He must advise the Train Controller when the
instruments are in order.

NOTE:-Trailable poinis as described in pages 51-52 are
provided at each unattended crossing station.

ARARAT DISTRICT
ARARAT.

I. Shnnting at Up End of Yanl.-(a) When shunting operations
are being performed at the upend oflhe yard the locomotive must
in all cases be leading and the precautions set out hereunder must
be complied with.

(b) (i) When it is necessary to transfer a rake of vehicles from
the old to the new yard or vice versa, the air brake must
be continuous throughout the vehicles until the
movement has been completed.

(ii) VVhen a rake of vehicles is being hauled from a track or
siding toward.s any of the running lines or locomotive
track and the locomotive will require to proceed
beyond the disc signal on post 8, 14 or 15 or the home
signal on post I I, 12 or 13. the number of vehicles
being hauled must be limited to what the locomotive
can push back and, in addition, the airbrake must be in
operation on the first six vehicles attached to the
locomotive.

(c) The instructions contained in sub clauses (a) and (b) hereof
will not apply to movements to the Mobil Oil Company's siding,
live slock sidings or locomotive yard. Vehicles for the sidings or
locomotive yard may be pushed by the locomotive IVom the yard
and the air brake must be continuous throughout the vehicles
being pushed. The number of vehicles being pushed from the yard
to the locomotive yard must not exceed 3 oil lank wagons and the
airbrake must be in operation on each wagon being pushed.

A red light must be carried on the leading vehicle during night
time or foggy weather.

2. Loco. Depot.-(a) The Loco. Depot is connected to the
sialionyardby a single track, the exit from which at the station end
is controlled by disc signals.

lb) Telephone communication with "A" Signal Box is
provided near the exit from the Loco. yard. A notice board is
erected adjacent to the telephone and fettered "ENGINEMEN
BEFORE ENTERING LOCOMOTIVE TRACK MUST
OBTAIN AUTHORITY FROM SIGNALMAN "A" BOX."

The Engineman of any locomotive before entering or fouling
the locomotive track must first obtain permission from the
Signalman at Ararat "A" Signal Box and give him the number and
class of locomotive, its destination, and the Engineman"s name.
The Signalman must, before granting permission, satisfy himself
that he has not permitted any conflicting movement and he must
then secure, by a sleeve, (he signal lever governing opposing
movements. A record must be kept in the train register book
showing the number of the locomotive and the lime permission
was asked for and given, also the time the locomotive arrived at the
fixed signal controlling the exit from the locomotive track,

(c) When permission has been obtained for a locomotive to
proceed from the loco, yard, both the Engineman and Assistant
Engineman must keep a sharp lookout for any hand signals which
may be exhibited, and stop short of any obstruction that may exist
on the line.

At night lime or in foggy weather any light locomotive
proceeding to or from Ararat station yard via the locomotive track
must carry a red light in front and rear.

(d) In the event ofit being necessary for a locomotive to haul
or push vehicles between the Loco. Yard and Ararat by night along
the locomotive track, a red light must be carried on the rear of the
last vehicle when they arc being drawn, and on the front of the
leading vehicle when they arc being pushed. A competent employe
must nde on the rear or leading vehicle, as the case may be. and be
prepared to exhibit a hand danger signal if necessary,

(0) During shunting operations at the loco, depot should it be
necessary to foul the locomotive track, the Shunter in charge must,
in addition to complying with the instructions on page 62. first
obtain authority from the Signalman at Ararat "A" Signal Box.
"The Signalman must, before granting permission, satisfy himself
that he has not permitted any conflicting movement and he must
then secure, by a sleeve, the signal lever controlling the entrance to
the locomotive track until the receipt of advice from the Shunter
that shunting has been completed and that the locomotive track is
again clear,

3. Operation of Rail Motor between Ararat Station Yard and
Loco. Depot.-

(a) (i) Before a Rail Motor is permitted to depart from the
Ararat Station Yard to the Loco Depot, the Signalman
at Ararat "A" Box must first obtain authority for the
movement from the Ofticcr-in-charge of (he Loco
Depot or the Chargeman located at Ararat Station
when the Loco Depot is not manned.

(ii) ^fore granting authority for the movement the Officer
in charge or Chargeman must arrange for a competent
employe (if necessary) to proceed to the outer facing
poinis at the entrance to the Loco Yard to await the
arrival of the Rail Motor and pilot the Engineman to
the stabling point.

(b) When a Rail Motor is required to proceed from the Loco
Yard to the Station Yard, the provisions of Sub-clause (b). Clause
2, as applicable to locomotives.'must be complied with by the
Engineman of the Rail Motor and the Signalman at Ararat "A"
Box.
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(c) The Officer-in-chargc of the Loco Depot or Chargcman
must take the necessary precautions to prevent any locomotive or
vehicle fouling the line on which the Rail Motor is to run and
arrange for all facing hand points over which the Rail Motor will
pass to or from the Loco Yard to be held for the passage of the Rail
Motor,

The Engineman of the Rail Motor must stop clear of such
points for this to be done,

(d) At night time or in foggy weather the Rail Motor must
carry a Red Light in front and rear when proceeding to or from the
Ararat Station Yard via the locomotive track.

(e) When the train, or a portion of a train, is to be cleared the
Signalman must, before signalling the locomotive to proceed on to
the Branch line, have a thorough understanding with the
Engineman and Guard, and instruct them regarding the position of
vehicles standing on the branch line.

ARARAT FREIGHT CENTRE
Protection of Loading Tracks

The hand points leading from No, 15 Track to No. 16 Track,
up and down ends, and from No. 14 Track to No. 15 Track arc
provided with hand locking bar. pin and padlock.

Keys to the padlocks are in the custody of the Freight Centre
Manager who must depute a responsible Freight Centre emplove
to attend to the locking and unlocking ofthe padlocks as required.

The hand locking bars are to be locked in the "on" position at
the commencement of each days operations and. except when a
shunting movement in the traclt is required, must remain locked
"on" until such operations are completed.

When a shunting movement is required in the siding during
the time Freight Branch is operating, the Yard Foreman or
Shunter in Charge ofthe movement must advise the Freight Centre
Manager of the intended movement and the latter will be
resposible for warning all concerned of the intended movement
and to ensure that the area is clear.

The deputed employe must then unlock the padlock and
place the hand locking bar to the "olT' position. When this has
been done, the shunting movement may be carried out.

When the shunting movement has been completed, the
deputed employe must again place tha hand locking bar to the
"on" position and secure it with the padlock.

When not required for protection ofthe area, the hand locking
bars to be left in the "oft" position,

A spare set of keys for use in case ofemergency are to be kept
in the custody ofthe Stationmaster,

DEEP LEAD.

On the Down journey, this station is approached by a rising
grade of! in 7S. Trains should not be stopped on this grade ifit can
be safely avoided, and. as far as is reasonably practicable, when
trains cross, precedence should be given to the down train.

LUBECK.

I. Uncoupiii^ of Up Goods Trains from Rupanyup at the
Home Signal (Post No. 14) on the Branch Li>ie.-(a) When, owing
to congestion in the local yard, or other causes, it becomes
necessary to release the locomotive of a goods train which has
arrived on staffat the home signal (Post No. 14). and the loading is
to be conveyed by a subsequent up main line-train, this may be
done, but in every instance the following precautions must be
adopted:-

(b) The uncoupling should only be done under the direction
of the Oflicer-in-Charge, who must inform the Engineman and
Guard of what is intended to be done,

(c) Before the train is uncoupled the Guard must, in addition
to screwing on (he hand brake in the van, apply a sufficient
number of hand brakes in accordance with Regulation 204 and
clause 6 of instructions on page 191. and immediately after the
locomotive is detached and he must place a red flag by day or red
light fay night or during foggy weather on the front vehicle of the
train, in conformity with Regulation 209, The locomotive may
(hen (provided all is clear for it to do so) run to the station yard,
and the Engineman must hand up the staff to the Signalman; the
sialT'must then be secured under lock and key unlit the whole of
the'train, with tail signal attached, has been cleared from the
Branch Line.

(d) The OfTicer-in-Charge at Lubeck will also be responsible
for seeing that the red flag or red light is displayed, and should a
tram arrive during daylight and a red flag has been attached, and
the train has not been cleared before dusk, or vice versa, the
Ofticer-in-Chaigc must arrange for the red light or red llag to be
attached.

SALISBURY LOOP.

An intermediate electric statTinstrumcnl as described in pages
210-2)2 is provided in a cabin at the down end ofthe loop.

The following instructions will apply to the working of the
intermediate electric stalTinstrument:-

1. (a) The instrument is auxiliary to the electric staff
instrument located in the Salisbury Loop signal box and is
interconnected electrically with the staff instruments at Salisbury
Loop signal box and Nhill, so that only one staff can be withdrawn
from the three staff instruments and when a staff has been
withdrawn from one of the instruments all other staffs become
secured in their respective instruments.

(b) Telephone communication is provided between the cabin
and Salisbury Loop signal box,

(c) The door of the auxiliary cabin is secured with a 5P
padlock.

2. (a) When a down (rain is signalled to the departure home
signal to cross an up train, the Engineman of the down train must,
immediately on arrival of the opposing train, proceed to the
auxiliary cabin and be in readiness to withdraw a slalTfor his train.

(b) When an up crossing (rain has arrived complete the
Signalman ̂ lisbury Loop must send the train arrival signal to
Nnill and after that signal has been acknowledged must give the
4-3 bell signal. The ̂ gnalman at Nhill if the Line be clear in
accordance with Rule 4, must acknowledge the 4-3 and giveKrraission for a staffto be withdrawn. The Signalman at Salisbury
op must then give two long rings on tne telephone to the

Engineman at the auxiliary cabin and both Signalmen must hold
down the bell keys until the galvanometer needle of (heir
instruments returns to the vertical position,

(c) The Engineman on receipt of the two long rings must raise
and hold the slalT against the drum of (he instrument. This will
cause the galvanometer needles to deflect and when both needles
are deflected in the same direction (to the right or left) the staff may
be withdrawn from the instrument. The Engineman must then
turn the indicator hard over to the staffcut position and notify the
Signalman Salisbury Loop the number or the staff withdrawn.
Subject to the necessary fixed signal being at the proceed position
the train may (hen proceed on its journey,

3. A staff magazine is provided at Salisbury Loop for
transferring staffs to the instrument at the auxiliary cabin and the
Signalman must ensure (hat a sufficient number of staffs is kept in
the auxiliary instrument.

4. The instructions contained in clause 7 (c) page 211
prescribing that a Proceed Order must not be issued whilst there is
a staff for (he section in an intermediate instrument will not apply
in regard to the auxiliary instrument at Salisbury Loop,

MURTOA.

1. Use of Gangboard on No. I Track--<a) When it is found
necessary to place a gangboard across No, I track at Murloa for the
purpose of effecting the delivery or transfer ofvan goods, samples,
etc., the board must not be placed across the track without first
obtaining the permission of the Signalman, and the Signalman
must not give his permission if he has exhibited a signal for a train
or a locomotive to approach. Even after the Signalman's
permission has been obtained, the board must not be placed in
position except by the direction and in the presence of the
Stationmaster, who must sec that all (he fixed signals applying to
the track are at stop, and that the Signalman has applied a sleeve to
the lever ofeach signal applying to the track.

(b) The Signalman must keep the lever sleeves applied, until
by personal observation he has satisfied himself that the gangboard
has been removed, and the Slalionraasler has instructed him that it
is no longer required.

(c) Passengers must not be permitted to use the gangboard as a
means ofcrossing (he line.

DIMBOOLA.

Standing of Branch Line Train or any Goods Train on the
Branch Line.-I. When, owing to congestion in the local yard or
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other causes, it is necessary to stand the branch line train or any
goods train inside the outer home signal. Post No. 19, on the
branch line, and the train staff for the section Dimboola-Jcparit is
at Dimboola, this may be done, but, in every instance, the
following precautions must be adopted:-

2. The placing of the train on the Branch Line must only be
done under the direction of the OITiccr-in-ChaTge who must first
si^t the train staff for the section, and then inform the Signalman
of what is intended to be done. Afler the train has been placed in
position, and before the locomotive is uncoupled, the Shunter in
charge ofthe movement must, in addition to screwing on the hand
brake in the van. apply a sufficient number of hand brakes. See
Regulation 204, and clause 6, page 191.

3. Immediately the locomotive is detached, the Shunter must
place a red flag by day or red tight by night or during foggy
weather, on the front vehicle ofthe train.

4. All levers controlling signals leading on to the occupied
tine must be secured in the normal position by sleeves. Prior to the
train being placed on the Branch line the number ofvehicles being
handled must be checked bv the Signalman, and a record made in
the train register book. tVhen the train is being cleared the
Simalman on duly must check the number of vehicles in order to
definitely ascertain that the whole of the train has been cleared
from the Branch line.

5. When occupying the branch line in accordance with these
instructions care should be taken to see that the level crossings are
not lefl obstructed.

DIMBOOLA-JEPARIT,
Special Inslractions Governing the Working of Goods Trains

between Dlm^la and Jeparit.

1. Until further notice, except as provided in clause 7. a train
may be permitted to follow a preceding train in either the up or
Down direction between Dimboola and Jeparit, aBeran interval of
not less Chan fifteen (IS) minutes has elapsed.

2. Unless the "Acre" message for Che preceding train has been
received from the staff station or a block post in advance, the
Engineman of the following train must be furnished with a Notice
ofTrain Ahead.

3. In the case of a train which has to do shunting work at an
intermediate station or siding, or when it is anticipated that a train
will be detained for more than 30 seconds at an intermediate
station or siding, a following train must not be permitted to leave
the staff station in the rear m accordance with clauses (I) and (2),
but arrangements may be made for the Guard of the preceding
train to send the "Acre" message from the intermediate station or
siding when his train is quite ready to proceed; unless, however,
arrangements are made to establish the Intermediate station or
siding as a block post for the following train and a Notice ofTrain
Ahead must be issued to the Engineman.

4. Whenever it is intended to despatch a train under the
conditions specified above, the Guard of the train must be fully
instructed by the Stationmaster at Dimboola or Jeparit, as the case
may be. so that he will be fully aware of the altered conditions in
respect ofsignalling his train.

5. The "Apix" and "Acre" messages must be exchanged as
usual for each train, and it is important that the name and
description ofthe trains be given accurately in the messages.

6. The special attention of all concerned is directed to the
instructions under the heading of "Protection of Trains on
Running Lines", pages 129-130, which must be strictly observed.

7. The method of working trains under a Time Interval
System as shown In the preceding clauses will not apply during
foggy weather.

HAMILTON-BRANXHOLME.
Working Electric Staff Section by means of Composite Electric

Stair.

1. When necessary, in order to avoid waiting time at
Hamilton or Branxholme, a train may be permitted to follow a
preceding train in either the down or up direction after an interval
of 15 minutes has elapsed and the Engineman of the following
train, in addition to being given the required portion or portions of
the composite staff, has been furnished on the prescribed form with
a Notice ofTrain Ahead.

2. The Engineman and Guard of the train which will be
followed by another train, as specified herein, must be verbally

instructed by the Signalman at Hamilton or Branxholme that their
train will be followed by another train after an interval of not less
than 15 minutes has elapsed from the time of departure of their
train.

3. Attention is directed to clause 12. page 205, which must be
strictiv observed by the Signalman at Hamilton or Branxholme.
The Attention of Guard is also directed to the instructions on
pages 129-130, respecting the protection oftrains on running lines.

4. When the time interval is being worked, the Signalman at
Hamilton or Branxholme must arrange that the first train will not
be stopped at the home signal unless it is unavoidable.

5. THE METHOD OFWORKING TRAINS UNDER THE
TIME INTERVAL SYSTEM AS SHOWN IN THE
PRECEDING CLAUSES WILL NOT APPLY DURING
FOGGY WEATHER.

COLERAINEJUNCflON.

Coleraine Junction Is worked as part of Hamilton Yard.

The points at Coleraine Junction are secured with annelt
locks, the key of which is normally kept in an electric switch lock
in the Stationmaster's Office at Hamilton.

When the annett lock is withdrawn from the switch lock, the
up home signal from the Portland line will be secured at the stop
position.

The points at the junction are operated by an employe
appointed for this duty under the direction of tne Signalman,
Hamilton.

The operation of the points is only necessary for movements
to and from the Branch Lines, i.e. Koroit and Coleraine Line.s.

Branch LineTrains.

Trains to Koroit or Coleraine Lines-When the points are set
for the Branch line, the employe at Coleraine Junction must
exhibit a green hand signal to the Engineman.

Trains from Koroit or Coleraine Lines-When the points are in
the proper position for a train from either of the Branch lines, the
employe at the junction must oi>erate the applicable home signal
from the quadrant located adjacent to the points.

DARTMOOR-MT.GAMBIER.
Instructions for Working the South Australian Woods and Forests

Department's Siding near Mt. Gambler.

1. The South Australian Woods and Forest Department's
Siding is situated 2.816 km on the up side of Ml. Gambier Station.
The points at the entrance to the siding are rodded to catch points
in the siding and secured by a stall lock.

2. A master key lettered "Ml. Gambier-For use at Forests
Department's Siding" is provided at Ml. Gambier. The key is to be
locked in a special box in the office at Mt. Gambier when not in

3. (a) When it is necessary to work the siding by locomotive
from Mt. Gambier and the train staff for the section Dartmoor-Mt.
Gambier is not at Mt. Gambier station, the Engineman of a
locomotive, with or without vehicles, may proceed from Ml.
Gambier as far as the Forests Department's Siding, but no further,
when in possession of the master key as described in clause 2. and
after being instructed to do so by the Signalman at Ml. Gambier.

(b) In the event of the locomotive, with or without vehicles,
proceeding to the Forest Department's siding being ready to follow
a train in accordance with section (i), sub-clause (d) of clause 7.
page 159, the Signalman at Mt. Gambier must, before permitting
the movement, arrange for the through train to be stopped at
Murrawaand for the Guard to advise him that the train has arrived
at that station.

4. The following instructions and precautions must also be
observed:-

(a) Before handing the master key to the E^ineman, the
Signalman must first obtain permission from the staffsiation at the
opposite end of the section in accordance with the instructions
contained in clause 7, page 159, adding the words "Permission
required to send train to Forests Department's Siding" after the
"Agne" message.

(b) The Signalman or person-in-chai^e at the opposite end of
the section, may give such permission, acting in accordance with
the instructions contained in clause 7, page i 59.
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(c) The locomotive must be accompanied by a Guard or
competent Shunter, and when the locomotive or train arrives at
the siding the Engineman must hand the master key to the Guard
or Shunter to enable him to unlock the points. When the shunting
has been completed and the points placed in their proper position
for trains to run on the mam line, the Guard or Shunter must
return the master key to the Engineman and the locomotive with
or without vehicles must immediately return to Mt. Gambler.

(d) On arrival of the train complete at Mt. Gambler, the
Signalman must collect the master key from the Engineman. and,
provided the Signalman is in attendance at Dartmoor, send the
"Awak" message, followed by the words "Train has returned from
Forests Etepartmeni's Siding.

(e) [fit be necessary for a movement to be performed between
Mt. Gambler and the Forests Department's Siding during the time
the Signalman will not be on duty at Dartmoor, and the stalT for
the section is at Dartmoor, the "Agne" and "Audi" messages may
be exchanged before the time arrives for the Signalman at
Dartmoor to leave duty. In such circumstances, when the
Signalman at Dartmoor reports for duty for the next shift he must
communicate with the Signalman at Ml. Gambier. and if the line
be clear to the home signal at Mt. Gambler the signalman at that
station must send the "Awak" message, followed by the words
"Train has returned from Forests Department's Siding."

(ft In the event ofthe locomotive breaking down when outside
the home signal, or any accident occurring to prevent its return to
Ml. Gambier, the Engineman must at once arrange for the Guard
or Shunter to proceed to Mt. Gambier and inform the Signalman
of the circumstances, and the latter must make all necessary
arrangements acting in accordance with the rules.

The Guard or Shunter, when proceeding to Mt. Gambier,
must place detonators on the line in accordance with Regulation
239 and the Engineman must arrange for the Assistant Engineman
to similarly protect the locomotive in the opposite direction.

MT.GAMBIER.

I.Oii Discharging Site and Ground Valve on the Up side of
Mt. Gambier for the Central State Worsted Mills Lid,-

(a) The abovementioned oil discharging site is situated on the
Main Line. 400 metres outside the Down Distant Signal, and an
Oil Tank Wagon, account the State Worsted Mills Ltd., may be
placed for discharge as set out hereundcn-

(b) The wagon will be placed by locomotive power from Mi.
Gambier, and authority is granted for the wagon to be pushed from
Mt. Gambier to the discharging point, subject to the instructions
contained in Regulation 201 and page 109 of this book. When the
wagon has been placed for dischaige the locomotive will return to
Mt. Gambier. but before the locomotive is uncoupled the guard
accompanying the movement and the Engineman must see that
the hand brake is fuily applied and secured by pin or ratchet and
that one wheel of the wagon is secured to the rail by means of a
chain and padlock.

(c) When placing and or clearing the wagon, the Engineman
must be In possession of the train staff for the section. On return of
the locomotive to Ml. Gambier after each placing, the staff must be
obtained form the Engineman and secured under tuck and key
until the locomotive is reluming to dear the wagon, when it must
be again handed to the Engineman and the latter reminded as to
the position oflhe vehicle.

(d) Whenever practicable the Engineman oflhe locomotive
who will dear the empty wagon must be the same Engineman who
placed the loaded wagon, hut should it be necessary in order to
facilitate train movements for a different Engineman to dear the
wagon such Engineman must, in addition to being handed the staff
for the section, be also instructed in writing by the Signalman thai
the wagon is occupying the Main Line and its location.

(e) Whenever a wagon is placed for discharge at the site full
particulars must be entered in the Train Roister Book and a
record must also be made when the Main Line is again clear. In the
event of the employe-in-eharge of signalling being relieved or
finishing duty before the Main Line is again clear the employe
coming on duty must be informed oflhe circumstances and before
taking over the duties of signalling, musi initial ihe entry in the
Train Register Bc>ok and insert Ihe lime.

2. Movements of Victorian Locomotives from Loco.
Depot.-Engincmen of Victorian locomotives before leaving the
Loco. Depot to go into iraftic must, in addition to seeing trial a

proceed indication is displayed on the Switch Indicator, obtain the
necessary authority from the traffic employe to perform the
movement.

PORTLAND.

Harbour Trust Sidings.

The line to the pier and sidings at Portland leads off the main
line at 402.013 km on the up side of Portland station. The
connection consists of a right hand turnout with points facing to
down traffic.

The main line points are stalf-locked and rodded to catch
points in the lead.

The line runs generally in a south-westerly direction to
Exchange sidings, situated 403.84S km. thence southerly to
Sorting sidings at 406.178 km, thence south-easterly to the pier at
407.546 km-

Viclorian Railways locomotives and trains operate between
the main line and the soning sidings and Harbour Trust tractors
between the sorting sidings and the pier.

The Exchange sidings consist of four tracks each having 1470
feet (448 metres) standing room.

The soning sidings consist of five tracks with standing room as
follows:-

No. 1 Track - 274 metres.

No. 2 Track - 228 metres.

No. 3 Track - 175 metres.

No. 4 Track - Through track.

No. 5 Track - 533 metres.

Notice Boards arc located at the Soning sidings as follows;-

One Board at the Down end of the Sorting sidings (Up side of
Cliff Street Level Crossing) lettered "LIMIT OF SHUNT V.R.
LOCGMOTIVES".

One Board at the Up end oflhe Soning sidings (Down side of
Beniinck Street level crossing) Icllcred "LIMIT OF SHUNT
P.H.T. TRACTORS

One Hoard, facing to down trains, on up side of the Bcniinck
Street level crossing (the level crossing is 70 metres on the up side
of the up end facing points of the soning sidings) lettered "ALL
LOCOMOTIVES AND TRAINS STOP HERE UNTIL
SIGNALLED FORWARD BY GUARD OR SHUNTER". When
a Victorian Railways locomotive or train proceeds to the Sorting
sidings, the movement must be slopped at the notice board and the
Guard or Shunter must go forward and ensure that a track is clear
and that the Driver of any Harbour Trust tractor in the vicinity is
informed that a locomotive or train is to enter the sidings.

A notice board is erected on the down side of Cliff Street level
crossing (down end of Sorting sidings) lettered "P. H. T.
TRACTORS MUST PROCEED CAUTIOUSLY".

I-evel Crossings.

Flashing light signals arc provided at Julia Street (down end of
Exchange sidings) Dcniinck Street (up end of Soning sidings) and
ClilfStreet (down end ofSorting sidings).

The Cliff Street level
locomotive operations-

crossing is outside of limit of V.R.

BALLARAT DISTRICT.

SUNSHINF>ROCKBANK.

The Centralised Traffic Control System is in force between
Sunshine and Rockbank in accordance with the instructions
contained in pages 183-187 of this book. The Signalman Sunshine
is to be regarded as the Train Controller for this section.

PARWAN.

Owing to Parwan being approached in the up direction by a
heavy rising grade (I in 49) up trains when crossing down trams
should, as tar as possible, be given preference. An up train should
not be checked on the rising grade ifit can be safety avoided.
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WARRENHEIP.

A tail rope must not be used during shunting operations at
Warrenheip.

BALLARAT EAST.

1. HumfTray-streel Crossing.-A Shunter must remain in the
immediate vicinity of the HumlTray-sircct crossing whilst any local
shunting is being done, and if such shunting movement will foul
the level crossing, he must precede the locomotive or the leading
vehicle, as the case mav be, in order to see that pedestrians,
animals, and vehicles are kept clear,

When a light locomotive is proceeding to or from the
locomotive track, the Assistant Engincman must act in the way
laid down for the Shunter in the preceding paragraph.

2. Standing a Goods Train on the Branch Line at Ballaral
East.-(a) When, owing to congestion in the Ballaral Yard or other
cause, it is necessary to stand a goods train on the Branch Line and
the train staff for the section is at Ballaral East, this may be done,
but, in every instance the following precautions must be adopted.

(b) (i) The placing of the train on the Branch line must only
be done under the direction of the Yard Foreman.
Ballaral Yard, who must arrange for a Leading Shunter
to take charge of the operations. The Leading Shunter
appointed by the Yard Foreman must first obtain the
train stalTfrom the Signalman at Ballaral East, also the
special point clip and red flag or lamp, and inform the
Signalman ofwhat is intended to be done.

(ii) The train must be placed beyond the siafT-Iockcd
connection leading from the Branch line to the Btillarat
East goods yard, and before the locomotive is
uncoupled, to be sent over the pit, the Leading Shunter
must arrange for the brakevan hand brake and a
sufBcieni number of brakes to be applied on the train.
The stalT must then be inserted in the staff lock and the
points placed to reverse and secured and locked in that
position by the special point clip provided. See also
Regulation 204 and clausc6,page 191.

(iii) Immediately the locomotive is detached, the Leading
Shunter must place a red flag by day and a red light by
night or during foggy weather, on the front vehicle of
the train.

^  (c) During the time that the train is occupying the Branch
Line and till the locomotive has relumed from the pit and has
again been attached to the train, the points must remain secured in
the reverse position. When the locomotive has been returned to the
train (which movement must be accompanied by the Leading
Shunter) the staff-locked points must be restored to normal and the
train staff handed to the Engincman. The train will then remain on
the Branch line until the home signal has been put to "proceed"
for k to depart, and when passing (he Baiiarat East signal box, the
staff must be handed to the Signalman. After the focomoiive has
returned from the pit and has been attached to the train and the
staff has been handed to the Engincman, the Leading Shunter must
return the point clip and the red flag or lamp to the Signalman at
Ballaral East and inform the latter that the staff-locked points have
been restored to normal and that the staff has been handed to the
Engtneman. On receipt of this advice the Signalman may (subject
to the Regulations) place the home signal for the Branch line at
"proceed", when the train is ready to depart.

(d) Should it be necessary to reduce the train, whilst standing
on the Branch Line, or attach additional vehicles, such movements
must be performed via the Ballaral East Goods Yard, but such
movement rnust be accompanied by the Leading Shunter, who,
before permitting a movement, via the staff-locked connection,
must obtain the Signalman's authority. When vehicles are to be
detached, leaving balance of train on the Branch line, the
locomotive must tiRt be aiiachcd to the vehicle standing open and
t^he remainder of the train properly secured before the vehicles to
be detached are uncoupled. The red light or flag must be always
placed on the vehicle left standing open until the whole of the tram
IS to be cleared.

(e) All levers controlling signals leading on to the occupied
line must be secured in the normal position by sleeves and when
the train has been cleared from the Branch line, the Signalman on
duty at Ballaral East must definitely ascertain that the line is again
clear. A record as to the time the train was placed on the Branch
line and when the Branch line is again clear must be made in the
train register book by the Signalman at Baiiarat East.

BALLARAT AND BALLARAT EAST.

Working of Light I-ocomotives,-l. At night time or in foggy
weather any Light Locomotive proceeding to or from Baiiarat East
via the Locomotive track must carry on the buffer beam in front
and rear a white light and red light.

2. (a) In the event of it being necessary for a locomotive to
haul or push water wagons to or from Ballaral or ̂ llaral East by
night along the locomotive track, a red light must be carried on the
rear of the last vehicle when they are being drawn, and on the front
ofthe leading vehicle when they are being pushed.

(b) A competent employe must ride on the rear or leading
vehicle as the case may be, and be prepared to exhibit a hand
danger signal if nccessao'- The Locomotive Depot Foreman or
other person in charge ofthe depot must so arrange.

BALLARAT YARD,

1. Before any shunting movement is made towards "Z" or
No. 8 East (locally known as 4 short) from either of the dead end
sidings at east end of goods yard, the Shunter in charge must first
obtain verbal permission from the Signalman at "A" ̂x.

2. Any shunting movements conducted on "X" (goods
departure track) must be in charge of a qualified Shunter, who,
before conducting such operations, musi have a thorough
understanding with the Signalman at "A" Box specifVing the
movement which it is required to make and obtain the Signalman's
permission. After giving such permission the Signalman concerned
must not tjermit a conflicting movement until the movements
specified have been completed, or a thorough understanding has
been arrived at with the same Shunter as to any variation thereof.

3. Whenever there is a locomotive in the dead-end siding and
one on "X" Track performing shunting operations at the same
time, the Leading Shunters must have an understanding with each
other in respect ofthe movements to be carried out.

BALLARAT NORTH AND LINTON JUNCTION.
Baiiarat North

1. When performing shunting operations which involve a
pushing movement from the Workshops Siding.s or Works Depot
to the main line, the air brake must be continuous throughout.

Loose or gravitation shunting towards the main line is not
permitted.

2. While's Sidine.-(a) The points in the main line arc redded
to a derail block in the sidings and are worked from a two-lever
frame secured by an Anneti lock.

fti) The Guard of a train which is to work at the siding must
obtain the Annctt key from the Signalman at "C" Box. When the
train arrives at the siding, the guard must immediately unlock the
signal lever and place the signal at the stop position; the point lever
will then be free to work as required. When the train is quite ready
to proceed qri its journey the guard must place the point lever to its
normal position, place the signal lever to the pulled over position
and lock it in that position by means of the Annelt key. The
Annctt key must be taken on by the guard to Linlon Junction and
handed to the Signalman, who must return it to "C" ̂x.

3. Baiiarat Cattle Yards Line.-(a) This line leads off the
North Western Line at Linton Junction.

NORTH CRESWICK.
Signatfing Arrangements at North Creswick.

ffJien usec/ in these insirMtions the word "Rule" or "Rules"
shall mean Rule or Rules of Appendix I'.. Book of Rules and
Regulations.

1. (a) North Creswick is only opened as an electric staff
station for trains to and from Newlyn Line, and must be worked in
accordance with the rules contained in Appendix V, Book of Rules
and Regulations, and the further Instructions shown hercunder-

(b) A two lever ground frame is provided at the junction
points leading to the Newlyn Line, and the points arc secured by
staff lock. The key of the staff-locked points is the electric staff.
The junction points may also be operated by the special pilot staff
or master key, but only in accordance with clause 5 and 6 hereof A
home signal from the Newlyn Line at north Creswick is in use and
IS worked from the two lever ground frame.

2. (a) Creswick is equipped with two of the ordinary type of
elecinc staff Instruments-one for the Creswick Ciunes section and
one for the Creswick-North Creswick section; the latter
instrument being normally out of phase with the Instrument at
North Creswick.
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(b) The following diagram illustrates the arrangements; the
bottom line represents the through staff section Creswick-Clunes
and the top line indicates the local staff section Creswick-North
Creswick. The electric staff" in use will operate either one of the
four Instruments, but the circuits are so arranged that when a staff
is withdrawn at either Creswick or Clunes for the through section a
staff cannot be withdrawn from either of the local section
instruments, and when a staff is withdrawn at Creswick or North
Creswick for the local section, a staff cannot be withdrawn from
either ofthe through section instruments.
CRESWICK NORTH CRESWICK CLONES

3. Except where instructions arc issued to the contrary, the
Guard will attend to the signalling ofall trains to and from Newlyn
Line.

4. Mode of Operation.-(a) Through Train.-A Through train
(i.e., a train proceeding through the intersection Creswick-Clunes
m either direction) must be signalled on the through section
electric staff instruments In the ordinary course as laid down in
Rule 3.

(b) Through Train requiring to Shunt at North
Creswick,When a train is to proceed (in either direction) through
the section Crcswiek-Cluncs and is required to shunt at North
Creswick, such train must be dealt with as laid down in clause (d),
Rule 10, and clause (b) of Rule 35. In such case, the Signalman at
North Creswick must not interfere in any way with the staff'
instrument at North Creswick, and the staff received at Clunes or
Creswick must be carried through the section Creswick-Clunes.

(c) (i) Train Requiring to Proceed from Creswick or Clunes to
the Newlyn Line.-Prior to the despatch of the train
from Creswick or Clunes, as the case may be. the
Signalman there, provided he has received the "Train
Arrival" signal for the previous train, and permission
has not been given for a train to approach in the
opposite direction, and no other signal intimating that
the line is not clear has been received or acknowledged,
must call the attention of the Signalman in advance
(Creswick or Clunes), and having obtained it. must
send the Is Line Clear for Irain to proceed to Branch
Line Signal (2 pause, 2 pause, I beats). If the line be
clear (see Rule 4), the Signalmen must acknowledge the
signal and give the necessary permission for the train to
approach.

(ii) On arrival of the train at North Creswick. the
Engincman must hand the staff to the Signalman for
the purpose of operating the staff locked points leading
to the Newlyn Line, and when the train has been
shunted to the Newlyn Line and the junction points
have been restored to normal and the main running
line is clear, the Signalman must at once so inform the
Signalman at Creswick by means of the telephone
provided, and then insert the electric staff in the
instrument under the Train Arrival signal. On receipt
of such signal, the Signalman at Creswick must
withdraw a staff from the local section instrument at his
station, and then insert it in the through section
instrument under the Train Arrived at Branch Signal (5
pause. 3 beats), which signal the Signalman at Clunes
must acknowledge. Ordinary through section working
may then be reverted to.

(d) (i) Despatching a Train from Newlyn Line at North
Creswlck.-Excepl as provided in clause 5 hereof, the
Signalman at North Creswick must, prior to the arrival
ofthc train at North Creswick. call the Signalman at
Creswick to the telephone and ascertain whether the
through section is clear. On receipt of such telephone
communication the Signalman at Creswick must,
provided he has received the "Train Arrival" signal for
the previous train, and permission has not been given
for a train to approach in the opposite direction, and no
signal intimating that the line is not clear has been
given or acknowledged, call the attention of the
Signalman at Clunes, and having obtained it must send
the Is Line clear for train to proceed from Branch to
Creswick Signal (4 pause. 2 beats) to the Signalman at
Clunes. and if the line be clear in accordance with Rule
4, the Signalman at Clunes must acknowledge the
signal and give the necessary permission for the staff to
be withdrawn in the manner prescribed in Rule 3. The
Staff withdrawn from the through section instrument,
at Creswick, must then be inserted in the local section

instrument and If the line be clear at Creswick in
accordance with Rule 4, the Signalman at North
Creswick may then be advised, when he will apply for
Line Clear in accordance with Rule 3.

(ii) On receipt ofthc staffthe Signalman at North Creswick
must set the junction points and place the home signal
to "proceed" for the train to enter the station, and
when the train has cleared the junction points the
signal must be placed to "slop" and the points to
normal, when the staffcan then be withdrawn from the
staff lock and handed to the Engineman as authority to
depart. On arrival of the train complete at Creswick.
the "Train Arrival" signal must be sent to North
Creswick on the local section instrument, but the staff
must be inserted In the through section instrument and
the "train Arrival" signal also sent to Clunes.

(e) In the case of a train requiring to proceed from the Newlyn
Line at North Creswick to Clunes, this must be done in accordance
with the instructions laid down in sub-dause (d) hereof for a train
proceeding from North Creswick to Creswick with the exception
that Is line clear for a Irain to proceed from Branch to Clunes
Signal (4 pau.se. 3 beats) must be sent to the Signalman at Clunes
by the Signalman at Creswick.

5. (a) In order to facilitate despatch of a train from Newlyn
Line to Creswick and permit of such train being worked through
the junction at North Creswick to Creswick, whilst a train is
proceeding from North Creswick to Clunes on the through staff, a
special pilot staff is provided at Creswick. The pilot staff is
normally secured in an electric switch lock lock connected to the
through section electric staff" instrument, and when withdrawn
from the switch the electric circuit of the staff instruments for the
through section becomes disconnected so that no staff can be
obtained nor communication made on the instruments at either
end of the section until the pilot staff has been returned and locked
in the electric switch.

(b) When it Is necessary for the special pilot staffto be used as
set out in sub-clause (a) hereof, the train proceeding from Creswick
to Clunes must be signalled in the usual way, and the staffobtained
from the instrument. When this has been done, and train is ready
to start, the 'i'rain Departure signal must be given and
acknowledged. Immediately affcr the "Departure" signal has been
given and acknowledged, the Release Pilot StafTSipal (1 pause, 2
pause. 4 beats), must be given to indicate that the pilot staff is being
released and will be forwarded by the through train to North
Creswick, Release Pilot Staff Signal must be acknowledged. The
Signalman at Creswick will, after the Release Pilot Staff Signal has
been acknowledged, remove the pilot stafffrom the electric switch
lock, The electric staff must then be handed tp the Engineman and
the pilot staff secured in the strong box provided. The box
containing the pilot staff must be then handed to the guard,
together with instructions that he must be particularly careful to
hand same to the Signalman at North Creswick. In addition, the
Signalman at North Creswick must be advised, and the latter will
be held equally responsible with the Guard for obtaining the strong
box.

(c) On receipt of the pilot staff, and the train by which it was
conveyed from Creswick has arrived complete, and such train is
proceeding on its journey towards Clunes. the Signalman at North
Creswick may then use the pilot staff to set the junction points and
admit the train from the Newlyn Line. When such train has
cleared the junction points, the home signal must be placed at
"stop" and the points to normal, when the pilot staff can be
withdrawn from the staff lock and handed to the Engineman of the
train ex Newlyn Line as authority to proceed to Creswick. On
arrival of the train complete at Creswick, the pilot staff must be
obtained from the Engincman, at once inserted in the switch lock,
and the Pilot Staff Returned Signal (2 pause, 1 pause, 2 beats)
given to Clunes, which signal must be acknowledged.

(d) Should the locomotive of the train travelling on the pilot
staff fail, the Engincman must hand the pilot staff to the Assistant
Engineman. who must lake it to Creswick and inform the
Signalman of the failure and the circumstances. The Signalman
will then arrange for a relief locomotive to proceed to the disabled
train to bring it In. The Engineman of the relief locomotive must,
before proceeding, be in possession of the pilot staff, which must be
handed to him by the Assistant Engineman of the disabled
locomotive, and shown to the Signalman before leaving. The
Assistant Engineman must accompany the relief locomotive to the
place where the disabled locomotive was left.

NOTH.-Excepi in accordance with clause S hereof, the pilot
staff must on no account he withdrawn from the electric switch lock.
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6. Failure of Telephone Communicaiion or Local Section
StafTInstrument at North Creswick.-

(a) (i) If, when a train has been shunted clear of the main
running line at North Creswick and the electric staff
has been inscned in the instrument the Signalman
should be unable to communicate with the Signalman
at Creswick. the Signalman at North Creswick must,
after an interval of not less than ten (10) minutes
(during which period he must constantly endeavour to
gain communication), proceed by the most expeditious
means to Creswick and inform the Signalman of the
failure. On receipt of intimation of the failure the
Signalman at Creswick must communicate the
circumstances to the Signalman at Clunes. when
arrangements must be made in accordance with Rule
27 for the working oftraftic over the through section by
means ofa Pilotman.

(ii) After pilot-working has been commenced, no attempt
must be made to use cither of the local section
instruments until pilot-working is cancelled and
ordinary working has been resumed as laid down in
Rule 27,

(b) (i) A stair master key lettered "S,M., Creswick, for use at
North Creswick. in event of failure of Electric Staff
Apparatus." is provided at Creswick. for the purpose of
opening the staff-locked points at North Creswick in
the event of failure of staff instruments, and the
Pilotman Is not in possession of a staff (see section (iii)
of clause (a), Rule 27). The master key is normally
secured in a glass-fronted box fixed on the wail in the
station office at Creswick adjacent to the electric stalT
Instrument, To obtain possession of the master key the
OfTicer-in-Charge must break the glass. The master key
must only be released for the purpose set out in these
instructions, and under the personal supervision ofthe
Ofticer-in-Charge at Creswick, who must personally
hand the master key to the Pilotman and instruct him
in its use. When the Pilotman is in possession of the
master key and it is necessary to use it to operate the
slafT-lockcd points at North Creswick, the Signalman at
North Creswick as well as the Pilotman. will be
responsible for the points being properly set and
secured, and also that after use the points are tested and
left properly secured for the main line, and that the
home signal oITthe branch Line is at "Stop",

(ii) The Pilotman must keep the master key in his
possession until the staff apparatus is again ready for
use, and after pilot-working is established he must,
before despatching a train from either end of the
section, show the master key to the Signalman,

(iii) The OfTicer-in-Chargc at Creswick will be responsible
for the master key being returned promptly, and until
the fitter attends to renew the glass from of the box
securing the master key it must be locked away in the
oftlce safe,

(iv) On each occasion that the master key is removed from
its normal position and is no longer required for train
purposes, the Ofncer-ln-Charge must at once advise by
telegram the Electrical Filter for the district, who will
arrange for the master key to be restored and the glass
front replaced,

7. Proceed Ordcrs.-Thc use of Proceed Orders during failure
of the local section or through section electric staff instruments is
not permitted.

BENDIGO DISTRICT.

SUNBLRY.

DUNOLLY.

Tweedale Street Level Crossing.

-In order that road traftic will not be unduly delayed at
Tweedale Street Level Crossing. Enginemen of Up trains from the
Mildura and Inglewood lines are to stop their trains on the down
side of Tweedale Street crossing until the applicable arrival home
signal has been placed to the proceed position or authority has
been obtained from the Signalman to bring their train forward,

DONALD-FREEZING COMPANY'S SIDING.

At Donald and likewise at the Freezing Company's Siding it
will not be necessary for the Train Examiner or Engineman to
make any departure train examination or brake test on switch
trains which run between Donald and the Freezing Company's
Siding only, but the air brake must be in operation throughout the
train. The Guard or Shunter in charge of the movement must,
before it is commenced, fully observe Rule 17. Appendix III, Book
ofRules and Regulations,

Regulation 198. and Rule 12. sub-clause (b). Appendix IV.,
Book of Rules and Regulatlons.-ln order to obtain the maximum
facilities of the terminal conditions at Sunbury on the down
journey, the guard of any down goods train must communicate
with the Signalman, by means of tnc telephone provided at the up'
starting signal, for the purpose of informing him thai the whole of
the train, with while disc or red tail light attached, has arrived
complete under the protection of the home signal. Before advising
the Signalman, the guard concerned must satisfy himself that the
home signal is at the stop position.

CLARKEFIELD.

When a down goods train has vehicles to put olfaiClarkcficld.
the train must stop at the down home signal for the vehicles to be
detached. Before the locomotive or any portion of the train is
uncoupled, however, the Guard must satisfy himself that the
brakevan brake has been put on securely, and that sufficient
vehicle brakes have been applied to prevent any possibility of the
train or vehicles moving away (gnide I in 1 10), The uncoupling
must not be done until the guard has given the necessary signal.
Sec also Regulation 204 and clause 6, page 191,

KYNEION.

1. Regulation 198 and Rule 12, Sub-clause (b), Appendix IV.,
Book of Rules and Reguiations.-fn order to obtain the maximum
facilities of the terminal conditions at Kyncton. the guard of any
up goods train must communicate with the Signalman, by means
of the telephone in the auxiliary Signal-box at the down end of the
station, for the purpose of inlcrming him that the whole of the
train, with the white disc or red tail light attached, has arrived
complete under the protection of lite home signal. In the case ofan
up passenger train, it will be the duty of the Ofliccr-in-Charge to
obtain such information from the guard and for so informing the
Signalman.

2. The employe responsible in each case for conveying the
information to the Signalman must clearly state the name of the
train concerned.

BENDIGO.

1. Yard \Vorking.(a) When it is necessary to shunt vehicles
from the goods yard to No, I. 2, 3. or 4 passenger track, the
Signalman, "B" Box, must must not exhibit the fixed signal for the
movement until a bell signal or a verbal request has been received
from the Shunter or locomotive crew intimating the track
required,

(b> The Signalman. "B" Box, before turning oft'the disc signal
for a movement from the passenger yard towards "X." "Y" or "Z"
goods track, must first receive permission from the Yard Foreman
or Leading Shunter and obtain a hand signal from the Shunter in
charge of the hand points. Before giving such permission the Yard
Foreman or Shunter in charge must see that the line towards the
goods yard is clear, and take steps to prevent any conflicting
movement,

2. Departure of Goods Trains.-<a) Where ll.xed signals arc
not provided, no goods train must depart from anv tracks in the
Bendigo yard until the Engineman has received from the Yard
Foreman or Shunter in charge a green hand signal and verbal
instructions that the line Is clear. The Yard Foreman or Shunter in
charec must take steps to protect the departing train ftom any
conflicting movement. If there be any delay, the Axsisiant
Engineman must be sent to ascertain the cause,

(b) All up goods trains, also locomotives for loco, track,
should depart from the yard, via the up goods departure track, but
when it becomes necessary for any train or locomotive to leave the
yard bv any other track, the permission of the Signalman "A" Box.
must first be obtained before such train or locomotive is turned
into that track,

3. Trains or Locomotives Entering Yard from "A" Box
End.-Ia) All trains or locomotives for the yard must be turned into
"A." "B." or "C" arrival track unless the Signalman has been
otherwise instructed by the Yard Foreman, In every instance when
the Yard Foreman has authorised a train or locomotive to arrive in
the shunting track or goods departure track, he will be held
responsible for the protection of the movement until the train or
locomotive has arrived and the track is again clear.
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(b) (i) Arrival tracks'"A." "B," and "C" should ordinarily, be
used only for arrival trains or locomotives, but in the
event of it being necessary for the yard slafflo use one
of these tracks for a movement from the goods yard, the
.permission of the Signalman at "A" Box must fust be
obtained and the Signalman must, before granting such
permission, satisfy himself that he can do so with
safety. The Signalman must not again turn a train or
locomotive into the track for which such permission is
granted until he has ascertained that the movement has
been completed and the track is again clear.

(ii) Permission must be obtained for each separate
movement made from the yard to any arrival track, and
the shunter-in-chaige must give the Signalman full
information as to what is required, and again inform
him when the movement has been completed and the
track is again clear. A note showing the time that such
permission was granted and the time the track is again
clear, must be entered in the train register book. Levers
controlling signals leading on to the occupied Line
must be secured at the "Stop" position by sleeves.

4. Telephone Communication between Locomotive Shed,
Locomotive 1'rack, and "A" and "B" Boxes.-(a) Telephone
communication is provided between the departure door of the
locomotive shed and "A" and "B" boxes. The Engineman of any
locomotive, before leaving the shed, must first obtain permission
by telephone from the Signalman at cither "A" or "B" signal-box,
as may be necessary, and give him the number and class of
locomotive, its destination, and the Engineman's name. The
Signalman must, before granting permission, satisfy himself that
he has not permitted any conflicting movement, and apply sleeves
to all governing opposing movements. He must record in the train
register book the number of the locomotive and the time
permission was asked for and given, also the time locomotive
arrived at fixed signal.

(b) When permission has been obtained for a locomotive to
leave the shed both the Engineman and the Assistant Engineman
must keep a sharp look-out for any hand signals which may be
exhibited, and stop shon of any obstruction that may exist on the
line.

(c) A telephone is also provided and placed in a small wooden
box on the outside of signal post 10. and connected with "B"
signal-box to afford Enginemcn and Shunters a ready means of
communication with the Signalman.

5. North Bendigo.-Cattie Yards and Loco. Sidings.-(a) If a
locomotive be in the sidings at the time when a second locomotive
requires to proceed there, the Signalman at Box "D" must inform
the Engineman of the second locomotive and the Shunter
accompanying it. that a locomotive is already in the sidings, and
instruct him to keep a good look-out. Movements crossing the
loco, or cattle sidings must be protected by the Shunter in charge,
or, in the case of a light locomotive not accompanied by a shunter,
by the Assistant Engineman. The Engineman must sound the
locomotive whistle when rounding the curve approaching the
cattle yards.

(b) The maximum speed over the sidings must not exceed a
rale of 15 km. per hour (10 m.p.h.) during the hours of daylight.
andS km per hour (10 m.p.h.) during the nours of darkness or in
foggy weather. In the event of there being one or more locomotives
in tfle sidings, when the Signalmen change duty the Signalntan
relieved must give all information the Signalman who relieves him,
and also make an entry of the circumstances across the figure line
in the train register book, and both Signalmen must initial such
entry.

6. Strickland-road Level Crossing.-(a) A Shunter or other
competent person must remain in the immediate vicinity of the
crossing whilst any local shunting is being done, and in the event of
it becoming necessary for vehicles to the shunted over the crossing,
the Shunter or employe appointed for the purpose, must precede
the locomotive or leading vehicle, as the case may be, in order to
see that pedestrians, animals and vehicles are kept clear.

(b) If a Shunter be not in attendance for a locomotive
movement, the Engineman must, before proceeding over the
crossing, send the Assistant Engineman to carry out the duties
specified in the preceding paragraph.

7. Working of Adjacent Sidings.-(a) Outwards vehicles may
be cleared from, and inwards placed at Epsom, and California
Gully during darkness, provided the locomotive be accompanied
by two shunters. Locomotives are not permitted to run on the
Bcndigo Pottery Co.'s Siding at Epsom; a notice board lettered,
"LOCOMOTIVES MUST NOT GO PAST THIS POST," is
erected at the entrance to the siding.

(b) Vehicles must be cleared from, and placed at, the Gas
Company's Siding during the hours ofdaylight only.

BENDIGO RACECOURSE PLATFORM.

]. A divided staff is provided in the electric staffinstniment at
North Bendigo Junction for the seaion North Bendigo
Junction-Elmore. and Bendigo Racecourse may be opened as a
stair station when authorised by the Chief Operations Mant^r.
See pages 207-208 for instructions.

2. Up and down Home Signals are provided, and when the
station is not open as a staff station the signals are crossed in
accordance with Regulation 91. The si^alman will be responsible
for the crosses being promptly removed from and replaced on the
signals, and for the points being properly secured, according to
requirements.

ECHUCA FREIGHT CENTRE
Protection ofTracks

1. The points leading towards Nos. 6 and 7 tracks at the up
end are equipped with hand locking bar and padlock. A scotch
block is provicled at the down end of No. 6 track.

2. Keys to the padlocks are in the custody of the Freight
Centre Manager, who must depute a responsible Freight Branch
employe to attend to the locking bar and scotch block as required.

3. They are to be locked in the "On" position at the
commencement of each days activities, and, except as hereunder,
will remain locked "on" until such activities are completed.

4. To permit shunting during working hours:-

(a)The Shunter must inform the Freight Centre representative
of the intended movements, and the latter will be responsible to
warn all concerned, and ensure the area is clear.

(b) the deputed employe must then unlock and remove the
locking bare, ar the scotch block, and allow shunting to proceed.

(c) On completion of the shunting movements, the deputed
employe must again lock the locking bar or the scotch block, in the
"On" position, and advise for a resumption ofwork in the area.

5. When not required for protection of the area, the hand
locking bar and scotch block arc to be locked in the "Ofi" position
by the deputed employe.

ECHUCA-MOAMA SECTION.
Working ofSignals and Flashing Light Signals.

1. Down Trains.Approxiraately five (5) minutes prior to the
departure of a train from Echuca. the Engineman of the train must
be requested to give four long whistles as an intimation to the
Gatekeeper. If. after the whistles have been sounded, some
unforeseen circumstances should arise to prevent the train from
departing at the proper lime, the Gatekeeper at the up end of the
bndge must be advised by telephone of the anticipated departure
time of the train. Ifthc delay is likely to exceed five minutes from
the time the telephone message is despatched, the Gatekeeper
should be advised that four long whistles will be repeated five
minutes before the departure ofthe train.

The Stationmaster, Echuca, must depute an employe to notify
the Engineman concerned when the whistle is to be sounded.

During foggy weather, immediately the locomotive whistle
has been sounded as set out above, the Stationmaster at Echuca
must arrange for the Gatekeeper at the up end of the bridge to be
also advised by telephone ofthe departure time ofthe train.

2. Up Trains.-The Engineman of a train which will not stop
at Moama must give four long whistles when approaching the up
home signal at the station, and the Engineman of a train which
stops at Moama must give four long whistles immediately before
the train departs from Moama.

In addition to the sounding of the whistle as set out above, the
Stationmaster at Moama must advise the Gatekeeper at the up end
ofthe bridge of the departure of each up train from Barnes and its
approximate departure lime from Moama.

3. Rail Motor Tralns.-In the event of a Rail Motor train
being required to pass over the bridge, the Stationmaster. Echuca
or Moama. depending upon the direction of the train, must
arrange for the Gatekeeper to be advised by telephone of the
approach ofthe train.
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BARNTS
WorkinRas an Unanendedjunctlon.

The section Moama-Bames w:!l be worked under the
Automatic Electric StalT Rules, jwges 212-216 insofar as they
apply, subject to the following modilications:-

Electric Staff Instniments.-Thc Signalman at Moama may
withdraw an Elcaric Staff without the co-operation of any
employe at Barnes.

The withdrawal of a staff at Barnes for an up train must be
effected in accordance with Rule 3 of the Electric Staff Rules, i.e.,
the prescribed bell signals must be exchanged and the Signalman at
Moama must hold down the bell key to enable the Guard to
withdraw a staff.

Failure of Electric Slafflnstrumcnts

Up Traln-ln the event of it not being possible to withdraw a
staffat Barnes due to a failure of the Electric Slafflnstrumcnts, the
Signalman at Moama must inform the Train controller
accordingly.

The Train Controller, having satisfied himself, as far as
practicable that the necessary conditions for safely exist, may give
authority to the Signalman, Moama on Form T.L. 1 10. for the
issue ofa Proceed order.

The Signalman must then fill in Form "D". Proceed order
Issue Book and dictate the particulars thereon to the Guard, who
must enter them on a Form "E". Proceed Order received Book.

The Guard must then deliver the Form "E" (Yellow) to the
Engineman and the train may depart.

Down Traln.-lfa failure ofthe Slafflnstrumcnts should occur
and a staff cannot be withdrawn at Moama for a down train, the
Signalman must inform the Train Controller.

The Train Controller, after satisng himself as far as
practicable that the necessary conditions for safely exist, may give
authority to the Signalman at Moama on Form T.L. 1 10. for the
issue of a Proceed order. The Signalman at Moama on receipt of
Form T.L. 110 must fill in Form "D" and then transfer the
particulars thereon to Form "E" which must be handed to the
Engineman as authority to proceed through the section Moama to
Barnes.

On the arrival of the train at Barnes, the Guard must collect
and cancel the Proceed Order, and advise the Signalman Moama
that the (rain has arrived.

The cancelled Proceed Order must be delivered by the Guard
to the Stationmaster at the next station. The Stationmaster must
forward the Proceed order to the Sal'eworking Inspector."

Guard in Charge Working

On arrival ofan up train at Barnes, the Guard must proceed to
the safeworking cabin and communicate with the Signalman.
Moama. The Signalman will then inslnict the guard in regard to (a)
the withdrawal of a staff for the train and (b) the operation of the
points and Home signal for the next train due at Barnes,

When a down train arrives complete within the Home Signal
at Barnes, the Guard must insert the Electric Staff in the
Instrument and communicate with the Signalman at Moama and
receive instructions regarding the working of the train on the Staff
and Ticket section (Deniliguin or Balranald Lines).

The Guard must also be instructed as to whether a Home
Signal IS to beoperatcdfor the next train.

_ No train miisi be permiRod to foul the Single Line outside the
Arrival Home Signal unless the Engineman is in possession of the
proper authority for the section concerned.

MALDON JUNCTION.

1. (a) The Junction is worked in accordance with the
Instructions on pages 210-212. "Workingofan Unattended Siding.
Junction, or Station equipped with an Inlcrmcdiaie Electric Staff
Instrument."

(b) Two levers are provided at the Junction, one to operate
the points and (he other to operate the up home signal from the
Branch Line. The signal is detected through the points when set in
the reverse position. The junction points are secured '
miniature siafriock.

by a

clause 3, the Guard ofany train prtKceding to or from the Branch
line will be in charge of the train staff and ticket-working at
Maiden Junction, which must be carried out in accordance with
the rules contained in Appendix II. Book of Rules and
Regulations, and the Supplementary' Instructions shown on pages
157-162. in addition, the guanf must record all messages
exchanged and the arrival and departure times of his train in the
train registerbook.

3. If a competent employe be placed in charge at Maldon
Junction to facilitate the passage of the Branch line train through
the Junction, such employe will be responsible for the staff and
ticket working and also for the working of the intermediate electric
staff instrument, and this modifies the instructions, pages 210-212
in respect ofthe Guard's duties.

On each occasion that an employe is placed in charge of
signalling at the junction the Signalman at Castlcmainc "A"
Signal-box must arrange for the Engineman and Guard of the
branch line train to be advised, such advice to be given before the
train departs from Castlcmainc or Maldon as the case may be.

4. Except as provided in clause 3. when the down branch line
train has been side-tracked at Maldon Junction cn route to
Maldon, the Guard, should he be unable to communicate with the
Signalman at Castlcmainc "A" Signal-box by means of the local
tefephone afier an interval of 10 minutes (during which period he
must constantly endeavour to gain communication) will proceed
on his journey, and the Signalman at Casllemaine "A" Box will,
after the train has been 10 minutes ovcdimc in the section, arrange
for a competent employe to proceed to the junction, and it will be
the duty of such employe to act as laid down for the Guard in
sub-clause (a) ofclause 6. page 211.

BRIDCEWATER.

1. Inwards vehicles for the Water and Kerang United Roller
Flour Mills Company, Bridgcwater, may be placed for delivery on
the Loop connecting the station yard with the Company's Mill
Siding. Outwards vehicles may be taken delivery of from the same
place.

2. (a) During the lime that shunting operations are in
progress, the speed ofany train between the station yard and the
Mill Company's loop must not exceed a rate of 8 km per hour (5
m.p.h.), and the locomotive or the leading vehicle, as the case may
be, must be preceded over the level crossing by an emplove. who
must see that pedestrians, animals and vehicles arc kept clear.

(b) Loose shunting of vehicles is not permitted between the
station yard and the Mill Company's Loop; in everv instance the
vehicles must remain attached to the locomotive until placed in
position on the loop portion ofsiding.

3. The Siaiionmaslcr or person in charge must see that this
arrangement Ls carried oul.

SEYMOUR DISTRICT.

2. The train staff and staff ticket box and the necessary books
and forms for the section Maldon Junction-Maldon-Shefboume
are kept in the cabin at Maldon Junction. Except as provided in

KILMOREEAST.
Provision of Private Siding for Apex Quarries.

The Siding leads off the Up Victorian Gauge Main Line in a
down direction, crossing the Standard Gauge Main Line with a
mixed gauge diamond. The lumoul of the siding is 1294 metres
past the 40 marker post. A right hand crossover from the Down to
the Up Victorian Gauge Mam Line is provided in advance of the
lumoul to the siding.

The Siding runs adjacent to the Standard Gauge Main Line for
approximately 150 metres and then turns through approximaielv
70A ofa 150 metre radius cune entering the Company's property.
The Siding terminates at 1040 metres from the clearance point.
There is a loop of275 metres length within the Company's area for
run-round pulses. The Siding crosses McManus Road at a level
crossing at a distance of370 metres froom the clearance point,

WSa levers are provided on the points at the loading area.

Protection for the Main tine is cITected by a derail turnout
immediately on the upside of the loading area, and by a short spur
(available as a cripple siding) near the mixed gauge diamond
crossing. Standing room for one vehicle is provided in the siding. A
Scotch Block is provided on the siding.

The Siding rises from the main line connection at a grade of I
in 145 to the fevel crossing. From the level crossing to the dead
end. the siding rises at a grade of I in 250.
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Telephones are provided at the down end of the Spur Siding
and at the ground frame near the derail turnout.

The movement of the train will be under the direction of the
Guard.

Down Movcs.-When a train is to proceed to the Apex Quarry
Siding, the Signalman at Kilmore East must obtain the Standard
Gauge Train Controllers permission.

The Signalman at Kilmore East may then take the Standard
Gauge release, by turning the Standard Gauge release key located
in the track indication diagram. This will in turn bring up a
Victorian Gauge release lignt in the diagram which proves the
Standard Gauge signalling is safe for a release and the pilot lever
No. 23 may be reversed. This in turn frees levers Nos. 22 and 24
aiid locks signal levers Nos. I. 2 and 7 normal, protecting the
Victorian Gauge move.

When the pilot lever No. 23 is restored to normal the
Signalman must inform the Standard Gauge Train Controller that
the move has been completed. The Standard Gauge Controller,
will n()t get any indication on the Control Panel except for when
the train ison the grade crossing.

Up Movcs.-Prior to a train being ready to depart from the
siding, the Guard must ring the Signalman at Kilmore East by
means ofthe telephone provided in cabin.

The Signalman musl then go through the same procedure as
for down siding moves.

Special Boards of triangular shape, with black lettering on a
white background arc erected on the up side of the Siding track
between the Spur siding and the derail turnout to indicate to
Enginemen of up trains the point at which they must bring the
locomotive to a stand, so that the rear of the train will be clear of
the derail turnout.

The Boards arc lettered ••9","12", "IS" and "Ig" indicating
the number ofvehicles.

The train is then to be departed by means ofa hand signal.

The points must then be returned to the normal position and
the keys returned to Kilmore East and the Standard Gauge Train
Controller advised.

BROADKORD AND McDOUGALI..

I  (a) Mc Dougall Siding is situated 2000 metres on the down
side of Broadford, and is connected only to the down main line.
There are no fixed signals.

(b) Vehicles on up trains for the siding musl be left at
Broadford.

2. The points are secured by an Annett lock, the key of
which, when not required to release the points at McDougall. is
kept in a duplicate Lock on the lever of the down starting signal at
Broadford. In the absence ofthe key the signal is locked at stop.

3. The siding is only worked by an authorised down goods
train, or by a special trip from Broadford as may be arranged; see
clause 7. The Guard must be assisted bv a competent employe
from Broadford, and the latter will be responsible for the safe
custody of the Annett key and for testing the special lock m
accordance with clause 4, page 52. when shunting is completed.

4. The siding is situated on an incline, and when a train is to
work there, care must be taken that, before uncoupling, in addition
lo screwing ihc Brakevan brake lightly down, all the vehicle brakes
are properly applied to prevent ihc possibility of the train or any of
the vehicles moving away. See also Rcgulaljon 204 and clause 6.
page 191,

Before the locomotive proceeds on its journey to Taliarook or
returns to Broadford as the case may be, the competent emp^loye
who accompanies the train from Broadford musl apply the hand
brake firmly on every vehicle left standing in the sidings adjoining
the running lines.

5. The Engineman of any down train which has to shunt at
McDougall may, after receiving verbal instructions from the
Signalman, Broadford, pass the down starting signal at Broadford
when it is al the stop position, and, provided the competent
employe, with ihe Annett key. is riding on the locomotive, may
proceed on the Journey.

6. (a) The Signalman, Broadford, must not authorise the
starling signal lo be passed al stop unless the Is Line Clear signal
has been accepted by Taliarook.

(b) Trains must not work at McDougall during Foggy
weather, nor when Ihe block instruments are out oforder.

7. Method of Working from Broadford when (he Train Is
Required to Return to that Station.-(a) Before despatching a
locomotive and Brakevan (with or without wagons or varis) to the
Siding, the Signalman at Broadford must obtain permission from
Taliarook in the regular way for the down train to proceed, and
before allowing the locomotive to proceed he must hand the
Engineman a "Wrong Line" order to authorise the train to return
from McDougall Siding lo Broadford on the Down Line, and must
also verbaiiv instruct the Engineman that when returning the train
must be stopped clear of post 9 until signalled forwarcl. When the
locomotive departs from Broadford the "Departure Signal" must
be sent and acknowledged, and the Signalman at Taliarook must
be informed of the circumstances. On the return of the train from
McDougall siding, the Signalman at Broadford must, after having
ascertained that the train has arrived complete, and having
collected the "Wrong Line" Order from the Engineman, send the
cancelling signal to Taliarook. The Engineman. when returning to
Broadford on the Wrong Line, must stop the train clear of post 9 at
Broadford until signalled forward by the Signalman.

(b) Prior lo the locomotive and brakevan (with or without
wagons or vans) departing fVom Broadford, the down home signal
(Post 4) must be at the stop position, and immediately the
locomotive has passed the home signal on post 7 it musl be placed
at stop. The home signals on posts 4 and 7 must be maintained at
stop until the train has returned to Broadford and is clear of the
down main line.

(c) The "Wrong Line" Order must be cancelled and attached
to the page of the train register book containing the entries for the
date it is used, and forwarded with the book to the Safcworking
Inspector's oftice,

(d) If the locomotive of the train which is to return lo
Broadford should fail, assistance must be obtained as I'ollows:-

(1) Should the locomotive fail when in the siding and the
main line be clear, the Engineman musl hand the
"Wrong Line" order lo the Guard, and also a written
order stating that his locomotive is disabled in the
siding, that the main line is clear, and that he will not
permit the locomotive to foul the main ling until relief
arrives- The Guard must then return to Broadford with
the Orders and the annett key, and the Signalman after
cancelling the "Wrong Line" order must make all
necessary arrangements for relief. Trains may,
however, be worked through the section in accordance
with the rules before relief is sent in provided the
signalman is in possession of both the "Wrong Line"
order and "Engineman"s Order", and also the annett
key.

(ii) Should the locomotive fail on the main line or the main
line be occupied by vehicles, the Engineman must hand
the "Wrong Line" order lo the Guard and instruct him
to take it to the Signalman at Broadford and arrange for
relief. The Signalman must cancel the "Wrong Line"
Order and arrange for relief in accordance with the
rules.

(iii) When proceeding for assistance in accordance with the
section (ii) the Guard must place detonators upon the
line in accordance with Regulation 239 and
accompany the relief locomotive to the disabled
locomotive or vehicles.

DYSART-SEYMOUR

1. The points leading to ihe Double Line at Dywrt are
motor-operated and worked by No. 4 Lever at Dysart when that
Box is open and by No. 54 Lever at Seymour "A" Box when
Dysart is switched out.

2 When Dysart is switched out. all levers are normal in the
frame. Down Home Signals Nos. 9 and 7 will be worked by Lever
No 57 at Sevmour "A" Box and Up Home Signal No. 2 will be
worked by Lever No. 47. The switching in of Dysart is controlled
by Electric Cross-lock released by No. 55 Lever in Seymour "A"
Box.

3 (a) A Pilot Key is secured in a box in a Cabin at Signal No.
7 and a Pilot Key in a box in a cabin at Signal No. 46.

In the event of a failure of either Signal, Dysan must be
switched in and arrangements made for working by Pilotman on
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the Single Line Section. The Pilolman must be in j»ssession of
both Pilot Keys and retain them in his possession until the signals
are in orderand Pilotworking is cancelled.

(b) The Manager Country Train Operations (Eastern), must
arrange for a competent man to be available to switch in Dysart as
required.

SEYMOUR.

!. "A"and"B"Boxes-<a) The Signalman at Box "A" or"B"
must obtain the pcrrnission of the Yard Foreman or Shunter in
charge before allowing any train or locomotive to enter any of the
yard tracks. Nos. 2 to 8 inclusive, and in every case the Yard
Foreman or Shunter in charge, before giving such permission,
must make proper provision for the safety of the movement.

(b) The Signalman at each Box ("A" and "B") must consult
each other before using any of the above-mentioned tracks so that
they will not use the same track nor allow trainsor locomotives to
enter such tracks from opposite ends at the same time.

(c) (i) Should it be necessary for vehicles to be left standing on
No. I platform track or the back east platform track,
the Yard Foreman or Shunter in charge of the
operation must immediately inform the Signalman at
"A" Box and "D" Box ofthe circumstances.

(ii) During the hours between sunset and sunrise, and in
foggy weather, a red light must be exhibited at the rear
andat the front ofany vehicle or vehicles so left.

(iii) When the line is again clear, the yard Foreman or
Shunter in charge must so advise the Signalman.

(d) The Shunter or other person in charge of shunting
operations must inform the Signalman at the nearest box. in every
case, when a track is left occupied or foul, and again when the track
is clear, and the Signalman so informed must advise the Signalman
at the other end of the yard. Before a locomotive is allowed to run
through on a goods track to the other end of the yard, the Shunter
or other person in charge must obtain the Signalman's permission.

2. ''A"Box.-<a) During the hours between sunsetand sunrise
and in foggy weather, when the main line near post 2 is already
occupied, no train or locomotive must be allowed to proceed in
that direction until the Engineman ofsuch train or locomotive has
been veibally instructed regarding the state of the line ahead.

(b> Ground disc signals, Nos. 11 and 12, are erected on the
right-hand side of the track from which they apply. No. 12 is
erected between tracks Nos. lA and 2A, and No. 1 1 is erected
between tracks Nos. 2A and 3A. If a locomotive be standing at or
approaching ground disc No. 12, a movement must not be
performed from No. 2A track via the crossover to No. 3 track until
the Signalman has first informed the Engineman on No. 3A track.
Similarly, if a locomotive is on No. 2A track and No. 2 track is
occupied and it is desired to perform a movement from No. 3A to
No. 3 track, disc No. II must not be put to proceed until the
Engineman on No. 2 track has been instructed by the Signalman.

3. Whistle Post Erected Near Signal Post No. 1 for Down
'Trains.-A whistle post No. is erected near post No. I down home
signal at Seymour, so that Enginemcn of Down trains will sound
the locomotive whistle to warn Shunters working in the vicinity of
"D" siding.

The Engineman of every down train must sound the whistle
when approaching this post, and repeal the whistle at intervals
while travelling between signal posts I and 2.

BENALLA,

1. Cattle Slding.-(a) During the hours between sunset and
sunrise only one locomotive must be allowed on the cattle siding,
or on the line leading thereto, at the same time.

(b) During the hours of daylight, should it be necessary for a
Mwnd locomotive to be sent Into the cattle siding, the Signalman,
"B" Box, must inform the Engineman of the second locomotive
that a locomotive is already in the siding, and instruct him to
proceed cautiously, and keep a good look-out. If a shunter
accompany the locomotive, he must also be informed.

2. Repair Shops Slding.-Scotch blocks are provided at the
entrance to the two tracks leading to the rolling stock repair shop.
They must be kept locked except when required to be open for the
passage oflocomolivcs or vehicles. The keys of the padlocks which
secure the Blocks are in charge of the Signalman at "B" Box, from
whom they must be obtained by the Shunter or other employe
requiring them, and be relumed to the Signalman immediately
after use.

3. Standing a Goods Train or vehicles on the Branch Linc.-

(a) (i) When, owing to congestion in the yard, it is ncccssaiy
to place a Goods train or vehicles outside the home
signal on the Yarrawonga line and the train stalffor the
section Benalia-St. James is at Benalla, this may be
done but in every instance the following precautions
must be adopleU:-

(ii) The placing of the train or vehicles on the branch line
must only be done under the direction of the
Offieer-in-Charge, who must first sight the train staff
for the section concerned and then inform the
Signalman in "B" Box what is intended to be done.
After the train or vehicles have been placed in position
between the home and distant signals on the branch
line, and before the locomotive is uncoupled, the
Shunter in chaise ofthe movement must, in addition to
screwing on the hand brake in the brakcvan (if a
brakevan be attached), apply a sufTicienl number of
hand brakes. Sec Regulation 204, and page 191.

(iii) The shunter must place red flag by day or a red light by
night on the vehicle standing open at each end of the
train standing on the branch line.

(b) (i) The Shunter in chaige of the movement, on return of
the locomotive to Benalla. must advise the Signalman
in "B" Box in writing the number of vehicles which arc
left on the Branch line and the number and class of the
last vehicle to be cleared. The Signalman must secure
the train staff for the section under lock and key, and
insert an entry across the figure line on the train register
bookasfollows:-

"No vehicles are standing between the home
and distant signals on the Line.
No vehicle is the last vehicle to be cleared.
Time Date "

(ii) The Signalman must also place sleeves on the levers of
the signals leading to the occupied line.

(iii) In the event of the Signalman being relieved before the
line is cleared, he must draw the attention of the
Signalman by whom he is relieved to the entry In the
train register book and to the fact of the sleeves being
on the levers and the latter Signalman must initial the
entry,

(iv) When the whole ofthe train or vehicles is removed, the
Shunter in charge of the movement must advise the
Signalman in "B" Box in writing, stating number and
ciassofthe last vehicle cleared. When the Signalman is
satisfied that all vehicles have been cleared he must
enter the particulars across the figure line of the train
registerbook.

(c) When the Yarrawonga line is occupied in accordance with
the instructions care must be taken to see that level crossings are
not left obstructed.

WANGARAITA-BOWSER-SPRINGHURST.

1. (a) A miniature staiT Master key, lettered "S.M.,
WANGARATTA, FOR USE AT BOWSER IN THE EVENT OF
FAILURE OF ELECTRIC STAFF APPARATUS," is provided
jn the signal-box at Wangaratta for the purpose of freeing the
interlocking at Bowser in the event of a failure of the electric staff
instruments and the Pilolman is not in possession of a stalf, sec
sub-clause (iii) ofclause (a), electric staff rule 27.

(b) (i) The master key is normally secured in a glass-fronted
box in the signal-box at Wangaratta. To obtain
possession of the master key, the Officcr-in-Chargc
must break the glass. The master key must only be
released for the purpose set out in these instructions,
under the personal supervision ofthe Officer-in-Chaige
at Wangaratta. who must personally hand the master
key to the Pilotman, and instruct him its use.

(ii) When the master key is used to free the interlocking at
Bowser, the Signalman will be responsible for returning
the key to the Piiotman after Its use, and the Pilotman
will be responsible for obtaining it.

(iii) The Pilotman must keep the master key in his
possession until the staff apparatus is again ready for
use and. after Pilot-working is established, he must,
before despatching a train from either end of the
section, show the master key to the Signalman.
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2. On each occasion ihai the master key Is removed from its
normal position, and is no longer required for train purposes, the
OITicer-in-Charge at Wangaratla must advise the Eleeirical Fitter
for the District bv telegram, who will arrange for the master key to
be restored and tlie glass front replaced. Until the Fitter reports to
restore the master key. the OHicer-in-Charge must keep it in the
ofTicesafe,

ALBURY.
Shunting in Victorian Shunting Neck.

When shunting operations arc being performed in the
Victorian Shunting Neck at the south end ofthe yard with loads of
300 tonnes or greater, the air brake must be in operation on the
equivalent of at least two vehicles other than the locomotive for
every 100 tonnes ofload.

SPRINCHURST.

1. Shunting Outside the Home Signal (Post No. 6) on the
Wahgunyah Line at Springhurst.-Shuniing operations may be
performed outside the home signal (Post fi) in the absence of the
train sialT when the Signalman at Ruihcrglen is not on duty,
subject to the instructions contained in page 159 and the further
instructions shown hercunder-

2. When it is known that it will be necessary to foul the main
lineoutsidc the home signaKPost 6)on the Wahgunyah line, when
the Signalman at Rutherglcn will not be on duly, the Signalman at
Springhurst must, before the Signalman at Rutherglcn is due off
duty, obtain permission to foul the line by exchanging the
"AGNE" and "AUDI" messages, in accordance with instructions,
page 159,

3. When the Signalman at Rutherglcn reports for duty he
must communicate with the Signalman at Springhurst. and if the
line be clear to the home signal at Springhurst. the Signalman
concerned must send the "AWAK" message, and on receipt the
staffmaybe released at Rutherglcn.

4. In the event of the telephone failing and the "AWAK"
message cannot be sent, the Signalman at Rutherglcn must instruct
the Engincman concerned in writing that he must approach the up
distant signal at Springhurel cautiously, and not proceed past such
signal until he has been verbally instructed to do so by the
Signalman.

WODONGA

Two notice boards lettered "LOCOMOTIVES MUST NOT
PASS THIS POINT UNTIL PERMISSION IS OBTAINED
FROM THE SIGNALMAN" are provided at the up end exit from
the Loco. Depot.

The Engineman of the Locomotive coming into running for
any purpose must not pass the boards and move towards Signal
Post 16 until he has obtained permission form the Signalman at
Wodonga.

The Signalman must, when giving permission for a
Locomotive to proceed towards Signal Post No. 16, first ensure
that a conflicliong move is not taking place.

The points leading to the Fricight Track (No. 6) are worked by
a WSa lever and normally lie for the locomotive tracks, being
secured for those tracks by hand locking bar and padlock.

The Officer in charge of the Freight Centre must ensure that
the scotch block provided in the Freight Track is locked "On"
unless a shunt is to take place, in which case the Leading Shunter
will confer with the Officer in charge of the Freight Centre and
arrange for the points and scotch blocks to be unlocked. The
Officer in charge of the Freight Centre must comply with the
provisions of Regulation 131 before the points and scotch blocks
are unlocked.

WODONGA-WODONCA
SiDINGS-BANDJANA-BANDIORD.

COAL

1. Modiflcaiion of Train Examination and Brake Test of
Goods Trains running between the abovementioned
locations.-Prior to rakes of goods vehicles being hauled between
the above locations, the train examination and brake test
prescribed in Air Brake Instruction No. 79. Westinghouse Brake
Book oflnstruciions. is to be dispensed with, and in lieu theeof, the
following instructions arc to be obscrved:-

2. (a) When thclocomoiive is coupled to the train, the Guard
or Shunter must couple up the air brake connections to provide
brake-pipe continuity throughout the train.

(b) After the air has been turned through the train, the Train
Examiner or Engineman, as the case may be. must pass along the
train to the rear vehicle, seeing on his way that the brake-pipe
cocks between all vehicles are fully open. He must then signal for
the air brake to be applied and after satisfying himself that the
brake has been applied on the last vehicle, signal for the release
and return to the locomotive.

ALBURY.
Down Victorian PassengcrTralns Arriving at Albury.

1. A train locomotive can run round a train equal in length to
eleven (I I) carriages and brakcvan.

2. (a) The Engincman ofany down passcngcrirain arrivingai
Albuo' must see that the Assistant Engineman keeps a good
look-out for any hand signals exhibited by the New South Wales
oniccr-in-Charge of the platform so that the train may be stopped
at the point required. The New South Wales Officer must stand in
a suitable position to exhibit the necessary hand signals.

(b) A locomotive movement through the crossover at the
Albury (Down) end of the Victorian platform track must not be
permitted unless the front of the leading vehicle on any down
passenger or empty carriage train is clear of the fouling point. The
fouling point is defined by a white mark on the Victorian passenger
platform.

(c) No movement must be permitted through No. 19 points
platform track to locomotive track unless the vehicles standing on
the Victorian platform track are in clear of No. 9 signal.

RUSHWORTH-COLBINABBIN-STANHOPE.

The junction of the Coibinabbin and Stanhope Lines is
located at 170.148 km. i.e.. 1.250 metres on the down side of
Rushworth. The points at the junction are operated by a WSa
lever. A hand locking bar is not provided.

The Engincman of a train proceeding to the Coibinabbin or
Stanhope lines must bring his train to a stand at thejunction facing
points and arrange for the Assistant Engincman to set the points
for the line on which the train is to travel or ensure that the points
are set for that line.

For up train movements, it is not necessary for the train to be
stopped at the points.

Rushworth-Colbinabbin-Sianhope is worked as. one Staff
Section under the Rules of Train SialT and Ticket System. Staff
ticketsare not to be used.

MURCHISON EAST.

1. Shunting Outside the Home Signal on the Rushworth
Line.-(a) Shunting operations may be performed outside the
above home signal in the absence of the train staff when the
Signalman at Rushworth is not on duly, subject to the instructions
contained in page 159 and the lunher instructions shown
hcreunder-

(b) When it is known that it will not be necessary to foul the
line outside the home signal when the Signalman at Rushworth
will not be on duty, the Signalman at Murchlson East, before the
Signalman at Rushworth Is due off duty, obtain permission to foul
the line by exchanging the "AGNE" and "AUDI" message in
accortance with instructions, page 159.

(c) When the Signalman at Rushworth reports for duty he
must communicate with the Signalman at Murchlson East and if
the line be clear to the home signal at Murchison East the
Signalman concerned must send the "AWAK". message and on
receipt the staff may be released at Rushworth.

SHEPPARTON.

2. S.P.C. SIdlng-ShunlIng In the absence of Train
StalT.-la) The Shcpparton Preserving,Co.. Ltd. Loop Siding is
situated on the Katamatltc Line, about 800 metres from
Shepparton station.

The points at each end ofthe siding are rodded to catch blades
in the siding, and secured by staff locks.

(b) A master key is provided and this key is in the custody of
the Siationmastcr. Shepparton, and must also be locked in the safe
when not required for use. The key must only be released and used
under the personal supervision ofthe Siationmastcr.
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(c) (i) When it is necessary to work the siding by locomotivE
from Shepparton, and the train staff for the section,
Shepparton-Dookie, is not at Shepparton station, the
Engineman of a locomotive with or without vehicles
may proceed from Shepparton as far as the Siding, but
no further, when in possession of the master key
described in sub-clause (b), and after being instructed to
do so by the Signalman at Shepparton.

(ii) In the event ofthe locomotive proceeding to the S.P.C.
Siding, following a train in accordance with sub-clause
(d) of clause 7, page 159, the Signalman at Shepparton
must, before permitting the movement, assure himself
that the train in the section is proceeding on its journey
at least 1500 metres beyond the Siding.

(iii) The following instructions and precautions must also
be observed:-

(aa) The work must be performed in clear daylight
only,

(bb) The Stationmaster, Shepparton, must inform the
Signalman of what is required, and at the same time
hand him the master key.

(cc) Before handing the master key to the Engineman,
the Signalman must first obtain permission from the
staff station at the opposite end of the section in
accordance with the instructions contained in clause 7,
page 159, adding the words, "permission required to
send train to S.P.C. Siding" after the "Agne" message.

(dd) The Signalman or person in charge at the opposite
end of the section may give such permission, acting in
accordance with the instructions contained in clause 7.
page 159.

(ee) The locomotive must be accompanied by a
competent Shunter, and when the locomotive or train
arrives at the siding the Engineman must hand the
master key to the Shunter to enable him to unlock the
points.

When the shunting has been completed and the points
placed in their proper position for trains to run on the
main line, the Shunter must return the master key to
the Engineman, and the locomotive with or without
vehicles must immediately return to Shepparton.

(ft) On arrival of the train complete at Shepparton the
Signalman must collect the master key from the
Engineman and send the "Awak" message, followed by
the words "Train has relumed from S.P.C. Siding."

(gg) On receiving the master key from the Signalman
the Stationmaster must at once lock it in the safe until
it is again required for use in accordance with these
instructions.

(hh) In the event of the locomotive breaking down
when outside the home signal, or any accident
occurring to prevent its return to Shepparton, the
Engineman must at once arrange for the Shunter to
proceed to Shepparton and inform the Staiionmasterof
the circumstances, and the latter must make all the
necessary arrangements, acting in accordance with the
rules.

The Shunter, when proceeding to Shepparton, must
place detonators on the Line in accordance with
Regulation 239, and the Engineman must arrange for
his Assistant Engineman to similarly protect the
locomotive in the opposite direction.

LIFT BRIDGE OVER MURRAY RIVER BETWEEN
STRATHMERTON AND TOCUMWAL,

1. The lift span of the bridge must be kept secured in position
fora train to pass over, except when it requires to be open for river
traffic, or when it requires cleaning or repairing.

2. The normal position of the down home signal, which is
worked from a quadrant in the cabin near the up side of the bridge
is stop.

3. (a) When the lift span requires to be raised for river iraftlc.
or otherwise, the Signalman at Tocumwal must send the Release
Staff for River Bridge signal, viz., 7 beats (given thus;4-3), and the

Signalman at Straihrricrton must (provided he is in a position to
accept such signal without causing delav to traffic, and there is no
train in the section) acknowledge it. anifglve permission fora staff
to be withdrawn.

(b) When the lift span of the bridge is properly secured in
position, and the line is again clear and safe for the passage of
trains, the staff must be returned to the Instrument and the Bridge
in Position, Staff Replaced signal, viz., 7 beats (given lhus:3-4)
must be sent to Strathmerton.

4. The description of each signal and the time it is given or
received must be recorded in the train register book at each end of
the section.

5. (a) To permit of the lift span being raised, the key end of
the electric staff must be inserted and turned in the staff lock. The
lever may then be moved to release the two plungers on the down
river side of the bridge. When these plungers are withdrawn, the
Annctt key (which is normally secured in the lock on the plunger
lever) must be turned and withdrawn, and inserted and turned in
the Annett lock, which secures the plunger on the up river side
(Victorian end) of the bridge. When this plunger is withdrawn, the
lift span can be raised.

(b) When the lift span is lowered to its normal position the
plunger on the up river side must be pushed in, the annctt key
turned and withdrawn and inserted and turned in the lock on the
plunger lever on the down riverside. This will unlock the plunger
lever, which then can be put back, and the electric sialT may then
be turned and withdrawn.

(c) Any staff that has been used to release the lift span must,
unless it is again required for the same purpose before the
Signalman at Strathmerton comes on duty, be at once returned to
the staff instrument. The same staff must not be used for the next
up train proceeding over the section.

6. (a) Before the lift span of the bridge is raised the
responsible employe must first see that there is no road iralTlc
between the outside gates on the up or down side, and he must also
close and lock the gates so as to prevent traffic from entering upon
the line. Similar precautions must be taken when a train is tnown
to be approaching in either direction, and, in addition, the gales at
each end of the bridge must be placed clear of the line and tne rails
cleared ofany obstructioon.

(b) When the lift span is again in its normal position, or the
train has passed clear of the road approaches, the outside gate on
each side must be closed and locked across the line, and the inside
gates reopened for road tralTic.

(c) When nearing the bridge in either direction the
Engineman must keep a good look-out and give one long distinct
sound on the locomotive whistle.

7. When permission has been given to Strathmerton for a
down train to approach, an employe from Tocumwal must be at
the bridge in time to see that the line there is clear and safe for the
passage ofthe train.

8. (a) Before an up train leaves Tocumwal. an employe from
the station must proceed to the bridge, and when he has
awrtained that the line there is clear and safe, he must advise the
Signalman by telephone to that effect, and upon receipt of such
advice the train may. provided the Engineman is in possession of
the staff for the section, be allowed to proceed.

(b) The Engineman ofany up train must approach the bridge
with his train well under control, and not proceed over it until he
receives an "All Right" hand signal, which the employe previously
referred to must, unless the Regulations require otherwise, exhibit
near the gates at the down side of the bridge.

(c) in the event ofany failure of the telephone, the train must
not be allowed to leave Tocumwal until sufficient time has elapsed
to permit of the employe proceeding as far as the gate on the up
side, and returning to the gate on the down side.

9. Should the electric staff Instruments fail, no attempt must
be made to raise the lift span until such lime as the instruments are
again in proper working order.

10. If any wreckage of failure of any part of the bridge or of
the staff lock or plungers occur, the matter must be at once to the
Chief Civil Engineer, to the District Road Foreman, Signal
Supervisor, and the Ganger, care being taken lo give such
particulars as may be necessary to enable the nature and extent of
the accident to be understood. The Chief Operations Manager.
Manager Country Trains Operations (Eastern), and Safcworking
inspector must be also advised.
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TOCUMWAL.

1. Wise Bros." Flour Mill Sidina.-(a) New South Wales
vehicles may be placed on or removed from this siding by a New
South Wales locomotive under the personal supervision of the
Ofilcer-in-Charge at Tocumwal at a time convenient to this
department, provided that New South Wales vehicles to be moved
are first out-

lb) Whenever it is practicable to do so the work must be
carried out during daylight.

(c) In the event of no locomotive being available during
daylight, and it is necessary to perform the work during darkness
the Officer-in-Chatge at Tocumwal must arrange for the necessary
precautions to be taken so that the movements will be safely
conducted, and sub-clauses (b) and (c) of clause 2 hereof complied
with.

The Shunter-in-Charge must, before commencing the work,
see that everything is clear for the movement, and that Regulation
131 is comp[ied with. He must also precede the locomotive or the
leading vehicle over the Dcniliquin-Road crossing, in order to see
that pedestrians, animals, and vehicles are kept clear.

(d) The speed over the level crossing must not exceed 8 km
per hour (5 m.p.h.). and both the F.ngincman and Assistant
Engineman must keep a good look-out lor any hand signal that
may be exhibited.

2. Deniliquin Road Crosslng.-(a) The down home signal
(Victorian Line) must not be exhibited for a train to approach
unless a competent employe, equipped with the necessary hand
signals. Is stationed at the Dcniliquin-Road crossing as a
Crossing-keeper, to warn pedestrians and the drivers of vehicles in
regard to the approaching train, and to keep the crossing clear until
the train arrives in the station yard. The Signalman must keep the
signal at the stop position until he has made sure that the
Crossing-keeper is at his post.

(b) Before shunting operations are commenced over the
crossing from the main line to the yard tracks or sidings, the
Crossing-keeper must be at his post to act, as set out in sub-clause
(a). The same must be done if It be necessary to pu.sh in either
direction over the crossing. The Crossing-keeper must remain at
his post until the shunting or pushing operations are completed.
During shunting or pushing operations over the crossing, the guard
or other employe in charge of the operations must sec that the
Crossing-keeper is at his post, and ifhe be not there, the Guard or
other employe inehargemust himself protect the crossing.

(c) The Stalionmasicr. or in his absence the employe in
charge of the station, must see that the above instructions are
understood and carefully observed by all employes concerned, and
that a competent employe is appointed to act as Crossing-keeper
when necessary.

TATURA-TOOLAMBA SECI ION.
Working Electric Staff Section by means of Composite Electric

Siaft.

1.When necessary, except as provided in clause S, in order to
avoid waiting time at Tatura or Toolamba a train may be permitted
to follow a preceding train in either the L'p or Down direction after
an Inlcnal of 10 minutes has elapsed and the Engineman of the
following train (In addition to being given the required portion or
portions of the Composite StafO. has been furnished, on the
prescribed form, with a Notice of Train Ahead. (Sec Rule 23,
Appendix II.. Book of Rules and Regulations).

2. The Engineman and Guard of ihc train which will be
followed by another train, as specified herein, must be vefrialiy
instructed bv the Signalman at Tatura or Toolamba that their train
will be followed by another train aficr an imerval of not less than
10 minutes has elapsed from the time ofdeparture oftheir train.

3. Attention is directed to Clause 12, page 205. which must
be strictly observed by the Signalman at Tatura or Tooiamba. The
aiieniion of Guards is also directed to the instructions on pages
129-130. respecting the protection oftrains.

4. The Signalman at Tatura or Toomlamba when the time
interval is being worked, must arrange that the firei train will not
be stopped at the home signal unless it is unavoidable.

5. The method of working Iralnx under a Time interval
System as shown In the preceding clauses will not apply during
foggy weather.
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Air-operated apparatuson Electric trains 'iv
Alamcin-Ashburton-Camherwell, when two carriages are operating Guard to ride in van
ofComposiie niotoron Upjourney

Albury-Down Victorian Passenger irainarrivingat ^
Shunting in Victorian Shunting Neck ^94

Alexandra-Caihkin. Vehicles fitted with pipe only between '89
Alumatta, Intermediate Electric Staff Instruments 210-212
Ambulance- -.

chests and boxes

equipment, provision of. and general instructions re 18*22
First Aid to injured \i22

2122
stretchers «
Victorian Civil
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Amendments ofRegulations 4-5
Amendments ofRules 5.6
Anderson Street Level Crossing, Sunshine-Albion 240
Animals, trespassing over Level Crossings 73
Apparatus, air-operated, on Electric trains 140

„  miniaturestaffexchanging 1 16-118
„  passenger communication 128
„  signalling and interlocking, out oforder 44

Appliances, fire 26-31
Approach, Lockingofpoints 184
„  lockingofsignals 47

Ararat "B" Box, line clearforUp trains 228
„  crossing trains at 1 14
„  loco, depot 252
„ operation of rail-motor to and from loco, depot 252-253
„  shuntingatUpendofYard 252

Arden St., Sth, Kensington and Kensington Pilots, Examination ofvehicles 189-lW
Arms,semaphore,colouror 37
Armstrong, crossing trains US
Armstrong.LineClearforDownTrains 228
Arresters, lightning 219
Arrival trains, employes entering 57
Articles exceeding the gauge dimensions 132

foundonline 24, 146
„  of exceptional shape, etc., ioadingand conveyance of 132

to be carried by Guards 96-97
Artificial breathing, in casesofelectricshock 18-21
Ascot Vale Road Level Crossing 244
Ashbunon-Alamein, working of 24!
Assistant Guards riding on locomotives 98
AssistantGatekeeper.RailAgentforappointmenl 3I
Attendance ofSignalling Staff, Suburban area 41
Authorised employe only allowed on roofor under vehicles in electrified area 16
Authority to be obtained for blasting I47
Automatic and Track Control System ofSignalling on Single Lines, under the direaion ofa Train Controller 163-174
AulomaticEleciricTiainStaffWorking 212-216
AutomaticElearicTrainStaffWorkingofTrack Machines, responsibilityofTrainControlleisandemploye-in-chargc , . , . 145-146
Automatic Electric Train StaffWorking, Gheringhap-Maroona Line 251-252
Automatic Boom Barriers with Flashing Light Signals at Level Crossings 76-77
Automatic control of signals by Treck circuits 48,200

couplers ! . . , 120-224
couplers, standard heights of 122-123

failure ofon Locomotives 122
exchangingapparatusforeleciricslalTs 116-118
signalling, Geelong line, high tension aerial for 18

„  section,entrancelocontrolledbytwo-positioncdsignal 37
signals at the stop position, passing of 37
SleeperTamping Machine 91-92

Avenel, crossing trains at Hj
Axle boxes, hot 135-136

B

Bacchus Marsh, crossing trains at 115
delivering staffto Engineman ] ' 229

„  Line Clear for goods trains 227
Backlockingofsignals.eieeiric !!!!!!!!!!!!!!. 47
Baimsdale.McArthurStreetLevelCrossingGates !!? !!!!!!!!!!!' 247
Balancing of staffs 220-221
Ballarai "B" and "C" Boxes, line clear for Up trains 227

Cattle Yards line . ' 260
„  "D"Box,modificationofBlockRule4 218
„  running lines between platforms ||9

White's Siding 355
„  workingoflight locomotives toorfromBallaralEasl !!! "!.!! 256

yard instructions [ [ ' ' 256
Ballarat East, Humffray-street Crossing ' 256

„  standing a Goods train on Branch line 256
„  „ workingoflight locomotives toorfrom Ballarat 256

North, White's Siding .!!!!! " !!!!!!!! 256
Ballast trains working on lines open for traffic !!!!![!!!! " i09-IIO
Bandiana-Bandiord, Wodonga, Wodonga Coal Siding modified Train Examination and Brake Test ofTrains 264
Bandiana, Intermediate Electric Sialflnstrumcnt 210-212
Bandiord, Intermediate ElectricStaff Instrument 210-212
Bank (engine) locomotive key, workingof.on EleciricStaffSeciion 219
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Bamcs, workingof 2I2-2I6,26I
Barraport, workingof 212-216

Gangerloarrangefortcslofsignals 213
Barrows and parcels on platrorms 60
Barry Beach Line.workingof ; 247
Bamawartha.crossingtrainsal • 115
Baxter, line clear for Down trains 227
Beaufort, lineciearfor Up trains 228
Bell, modificationofBlock Rule4 218

signals, code of, on Suburban lines 230-231
electric communication at level crossings 77-78

Benalla RepairShopsiding 264
Standinga GoodsTrain orvehiclcson the Branch Line 263
workingofCattlesidingat 263

Bcndigo. Cattle Yards Siding 260
Racecourse platform 260
Running Linesbeiween platforms 119
Telephone communication between "A" and "B" boxes, Shed and locomotive Track 260
working adjacent sidings 260

,. Yard, departure ofGoods trains 258
Yard working 258

Blasting, every precaution to be taken to avoid accident or damage 147
not allowed without authority 147
lads not to assist with 147

Block Instruments, failure of. to whom reported 44
foratrainonwhichaConduciorisactingasRcarGuard 218-219

diagram of 199
Posts switched out. Failure ofsignalsat 42-43

., .. Special. Intermediate, in Electric SlalTScciions ' 204-207
Recorders not to work instruments Of levers 50

to sign on and offduty 50
Rule 4. interpretation of, where two Home Signals protect Station 218

„  .. modification of. at various places 218
„  section, failureoflocomotive in 226

Terminal Stations 218
Workinglnstruciions.supplementary 199-231

Blocking Jacks, use of 185
Board stop, for Electric trains 16
Boards.districtenquiry.regardingaccidents 23
Bohn door fastener for Box vehicles 129
Boilers and engines in use on railway land 25-26
Books and Forms used under Block. Electric Staff and Staffand Ticket systems 230

and Forms, safe working, by whom supplied 226
Proceed order issue 223

., Proceed order received 224
,. Station order 57

Telephone messages 15,44-45,50
Train.Guards' 92

„  Train Register, forwarding of. forchecking 225-226
instructions regarding the issueof 225-226

Boom Barriers and Flashing Light Signals. Single Line Working 76-77
Boort-Mysia..AutomaticElcctricStafTworking 212-216
Boort-Barraport AutomaticElectricSlalTworking 212-216
Bowser, special Master key 263-264
Boxes andChests.Ambulance 21
„  holaxle 135-136

composiiestafTExchange 70-71
Staffexchange 68-70
Train Staffand Ticket exchange 69-70

Boys, not to bcallowed to interfere with platform trollies 60
Brake couplings, Stalionmastcrs to observe, etc 64, 194

orders, Airfscc particulars under"A") 189-197
., testing, delays to trains through 126-127
., vans drawcrsof, tobecxaniincdby Guards 97
„  ,. equipment of • 97.98

.. in the rear, trains on running lines without 136-137
., portable telephones in 98

Brakes. Guard's Hand 98
Hand on "Q"(VFAA) wagons 63
„  while squares to indicate position of 63

Ratchet and Geared. Hand 124
•'Branch."useofasacodeword 2
Branxholme, crossing trains at 115

Hamilton.CompositeStalTworklng 254
Break-away Guard to report, etc 134-136
Break-down Van.stationiobedespatchedfrom 11-12

train.workingiosceneofaccideni 11-12
Breathing, artificial 21
Bridgclift, over River Murray at Toeumwal 265
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Bridgewater, working of Flour Mill Co.'s Siding 261
Broadford and McDougall, working of 262
Broadmeadows-Esscndon Up Goods Trains to have a clear run lo Home Arrival Signal Esscndon 244
Broken couplings, replaced by drag chains 97. 122

draw gear on vehicles 134-135
Brookwood. Siding (West line) Newpon-Sunshine Loop Line{Wesi line) Intermediate Electric Siaffworking 210-212
Brooklyn. Newport "A" Brookwood (West line) Intermediate ElearicStalTworking 210-212
Brooklyn. Sunshine. Western Market Siding, intermediate ElearicStalTworking 210-212
Brown Coal Mine Line-Yalloum, useofAir Brake 246-247
Burnley, failure of No, 38 Home Signal . . 241
Bums, treatment of 22
By-law.offencesagainsi ' ] 24

Cab, Signals 233
California Gully, elearingand placingofvehicles . . i . . . 260
Calling-on and Low-speed Signals 46-47
Camberwell, failure of No, 38 Home Signal at Burnley 241
Camberwell and Riversdalc Section, working ofby Lever-locking and Track Control 175-182
Cambcrwell-Ashburton-Alamein, when two cars operating. Guard to ride in van ofComposite Motor on Upjourney 241
Camperdown. working ofEleclric Staff Instruments and Fixed Signals 229

workingofTimboonJunction 250
Cardingoflivestock vans )I3
CardsRedorGreenon vchiclcsrequiringrcpairs 132-134
Care to be taken in shunting 1^1

on recovery _ ]9
Carriage Cleaners, protection of IO5

cleaning ! ' 104-105
., doors.fastcningof 127-128

lockingof 128-129
footwarmers
windowsofcertain carriages lobe kept locked 101-102 r-i

Carriages and other high vehicles, shunting of !.!!!. , 126 ^
andvans.disinfectingof 104
cleanlinessof 104-105
exhibition of notices in 102
fitted with electrical equipment, only authorised employes to go under 108
on electric trains, workingofswitches I49

.. fitted with air-condiiioningapparatus, re-railing of. 22-23
Suburban Sliding Door, in wet weather 101-102
workmcn'ssleepcrs. not fitted with hand brakes I37

Castlemainc "A" Box, "Line Clear" for Down trains , . . ̂ 2"'!
"A" Box-Newslead, Maldon Junction, Intermediate Elcaric Stairworking 210-212
"B" Box. modification of Block Rule 4 . . . 218

Catch Points in the Running line y. . "96
Cathkin-Alexandra line, vehicles fitted with pipes not operating Brake Blocks 189
Caulfield CityCouncii'ssiding 143

Goods trains to and from Glenhuntly 243
Neerim-road Gales 243
Running Lines between platforms 1 19
Standing Vehicles on Siding B , ' 242-243

Caution order for Engineman to pass Home Signal 4^
Cave Hill. Lilydale-Mooroolbark, Intermediate Electric Staffworking . . . . 2IO-2P
Chaff, loading of ~
Chain. Passengercommunication " pg
Chains, Crane, tcstingand examination of. etc 151-153

•• drag 97
•: shng 15,

Chairs, invalid I,
Charcoal not lobe Slacked on wooden platforms 05
Chests and boxes. First,Aid .
Chemical e.xtlnguishers. hand | _ '8-'9
Chiltem,crossingtrainsat " ,^5
Chimneys, sweeping of 3q
Cinders, live, discharged from locomotive 3I
Circuits. Track. Gangers'and Repairers'instruaions 146
Clarkefield. vehlclesoffDown trains -553
Classesofinsinictions. Ambulance "33
Cleaning and Oiling of Points !!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!! 59-60

at Rail Agent stations ! ! . . 65
.. ofLiflingcrancs 15^

104-105Brake Van windows ,05
•• Carriages 104-105
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Cleaning, etc.. ofSignal lamps 48-50
Clcanlincssorpasscngerfollingslock 104-105
Clearance ofcarriagcs and other bogie slock when shunting - 61

ofslacks, etc
of unloading ramps, at Bofthwick'sSiding, and NewmarketCatlle Yards 114

Clifton Hill. Running Linesbciwcen platforms 1'^
Closing and Opening of Electric SiaffSiations 201-203

Signal-boxes 41-43
Clothing, uniform • 57
Cluncs. signalling arrangements at North Creswick 256-258
Coal Siack.s distance from line 25
Coburg, modificaiionofSlock Ruled 218
Code of Bell Signals, additional instructions 216-217

., ofSignals for Electric Bells on Suburban lines 230-231
word "Bninch", use of 2

Colac. workingofEIectric StalTlnslruments and Fixed Signals 229
Colbinabbin. Rushworlh-StanhopeStalTScction 264
Colcraine Junction. Worked as part of Hamilton Yard 254
Collisions (see Accidents)
CoIourorSomaphorc Anns 57
Ccloursofleversin Signal-boxes . , .
Communication apparatus 77 la

Electric Bell at Level Crossings 77-78
Compartments. disinfeetionofSmokingandToilel j®''

Ladies', male passengers not to travel in 77 7!
forconveyanccofpassengerssufreringfromeontagiousdiscase 23-24

Composite Stall", use of 204-207
GuardsaciingasSignalman when train on portionof 205-206
ifTickei "A" or Ticket "B" or Ticket "B" and StafTPonions be carried, the Miniature StairAutomatic
Exchangingapparatusmustnolbeused • 204

„  ohlainingrcliefwhentrdintravellingon 206-207
working on Toolamba-Tatura section 266

.. Exchange boxes working of 20-71
Conductor acting as rear Guard and Block Instruments fail 2^"2'9
Conductor's duties in regard to advisingaccommodaiion

on Vestibule trains 100-lIJI
Contact Wires loa
Continuous Brake and other couplings, Siaiionmasiers to observe % 71
Control andworkingofSiaiions 57-71

of Signals. Electric, by Track Circuit Y*
,. from two Signal-boxes

Mechanical

ofeiceiriepowerforSlations as
System oftrain running no

Controller Keys for Enginemcn of Electric Trains '58
Converting an Electric Siall'Sect ion into two Staffand Ticket Sections by means ofa divided Suff ^"2-209
Conveyance and loading of iirllciesofexceptional shape, etc 7d

of ihccorpseofapersonwhohasdicdfromacontagiousdisease 23-24
., Ilammablcloading in
„ Parcolselc., in

.. 1-inie

.. motor vehicles, etc

.. personssulTcringfrom infectiousdiseases 771
Stall's 10 or from Workshops 221

Corpses, conveyance of so
Correspondence 111 Stations for Way and Works employes
Corridorvehiclcs.genLTal instruetionsfor
Couplers Automatic 77 77

standard heights of fq nn
Coupling and uncoupling vehicles

fitted with automatic couplets j4"-'24
carriagcsofelcetriclrains 177
ofvchicle fitted with AutomaticCoupieriovehicie with DrawbarHook 70

Couplings and draw hooks qi 77
broken and replaced by drag chains 7n
iScpolsfor I'lq 70
llfling from draw hooks 70
not to lie about station yards
scrcwonwagons ''^"[2^

Coupling.s. 170
to be clean and in good order

Crane chalnsimd ropes,
.. ropes

Cranes. Electric • • _ ,
examination orbctbrcbeingaiiowedtooperateon RunningLine
opcralionof isa

responsibility ofBranchcs. etc
.. testing, and examination of '51
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Cranes, water, security of 63
Creswick, crossingtrainsal 115

line clear for Down train 227
North Ballarai. S.E.C. Siding, inierntcdiate Electric SlalTWorkiiig 210-212
signalling arrangements at North Creswick 256-258
specialMasicr Key for use at Nonh Creswick ! 258
pilot stafffcruscat North Creswick 257

Crews, locomotive, time allowed to change over 95
Crib Point, working of Naval Base Line 243
Crossing stations on Single lines 114-116

where Fixed Signals not provided 115
Crossings, animalstrespassingover 73

equipped with Overhead Conductors for Railway and Tramway 74-75
Electric Bell communication at 77-78
gates damaged 73

„  Level, accidents at 73
Fire Brigadepassingover 75

„  „ location of 73
„  „ near platforms 75
„  „ overhead wires at 74-75

three position Signals at 75
,. ,. whistle posisat 76
„  „ workingof ' . , . , 73-79
„  public, blocked by shunting 75

Crossover roads between Running Lines 96
Croydon, Protection of Level Crossing Down end ofStation 241
Cudgewa-Tallangatla, vehicles fitted with pipeonly between 189, 192

D

Damage to overhead equipment 15-16
Damaged and derailed vehicles, hot axle boxes etc 134-136

„  ponionsofvehiclestobereiaincd 22.135
Staffs 219-220
Staff receipt lost 220

Dandenong-Narre Warren, General Motors Signal Box 242
Dangerous and Explosive Goods, accident to trains by which conveyed 9
Dartmoor-Mt. Gambier, Working ofSouth Australian Woods and Forests Dept. Siding 254-255
Dead-end Extension of Arrival Track, train proceeding towards 1 15

Stations, trains entering
Debris not allowed toaccumulate on leased land 25
Deep Lead, Down trains to have preference 253
Defect messages from Engincmen of Electric trains 139-140
Defecisin RollingSlock 105
Defective Hose Pipes . 194

Signals !!!!!! ̂ '42-43.46
Signals and Points
Staffs 219-220

Dclinltion of loose shunting "ilA
ofterms !!!!!!!!!!!! 124

Delaysiolrainsihroughbrakclesling !!!!!!!' 126-127
Dendy Street, MiddleBrighton, failure ofsignals Nos. 6 and 14 244
Dennington, Nestles, MilkCo.'sSiding 251

ShellOilCo.'sSiding 251
„  ShireCouncil'sSiding 250-251

Departmental Buildings cleaningstovesin !!!!! ! , .. 29
inspection of 29

„  sweeping chimneys of 29
fowl-tick in 25

Property, damage to 25
Residences, livestock,structures,andtreesat !!!!!!!!!!! 25

lightingof 61
prevention offirc in 29

Depots forcouplings [20
local locomotives at, ready for work after completion ofloco requirements 95

„  new and repaired locomotives to or from [ [ 94
Derailments 22-24

ofcarriages fitted with air conditioning apparatus 22-23
ofelectric rolling stock 13
ofrollingstock.oflicialstoattcnd 13
runningtracksnoi lobe used until declared safe ^ ^ !.!!!! ! ! ! 23
where overhead equipment isdamagedordisarranged ! ] ] 13
whereovcrheadequipment isnot damagedordisarranged ! . , . , 13
senior employes to proceed to scene of 22

Derailed Vehicles, not tobe used uniilexamined !!!!!!!'!! ! 22
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Destination Signs on Electric trains 81-83
Detectors Point, instructions and diagrams 46
Detention at Home or Starting Signals 55
Diagram of AutomatieCouplers 121-124

Block and SialTInstruments 199-200
.. „ Coupling Cocks (Automatic Air Brake) "5

Miniature StafPExchange Boxes 68-69
„  „ Overhead Electrical equipment 12
„  Plunger Locking for Facing Points 54

Point Detectors 46
„  „ Point Indicators 38

„ Special Permanent-way Signals 39
Stop Board for Electricirains 16

„  „ Switchingarrangementsat ElectrieStafTStalions 202
„  Train Discs, and Train Signals 81
„  „ Whistle Post 26

„ showing method oftreating victims suffering from Electric Shock 21-22
„ showingstalTscctionsbetweenCreswickandClunes 252

Diapur. Line clear for Up trains 228
Diesel(Waiker) Rail Motors.Exchangingofstaffs 116
Diesel Electric Rail Motors, ExchangingofstalTs 116
Dimboola.crossingtrainsat 115
Dimboola-Jeparit section, Time Interval Working 254
Dimboola, Line Clear, for Down trains 228

standing trains outside Home Signal on Branch line 253-254
Directions to be observed in eases ofElectric Shock 18-25
Disabled Electric trains 140-142

train.bcingassisted in rearbyaPassengertrain 138-139
vehicles, skidding of 141-142
vehicles, hauledbehindrearvan 132

Discharging parcels ofnewspapers at stations from passing trains 132-138
Disc Signals. Train 81-83

uscofforarrivaltrains 42
Disposal ofWrong Line and Emergency ReliefOrders 226
Distinguishing Head Signals _• 81-83
Distribution ofMaterial forOverhead Equipment.Telegraph Poles, orSignalling Material,by Goods train 110

ofSignalling Notices 52
District Enquiry Boards, regarding accidents 23
Districts ofTrain Examiners 122-128
Divided StalTin Electric StalTSections 202-209
Doctors, list of. to be notified in case ofaccident 10
Dog-boxes,cleaningof 1®5
Dogs, carriage of 1®^
Donald and Freezing Coy. Siding, use of Air Brake 258
Doors, carriage andvehiclcfasteningof 128-129

iockingof 128
.. of"QR"(VOWA)wagons 64
., ofvehiclcs on sidings adjoining running lines 64,129

swing not beopcned on side next to Running Line 64
vehicles, projecting outside clearance 64
vehicles. Guard to see that they are secured 128
with defective locks to be reported 129

Double Lines, Books and Forms in use 230
Line Block, failurcofSignalsatSwitchedoutSignal-boxes 42-43

failureofSignalsatan IntermediateStation 43
wire control ofPointsat single line crossing stations 52

Drag Chains 92,122
Drawgearon vehicles, broken 134-135
Draw-hooks, couplings lifting from 119-120

only one link ofcouplingchain tobe puion at one time 120
Driver's Electric Train emergency controller key 138
Driver incapacitated

Train Defect Message
not to leave locomotive to Assistant Engineman when shunting 63

„  not acquainted with line ^
to look back when starting from station 100

Drivers to keep proper time i-ji:
and Train Examiners to examine trains before departure 126-127
to whistle when approaching Level Crossings 75-76

Driving Compartments ofelectric trains, officials travelling in 102
Drovers, accommodation for ®4
Dual Control Point Machines 164,184
Dunolly, Twcedale Street Level Crossing 258
Dunkcld.Crossingirains {'3
Duties ofGuardofSydneyExpress - 10

ofParlorCarriageConduaoron Sydney Express 100-101
which must not be allotted to employes under 21 31

Dynamometcrcarriagc.descriptionofcarriage 120
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Dynon, Standard Gauge Light Locomotives between Diesel Depot 236
DysarttGoulbum Junction), failure ofsignals 262-263

E

Eaglehawk, working of Instruments and Signals 229
Echuca, Moama Section, working of Flashing Light Signals 260
Elaine, Switching arrangements 228
Electric Back Locking ofSignals 47

Bell communication at level crossings 77-78
Bell Signals used on Suburban lines,codeof 230-231
Control ofSignals 47-48
Lighiand Powerfaults
Light Switches on electric trains ! . . . 149
Lighting, maintenance of 61
Locomotives.fircextinguisherson 28
Power, control offorstations ' 61
Rolling Stock, derailment of •. 13-14
Route Locking ofSignals 47-48
Shock, directions to be observed 18-21
Signal Repealers, working of 43-44
Stafflnstruments, workingof . . ! 219-220
Stafflnstruments, phase of 219
Stafflnstrumcnts.eAaminationorcieaningof 219
StafTexchanging apparatus 117-118
StafTlnstruments.diagramsof 199-200
Stairinstruments, failure of 44 222
Staff Magazines 220-221
Staff, obtaining forstation work 216-217
StaffSection converted to two Temporary'StaffSections worked by Divided Staff 207-209
Staff, worklngofby guards 71
StaffSections, working by Bank Locomotives on ! . 219
StaffSections, working ofSpcciiil Block Posts 204-207
Staffsections, fouling Running Lineal, when Signalman at Box in advance not on duty 216-217
StaffStations.instructions for opening and closing where Switching Instruments are not provided 201-202
StaffStations where Signalman maygooffduty 216
StaffStaiions, opening and closing of, where Switching Instruments arc provided 202-203
StaffSystem, irregularities in working 219-220
StaffSystem Books and Forms in use 230
StaffSystem suspension ofand issue of Proceed Orders !, . , .!!!!!! 221-225
Staffs, balancing of 220-221
Staffs, conveyance of ■521
Staffs.damagedordcfeellve 219-220
Staffs.exchangingwithRailMotorirainsandDiescl(Walker)RailMotor Trains 1 16
Staffs, orderofissuing -j|9
staffs, obtaining earlier than usual 209-210
Switch Locks on Points ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 164-165,185
trains, disabled 140-142
trains, air-operated apparatus on 140
trains.lighting switches on, workingof ! ! . ! ! ." ! ! ! ! ! 149
trains, marshalling of ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! i ! ! ! ' 111-113
irains.shuntingof _ _ IQ9
trains, signals, head and tail 81-83
trains, stop board for . . . . I . . . . . . . . . . . . 16
Train, Engineman incapacitated 90-91
Train. Engineman's Emergency Controller Keys ^ . ! ! " . 138
Train, Enginemcn not to allow unauthorised persons on leading Brake-van [02
TrainEngineman's train defect message ^ ' i39-140

Electrical Engineering Branch, occupation of Running Line 146
Equipment, disarrangement of . " I3 15. [g
Fires I 26
Fitters(Metropolitan), hours ofduly ; 44
Fitteis.conveyanecofiosccneoffailure 44
Filter, releaseoflockingby 45-46
Mechanics working at pantographs, protection of ! ! ! , ! ! ! , 108

Emergency ControilerKeys.EnginemenofElcciricTrains 138
release for track-locked Signal lever ^ ' 47-48
ReliefOrders, disposal of . ] 226

Employes, accidents to, prevention of 11
authorised to visit Signal-hoxcs 50
entering Arrival trains _ . • • •
examination ofin Rulesand Regulations ' 31-33
Live stock belonging to ' • • •
only authorised employes to go on rocfor under vehicles in electrified area ! i6, i08
precautions for persona! safely to be taken ! ! . . 9-10
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Employes, protection of, engaged in testing brakes or repairing vehicles
protection of. when working at Pantograph under live wires jOo
protection of. engaged in repairing Bufferstops, etc • 108-109
proteutio"nfoperations.atsceneofaccidcnt
responsibilityastosafclyofLine iifi Ui
riding on loeomolives 130-13

„  toexcrcisepropercare.andnotcxposethcmselvestodanger ''
to give notice when wheeling barrows along platforms oO
to have a proper knowledge of precautions necessary for safely j
lolook ineachdirectionbeforccros-singLinc '
to makcihemselves conversant with overhead equipment *4
training of

undertheageof21. duties which must not beailolted to
who work InstrumcntstoworkSignals 229

Empty trains, shunlingof
shunting of, at Flinders Street

Engines (Locomotives) and Boilcis in use on railway land
Assistant Guards, ridingon
Bank, workingofon 219
brought toaslandat HomeSignalsomedistanccfromSignal-box
Draw gear on. fitted with automatic couplers '
Electric light on. use of • ®2
employesridingon iil
from Diesel Depot and Dynon or North Dynon 236

„  .. forwarding for repairs
light, attached, not to be uncoupled away from Signal-box
a-ady for work after loco, requirements '5

Epsom.clearingand placingofvehicles 21
Equipment Examiners, protection of '
Essendon, Down country trains picking up pttssengers at •
Essendon-Broadmeadows, U p Goods Trains to have clear run to the Home Arrival Signal at Essendon
Euroa. crossing trains at
Examination ofCarriages litted with Communication Apparatus '25

of employes in the Rules. Regulations, etc 14
ofemployeslransferredtotheelecirifiedarea
ofGatekeepers and Assistant Gatekeepers 51
oflnlerlockingGear <q xn

59-eu
oflrainsat terminal stations 107 iib
oftrainsbeforedeparturcbyTrainExaminetsandEnginemen 04 qt

Excessive hours ofduly ofTrainmen 68*70
Exchange Boxes,

Composite Staff ,,,
Exchanging ElcetricSiafTswithRailMolortrainsandDieseKWalkerlRailMotortrains o

Staff, employe to stand so that Engincman will have good view 0
Staffs, apparatus for " -

Explosives and DangcrousGoods. accident to train by which conveyed ^
and Dangerous Goods, lads not to handle I'on lOi

Expresslrain. Sydney. Conductor's duties etc 2*
Extinguishers. Fire, in Brake Vans 48-50
Extinguishing Lamps of Fixed Signals

Facing Points plunger locked at non-imcrlockedCrossingsUtions
.. ,. padlocks of -22

Failure ofAutomatic Couplers
ofBlocklnslrumemsforatrainonwhiehaConducionsactingasrearGuard

.

ofbridge, viaduct, or culvert to be reported by telegram
of locomotive in Block Section 7n7
of locomotive in Electric SialTSeciion, when Composite Staff is in use 400-40/
ofHomeSignalatStaffsiation when staff Exchange Box is in use ^
ofletter "A" when Signal-box is closed • • ■ " .
ofSignalsat Maribymong River Junction and Dysart (Goulbum Junction) _ 430-43 /. 404-403
ofSignals at track-locked imcr-locked Electric Staffstations during through section working 43
ofSignal lights ' 1 17.118
ofStaffcxchanging apparatus '
ofTwo-posilionSignaiaieniranceioautomaticsignallmgsection

Faiifield. Flashing Lights and Boom Barriers at Australian Paper Mills Siding 440-441
Faults, electric light, reporting of jj gj

electric power, reporting ol 128-i29
Fastcningofcarriageandvchicledoors • • • '.q.
Female Passenger, unaccompanied, not to travel in van ofGoods train .... . .
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Fire appliances 26-31
Brigades passing over Level Crossings 75
Brigadesiobesummonedwhendangeroffire 26
Electrical 26
Extinguishers in Guard's vans 28,98

„  on electric locomotives 28
in Dining and BulTet Carriages 29

„  on rail motor trains 29
on road motor vehicles 30

„  in refreshment rooms 29
types of 29-31

in lamp-rooms, prevention of 30
in Signal trunking. Signal Fitter to be advised 26

Fires, and washaways, prevention of 143
near railway buildings 26
not lobe left unattended 26,29
not to be lefllighted in the open near buildings 26. 30
on railway premises, enquiry to be held 23, 31
prevention of, in departmental residences ' 23,29-30
telegraphic report respecting 7

Firewood not to be slacked on timber-decked platform 26
„  cutting site. Lessee to keep clean 26

stacks, distance from line 26
First Aid to the injured 18-21
First train in morning. Signalman not in attendance for 219
Fitters, electrical, conveyance of. to scene offailure 44

„  andinicrlocking(Metropolitan)hoursofduty 44
Fitzroy line working of 240
Fixed Signals at Rail Agent stations 65

at No-one-in-Charge stations 66
and Points, electrical control of 47-48,200
and Points, defective 46
detentionai,andAssistaniEngincmangoingtoSignal-box 55
electric back locking of 47
lamps, inspection of
lightingandexiinguishingin foggy weather 49
mechanical control of 4g
position and view of 37
regulating tramway iralTic 73-75

„  stations and sidings where not provided ' 38
to be worked by employe who works Block Instruments 229-230
when they cannot be seen owing to fog, etc 54

Flagstations,signallingat !!!!!!!!!! 38
Flags, Guards'hand 97
Flammable (Inflammable) loading. Hay. Straw, etc 131

Liquids and Gases, marshalling 111-113
., „ Liquid, accident to vehicle containing 9,23
.. ,. Liquidsnot tobestored in D.R.'sorWashhouses '30

material, not tobestoredin D.R.'sorWashhouses 30
Flashing lights and Boom Barriers at Level Crossings 76-77
Flemington Racecourse line, workingof !!!!!!!!!' 243-244
Flinders-street, coupling and uncoupling locomotives or motor carriages from trains on running tracks 235

gradesoflinesofway 235
Jolimoni Depot track, special precautions in shunting on 235-236
running lines between platforms ' 119
shunting empty trains 234
shunting movements between St, Kiida sidings. Workshops lineand"R" siding 236
train movements to platform tracks already occupied 234
Up trains with vehicles to be detached in Jolimont Yard 235
working of Up Goods trains from Jolimont Junction 235
"E" Box Caulfield Lines, Altered Routingoftrains 241

Flooding ofline to be reported by telegram 7
Flyshunting ! 1 1 125
Fodderstacks, distanccfrom line.etc 26
Footscray and South Kensington, working of Down Goods trains 236-237
Foolwarmers, carriage 64
Ford's Siding, Upfield-Somerton. Intermediate Electric Staffworking 210-212,246
FordsonRailShuntingTractors.aitachedtoGoods Trains 113
Forms andBooksusedunderBlock.ElectricStaffandSlaffandTicketsystems 230

safeworking,bywhomsupplied !!!!!!!!! 226
„  used when emergency releaseofsignal is run 48

Forwarding locomotives or locomotive gear for repairs 94
„  T.R.booksforchecking 226

Fouling ofLevelCrossingsduringshuntingoperalions ^ . 75
ofrunning line at Electric Staffslat ion when Signalman at box in advance isoff duty 216

„  ofrunning line insideoroulside Home Signal 216
Frankston deliveringand receiving staff 229-230

„  Guards ofUp trains to advise Signalman when trains complete 227
„  lineclearforUptrains [ '227
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Fyansford line, working of
workingof Bank Locomotive 248

Ganger loarrangcrortestoficlcphoncsatMaribymongRiverJunction 237
loarrangcfortest ofSignalsai Barraport and Mysia : i,

„  to arrange for a lest of Boom Barrier and Flashing Light. Level Crossing, Signals 7o-77
„  to be noiiHed when vehicles arc skidded 141-142

Gangers to observe instructions as 10 Track Circuits
Gardiner.electric tramway crossing railway line ii
GatekeepersandAssistantGalekecpers,Appoinimeniof.
Gates at Level Crossings, workingof
„  damaged by road vehicles -

interlocked, padlocks for securing
"Privileged"
station yard, Slalionmastcr responsible for control of

Gauge, dimensions, articles exceeding ' ̂2
Gear.locomotive.scnttoWorkshopforrepairs
„  interlocking, examination of

Geelong •■B"box,lineclcarforLlptrains 228
line, high tension aerial for automatic signalling i-i
line, working of. by Automatic and Track Control under the direction ofa Train Controller 1
Pier Line, control of wicket gates at Roy Street Subway 249
running lines between platforms
tunnel, trains stalling in 249

Geelong working between yard and pier ' 249
yard, working 248-249

General directions for reponing accidents
General description of and instructions in regard to overhead electrical equipment ■ 4-18
General Motors Signal Box, failure ofsignals 4<i
Gheringhap-Maroonalinc.automaiicelectricstalTworking ,4,
Glenhuntly. City Council siding

electric tramway crossing railway line 747
wagonstobe 243

243
' '

Glenrowan, Wangaratta, Alumatta.InicrmcdiateElectricStaffworking 1 «
GlenThompson.erossingtrains -
Goods, etc., found on the line

trains distributing material forovcrheadcquipment, etc. 7
Goods trains

„  passcngerstravcllingby 7i7
working of. at Malvem

Grade Control Air Brake Equipment gl
., Crossings. FailureofHomcSignals ^

Gradients, shunting at stations on or close to 24- 25
191-192

Graham, automatic-workingofpointsandsignalsbeiweenGrahamandPoitMelboume(seeBookofSignalsforinstruciions) 7^4
Graham. FailureofSignalsat InglisSircet 244
Graphite, uscofon points •
Gravitation yard, Tottenham 23'-2
Green cards, vehicles labelled with
Greensborough, dcliveringand 229
Guard, acting as Signalman for certain trains iZlallmermcdiatcBlockPosts,whenirainonportionofcompositestalF 7 as

Stationmasterforecrtain trains ^ "on
and Assistant Engincman to exchange hand signals m

„  duties ofSydney Express
„  to be on look-out for signal from station staffwhen train leaving piaiforra 1 uu

to bring under notice defects in points at Rail Agent and No-one-in-Charge stations i"71
,. to look back when departing and see no vehicles accidently coupled to van 74

to report train breaking away, etc ^
Guards and Conductors to see that corridorsof carriages are kept clearofluggage

articles to be carried by, etc os
Assistant, riding on locomotive

„  duties at Rail Agent stations
hand flags

,. signals
„ brakes

„  lamps to be lighted when train in tunnel
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Guards of Down Trains al Sunbury to advise Signalmanirainscomploie 258
.. Warragul to advise Signalman trains complete 228-229

.. .. WarrenhciptfromGcelongLinclloadviseSignaimantrainscomplele 227
Woodend loadvise Signalman trains complete 227

of Up trains at Frankston to advise Signalman irainscomplcle 227
„  .. .. KynctonioadviseSignalmantrainscomplele 258
on duty excessive hours 94-95
step ladder, use of 129
to carefully examine exeepiional loads 131-132
loexamine van drawers when takingoverirain 97
tokeepproperlime 35
to see that dooR are secured 63,128
train books 97
workingofeieciricstairinstrumenisby ^ 67-68
„  staffexchangeboxeson single lines 63-69

„  ticket exchangeboxcson single lines 69-70
vans, fire extinguishers in 28

H

Hamilion-Branxholme. Composite Staff working 254
crossing trains at 115
delivering and receiving staff 229

Hand brake, tonnage it will control on grades I93
,. brakes. Guard's 98
„  „ on■•Q"(VFAA)and"R"wagons , . , 63
„  „ ratchet and geared 124

testingof I93
„  chemical fi re extinguishers, maintenance of ! ! ! ! . ! ! . 29
„  flags. Guards' _ 97
., signal from employe on platform for suburban train to start . , . , 99
„  "Hit Up" signal ^ * g|
„  Signal train-examiners, when testingAir Brake 189
„  signals, .Guard and Assistant Engineman to exchange 99-100
., „ Guard to use green flag 99
., ,. Guard's to Engineman, where platform is on oulsideofcurve 100

Hand workedgatesat Level Crossings 78-79
Handlingofpetrol, etc., forusein Depanmental vehicles 89-90
Hastings, Somerville, Long Island, Intermediate Electric Staffworking . , 210-212
Hay, straw, and other inflammable (flammable) loading 131

„  not to be Slacked in open 26
Head-signals, locomotive 81-82

„  on electric trains 81-83
Heavy loads passing over Level Crossings 75
Heidelbeig-Rosanna, failure ofSignalsat Rosanna Junction 241
Heywood crossing trains at ^ ^ 115
High-capacity and automatically-coupled vehicles, marshalling of 113, 189
High tension aerial for automatic signalling, Geelong Line 17
High vehicles, shuntingof ' ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 126
Home Signal, caution order for Engineman to pass 46

„  „ detention at 55
„  „ failurcofal staffsiation when staffexchange box in use 69

failure ofat track-locked interlocked Electric Staff Station during thnaugh section working 203-204
twoormoreapplyinginsamedirection, intcrprctationofBlock Rulc4 218

Horse, aliemion to animals in transit . 114
Hose pipes, defective

,. ., not to hang loose I94
Horsham,crossingirainsai " ' " nj
Hot axle boxes ^ 135-136

.. ,. ,. on Standard Gauge trains 136
Hump,workingoflnstructions 112 233

I

lllnessoforinjurytopassengcrs IQ.I |
lilusirations ofAutomaiicCouplersand Ratchet Brakes 121-125

„ treating victims suffering from Electric Shock ! ! ! ! ! ! ," ! ! ! ! ! . ,", 21
Important trains, movements of, where Train Control is not in operation 86
Incline Stations, shunting vehicles at 125-126
Indicators, Point jg

„  Track, for double-wire controlled points 51
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Infcciious diseases. conveyanceofporsonssufToringfrom 24-25
outhreaksofin a departmeniai residence to be reported 26

Inflammable (flammable) loading. Hay. Straw, etc 131
liquid, accident to vehicle containing 9,23
LiquidsandGases.Tankwagons.marshallingof ni-113
liquids, not lobe stored in D.R.'sorWashhouses 30
material, not to be stored in Washhouses at D.R.'s 30

Information. Train and Permission Book (W.W. 73) 144-146
Infringement ofrules and Regulations 3-4
Inglis Street. Graham, failure ofsignals 244
Injured, first aid to - 9-11
Injuriesiooriilnessofpasscngers lO-ll
inspection of Departmental Residences - 30

.. Fixed Signal Lamps 50
„  .. Points, etc 59-60

Instructions for Automatic ElcctricTrain StalTWorking 212-216
for High Tension aerial line between Newport and NorthGeelong 17
for Live Stock traffic 113-114
fortheuscofspccial Permanent Way Signals 37.39
forworkingTrollies. Tricycles. Ouadricycles, and Motorvehicles 143-144
for working Stations where Guard acts as Stationmaster 67-68
forOverheadSectioningarrangements.etc 14-15

,. General 3.35
Spccial(scenamesofsiations) 233-266

Instruments and levers. Block Recorders not to work . - . , 50
„  Block, failure of 44,218-219

Blockand Electric Stafi'lnstruments.diagramsof 199-200
ElectricStalT.failureof 44,222
ElectricStatf.e.vaminingorclcaning 219
Electric Staff, phase of 219
ElectricStall'workingby Guard fora specifiedtrain - 71
employe who works to also work Signals 229-230

Interlocked LevclCrossingGatcs, padlocksforsecuring 78
Points, shuntlngovcr where no FixedSignals ''2
Signal-boxes, tools at 48

Interlocking gear, cxamintion of 46
andSignallingApparalusoutofordcr 44
Fitters. Headquanersand hoursofduty 44

Intermediate Block Posts in Electric Siaffscetions where Guard acts as Signalman 204-207
Intersyslem trains, couplingvchiclcson '20
intermediate Electric Staff Instruments at unattended Stations and Sidings, working of 210-212
Invalid Chairs

Irregularities, Signalman to report 41
Issue ofNoticcofSpccial train

.. of proceed orders 221-225

Jcparit-Dimboola section. Time Interval working 254
Jolimoni Junction, working upGoods trains through Flinders-street 235

Maintenance Track, special precautions in shunting on 235-236
Jung, crossing trains at

K

Kangaroo Flat, when Line is to be considered dear 218
Kaniva.crossinglrains 115
Kensington. -South Kensington and Ardcn Street pilots, examination ofvehicles 189-90
Kcrang, crossing trains at
Kerosene Lamps to be extinguished when station isclosed 30
Keys, Emergency controller for Engineman of Electric Trains '38
KilmorcEasi, when Line is to be considered dear 218

ApcxQuarriosSiding 261-262
Kooyong, cieciric tramway crossing Railway Line 261
Korong Valc-Mysia. Automatic Electric Staff working 212-216
Korumburra, shunting on the Main Line 247
Kynclon. Guards of Up trains to advise Signalman when trains complete 258
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Ladies' companmems 101
„  „ male passengers not to travel in iOl

Lads not to handle explosives 31, 147
Lamp, Hand, Guards', to be lighted when train in tunnel 100
„  Rooms, prevention offire in 30
„  Rooms to be kept locked 30
„ Gate, at level crossings, supply and maintenance 73

SideandTail 97
„  SideandTail,cleaningof 149

Platform, general instructions, when to be lighted and extinguished 61
„  SideandTail,setof 97

Lamps, Signal, cleaning,lighting,andextinguishingor 48-50
inspection of 50
Adlakc 49-50

Station and Signal-box, extinguishing of 29-30
Landslip in cutting to be reported by telegram 7
Lashings and tarpaulins, use of 131-132

tobcsecuredclearofbrakegear 132
Leakages, water and sewerage obstructions 26
Leased Land to be kept clearofdebris 25
Letter "A", failure of, when signal-box is closed 41-42
Level Crossing, gales,workingof 73-75

accidents at 73
„  animals,irespassingover 73

at stations 75
„  automatic signals near 75
„  blocked by shunting 75

Electric Bell communication at 77
Fire Brigade, passing over 75

„  heightofContactWiresal 73
„  high or heavy loads passing over 75

near station platforms 75
overhead equipment at 73-75
privileged gates at 78-79
Three-position signals at 75

„  Traction engines passing over 75
train whistle to be sounded when approaching 75-76

„  trainssettingbackover 116
useoftrainwhistleat 75-76
where there are Boom Barriers or Flashing Light Signals 76-77

„  wherctramway trafficregulatcdby lixedsignals 73-74
where railway and tramway equipped with overhead conductors 73-75

„  whistle posts at 75-76
„  working of 73-79

Lever electrically locked by track section, release of 45-46
Lever-lockingandtrackcontrolsystemofsignalling 175-181
Lever sleeves 48,116
Levers and instruments. Block Recorders not to work 50

in Signal-boxes, colours of 48
Lift Brifigeover Murray River 265
Lifting appliances, testing and examination of 151-152
Light locomotive, shunting, unaccompanied by Guard, Engincman to hand-signal Signalman 61
Light locomotives attached, not to be uncoupled away from Signal-box 96

Standard Gauge between Diesel Depot and Dynon or North Dynon - 236
hauling Diesel Electric rail motor 89

Light, naked, not tobebrought ncarGasorOil Wagon derailed . . . , 9,23
Lighting, electric, maintenance of 61

ofD.R.'s replacement of lamps 61
signal lamps 48-50
stations, depots, etc 61

Lighting trains 149
„  switches on carriages ofelectric trains 149

Lights, HeadandTail 81-83
„  Signal, failure of 43

Lightning Arresters 219
Lilydale Cave Hlll-Mooroolbark, Intermediate Electric Staffworking 210-212
„  DeliveringandreceivingthcStalT 229

Lime, conveyance of 31
Line, BroadGaugc.clearanceofloading 26
„ Clear, or giving permission for a train to approach at certain places 218
„  luggage, goods.etc., foundon 25
„ materials found upon 146

obstruction placed upon 24
Running, fouling, insideorouiside Home Signal 216

.. .. fouling of. at an EleciricSiaffstaiion when Signalman at box In advance isoffduty 216
„  occupation ofby various branches 146
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Line, Running, safety of 3
stations where sidings arc close to 64

Lines Running, between platforms at certain stations '19
.. to Piers and Wharves, working of 110-111

Linton Junction modification ofBlock Ru]c4 218
uscof l.Ssignal 218

Liquids, fiammabie, conveyance of 111-112
not lobe stored in D.R.'sorWashhouses 30

List of Articles to bo carried by Guards .and Brake Van equipment 96-97
Block Terminal Stations 218
Electric Stall'Sections on which StalfBalancingMagazinesare provided 220-221
Level Crossing Gales (Regulations 139 and 140) 23
„ Crossings provided with Electric Bells 77-78

., Fixed Signals for regulating Tramway iraflic 73-75
Lines on whichSlalTTickeisarcordinarily not in use '61

„  Locations where Signal SeciioningSwitchesare provided 45
„  omciaisauthorised to ride in Leading Brake VansofElectric Trains 102-103
„  omciaisauthorised to ride on Locomotives 130-131

Places where Forms T.R. 71 Land T.R. 71 S must be furnished 64
.. the I-5 Signal isaulhorised 218

„  ., „ shunting during darkness is prohibited 21
,. Privileged Level Crossing Gates 28
„  Safe Working Books and Forms 230
„  Sections where Bank Locomotive (Engine) Keysare in use 219
„  „ ,. Hand Brakes are to be applied 192
„  „ ., Intermediate ElectricStalTlnstrumentsareprovided 212
„  „ siaff-magazinesare provided 220-221

„  „ the Train Control System is in force 86
„  SignalCodefor Electric Bcllsusedon Subuiban lines 230-231
„  Stations where First Aid chesisand Siretchersare on hand forspecial Passengcrtrains 22
„  Divided Staffs are provided 208
„  „ EleciricStaffmaybewiihdrawnforshuniingpurposes 216-212

EmergencyConirollcrKeysareavaiiable 138
the use ofthe StaffTicket Exchange Box is authorised 20

„  „ ., vehicles may stand in No. 2 track 119
.. maybeopenedasElectricStarnStationsandwhereswitchinginsirumcntsareproviiied 203

Whistle signals 95-96
Live Cinders,discharged from Locomotives 31
,. Slock belonging to employes • 26

traffic instructions re 113-114
.. attention to animals in transit

cardingof vehicles "3
gates of loading races to be secured clear ofline 1 '4
horse-boxes

LiveStOcktrafTic, unloading ramps, use of
LoadcompensalingAir Brake Equipment
Loading and conveyanccofaniclcs ofexceptional shape, etc 132

„  unloadlngal Rail Agent and Unattended stations 132
„  not to project over ends of wagon '31

ofchaff. hay, straw, waste paper, secondhand comsacks,etc 131
„  ofpilesand logs '31
., of sawn limber '''
„  ofvchlcles 130-132
„  orunloadingoflongarticlesatsidingsclosetoRunningline 64
„  to be properly secured '31.

Loads, height ofovcr Level Crossings iio
outofgauge

Local traffic, vehicles for 134
Locations where a Two-position Signal controls the entrance to an Automatic Signalling Section 32
Locking approach IM?

Back

track

Bars. Hand, Examination of 59-60
Gcar.examinatlonof • ^6
of carriage doors

Locks. Anncil. Instructions respecting working Siding where Points controlled by ,1
Miniature Sialf. Instructions respecting working Sidings where Points controlled by 53-54
Ordinary Staff. Instructions respecting workingSidings where Pointscontrolledby 53

„  Plunger
LocoYards, shunting operations in 62
Locomotive (Engine) Crews time allowed to change over - 95

reporting for duly after rest 94-95
„  Engineman incapacitated 90-91

failure of, in block section 226
failure of. in Staff Section, when Composite Staffworking is in use 206-202

„  GearscntioWorkshopsforrepairs 94
HcadSignals

„  uncoupling and shunting wheniwo attached to train 81
„  Whistle to be sounded when approaching Level Crossings 25-76
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Locomotive, (Engine) Whistling signals 95-96
Locomotive-men (Engine) on duty in exccssof usual numberofhours 94-95

„  „ underOrdcrs 64
Locomotives (Engines) AssistantGuardsridingon 98

Bank, workingofon ElectricStafTScctions 226
brought to a stand at Home Signal some distance from Signal-box ' 96
Drawgcaron.fiitcdwiihautomaliccouplcrs 122
Electric light on. use of 82
Employesridingon 130-131
forwarding for repairs 94
from Diesel Depot and Dynon or Nonh Dynon 236
light, attached not lobe uncoupled away from Signal-box 96
light Standard Gauge between the Diesel Depot and Dynon or North Dynon 236
ready for work afler loeo. requirements 95

Logs and Piles, loading of 131
Long Island, Somersille, Hastings. Intermediate Electrie Staff working 210-212
Longwood.erossing trains at 115
Loose shunting 124

ofvehicles against trains conveying passengers 125
ofvchiclesfitied with .AuiomaiieCouplcrs 121
ofvehiclesintoGoodsSheds.LoadingDocks 125

Low Speed and Calling On Signals 46-47
Lubeck, uncoupling ofUp Goods trains at Home Signal on Branch line 253
Luggage conveyed in Passenger Carriages 101

., etc.. found on the line ^ 25

M

Maeaulay, Ardcn street working of 233-234
Stabling Sidings, Protection of Employes working near Overhead equipment 240

Ma^zines, Staffbalancing, where in use 220-221
Maintenance, Mechanised T rack Operations 92-93
MaldonJunction, workingof 261
Male passengers to be excluded from Ladies' compartments 101
Malvcm, workingofGoodsYard 242
Mangalore, modification of Block Rule 4 218
Maribymong River Goods Line. Automatic Electric Staffworking 237

„  „ Junction,failurcofsignalsat 236-237
Maroona-Gheringhap, Automatic Electric Staff working 251-252
Marshalling of trains 111-113

high-vans 113,189
oil tank wagons • 111-1 13

Maryborough, crossingtrainsat , ]|5
Maryvale, IntermcdiatcElectricStafflnslrumcnt 210-212
Master key, use of 159-160
Materialsfound upon the line 146
Materiaisdisiribulionofoverheadequipmeni.TeiegTaphandSignalling ilO
McDougail, workingof !.[!!!!!!! 262
McGennan's Siding, Warmambool 250
Mclniyre Loop, Standing of vehicles in No. 3 Track 240
Meals for Breakdown Crews attending accidents 12
Mechanical control ofSignals 48
Mechanised Track Maintenance Operations 92-93
Melbourne Goods Yard, special instructions for Hump working 233
Mentone, modification ofBlock Rulc4 218
Messages, telephone, how to be sent _ . 50-51

for Power Operation Engineer during failure oftelephone 50
Middle Brighton, Dendy Street, failure of Illuminated Letter "A" on Signal Posts Nos.6 and 14 244
Miniature Staff exchanging apparatus II7-M8
"  .. .. „ code whistle when locomotive fails to pick up outgoing staff 117

.. musinot be used if train bclravellingon portionofcompositestaff 204
,. exchange boxes 68-69

Moama-Bames, workingof _ 260-''6l
Moama-Echuca, Flashing Light Signals 260
Modification ofBlock Rule 4 at certain stations 218
MoeDown trains arriving in No. 2 or No. 3 Track 1 ... ... . 246
Moe, ReceivingSidings. Down Trains Arrivingin No. 2 orNo. 3 Track 246
Montague Goods Depot !! I ^ ^ ! 244
Mooroolbark. delivery ofstaffto Engineman 229

Lilydale.CaveHill IntermediatoElectricStaffWorking 210-212
receivingsidings. workingof 246

Mordialloc, modification ofBlock Rule 4 ! ! ' • • •
„  running lines between platforms f|9

Moriac. South Geclong. Portland Cement Co. (Waum Ponds) 250
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Morwell Briquellc Siding, Yard AirSuppiy 246
Traralgon. Maryvaie. InlermediaieEleclricStafrworking 210-212

MolorTraclors.shuniingwith 63,111
MortlakeJunclion.workingof 250
Motor trains. Rail, working of 86-89

vehieles.convcyanecof 155
inspection vehicles, instructions for the use of 143-144

Mount Gambier. movementsofVictorian locomotivesfrom Loco.depot 255
Oil DischargingSite for Worsted Mills Ltd 255

Murchison East, shunting outside Home Signal on Rushworth Line 264
Murioa. placing gang board across No. I or No. 2 Track 253
Mysia. Ganger to arrange for test ofSignals 213

workingof 212-216

N

Narre Warren. Motor VehiclcscrossingTracks 246
Naval Baseline, workingof 243
Ncstlc's Milk Co.'sSidine. Dcnnington 251
Newmarket, Cattle Yards Siding, unloading ramps within standard clearance 244

vehicles on Up trains for , . . . , 244
.. junction, electric train side-tracked to Flemington Racecourse Line • 243-244
,. „ Failure ofSignals 240

Rakesofloadedsioekfor 190
Newport Workshops, fire-fightingarrangemcnts, crossing lobe kept clear 239

iralnsenteringGoodsYard 238
.. telephone communication to Altona Petrochemical Complex 239

Workshops passenger yards. Nos, 1 and 2, working of passenger traffic • 238-239
Brooklyn-Brookwood (West Line). Intermediate Electric StaffWorking 210-212

Newspapers thrown from trains 137-138
Newstcad.Castlemaine "A". Maldon Junction. Iniermediatc Electric StaffWorking 210-212
No-one-in-charge and Rail Agent Stations . Assistant Engineman to assist with work 66.96

proteclionoftrainsat 38,66-67
stations. Guard's duties at 66-67

insfKctionofpointsat 66
notice board to consignees . , - 67
WayandWorksBranchemployes'dutiesat 66-67
workingof 66-67

No, 2 Trackat Staffstations 118-119
North Ballaral,Crcswick.S,E,C. Siding, Intermediate Electric StaffWorking 210-212
North Bendigo Cattle Yards and Loco, sidings 260

Junction. Eaglehawk. Sandhurst. Intermediate Electric StaffWorking 210-212
Strickland RoadCrossing. protection of 260

NorlhCreswick.signallingarrangcmcntsat 256-258
North-Eastcm, Standard Gauge Line, Train Controller's and Employes-in-charge, responsibility in regard to track Machine journeys 145
North Fitzroy Line. Level Crossings 240
North Geelong "A" Box, Instructions for operalingSignal Switches 45

HarbourTrustSidIng 247-248
„  ., Loop Line 248

., Silo Sidings, workingof 248
„  ., working ofFyansford line 248

North Mciboumc Junction, failure ofSignalsat MaribymongRiver Junction 236-237
North Shore Marshalling Yards • 250
Notice Board to Consignees at No-onc-in-charge stations 67

., .. Special train 59
Notices and Order Books for Signal Boxes

exhibition of. in carriages 102
„  Signalling, etc., distribution of 57

Special train, issue and distribution of 57-58
"Not to go" Cards 132-134
Nyora, workingoflnstrumcntsandSignals 229

vehicles standing outside Home Signal 247

o

Obstructions on line to be reported to local police 25
removal of from Overhead 15
sewerage and water leakages 27

Obtaining aStaffearlierihan usual 209-210
anElectricSiaffforstationwork 216

.. rclicffordisabled locomotive travellingonCompositeStalf. 206-207
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Occupation ofRunning Line by Way and WorksorElecirical Engineering Branch 146
OfTences against the By-Laws 25
OfTicers, to represent Department at Inquests , 7.8
OfUcials authorised to ride in leading Brake Van oPEIcctric train 102-103
„  ofthe Rolling Stock Branch required to attend derailments in electrified area 13

Oil Tank Wagon, derailment of. or accident to 23
„  „ prevention ofdamage to 62-63
,. .. „ marshaliingof 111-113
Opendoorsonmovingirains 127-128
„ doorwaysofcarriages. passengers not tostand in 101

Opening doorsofvehiclesonornearRunningLines 64
and Closing of Electric SiafTSiations. where switching Instruments are not provided 201-202

„  InterlockedandNon-inlerlockedEleciricStalTSiaiionswithoutatrain 202-204
., Signal-boxes where Switches arc provided 202-203
.. Signal-boxes where Three-position Signals arc in operation 41-42

Operation of Rail.Molortrains 86-89
„  ., SignalSeciioningSwitches(MctropolitanArea) 44-45

Order books and notices forSignal-boxes 4!
„  „ station 57

Orderofissuing Electric Staffs 219
Orders, Proceed, issue of. etc 221-225
„  wrong lineand relief, disposal of 226

Outbreaks of fire, appliances, etc 27-32
Outofgaugeloads 132
Overhead, disarrangement of. officers to be notified 15-16

equipment at tramway and railway level crossings 73-75
„  employesiomakcihemsclvesconversantwilh 14-15
„  instructions rt' ■ 14-17
„  distribution of. by Goods train 110

loss of power to be reported 16
removingobstructionsfrom 15-16
repairing operations 15
sectioning, instructions «■ 14

Padlocks for securing Facing Points and Scotch Blocks 60
Interlocked Gates 78

Pantographs, greasingof 108
protection ofemployesworkingai 108

Parcels, etc., on platforms 60
ofnewspapers thrown from vans 137-138

Parwan, crossing trains at 115
„  Up trains to be given preference 255

Passenger accomodation in trains 102
„  communication apparatus 128

platforms near level crossings 75
„  rolling stock, cleaninessof 104-105
„  „ „ defects in 105
„  trains assistingin rearofadisabled train 138-139
„  „ not timed to call 99
„  „ standing overnight on running line at stations . . , . 98
„  „ stopped on running line 128
„  „ time allowed crews to change over 95
„  „ uncoupling vehicles on 119-120

Passengers alighting from trainson pit side 128
„  ,. „ or joining trains when platform accomodation is not available 128
„  crossing the line at stations 75

injured, station to which to be conveyed ; , . . 10-11
„  injuries to, or illness of 10-11

joiningorleavingatraininaGoodsyard 103-104
„  not to be permitted tostand in open doorways ofcarriages 101
„  travelling in vans 102-103

Passing automatic signals at the "Slop" position 37
Periodical examination ofemployes 31-33
Permanent way and works 143-147

„ relaying or repairing 37-38
„ warning and caution signals 39

Permission and Train Information Book (W.W. 73) [44.I45
Petrol, conveyance of, for departmental motor vehicles 89-90
Piers and wharves, working lines to IIO-III
Pilesand logs, loading of 131
Pilot StalTalCreswickforuscatNonhCreswick 256-258

„ whenEnginemannoiaquainiedwithline 91
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Places where Catch Pointsexisl in ihe mnning line 96
„  poinisarcsccurcd with special locks 52-54

„  shunlingduringdarknessisprohibiled . . • ''I
Platforms near level crossings 75

„  parcels and barrows on 60
„  Station Assistants to give notice when wheelingbarrowsand trollieson 60
„  ramps and steps to be sanded 60
„  running lines between, vehicles left on 119
„  limbcrdeckcd. road vehicle not tobedriven on 26

Plunger-locked Facing Points, instructions rt- 51,54,57
equipped with W.S. levers 51
trollies or tricycles passing through 51

Point detectors, instructions and diagrams 46
indicators 38
lever controlling motor points, release of 45-46

Points and signals at RailAgemslalions.cleaningandoilingor 65
„ No-one-in-chargestations.clcaningandoilingof 66

defective 96
at Rail Agent and No-one-in-charge stations, inspection of 60,65-66
Catch, in the running line 96
conirolledbyAnnettandStaffLocks 52-54
double wire controlled. Switch Stand for 52
examination of. by Slationmaster, Inspectors, Foremen. Gangers, and Shunters 59-60
Facing, double wire controlled 52

padloeks for securing 60
plunger locked 51,54,57
plungcrlockedtobehcldforpassageofirain 51

Trailable 51-52
uscofGraphitcon 60

Police, offences and obstructions to be reported to 24
Portable telephones in brake van 98
Portions ofdamaged vehicles lobe retained 22,135
Portland Harbour Trust .sidings, Locomotive not to go beyond Notice Board 255
Portland Cement Co.. (Waum Ponds) South Geelong-Moriac. Intermediate Electric StaffWorking 250
Port Melbourne and Station Pier 244-245
„  „ Automatic working ofpoints and signals for main line passenger running (see Book ofSignals for instructions)
„  „ movements between the goods yard or sidings and the pier 244-245

„  Prince's Pier, MarincEnginesAnnexeSiding 245
„  „ ,. Swallow-street level crossing 245

„  „ safely ofpoints on pier tracks 244
shunting movements on Station Pier 245

„  Shuntingby MotorTracioron PierTracks 245
Positionandviewoffixedsignals 37
Power and electric light faults 61

Operation Engineer, messages for during failure of telephone 50
Pramsandinvalidchairs.conveyancebyElcctrictrains 103
Preventionofaccidentstoemployes H
Preventionoffiresandwashaways 193
Private sidings, working of 64-65
Privilegedgates
Procedure to be followed in the event ofa train accident involving personal injury 9-10
Proceed orders, issueof 221-225
„  ., not to be used on certain sections 221

Promptitude in dealing with accidents 17-18
Protection of Carriage Cleaners 105

Equipment Examiners or Electrical Mechanics working at pantographs 108
,. cmployeserectingorrepairingBufrerSlops 108-109

Protection of operations at scene ofaccident 9,13
Train-examinersandothercmployes 105-107
obstructed Standard Gauge or adjoining Victorian Gauge Line or Lines 130

„  train standing on running line 116,129-130
„  levelcrossingduringshuniing 75

Provision ofFirst Aid Equipment 10-11,18-22
Public Crossings, blocked by shunting 75

,. Loading Sidings, electrified area 16
Pushingirainson RunningLines 109

"0"(VFAA) wagons, brakes on 63
"Q"(VFAA)wagonstobeutilised forlongarticlcs 130
'■QR"(VOWA)wagons,doorsnollobeallowedlodropuncheckcd 64
Quadricycles, use of 143-144
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Quambatook-Barraport, Automatic ElcctricStafT. working 212-216

R

.  105
126-127

126-127
127

241

defects in
Ropes, tail, examination of . . . .

„ use offer shunting . . .
„  wire, permissible loads , . .

Rosanna Junction. Heideibei^ failure of
Route Locking " ] 47
Royal Agriculture Show Grounds Line, Working of 243-244
Royal Park-North Filzroy Line, Level Crossings ! .!!!! , , 240
Rule 4, modifications of . . 218
Rules for Automatic and Track Control System of Signalling on Single Lines (Geelong Line) 163-174
„  „ the Levcr-locking and Track Control System on single lines 175-181
„  and Regulations, amendmentsof 4-6
„  „ „ examination ofemployes in 32-34
„  ,. „ to be strictly observed 3.4
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Rail Agent and Assistant Rail Agent, appointment of 31
„  andNo-one-in-chargcstations. Assistant Engineman to assist with Work 66.96

„  ., andNo-onc-in-chargcstations, proieclionofirainsat ; . . . 38.65
„  ,. SlaiionsdutiesofGuardai 65-66
„  „ Sialionslightingandicslingoffixedsignals 65-66

Slationsloadingand unloadingofvehicles 66,132
Stationsexaminaiionofpoinisal 65-66

,. ., Stations. Way and Works Branch, employes'duties at 65
„  .. Stations Workingof 65-66

Rail, franure of. to be reported on telegraph form 7
Rail Motor Trains 86-89

., ,. ., articles to be carried by train crew 87
„  .. ,. fire extinguishers in 29-30,87
„  ., „ Engineman to look back after starting 87

Diesel (Walker) disabled 88
.. ,. ,. .. ,. exchange ofstalTs 116
„  „ ,. Diesel Electric disabled 88-89

.. ,. ,. trailing vehicles behind 89
>. .. .. „ light locomotive hauling 89

„  ., ,. pas-senger trains hauling . . 89
„  .. ,. train signalson 87
„  „ ., when Guard is to be employed 86-87

„  vehicles, handlingof petrol for , . , . 89-90
Railway Land, enginesand boilers in use on 26-27
Rakes ofloaded Stock for Newmarket ^ , . . . 190

from Brooklyn to Newmarket 190
from Tottenham Yard to Melbourne Yard 190
from South and North Dynon Goods Yard 190

Ramps and steps ofplatforms to be sanded 60 _
Ratchet hand brakes 124
Receipt for Damaged SlalT 220
Red Card, vehicles labelled with 132-133

with black cross, vehicles labelled with 133
Regulations 164. 194 and 195, amplification of 99-100

and Rules to be strictly observed 3-4
., „ amendmentsof 4.6

RegisierBooks. Train, use of 225-226
Relaying or repairing operations 37
Relief Locomotive fordisabled locomotive on Composite EleclricStafr 206-207

ofGuardsand Enginemcn(Loeomoiivemcn)onduiy exccssivehours 94-95
tracks for Weighbridges 63

Release of PointLcvercomrollingrnotorpoini.s 45-46
levercicctricaiiy locked by a track section 45-46

Repairsai out stations by Train Examines 136
Repeaters.EleciricSignal. workingof 43-44
Reportcentreatsceneofaccident I3
Rcportingaccidemsorirregularities 6-8
Re-railingcarriagesfilted with AirCondilioning Apparatus 23-24
Respiration, artificial 21
Responsibility ofStaiionmasier !!!'!!!!!!! ! ! 57

ofSignalmanandTrainComroilcrs regardingTrack Machinesjoumeys 144-145
Return Bank Locomotives on Electric Stall'sections, workingof 219
Riversdale Electric Tramway crossing railway line 75
Road Foreman, ifrequired foremergcncy duties I43

., Motor Vehicles, fireexlinguishcrsin 30
handlingof petrol for 89-90

Rolling Stock. Passenger, cleanlinessor 104-105
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Running ofSpecial trains 57-59
Line, Catch points in 96
„  fouling at an ElectricStalTStation when Signalmanat Box in advance is not on duty 216

fouling inside or outside Home Signal 216
„  occupation ofby Way and Works, or Electrical Engineering Branch 146

Lines between platforms, vehicles left on, etc "9
„  protectionoftrainssiandingon » 116,129-130
„  pushingtrainson 109
„  stations where sidings are close to 64
„  trains on, without van in rear 136-137

Rushworth-Colbinabbin-Sianhope.Stafl'Section 264

Safe working Books and Forms in use and by whom supplied 226,230
Safely Apparaius,airoperatedon Electric trains 140

oftheline 3
precaulion.employes to havea propcrknowlcdgeof '4

Safcworking Inspector to see that Signalmen maintain their knowledge ofthe Rules and Regulations 41
Safeworking Inspector to Visit Signal Boxes 41
Sale, working ofGooli^ trains into Yard 247
Salisbury Loop, workingoflnsirumem 253
Sandhurst. Intermediate Electric SlalTInstrument 210-212
Sandringham. AuiomaticWorkingofpointsandSignals 245
Sanitary accommodation on trains 102
Sawn Timber, ioadingof 121

Slacks, distance from Line, etc 26
Scotch Blocks, padiocksforsecuring 60
Screw Couplings, depots for 120

fixed,useofinsleadofchaincoupling 119-120
not to be left lying about _• '20

„  to be clean and in good order 120
"Section Clear but Station or Junction blocked" signal, use ofand places where authorised 218
Section Switches 14

,. train unusally longtime 217
Sectioning, arrangcmcnisofoverhead 14-15

diagrams
„  instructions - 14-17

Sections worked under Track Block System 200
Securing vehicles on train iflocomotive be detached • 124-125
Security of loading 121

„  watercoiumns, hoses, etc 63
Semaphore Arms, colourof 37
Serviceton.Delivcringandreceivingslafl" 229
Sewerage obstructions and water leakages 27
Seymour. "A" Box, failurcofSignalsiitOysart

"A" and "B" Boxes, trains I ntering yard tracks 263
"A" Box, Speciaiinstruciioi s 263
Down trains to whistle whei approaching 263

„  "B" Box a "Block Terminal" for Up trains 218
Sheepshank Knot, use of itl
Shepparton S.P.C. Siding, working of 264-265

deliveringandreceivingstaft" 229
Shock, Electric '°'22
Shunters, to pay particular attention to exceptional loads, etc 122
Shunting at Incline Stations 124-125

at Rail Agent and No-onc-in-chargc stations 65-66
„  at stations and in station yards

at Suburban stations during the night 63
„  Brakingofvchiciesduring 124

definition ofthe several modes 124
,. during darkness prohibited at certain places 21

Electric trains

„  empty trains ' 126
„  empty trains at Flinders-street 234
.. "Fly" 124

Hitupsignal(Rcg.71) 6'
„  "Loose" 124
,. loose into goods sheds, freight depot, loading docks 124
„  noitobedoncthroughcrossoverswhenbiockinstrumentsareswitchedout 96

ofearriages other than high vehicles 125
on Jolimoni Maintenance Depot Tracks 235-236

„  on running line insideoroutside HomeSignal 216
operations in loco, yards 62

,. over interlocked points where no fixed signals 62
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Shunting over level crossings 75
over turntables 62-63
personstobewamedtokeepclearof 75
public crossings'not to be blocked by 75
"Slip" 124
tractor 63

vehicles against trains, conveying passengers 124
when two locomotives attached to train 81
where fixed signals not provided 62
withtailrope 125-126

Side lamps
,, „ cleaningof I49

Sidings and stations where no fixed signals 38
„  where ̂ inis are controlled by speciallocks 52-54
close to the running lineatstaiions 64

„  private, working of 64-65
., signals at (Regulation 69) 62
., unattended, provided with intermediate electric staffinstruments 210-212

Signal codeforelectricbellsonSuburbanlines 230-231
"Hit up" shunting (Reg. 71) 6!
lamps, cleaning, lighting, and extinguishing of 48-50

„  „ inspection of 50
„  „ unauthorised persons not to light 49

Signal levers, Block Recorders not to work 50
„  colourof 48

„  lights,failureof 43
repeaters, working of 43-44

Signals 37-38
„  adjusting the wires of 43-44
„  and points, defective 46
„  approach locking of 47-48
„  automatic, at stop position 37
„  back-locking of 47-48
„  bell, code of !!!!!!!! . 231
„  calling-on and low speed 46-47
„  detention at home or starting [ | 55
„  disc, use of, for arriving trains 47
„  electrically controlled from two Signal-boxes 48
„  electric back-locking of 47-48
„  „ control of 47-48

train !!!!!!!!! 81-83
„  locomotive head 82

whistling 95-96
„  whistling at level crossings 75-76

„  failure of, at track-locked, interlocked electric staffsiations, during through section working 203-204
„  fixed defective
„  „ employe who works instruments, etc., to also work 229-230
„  „ position and view of 37
„  „ stations and sidings where not provided 38
„  „ with telephone communication 55
„  „ workingof.atRailAgenistalions 65,67-68
„  ,. workingof, at No-one-in-charge stations 66
„  hand, green to be used by Guard 99-100
„  „ Guard and Assistant Engineman to exchange 100
„  home, where two apply In the same direction 218
„  lighting and extinguishing in foggy weather 49
„  lightingandexinguishingof 48-50
„  mechanical control of 48
„  obeying levers, etc 43-44
„  overhead repair
„  position anti view of; defective, etc 37

Signals, Signalman tosee that theyobey lever !!'!! ! ! ! 43-44
special permanent way 37,39

„  staning and home, detention at '55
„  tail to indicate Special train, not required on certain lines 58-59,81
„  testing and examination of 43-44
„  three-position, at level crossings 75
„  track-locked 48
•• train 81-83
„  tram whistling 95-96

two-position at entrance to automatic signalling section, failure of . 37
flashing light 76.77

Signal-boxes, closed where three-position signals are in operation and letter "A" has failed 41-42
coloursofleversin 48
employes authorised to visit 50
interlocked, tools at 48
kerosene lamps in, extinguishing of 29-30
opening and closing of 41-42
Order Books and Notices for 41
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Signal-boxes. Swiichcdoui in Double Line BlockArea,failureofSignalsat 42-43
,. telephone communication between 50

unauthorised persons not to enter 50
under portion of ^3

,. Weekly Notice tobesupplied to 41
where more than one Signalman on duty 41

Signalman not in attendance for first train in morning * 219
on duty longer than specified time 41

Signalmen, supervision of 41
to report irregularities 41
Train Information and permission forTrackMachines, Responsibility 144-145

Signalling andinterlockingapparatusoutoforder 44
„  atunatlcndedstationssidingsandjunciionsequippedwithintermediateeleciricsiaffinsiruments 210-212

by automatic and track control on single lines 163-174
by means oflevcr locking and track control 175-181
forrcpairstooverheadequipment 38

„  in foggy weather 54
material,distributionof.byGoodstrain MO

„  notices, distribution of 57
,. SlaiT. Attendance of in Suburban area "fl

track block system 200-201
Single line.crossingstations , . . 114-116

lines, books, and forms in use 230
lines of railway, irain staffand ticket system (see particulars under "T") 157-162

Sites, for Firewood and Timber to be kept clean by lessee 26
Skidding ofdisabled vehicles 141-142
Sleeping carriages, workmen's '37
Sleeves, lever 48,116
Slidingdoorcarriagesin wet weather 101-102
Slip shunting '24
Smoking accomodation '01

on duty 57
prohibited, whcredangeroffire 30-31

Somerton, working ofShaw Pipe Pty, Ltd, Siding 246
Somerton,Upfield, Ford's Siding, Intermediate Electric StaffWorking 210-212,246
Somcrville, Hastings, Long Island, Intermediate Electric StaffWorking 210-212
South Kensington, failureofsignalsat Maribymong River Junction 236-237
South Kensington, KensingtonandArden Street, pilots examination ofvehicles 189-190
South Kensington. workingofDownGoodstrains 236
South Yarra-Caulficld lines, altered routing of trains 241
South Geelong, Moriac. Portland Cement Co. (Waum Ponds) Intermediate Elenrie StaffWorking 250
Special block posts in electric slalTsections 204-207

instructions(secnamesofStations) 233-266
overhead repair 38
permanent-way warning and caution signals 37,39
train signals 58-59,81

„  trains, Engineman to be warned when notice not given 58-59
to keep a good look out 59

„  ,. employes to keep a lookout for 59
„  „ exhibition of Noticeson Notice Board 59
„  „ Ganger to notify other employes of the running of 59
„  „ issue and distribution ofNotices for 57-58
„  „ Notices, delivery of, to Way and Works Branch employes , . . . 59
„  I, printed Notices not issued to Way and Works Branch employes within Suburban area 58
,1 „ Road Foreman to enquire as to distribution on notices re 59
„  „ runningof 57-59
„  Train Signals for 58-59,81
„  ,. when written or printed notice is not issued 58

Spotswood, Oil Sidings, working of 238
Spotswood, workingofsidingsat 338
Springhurst. crossing trains at ''5

master key at Wangaratta itT
shunting outside Home Signal in absence ofTrain Staff 264

Squares, white, painted on vehicles 63
St.Amaud, crossingtrainsat M5

delivery ofstaffto Engineman 229
Stacks, etc., distance from Line
Staff and Ticket System (see particulars under "T") 157-162

.. compositestaffExchangeBoxesonSingleLines,workingof 68-69
,. exchanging apparatus "Io'Iq
., exchangeboxesonSingle lines, workingof 68-69
,. Stations not provided with fixed signals, workingof. 38
,. empIoyetostandsolhatEnginemanwillhaveagoodview 116
., damaged or defective 219-220
.. hand exchanging "6
„ nottobethrownontotheground 1'6
,. obtainingearlierthanusual 209-210
„ Stations. No. 2 track at 118-119
„ Magazines for Balancing, where in use 220-221
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Staff Ticket Exchange Box on Single Lines, workingof. 69-70
Staffs, Electric, balancing of 220-221

„  conveyance of 221 rs
Composite 204-207
Divided 207-209
Exehangcboxes(newminialurc),illuslrationsof 68-69

„  Exchange Pouches II g
Instruments, working ofby guards 71
Orderofissuing 219

Standard Gauge Line, Track Machine journeys, responsibility ofTrain Controllerand Employe-in-chatge 145.188
Light Locomotives between Diesel Depot and Dynon or North Dynon 236

Stanhope, Rushworth-Coibinabbin.SiaffSectlon ' 264
Starting and Stopping oftrains 98-99
„  Signal, detention 55

Stationmaster at Suburban Terminal stations to sec that couplings oftrains screwed up
responsibility of 57
responsible for control ofStation Yard Gates 60-61
to examine each month articles carried by Guards 97

points, etc 59-60
to observe the state of the Continuous Brake and other couplings 64
losatisfyhimselfthat Signalmen arc properly performing their duties 41
to see that employes in the electrified area are conversant with instructions for personnal safety 14
to see that instructions in regard to shunting arc observed 63

Station Order Books 57
YardGates. Stationmasterresponsiblc forcontrol of 60-61
Yards, shunting, etc.,Genera! Instructions 61-63

Stations and Sidings where Points are controlled by Special Locks 52-54
BlockTerminal 218

„  Rail Agent, Way and Works Branch employes'duties at 65-66
Rail Agent, workingof 65-66
Flagsignallingat 38
Incline, shunting vehicles at 124-125
Lighting of [ 61
No-one-in-charge, Way and Works Branch employes, dutiesai 66-67
No-one-in-charge, workingof 66-67

„  onorclosetoagrade.shunlingat 124-125
on Single Lines, protection of trains at 37,65,66, 1 14, 116
on Single Lines, trainscrossingat 114-116
Stall No. 2 Track at 118-119

„  Suburban, shuntingat night 63
suddenstoppingoftniinsat 98-99

„  staff, where no Fixed Signals 115
„  trainscntcring"Terminal"dead-end 96

trainssettingbackoverLevelCrossings 116
„  trains treated as "Terminals" 218

where Main Line Points are equipped with Plunger Locking 51,54,57
„  Main Line Points are Double Wirccontrollcd 52

„  „ shunting is prohibited during darkness 71
no Fixed Signals 38

„  ., ,. protcctionoftrainsat 38
„  ., white light to be shown on platform 38

., Guard acts as Stationmaster for certain trains 67-68

., there are cross-overroads between the Upand Down Running Lines 96
„  vehicles may stand in No. 2 Track 118-119

with Sidings close to the Running Lines 64
Stawell, crossing trains at 115

Lineciearfor Down trains 228
StepLadders.Guards', when used 129
Steps and ramps ofplatforms to be sanded 60
Stone throwing 25
Stony Point, workingof 243
Slop Boards for Electric trains 16-17
Stoppingandstariingoflrains 98-99
Straw, hay, and otherHammablc loading 131
Sirathmerton-Tocumwal Section, working of Lift Bridge 266
Stretchers, ambulance 22-23
Structures at Departmental residences 26
Suburban Area.SignailingStalTatiendanceof 4|

Lines, CodeofElcctricBells 230-231
Stations,shuntingaiduringnight 63

Sub-ways to be sanded 60
SuddenstoppageoftrainsatStations 98-99
Sunbury, GuardsofDowntrainsioadviseSignalmanlraincomplete 258

„  Light Locomotives waiting "Line Clear" 227
Sunshine, Anderson-street level crossing 240
Sunshine-Rockbank.CentraiisedTrafficConirol 255
Sunshine-Brooklyn, Western Market Siding, Intermediate Electric SlaffWorking 210-212
Supervision of boilers and engines in use on Railway land 26-27

Operationsatsceneofaccident 12-13
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Supervision of Signalman •)1i
Supplemcniary Block Working
Suspension ofelectricsiafl'sjslem, and issue of proceed orders
Swing bolsters of vehicles, Train Examiners to grease
Switch stand indicators for double wire operated points - 52
Switched out Signal Box in Double Line Block Section, failure ofSignals at , o
Switches, lighting.workingof.onclecirictrains

signal sectioning (Metropolitan area), operation of 44^5
Switchinginstrumqnts.clectricstalTstations 2^-203
Sydncyexprcsstrain. conductor's duties, etc '00" '®'
System of control in train running

SignallingbyAutomaticandTrackControlonSingieLines 163-I74
signallingbyAutomaticElectricStalT
signalling by Lcver-lockingand track-control on single line sections 175-181
SignallingbyCcntraliscd TradlcControl on Single Lines 183-188

TailandSidc Lamps, cleaningof
Tail Lamps,cleaningof oa

.. rope, use of. for shunting iienx
„  ropes, examination of - - -
., signals to indicate running ofspecial train, not required on certain lines isu

Tallangatta-Cudgewa. Vehicles fitted with pipe only between '0^
Tallarook.workingofMcDougall Siding in 11^
Tarpaulins and lashings, use of 1 1 it
TankWagonscontainingllammablc(lnllammable)LiquidsorGases.marshallingor. ilA
Tatura-Toolambaseclion.compositesialTworking . , , , 266
Telegraph poles, distribution of ' ' ' ' sn i 1
Telephone, communication between signal-boxes

,. ,. signals and signal-boxes 55
messages, how to be sent

., books 15.44-45,50
Telephones at fixed signals 55

in brake vans _
Tcrang. Camperdown. Timboon Junction, intermediate Electric Staff Working '250

Panmurc. Mortlake Junction, intermediate Electric StalTWorking 250
Terminal stations, block, list of

employesentering arrival trains
trains arriving at v.j.
which arc not dead-ends

stop boards for Electric trains j
Terms.definitionof .q.
Testing, automaticairbrakepriortostoppingwhenapproachingierminalstations ^

brakes.protcctionofemployescngagcdin i<i
examination, and maintenance ofcranes and other lifiing appliances
handbrakes 124. lyj

Three-position signalsal level crossings
Timber platforms . , . 2^

siacks.distancc from line 2l(i 212 250
TimboonJunction.workingof ' ,
Timetables, acquaintance with .

workingoftrainsinaccordancewith
Time, uniform, etc 2*6
Tocumwal. Deniliquin-roadcrossing

Wise Bros,'Flour Mill Siding . ,
^

Toolamba-Taiura section, composite stalTworking
Toolsatinterlockcdsignal-boxes 239-240
Tottenham, gravitation yards, working of , 200 201
Track block, system oftrain signalling ...
Track circuits, instructions to be observed by Gangersand Repairers • '

.. locking, automatic control offixcd signals by means of ^ ^
jlO-I ll

Tractors, shunting with 51-52
Trailable Points , oq
Trailing vehicles behind Diesel Electric Rail Motors • •

thetrain vanofa PassengerTrain
vehicles, train signals on

Train accidents-procedure to be followed-
At .station from which breakdown van Is 10be despatched . . , •
At Manned Station nearest to accident - ..
AlStationtowhichinjuredpassengersaretobeconveyed
Ifalorclosctoastalion
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When not at a station 9
Train books.Guards' 97

break-down van.depotsfor 11-12
Controller,rcsponsibilityregardingauthorityforTrackMachinejoumey. 188
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•• "seof 225-226
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signals !! .' !!!!! l !! ' 81-83
settingbacktowardsanothertrain 1 15-116
stalledordisabled, assisted by Passenger train in rear ] . . 138-139
standingon running line, protection of ! ' ! ! 116,129-130
unusually long time in section 217
whistle to besounded when approaching levelcrossing !!!!!!!' 75-76

ns, accommodation in, passenger . 102
Air Brake not to be relied upon tosecurc when locomotive detached 191
arrival, employes entering !!!!!!!!! ! . 57
arrivlngat terminal ordead-endstations 96
ballast, working of, on lines open foriraOic 109-110
crossingat single line stations !!! ,' !!!!! 1 14-116
delays to. through brake testing !!!!!!!! 126-127
Electric, air-operated apparatus on 140

disabled {'40-142
employes entering arrival
empty shunting at Flinders-street 234

;• of ^ 125
equipped with electric light,examination ofby Train Examiners 149
Goods, distributionofoverhcad.telcgraph.andsignallingmaterialby 110

,. marshailingof _ l'10-113
Livestock, care to be uken to see that Brake-pipe cock handle is not altered 194
iightingof I 149
marshailingof " ' {'11-113
newspapers thrown from ^ ^ 137-138
not timed to call 99
not to be shunted through crossovers when instruments switched out 96
on running lines without a Brake Van in the rear - ! . ! ! ̂ ! ] ! ! ! ' 136-137
open doors on ornearrunning lines ' 128
passengersalighiingfrom.onpitside ' 128
Passenger assistingin therciirol'a disabled train !!!!!!! 138-139

communicaiionapparatuson |->7
not limed to call 99
standing overnight at stations !!!!!!!!!!!! ! ! 98

„  stopped on running line I28-P9
timeallowcdcrcwstochangcover 95

protectionof, at Rail Agent and No-onc-in-Cliargesiations 65-66
pushing of. on running lines ' ' [09
Rail Motor _ 86-89
sanitary accommodation on ^ . " 102
settiiigbackoyer level crossingsatslatlonsonsingle lines . !!! .' !!!!!!!! ! ! '75, 1 16
Special, Running of ' 57.60
stalling or dividing ; . . . ' ' |
Starlingandsloppingof ! .' "!!!!!! !' 98-99
stoppcdbctween Stationsowing tocxceptioniilcause !!!!!! 1 !'!!!!! ! . 3
sudden stoppagcofai Stations 98-99
lime allowed crews to change over 95
lobeexamincdbyTrain-cxaminer |'26-1'7
vestibule, general instructions I . 10!
WhistlingSignals 95-96
working of down gradients !!! .' !!!!!!'!! 191-19"'

Trainingemployes
Train SiafTand Ticket System, supplcmentarj'instructions 1 ^ ' {'57-162

"Acre" message, when to be sent at StaffStations where Fixed Signals not provided 158
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Train StalTand Ticket System, supplementary instructions
books and Forms used 230
Cancelled StalTTickets I®'
Defective or damaged Stalls ^
Failureofmeansofcommunication 157-158
Guard to ascertain whether his train will travel onStafTorlicket 158
Issue ofLine Clear Report" 161-162
Lines on which StalTTickets are not ordinarily in use '61
Master Key, use of 159-161
OpeningandClosingofStalTStations 161-162
Qualified employe to receive and deliver StafT. etc '61
Signalman finishing duty before "Acre" message received '57
StalTTickets to be kept in proper box 160-161
StalT, when to be locked away '58
Train delays to be entered in T-R. Book '6'
Train passed without Tail Discofiight 158-159
When train on Ticket requires to work at Intermediate Siding 159-160
When it is necessary in absence ofSialTto shunt outside Home Signal 159
When Staff is at Station Engineman may proceed outside Home Signal, etc 159
When Guard requires to advise arrival oftrain 157-158
When IntermediatcTclcgraph orTelephone Block Postsareopened 157-158
Working of Fixed Signals at SlafTSiations '58
Working ofNo-onc-in-charge stations on single lines 66-67
Working ofStations where Guard acts as Stationmaster for certain trains 67-68
Working ofStafT Exchange Boxes and StalT Ticket Exchange Boxes by Guards 69-70
WorkingofTemporary StafTStations where no Fixed Signals "5
WorkingofRai! Motortrains runningon StalTand Ticket Sections '57

Tramway tralTic over Level Crossings 73-75
Traialgon. uncoupling ofUpGoods trains at Home Signal 247

Morwell. Maryvalc. Intermediate StalTWorking 210-212
Trespassingon the railway, etc 25
TrimmingSignal Lamps m?
Trollies. Permanent-way instructions for use of '^3

going into or through tunnels 226
platform, boys not to be allowed to interfere with 60
platform, warning to be given by employes when wheeling 60

Tunnel. Guards to have hand lamp alight when train in "10
Tunnels, trolliesgoingintoorthrough 144,226
Turntables, shuntingovcr "fn
Two-position signal controllingentrance to automatic signalling section. failureoT. 37

U

Unattended stations and sidings equipped with Intermediate ElectricStafi Instruments, workingof 210-212
„  .. ., .. loading and unloadingat - • '32

Uncoupling andcoupliiigofvchiclcs . , 119-120
.. shunting Passenger vehicles

Undergrowth not to be allowed near buildings or platforms 30
Under portions of platformsand sheds to be kept clean 30

ofsignal-boxcs ^3
Uniform clothing 67

time, etc ■ 35
Unloading and loading of vehicles at Rail Agent stations

longariiclesatslationswiihsidingsclosetorunningline 64
Upfield, Somerton. Ford'sSiding, Intermediate F.lectricStaffWorking 246
Use of disc signals for arriving trains ^2

drag chains 7<:
locomotive or train whistle at level crossings 75-76
tail rope forshuniing
tarpaulins and lashings 131-132
trollies, tricycles, quadricyclcs, and motor inspection vehicles - '^3

Van, AirBrakcGaugein ''3
DrawerslobeexamincdbyGuardswhcnlakingovcrlrain '7
Equipment of 96-97
goods, outwards to be placed on barrows or trollies 60
telephones in • • 97
train on running lines without 130-13/
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cleaningof 104-105
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Passcngerstravcllingin 102-104

Vehicle andcarriagcdoors.fasteningof 127-128
doora, projeciingoulsideclcarancc 64

on "ORs" (VOWA) not tobeallowed todrop unchecked 64
„  swing, not to be operated on theside next to adjacent runningline 64

Vehicles, authorised load of 130-131
Ratchet Brakes 124
brakeson "0"(VFAA)and'"R" 63
brokendrawgearon ' 134-135
corridorandvestibule .. . 101
Coupling and uncoupling 119-120

of, on Inter-system trains 119-120
damaged 134-136
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departmental motor, conveyance of 155
derailed, not to be used until examined 23.134
derailments of 23,134
doorsof"QR"(VOWA) 64
disabled, hauled behind van 137
distribution of loading in 130-131
for local tralTlc only j 34
high shunting of ^ 125
"K"convcyanceoflengthyarticlesby 131
labelled with red and green cards 132-134
lightrcpairsto.atout-stations i . . . . 136
loading andunloadingatRailAgentStations 132

heavy articles in 130
not to project ovcrends 64

loads to be properly secured 130-131
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shunted about with doors hanging down 61. 128
numbers of. shown with crossincircle 134

figuresinspacesofacross 134
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uncouplingof 119-120
repairing, protection ofemployes engaged in ; 105-108
repairs at out-stations 136
securing of iflocomotivcbcdetachedfromtrain 124-125

whenshuntingonorclosetoagradient 124-125
Shunting at Inclinestations 124-125

ofat stations and in station yards 61-63
ofhigh-and carriages 125

standing in No. 2 Track at stations 118-119
swing bolslere of. Train Examiners to grease 131
trailingof.behind train van 137
vestibulcandcorridor 101
wliiiesquarcspaintcdon. positionofhandbrakc 63
with hot bo.xes 135-136

Vehicular Hand Brake, tonnage controlled on grades 193
Vestibule and corridor vehicles, general instructions 10!
Viewand posiiionoffixcdslgnals ^ . 37
Violet Town, crossing trains at II*

W

W.W.73Book 144-145
Wangaralta, special Master Key for use at Bowser 263-264

Glenrowan, Ahimatla. Intermediate Electric StaffWorking 210-212
Wanting andcaulion signals, special pemianenl way 37-39
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Shunter 62

Warragul, GuardsofDown trains to advise Signalman when trainseompletc 228-229
worklngofauxiliary frame 246

Warrenheip. GuardsofGoodstrainsfromGeelonglinetoadviseSignalmantrainscompleie . . ! 227
tail rope not to be used 256

Warmambool. McGfcnnan'sSiding 250
Waichem.crossingtrainsat _ 115
Watches, depanmeiiial ' " ' 35
Water, columns.securityof 63
„  economy in use of 63

leakages and scwenigc obstructions 27
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occupation of running line

Weekly Notice, copies to be supplied to signal-boxes
distribution of 2
employes resuming from leave to peruse 3

Weighbridges, vehicles, with reliefTracks
Westall, Aiie.x Quarries Siding 242
West Footscray. working of local sidings when signal-box closed 227
Western Market Siding. Brooklyn-Sunshine, Intermediate Electric StafTWorking 21^212
Westinghousc Brakclsee Air Brake Orders)
Wharvcsand piers, working lines to . . . IIO-IU
Whistle, crow in foggy weather - 35

to be sounded when approaching level crossing ix
posts at level crossings

Whistlingat night at Suburban stations °3
signals, train '5-96

WheelTyre flangedown to condemning point xt
White square, painted on trucks 53
White'sSiding
Wil!aura,crossingTrains ''5
Williamstown, delivering and receivingstalT 229

shunting on No. 2 Track 227

Wires, overhead, contact and catenary
signal,adjustingof

Wodonga. Coal Siding-Bandiana-Bandiord, modified train examination and brake test ofgoods trains 264
Coal Sidings. Bandiana. Intermediate Electric StafTWorking 210-212,264

Woodend.GuardsofDown trains to advise Signalman trains complete in 111
Working lines to piers and wharves ]'®' '

ofBallasi trainson linesopcnfor iraiTie i o
of Bank Locomoiiveson ElectricSlafTscctions • 21'
of Block Posts in electric sialTsections by composite electric staff 204-207

.. ofRail Agent stations "-66
ofDown Goods trains between South Kensington and Footscray i. .
ofclcctricsialTinstrumentsbyGuards •
ofllxed signalsand instruments
of level crossings ;3-79
oflevel crossing gates "-74
ofNo-one-in-chargesiatlons """y'
of private sidings 54-65
of rail motor trains
ofsidingscontrollcdby special locks -jot
of single lines by meansofProceedOrders '• 221-225

.. under Automatic and Track control System f lo
Centralised TraflieControl System '83-188
Lever Locking and Track Control System ''5-181

ofstaffandsiafl'tickct exchange boxes by Guards 7i
ofstaiions where Guard acts as Stationmaster j'
ofstaJTstationswhorc noflxcdsignals ''5

,. of tum tables 52-63
ofTrainsdowngradients
of unattended sidings and junctions, equipped with intermediate eleclricstarrinstrumenls i

Workmen's sleeping earftages jj'
marshallingof ''3

Workshops, locomotivegearscnttoforrepairs • . . .
Wrong line orders, disposal of

Yalloum-Brown Coal Mine Line, useofAir Brake
YarraOlcn.FlashingLightSignal
Yellow Flag, use of ^3
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